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On Perfect]: Double Diatonic Scale,

and an Enharmonic Key-Board for Organs, Pianofortes, etc.;

by Henry Ward Poole, of South Danvers, Mass.

1. Seventeen years ago I published in this Journal* a theory

of Perfect Intonation in music, with a description of an organ

made to obtain this result, which had then just been completed.

The organ was provided with pedals and mechanism by which
the large number of pipes necessary for perfect tuning could be
played by the common key-board. It was supposed that all

music, for the moment, was in some key or scale. This scale the

organist could prepare by putting down a single pedal, which
had the effect of uniting the twelve finger-keys of each octave

with twelve valves, and disconnecting all the others. As the

ised into other scales, by modulation, and other less

marked transitions, the player, by touching the pedal of the new
scale, made the changes of sounds required. In the present

paper, I shall describe a new key-board in which all the sounds

contained in the organ are represented, and placed within con-

trol of the organist, without aid from pedals or any interior

mechanism; and which is practicable for any extent of modula-

tion, or number of notes in the octave. It is uniform in all keys,

and the same succession of melodies or harmonies is fingered the

same in every signature. The pedal-base is also provided for

by an appropriate key -board. I shall also treat of the scale

heretofore unnoticed by theorists, to which I have given the

name of Double Diatonic^ together with other matters bearing

upon the theory and practice of peTfect harmony.

Am. Joub. Sci.—Second Sebies, Vol. XLIV, No. 130.—Jclt, 1867.



2 II. W. Poole on Perfect Harmony, etc.

2. la my former article in this Journal it was maintained that
the Prifrie Seventh with the ratio 4 : 7 was harmonious, admis-
sible and used in music, although this, so far as I have seen,
was asserted for the first time* It is clearly evident that this
element enters into music of all kinds, and that the diatonic
scale must contain it, or that there must be two diatonic scales

:

which latter supposition is most correct. If only fifths and
thirds are admitted in forming a diatonic scale it will naturally
be made of the common chords of three roots, namely, the
tonic or key-note, the dominant or fifth above, and the sub'dom-
inant or fifth below. This I have distinguished as the triple

diatonic scale, which has three intervals in the ratio of 8 : 9,

9 : 10, and 15 : 16. The notes are represented by the syllables
Do, Ee, Mi, etc., which always bear the same relation to the
key-note and to each other. Thus, Do to Ee is always as 8 : 9
or a major tone, Ee to Mi as 9 : 10 or a minor tone, Mi to Fa as

* - i diatomc^semitone. No exception is admitted in this

tike 48 vibrations in a given

Triple Diatonic Scale. Do to Do.

Common chords on Do, Sol and Fa.

3. But if the ear prefers—and it often does prefer—the sub-
dominant harmony may be suppressed, and the fourth of the
scale, Fa, and the sixth, La, may be replaced by the perfect
seventh and ninth of the dominant harmony so that if we still
take Do as a starting point or first of the scale, we require a
new ta and Zo, for which formerly there have been no names.
But the perfect seventh, or flat seventh as it is called, is already

as Si b
,
taking the sound of Se—pronounced

as are all these syllables, and like the Eng-
- and no other name is needed. Below Si therefore we

take ifc, and take as first of a scale the Fa already given. Then
we have the J 5

Double Diatonic Scale. Fa to Fa.
Common chord on Fa, chord of 7 and 9 on Do.
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4. The reasons for taking the key-note on Fa will appear on

consideration, but for the present the reader will recollect that

if the flat seventh of the natural key is taken—for example B b

with the common chord of C—the ear requires a resolution on

the chord of F or Fa, which is the controlling note.

5. To sing this scale is easy, provided the intervals of the

triple scale are well fixed by their syllables ; and it only remains

to learn the intervals La to Se, 20 : 21, and Se to Do, 7 : 8, which

are easily recognized on hearing the harmony which should ac-

company a lesson in singing. In the last scale are five different

intervals in place of the three of the first scale, by which more

variety is secured.

6. These two scales contain all that belongs to the major

keys; the additional notes required to complete the minor keyfl

will be considered afterwards, as well as those called "acciden-

tals," which are borrowed from related scales. The notation

generally employed in music is practically correct, and, without

changing the letters or sharps and flats, scales may be noted so

that the exact sounds shall be indicated. In all times a singer

must know or feel the pitch of each note, if he would sing it

correctly. If he has learned the intervals by solmization, in

the only rational way, or by always giving the same inl

the same succession of syllables, and if he knows by the written

music what intervals are called for, he will give them equally

well in the key of C or in C#, or on the dozen different pitches

which can be given between these two sounds. But when we

are to deal with fixed sounds, as is necessary when constructing

an instrument, or when two fixed instruments may have to play

together, it is necessary to know and express the exact sounds

required. If the note be C, it will not do to use that which is

the key-note of the natural scale for the third of four flats,

which is a comma lower, nor for the perfect seventh of D, two

sharps, which is lower still. I formerly indicated this distinc-

tion by a numerical index, but the following system presents

Every key-note is marked as usual, but with a Eoman cap-

ital ; every major third to these key-notes with Roman lower

case, and every perfect seventh with a Gothic capital. The sec-

ond, fourth and fifth of the triple diatonic scale, being key-notes

in other scales, and in the series of key-notes, each a fifth one

from another, are accordingly in Roman capitals. So the sixth

and seventh of the same scale are thirds of other keys, and

marked in letters of the lower case. The two diatonic scales

will then be represented thus in the natural key.

Triple diatonic, C D e F G a b C
Do Re mi Fa Sol la si Do
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8. Much that is curious and interesting concerning this

double diatonic scale could be shown, did the character of this

article admit, and were it practicable to give musical examples
from the masters. It would be seen that the most beautiful,

varied and ornate compositions are made from the elements it

contains. It has the capacity in certain styles of music of using
with much grace accidentals, or chromatics, as they are called

;

for example, the si, the regular leading note to Do, and the Solifa

diatonic semitone below la, or the leading note to the relative

minor; these chromatics always ascending diatonic semitone
(15 : 16) to the notes above. Especially is the si, or major
seventh, used with Do, making the ratio of 8 : 15, if it is to be
considered as claiming to be attended to as concordant, or as

otherwise than as a passing note of a melody. But when per-

fectly tuned it is heard in harmony, especially with the mi and
Sol with which it is sounded. An example will be given to

illustrate this. First, it may be mentioned that besides the three
series of notes—key-notes, thirds and sevenths—another series is

used, that of the dominant's thirds in the minor scales, the lead-

ing notes to the relative minor's key- note. This in each key is

Sol#, and is tuned a major third above mi; and mi, Sol# and si

form a major common chord (4:5: 6). These notes are ex-

pressed in italic letters of the lower-case. The example being
the double diatonic scale of G, in one sharp, I shall give this

scale with the accidentals introduced in the following melody
from Rossini's ' II Barbiere di Seviglia.' The air will be remem-
bered as appearing in the accompaniment to the song or recita-

tive (for it is all on one note, D or Do, the part which this ac-

companies), in which Figaro describes his place of business,
(Numero quindici, etc.), and afterward is the air sung by Alma-
yiva when he has a prospect of seeing Eosina, while at the same
time Figaro sings in joy at the sound of his patron's gold.

Double Diatonic Scale in G, with accidentals.

G D with th. 7th- - G-

9. Although it is convenient to consider a special strain of
nusic as being in a definite key or scale, and to consider the

i are sometimes prone to introduce themselves as

k," and in a manner extraneous, yet the truth is that
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all such intruders have the excuse of being relatives, with the

right of entrance, under certain rules, which the great masters

understand. Among the related notes in the scale in G, last

given, are C and e, or the fourth and sixth of the double dia-

tonic on the same key-note, G. These are introduced in a pass-

ing manner, as in the cadence—a familiar example is found in the

Oh! doke concento* of Mozart—where the subdominant harmony,
not before heard, comes in just before the final dominant and
tonic chords. In the example given from liossini, the third

note of the third measure may be C, as well as C

—

Fa of the

triple scale, as well as Se of the double. In the fifth measure
the fourth note may be the same C, and the sixth note may be e,

the sixth or la of the triple scale of Gr. But the following note

on the same degree in the sixth measure is clearly and neces-

sarily E, Re, or the ninth of the chord of the seventh on D. So
the third note of the first measure may be e. The enhar-

monic change from e to E, a rise of a comma, is often required,

is very beautiful, and I have proved that it can readily be
made for my singers, who know this change of a comma as

well as others know the tone or semitone, will give it, even
without accompaniment, with perfect accuracy, as proved by the

harmony afterward applied as a test. All this variety within

the limits of musical laws—which only forbid what is disor-

derly, complicated, or what the ear will not distinguish—adds

to the pleasure of music, and it is the exact rendering of all

the melodies and harmonies which gives the charm to a good
singer. When acutely perceptive of such accuracy, I had the

good fortune to listen to Alboni on all the occasions when it

was possible to do so. I thought her then, and still am of the

opinion, that she was the best singer I have ever heard. It is

hat she had a wonderful exactness in executing what-

ever she undertook. There was no "temperament" in her scales,

and what the strictest theory requires in intonation she under-

stood and gave. She sang music whose analysis would alarm a

uvnt difficulties; but the delighted auditors

perceived only a delicious and "easy" flow of melody.

10. Fortunately, the greater part of the difficulties in the

higher class of melodies are overcome by the unconscious or

talent of the singers. The accompaniment of such

melodies is not difficult, and the harmonies attending make clear

what the melody must be. No instrument will ever compete
with the voice in its peculiar department, but may surpass it in

that which it is fitted for. Neither voices nor instruments sepa-

rately can produce the highest effects in music; those will be

attained by the combination of the two. Impn

* Generally so e
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which accompany will be followed by better vocal

11. For understanding what is to follow, I would have it

borne in mind, that I consider that all musical ratios derived
from the primes 3, 5, and 7 are appreciable by the ear, and may
be used in all their combinations and transpositions into differ-

ent keys, which is already done in a series of perfect fifths.

The next prime, the eleventh, does not present sufficient claims
to be admitted to the musical canon, except under regulations
which as yet I would not undertake to define. I can tune it,

and can perceive that it yields harmony so far as to gi

dences in its vibrations with the other prime chords, the fifth,

the third and the seventh. It is not impossible, when a great
refinement is made in music, and the sense highly cultivated,

that this class of novel sounds may be introduced and appreci-
ated. But except under such conditions, and without the most
exact intonation, the eleventh would fail to give any effect other
than incomprehensible discord. It might be admissible in the
harmonic stops of an organ—those called mixtures, sesquialtras,

etc.—but only under a system of perfect harmony.
12. For a practical instrument I would provide five series of

sounds—a series signifying that each sound is a fifth from that

which precedes, and that which follows it. These five series,

arranged in the order of their importance, are as follows, the
notes of each series being marked with the letter and sharp or
flat in common use, but in a distinctive type for each series

:

Series T. Key-Notes. Roman capital?, A, B.
" II. Thirds (major) to key-notes, series I, Roman lower-case, a, b.

" III. Perfect sevenths to key-notes, " I, Gothic capitals, A, B.
(These constitute the major scales.)

" IV. Dominant thirds (major), in the minor
mode, being major thirds to II, Italic lower-case, a, b.

M V. Don ninormode,
being perfect sevenths to II, Gothic lower-case, a, b.

(These two last complete the minor mode.)

13. This being understood, it will be known that the same
letter in the same type is always the same sound, and its rela-

tion evident
; that the same letter in Roman lower-case is a

comma lower than the same in ca ,r (0-256) of
a comma higher than the seventh in Gothic capitals. A letter of
the III series, m Italics is tw«> commas below the same in the
I series, or one comma below that of the II. The sevenths of
the Y are one comma below those of the III; the lower-case
letter indicating this difference below the capital.
H. Among the names which have to be remembered as ad-

vocates of perfect harmony and just ideas in music, perhaps the
first in modern times is that of Gen. T. Perronet Thompson of
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London. My first knowledge of his valuable services came
during the preparation of the second part of my article in this

Journal (in March, 1850), by an allusion in the Westminster
Review to an enharmonic organ which he had just brought out

in London. This led to the reading of his spirited articles on
music and other subjects in the Westminster Review, and to the

seeking his acquaintance, which, through a considerable corre-

spondence, I have had the good fortune to make. I have also

received his "Theory and Practice of Just Intonation" and " ZV
scrijithh > < • ', 1 mrmonic Organ" of his invention,

"built /<>r the Exhibition of 1851, and an Appendix tracing the

the Enharmonic of the Ancients. London.
1850." 8vo. I also obtained, after much search, and by the kind
efforts of the author, what appears to be the initiative work of

Gen. Thompson in musical doctrines. Although a work requir-

ing thorough classical and mathematical knowledge, as well as

information in several departments of literature and taste, it

bears the modest title, "Instructions to my Daughter for Playing

of correct harmony, on - to those of the ancient
'.

•

don, 1829." In folio, with illustrations. "'This work seems to

have been stimulated by a fine perception of the deli

monies of which the s apable, and by falling

upon the collection of the "Seven Ancient Greek authors on
M isi

."
i by Meibomius, and printed on

the Elzevir press in 1652, a copy of which is in the library of

Harvard College. The Euclid of geometry is one of these

seven, and there is an eighth author who is not reckoned an an-

cient, as lie li . • d as late as A.D. 470. It is clear that there was
something which these called "enl crmoyuc," which is declared

to be the "most accurate." (Aristides Quintilianus, lib. i, p. 19,

ed. Meib.) That " the name of enharmonic [or harmony] is

given to the genus abounding in the smallest intervals ; from
the harmonizing." (Idem, i, 18.) "The enharmonic, so called

from being taken in th< g of whatever is sub-

jected to harmony." (Id., ii, 111.) With much more to justify

Gen. Thompson in adopting the title of Enharmonic: which name
I also take as appropriate to a system of perfect harmony, and
to the instruments which are constructed on its principles.

15. The enharmonic organ of Gen. Thompson had key-boards
in which, without any change in the interior of the organ, all

sounds contained therein could be given. Every sound of the

organ was represented in three kev-boards, except i

"
\ for, i

' *
'

rarely called for, which had exchangeable pipes. The organ of

lyself had a key-board like that of the common
Angering was the same : all changes were made
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by pedals, one for each key, which put the organ in tune for its

own scales. It could be played without the player knowing what
sounds he used—he only needed to keep the organ in the right

key. Gen. Thompson justly remarks that his system would
have merits over ours, in compelling a musician to know what
he is doing. But in the dark days of enharmonic science it

may be excusable not to demand too much of the organists.

16. There are great difficulties which present themselves in

admitting to a key-board the multitude of sounds required if

several transpositions or signatures are to be played in. If the

five series of sounds already described, § 12, are carried into the

keys from nine flats to nine sharps—nineteen signatures—just

one hundred notes to the octave are required! But an octave

is limited in width by the span of the fingers. Six and a half

inches is about the convenient average measure, and this is

adopted by organ and piano-forte makers. If the notes we
want are div this space each will get the hund-
redth part of it, or sixty-five thousandths of an inch. The pins

of a barrel organ might play upon them, but with human fin-

gers it is hardly possible.

17. But there is a fortunate circumstance in the relation of

the sounds which comes to our aid. All are not wanted at the

-same time ; when we are near the key of nine sharps there is

no possibility of our requiring the notes of nine flats. These
we may arrange therefore at a distance front or back, and place

near by the related notes which may be required in connection

with those already in use.

18. At least seven finger-keys should be in convenient rela-

tion to each other, and of sufficient size and position to allow

of their being touched, and for the changes of fingers necessary
in running scales and taking chords in different positions. Such
a, key-board I have endeavored to devise, the result of which
may be seen from the following description and figures *

19. The first point I took in the resolution of the problem
was, the convenience of the broad white ivory keys of the com-
mon key-board, and the elevated black keys—the white espe-

cially affording room for shifting the fingers, and the raised

keys making it easy to touch a narrow key, which it would be

hard to do if all were in one level. The second : that the key-
notes and the thirds, being of different classes, might be assigned

to these two classes of finger-keys, naturally giving to the first

class the more extended keys, or the white. So the octave
ought to have its seven notes. Pieces of bristol board were cut

to the width of the common white keys, or nearly an inch, and
in length double that of the part in front of the black keys.

* At the time of writing (April, 1867) I have made application for a patent for
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"With the same material I made elevated black keys of the width
and height of those of the common key-board, and of the length
of 27 inches, which were arranged in hopes of getting at least

the diatonic scales, triple and double, which could be ea

managed, and in a manner uniform for all keys.

20. This provisional key-board is not figured here, but may
be understood by reference to figs. 1, 2 and 3, which contain

also the additional series of sounds, IV and V, § 12. In fig. 1

let the black key, d, be moved to the left until its left edge coin-

cides with the right edge of C, its back end as now being in

contact with the front end of the white key D ; let e, f#, and
the two keys (F

7 and another not marked but really Eb
T

) marked
with vertical lines indicating their color, red, be moved in the

same direction and distance as d, till they are in contact, respect-

ively, with D and E. There is no room now for <2# and d
7 and

their two companions by f#, but we have all the key-notes,

thirds and perfect sevenths, and the advantage of greater width
in the white keys, which are nearly an inch and a quarter wide
(1-21 in., the black keys being 0"45). This key-board, although
deficient in the minor mode, from the absence of the series IV
and V, is still recommendable where economy is necessary, as all

the music of the major key, including the beautiful chord of

the seventh, can be played ; except in cases where certain acci-

dentals are introduced from the minor mode, as illustrated in the

example from Eossini in § 8.

21. A portion of the complete enharmonic key-board is shown
in perspective in fig. 1, in the natural size—the length of the

keys being reduced to one-half by the perspective. The keys
are of five different colors—represented here, the white and
black by their natural colors, and the rest according to heraldic

rules, viz., the red by vertical lines, the blue by horizontal, and
the yellow by white stippled with black—and of as many differ-

ent elevations. The following table represents this.

Series. Color. | Elevation. Example.

I. Key-notes,

II. Thirds,

III. Sevenths,

IV. Doni. 3ds, minor,

V. Dom. Iths, minor,

white 1 00
black ! 0-4 in.

blue I 0-10 "

yellow i 0-15 "

C,D
b, e

F 7

22. These keys all have vertical rectilinear motion so that a

touch on any part of their surface produces always the same
effect. This is attained—in one method—by attaching each to

a pair of guiding rods, passing down through a couple of hori-

zontal tables where they are secured to a piece which communi-
Am. Jour. Sci.-Secoxd Series, Vol. XLIV, No. 130,-Jult, 1867.
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cates in the usual manner with the valves or hammers. It will

be understood that the mechanical construction of the instru-

ment beyond the key-board may be the same as usual, except

that its number of pipes or strings must be multiplied.

23. As the assemblage of all the notes may confuse the eye

at first sight, I have drawn on half scale the plan of the finger-

keys which in every signature—or commencing on any white key

whatever—give the triple and double diatonic scales. The white

keys are of the width of 0'993 in., the black keys having the

width of 0"45.* The white keys on the common key-board are

but 0-93, or the seventh of 6£ inches. The plan in fig. 2 will en-

able a player to judge whether the scale can be executed. It is

immediately intelligible even to a child, who, having learned

the order in one key, knows it in every other. The keys are

considered by their relations to each other, that is, as Do, Re,

etc., and (to repeat it again), Do may be taken on any white key.

The fingering in the triple diatonic scale is the same as in that

of the natural key, and of others, on the common key-board,

and the fingers easily reach the keys and change on Fa and Do
as in the latter case. In the following scales the usual signs

represent the thumb and four fingers ; see fig. 2.

Triple Diatonic Scale—lis fingering.

Do Re mi Fa Sol la si Do
+ 12 + 123 4(or+)

Double Diatonic Scale—Its fingering.

Fa Sol la Se Do Re mi Fa
+ 12 3 + 123

The player is recommended to complete the octave, Fa to Fa,

by copying the four lower keys, Do, Re, mi, Fa, figs. 2, 3, and
placing the lower Do upon the upper one, or by conceiving that

this has been done. This will show the double scale in its reg-

ular order.

24. I regret that the limits of these pages did not allow a
larger portion of the key-board, and permit reference to it in

the manner of taking the several chords in their various posi-

tions. But I think that those interested can extend the dia-

grams by the data given, and I shall, therefore, give the finger-

ing for several chords, which being understood in one key will

all transpositions.

the white key (W),

keys, only, § 20,
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ENHARMONIC TABLE,

THEHn o...:. 1(H) NO TES TO T

i Do Rk mi Fa Sol In Hi Do

1
Kev-

Second. 3d. Fo,:uth Fifth. 6 th 7 th.

4 "ii ~w e. Tx~ -# A# <;X b* cr ,'X
ty

** °# A# bg c# D# eg F* fx < ;*
'* ^ D# d? eg *> G# r,X :iS B b«s ^
•= -*sr % g~8 as B* o# 7x~ dl E T'g

£*
5* B c# d| E F# /* ilS A
4* E F# 'r

iii
A 68 D de

3^ b c* ~13~ He ^i~ ti" C^ ^s A

^ D E e' fe G a «* b C --? D
] = G A b C D i d* F" fs Q

b C ~D~ ~d e "f"~ G I'oi
- 7~ Bb b~

___

M ~~F~ V I" Bb ~c t^ T Eb
~

e

~~

F

-b Bb C c
T

d Bb F * g A!>- a Bb

•b __EJL F f
7

§L Ab Bb i & Db £ Bb

M -M> Bb bl- Bb Eb « cb' g
% l>b Eb eb 7

Gb Ab o bb cb" Db

61; ^b Ab ab 1
bb Cb Db \d on Fb" L Gb

•b <'b Db. cU'
:

e?T Fb
i
Gb \ff

ab B

5h *b % gr,' ab Bbb Cb \e db E'.tF eb Fb

^ Jjbb q> c db Kbb _J^_ / gb Abb' ab I!i»b

Fivin. SrxTH. Ttb
T^t-

Seconp. 3rd 4th Item

Do Re mi ~yI Sol Se
DOUBLE DIATONIC SCALE.

i
following observation o

ters, the first four of -which form an Engr- When the series

is extended down, a flat is added, always on the beginning of this series or on 6,

which sign continues without change to /, where another flat comes in, remaining
also for the seven letters. If the series commences with one or n
same rule holds good, remembering that a sharped note is flatt<

natural. If ti. n wt uimmoi e with D we shall have

B«, EH, At, D«, G«, C , F#—B,E, A, D, G, C,F—Bb, Eb, Ab, Db, Gb, cb, Fb,

or the key-notes of the keys from twelve sharps to eight' flats. Continuing, we
'

tj of the same letters, with double flats, ending with the
""i triple flats, leaving
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Examples in Fingering Chords on the Enharmonic Key-board.

id a; b, dominant with seventh, F 7
; c, san

% dominant of relative minor; the seventh, C

seventh
; g, grave second d, or sixth of su!

25. The chords given belong in part to the triple, and in part
to the double diatonic scales, or more properly speaking, those
scales belong to these chords. For melodies originate from har-
monies, if either can be said to generate the other, when both
spring into existence almost at once. When Haydn, who from
poverty could not obtain instruction in the theory of music, was
forced to search for himself, he discovered certain rules which
he was desired to impart. " Try to find them out," is under-
stood to have been his sensible reply. It was supposed that
they referred to the dependence of melody on harmony. How-
ever this may be, it is certain by the evidence contained in his
compositions, that he had a very complete and delicate knowl-
€
^
g6

i°-

f
-

he laWS of harmonJ and tneir relation to melody, and
that his inspiration came from a higher source than the tempered
octave of twelve keys. The student who would follow
advice will find more aid in an enharmonic key-board with its

pipes, strings, or even seraphine reeds, than in the most thorough
primer of thorough-base that has yet been published. A pupil
in harmony taught by an instrument tempered with twelve
sounds is worse off than a student of mineralogy shut up with
twelve specimens, or of chemistry with so many elementary sub-
stances The latter might learn much that is true and import-
ant, and so might the musical student would he tune his twelve
notes accurately to something. And I would not be understood
as thinking that those thus taught harmony are totally ignorant
of its true principles

; I have met with notable instances where
the truth was denied in words and declared in actions. Musi-
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3 learn by intuition, and contrary to what they are

)ple are found just and amiable in spite of bad
ological creeds and education.

26. Fig. 3 gives a section through the center of the third

quarter of the key-note of fig. 2, and through all the notes,

major and minor, of the signature to which it corresponds. The
circumstance that a section in this place will cut all these notes

and no others, might be considered remarkable and even won-
derful, were it not for the fact that this is the first p,

which the system is based. In constructing the board a certain

number of parallel spaces are laid down from left to right, and
one space is assigned to each signature intended to be provided
for. In the natural signature, C, the key-note, has its place of
necessity. But C is the fourth of 1# and accordingly is pro-

longed backward,—toward what would be the top of a page or

the north point of a map—over the space of 1#. As it is the

fifth of lb, and the second of 2b , it is brought forward to cover
the spaces of these two signatures also, and the whole key now
is four times as long as the space originally assigned to each sig-

nature—which I have taken at nine-tenths of an inch, but which
might have been more or less. So every other note wanted in

a signature is placed here, and if wanted in adjoining ones it is

protracted into them. Thus the e of the natural key is in all

the spaces occupied by its root C, except in that of 2b, where it

is not used. The perfect sevenths and dominant thirds and
sevenths of the minors being used each in one signature only,

are not extended beyond it. Many simple rules for the relative

position of the finger-keys could be given, which quickly fix

their location in the mind, like the following:

27. Rules.—1. From the back half of a white key to the ad-

joining white key, on the right, is a major tone, 8 : 9, e. g., Do
to Re, fig. 2, C to D, fig. 1, and vice versd. 2. From the front

half of a white key to the nearest black key, on the right, is a
minor tone, 9 : 10 ; e. g., Ee to mi, fig. 2, D to e, fig. 1, and vice

versd. 3. From the forward part of any black key to the ad-
joining white key into which it is half inserted, on the right, is

a diatonic semitone, 15 : 16 ; e. g., mi to Fa, fig. 2, e to F, fig. 1,

and vice versd. 4. From the back end of any black kev to the
next black key on the right, is a major tone; e. g., la to si, fig. 2,

e to f#, fig. 1, and vice versd. The distance to the right, or left,

for whole tones is always the same, viz., the width of the white
key or 0-993 in. Other rules will suggest themselves to the stu-

dent, and these specimens will suffice.

28. The finger-keys supposed to be cut by the section A B,
have their remaining portion in the rear, shown in perspective,

and are marked with their names and the relative vibrations of
their sounds. Below is indicated their order in the triple and
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double diatonic scales. Still below is a part of a table of the
fixed notes which would be cut were this section made through
the key-note of the several signatures indicated in the margin.
The complete table should follow below this section, but as the
space of the page does not allow, it is given entire on the oppo-
site page, and should be referred to this section ; even the width
of the paper on which the sounds are marked corresponds with
that of the finger-key in the place it is supposed to have been
cut. This enharmonic table contains in its eleven columns all

the notes of the major and minor modes, within the limits of
nine flats to nine sharps, both inclusive, and comprises one
hundred notes to the octave. Owing, however, to the close co-
incidence of two of the series with two others, twenty-two of
these can be dispensed with without an error exceeding the
hundredth of a comma in the fifths alone, and nothing else-
where

;
which difference may be neglected, and is, practically,

through the " sympathy " of accordant sounds, in perfect tune.
29. The last named circumstance is of much importance when

the cost of organ-pipes is in question. Although there is no
such thing in music as a "circle" of keys returning into itself

theoretically and mathematically, yet there are certain close ap-
proximations which can be taken advantage of for economical
reasons. If we ascend eight perfect fifths and a major third,
and descend five octaves, we have a note higher than our start-
ing pitch by something less than the eleventh of a comma, or in
the relation of its vibrations to the starting pitch as 100,111 to
100,000. This supposes absolutely exact tuning, which is very
difficult, as the pipes or strings, when near the sound they would
give when sounded singly, draw into tune, and are perfectly ac-
cordant. So that if the tuner should make his fifths one-fiftieth
of a comma flat—which he might do and have them all sound-
ing in perfect tune—he would end as much below the starting
pitch as perfect tuning should, theoretically, bring him above it.

±rom which it is seen that he can, if he choose, flat each fifth
one hundredth of comma and the two series will then coincide.
Indeed this distant note is useful as a landmark, and as a detec-
tive of small errors accumulating among so many fifths. It
may be compared to the correction of measured distances by as-
tronomical observations, without, like the latter, being subject
to any errors of observation however small

30. On reference to the table, page 13, two notes thus approxi-
mate are C in the natural key and b#, the third of eight sharps.
And the key-notes Bbb, 9 flats, to G, 1 sharp, are thus available
lor the thirds, from a, in 1 flat to f*, iu 9 sharps; in all eleven
pipes saved. Also the thirds, db, in 9 flats, to b, in one sharp,
are equally serviceable for the dominant thirds in the minor
mode, c# in 1 flat to a* in 9 sharps, which include eleven more
pipes, reducing the hundred of the table to seventy-eight only.
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31. With the key-board that has been described, all the play-

ing is done with the hands, without aid from the feet, and there

is nothing to prevent the use of the feet for pedal bases. But
the same key-board is not best for fingers and for feet, especially

with the large number of its sounds, many of which are not
called for in pedal bases, while others are constantly required. I

have therefore devised an enharmonic pedal key-board which is

sufficient and convenient for the pedal parts. The notes most
needed are the key-notes. These are ar-

Fj
ranged in front in a straight line and in

'

the order of the fifths ascending from left

. between the key-notes are the

major thirds of the keys in front and to

the left of each. Still above the thirds,

and directly behind the key-notes, are

the perfect sevenths of the latter. The
white, the thirds black,

I the sevenths red, as in the manuals,

m pedal is an inch wide and two and

Gb Db Ab Eb G DA E B F# C#

Ix.t:

32. The most important notes of a pedal base, after the key-note,

are the fifth above and below ; these are found here on the right

and left of the key-note. The third—in the second row—is on
the right of its key-note, and the tonic of the rela-

tive minor on the left. So with the relative minor : I

its dominant is on its right as in the major scale.

If a base requires the common chord in successive

notes, or in arpeggio, they come easily thus (Ex. 1),
J

the keys being all together. The chord of the sev-

enth is taken thus (Ex. 2). The diatonic scales

may be played in their melodic order, Do, Ee, mi,

, without having to skip farther than the second
r above or below, or a distance of five inches. Further i

i this key-board will appear as it is studied.

, Vol. XLIV, No. 130.-Jclt, 1867.
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33. Consequently, there is equal facility as in the tempered
organs for managing the pedals, for the swell organ, for bringing
on and taking off the stops, etc. Without considering that dif-

ficulty should stand in the way of accomplishing a desirable
object which is possible and worth the expense, I would submit
to those interested that it is practicable to manage an organ con-
structed on the principles I have proposed, and that it would give
general satisfaction to the lovers of music—nearly the whole
civilized world—to listen to it. I consider that the only great
difficulty is in getting the requisite money applied to its cost.

not impossible that some one who believes, or hwivs,
what the result will be, will some time be able to build a great
organ worthy of its name. If it will help its success—in view
of the reluctance of organists to learn a new key-board—it

might have, in addition to the enharmonic key-board, the com-
mon one with selecting apparatus, like that of the organ of 1849,
to be managed by the feet of the organist, or nby the fingers of the director. One of these %££
key-boards, with the draw-stops and all neces-

AND CoMMON'

sary might be in front of the organ, facing for- |Eph»»a .|

ward, and the organist by turning on his seat
could play on either, or another player could
play at the same time.

34. I propose to add to my organ—which
now has the common key-board and transposi-
tion pedals—the enharmonic key-board

; which
will then be as represented here. But I think the new key-
board alone sufficient.

35. In the theory I have advocated, the major keys are based
on the first series of sounds (§ 12), and the minor keys on the
sixths of the major keys, or on the series II. That there must
be such a relation and order is inevitable. But respect for other
authorities-among them Eev. Henry Liston, and especially
Gen. T. Perronet Thompson—make it proper to mention that
the major key of E may be taken on e, the third of the natural
key

;
and that of the minor key on c, which I have assigned to

the signature of three fiats, mav be taken on C, with the natural
signature. Indeed, Mr. Liston in his organ of 1810, and Gen.
inompson in his of 1850, have this arrangement.* Musicians
must decide upon the utility of taking the minor key of c upon
the key-note of C major, or the scale of Ab major with C of the
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natural scale as its third. If this is desirable, I have provided

>key at the back end of each black key, giving the minor

o the key-note, to which this black key gives the major

third. For example, at the end of the key e, is E*>, minor third

to C. This key is on a vertical wire with a circular head rising

above the black key; and the whole key can be removed, if

found to be in the way when not wanted. The sound, if intro-

a finger-k

third to 1

duced, will form a series VI (§ 12), and will require but eignt

extra organ pipes, whatever the number of signatures. The
key-note of the ninth signature above, is but 0'09 of comma
sharp for a minor third; but applying the correction (§30)
needed for other notes, these minor thirds are made mathemati-

cally perfect. Thus the key-notes (see enharmonic table, p. 13,)

C to D#, become the series 3)bb to Eb (series VI, § 12), minor
thirds respectively above the key-notes BDb to C.

36. By transposing a scale by fifths, above or below, we first

obtain a pitch widely different, and afterward approach that

from which we started. For example, beginning with C we
have G far removed, but in the next transposition comes D, only

one diatonic interval—the tone—above C. Proceeding in the

B# is reached above C by what is called the comma of Pytha-

goras, or 1-09252 comma. This is the "circle" of the equal

temperament, where the tuner divides this excess among the 12

fifths: making tolerable fifths, but intolerable substitutes for

thirds. With twelve other notes for thirds, fair intervals could

be had. At each successive twelve transpositions we rise by
the same comma, until at fifty-three sharps the key-note is closer

than ever to the starting pitch—only 0-16813 of comma sharp.

If this small interval is divided among the 53 fifths, leaving

each fiat 0-00316 of comma, the circle will meet, and the octave

will be divided into 53 equal intervals* These are nearly exact

for all the combinations of the triple diatonic scale, in these 53
keys. The fifths are as stated. The major thirds are 0-065 of

comma sharp—near the limit where they draw into tune by
"sympathy." In equal temperament they are sharp -63582.

37. The following table, page 21, serves to show : 1. this equal
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division into 53 notes, and how each division serves for six dif-

ferent notes in such close approximation that the eye would

take them as one ; 2. the perfectly tuned notes in their order as

regards acuteness of pitch ; as they result from successive trans-

positions by sharps and by flats to the 53d degree : and 3. any

other adjustment in order to economize in the number of organ-

38. If the ear is eontent with the thirds 0*065 of comma sharp,

we can have 53 signatures in sharps, and as many in flats—106

keys—complete in all except the perfect sevenths: these will all

be supplied by 53 other pipes, making 106 pipes in the octave

for what mathematically requires 640.

39. But there is an arrangement by which we can have per-

fect thirds and all other intervals. By flatting the fifths 00113
of comma, as described in § 30, and adding eight pipes, we have

the triple diatonic scale perfect in 53 signatures, with 61 pipes.

The perfect sevenths are supplied, and the double diatonic scales

completed, by 53 additional pipes. For the minor mode we re-

quire 8 pipes each for the dominant thirds and sevenths ; mak-
ing a total of 130 to the octave for 53 keys absolutely perfect.

They can be taken above or below the natural signature, as

from 26 flats to 26 sharps : or in any other connected series of

signatures. We should not have the circle joining exactly, §36,
but we should have perfect intervals within these wide limits.

An enharmonic key-board for 53 signatures, on the scale I have
drawn, would require about four feet of width, which could be
divided into two or three boards.

40. Other adjustments can be made which are favored by the

closeness of the intervals, and the large range within which the

differences can be divided. In a temperament of 12 sounds, the

grand difficulty is to dispose of a comma among 5 intervals, viz.,

4 fifths and a major third—ignoring the chord of the seventh.
The third of C, e, must serve for E. In any system the sum of

the errors in these 5 intervals is always exactly a comma. The
mean-tone temperament gives it all to the fifths, one-fourth of a
comma each, and the equal temperament, dividing but one-
twelfth to each fifth, leaves the third sharp by two-thirds of a

comma. Here we have a difference of only one eleventh of a
comma, and have 8 fifths among which to divide it.

41. The folLowing table gives the names of the key-notes of
106 regular transpositions by fifths, according to common musi-
cal rules, and the number of sharps or flats in the signature of
each. It ;iv^-. besides, the thirds and dominant thirds of the
minor mode which are closely approximate to the key-notes, to-

gether with the signature in which each note of the two latter

series is found. A column of figures ascending from 1 to 54 in-

dicates that there are so many notes arranged in the order of
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increasing rapidity of vibration. The first

half of the table assigned to " transposition by sharps " is di-

vided into three double columns, of each of which the first

column gives the number of sharps in the signature where the

note at its right is found in the relation of key-note, third, etc.,

as indicated at the head of the column. The keys in flats have

three double columns arranged in like manner. In each double

column the figure following the letter shows how many times

this letter is sharped or flatted. We read |14|C2*| "signature

14 sharps, key-note C*" (C twice sharped or double sharp).

|30|D4t| is "signature 30 sharps, key-note D**" (quadruple

sharp).

42. Each of the 53 notes is approximate to the six which

appear in the same horizontal line, and these are the sounds

which are made identical by the small correction mentioned.

For example, if we divide the octave into 53 equal intervals,

§ 36, the first note of the table—which see—will serve as (1) C,

key-note of the natural signature
; (2) b#, third in 8 sharps ; (3)

a^8 (triple sharp), dominant third to the minor key in I

(4) C, as before; (5)
gbbbbbb (sextuple flat), the third of 45 flats;

(6)/bbbb
f
dominant third in the minor of 37 flats* And in like

manner, the six notes of each line will have the same pitch.

43. Interesting relations are found in this table. Every sig-

nature has 12 sharps or flats more or less than that which pre-

cedes. And by the division into groups of 5 intervals, curious

coincidences appear. At the bottom of the first column of key-

notes is C : each five intervals advance the signature seven de-

grees, and at the notes 6, 11, 16, etc., we have C with 1, 2, 3

sharps regularly to 36, where C sextuple sharp is key-note of 49

sharps; and C has maintained its place in eight successive

groups.f There are many mathematical harmonies which point

to the conclusion that music should be given in its purity, and

in accordance with the laws of numbers, on which all the pleas-

ure derived from listening to it depends.

Addition to § 30.—The perfect sevenths of the major key, A*>b
T

t

answer for those of
'*

the octave will be 67

* Notes several times sharped or flatted always bear to each other the same re-

lation as respects these signs. The thirds of C, F, and G have the sat.

signs as their roots. Thus the third of G is e ; of Of, e« ; of C xx
, e xx . But the

thirds of D, E, A, and B have one tha k ff ; of Dxx,

'
1
' sLf

ia

nfore
g
-^r

n
one3a "one flat less." The>ne nat Jess." Tne letters whose thirds take one sharp n

E A D (see p. 13, note). Those which do not are G C F

ive below, taking C as 1, the following notes are represented by these

s_ recurring or perpetually repeated. F^^; Bb, 0-888 >
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C. A. White,

[In advance of his final report on the Geology of Iowa.]

Whatever may be the theories concerning the natural pro-

cesses by which magnesian limestone has been formed, present

indications strongly favor the opinion that with the close of the

Subcarboniferous period its formation ceased among the rocks of

Iowa, Very little limestone has been found among those rocks

herein designated as the Lower Coal-measures, and the only anal-

yses yet made of them are two, reported by Prof. Whitney,
which yielded him less than one and a half per cent of the car-

bonate ; but a considerable number of specimens of those here
referred to the Upper Coal-measures have been examined by
Prof. Hinrichs, the Chemist of the Survey, and in no case have
they been found to contain so much as one per cent of magnesia
—usually, only a trace.* A portion of these are perhaps strati-

graphically equivalent with those in Missouri, which yielded

Dr. Litton in one instance upward of twenty-six per cent of the

carbonate.f

The dolomitization of the Devonian and Subcarboniferous

rocks of Iowa is generally more complete in their northern <

the state the Devonian rocks approach a true dolo;

tension, than farther to the southward. In the northern part of
'

, but in

i of Iowa City and Davenport, although still magne-
ian in part, some of the beds are tolerably pure limestone.

Parts of all the members of the Subcarboniferous series are

the St. Louis limestone which forms the

approach
[ Davenpoi

upper member of the series in this state, possessing that character

in a marked degree in some of its beds, both in the northern
and southern portions. The older rocks are so generally mag-
nesian that no true limestone has been recognized in Iowa
among those which occur between that of the lower Trenton pe-

riod and the Devonian, along their outcrop ; and the boring of
the artesian well at Mt. Pleasant in Henry county (1125 feet

deep) found the Niagara limestone and the so-called Hudson
Eiver shale possessing about the same characters as they do in

the vicinity of Dubuque, two hundred miles to the northward.

exposed at Nel . limestone, but no analyses are referred to.

(See Geinite on the " Carbonfornsation und Dyas in Nebraska," Dresden, 1866.)
Analyses of specimensfrom the tame beds on the Iowa side of the M
only twelve miles distant, show only a faint trace of magnesia.

f In the Geological reports of Missouri, Dr. Litton gives the results of fourteen

middle or lower series. Four of the analyses show no magnesia; one, a trace; one

8'90, one 894, and one 2653. The average of all, excluding the last, is about two
and a half per cent of the carbonate.
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These facts are mentioned in this connection, for the purpose
of showing more clearly the lithological contrast between the

Coal-measure rocks and those beneath them, in addition to the

well known facts of their unconformability, and their natural

paleontological differences.

Circumstances other than those suggested by geological fea-

tures to be examined, rendered it desirable that the resumption
of the state geological work should commence in the south-

western part, so that no opportunity has yet presented itself to

make a complete examination of the full series of Lower Coal-

measure strata, since this series does not appear at all in that

part of the State, because the streams there have not eroded
their valleys down to it through the upper series. This remark
holds true of all that region composed of the counties of Deca-
tur, Ringgold, Taylor, Page, Fremont, Mills, Pottawatamie,
Montgomery, Cass, Adams, Adair, Union and Clarke. The
greater part of last season's labors were expended in these, and
other counties nearer the DesMoines river, and it is to this re-

gion almost exclusively that the following remarks upon the

Upper Coal-measures are intended to apply. The Upper Coal-

measure rocks are also known to be largely developed in the

counties of Appanoose, Warren and Madison, and in these coun-
ties, along the Chariton, South, Middle and North rivers they
are seen to rest on those of the lower series, the trend of the

eastern border of the upper series passing through the last

named and intervening counties, in a direction coinciding very
nearly with the general course of the DesMoines river.

Although the Lower Coal-measures of Iowa have not been
fully examined, yet a number of interesting facts have been col-

lected concerning them by numerous visits to different localities.

It has been satisfactorily ascertained that the lower series alone
exists to the northward and eastward of the DesMoines river,

the upper series lying to the southward and westward of it, but
not extending so far as to its immediate vicinity. No definite
knowledge of the entire thickness of the lower series has yet
been obtained, but from data thus far collected it is not thought
to average more than one hundred and fifty feet, but in some
localities it is known to be much more, probably from local
thickening of the strata.

Thus in Hardin county a section has been measured which
reaches two hundred feet in thickness, and the presumption is

strong that this does not represent the full series. The uoDer

f fire-clay is seen exposed upon the bank of the Iowa river.
The lower half is taken from a boring at the same locality which,
according to the statement of the manager and the appearance
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of the material brought up, consists principally of bluish clayey

shale. This boring was undertaken with the hope of finding a

lower bed of coal, but was abandoned upon reaching the lime-

stone. A remarkable fact in relation to this section, is the exist-

ence of the well defined border of the coal-field within two
miles to the northeastward, where the Subcarboniferous lime-

stone is seen well exposed. No satisfactory evidence of a dis-

turbance of the strata could be discovered in the vicinity, and the

bed of the Iowa river is the deepest point to which recent ero-

sion has reached.

From these, and other similar facts collected along the border

of the coal-field, it seems evident that the commencement of the

Coal-measure epoch in Iowa found the then existing surface,

whether of Subcarboniferous or Devonian rocks, very generally

uneven by erosion ; and not in consequence of any disturbance

of the strata except the comparatively slight subsidence which
caused the general unconformability before referred to. Instan-

ces of local accumulation of sandstone strata similar to that in

Hardin county are not uncommon in the lower Coal-measures:

those seen at Red Rock in Marion county, and below Ottumwa
in Wapello county being of the same general character, and
probably cotemporaneous deposits. These, and other irregular

stratigraphical features in the series, will render its full elucida-

tion a matter of some difficulty compared with similar labor in

the upper series, which is composed to a large extent of lime-

stones, and its horizons consequently more definite and exten-

ded. The lower series also, consisting as it does principally of

friable sandstones and shales, presents comparatively few natu-

ral exposures of its strata, even where the drift material is not

deep, and thus renders the topography of the region which it

occupies readily distinguishable by the eye from that occupied

by the upper series. It seras to be a well settled fact that nearly

all the coal beds of the state belong to the lower series, the best

beds being found in the lower part ; and that this series alone

can be properly designated as the productive Coal-measures of

Iowa, since the upper series is now understood to contain but one
bed of coal, the maximum thickness of which is only twenty

Thus much by way of presenting the lithological contrast be-

tween the upper and lower Coal-measures as herein designated.

The most complete section found in all that region comprising
the fifteen or sixteen counties before named, and perhaps the

most complete one of the rocks of that age to be found in that

state, was measured on the left valley-slope of Middle river, in

the vicinity of Winterset, the county seat of Madison county.

The strata of this section which are referred to the upper series,

reach a thickness of one hundred and eighty feet, and are seen

Am. Joub. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. XLIV, No. 130.—July, 1S67.
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resting upon a bed of bluish, shaly, impure limestone which is

referred to the lower series.

Twelve miles to the northward, the last named bed is recog-

nized upon a branch of North river, with other beds below it,

which are added to the former, and the whole designated as

the Madison county section. It is numbered from the top down-

Madison County Section.

No, I. Thin bedded yellowish limestone, ... 1 ft,

No. 2. Light bluish raarlite, 4 "

No. 3. Gray, massive limestone with dull fracture, - - 6 "

No. 4. Gray, regularly bedded limestone with conehoidal

No. 5. Black, laminated, carbonaceous shale, - - 2 "

No. 6. Gray limestone with marly partings like No, 4, - 34 "

No. 7. Black shale like No. 5, H "

No. 8. Regularly bedded gray limestone with many cherty

No. 9. Compact limestone with concretionary structure, - 2 "

No. 10. Limestone of varying quality—in some parts silice-

ous and some of the interstitial material micaceous

and finely arenaceous, 16f
"

No. 11. Impure coal, £•
"

No. 12. Light blue marlite, 2"
No. 13. Bluish, concretionary limestone, breaking readily

into small fragments, 5 "

No. 14. Bluish and reddish clays, 6 "

No. 15. Sandy, micaceous shale, with fine grained micaceous

sandstone in thin layers of bluish and greenish colors, 71 "

No. 16. Bluish, shaly, impure limestone, - - - 2 "

No. 17. Bluish clayey shale, 13 "

No. 18. Goal, 2£ "

Total, 197 ft.

It is considered probable that the members of the above sec-

tion from No. 13 to No. 18 inclusive are equivalent to portions

of the " Middle Coal-measures " of Prof. Swallow in Missouri,

where the rocks of the whole epoch are more largely developed
than in Iowa; but so far as these rocks of our own state have
been investigated, they do not seem to warrant any other subdi-

visions than those here designated as the upper and lower series.

The considerations, however, which have led to this subdivision
are based principally upon lithological grounds, the result of ob-
servation in Iowa alone, and should future paleontological in-

vestigations suggest a change in this respect it will of course be
made.
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No fossils were found in Nos. 14 and 15, yet they are known
) have a wide geographical range. No. 13 seems to be some-
hat local in its extent, not having been recognized outside the
mits of Madison county. It contains numerous fossils, all of
rhich seem to be somewhat dwarfed in size, two or three of the

species not having been found in any other bed. No lamelli-

;es were found in it, nor in any of the beds beneath it,

et it is not improbable that they exist in both. Its f. i

3 be confined principally to gasteropods and to the spiriferoid

nd terebratuloid brachiopods. In the extreme southwestern
orner of the county several feet of sandstone were found rest-

ag upon this bed, which is not seen at all where the section was
leasured. Thus it seems that both this sandstone, and No. 13

conformability have been observed. No. 11 is a carbonaceous
d, also of limited extent, not having been recognized outside

the limits of the county.

The beds occurring between No. 7 and No. 11, as well as their

equivalents elsewhere, are much more fossiliferous than other
portions of the section. A widely extended carbo-argillaceous

horizon is comprised within the vertical limits of these few beds,

embracing the only bed of coal of the upper series, ai

number of associated, strata which have resulted from the deposi-

tion of material that once formed for lamelli-

tes and gasteropods in addition to the prevailing species

of brachiopods. The two former classes of mollusks are much
less numerous in all the other strata, and in the more clearly

calcareous beds wherever found, the lamellibranchiates are com-
paratively rare and appear to be confined to the Anatmidffi,

The six or seven upper members, except the carbonaceous beds,

are principally calcareous, and contain few other than the more
common upper Coal-measure species, being largely confined to

the brachiopods.

The county of Madison contains extensive and very fine ex-

posures of the rocks of the preceding section, but so rapidly

do the six or seven upper members disappear in all

from its center that they have not been recognized outside of

its limits, except perhaps to the southeastward a short

Therefore these beds may be regarded as the most recent of the
paleozoic rocks now known in the state. The only probable ex-
ceptions to this, are the gypsum beds of Fort Dodge, the age of

which is not yet known ; and a coarse-grained, friable, ferrugi-

nous sandstone, to which I have given the provisional name of
Nishnabotany sandstone. The latter is found at numerous points

in the region of the East Nishnabotany river, sometimes reach-

ing a thickness of more than thirty feet, and extends down to

within thirty miles of the Missouri state line. It has not been
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fully investigated, but is known to lie unconformably upon the

upper Coal-measure rocks of that region, and is suspected to be

a part of the Dakota group of Cretaceous rocks, and therefore

of Mesozoic age.

The disappearance of the upper members of the

county section is of course most rapid to the eastward and north-

ward, because the drainage, as well as the borders of the forma-

tion are in those directions. They are all found exposed on

Clanton's fork of Middle river, as far southward as the village

of Peru, but the next exposure of rocks to the southward is on

the Missouri river water-shed, and belongs to the carbo-argilla-

ceous horizon before referred to ; but its bed of coal does not

appear so far eastward. This is the most northerly exposure of

rocks on Grand river, and is ten miles from the one last men-
tioned, and five miles eastward from Afton, the county seat of

Union county. Fossils are numerous here in the thin calcare-

ous bands between the layers of carbonaceous and argillaceous

shales; lamellibranchiates and gasteropods predominating. Al-

though a hundred miles eastward from Nebraska City, it is un-

mistakably of the same horizon as division " C " of Prof. Mar-

cou's section there (loc. cit.), as shown by the identity and associ-

ation of fossils at both localities, as well as by their stratigraph-

ical relations.* Following down Grand river the stream is

found to have a fall amounting to a little more than the general

dip of the strata, and consequently makes its exit from the state

with its bed in the representative of No. 15 of the Madison
county section. Immediately westward from Winterset the up-

per beds also disappear, but somewhat less rapidly. The first

good exposure in that direction, after leaving Middle river at

the west line of Madison county, is on the East Nishnabotany
river, some forty miles distant; yet so simple is the geology of

this region that no hesitation is felt in referring the strata there

to about the horizon of Nos. 8, 9 and 10 of the preceding sec-

tion, particularly since that view is corroborated by observations
on intervening ground to the southward. The next important

* Of the sixty-three species described and identified from division " C " of Prof.
':, - . : • .; ... • -

: not that the Permian period then and
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exposure in that direction is near Crescent City, a few miles

above Council Bluffs, and is referred to about the horizon of

No. 13 of the same section. Thus it will be seen that the line

of strike is practically east and west between Madison county

and the Missouri river.

It was remarked that the fall of Grand river is a little greater

than the southerly dip of the strata over which it passes, so

that one finds lower beds exposed as he goes down the stream.

This would be expected from the fact that the stream bears a

little to the eastward, obliquely across a slight westerly as well

as southerly dip ; but the fall of all those streams between that,

and the Nishnabotany river, is almost exactly coincident with

the dip of the strata, wherever they have cut their vallevs

I he heavy drift deposit. This is clearly seen along the

Nodaway river, where the bed of coal of the horizon before refer-

red to, reaches its greatest development, and is found a little

above the water at intervals, from the northern part of Adams
within the state of Missouri.

The impure limestones associated with the coal bed, along the

course of this river and its branches contain, both above and be-

low the coal, but more especially below it, very many species of

those at the locality on Grand river just re-

ferred to, and also with those at Nebraska City, which Dr. Geinitz

and Prof. Marcou refer to the Permian period, (loc. cit.)

No other rocks except those of this horizon appear along the

tthe Tarkeo has bared the equivalent of No. 15

of the previous section, in the northern part of Page county, as

has ale i the East Nishnabotany, in Montgomery county. The

lower part of the carbo-argillaceous horizon is occasionally seen

in the valley slopes of those two streams, but its bed of coal is

not seen west of the Nodaway, until the bluffs of the Missouri

river are reached in the northwestern part of Fremont county,

at the locality before mentioned, where the coal has diminished

in thickness to six inches. The same bed of coal also dimin-

ishes in thickness as one goes down the Nodaway, being found

only ten iac -in the state of Missouri; and to

the eastward it thins out entirely before reaching Grand, or

Middle river.

The following section was measured in Fremont county at the

base of the bluffs, twelve miles northeastward from Nebraska

City. It is numbered from the top downward and designated

as the
Fremont County Section.

No. 1. Thin bedded yellowish limestone, - - - 4* ft-

No. 2. Marly and carbonaceous shales, - - - 7 "

No. 3. Impure coal, i
rt

No. 4. Light bluish fire clay with fossil grasses ? - - 2 "
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No. 5. Compact bluish limestone with shaly partings, - 4 ft.

No. 6. Ye ulites, 6 "

No. 7. Gray limestone with small concretions, - 4 "

No. 8. Unexposed, 6 "

No. 9. Compact gray limestone, *i
"

No. 10. Lig -nail, 4 "

No. 11. Yellowish siliceous limestone with flinty masses, - 2\ "

No. 12. Yellowish earthy shale with concretionary layers of

limestone, 3"
No. 13. Compact, gray limestone, 1 "

No. 14. Yellowish earthy shale, 2 "

No. 15. Heavy bedded limestone,with dull fracture, - 3 "

No. 16. Bluish shale, - |"
No. 17. Soft, yellowish siliceous stone, crowded with Fusulina, 1^

"

No. 18. Massive, light gray limestone with dull fracture, 16 "

No. 19. Bluish marlite uit'li 9 inch band of limestone, - H "

No. 20. Compact bluish limestone with small concretions, 2 "

No. 21. Bluish marlite, 4 "

No. 22. Bluish, thin-bedded, fine-grained, micaceous sandstone, \\
"

Total, 81 "

The localities of the two sections here given are nearly one

hundred miles apart, yet their equivalencies are very satis&cto*

rily determined. No. 22 of the Fremont county section is re-

garded as equivalent with No. 15 of the preceding one; and

the remainder of the Fremont county section, as equivalent

with that portion of the preceding one between the lower por-

tion of No. 6, and the top of No. . 15. No. 7 of the Madison
county section is regarded as equivalent with Nos. 2 and 3 of

that of Fremont county, both belonging to the carbo-argillace-

ous horizon before described. Beneath this horizon, and more
or less associated with it, there is quite a definite Fusulina hori-

zon, which forms a conspicuous stratigraphical feature in the

southwestern counties, but since these fossils range through the

entire upper series they cannot always be relied upon for strati-

graphical determinations. It is quite otherwise, however, wito
the horizon first named, for we are able to recognize this, with

more or less certainty all over the region in question, both by its

bed of coal, or carbonaceous character where that does not exist,

and also by its peculiar paleontological features.
The subject may be briefly summed up thus:
1. Besides the usual paleontological and lithological differen-

ces between the Coal-measure rocks and those beneath them,
there seems to be in Iowa almost an entire absence of magne-
sia in the former rocks, while it prevails so largely in those of

older date.

2. The lower Coal-measures contain nearly all the coal of the

state, and are composed principally of sandstones and shales.
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3. The lower Coal-measures alone are found along the Des-

Moines river, and to the northward and eastward of it.

4. The upper Coal-measures lie wholly to the southward and

westward of that river, the receding borders of that formation

resting conformably upon the lower series. Consequently the

rocks of the upper series do not reach the border of the *
Coal-

field, nor do they ever lap upon the rocks of older date than the

lower Coal-measures, as they are supposed to do in Illinois.

5. The region more particularly described in this article is

comprised within that portion of the three southern tiers of

counties lying between the Missouri river, and a line running

southward from the city of DesMoines.

6. The rocks of this region belong principally to the upper
Coal-measures, which are seen resting upon the lower Coal-

; the eastern border.

7. A few beds of the upper series tnin out, but no true un-

conformability is recognized.

8. The upper series is believed to contain but one bed of coal,

properly speaking, the maximum thickness of which is twenty

inches, and its greatest development along the Nodaway river.

9. The stratigraphy of the whole region is very simple, the

line of strike being practically east and west, and the dip, to

the southward nearly coincident with the fall of the streams.

10. The highest Paleozoic beds are to be found in Madison

county and belong to the upper Coal-measures.

11. The lowest beds exposed along the Missouri river, or upon
its water-shed within the region herein described, belong also to

the upper Coal-measures as designated on the previous pages.

12. No Subcarboniferous rocks are found westward from the

immediate vicinity of the DesMoines river.

13. There is a definite carbo-argillaceous horizon recognized

over the greater part of this region which is characterized by
the bed of coal before referred to, and in the strata of which

lamellibranchiates and gasteropods prevail, and sometimes pre-

14. Above this horizon as well as below it, characteristic upper

Coal-measure brachiopods, and other fossils prevail.

15. Below this horizon the rocks increase in thickness and
calcareous character from east to west, and probably also to the

southward.
16. Nishnabotany sandstone occurs in the counties of Mills,

Montgomery, Cass and Pottowatamie. It lies unconformably
upon the upper Coal-measure rocks, and is supposed to be of

Cretaceous age.

Iowa City, Iowa, March 27th, 1867.
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Art. III.—Notes on the Qeohgy of Kansas ;* by F. V. Hayden.

Perhaps few portions of the globe of the same size have fur-
nished more facts and collections of interest to sciei
both in Geology and Paleontology, than those drained b
souri river and its tributaries. Since 1853 the greater part of my
time has been devoted to the development of the geology and
natural history of this great region. During that period I have
personally examined the greater part of the territories of Kansas,
of Nebraska, Dakota, Montana, Idaho and Colorado, and it is but
natural that I should read with great care and interest a publi-
cation on the geology of any portion of that country emanating
from any other source. It was on this account that an official

report on the Geology of Kansas by Prof. Swallow was hailed
with pleasure. In the summer of 1858 Mr. Meek and the wri-
ter made a careful examination of a large portion of Kansas
from Leavenworth City westward to Smoky Hill, and the results
of that exploration were published in the Proceedings of the
Academy of Natural Sciences at Philadelphia, Jan. 1859. In
that paper opinions were advanced in regard to the relations of
the Permian to the Carboniferous rocks which were accepted by
most of the geologists in this country and in Europe. In the
report of Prof. Swallow, however, opinions have been expressed
on some points opposite to those in the paper above referred to,

and it is the object of this article to pass these opinions under
review. Mr. Meek has furnished some carefully prepared notes
which form the substance of this article.

Although Prof. Swallow acknowledges (p. 43) that these Per-
mian strata (his Lower Permian) graduate into, and are so
nearly conformable to, the Coal-measures below, that " no want
of conformability can be detected by examining any one looal-

«v
th°?gh the line of J unction D <3 traced a long distance;"

Yet, he continues, " when sections are made across the line
of junction at distant points, it becomes evident that there is a
striking non-conformability. When the sections made across
this line on the Kansas, at Manhattan and above, are compared
with those on the Blue, though separated by several miles, there
is no dimculty in identifying all the important strata in one with
those ot the others

; and when these sections are compared with
those at Mill Creek, some 25 miles east, and with those on the
Oottonwood 60 miles south from Manhattan, the prominent
beds are easily identified down to the lowest of the Permian,
No. 84 of the above section; but Nos. 85-95 from the section
near Manhattan are i

,

when No. 84 rests directly down
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upon the Fusulina shales." Now the facts here mentioned, even

if we admit that the very same beds have not been mistaken for

others, or the contrary, from a change in their lithological char-

acters at different localities, do not establish non-conformability

as that term is used by geologists. As properly used in geology,

the word unconformable is applied to two or more beds or sets

of strata, resting one upon another, and dipping at different

angles or in different directions in consequence of the older

beds being tilted from their horizontal condition previously

to the deposition of the later ones. Such disturbances or want

of conformity in the planes of strata, are usually accompanied

by differences in the groups of fossils above and below the line

of non-conformity, and thus indicate a considerable change of

physical conditions, as well as the lapses of long periods of time,

between the deposition of the discordant strata ; and hence are

usually admitted as marking the close of one period and the in-

troduction of another. The mere thinning out in some given

direction of particular beds and thickening of others, however,

may occur in any part of the same formation without indicating

any such disturbances, lapse of time, or changes of physical con-

ditions between the deposition of the beds above and below the

horizon of the locally absent strata. Every one who has studied

our western Coal-measures attentively, must be aware that noth-

ing is more common than the thinning out of particular beds of

considerable thickness, sometimes even between no very distantly

separated localities. Lesquereux has shown this to be the case

at various horizons in the Coal-measures of Kentucky, Illinois

and other western States, as well as Pennsylvania. For instance,

in speaking of Coals No. IB, and 1C (111. Eeport, i, p. 216), he

says they are usually separated by 55 feet of strata, but " from

the absence of the strata separating these beds of coal, they

sometimes come in o - e bank." Again, on

page 218 of the same report in speaking of the divisions of bed

B often found separated by a thin parting of clay, he mentions

an instance of this parting, which is sometimes entirely want-

ling out from a mere seam so as to form a bed of shale

10 feet in thickness, in a distance of only 300 yards. Again

(ib., p. 228), in speaking of the Colchester bed (Coal No. 3) gen-

erally separated from the conglomerate, or mill-stone grit, by
from 170 to 200 feet of strata, including coals, IB, 1C and 2,

he says that, " by an apparently abnormal deposition of the

Coal-measures, which I have tried to explain elsewhere, the Col-

chester coal almost immediately overlies the conglomerate for-

mation," thus showing from 170 to 200 feet of intervening strata

to be wanting here.

In the same Report, he has shown, that in tracing the Coal-

measures a little west of north from southeastern Illinois where

Am. Jour. Sci.—Second Semes, Vol. XLIV, No. 130.—July, 1867.
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this whole series is well developed, and has been clearly identi-
fied by him from its fossil plants with the Coal-measures of Eu-
rope as well as with the various members of the same formation
in Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio and Pennsylvania, it -

almost the whole of the series below the horizon of the "Anvil
rock " six or seven hundred feet in thickness of the Kentucky
section, has thinned out and disappeared at the northern margin
of the Illinois Coal-Eeld, so as to leave the Upper Coal-measures,
and some portions of the Lower resting directly down upon Silu-
rian rocks. Facts like the latter are evidently to be accounted
for, either by supposing the northern part of the state to have
been more elevated than the southern at the5 southern „„ ..

the coal epoch, and that as the whole area became gradually
more and more depressed, the marshes, or whatever conditions
gave origin to the coal, extended farther and farther northward
with the formation of each successive bed ; or that the southern
districts sank more rapidly than the northern, and consequently
received several successive beds that did not extend far north-
ward in consequence of the greater elevation of that region at
this period of their deposition. More local instances, however,
like those mentioned by Prof. Swallow, of the thinning out of
particular beds are evidently to be accounted for by the erosion
of one or several beds in places, before the deposition of others
upon them. Prof. Lesley mentions an instance of this kind in
the Lower Coal-measures of Cannelton, la. (see Owen's Indiana
Report, p. 345), where a bed of shale 46 feet in thickness thins
out and entirely disappears in a distance of two miles, so as to
bnng directly down, upon a bed of coal, a stratum of sandstone,
separated from it at another locality so near by the whole thick-
ness of shale just mentioned. These local erosions of one or
more beds previous to the deposition of others have occurred in
various formations, but more particularly in the Coal-measures.
On this subject Lesquereux says (note, p. 211, 111. Report, i),

local erosions at any part of the thickness of the Coal-meas-
ures are of frequent occurrence." When we consider the con-
ditions under which the Coal-measures were probablv formed,
the wonder is that such facts are not more common than the
contrary. Hence we should be very cautious in viewing them
as evidences of a break in the series, such as marks the close of
one condition of things, and the introduction of a new epoch.

ii Tr
D
£
W tUrn to the grouPs of fossils found in these

so-called Lower Permian rocks, and see how far they sustain the
opinion that there was a physical break of the importance claimed,
separating them from the Upper Coal-measures. As Prof. Swal-
low, with few exceptions, mentions in the Report under review
only by their generic or class names the fossils found in the
rocks under consideration, we have to refer to his papers pub-
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lished in the Transactions of the St. Louis Academy of Sciences
in 1858, and in the Am. Jour. Sci., vol. xxvi, p. 182, of the same
year, for his views in regard to their specific relations. In

them. In these lists he enumerates about 70 species of Upper
Coal-measure and Permian fossils, 16 of which he shows to

be common to the Upper Coal-measures and his Lower Permian,
and two to the latter and the Upper Permian.
The following well known, and, with one or two exceptions,

widely distributed species of our western Coal-measur. 8, am
those given by him as common to the Lower Permian and Up-
per Coal-measures, viz: Productus semireticulatus, P. Rogersi,

P. aeqnicostalus, Spirifer cameratus, S. planoconvexus, S. pectin-

mna umbraculum* 0. M
sis, Rhynchonella Osagensis, Terebraiula ? svbtilita, Myalina recta,

M. subquadrata, M. Kansasensis, Allorisma Minnehaha, and Na-
tlca Pricei; he also identifies with this Macrocheilus spiralus

McCoy, a Subcarboniferous species. With the exception of

Sowerby, with which we are not acquainted,

and Macrocheilus spiratus, we know all of these common Coal-

3 species occur abundantly in the so-called Lower Per-

t of Kansas ; also the following other Coal-measure specie

Avicub-pecten occidentalis (Pecten Ckavlandicus of Prof. Swj
list), Nautilus occidentalis Swallow (afterward described

from the Coal-measures of Illinois by McChesney under another

name), Fusulina cylindrica in great numbers (or the Coal-measure
forms generally referred to that species in the west), Chonetes

mucronata, Prodwtus Calhounianus, Euomphalus rugosus Hall
(not Sowerby), a small Spirifer often referred to S. lineatus, Phil-

-liumard, and others. From the same so-

called Lower Pewnian Prof. Swallow also positively identifies 10
European Permian species, and some 5 or 6 others with doubt;
also with doubt, 1 Subcarboniferous species, 3 Triassic, and 1

Liassic European forms.

We may, however, well question the accuracy of these deter-

minations, by which Carboniferous, Permian, Triassic and Lias-

sic species are made to occur together in the same beds, espe-

cially in beds known to contain so many of our commonest
Coal-measure species, and four genera, i. e., Petalodus, Phillipsia,

Bellerophon and Fusulina not known in the Permian of Europe.
Prof. Swallow says in regard to this so-called lower Permian,
that the appearance at this point of numerous new fossils, many
of which are well known Permian types, of the genera Mo-
notis, BaJcevellia, Schizodus, Pleurophorus, Synocladia and Tham-

* We use the names as given in the list. Orthisina as now restricted is a Silu-
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niscus, clearly indicates the introduction of the Permian age.
The genus Monotis, however (as the name is here applied),
also occurs far below the horizon where he would make the
line of separation,—hundreds of feet indeed down in what he
includes in the Coal-measures, even near the level of the Mis-
souri at Leavenworth, Kansas ; it is also now known to occur
in Illinois at a point near the horizon of the eleventh Coal-bed,
above which the Coal-measures are well marked. All the other
genera mentioned, and most of the very same species likewise
occur in the admitted Upper Coal-measures of Kansas and the
adjoining states, while Pleurophorus and Schizodus occur in the
Subcarboniferous rocks of Illinois. Indeed there is now known
a species of Pleurophorus from the Keokuk Limestone, of the
Mountain Limestone series, at Warsaw, Illinois, as nearly like
the European Permian, P. costatus, as any known form in Kan-
sas rocks.

(

From all these facts, we think the evidence, both paleontolc-
gical and stratigraphical, bears directly against the idea of there
being a proper break in the series at the horizon mentioned by
Prof. Swallow, much less "a striking non-conformity." The
very fact that the missing strata, the absence of which on Mill
creek is regarded as proving a break, do occur in their proper
place on Kansas and Blue rivers, only 25 miles distant, shows
clearly that this is one of those cases of the erosion of particular
beds at certain localities, previous to the deposition of others, so
common in the Coal-measures, and not one of the great general
disturbances of the order of things, such as produced non-con-
formity of the beds, and usually accompanied the introduction
of a new fauna. Nor should any great weight be given to the
general lighter color of the beds above the supposed break; for
every one knows how little reliance can be placed on mere color
and other lithological characters in distinguishing formations *
In addition to this, the change of color is not abrupt, while
lighter and darker beds continue to alternate above the sup-

P°A
e
n l

e3k
>

and t0 a less extent below it-

All the evidence sustains the opinion expressed by Meek and
Hayden m 1859 (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Jan. 1859), that there is in
Kansas an unbroken series from the Coal-measures to the top of
trie rermian ot this region

; and that no one studying these rocks
and their fossils, without any previous knowledge of the classifl-
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cations adopted in the old world, would have separated the Per-

mian at all from the Coal-measures, as distinct groups. Starting

far down in the Coal-measures below the supposed line of sepa-

ration, we have, along with great numbers of all our common
Coal-measure forms, an occasional Monotis (so-called), Bakevellia,

Pleurophorus, Myalina, &a, that might apparently, in some in :

stances, be even identified specifically with European Permian

species. As we ascend in the series, we find that, after going

some distance above the supposed line of demarkation, the Car-

boniferous species gradually begin to disappear, and the Permian

types become rather more common, in particular beds, until we
snded to a point near the horizon Prof. Swallow makes

the line between the Upper and Lower Permian, when we find

we have almost completely lost sight of the familiar Carbonif-

erous species, a few of which had continued on up to near this

point, and see scarcely any but forms such as in Europe would
be regarded as Permian types. There is no physical break here,

however, nor abrupt change of fossils. Hence Meek and Hay-
den regarded the beds below the horizon down so far as to in-

clude most, if not nearly all, of Prof. Swallow's Lower Permian,

as an intermediate connecting series between the Permian and

Coal-measures which, if worthy of a distinct name at all from

the latter, should be called Permo-carboniferous, while the beds

above, they regarded alone as properly the equivalent of the

true Permian of Europe.

The occurrence of a few types that would generally be re-

garded as Permian, along with numerous well-known Coal-meas-

<. far below the true Permian, only accords with facts

observed in other formations in this qountry, where certain types

evidently made their appearance here long before they are known
to have appeared in Europe. In this connection we need but

refer to the Cretaceous plants of Nebraska, most of which be-

long to genera, and some of them to species, scarcely distinguish-

able from forms known in Europe in rocks not older than the

later Tertiary. Even one of the best botanical paleontologists

of Europe thought some of them probably identical with Mio-

cene species, and yet they hold a position near 800 feet below

beds containing numerous species of Ammonites, Bayulites, Scaph-

ites, Inoceramus, and various other unquestionably Cretaceous

types. Similar facts have also been brought out by the Califor-

nia Survey. It is also worthy of note that in several cases these

few Permian types occurring far down in the Coal-measures in

Kansas appear in particular layers, similar to the Permian rocks

in composition, and alternating with other beds containing only

Carboniferous fossils, much like Barrande's "Colonies" in the

Silurian rocks of Bohemia.
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In regard to the Permian discovery in Kansas, we regret to
see that Prof. Swallow (doubtless inadvertently) here in an offi-
cial report, uses language, which when taken in connection with

bat he nowhere alludes to the labors of others in that
region would lead some to think he had intentionally ignored
t.he agency of any other parties in that discovery and was claim-
ing it as wholly his own. Thus in a note at the bottom of page
42, after speaking of the discovery of Permian rocks in Kansas,
he says " this discovery was first announced by myself Feb. 22,
1658. See Trans. Acad. Sci. St. Louis, vol. i."

We had supposed the dispute in regard to this discovery was
iong since amicably settled, when Prof. Swallow published in
this Journal, [2], vol. xxvi, page 188, in a paper on the Kan-
sas Permian, the statement that "it is but just to state in this
connection, that, so far as I know, Mr. Meek first discovered the
Permian character of the Kansas fossils, and communicated to
Maj.Hawn his impression on this subject on the 3d of Sept.,
18o7. He also mentioned his discovery, as I am informed, to
some friends at the Smithsonian Institution on the 17th of Janu-
ary, 1858, and communicated the same to Prof. Leidy, on the
16th of March* Maj. Hawn frankly declares that his first im-
pressions that the rocks in question might be Permian are due
%0
p o

r
"

,
M
S
ek\" We ma? be mistaken

; but the literal wording
ot Prof. Swallow s note quoted above, in connection with his
silence in regard to the agency of others in this discovery, might
be understood, without some explanation, as indicating an in-
tention to claim it on the strength of the fact that his announce-
ment, communicating the discovery to a regularly established
scientific institution at an earlier date than the reading of Meek
and Hayden's paper before the Albany Institute, gave him a right
to claim it as entirely his own. On this ground, however, Meek
and Hayden would still be in advance, for they had not only
made it known verbally to friends in Washington, about the
17th of Jan., 1858, but actually had a record m?de of it at the
Smithsonian Institution, (as all know, established for the in-
crease and diffusion of knowledge) on the 19th of Jan., 1858.
lhis record or memorandum, which we are permitted to give

« i*X«
S TlttZKPro£ Baird and reads as follows:-™ ff ' f '

9th
' *f

r
'
Meek and Dr

-
HaJdeQ showed me a se-

ries of foSslls arran d on the table Qf ^
den s collections under Lieut. Warren in 1857, which they stated

date is.doubtlea8 a misprint for 16th of Jan., for the discovery was
March 1858, by Meek and Hayden in a paper read
the 2d of March, 1858, extras of which were dis-two daya after, and before the iasr- -* »-™ « "

though Prof. Swallow had a short
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to represent in succession, first, Potsdam Sandstone from the
Black Hills; 2d, forms indicating Permian both in Kansas and
the region of the Black Hills; 3d, fossils of the Jurassic type
from the region of the Black Hills; 4th, Carboniferous from the
Black Hills.' (Signed) S. F. Baikd."

This memorandum is not noted in the order the fossils were
arranged; the clause in regard to the Carboniferous was accident-

ally omitted between the Potsdam Sandstone and the Permian,
and then added at the end after the Jurassic. Nor is any men-
tion made of the fossils sent from Kansas to Mr. Meek by Mr.
Hawn, nor of a small collection from the same region communi-
cated by Dr. Cooper which were at the same time lying on the
table ; though both of these gentlemen received full credit for

collecting and sending these fossils, in the paper published by
Meek and Hayden.

It is with considerable reluctance that this subject, which we
had thought entirely settled, has been touched upon here ; but
the facts already mentioned seemed to demand such a statement.
At the same time that Meek and Hayden manifest no desire to

ignore the connection of Mr. Hawn and Prof. Swallow with the
Permian discovery, they have the right to expect their own
agency in the matter to be acknowledged, especially in an offi-

cial report on the geology of that region, treating upon this

formation and speaking of the labors of others in that connec-

In Prof. Swallow's former papers, he gives the total thickness
of the Upper and Lower Permian as he understands them, at

820 feet, and in the report under review the thickness of the
same beds is given as 704 feet 1 inch. This is quite as near an

* We have d ; wd to the Permian discoverv

not with the idea of convir. -of the case,

present time hare indicated directly or
:r opinion on this matter, but becar.*< «ur -•;. n

.

•> rni-ht be taken as
entire submission to the ap] part of some geologists to
ignore our agency in the development of the geology of the West. No true-minded

- :

m I the note by Mr. Meek appended to a paper published

........

r

.•:....: r.,:- .

recognized a Monotit [Ptteudomonotii], i

:r rocks than the Permian."
*
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agreement as could be expected in the measurement of such
variable strata at different localities

;
yet when there is a differ-

ence of 116 feet, and the numerous subordinate beds composing
the whole are stated as varying in thickness at different places
from 1 to 15 feet, 4 to 12 feet, 10 to 25 feet, and so on, one
would naturally suppose that the odd inch might have been
dispensed with in summing up the whole, as it gives the ap-

pearance of minute exactness, manifestly unattainable in the

measurement of such strata.

In regard to the beds referred with a ? by Prof. Swallow and
Mr. Hawn to the Trias in Kansas, we can only say that they
may be Trias, Permian or even Jurassic, so far as any evidence
yet obtained goes. With those gentlemen we are much inclined
to believe they will be found to belong to the Trias. They are

known to hold a position immediately above Permian beds and
beneath the Cretaceous, while they are very similar to portions
of the Trias of Europe in their lithological characters. At the
same time, it is by no means demonstrated that they may not
prove to belong to the Permian. Prof. Swallow, at first, referred
to this horizon a trilobate exogenous leaf, a small bivalve he
thought doubtfully identical with Nucula speciosa Miinster, from
the Muschelkalk (not a true Nucuto. by the way), and another
shell he thought identical with Myophoria orbicularis Goldf. (sp.)

As Prof. Swallow now only alludes to the supposed Nucula,
and makes no mention of the Myophoria in his report, in speak-
ing of this rock, it is probable he has found the latter to be a

or some other type from the Permian; and as the
trilobate leaf is now known to be from the Cretaceous, as

shown by Meek and Hayden, the paleontological evidence yet
obtained of the Triassic age of these beds seems to be narrow-
ing down to a single little bivalve, of doubtful genus. It is

true Prof. Mudge thinks he has found bird tracks in a sandstone
of this horizon, but as he also speaks of finding exogenous
leaves in the same position, it seems probable that the tracks
mentioned by him are from the sandstone belonging to the Cre-
taceous, in which so many leaves have been found in that re-

gion. We must therefore await further evidence before we
regard the existence of the Trias in eastern Kansas as de-
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ART. IV.—On Vie systematic value of Rhynchophorous Coleoptera:

—an Abstract of a Memoir read before the National Academy
of Sciences, at Washington, Jan. 24th, 1867 ; by John L.

LeConte, M.D.

In the empirical arrangement of the families of Coleoptera,

which has resulted from the adoption of the tarsal system of

division, the families contained in the great natural group of He-

teromeraare followed by the Curculionidae and Scolytidae, which,

more or less subdivided into smaller families, have been sup-

posed to establish a linear relation between the rostrated Hete-

romera (Salpingus, Rhinosimus, &c.) to the Cerambycidae and

Chrysomelida3, the great types of the Pseudotetramera, or Sub-

pen tamera, of various authors.

It is the object of the present investigation to determine the

limits, and the relations of the first mentioned of these types,

the Rhynchophora.
The inferiority of this type is manifested, not only in the lar-

val condition by the limited number or absence of visual lenses,

the want of locomotive appendages, the feeble development or

entire want of antennae, and the unchitinized epidermis ; but

also by the combination in the imago of characters belonging to

a perfectly developed organism with others pertaining to an infe-

rior grade in the scale of Coleoptera.

Thus, for instance, while we perceive in the other series of

beetles, that the lower forms retain certain larval characters, as

evidenced by the extension of the coxae, the imperfection of the

anterior coxal cavities, the softness of the integuments, and the

want of centralization in the abdomen, all such degradational

characters are absent in the Rhynchophora.

Other characters representing low grades in their respective

series do not appear in the Rhynchophora, such as vegetative

growth of the organs of sense, indicated by pectinate or flabel-

late antennae, or excessive length of palpi.

On the contrary, we find in the Rhynchophora, that the in-

teguments are perfectly chitinized : the elytra never abbreviated

or wanting ; the anterior coxae are always completely enclosed

;

the ventral 'segments, usually five, never exceed six in number.

The plan of degradation, in passing from the higher to the

lower forms, is by the extension of the longitudinal axis of the

body, in its anterior half; this is usually most strongly manifes-

ted in the head, and exhibited not only by the length of the

beak, but by the conformation of the lower floor of the mouth.

Commencing with those Curculionidae (Adelognathi Lacordaire,)

in which the mentum fills the gular emargi nation, as in the

Am. Jour. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. XLIV, No. 130.—Jn/r, 1867.
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higher Tenebrionidae, we find a gradual lessening in sjze of the
mentum, itself becoming supported upon a broad, short gular
peduncle permitting the maxillae to become visible, (Phanerog-
nathi, Cohort 1, Lacordaire) : next the gular peduncle becomes
elongated, and bilobed, receiving the mentum, now reduced to
very small size, between its lobes (Phanerognathi, Cohort 11,
and also Brenthidae, and Anthribidae).
Haying in the continuance of my work on the Classification

of Coleoptera of North America, recently commenced a critical
study of our Rhynchophora, I became aware of the impossibil-
ity ol intercalating them between the Heteromera and Subpen-
tamera, and am now convinced that they represent a special type,
which must be isolated from all other types of Coleoptera, pos-
sessing a systematic value equal to all the others combined.

In seeking for the characters which should define this type, I
observed a remarkable difference in the arrangement of the
pieces of the under surface of the prothorax, heretofore over-
looked and so far as I know, confined to this particular type.

In other Coleoptera, the prosternum is either extended behind
tne anterior coxae, so as to form part of the hind margin of the
segment thus coming in contact with the mesosternum, or it is

cut or! between the coxae, and in this case (as in many others)
the coxal cavities are open behind : in the few exceptions
(l>erodontus, Dacoderus) in which the coxge are contiguous and
the cavities closed behind, the prosternum still extends behind
the coxae, to the hind margin of the segment, as is shown by the
short sutures separating the epimera from the medial piece of
the prosternum. r

.

I have represented these modifications of form in the adjoin-
ing wood-cuts. Fig. 1, under surface of prothorax of a Carabide
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na) : the coxae are transverse, the cavities closed, the side pieces

not distinct. Fig. 3, do. of Cucujus ; coxal cavities open behind,
side pieces not distinct. Fig. 4, do. of Telephorus : coxal cavities

confluent and open behind.

In Ehynchophora the prothoracic sutures are obliterated, there

always closed behind, by the epimera,

which become connate on the median line, enclosing the hind
part of the prosternum, thus cutting it off completely from the
mesothoracic segment.

Fig. 5 represents this arrangement of parts in a Brenthide,
in which family the extreme limit of degradation by linear ex-
tension is reached. Fig. 6, under surface of prothorax of a
Calandride (Ehynchophorus). Fig. 7, do. of Cryptorhynchus.
Fig. 8, do. of Balaninus. Fig. 9, do. Ophryastes. Fig. 10, do,
Thecesternus. Fig. 11, do. Dendroctonus.
When the coxse are contiguous, the point of the prosternum

is visible behind them, but is none the less perfectly enclosed by
the growth of the side pieces to the median line.

Another evidence of the inferiority of type of the Bhyncho-
phora, which has not been mentioned, is seen in the functions
performed by the beak, which in the lower groups, especially in

the female, becomes greatly elongated. The occurrence of cor-

neous exserted ovipositors in other orders of insects is not rare

:

r species of Coleoptera (certain Valgus, for example) have

tion of type, by which a function, peculiarly appropriate to the
posterior extremity of the body, is performed by the head : the
elongated beak becoming in fact the ovipositor.

Thus the inferiority of grade, evidenced in other series of Co-
leoptera by the softness of the integuments, or by the perma-
nence of larval forms, chiefly in the abdomen and coxae, is in
the Ehynchophora manifested by the transfer of a function
from the posterior to the anterior part of the body, and the
linear extension of the latter, in accordance with this ' change of

The principles of classification of Ehynchophora, and their
division into families will be discussed in a subsequent memoir.
It is, however, proper to observe that the peculiar construction
of prothorax above described as characteristic of the Ehyncho-
phora, is not exhibited in the Bruchidas, which family, as ob-
served by Lacordaire (Gen. Col. vii, 600), should be viewed as
closely related to, if not actually a portion of, the great family
Chrysomelidae.
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[Abstract of a paper read before the National Academy of Sciences, Aug. 8, 1866,]

The morphological relations of the human hand are of three
kinds.

1st, Its special homology with the terminal segment of the an-
terior extremity in other vertebrates.

2d, Its general homology as a part of the skeleton ; which can
be fully enunciated only after a decision as to the morphological
relations of the scapular arch of which it is an appendage.

3d, Its polar homologies with the corresponding parts on the
opposite side and at the opposite end of the body. That with the
other hand is universally regarded as one of symmetry or antago-
nism; that with the foot is generally called its serial homology,
and the point under consideration is whether this is merely a
serial relation and not rather one of antagonism, so as to consti-
tute a second kind of polar homology.
The course of the argument is indicated by the following

propositions.

1. The extreme diversity and confliction of opinion* as to

the morphological relations of the human hand are chiefly due
to an over-estimate of its morphological value.

2. This misappreciation of the morphological value of the
hand is due to a non-recognition of the distinctions between the
two principles, morphology and teleology.

3. Morphology is the law of internal form, of plan, of essen-
tial structure. Teleology is the law of special function which
determines size, shape and general appearance.

p
4. Homology is morphological identity ; analogy is theolog-

ical resemblance: and neither relation necessarily implies the

Morphology abne would be law without liberty, which is

despotism
;
teleology alone would be liberty without law, which

is anarchy. J

Morphology is conservative and tends toward centraliza-
;
teleology is radical and tends toward diffusion,
lne two principles may be traced in all structures, but the

1

w-t
n m°re Proroment than the other.

With certain important qualifications it maybe said that
clearest manifestations of morphology are to be observed in

'

pp. 116-117, 1866, and to the remark9 of Mirart, Linnaan
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organs which are central or proximal, simple, rudimentary, and

constant ; while teleology displays itself in organs which are per-

ipheral or distal, complicated and subject to variation.

10. Man is the most perfect animal in a functional point of

view, and the hand is peripJieral in its position, complicated in

Junction and subject to variation both in the zoological series and

by arrest or excess of development : and forasmuch as it has,

during all ages and by all classes of minds, been regarded as a

typical illustration of perfection of detail and harmonious ar-

rangement of parts in strict conformity to the elevated offices

which it performs, therefore to the same extent must we disregard

it in our endeavor to determine questions of morphology.

11. Hands and feet, but especially the former, are as unsafe

guides to the homology of the limbs, as the cranial and caudal

regions would be to the characters of a typical vertebra.*

12. In discussing the relation between the fore and hind limbs,

we must free our morphological comparison from all considera-

tion of special function.

13. The fore and hind limbs are appendages of the anterior

and posterior regions of the body ; and whatever general laws

are observed in the body, are, on a priori grounds, to be looked

for in the limbs.

14. Polarity, or something analogous to the polar forces of

physical science, is a primary law in the formation, the struc-

ture and the general functions of the vertebrate body ;f for the

existence of this, evidence is furnished by embryology, anatomy,

physiology, and pathology .%

15. The anterior and posterior regions of the body are, as it

were, the two poles of a longitudinal axis, and their constit-

uent parts are more or less completely homologous, repeating

each other in opposite directions like the corresponding organs

upon the right and left sides.

16. This polar or antagonistic relation of similar parts may
easily be traced in the proximal segments of the limbs in many
mammalia ; the front of the thigh and the convexity of the knee
are readily compared with the back of the upper arm and the

' rof the elbow.

le two pair of limbs, the anterior is the more subject

i and is therefore less reliable for morphological pur-

Dnvexity <

17. Of tl

;
Proceedings Bost Soc of Nat. Hist, May

f See the writings of Oken : also description of a double fetus, by Prof. Jeflfries

Wvman, Bost. Med. and Surg. Journal, March 29, 1866; and classification of Her-

bivores, and Cephalization, by Prof. James D. Dana, this Journal, toL xxxvii, p. 158,

and vol. xli, p. 164.

% See paper by the writer on Pathological Polarity, Bost Med and Surg. Journal,

April 5, 1866, and on Morphology and Teleology especially in the limbs of Mam-
malia, Memoirs Bost Soc. Nat Hist, vol i, No. 1, 1865.
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18. By reference to the less modified hinder limb we find that,

as a rule, two contiguous segments bend in opposite directions.

19. By comparing the proximal segments of the hinder limb

with those of the fore limb, we find that two corresponding seg-

ments in the two limbs point and are flexed in opposite directions.

20. Conformity with these two rules is all that would be ne-

cessary for maintaining the balance of a geometrical figure or a

stationary being; but to enable an animal to move, the terminal

segments of both limbs must face in the same direction ; in the

quadrupeds this is usually accomplished by a rotation of the ra-

dius upon the ulna so as to face the palm backward, or as in the

Aye-aye inward, like the sole.

Limbs of left side of Aye-aye (Cheiromys Madagascanentit Cuv.), (altered from

, ,
Ulna ; T, Tibia ; R, Radius ; Fi, Fibula.

Homologous parts are joined by continuous lines. Analogous parts are joined by
dotted lines. The homologous digits of B and C are numberc
Btarting from the so-called little finger and great toe. The Roman' numerals
attached to the digits of A indicate their analogies -with those of C

* Monograph of the Aye-aye, plate vii: Comp. Anat. and Physiology of Verte-
brates, vol. u, fig. 343.
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21. This is the natural attitude of the terminal segments of

the fore-limb, but that it is not a normal position* in which they
may be compared with their posterior representatives, is seen
from their want of conformity to the principles manifested by
the less modified hinder limb and by its own proximal segments
(Propositions 18 and 19), and also from the more or less com-
plete crossing of the two bones of the fore-arm, while those of
the leg are parallel with each other.

22. These three discrepancies are wholly removed by supina-

ting the hand and placing it, palm downward with the fingers

pointing backward and the wrist in front just as the toes point

forward and the heel is behind.

23. The ulna is now wholly upon the inner side of the fore-

arm and corresponds to the tibia while the radius corresponds to

the fibula; their variations as to size and shape and their being
— -<red together in many species are al

1
'

and ought not to enter into the dis

gical relation.

24. The thumb is thus left upon the outer side of the hand
and corresponds by position with the little toe, while the little fin-
ger is upon the inner side and corresponds with the great toe.

25. These correspondences are, in my opinion, the true homol-

ogies while the relation between the ulna and fibula, the radius

and tibia, the thumb and great toe are merely analogies and de-

pendent upon teleological modifications.

The paper contained a more extended discussion of some points and a

review of the later European memoirs upon the subject ; but in the hope
that we may shortly be favored with the views of Prof. Jeffries Wyman
upon the important questions involved, the writer confines himself for the

present to the foregoing abstract with the following additions as the re-

sult of subsequent investigations.

A. The conclusion reached as to the normal position and ho-

mology of the thumb, though contrary to the common opinion,

is confirmed by all purely morphological considerations.

B. The lack of exact correspondence between the carpal and
tarsal bones in most mammalia and between the nerves and the

arteries in the human hand and foot where alone they have been
compared, is due to teleological modifications, the necessity for

which is yet to be explained.

C. The difference in the number of phalanges, which has
1

1 been looked upon as a very essential distinction between
') and great toe and the other digits, is really, like the

the normal position of animals, see Agassiz's

;;--.;
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5 to the number of the digits themselves, a

difference of quantity and therefore teleological in its character.

D. Finally, even if there were not many vertebrates in which
this difference does not exist, and if there were not on record

several cases of human thumbs having three phalanges, yet,

unless we are prepared to sacrifice position to quantity, we have
no more reason for denying the homology of the thumb and
great toe with the little toe and little finger respectively than we
have for denying a homology between the third finger of man
and that of a whale because the former has some additional pha-

langes, or between the foot of man and that of a dog because the

former is composed of five digits while the latter has but four.

ART. VI.

—

On the Classification of the subdivisions of McCoy's Ge-

nus Athyris, as determined by the laws ofZoological Nomenclature ;

by E. Billings, Paleontologist of the Geological Survey of

Canada.

[Read before the Nat. Hist. Sot, Montreal, March 25, 1867.]*

Every naturalist who has studied the paleozoic brachiopoda is

aware that there exists a very great diversity of opinion with re-

gard to the classification of the several sections into which the

old genus Athyris has been divided. The arrangement which I

and some others have adopted is, in substance, the same as that

proposed by Mr. Davidson in the first edition of his " General
Introduction," published in 1853.f Although this has been ob-

// ,-.-, '<
, i

Athyris McCoy ,1844, A . tumida Dalman.
Spirtgera JyOrbigaj, 1847, -

s recent classification differs from the i

Meristella Hall, I860, A tumida
Athyris or Spirigera
Mentta, - -

cording:to this,
^
either Athyris or Spirigera must be suppress€

room for Merutella. See this J
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jected to by several distinguished paleontologists, and in conse-

quence thereof, abandoned by its author, yet I believe that on a

careful examination of all the circumstances, it will be found to

be perfectly just toward the parties concerned, and in no respect

rith the rules of zoological nomenclature. """'

the first subdivision of the genus published, and should therefore

take precedence over all others.

Previously to 1853, Athyris was only known as a single large

genus of brachiopoda which included such forms as Terebratula

concentrica von Buch, T. tumida Dalman, and T. HercuUa Bar-
rande. In that year Mr. Davidson divided it into two smaller

eenera, confining the name Athyris to that section for which it was
most appropriate, with tumida or Herculea for the types ; and
adopting Spirigera D'Orbigny for the other type, T. e

It was afterward found that Athyris, as then re-defined, included

genera, and in consequence it has been again divided by
the name of

the true one. While discussing it I shall, throughout this paper,

when I may have occasion to refer to the species above-named,
designate them, Athyris tumida, Spirigera concentrica, and Merista

Herculea.

Those who are opposed to this arrangement contend, that as

all the species which McCoy placed in the genus, at the time he
first described it, belong to the group typified by S. concentrica,

the name Athyris must be retained for that group, and cannot
now be transferred to the other section of which A. tumida is the

type. This reasoning, according to my views, can only hold
good in case it be first proved that McCoy specially confined the

genus to species having the generic characters of those in his

original list, or pointed out one of them as the type, or drew up
his diagnosis in such a manner as to exclude A. tumida. In
this paper I shall endeavor to show :

—

1. That McCoy did not limit his genus to the species first

placed in it.

2. That on the contrary he and other naturalists understood
it to include both A. tumida and S. concentrica.

3. That according to the laws of zoological nomenclature the
subdivision made by Davidson in 1853 cannot be set aside.

4. That Davidson's classification has been adopted into several

works, some of them of great influence and wide circulation.

In order to prove the above propositions, I shall give the more
important facts of the history of the genus, with McCoy's original

figure, and shall quote some of the laws above mentioned in full.

Much of this, of course, belongs to the common stock of knowl-

edge of all paleontologists conversant with the fossils of the older

Am. Jour. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. XLIV, No. 130.—Jult, 1867.
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rocks, and might be thought superfluous. But the question is

somewhat complicated and cannot well be decided, unless in

view of all the circumstances. Besides this, it is one upon which
any good naturalist is perfectly competent to give an opinion,
although specially engaged in other departments. Few of these

have access to works on paleozoic fossils, and therefore for the

convenience of such as may feel inclined to investigate the sub-

ject, it is desirable to bring all the facts togather.

There is no dispute about the extent of the genera, and there-

fore, the details of the internal characters need not be given.

It is purely a question of Natural-History Ethics, if I may be
permitted to use such a term.

1. History and extent of the original Genus.—The original de-

scription was published in the " Synopsis of the Carboniferous
Fossils of Ireland" in 1844. From this work I shall make some
extracts, and shall introduce along with the original figure two
others to further illustrate the subject.

Fig. 1—Copy of the original figure given by McCoy (without a specific name) to

pied from Davidson's Mono-
graph of the British Devonian Brachiopoda, pi. III.

The right-:. r „1, and the aperture in the
beak made larger than it ia in the original figure.

Fig. 3—Athyris tumida Dalman. Copied from Davidyon'a " General Introduction,"
pL VI, fig. 73.

The following extracts are from McCoy's work above refer-
red to :—

"The family Delthyridce appears to be divided into the five following
genera: 1. Spirifera Sow., composed of those longitudinally-ribbed spe-
cies, in which the hinge-line is equal to, or exceeds the width of the
shell, the cardinal area with parallel sides, the cardinal teeth of the ven-
tral valve (now called the dorsal valve) large, spirally rolled, and having
a triangular foramen beneath the beak of the dorsal (vent
2. M-:-!>m* McCoy, or the smooth Spirifers, in which the hinge-line is

less than the width of the shell, and the cardinal area triangular.
3. Athyris McCoy, in which there is no vestige of either foramen, car-
dinal area, or hmge-hne. This remarkable genus is frequently confounded
with those shells usually named Terebratula, in the older rocks, but is

distinguished by the large, spiral appendages, which are wanting in the
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other group. 4. Brac.hu'. ' we find the longitmlin-

.- -line of Mar-
tiniu. 5. Orthis Dal., in which there are no spiral appendages, the

ma), ana the cardinal

area common to both valves, and its sides inclined toward each other at

its angles; dorsal valve smallest."

—

Op. cit., page 128.

On page 146 of the same work, he thus concisely describes the

genus:—
" Gen. Ch.—Nearly orbicular, small; no cardinal area or hinge-line;

spiral appendages very large, filling the greater part of the shell.

"This very interesting group possesses all the external characters of the

"ice, united to the internal structure of the Spirifera, to which
latter family it truly belongs. Professor Phillips is the only author who
has recognized the group: he forms of it his last division of the genus

but gives no characters to distinguish it from Terebratula ;
the internal structure is, however, a sure guide."

The above is all that he wrote about the genus at that time

;

and it will be perceived, that he does not point out any partic-

ular species, as the type: and farther, that there is nothing in
his remarks from which it can be inferred that he knew any-
thing about the genera into which the group was afterwards sub-
divided. Consequently, it is impossible that he could have in-

tended to confine the genus to any one of them ;
as is now af-

firmed by some of the naturalists who are opposed to the class-

ification advocated in this paper. Instead of excluding species

with an imperforate beak such as A. turnida, the etymology of
the word Athyris (without a door or opening), the expression,

"in which there is no vestige of either foramen, cardinal area
or hinge-line," and, also, his typical figure all induce the belief

that he had before him one or more forms with the beak entire.

This is rendered certain by what he says on page 147. Speak-
ing of what he calls A. concentrica, he says :

" This species is
1

Bull de la Soc. Geol. de
France, with a perforated beak as in Terebratula. I have, how-
ever, seen numerous specimens with the beak entire and imper-
forate, as in the other Paleozoic species." It is highly probable
from all this that he had in view such Silurian forms as A. tu-

rnida. This latter species is so common that it is almost certain
that such a collection, as he was then engaged upon, would con-
ain one or more specimens.
Jf we take the paragraph (No. 3) as a part of the generic de-

scription, then A. turnida is included. If, on the other hand,
je confine ourselves to the extract from p. 146, it is not exclu-

ded, as there is no reference made there to the structure of the
beak. This latter diagnosis is sufficiently comprehensive and
gneral in its terms to include A d Merista.

*ie did not place A. turnida in the genus, for the reason that his
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work was confined altogether to the Carboniferous fossils, among
which it does not occur. But he did so afterward when he de-

scribed Professor Sedgwick's Silurian fossils, as will be shown
farther on. He was wrong in supposing that all the species

were imperforate, a matter of little consequence, as it was sim-
ply an error of observation which does not vitiate. Had the
genus turned out to be not capable of subdivision, all that could
be done now with this error would be to strike it out. There
was sufficient in his diagnosis to indicate what group of fossils

was intended. He was also wrong in supposing S. concentrica to

be a Carboniferous fossil : it is Devonian. It may be that he
mistook some other species with an imperforate beak for that.

It will be seen farther on that Prof. King made a similar mis-
take with respect to this very species, having taken T. scalprum
Barrande, for it; an error which was detected by Mr. Davidson.
Altogether, he referred eleven species to the genus, several of
which have been shown to be synonyms.

In the same work he proposed another genus, Actinoconckus,

Jbut as it was founded on error, he afterward withdrew it, and
added it to Athyris. (Brit. Pal. Foss., p. 436). All scientific works
abound more or less with such misconceptions.

That the genus was understood by other naturalists to include
A. tumida is proved by the following facts. It is well known
that the genus Spirigera was proposed by D'Orbigny, in 1847,
simply as a substitute for Athyris, on the ground that this lat-

ter name implies the absence of a foramen, and is, therefore,
not appropriate for species with a perforated beak. It is quite
clear that D'Orbigny considered his genus to be precisely the
same in extent as Athyris. All the species, therefore, which
he placed in Spirigera he regarded to be fairly within the group,
and it is unquestionable that he would have referred them all

to Athyris had not that name appeared to him objectionable.
I have not seen his original description in the "Annales des
Sciences Naturelles," referred to by Mr. Davidson, in the ex-
tract given below, but in the " Paleontologie Franchise," vol.
iv, page 357, he says :

" This division has already two generic
names which we cannot preserve, because they are in complete
contradiction with zoological characters." The two genera re-
ferred to were Athyris and Actinoconchus.
He specially selected T. concentrica* for the type of his genus,

and therefore if Spirigera be retained at all it must be for that
section. He refers to his "Prodrome" for a list of the species,
and we have thus only to examine this list in order to ascertain
his idea of the extent of the genus. They are the following,
taking them in the order in which they are published

:

elouyen/dLtloTr Prodrome de paleontologie H
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S. Ceres, vultur, Circe, passer, Herculea, harpya, Hecate, tumida, con-

centrica, Helmersoni, Pusckana, decussata, plebeia, Perron

querra, Hispanica, Toreno, subconcentrica, Pelapayensis, Campomanensis,

Mayendorji, Roissyi, serpentina, lamellosa, ambigua, Blodena, plano-

sulcata, expansa, pentaedra, pectinifera, trigonella, quinquecostata, quad-

Iricostata and cristigalli.

shall notice farther on.- I think

it quite certain that had D'Orbigny been aware that the genus
was capable of subdivision, he would have retained Athyris for

, one of the groups which have the beak imperforate. Indeed,

according to the laws of nomenclature, he could not have done
otherwise with any probability of producing a permanent classi-

fication.

In a valuable paper, read before the Geological Society of

France, in May, 1848, on the Brachiopoda of the Upper Silurian

rocks of England,* Mr. Davidson made the following observa-

tions on D'Orbigny's genus

:

Vient ensuite le genre Spirigera que le meme auteur etablit pour Jes

-coquilles qui possedent des spires internes placees de la meme maniere

•que les Spirifer, mais qui ont des appendices et des details d'organisation

«ssentiellement differents. Ces especes, parmi lesquelles nous trouvons

les Terebratula, tumida, Circe, concern ;*syi, pectin-

ifera, ambuji ;,rronesensis,

Ezquerra, Hispanica, ont deja ete distinguees par M. de Verneuil comme
devant former une section a part, qu'il a nominee la section des Concen-

iricce. Je su : - ' hbigny qu'elles doivent constituer un

genre. L'etude minutieuse que M. Bouchard a faite de la Terebratula

toncentrica ne m'en laisse aucun doute ; mais ce genre n'ayant pas en-

core ete convenablement caracterise, je m'abstiendrai de 1'adopter dans

ce petit memoire qui n'est pour ainsi dire qu'un resume d'un plus grand

travail que je publie en ce moment dans le London Geological Journal.

Upon the above I shall only remark that it is quite clear

that Mr. Davidson then regarded S. concentrica and A. tumida as

congeneric ; and that whatever new genus might be established,

it would include both species.

In 1852, McCoy, in the 2nd Fasciculus of the "British Paleo-

zoic Fossils," page 196, re-defined Athyris as follows:—

" Gen. Ch.—Nearly orbicular or ovate, both valves convex ; no cardi-

nal area, foramen, or"hinge-line: spiral appendages to beak of entering

valve very large, nearly filling the shell; a strong mesial septum in the

rostral part of entering valve ;
dental lamellae moderate ;

tissue of shell

apparently fibrous.

* Memoire tur les Brachiopodet du Systime silurien ntperieur d'Anglettrre, par

M. Th. Dayidson, Bull. Geol. Soc Fr., v, pp. 309, 314.
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"One specimen (of A. tumida) shows the pallial and ovarian impres-

sions to be thick, numerous, and dichotomising frequently from beak to

In the work cited and in the 3d Fasciculus, we find the fol-

lowing species :

—

A. tumida, &. concentrica, ambigua, De Roissyi,

expansa, globistriala, globuhris, gregaria, paradoxa, pectinifera,

and squamigera. This shows clearly enough his views of the
extent of the genus, that is to say, that as it was then under-
stood, it included both A. tumida and A. concentrica. In com-
menting on this, Prof. Hall says :—" The fact that McCoy cited

this* as an Athyris, no more renders it an Athyris than it was
made Atrypa, by being thus described by Dalman ; and it was
just as free for the foundation of a genus after the citation of

McCoy as before." This is true enough, in part. It was free

for the foundation of a genus until 1853, when Davidson used
it for that purpose ; but since 1853, it has never been free.

The above is quite sufficient to prove my first and second pro-

I am not aware that any thing else of much importance, with
the exception of what relates to Merista, having been published
up to 1853, when Davidson's excellent work, the " Introduction
to the Classification of the Brachiopoda," made its appearance,
in which the genus was first subdivided. But, before entering
upon this, I shall notice the remarks of Prof. Suess, on the ge-

nus Merista.

This genus was proposed by Prof. Suess, in 1851, but he did
not then sufficiently characterize it. The following is all that

I can find, relating to it, that was published previously to 1853.

"Mr. E. Suess communicated the results of the investigations on seve-

ral Brachiopods, from the Bohemian transition rocks, which had been
made by him and Mr. Gustos Dormitzer, of Prague. He showed that
some of the forms heretofore referred to Terebratula had no opening in

r the passage of the muscle of adhesion ; and, also, that the
distribution of their inner organs points to an affinity with the non-at-
tached genus Pentamerus. These inner organs are borne by six parti-

rollable.

"Through the separation of these forms (for which the name Merista
is proposed) from the genus Terebratula, an apparent contrad
laws of paleontological distribution is solved, since these smooth forms
will now be separated, which have heretofore offered an apparent contra-
diction to the present views of these laws."

Lest I should not have expressed his views rightly in this
free translation, I give the original in the note below.f

f « Herr Eduard Suess theilte die Erfolge der Untersuchung eioig<
aua dem bohmischen Uebergangsgebirge mit, die er gemeinschah
gustos Dormitzer m Prag angestellt hatte. Er zeigte, dass mehrer

rachiopoden
i mit Herrn
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On page 160 of the same work, there are some farther re-

marks on the classification of the brachiopoda, by Prof. Suess,

in which he refers to the genus Merista. No generic description

is, however, there given. It appears also that it was again

noticed in "Leonhard's Neues Jahrbuch, p. 127, 1854." I

have not, at present, access to that work, and do not know
whether the genus is described there or not : at all events, at

the time Mr. Davidson prepared the English edition of his

" General Ii Su was not understood.

Prof. King in his " Monograph of the Permian fossils of Eng-

land " (1850) proposed to restore the genus Cleiothyris of Phil-

lips, apparently making it partly equal to Athyris McCoy. But
the specimen on which this arrangement was founded, was after-

ward shown to Mr. Davidson, and by him identified with T.

scalprum Barrande (now Merista scalprum), while Ckiothyris

was intended by its author as a substitute for Atrypa. (See Da-

vidson's Introduction, p. 85.)

2. Subdivision of the Genus by Mr. Davidson in 1854.—From
all the facts above given it may be gleaned that in 1853, when
Mr. Davidson was engaged in the preparation of his General

Introduction, this group of Brachiopoda wad known as a single

genus but with two generic names Athyris McCoy, 1

S

rigera D'Orbigny, 1847. Each of these was intended by its

author to include the whole group. McCoy was under the im-

pression that all the species had the beak imperforate, while

D'Orbigny maintained that they were all perforated. Both

authors were partly wrong and partly right. The genus was

capable of subdivision, but no one had as yet undertaken that

task ; unless indeed, the observations of Prof. King and Suess

can be so construed. With regard to the latter, as the genus

Merista is now well understood and is different from Athyris, it

does not affect the question. Cleiothyris may be considered as

obsolete.

Mr. Davidson in his " General Introduction " in endeavoring

to reconcile the conflicting nomenclatures of D'Orbigny and

McCoy divided the genus, retaining the name Athyris for " forms

with an apparently imperforate beak or closed foramen^ vari-

ously disposed septa and largely developed dental plates." He

Terebrateln gezahlte Formen an ihrer Spitze keine Oeffnunj

muskel besitzen, rtind dass auch die Vertheil no

wandtschaft mit der ebenfalls nicht angehefteten Gattung
Diese inneren Organe werden von 6 Wanden, statt von einer

getragen; die Spiralarme selbst sind nicht aufrollbar."

" Durch das Lostrennen dieser Formen, fur welche der Nai

gen wird, von der W zugleich ein

in den Geaetzen palaontologischer Verbreitung gehoben, c

ten ausgeschieden werden, welche den bisherigen Ansiehte

jgengeatanden waren."—Jahrbuch der L
pt. 4, pp. 150, 160. 1851.
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selected two species, "A. tumida Dal. or Eerculea Barrande," and

specially named them as the types.

He retained Spirigera for the group of which S. concentrica is

the type. As to this latter group, by whatever name it may be

hereafter known, its extent will most probably always be that

assigned to it in the work in question.

The genus Athyris, however, as there defined, include* I

a circumstance which, however, as I shall presently show, in no

way vitiates the arrangement. In a note, he states,
—

" before

coming to the above conclusion, I submitted my views to Mr.

Deshayes, Mr. Salter, and others, who seemed to consider that

this mode of compromising the difficulty could not reasonably

be objected to by the two authors principally concerned nor by
the generality of Paleontologists." Op. cit., p. 86.

Afterward this classification was strongly objected to by seve-

ral naturalists, who maintained that McCoy had " originally and

positively " applied the name Athyris to the S. concentrica group,

and, therefore, it could not be transferred to the other principal

section. He, therefore, in the French edition of this introduc-

tion (1856), abandoned his first arrangement,* and substituted Me-

rista and Athyris, at the same time transferring the latter to Spi-

rigera, as in the extract given in the note below. (Op. cit., p. 101.)

areful examination of all the circumstances I think

it will be found that according to the laws of nomenclature this

change cannot be sustained. I shall therefore quote some of

those laws and endeavor to apply them to this case.

The first rule reads thus :

"S. 1.—The name originally given by the founder of a group or the

describer of a species, should be permanently retained, to the exclusion

of all subsequent synonyms."

It seems scarcely necessary to quote such a rule as this. I

only do so in order to make the comment, that it is the most im-

portant of all the laws of nomenclature; and that its opera-

tion cannot be prevented in any case, by merely technical objec-

tions or by any error in the details of a generic or specific de-

scription. Provided the original diagnosis contains sufficient in

substance, to enable the scientific public to identify the group,

trivial errors, from which the writings of no naturalist are free,

;iqu6 par plusieurs naturalistes qui ont insist^

i originairement et positivement appIiquS par

l'impropriete de l'autre denomination pour

ma nous a in-

sderniers. J'aL . „—«;*—

; Merista, Suess, pour les T. ft

ier, 1854. (3) la

McCoy, ou le Spirigera d'Orb.. pour It

I tumida, Herellea, etc. (2) Neues J
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will not have any effect. All that can be done is to rectify

;

not to destroy. One of the exceptions to this rule is thus ex-

pressed in No. 11. " A name may be changed when it implies

a false proposition which is likely to propagate important errors."

According to this exception if the name Athyris
_

should be

applied to the S. concentrica group there is a possibility of its

falling into the list of synonyms ; for, although no very impor-

tant error would be superinduced, yet few naturalists can apply

it to shells with a well defined foramen without feeling that such

an application is to some extent, inconsistent with the purity of

scientific nomenclature.

"
§ 3.—A generic name, when once established, should never be can-

celled in any subsequent subdivision of the group, but retained in a re-

stricted sense for one of tbe constituent portions."

" 4.—A generic name should always be retained for that portion of

the original genus which was considered typical by the author."

This latter rule is preceded by some introductory observa-

tions which should be embodied in it as they in fact form a

part of the rule itself. They are especially applicable to this

,the «

first defim

frequently indicate this bv selecting some one species as a fixed point of

reference, which they term the "type of the genus." When they omit

doing so, it may still in many cases be justly inferred that theirs* spe-

cies mentioued on the list, if found accurately to agree with their defini-

tion, was regarded by them as the type. A specific name, or its syno-

nyms, will also often serve to point out the particular species which by

implication must be regarded as the original type of the genus. In such

cases we are justified in restoring the name of the old genus to its typi-

cal signification, even when later authors have done otherwise."

Now this rule bears directly on the question, because many
naturalists are under the impression that the first species placed

on the list must necessarily be regarded as the type, where the

author is silent on that point. But according to the above (and

common sense), it is only so if found accurately to agree with the

definition. Spirigera concentrica does not agree either with the

name Athyris, nor with McCoy's generic description, nor with

his typical figure. Therefore it cannot be arbitrarily selected as

the type, and the name Athyris, in consequence, retained for

that group. Indeed in many instances it would be impossible

that the first species placed in the genus should be the type, for

the author might not have the true type in the collection under

investigation.

In this instance, as before mentioned, McCoy was preparing

a work exclusively devoted to Carboniferous fossils, among

Am. Jocr. Sci.-Second Seiubs, Vol. XLIV, No. 130.-Jnxr, 1867.
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•which A. turnida does not occur. In preparing his description

of the genus he may, however, have had that species before him,

and its imperforate beak may have had some influence.

§ 5. " When the evidence as to the original type is not clear and indis-

putable, then the person who first subdivides the genus may affix the

ne to any portion of it at his discretion, and no later author

has a right to transfer that name to any other part of the original genus."

This last paragraph applies as well to the author who first

I the genus as to others. Once a genus is established,

or subdivided, on sound principles, it becomes the property of

id the author himself (either of the genus or the subdi-

vision) can make no change. He may amend by striking out

the errors, if any there be, but all that is true must remain.

I think that on a careful study of all the circumstances, it will

be perceived that Mr. Davidson's first adjustment of this question

was the most wise, the best for the interests of science, and the

most just toward all the parties concerned, that could be devised.

It was not inconsistent with the laws of nomenclature, but in

perfect accordance with them in every particular ; and, therefore,

should be retained.

In one respect, however, it has been modified. Atkyris as

first defined by him, included Merista of Prof. Suess. This was,

no doubt, due to the fact that the characters of this last named
genus were not then accurately known to the scientific public.

This makes little difference. Merista has long since been sepa-

rated, with its type 31. Herculea ; leaving the other and most

important group for Atkyris with A. tumida for the type.

With regard to Spirigera, I think it can also be retained not-

withstanding the following rule :

—

§ " When two authors define and name the same genus, both making
it exactly of the same extent, the latter name should be cancelled in toto,

and not retained in a modified sense."

If the name Atkyris had been extremely objectionable, accor-

ding to the 11th rule, Spirigera might have cancelled it alto-

gether. But the true principle of interpreting these laws is,

that where there is any possibility at all of saving the original

name it must be saved, even if the rules be strained to their ut-

most in that direction. The rules cannot be stretched to de-

stroy ;
but they may be strongly bent in the other direction, to

preserve. If a generic name should be appropriate for a large

number of the species of the group to which it was originally

applied, and not very objectionable as to a few only, I doubt that

it can be changed. Such was the case with Atkyris when D'Or-
bigny objected to it. More than two-thirds of the species de-

signated by him are imperforate, and he should have retained

the name for these. Some naturalists were, therefore, in favor
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of rejecting Spirigera altogether ; others of retaining it. It is

not, therefore, a case clearly within the rule ; and as there was

much doubt, the best course to take, as soon as it was found pos-

sible to do so, was taken by Mr. Davidson. He decided in favor

of preserving the name.
3. Authors who have adopted the clasfi

'
' .

- i n 1856, Profes-

sors H. G. Bronn and F. Roemer, in the third edition of Bronn's

Lethoea Geognostica adopted Davidson's classification and copied

his diagnosis of both genera in full. They cited A. tumida as

the type of Athyris. " Die typiscbe Art ist At iyns ' ma c Mc-

Coy. (Atrypa tumida Dalman.) Andere Arten sincl 1

(Terebratula Herculea Barrande), A. pseudo-scalprum (Terebratula

pseudo-scalprum Barrande), A. scalprum {Terebratula scalprum

Fred. Koemer)." Op. cit., i
"""

They also recognized S.

"Die typische Art ist Sp
Bronn). Andere Arten sind Sp. pectmifera (Atrypa

Sowerby), aus dem Zechstein, Sp. Boissyi, (Sp. de Eoissyi Le-

. Op. cit, p. 332.

In the same year Eichwald placed A. tumida in Athyris and

In 1860 he also introduced the same classification in his great

work on the Paleontology of Russia. The Russian species are

A. tumida. d idea, S. concentrica and ambigua.f

In my studies of the Canadian Brachiopoda I had no occasion

to describe any species of this group until 1859, when I commen-

ced a series of papers on the Devonian Fossils of Canada

West. At that time I had not fully investigated the subject, but

understood from a paper published by Mr. Davidson in the

"Geologist" (vol. 1, 456), and also from Woodwards "Manual

of the Mollusca" (p. 223), that A. tumida and S. concentrica were

thought to be inseparable.* Not feeling perfectly satisfied that

this was the correct classification, I prefaced my descriptions with

the following remarks :

—

Genus Athykis,—McCoy.

" There is much difference of opinion as to the propriety of retaining

.

- . :. .•
-'.

'

- - -• ' - :
'

' : .-

ventral valve, and yet many are placed in the genus which have the beak

perforated. Some paleont v fl°all nf
using D'Orbigny's appellation Spirigera instead of Athyris. N earl} al or

the Silurian - » from the Devonian rocks, have the

heak so strongly incurved, that no foramen can be seen, lor sucn,

* Beitrag zur geographischen Verbreitoag der fossilen Thiere Rutland, Bull.

Soc. imp. Nat. Moscou, vol. xxix, pp. 419, 42-.
. . >

{ I„X v; SS jft&fa (although with doubt) - a sab-

genus, and refers A. tumida to Athyris.
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least, the name Athyris does not appear to be very inappropriate. Mr.

Davidson still retains it, not only for those which have the foramen con-

cealed, but also for those with it open. It appears probable that the

genus will sooner or later be sub-divided, and in that case Ath
be retained for the species with closely incurved beak, and Sj

some of the others. I shall give some account of the generic characters

of this group of shells in another article. The following species are

placed in the genus provisionally."

—

Canadian Journal, [2], vol. v, p.

273, May, 1860.

In that paper I described two species with closed beaks, A.
clara and A. Maia, which, no donbt, belong to the genus. The
others with perforated beaks, I marked doubtful, thus :—A. (?)

scitula (Hall) ; A. (?) Clusia, n. sp. ; A. (?) unisulcata (Conrad)
;

A. (?) rostrata (Hall) ; A. (?) Chloe, n. sp *

I think it the same as the species called Meristella Doris by Prof. Hall

(13th Reg. Rep., p. 84, 1860). I doubt I"

•either Athyr'

Afterward Prof. Hall (13th Reg. Rep., p. 74) proposed to estab-

lish a new genus Meristella, precisely identical with Athyris, as

re-defined by McCoy, in 1852. His diagnosis reads thus :

—

" Shells variable in form, oval, ovoid, orbicular or transverse. Valves

unequally convex, with or without a median fold and sinus; beak of the

ventral valve apparently imperforate, incurved over the beak of the small-

er valve; area none; valves articulating by teeth and sockets. Surface

smooth, or with fine concentric lines of growth and fine obsolete radia-

ting striae, which are usually more conspicuous in the exfoliated shell.

The interior of the dorsal valve is marked by the presence of the longi-

tudinal septum, and the upper part of the ventral valve by a deep sub-

triangular muscular impression which unites with the rostral cavity."

Now I hold that instead of proposing a new genus, he should
have retained the original name Athyris ; because his proposition
amounts to a subdivision of the group, and according to the laws
of nomenclature he should have applied the old name to that

portion for which it is most appropriate, as had been done six

years before by Davidson. As soon as this new arrangement
was published, I re-investigated the subject; and perceiving that

it amounted to nothing more than a restoration of Davidson's
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former classification, but with a change of names, I declined to

adopt it. In all the publications of our Survey, in which species

of this group are described or figured, Athyris is used instead of

On the merits of this classification, a note in this Jour., II,

xxxiii, 130, expresses the views advocated herein. The follow-
ing is an extract therefrom :—

"This is the classification which the writer of the criticism maintains
should be sustained, and we cannot see any reasonable objection to it.

etly just toward both McCoy and D'Orbigny. It inflicts no
on any other author. It is not inconsistent with purity of zo-

ological nomenclature, or in any way injurious to science. It does not
require any modification in either of the original definitions. The typi-

are central and dominant forms of two different groups of spe-

cies which together form one larger general group. Athyris, under this

arrangement, is the generic name of that group which has A. tumida
'
'_•! Us type. Spirigera is a perfectly unexceptionable name for the other
group, of which the typical form is S. concentrka. Prof. Hall's pro-
posed genus Meristella \< th the genus Athyris in

i sense (as above explained), and cannot be admitted until

some good re i ing aside Davidson's arrangement. It
belongs to Prof. Hall to place this reason before the public in a clear and

ated manner. If he succeed in maintaining his point, then
ke will establi r this group of fossils far inferior to
that proposed by Davidson. Spirigera must be suppressed, and Athyrif

te place, and thus stand as the generic appellation of a group
« fossils for which it is not appropriate. We hold that this change is

rted, be injurious to science by affect-

»»g the purity of zoological nomenclature, it cannot be maintained."

Aet. Yll.—Experiments on Itacolumite, (Articulite), with the ex-

planation of its flexibility and its relation to the formation of the

Diamond; by Charles M. Wetherill, Ph.D., M.D., Profes-
sor of Chemistry in the Lehigh University.

The roek which derives its name from the mountain Itaco-
lumi in Brazil is certainly one of the most interesting with
which we are acquainted. As the companion (probably the
matrix) of the diamond, a study of its origin and nature might
possibly solve the problem of the formation of that gem;
a°d its flexible character is at such variance with our ordinary
experience of the stability of rock, that it is wonderful to those
even who are most familiar with it.

According to the authorities, itacolumite is a laminated quartz
rock of the talcose series, owing its lamination to a little talc or
mica (Dana), to which material its flexibility is also due (Dana,
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Percy and others). It occurs in extensive formations in Brazil,

the Urals, and in the United States in Georgia, and in North
Carolina, and appears particularly to accompany the diamond.
The specimens which I have examined are : 1st. A number

of slabs of various size from Saraw Mt., Stokes Co., N. C, given
by Captain Samuel W. Dewey. 2d. Small fragments of

.rge slab in the Museum of the

which it was presented by Charles DeSelding, who obtained it

in Eio de Janeiro, its locality being Minas Geraes, the celebra-

ted diamond region of Brazil. These two specimens have the

same general appearance ; with the exception of color, which
for the North Carolina rock is a light yellow, and for the Brazi-

lian mineral a light reddish brown, and of the granular condi-

tion, which is finer for the North Carolina specimen.

They may be split more readily in one direction yielding

slabs, and there are occasionally small fissures at right angles to

these layers. There is also in one of my specimens a plane

forming an angle of 15° with the plane of readiest cleavage and
perpendicular to the planes of the fissures. It appears to be a

joint and is covered with small crystals of quartz.

Scattered through the rock are small scales of mica which
are comparatively few in number but of uniform size, thin, and
determine the cleavage of the rock. These plates lie in parallel

planes, as they would settle naturally from a liquid. Where
they are abundant in any plane the rock splits there readily. If

a piece of the itacolumite, thus split, be rubbed down perpendicu-

larly to the cleavage plane, no scales of mica are perceived
upon this new surface, because the observer is looking at the

edges of the micaceous plates, but the lamellar nature of the

rock is thus made very apparent.
The chief constituent of the rock under the microscope is

quartz in very sharply fractured and fine grains, together with
a little mica. Occasionally are to be seen very minute black
grains. One specimen when rubbed down shows small pieces

of compact white quartz, giving it the appearance of a section

of sausage. The specific gravity of the North Carolina speci-

men, taken in the ordinary manner, is 2'61 ; but 2-69 after freeing
its pores from air by a vacuum [sp. gr. of quartz 2'65]. The
analysis yields the following results

:

Vol. at red heat (water). - - - 017

Sesquioxyd iron,
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also by attacking another portion of mineral by hydrofluoric acid,

was 2'OS p. c. The iron is not distributed very uniformly

through the rock, as may be readily seen by an inspection oi

with the microscope, scales of i

rally colorless, but sometimes dark brown, and all polarizing

light, as do also the grains of quartz.

This fine edulcorate when heated on platinu

,
slight dust i

suits. An experiment for HM with the itacolumite mica yield-

ing negative results.

The mica examined with the spectroscope gave the reactions

of KO and NaO only. No different result was obtained after

the mineral had been attacked by liquid hydrofluoric acid, and
the residue evaporated to dryness with sulphuric acid before ex-

posure to the flame.

The relative hardness of the siliceous grains in the mineral

appears to be that of agate which may be scratched slightly by
them. On one occasion the bottom of an agate mortar received

a very decided scratch which gave color to the supposition of a
minute diamond as the cause. The rock is quite porous when
comparecj w ita otber sandstones ; water placed in an excavation
will filter very readily through the stone, even in a direction

perpendicular to the plane of stratification. Gases diffuse very
easily through these pores; if a slab of the itacolumite one
quarter of an inch in thickness, be cemented to the top of a
glass cylinder, which is then filled with hydrogen, water rises

very rapidly into the tube.

When the mineral is raised to a red heat, it acquires a red
color when cool ; when plunged hot into water it does not be-

come more friable. Under the HO flame it fuses to a nearly

colorless glass. Heating to redness does not impair the flexi-

bility of the stone.
The specimen from Brazil was not analyzed. It presented

the same p] - the North Carolina mineral. Its

color was different, being reddish brown.
In the Brazil sandstone, the siliceous grains are larger. To

the eye the quantitative relation of the silica to the mica is the

same for both specimens; if there be any difference, it is in

favor of a somewhat larger proportion of mica in the Brazilian
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Explanation of the flexibility.—The flexibility of this rock is

attributed universally to the mica which it contains, an infer- j

ence which the microscope shows to be unwarranted. This
is due to small and innumerable ball and socket joints,

which exist throughout the mass of the stone very uniformly.
Each joint permits a slight movement which is always greater
in one direction. The accumulation of joints suffers a limited
motion in every direction. This mobility is not perceptible in

thick slabs unless they are large as to their other two dimen- !

sions. From such a slab it is easy to obtain a small and thin
piece in which the flexibility may be observed ; and the thin- »

ner the section the greater is the motion. Where small joints
or fissures occur, the motion is greater at those points.

This jointed structure is so wonderful that it would warrant
the name "articulite" to be given to the mineral, especially if

we should find it again in other sandstones by observing them in
very thin slabs.

To determine the nature of the motion, at first, various thin
sections of the stone were taken, cut in three directions, viz : one [

parallel to the plane of stratification, one perpendicular to this
plane, and one perpendicular to each of the above planes.

ctions were made by cementing layers of the rock upon ,

lide with shellac, rubbing down to the required thin-
r

resin by

These sections were fastened to a piece of cork in such a man-
ner that they might be moved, and the motion observed under
the microscope. The sections behaved alike and the play of the
joints was at once seen. I subsequently found that thin sections
were not at all needed for this purpose, since the articulations
may be perceived with the microscope in any fragment of the
mineral. A piece is fastened to the stage, which is then inverted

It tapped to remove any loose grains of sand. Upon
adjusting the instrument and touching the specimen gently with
a quill point, it is perceived to be composed of small'botrioidal
masses or congeries of grains of sand. The observer can scarcely
divest himself of the impression that he sees a loose layer of
sand, until the stage is again inverted and jarred, which demon-
strates that the grains are interlocked. By managing the reflec-
ted light with which the object is illuminated, the plates of
mica can be distinctly seen; they are very few in number and
take no part whatever in determining the motion. The articulation
is not that of basaltic columns. The component grains are ar-
ranged so that most of the groups have cavities and projections,
and so that the projection of one group engages in the cavity of
its neighbor. ° ° J

By observing the thin edge of the specimen regular cavities
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are seen, out of which groups of sand particles have fallen.

The rock may even be dissected by the needle point and shown
to be made up of such congeries, and the groups may also be
resolved into their constituent grains.

The millimetric length and breadth of the groups varies from

0-26x0-26 to 0'26x0'32, and the size of the individual grains

composing the groups averages between (0*026) a to (0'04) 3 mm.
Many are as large as (0'08) 3 and some as small as (0-013)'.

The general cubic capacity of a group or grain could be deter-

mined by multiplying the above areas by one of the linear di-

Each group appears to be composed of from 20 to 50 grains

of sand not very strongly agglutinated. The individual grains

are very " sharp " fragments of silica, not flat plates, and of

great uniformity with respect to size.

The scales of mica are flat and nearly square fragments.

They average in area (0"08) 3 mm. and vary from (0-26) 3 to

(0-065) 3 mm
The Brazil mineral presents almost exactly the same charac-

ter under the microscope as that from North Carolina, with the

exception that the individual grains, as well as the congeries, are

somewhat larger in the former. The oxyd of iron in the min-

eral is not the cement by which the grains are united, for a thin

section of the rock boiled in HC1 for five hours did not become
more friable. The cement would appear rather to be siliceous

(hydrated silica) ; because a piece boiled in a solution of caustic

soda becomes partially disintegrated, especially at the edges, and
is much more friable as to its mass.

When dilute solution of hydrofluoric acid is poured upon a

thin section it is immediately resolved into grains, affording a

complete disintegration of the section.

The flexibility of the itacolumite (N. C.) is shown in a strik-

ing manner with a cylindrical piece sawed out from a thick slab

of the sandstone and rubbed down upon another piece to the

required shape. The planes of stratification were taken parallel

with the cylinder's axis.

The specimen measures 198 mm. (7f in.) by 13 mm. £ in.) in

diameter. It can be compressed and elongated in the direction

of its axis, the extent of the motion being a little over £ mm
When one end is fixed, the other end may describe a circle of

34 mm. (If in.) diameter, and may be made to touch every point

jo the area of the approximate spherical zone. The rod can also

be twisted about its axis, the torsion being 10°.

Catenary.—When the rod is supported upon two nails 185 mm.
apart, it assumes the form of a curve very like the catenary.

Toe greatest deflection from the line joining the points of sup-

port varies from 3 to 3£ mm. as the rod is rotated about its axis

A*. Jour. Scl—Second Seribs, Vol. XLIV, No. 130.—Jclt, 1S67.
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on the nails. My colleague and Prof, of Mathematics in the

University, Col. E. W. Morgan, very kindly undertook the

discussion of this curve with the following results. The curve

was traced upon paper with a pencil under the stone resting

upon two points of support at its extremities and the ordinates

were measured for comparison with the ordinates of different

Prof. Morgan at first compared with the circle, as the curvature

was so slight, but it departed sensibly from that curve in such

a manner as a true catenary would do. He then compared it

with a loaded catenary (which is a parabola) with similar results.

The beam loaded with equidistant equal weights (ellipse) was

next essayed but the curve did not agree with it. Nor did it

coincide with the true catenary. It was nearer to the loaded

catenary than to any known curve. The result therefore of the

calculation indicated that the curve of the stone lay between
the catenary and the ellipse.

Prof. Morgan next prepared an experiment with a small beam
of white pine loaded with equal equidistant weights for the

ellipse, with a fine and flexible gold chain for the catenary, and

with the stone cylinder. These were placed upon the same sup-

ports (185 mm. apart) and so arranged that the greatest deflec-

tion for each curve should be to the same point.

Upon comparing the chain with the loaded beam it was evi-

dent that the latter curve was a true ellipse, and consequently

the comparison would be attended with no uncertainty due to a

supposed defect in the slip of pine. The chain and stone were

compared next, and then the stone and beam. Although the

experiment was not of a character to afford very delicate meas-

urements, it showed with great clearness that the curve of the

stone is very nearly a catenary, and that it lies between this

curve and the ellipse.

This result which was not anticipated by either of us, for we
expected that the curve would prove to be a catenary, is very
interesting and agrees with the jointed condition of the stone, as

well as with the character of the joints shown by the microscope.
In a flexed beam the forces are partly compressive and partly

tensile, as we consider the upper or the lower portions of the

beam, and when the beam is loaded with equidistant equal

weights, the conflict of these forces causes the beam to assume
the form of the ellipse. The itacolumite cylinder takes the cate-

nary form by reason of its ball and socketjoints. But the rod has

a definite thickness and a series of joints parallel with its axis, in

this respect unlike a true chain. Furthermore, as the micro-

scope shows, the sockets are rough, as they are formed by grains

of sand, and the protuberances fitting into them are also rough.
Consequently, when the stone bends by its weight between the
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supports there is a compressive action toward the top, and a
tensile one along the bottom of the cylinder, as in the case of
a beam, and this gives an elliptical character to the curve. As
the diameter of the rod increased or diminished, I should expect
to find the curve of the stone approach the ellipse or the true

catenary.

The relation of itacolumite to the diamond.—The most interest-

ing relation of this rock is to the diamond which it accompa-
nies. This gem, found at first in the " gurgulho " or disintegra-

ted rock, has at length been discovered in situ in the itacolumite

itself; thus showing that this sandstone is at least one of the
sources of the diamond.
The physical conditions which have led to the peculiar jointed

character of the itacolumite may have had an important bear-

ing upon the crystallization of the diamond, and hence it is of

interest to ascertain what those conditions were, with the hope of
throwing light upon the origin of the gem.

I confess to be at a loss to offer a very reasonable hypothesis
with respect to these conditions. It is difficult to see why the

siliceous fragments cohere to form definite groups or congeries.
If we suppose that planes having a certain relation to the crys-

talline axes cohere by long continued contact more readily than
planes having a different relation, why does this partial cohe-

sion occur with such surprising regularity ; why also is it not

perceived in other sandstones ? It would appear that the sand
which formed this rock contained something diffused in a regu-

lar manner (and which was subsequently removed), which pre-

vented the uniform contact of the siliceous grains. It is pos-

sible to conceive that petroleum might have that effect when
added to sand of a certain degree of moistness, forming a
kind of emulsion, and that the petroleum was afterward slowly

removed by a process which permitted a crystallization of a por-

tion of its carbon. When water was dropped upon dry sand,

the mixture when stirred, formed lumps of uniform size ; if, be-

fore stirring, a little petroleum was added, the lumps appeared
to form more readily. The lumps are left out of aqueous con-

tact by the coating of petroleum around each one, while the

silieeous particles forming the lumps have water between their

component grains. Cohesion could take place between the par-

ticles, but not between the lumps. Under the microscope the

sand thus treated bears a striking resemblance to itacolumite.

I made this supposition before acquaintance with DeChan-
courtois's hypothesis that the diamond may have been formed
from hydrocarbons, and that its origin is thus connect
the existence of petroleum-bearing schists. My h

therefore receives a certain support from the views of DeChan-

courtois.
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I have heated several of my specimens of itacolumite to as-

certain whether any petroleum odor was evolved, but with nega-

tive results. If the diamond proceeded from a slow and gradual

oxydation of the hydrocarbon perhaps we should not expect to

find any petroleum left.

In this connection the small and rarely occurring black specks,

seen with the microscope, are to be noted ; are they minute black

diamonds, and have they any relation to the experiment where

the agate mortar was so deeply scratched ?

Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, April 6.

Art. VIII.—On the Laws which govern the general distribution of

Heat over the Earth;* and on Brewster's Neutral Point; by

Pliny Earle Chase.

1. The laics which govern the distribution of heat.

The principal elements of general thermometric variation

are : 1, the heat imparted by the sun ; 2, terrestrial absorption

and radiation ; 3, atmospheric currents. Of these three agen-

cies, the first is, in one sense at least, the chief, since it is the

one on which the others depend ; the second is mainly instru-

mental in modifying the other two, and especially in retarding

the daily and yearly changes; the third is a subject of hourly

experience, and its meteorological importance is now generally

recognized.

The amount of heat which is received directly from the sun,

evidently varies as the cosine of the zenith distance, or the sine

of the sun's altitude. In the daily distribution of temperature

this is the most important element, as is evident from the tabu-

lar comparisons in my communication of Sept. 21, 1866.f Ab-
sorption and radiation proeeed at nearly uniform rates, therefore

it may be assumed that their effects are approximately propor-

tional to the time during which they operate. The average gen-

eral variation which is due to the influence of the winds is a dif-

ficult point to determine, but the present investigation has led

me to believe that it may be measured by the difference of are

(instead of the sine-difference) of the sun's meridian altitude.

My reasons for this inference are the following: 1, the general

average temperature of the year often appears to vary very near-

ly as the arc in question ; 2, it seems unreasonable to suppose
that a variation of this character can be attributable either to

the heat communicated by the sun or to terrestrial absorption

and radiation; 3, the tendency of the air, so far as it is deter-

* Abridged from tke Proceedings of the Am. Philosophical Society, Feb. 1. 1867-

f Proc. Amer. PhiL Soc, voL x, pp. 261-269. See, m\
At St Bernard, and the general average of Table I, p. 267.
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mined by the direct heat of the sun, is at all times toward that

point of the earth's surface at which the sun is vertical, and we

may readily believe that that tendency should be proportional

to the distance, measured on a great circle of the earth, through

which the air would be obliged to move in order to reach the

sub-solar point. This distance evidently varies as the arc of the

sun's zenith-distance.

We have, then, three natural standards for admeasurement,

by means of which, if we rightly eliminate special and limited

perturbations, we may perhaps be able to determine the pre-

dominating influence, in many cases both of local and of general

thermal disturbance. In order to institute as broad a compari-

son as possible, I have adopted a method of elimination which

mav be illustrated by a single example.

The average monthly temperatures of the United States, as

deduced from Prof. Coffin's reductions, appear to be as follows

:

Jan. 28352 Feb. 30-873 Mar. 39-049 Apr. 49"744 May 60-902 June 69-780

July 75-640 Aug. 71754 Sept. 65643 Oct. 53-922 Nov. 42-350 Dec. 32132

Averaging the temperature at equal intervals from January

(taking the mean temperature of Dec. and Feb., of Nov. and

March, &c), we get the following results.

Av™ tern/"" 9R-S52 31-502 40-699 51833 63272 70767 75-640

.;m 23481 34-920 42-425 47-288
t"- "„,., ..n* .TQB •RQ'7 1 '000

The second of the above series of ratios (that of the differ-

ences in the arcs of the sun's zenith-distance) is based upon the

following estimate of the average monthly increase of solar alti-

tude at all places in the temperate zones.

e allow about 24 days for the cumulative effects of increas-

leat and cold, these ratios become properly comparab e witn

nonthly ratios of temperature- variation, as in the following

i, which is compiled from the works of Dove and (juyot.
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An extensive series of comparisons* seems to warrant the

following inferences, all of which are confirmed by other con-

siderations.

1. Taking into view the entire land surface of the globe and
the entire range of the year, the direct heat of the sun and the

induced aerial currents appear to be about equally instrumental
in determining fluctuations of temperature.

2. The influence of the winds is most marked in the Northern
and Western hemispheres ; that of solar obliquity, in the South-
ern and Eastern hemispheres.

3. Where the sun's rays are least intense (as in the Polar Ee-

gions) and where the winds are most variable, the ratios exhibit

the nearest parallelism to the increments of arc ; but where the

winds are most uniform (in and near the region of monsoons),
they correspond more closely with the sinal increments.

4. The general changes of temperature at midwinter, and at

the equinoctial seasons (when the sun's declination is changing
most rapidly), are most dependent upon the local solar heat ; the

midsummer changes are more subject to the influence of the

5. The greatest conflict of opposing forces occurs during the

sun's passage between the comparatively wind-governed North-
ern hemisphere and the sun-governed Southern hemisphere.
This conflict is manifested in the spring and autumn rains.

6. The closest and most general approximation of ratios is

shown in the monthly temperature change at midsummer, which
corresponds almost precisely with the change of arc.

2. On Brewster's Neutral Point.

In the April number of the Philosophical Magazine, Sir David
Brewster says: "Dr. Rubenson has never been able to see, even
under the fine sky of Italy, the neutral point which I discovered
under the sun, and which, I believe, has never been seen by any
other observer than Mr. Babinet."
The point is question can be easily seen in Philadelphia on

any clear day, when the sun is more than 20° above the horizon,
and I have reason to believe that it can be found with equal ease

at many other places in the United States, although I have not

been able to find any published observations except my own.f
As all the phenomena of skylight polarization are very inter-

esting, and as some of its laws are still imperfectly understood,
others may, perhaps, be induced to turn their attention in this

direction, so as to determine whether the difficulty experienced
by European observers is owing to a higher latitude, to a moister
atmosphere, or to some other cause.

* See Proceedings, <fco, lot cit

f Proa Amer. Phil. Soa, voL i;
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A simple Savart polariscope is sufficient for making the obser-

vations. In positing Brewster's neutral point, I have usually-

raised the lower sash of an attic window so that the bottom of
the sash will screen the sun from the polariscope. I have thus
been able, in every instance when the atmospheric conditions

seemed favorable, to see very distinctly the neutral point, and
the oppositely polarized bands above and below.

In a somewhat extended series of experiments published at

various times,* I endeavored to fix, as far as I was able, some
of the facts of photo-chemistry, and more especially the nature
of the action of light upon iodid of silver, at once the most im-
portant and the most difficult of explanation of all the facts of

photo-chemistry which fall under our notice. The phenomena
exhibited by iodid of silver, in the point of view which they
assume to me, are the key to the whole matter, and based upon
them, I propose to offer some theoretical views upon the general
subject.

The study of light has always been largely aided by analogi-
cal reasoning from another source—that of sound, whose phe-
nomena probably afforded the first conception of the undulatory
theory, and in turn, discoveries made in light have aided our
knowledge of the phenomena of heat, many of which would
Perhaps have been'still unknown but for the aid so obtained.
It is therefore perfectly s

from heat to light.

therefore perfectly allowable to reason analogically back

The tendency of heat is always to equalize itself, by radiation
and conduction. The loss of heat in this way where the body
affected is much above the temperature of those that surround
*t is enormously rapid, and this loss continues with diminishing
rapidity till an equilibrium is attained.

The same is the case with light, though the loss is there usu-
ally so much more rapid as to be almost simultaneous with the

reception, to our senses, and in the ordinary conditions of ob-

servation it is quite so. ' But the exceptions are perfectly well

marked. The phenomena of phosphorescence show that a body
*

t of light for a considerable time. And
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who showed that a very large number of bodies continued to

emit light for an appreciable time after the direct influence of

light ceased to operate upon them. Although the time might
be but a very small fraction of a second, still it was rendered
brilliantly evident to the sense, and the exact period could be

measured. And when we consider the enormous rapidity with

which the phenomena of light take place, even the fraction of

a second is a long time, and it would be exceedingly rash to at-

tempt to limit such phenomena to our powers of observation.

Just as with heat there exists in all probability an absolute

zero at which heat-vibrations cease, so probably there is a light

zero at which the body ceases to vibrate luminously. Most
bodies (to our perception) reach this zero immediately when
carried into darkness. Phosphorescent bodies, form, however,
a striking exception.

Let us suppose that a body be' surrounded by other bodies

equally illuminated, and that temporarily an additional quantity

of light falls upon it. On the lamination,

the body will recover its condition of equilibrium with surround-
ing bodies, by losing its excess of light in the following manner:
1. By reflection. 2. By transmission. 3. By conversion into

heat. 4. By chemical action. 5. By radiation.

That is, the body, if it be transparent, or have reflecting sur-

faces, will part with a certain quantity of its light in those ways.

If it is susceptible of chemical decomposition, a certain portion

of light will be consumed in effecting that decomposition. And
what farther loss is necessary to take place in order to reach an

equilibrium, must take place by conversion into heat and by ra-

diation. As we have already seen, this radiation may be either

instantaneous, as in the case of most bodies, or it may require

minutes, hours, or even days, as in the case of phosphorescent
bodies. This fact is of the utmost importance in the attempt
I here make to explain the phenomena of photochemistry.

In their influence upon combustion and decomposition, the

phenomena of light and heat exhibit a striking
Bach tends in some cases, to promote combination, _ ...

vast majority of cases, to dissociate elements already combined.
Such especially is the action of light in the cases which I pro-

pose to consider.

I have shown elsewhere, that, contrary to long-established
opinion, perfectly pure iodid of silver, isolated from all other
substances is sensitive to light, and this fact, now I believe uni-

versally admitted, must form the corner-stone of photo-chemis-
try. For iodid of silver is precisely the only substance fitted to

give us a clear view into the action of light upon matter in

general, by whioh I mean that this action is so much more evi-
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dent and appreciable in the case of iodid of silver, that we may
thence obtain views subsequently to receive a wide i

Now when pure iodid of silver is exposed to light, it changes

slightly in color, and has acquired a new property, that of at-

tracting to itself a metallic precipitate in the act of forming, or

a metallic vapor already formed. Some have seen in this action

of light upon the iodid, a distinct reduction to sub-iodid. But
of this, proof is altogether wanting. An extension of the <

posure many million fold does not produce a reduction appre-

ciable by the most delicate reagents, and I have been enabled to

prove that such iodid perfectly recovers its sensibility in the

dark. That is, a film of such iodid, exposed for many hours to

a bright sun does not further darken beyond the change pro-

duced by the first instants of diffuse light. And if then put

aside in the dark for a brief time it re-acquires the capacity by

exposure for a second, to receive an image.

But if, during this exposure, or subsequent to it, a body capa-

ble of combining with iodine be brought into contact with it, a

true chemical decomposition takes place. The silver loses half

of its iodine, is reduced to sub-iodid, and a vapor, or a precipi-

tate, under favorable circumstances, is attracted to the parts so

acted upon.
What then is the nature of this change, this impression,

received in a second, and then slowly passing spontaneously

away? Evidently a physical, not a chemical change, though

leading the way to a chemical change. But what is that physi-

cal change?
When light falls upon a compound body, its molecules are

made to vibrate, and if that vibration be carried to a certain

violence, the excursions of its atoms may exceed the limit which

their affinity permits, and the compound will be torn asunder.

We have an exact analogue of this in sound. A thin glass ves-

sel, if a certain note be sounded near it with sufficient force, will

be shattered, the excursion of its atoms exceeding the limits im-

posed by its attraction of cohesion. Vessels of other materials

would resist this and much greater strain. Just so with light,

some bodies will be decomposed, others will resist. So when
pure chlorid of silver is exposed to the light, it presently assumes
a violet color, losing at the same time one-half of its chlorine.

On the other hand, when pure iodid of silver isolated, is exposed
to light, no chemical change takes place. But the impression

£
f light is for a time persistent. Now the analogy which exists

between this effect and phosphorescence has not been before per-

ceived. The " physical " impression of light is a persistence of the

r "chemical") rays exactly parallel to the per*

visible or luminous rays, in phosphorescence. The vibrations ex-

cited by light are in both cases not given out instantaneously

is, Vol. XLIV, No. 130,-^clt, 1867.
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as in most light-phenomena that pass under our notice, where
the return to photo-equilibrium is immediate, but this equilib-

rium is only reached after the interval of hours or days.

_
Consequently, so long as these vibrations of non-luminous

light (so to speak) continue, the body under their influence is

much more exposed to suffer decomposition than when under
normal influences. And if a film of such material has had parts

exposed to light while other parts have been protected, and the

whole be then exposed to influences provocative of decomposi-
tion, it is evident that those influences may be so graduated that

they will tell only upon the parts predisposed by the impression
they have received.

This function of light which I here endeavor to prove the ex-

istence of, may be conveniently termed Actinescence.

That this word does not express with entire accuracy what is

intended to be conveyed, is sufficiently evident. But it has the

advantage of connecting the phenomena with the parallel one
of phosphorescence, and is perhaps on the whole as well suited
as any other that could be found or made.

Where, through phosphorescence, a body temporarily retains,

and subsequently emits light, that emission, in the gradual re-

turn to its photo-equilibrium, is rendered evident by the phe-

nomena that usually accompany the emission of light. Sur-

rounding objects are illuminated, faintly but visibly. Should
we not therefore expect similar results in the case of actines-

Not only should we find them, but they have actually been
described, though not understood. For in actinescence we have
the explanation of the phenomena described by Niepce de St.

Victor as the "storing up of light" (emmagasinement de la la-

miere). St. Victor showed that certain objects exposed to light

and then carried into darkness had in some cases acquired the

power of acting chemically upon other bodies with which they
were placed in contact. His results were received at first with
something like derision, and the facts, which could not be denied,
were said to arise from some chemical decomposition which had
taken place in the body during its exposure to light, generat-
ing reducing agents which were subsequently given off in the
darkness.

But until now, the identity between the latent physical image
and the storing up of light has not even been guessed at, still

less the perfect parallelism between these phenomena and that
of phosphorescence. That a body may immediately regain

"

equilibrium with respect to one sort of rays and slowly y

respect to another, involves no difficulty whatever; we con
ually see this m the facts of common phospho:
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ent phosphorescent bodies emit light of different colors. If one

phosphorescent body emits a red, another a green, another a

blue light, there is evidently no difficulty in conceiving that in

others, the tendency to a slow recovery of equilibrium may be-

long to the still more refrangible and invisible rays of the spec-

trum. In fact this is so completely within the analogy of the

subject that it would be surprising if it were not the case.

Viewed in this manner, the physical i

distinguished from the chemical, loses all i

tery. A substance like iodid of silver is capable of decomposi-

tion by light, only when in contact with some substance having

an affinity for iodine. But if exposed in an isolated condition,

it becomes actinescent, it retains the disturbance occasioned by
the light, and only gradually parts with that energy to surround-

ing objects. So long as any portion of this impression lasts, it

is capable of undergoing decomposition if brought into contact

with substances capable of taking up iodine from it.

Iodid of silver when exposed to light in a state of perfect

purity and isolated from all other substances, undergoes no

chemical change. Carried into darkness, it continues to vibrate

in unison with the more highly refrangible rays, either those

entirely beyond the visible spectrum, or else those having a very

low illuminating power, and this in so faint a degree that no

phosphorescence is visible. If it now be brought into contact

with anv substance which would have occasioned decomposi-

tion in presence of light, then, so long as this phosphorescence

of actinic rays, this actinescence continues, the same decomposi-

tion will take place. If simply left in darkness, this actines-

cence will, as I have already shown, gradually expend itself,

precisely like ordinary phosphorescence. And also as in the

case of ordinary phosphorescence, a fresh exposure to light will

create a fresh impression, the iodid of silver having apparently

perfectly recovered its original condition. With perfectly pure

wdid of silver, twenty-four hours is sufficient to nearly oblit-

erate the action of light, the actinescent power is exhausted,

or nearly so, and the iodid can be exposed again. If this sec-

ond exposure be made under a photographic negative, and an

ordinary photographic developer is applied, a clear sharp image

It seems worthy of remark that though no visible phospho-

rescence is noticeable in the case of iodid of silver, it is by no

means impossible that if examined by the ingenious instrument

constructed for Mr. Becquerel by Mr. Dubosc, a visible phos-

phorescence might also be observed. However this may De, it

does not affect The principles here laid down.
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The general views here expressed will be found to throw light

upon other obscure photo-chemical phenomena besides the latent

physical image. Of these I shall briefly cite one.
If light fall upon a body decomposable by light, its energy

will be expended in two directions. Part will be transmitted to

surrounding objects, part will be expended in dissociating one
or more of the elements of the body. As the intensity of the

light increases, the amplitude of the excursions also increases,

and a larger proportion will be expended in decomposition. It

therefore follows that the decomposition effected will not be in

the ratio of the intensity of the light, but will be greater in a

strong light and less in a weak ; that is, that a light of half

strength acting for a double time, will not effect an equal amount
of decomposition. Now this exactly accords with the univer-

sal experience of photographers who find that where media of

unequal thickness are interposed between a sensitive surface and
the light, as in the case of a negative superimposed upon chlo-

rid of silver, the weaker the light the greater will be the con-

trast in the degrees of effect produced upon the different parts

of the film ; so much so that this is systematically adopted as a

base of operation.

To enlarge farther here on the application of these principles,

and the light they throw upon photographic phenomena, would,
however, be inconsistent with the limits I have imposed upon
myself. My object here has been to prove the existence of a

well-marked but hitherto overlooked property of matter, and
further to show the identity of this property with what in pho-
to-chemistry has been vaguely described as the physical image.

This explanation of these obscure phenomena seems so simple
and sufficient as scarcely to require proof. Nevertheless that

proof is afforded by the reactions of iodid of silver, perhaps the
most remarkable substance with which chemistry makes us ac-

quainted. This theory rests upon two properties for whose ex-
istence I have long contended, and which I believe I have suc-
ceeded in establishing, namely, the sensitiveness to light of iodid

of silver even when perfectly isolated, and its spontaneous recovery of
veness after obliteration through powerful action of

simply remaining in darkness. From these facts I
deduce the conclusion that the latent image is simply due to a
phosphorescence of chemical or actinic rays to which property I
give the name of actinescence.
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All natural solutions of chlorid of sodium, which are used

for the manufacture of salt, are more or less contaminated by
various saline admixtures. The peculiar influence exerted by
certain of these foreign compounds on the chemical composition,

tfee form, and the general external appearance of the chlorid of

sodium, during its separation as a commercial article, even under

the same system of manufacture and with the same precautions,

has occupied the attention of chemists from the earliest times in

the history of this branch of chemical industry.

A classification of brines, for the purpose of aiding their in-

vestigation, had in the course of events become advisable ; and
among others, Karsten* at an early date, made some advances

in this direction. In his valuable discussions upon brines he

has adopted the following principle ; the brines are divided into

two classes; the first class includes all brines containing chlorid

<>f magnesium and sulphates; and the second class those contain-

ing chlorid of calcium beside chlorid of magnesium.
He favored at that time, the volcanic theory, in regard to the

origin of the rock salt (primitive deposits), a view long since

discarded as a general rule, in favor of its marine origin. He
considered it self-evident, that the brines, in every well inves-

tigated case could be proved to originate from the dissolving ac-

tion of an underground fresh water current upon rock salt.

Their differences in composition were ascribed,—leaving the con-

centration as to amount of salt dissolved entirely out of the

question,—in regard both to quantity and to quality, to the pe-

ire and condition of the strata, which had intercepted

their passage to the surface. According to his view, decaying

pyrites, sulphates and chlorids of the metals and earths were
the main cause of the contamination of these solutions of rock

salt. The extent to which these compounds happened to be met
with, decided ultimately the amount of foreign admixtures thus

imparted, while their final quality and relative proportion was

determined by the order of succession in which the contaminated

brines chanced to traverse limestone rocks or dolomites. The

OTsum present was considered in most cases to be the result of

the reaction of soluble sulphates—particularly of the alkalies,

of magnesia or of iron, upon chlorid of calcium ;
moreover, pri-

mary and secondary deposits of chlorid of sodium were admitted.

The presence of chlorid of calcium consequently was looked up-

on as merely accidental, no certain relation as to its connection

w"h a particular geological age, being presumed. Subsequent

* C. J. Karsten, Salineokunde, vol. i, p. 220. Berlin, 1847.
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investigations gave more importance to the presence or absence
of this compound ; and its presence has since been recognized
as especially characteristic of the salt deposits of ante-tertiary

date. Consequently these have been considered as a product of

the constant admixture of the oceanic waters of preceding geo-

logical periods ; while on the other hand its absence in our pres-

ent ocean and in most salt deposits of a more recent date, is an

established fact. Although the results obtained by numerous
investigations are such as scarcely to admit of a doubt, that

changes in regard to the chemical composition of the oceanic

waters have taken place in the course of time, and are still in

progress, we must acknowledge, that our ideas concerning the

main features of the primitive or silurian oceans are still vague,
and especially so upon this one point.

As mineral waters and brines issuing from Silurian rocks are

at present the only sources from which we can draw informa-

tion, our conclusions must partake of a more or less arbitrary

character ; for both these saline solutions may be due to a per-

colation of fresh water through Silurian rocks impregnated with

the entire saline matter of the concentrated or evaporated marine
waters of a preceding, a contemporary, or a succeeding geolog-

ical period ; or, they may be due to a re-solution of portions of

such deposits, or to a mere oozing out of their mother-liquors in

in a more or less diluted condition. The difficulties in estab-

lishin

easea wnen we contemplate tne posi

original saline mass may have suffered in the course of time*
consequence of mechanical and chemical influences and subse-

quent alterations of its partial solutions in passing to the surface.

Yet as long as the discovery of a well preserved marine evap-
oration of undeniable Silurian origin does not furnish us with a

fitter material to study, we have to make the best of the means
at hand; for it cannot be denied, that much interesting and
useful information bearing upon general principles in chemistry
and geology has been and may hereafter be drawn from the

study of the saline solutions, mineral waters and brines of de-

cided Silurian origin, i. e., issuing from Silurian rocks. The
Silurian rocks of the State of New York abound with saline

springs and mineral waters of various kinds ;f the same fact is

known in Canada. T. S. Hunt has recently illustrated^: by an-

alytical statements, the relation of mineral
waters, mainly from Canada, bear toward each other ; his argu-
ments tend to prove, that the various classes of Canadian waters

* An examination of the rock salt deposit at Stassfurt, Germany, shows that the

whole deposit suffered at a later date from influences which, among other results,

caused the formation of Tachhydi
—F. Bischof, Steinsalzwerke bei i

f See Geology of State of New York, et<

X This Journal, March, July, September, 1
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referred to in his essay can be considered as originating from

one and the same primal source ; and that they have changed in

consequence of the peculiar kind and condition of the rocks

with which they came in contact. The changes themselves ap-

pear to be more considerable where disturbances and molecular

changes within the sedimentary rocks have favored disintegration.

The main reaction upon these saline waters is ascribed to al-

kaline solutions, resulting from decaying feldspathic rocks, sol-

uble silicates and particularly carbonate of soda * The differ-

ences which are observable in these waters in regard to the rel-

ative proportions of chlorid of sodium and the admixtures of

alkaline earths whilst passing through the various stages of al-

teration, are explained by the fact, that the alkaline earths, lime

and magnesia, are gradually rendered less soluble and thus part-

ly eliminated as sediments in consequence of the change from

chlorids and sulphates into carbonates and silicates, and that

finally the eliminated chlorid of calcium, and magnesium, re-

appear as an increased amount of chlorid of sodium.

In a previous publication! I described a series of experiments

which had been instituted for the purpose of supporting the

view entertained by myself in regard to the chemical composi-

tion of a certain class of mineral waters of Onondaga Co., N. Y.,

and their relations to the brines of Syracuse in particular. In

the course of that discussion I stated that a sufficient amount of

carbonate of magnesia added to these brines, displaced quite

readily the chlorfd of calcium by forming chlorid of magnesium
and carbonate of lime, and produced finally, at the expense of

the sulphate of lime, if exceeding the chlorid of calcium in

chemical equivalents, sulphate of soda, chlorid of magnesium,

and carbonate of lime, provided an excess of free carbonic acid

was secured during the whole reaction. The mode of altera-

tion in the chemical composition of these brines, then merely in-

dicated, appeared to me of sufficient interest to merit some more

detailed illustration, particularly for the following reasons.

.
The brines of Onondaga issue from rocks of the Upper Silu-

rian age ; they indicate with great probability, by their compo-

-\ close connection with

quite an extensive salt deposit^ of that age, and thus may repre-

sent, to a certain extent at least, the constitution of a quite pnm-

* Soluble silicates of potas
jeara applied to accomplish si

\ Contribution to the Chemistry of the Mineral Springs <

Syracuse. Feb 1 Sfifi • .inH also I

:

to 140-H2Z, about 15-5 : -'^mXus
of salt therefore removed i

:t^ 18
f-T n

of heavy tons, or seventy-five to eighty millions cub. ft of solid salt
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itive salt formation ; consequently any investigation of their

changes promised some chance of obtaining information con-

cerning the nature and extent of the various causes assigned for

the existing differences in the chemical composition of the oceanic

waters and the saline deposits of earlier and recent date.

Taking this view I intend to treat, in the following pages, of

some changes, which the brines in question and those of similar

composition* may suffer in regard to their chemical composition,
adopting the following order :

First, changes in consequence of concentration ; second, chan-

ges due to an access of carbonate of magnesia in presence of free

carbonic acid, concluding with some generalizations.

I. Changes in composition due to concentration.—The brines

in question contain from 16 to 17 percent of saline matter; they

are clear, colorless, and highly charged with carbonic acid gas

when they issue from the wells ; exposed to air they soon be-

come turbid, deposit a small amount of hydrated peroxyd of iron

and after some time become clear again.

A separation of gypsum and, under certain conditions,! of car-

bonate of lime also takes place subsequently, first as an incrusta-

tion on the sides of the vessels, afterward, particularly toward
the point of saturation, as a film of crystals, partly swimming
upon the surface, partly floating about the bottom. No further

visible changes, aside from the increasing separation of chlorid

of sodium and gypsum, are noticeable for some time until the

of the changes within the liquid during the

The analytical examinations being designed merely to answer
certain questions, were not, as a general rule, carried out farther
than is directly stated.
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3 have been £
in its original composition ;

analysis No. n is obtained from that

same brine after being brought simply to the point of saturation

;

analyses Nos. in, iv, V, are from mixtures of brines from different

wells ; they were collected at different stages of concentration and
the subsequent separation of the crystallized chlorid of sodium,

etc. The discrepancies in regard to the varying relative propor-

tions of the chlorids of calcium and magnesium observable in the

foregoing statements are due to some slight differences in the

composition of the original material subjected to evaporation. I

stated on a former occasion that within a certain limit these brines

differ somewhat in regard to the relative proportions of the deli-

quescent chlorids ; these differences, although most trifling from

a practical point of view so far as the brines are concerned, ap-

pear quite conspicuous, when the mother-liquors (or bitterns) are

compared. A liquid of the composition of No. V has practically

ceased to evaporate in our section of the country ; its volume is

constantly fluctuating, being influenced by the season and the

condition of the atmosphere.
A glance over the various analyses suffices to show, that a

large amount of sulphate of lime (£) is rendered insoluble before

the crystallization of chlorid of sodium begins, and that the deli-

quescent chlorids of calcium and magnesium in Nos. in, IV, v,

nave materially interfered with the solubility of both chlorid of

sodium and sulphate of lime. A closer examination into the

relative proportions of the principal components of the liquids

Nos. i and v proves that at least more than one thousand parts

of chlorid of sodium and more than forty parts of the sulphate

of lime must have been separated from solution No. I before a

residual liquid of the composition of No. v could be obtained.

Testing the separated saline mass on the other hand, we notice

the following facts, which are a true type of the recognized con-

dition in natural saline deposits ; the chlorid of sodium which

crystallizes out of the solution No. I during a continued evapora-

tion, being impregnated with the remaining mother-liquor, con-

tains always more or less of the chlorids of calcium and magne-

sium, besides the whole amount of the sulphate of lime separated.

The relative proportion in which these two chlorids may be re-

tained within the separated chlorid of sodium, corresponds closely

*ith that of the original brine, while the entire amount of both

Present in the crystalline mass, is governed by particular circum-

stances
; slow evaporation and steadiness of temperature, for in-

stance, by favoring well developed individual crystals, react most

decidedly toward their exclusion. The sulphate of lime, on the

other hand, varies in quantity in the different layers of crystals

, Vol. XLIV, No. 130.-Jclt, 1867.
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of chlorid of sodium, throughout its whole mass ; in cases where

the evaporation has been started with a brine like No. I above,

it forms the basis of the whole saline deposit and gradually de-

creases in quantity toward the close of evaporation, or within

the upper layers.

1 deem it of some interest, and therefore call attention here

to the great resemblance in chemical composition of the saline

liquid, No. v above, and some of the mineral waters of Canada,

as shown by T. S. Hunt's analyses, particularly No. 4*
It will be noticed that the results of evaporation previously

stated will serve as a strong argument in favor of the view

advanced concerning the probable origin of that whole class of

mineral waters, namely, that they originate from mother-liquors

or bitterns of the saline residue of marine evaporations of the

Silurian age. The essential difference in the instances alluded to

is apparently merely one of concentration. The Upper Silurian

rocks in our vicinity are similarly impregnated with these

assumed mother-liquors (or re-solutions of the upper layers of

salt deposits) as the Lower Silurian rocks around the north and

northwestern shores of Lake Ontario are represented to be.f The

similarity in composition between the saline waters from both

localities^: manifests itself even in the peculiar variations in the

relative proportions of the most characteristic compounds, par-

ticularly the deliquescent chlorids of calcium and magnesium, as

may be seen from the following analyses of waters taken from

the vicinity of Syracuse.

One hundred parts contain

—

Sulphate of lime, .

Chlorid of calcium,

Chlorid of magnesium,

.

Chlorid of potassium, .

Chlorid of sodium,
Carbonate of iron, etc.,

.

4-8200 6-1143

uudet. undet.

15-2288 8-7263

79-0 83-3

iooTooo lOO^OOOO

f the bay of Quinte ; 1000 par

8-4800

0-7830

0-3530

9-2430

undet.§

1000-0000
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If such relations exist in regard to the natural saline bitterns

of both localities, as the history of the liquid No. v suggest?,

we may be entitled to assume, considering the area of actual ob-

servation the existence of extensive salt deposits within the Si-

-in. To advance here opinions in regard to their par-

ticular origin in either case, would be of little value, so long as

careful local examinations are still wanting ; since marine evap-

orations or salt deposits may occur independently of each other,

between the successive strata within the same basin ;* and ir-

regularities and ruptures in the level of the rocks, caused by
physical and chemical reactions from within and without, are

quite frequently observed in the vicinity of salt deposits. More-

over, inferences drawn merely from the level of the rocks and

the depths of the borings without a previous careful tubing of

the latter are not less unreliable, than the conclusions adduced

from the differences of temperature between the mean temper-

ature of the locality in question and that of the saline

suing from the springs or wells ;
for the common rule of drain-

age may be changed by fissures, etc., and causes which produce

alterations of temperature in consequence of chemical reactions

like those under consider-never wanting a llKe muse uuuei

>n. The decided differences in regard to the relative propor-

l of the saline waters, No. I, p. 80, and a and B, p. 82, which
ur within quite a limited territory will in all probability

less acceptable explanation, in the opinion of many, by

ng a difference in the chemical character of intercept-

ing strata, than by assuming either entirely different s

independent local secondary influences, similar to those for in-

stance at Stassfurt, aided by irregularities in the level of the

rocks of the same geological period,f for the brines of Syracuse

are characterized by their small percentage of deliquescent chlo-

nds of nearly corresponding quantity and their proportion of

sulphate of lime, marks of particular significance considering
the surrounding conditions.
U. Changes in composition due to the reaction of carbonate of

•magnesia upon chlorid of calcium and sulphate of lime in the pres-

wce of carbonic acid gas.—On a previous occasion I described

the mode of action and the conditions under which carbonate of

jnagnesia would act upon chlorid of calcium and sulphate of

"we, both in the presence and in the absence of chlorid of sodi-

um; only the first case belongs to the present discussion. It re-

gains here merely to illustrate more in detail such changes as

* Two independent rock salt deposits, for instance, have been found in the Thu-

•
:

"'. • 1 .•-:... : . - - ' '

"
'

"

iurt, a layer of magnesian compounds sevei
"ess occurs above the rock salt, while at Schonbeck (belonging to the same deposit)
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have been before indicated. Our brines contain both chlorid of

5 mentioned.
The circumstances under which these two reactions take place

leave it somewhat doubtful to which particular reaction the re-

moval of the chlorid of calcium may be ascribed, whether to a

mere substitution of the calcium of the chlorid of calcium by

magnesium, or indirectly to the decomposition of the sulphate

of lime into sulphate of soda, carbonate of lime and chlorid of

magnesium; and the subsequent reaction of the sulphate of so-

da thus formed, upon the chlorid of calcium, reproducing there-

by again sulphate of lime and chlorid of sodium, previously de-

composed. Whatever the order or the extent of either of these

two distinct and available modes of changing the composition

of the brine may have been in this instance, a corresponding

amount of chlorid of magnesium and of carbonate of lime are

in either case the final products ; and as carbonate of lime rap-

idly separates (settling), in the case of more saturated solutions,

t of chlorid of magnesium* equivalent to the amount

j accessible carbonate of magnesia begins to

exceed the chemical equivalent of the chlorid of calcium ; for

by the aid of free carbonic aeidf the sulphate of lime will be

decomposed and thus on account of the presence of chlorid of

sodium, every additional amount of the carbonate of magnesia

will produce a corresponding amount of sulphate of soda, chlo-

rid of magnesium and carbonate of lime, which compounds re-

main intact ; these changes may thus continue until all the sul-

phate of lime has been decomposed. The amount of sulphate

of soda, etc., liable to be produced by the foregoing reaction,

depends apparently entirely upon the supply of both, i. e., car-

bonate of magnesia and sulphate of lime.

To render these changes more striking I will illustrate them
by numerical statements

:

* Attention has been called to the fact as being quite remarkable, that no brines

been noticed ; the reverse occurs as is well known quite frequently. Brines from
*st of the Miasi«sippi containing have not thus

far come under my observation, while such brines seem to occur quite frequently in

the States west of that river, as examinations of brines and salt from Nebraska,

have proved to me; they also contain frequently con-
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Carbonate

0-5772 0-5772 0-2885

.... 0-2900

0-0139

10024 0-0024 0-0024

i-5317 15-5317 15.3028
t-57 83-57 83-57

0-3502 05625

A represents the brine with its original composition ; B rep-
resents the same brine subjected to the action of but 0*1160 car-
bonate of magnesia dissolved in water containing carbonic acid
gas; this amount of carbonate of magnesia is equivalent to the
chlorid of calcium present ; C represents the same brine after
the reaction of 0-2943 carbonate of magnesia, causing besides
the removal of chlorid of calcium also that of one half of the
gypsum present; it changes chlorid of potassium into sulphate
of potassa and leaves besides a corresponding excess of sulphate
of soda. D represents the brine after the entire decomposition
of the chlorid of calcium and the sulphate of lime ; the latter is

represented by sulphate of soda in solution, formed of course
partly at the expense of the chlorid of sodium; 04725 neutral
carbonate of magnesia, aided by carbonic acid gas, are required
to cause such complete changes. The whole amount of lime
as chlorid and sulphate in the original brine is changed into
carbonate.

The carbonate of lime formed during each stage of progress
has been noted separately ; the largest proportion, in instances
hke those presented above, would settle soon after its formation,
since the degree of its solubility in this case depends upon the

concentration of the saline liquid, the temperature and the time
of its formation, leaving the particular influence of the carbonic
scid gas as a means of solution out of consideration.
Viewing these four statements from Karsten's standpoint we

notice that while A belongs undoubtedly to his second class of
brines, B, C and D, must be counted to those of the first class.

Accepting on the other hand, the fact that such changes are go-
lng on in saline solutions in our Silurian rocks, we must concede
taafc the saline matter of the Silurian .ocean may even change
within the Silurian rocks to such a degree as to resemble those
of the present ocean ; for, whatever essential compounds of the

fatter are not mentioned in the above statements, we must ac-

knowledge can be constructed from their components present,

making allowances for influences of temperature, and concen-

tration, and for the peculiar view taken in regard to chemical
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affinity under both of these circumstances ; the difference in the

relative proportions of the various compounds depends on entirely

different causes.

The particular conditions required to render such a change of

the brine possible, are, it can scarcely be denied, abundantly
supplied, particularly in consequence of the extensive exposure
of our Silurian rocks. Chlorid of sodium has been a

performing a most important part in the disintegration of a

large number of rocks, by chemical and particularly by mechani-

cal forces in consequence of its hygroscopic quality.

Chlorid of sodium and sulphate of lime are almost everywhere
associated ; they occur not only as more or less well defined de-

posits of varying extent, but they must originally have pervaded

every sedimentary rock from the lowest Silurian to the latest ma-

rine formation. Subsequently they have found access to many
formations of a later date aid different origin by the ascent of

percolating waters. Most of these rocks contain, more or lesa

abundantly, compounds of magnesia, particularly carbonates,*

and have thus uninterruptedly yielded quantities of that sub-

stance to solutions, wherever such powerful disintegrating agen-

cies as change of temperature, access of moisture and free car-

bonic acid have been at work ; the destruction of these rocks is

a mere matter of time. Many sedimentary rocks may have been

exposed to these influences temporarily, perhaps in a less indu-

rated state, and consequently have presented conditions most

favorable for transformation and subsequi

straction of sulphate of lime from
rocks of marine origin.f

Relying here, more on the duration than on the intensity of the

action, I believe that the final results of reactions like those con-

sidered in the foregoing discussion, must in common with other

causes, have exerted an important bearing on the composition of

the marine waters, during the development of our present sur-

face-configuration; and they may in particular instances have as-

sumed proportions sufficiently extensive to account even for more
localized accumulations of sulphate of soda, in connection with

* Researches of Ebelman, confirmed by T. S. Hunt, have proved that magnesia
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chlorid of sodium as well as with other saline compounds. The
whole reaction of carbonate of magnesia, in the presence of car-

bonic acid gas, upon brines like ours, resembles somewhat, so

far as some of the final results are concerned, that of carbonate

of soda provided the latter does not exceed in chemical equiv-

alents the chlorid of calcium and sulphate of lime present, sul-

phate of soda, and carbonate of lime being formed in both in-

stances ; they differ only in one essential point ; in case of the

addition of carbonate of soda the chlorid of calcium is simply

eliminated (only traces of carbonate of magnesia being produced)

and its place supplied by a corresponding amount of chlorid of

sodium, while in the case of the addition of carbonate of mag-

nesia the chlorid of calcium is replaced by a corresponding

quantity of chlorid of magnesium. The following statement

demonstrates the changes due to the addition of an amount of

carbonate of magnesia or of carbonate of soda chemically equal

to the amount of chlorid of calcium present, since, as soon as

that point is passed both carbonates produce sulphates of soda,

as long as sulphate of lime remains in excess.

Sulphate of lime, . . 0-5772 0-5772 0-5772 0'7652

: calcium, . . 0-1533

magnesium, . 0-1444 0-2756 0-1444 0-1444

" potassium,. . 0-0119 0-0119 0-0119 0-0119

Bromid of mao-nesium, . 0-0024 0'0024 0-0024 0-0024

Chlorid of sodtum, . . 15-5317 15'53l7 15-6933 15-6933

Water, .... 83-57 83-57 83-40 84-10

Carbonate of lime, 0-1381 0-1381

1 represents the original brine ; 2 represents this brine treat-

ed with the necessary amount of carbonate of magnesia ; 3 rep-

resents this brine (1) treated with a corresponding amount of

carbonate of soda ; 4 represents the original brine simply treat-

ed with an additional amount of sulphate of soda. We can

scarcely imagine the variety of brines and mineral waters which
aay result in the course of time from this or similar brines, under

different geological conditions, particularly if we consider the

consequences, which must result from a mere difference in con-

centration before or after such changes as we have discussed in

these pages have been fully or partly accomplished.

Slim indeed are the chances of learning anything more definite

about the original composition of the saline mass of the oceanic

waters of the Silurian age from our mineral waters and brines;

smce the extensive exposure of our Silurian rocks renders them

subject to important changes by disintegration, and causes them
to react decidedly upon percolating saline solutions.

Syracuse, March 14, 1867.



i genus of fossil Sponges.

Within the last few years several specimens of a remarkable

fossil have been found in limestone of lower Silurian age in

Franklin county, Kentucky. Although generally recognized as

Amorphozoa by paleontologists who have seen them, and evi-

dently new to science, no description of them appears to have

been published hitherto, except a brief notice by Prof. D. D.

Owen, who proposed for them the name of Scyphia digitata*

The Cabinet of Yale College contains a very perfect specimen

of this fossil, recently obtained from Prof. Hovey of Wabash
College ; and the writer had previously an opportunity of exam-

ining, in the collection of Mr. Sydney S. Lyon, of Jeffersonville,

Indiana, a large and fine specimen, the original from which casts

have since been supplied to the Yale and other museums, by

Prof. Ward of Eochester.

In general appearance, and nearly all important characters,

these two specimens are very similar. The form is that of a short

vase, or cup, with a row of arms extending outward and down-

ward from the lateral surface. These arms are hollow, and open

directly into the main or central cavity, which is apparently

larger than in any other known sponge, recent or fossil.

The specimen in the Yale collection is about six inches in

diameter, and three in height It has nine arms of nearly equal

size and length, all with openings at their extremities. The

base has a small protuberance near the center, but no other indi-

cation of attachment. The other specimen has eleven arms, and

is nearly eleven inches in diameter, by three and a half in height.

Both specimens are externally silicified. The main orifice, or

mouth, is oval in form, and in the smaller specimen is situated

at the end of a short neck, about one and one-half inches above

the bases of the arms.
As these specimens are without doubt generically distinct

from any yet described, the name Brachiospongia is proposed for

the genus they represent ; and, since there is apparently more than

one species included under the name digitata, the trivial designa-

tion of Boemerana may be added, in honor of Prof. Ferdinand

Roemer, of Breslau University, whose investigations have thrown

so much light upon paleozoic sponges. The specimen in the

Yale Cabinet may be regarded as typical of this species. Should

the form represented by the large specimen already noticed prove

a distinct species, this may appropriately be named Brachiospon-

gia Lyonii, from Mr. S. S. Lyon, the discoverer of these interest-

ing fossils. A full description of these specimens, with illustra-

tions, will appear in an early number of this Journal.

New HaTen, Ct., May 25th, 1867.

* Second Report on the Geology of Ky., p. 111.



J. D. Dana o n I ltd Chemical constitution.

Art. XIL— Crystallogenic and Crystallography Contributions; by

James D. Dana. No. IV,* On a connection between Crystalline

form and Chemical constitution, with some inferences therefrom.

Among- oxyds, the protoxyds, like the metallic elements, are

characteristically isometricf in crystallization. The sesquioxyds

are as characteristically hexagonal, this being the form of the

sesquioxyds of iron, aluminum, and chromium. The deutoxyds

xyds, sesquioxyds and deutoxyds; for example,

ZnO is hexagonal ; TiO 2 in brookite, and MnO 2 in pyrolusite

are orthorhombic ; but these cases, as the following observations

make apparent, may be regarded as a consequence of polymerism

—a principle that has been recognized by others as underlying

dimorphism.

Regarding the atom of oxygen as double in its fundamental

* The preceding papers in this series by the writer are not numbered. They

are: I, On the Formation of Compound or Twin crystals, voL xxx, 27

II, On certain laws of Cohesive Attraction (

'
-• '.<.:' " •

. .

'-

210,430.

t I propose to employ in the forthcoming edition of my Mineralogy the t

««), in place n -

square prism ; and the oblique pri's

It is yery desirable that "'
'

«» world, as far upossib
usage for the sake of uniformity.
uave been proposed, and have already extensi

-

rhombic, are exceedingly bad. as there are
and hexagonal

;

-

•

There is additional reason, for our proposed change, in the natural rela

systems of crystal! i .. J m the names mcmomet™, <*.„.*,

trmetric (thelatter two the m< ' *»» of Hausmann) u

........ - - . --- -
- ,.

-
rstem, peculiar in the absence of double re-

::..-,,. , . .
.

-..,-. •
-

tte tetragonal and hexagonal forms (alike named from th(

cUnic system, and is well enough. But el « ™£? Z>
** desirable, as the French commonly use t
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nature, the number of atoms of oxygen (or the negative ele-

ment) in the protoxyds is 2 ; in the sesquioxyds 6, or a multiple

of 3 ; in the deutoxyds 4.

It appears from a survey of all hexagonal and tetragonal com-

pounds to be a general fact, that the number of atoms of the

negative element is 3, or a multiple of 3, in the former; and 2,

4, or a multiple of 4, in the latter ; and that, consequently, the

hexagonal and tetragonal systems are based on these numbers,

respectively, their symmetry being a consequence of it.

1. Tetragonal species, and the number 4.—Among unisilicates—

the silicates which have the ratio 1 : 1 between the oxygen of the

bases and silica (SiO 2
), and the number of atoms of oxygen 4, or

its multiple—tetragonal species are common ; while none occur

among the bisilicates, in which the ratio is 1 : 2, and the number

of atoms of oxygen is 3, or its multiple. There are none also

among the anhydrous carbonates, which likewise have the oxy-

gen ratio 1 : 2. But among these bisilicates and carbonates

there are examples of hexagonal species. The compounds CaW

(scheelite), Pb'w (scheeletine), PbMo (wulfenite), Y 3£ (xenotime)

are tetragonal, the last having 8 of oxygen (or 16 if doubled)

and the others 4. Matlockite (PbCl+PbO) is tetragonal, while

PbI+2PbO is hexagonal, and PbCl+2PbO is orthorhombic.

Cerasine (PbCl+fbC) is tetragonal; and the number of atoms

of the negative elements, O, CI, is 4. Hausmannite is tetra-

gonal, and with the usual formula ttn&n has 40. Yet the for-

mula is better written ftln^n, for this corresponds with its close

relation in form to the EO 2 or deutoxyd group, while 2Mn is a

formula of the isometric spinel group. Similarly, the tetragonal

species chalcopyrite has the formula 2(€u, Fe)S+FeS*. Braun-

ite, taking the most recent formula for it, that of Eammelsberg,

(Mn, Si)
a
O', is apparently an exception. Its composition, as Bam-

melsberg shows, corresponds to 3Mn+]ftn+Si, and this formula

has 120, which is a multiple of 3, and satisfies the principle

under illustration. But the true arrangement of the constitu-

ents makes it not a sesquioxyd, as above, but a deutoxyd like

hausmannite, which it approaches in its tetragonal form ; for the

formula may be 2ftn 3]an+3£nSi, which is equivalent to 2 of haus-

mannite and 1 of a silicate analogous to the tetragonal species

zircon (ZrSi) * The deutoxyd of manganese, MnO 2 (pyrolusite),

is orthorhombic, and approximately isomorphous with ortho-

rhombic TiO 2 (brookite), the former having for the angles of

, of TiO 2
tl



Crystalline form

the prism /, and the domes 1-!, 1-i, respectively, 93° 40', 104°

22', 107° 54' ; and the latter for the corresponding angles 93° 16',

96° 46', 99° 50'. MnO 2 in the tetragonal state is unknown
except when it is in combination with 2MnO, as in hausmannite.

The protoxyd of manganese, MnO, it may be remarked, is iso-

metric, like MgO, it having been obtained artificially in octa-

hedrons and cubo-octahedrons by Deville (C. R, liii).

Among artificial compounds, there are the following tetragonal

species all conforming to the principle stated

:

KF+HF; £eS+4aq; tfiS+ Yaq; JTi3 + 6aq; Sige + 7aq; 2nSe+7aq;

0Xfl) 3£; (Am,fi)3P; (£,fl)3ls; (Am,fl) 32s; da<3-f-2aq; (Am+£)B'+ 3aq

;

NaO.IOT; KGl+CuCl+2aq; AmCl+CuCl-f-2aq; AgS+2NH 3
, AgCr+2NH 3

,

2^1c (acetic acid)4-6u€-fl2aq; CaAc+Culc+8aq, £Xc-f2Slc+2aq, AgXc-}-

2SIc+2aq
; (iCa+jfi) 3T (tartaric acid, containing 50)-f-SbT+7aq.

Omitting a few complex organic compounds, these are all the

tetragonal species in the two volumes of Kammelsberg's Crys-

tallography Chemistry excepting AgCl, Hg'Cl. Other examples
might be mentioned, but the above are fully sufficient.

The correspondence with the law for tetragonal species is so

general that we mav reasonably believe that the apparent excep-
tions, where the composition and crystallization are correctly

given, may be brought into conformity to it by an application

of one or the other of the following principles.

a. The principle of polymerism.—B.g
2 C\ is Hg 2 Cl 3 in the new

system of chemistry ; and if the whole is doubled, it becomes
Hg-4 C1*, which is probably the true formula of this species in

the tetragonal state, the only crystalline state yet known.
o. Part of the ingredients may be only accessory, or subordinate

to a dominant part which determines the crystallization,—Water is

"ommonly admitted to be present in this way in most of the

:>unds in which it occurs; although essential to the species,

ubordinate, crystallogenically at least, to the rest. Water
is now believed to be not the only substance that may play the

part of indifferentism in compounds, and many formulas have
°f late been written by chemists admitting this. Apophyllite
18 a tetragonal species consisting of fi+ 2Si+ 2fl. Making the

water basic, there is still no conformity to the type of either the

jinisilicates or bisilicates, the oxygen ratio for the bases and silica

king 3:4. If half the water be regarded as basic, and the

formula be written (£, S) 2Si+flSi, it is made to consist of a dom-
inant part which is a unisilicate analogous to the tetragonal spe-

c«es meionite, mellilite, etc., and a bisilicate which is a kind of

°Pal or waterglass, well known to be a "colloid," or ui

sizable, and which therefore might well have no effect toward

modifying the crystallization as determined by the other part.
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); the bisilicates (as in beryl, eudialyte, dioptase,

pyrosmalite, chabazite, gmelinite) ; and the carbonates (in cal-

cite, and the allied species) ; in which compounds the number of

atoms of oxygen is 3, or a multiple of 3. Other examples are

:

Pyrargyrite and proustite, 3AgS+(Sb, As)*S3
, in which the number of atoms of

sulphur is 6; gibbsite £lfl3
; alunite &§-f-3£lS+6aq; apatite 3<5a 3P>CaCl;

coquimbite FeS 3+9aq; Al aCl3+I2aq; %3+6aq; XlS 3+27aq; SrOS 3 5
+4*l.

and the corresponding salt of lime, and of lead: £#; ftatf
;
(Ca+fi3)£; AgO,

ClO^-Hfl; 3N-aCl+ IrCl 3+24aq; KCl+2Mg01+12aq; MgCl+PtCl a+6aq.

The exceptions to the principle are to be accounted for in the

same manner as those under the tetragonal system. Along side

of the hexagonal sesquioxyds, Fe'O 3
, A1 2 3

, Cr 2 3
,
there is

the hexagonal protoxyd ZnO, similar in angle. Applying the

principle of polymerism and writing the formula Zn 3 3
, it then

has, like the sesquioxyds, 3 of O. This view of the protoxyd

is abundantly illustrated and sustained among the silicates. For

the constitution of the larger part of them (garnet, scapolite,

epidote, etc.) is based on the mutual replacement of 1 of sesqui-

oxyds (R 3 3
), and 3 of protoxyds (3KO) ; and this mutual re-

placement signifies isomorphism of E 3 3 and R 3 3
. Again,

graphite, or hexagonal carbon, has been shown to have its atomic

weight nearly three times as great as that of ordinary carbon;

and it is altogether probable, therefore, that in this hexagonal

state carbon is C 3
, in accordance with the principle in view.

Hexagonally crystallized water, on the same ground, is not HO,

but H 3 3
. ZnS occurs both in isometric and hexagonal forms;

and while the former may be simply ZnS, the latter should be

Zn 3S 3
; and so for the hexagonal sulphid of Fe, Ni, Cd, we

should have Fe 3S 3 (troilite, pyrrhotine); M 3S 3 (millerite);

Cd 3S 3 (greenockite) ; and similarly Ni 3As 3 (copper nickel);

Ni 3Sb 3 (breithauptite).

3. Isometric system.—The number of atoms of the negative

element in isometric species appears to be either 1, 2, 3, 4, or a

multiple of 3 or 4 ; and this diversity accords with the twofold
r
a cube ; that is, (1) an equiaxial square prism, and (2)

onal be made vertical) a rhombohedron of 90° ;
for rt

ouble relation to other forms. Accordingly, isometric

forms occur among protoxyds, protosulphids, protochlorids, etc.

;

also deutoxyds ; also unisilicates ; in leucite, analcime ; also in—

fig 3B4, or boracite; Is; Sb; *Fa8l; &Br; Sa§r; NiCl+6aq; C*&+W<
CoBr+6aq; AmCl+SnCla

; KCy+AgCy; 3]5Ja«+<8r£ 3-r-9aq; the alums, which

have 160, besides 240 in the water; tta£c+2£Xc ; ftaW+WW.

Important chemical and cryatalLographic conclusions flow from

<if a diagc

has this d<
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the principle which has been explained, if it is sustained, as we
believe, by the facts. A few only are briefly touched upon.

1. It follows that the hexagonal state of the elements may be

one corresponding to 3R, or 3nR ; that while zinc in the isometric

state if such exists (about which there is doubt) is Zn ; in the

hexagonal it may be Zn 3
, the same state in which it exists in

hexagonal oxyd of zinc. So also Pd, As, Sb, may represent the

isometric state of the elements palladium, arsenic, antimony

;

but Pd 3
, As 3

, Sb 3
, the hexagonal; and so for other cases.

2. The oxyd of copper, CuO, which may also be written

€u0 3
, is dimorphous, it occurring both in isometric and ortho-

rhombic forms ; and the orthorhombic form is closely isomorph-

ous with TiO 2 in brookite—/: /and /: £ in the oxyd of copper

being respectively 99° 39' and 126° 29', and in brookite 99 50'

and 126° 15'. This relation to TiO 3 shows that the ortho-

rhombic state of the cupric oxyd should have the formula

€u0 2
, or that of a deutoxyd, and the isometric alone that of

CuO. And it indicates further that the element copper may
exist theoretically, if not actually, in two corresponding poly-

merous states. ^
3. As long since illustrated by Laurent, the protoxyds RO,

sesquioxyds R 2 3
, deutoxyds RO 2

, and other grades of oxyds

RO 3
, RO 5 (and the same in corresponding chlorids, sulphids,

etc.), in which 1 part of oxygen balances, in its affinity, 1, f, £,

etc., parts of the basic element (as is seen on dividing by the

number of atoms of oxygen so as to reduce the oxygen in all

the above formulas to 10), may be viewed as containing the

basic element in as many different states as there are grades of

the above compounds. For convenience these states may be
'

g the Greek letters as follows

:

R2 * RO* RO* RO*

R2 R^O R^O R^OFormulas

rR
or the alpha, beta, gamma, delta and epsibn state

that 8BO=R»0»; 3(?RO)=R'0 3
;
2(yRO)=R0 3

;
3(yRO)=

£R0 2
; 3(<JRO)=R0 3

; and so on: in other words, the one

molecule R 2 s corresponds to three of £RO ; and in 3(?RO) there

are as many atoms of the basic element £R as of 0.

Now, if a sesquioxyd occurs in isometric crystals, as supposed

to be true of Fe 3 3 (but reasonably doubted), that sesquioxyd

is not Fe 3 3
, but may be FefO. This is but the converse of the

conclusion, stated above, that if a protoxyd occurs m hexagonal

crystals it is not then RO, but may be R 3 3
. So in other «*es.

* oxyd of tin had an isometric as well as a tetragonal form, the

former in the crystalline state should be Sn*Of
and only the latter



/. D. Dana on a connection between

SnO 3
. A metal in the different states R, R§, Rj, has, accord-

ingly, the same isomorphic power; and so also, 2R, 2R§, 2Ri;

and 3R, 3R|, 3Ri. Hence under the principle explained—

RO, R|0, R^.0 should be alike isometric in crystallization.

2(RO), 2(R|0), 2(R^O) may be tetragonal "

3(RO), 3(R|0), 3(R^O) may be hexagonal "

Quartz, which is hexagonal silica, should, according to the

above, be 3(SiiO), or else 6(SiiO),and not2(Si}0)=Si0 2
. SiO«

is hence unknown in the crystalline state ;
and if ever obtained

crystallized it will in all probability have one of the forms of

TiO 2
. Common uncrystallizing silica, or opal-silica, low in den-

sity, may be silica in the isometric form, or SijO, but with so

feeble crystallizing power as never to exhibit any thing but the

so-called colloid condition. Whether isometric silicon, crystals

of which have been obtained artificially, is simply silicon in the

alpha state, or not, cannot be at once decided ; for it is probable

that diamond, which is isometric carbon, is equivalent to C 4

,

its density, and the product of the atomic weight by the specific

heat, indicating this relation to graphite* As "graphitoidal"

silicon has turned out to be only isometric silicon, we have no

chance for a comparison, like that with respect to carbon.

Anatase is probably TiO 3
, and rutile Ti 2 4

, the density of the

latter being 4'2, of the former only 3-9. The relations of haus-

mannite and braunite (p. 90, note) accord with this, the latter

containing two of hausmannite. Brookite is intermediate in den-

sity, and in the temperature of origin, and hence may be f(TiO
3
).

It would appear, therefore, that the species of highest polyrnerous

state, rutile, forms at the highest temperature.

4. The views illustrated sustain the conclusion that the differ-

ent states of elements represented above are fundamentally dis-

tinct: that Fe in the alpha state is related to all other metals that

are in the same state, including K, Na (K 3 , Na„ in the new sys-

tem of chemistry), as well as Mg, Ca, etc. ; that Fe, Cr, Co, m
the beta state are of the same group of elements with aluminum

in alumina: that Fe, Mn, Cu, Pb in the gamma state should be

classed with Ti, Sn.

5. Aid is given by the principle explained toward determin-

ing in many cases what are the accessory and what the dominant

ingredients in a compound, and thence what should be regarded

ny hereby learns that quadratic or tetragonal syrn-

depends on quadratic symmetry, or the recurrence

to the equivalent of carbon i
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offours, in the number of atoms of the negative part of a compound;

and hexagonal symmetry, in like manner, on the presence of triads or

hexads of the same atoms. Moreover, on the view explained, the

number of atoms of the more positive element or elements, in the

simpler compounds at least, may be just equal to that of the

negative. For since 3(«RO)=R 36 3
, 3(?RO)=R 2 3

,
and 3(<5RO)

=R0 3
, there are, in these oxyds, as many atoms of «R, PR, <5R,

as of ; and if the elements may exist in these divided states,

they may thus make with the O the crystallogenic molecule.

The precise arrangement of the constituent atoms in a mole-

cule subsisting in any case, and producing the characteristics

and special dimensions of the crystal, yet remains to be ex-

plained. This much may be safely deduced : that the negative

atoms must be grouped—and in the systems here referred to, un-

der quadrate or hexad symmetry—at or toward one extremity of

the molecule, and the positive at or toward the opposite ;
and

that the molecule in this way derives its polarity—a character-

:he formation, the forms, and the

physical natures of crystals,* though not often apparent in me-

chanical effects, and which is in accordance with the most funda-

mental of nature's laws. The different constituent elements or

parts of a compound may differ in degree of negativity or posi-

tivity, and even the same element may be present in opposite

states; such constituents would have their places accordingly,

though with subordinate groupings according to special affinities.

In order not to be misunderstood, I here state, forma

has been more than once implied in the foregoing, that, while

according to the principle advanced, tetragonal and hexagonal

forms depend on the numbers 4 and 3, as explained, the pres-

ence of these numbers by no means necessitates the occurrence

of these forms. Multitudes of examples illustrate this
:
the di-

morphism of TiO is one. I would also remark that I express

flo opinion as to whether the molecule of a compound consists

of the positive and negative atoms simply juxtaposed, or whether

these so-called atoms are composed of particles, and there is a

different disposition in the molecule ;
and assert only that, what-

ever the fact on this point, there is tetragonal symmetry in the

constitution of the molecule in the tetragonal system, and hex-

agonal in the hexagonal system.
I leave the subject here, without discussing at present the

methods by which orthorhombic and clinohedral forms are pro-

ceed
; only observing that orthorhombic and monoclmic forms

occur under all numbers of atoms of the negative element, from

1 (or 2) as in sulphur, upward; and, therefore, although polym-

erism may turn the 2 of sulphur (and so, other numbers) into

various multiples of the same, yet that the production or tfiese

forms does not depend simply on numbers.
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t of America from the west

seen to be lofty and alpine

in its character. The ridges are sharply serrated, and rise here

and there into needle-like pinnacles, giving an outline against the

sky that contrasts strongly with the gently sloping sides of the

truncated cone of Edgecombe, a fine extinct volcano which marks

the entrance to the harbor of Sitka.

The rocky peaks of the interior rise above broad fields of snow,

which give birth to numerous glaciers, while Edgecombe, and

the ridges upon the coast, are in great part covered with a dense

forest of pines and firs. No glaciers are found upon the coast at

Sitka or south of it, for under the influence of the warm currents

of the Pacific, the climate is comparatively mild, while a short

distance in the interior, the winters are almost Arctic in severity.

The principal stream in the vicinity of Sitka, is the Stickeen;

which rises in the "Blue Mountains," opposite the head-waters of

the Mackenzie, and flows in a general southeasterly direction

parallel with the coast until it breaks through the mountains

east, and a little north, of Sitka. When the snows are melting,

the river becomes much swollen and is then navigable with

difficulty by small steamboats for about 125 miles above its

mouth. The valley is generally narrow and the river is not

bordered by a great breadth of alluvial land.

In ascending this river one glacier after another comes into

view ; all of them are upon the right bank of the stream and

descend from the inner slope of the mountain range. There are

four large glaciers and several smaller ones visible within a dis-

tance of 60 or 70 miles from the mouth.
The first glacier observed, fills a rocky gorge of rapid descent,

about two miles from the river, and looks like an enormous cas-

cade. The mountains are greatly eroded by it, for it is over-

hung by freshly broken cliffs of rock evidently produced by the

glacier.

The second glacier is much larger, and has less inclination. B
sweeps grandly out into the valley from an opening between high

mountains from a source that is not visible. It ends at the level

of the river in an irregular bluff of ice, a mile and a half or two

miles in length, and about 150 feet high. Two or more terminal

moraines protect it from the direct action of the stream. What
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at first appeared as a range of ordinary hills along the river,

proved on landing to be an ancient terminal moraine, crescent-

shaped, and covered with a forest. It extends the full length

of the front of the glacier. The following extract from my notes

will answer for a description of the end of this glacier.

We found the bank composed of large angular blocks of gran-

ite mingled with smaller fragments and sand. It is an outer and

older moraine, separated from a second one by a belt of marsh-

land overgrown with alders and grass, and interspersed with

ponds of water. Crossing this low space we clambered up the

loose granitic debris of the inner moraine, which is quite bare ot

vegetation and has a recently formed appearance. These hills

are from 20 to 40 feet high, and form a continuous line parallel

with the outer and ancient moraine. From their tops we had a

fall view of the ice cliffs of the end of the glacier, rising before

us like a wall, but separated from the moraine by a second belt

of marsh and ponds. Here, however, there were no plants or

trees. It was a scene of utter desolation. Great blocks of gran-

ite lay piled in confusion among heaps of sand or sand-cones or

were perched upon narrow columns of ice-glacier tables appar-

ently ready to topple over at the slightest touch. The edges ot

great masses of ice could be seen around pools of water but

most of the surface was hidden by a deposit of mud, gravel and

broken rock. It was evident, however, that all this was upon a

foundation of ice, for here and there it was uplifted, apparently,

in great masses leaving chasms filled with mud and water. Over

this fearful and dangerous place we crossed to the firmer and

comparatively unbroken slope of ice at the foot of the bluff, and

afterward had to climb over snow and ice only, m the attempt to

reach the top of the glacier. From below it bad appeared to us

to be quite possible to accomplish this if we followed the least

broken part of the slope, but it proved to be difficult, and finally

impossible. Fissures which could not be seen from a
i
short.dis-

tance were met at intervals, some of them being so wide that we

were forced to turn aside. As we ascended, the crevasses were

more numerous but were generally filled with hard snow to wnien

we occasionally trusted. The surface soon became precipitous

and broken into irregular stair-like blocks with smooth sides

and so large that it was impossible to make our way over them

without ladders or tools to cut a foothold. Here we turned and

enjoyed the sight of this great expanse of ice, broken mw
such enormous blocks and ledges. The sun illuminated the

crevasses with the most beautiful aquamarine tints, passing iu

J
deep sea-blue where they were narrow and deep. In one

direction the ice presented the remarkable appearance of a sue

cession of cones or pyramids with curved sides. In the oppo

Am. Jouk. Sci.-S.cosd Sebies, Vol. XLIV, No. 130.-Jclt, 1*67.
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site direction and at the same level the outlines were totallj

different, showing merely a succession of terraces or steps incline*
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and the 1

"gbt. No. 2 shows the appearance of the glacier in the oppo-

site direction. A broad fissure between one level of the ice ana
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It is evident that this glacier breaks down in a series of

great steps or ledges along the greater part of its front. These

steps rise for 20 to 30 feet one above the other and thus produce

a stair-like ascent, while at the same time the numerous parallel

fissures at right angles break the surface into rectangular blocks,

which on the side exposed to the sun soon become worn into the

pyramids and cones. The difference of outline in opposite direc-

tions is thus explained.

I was inclined to regard the melting action of the water of the

river as the cause of this abrupt breaking off of the end of the

glacier. There may, however, be a sudden break in the rock

foundations at this point, so as to produce an ice-cascade. The

following section will perhaps give a clearer idea of the manner

in which the glacier breaks down.

One or more streams descend under the glacier, and reach the

river at different places. The rushing and roaring sound was

rather startling at some of the crevasses.

Judging from the number of loose blocks of rock at the foot of

the glacier, the upper surface must be strewn with them, but this

could not be verified by observation. Time did not permit a

more extended examination. There would be little difficulty in

gaining the surface of the glacier from the side, and, perhaps, at

some other points along its front. It was impossible to get our

Indian guide to accompany us. They have a tradition of the loss

of one of their chiefs upon this glacier.

The ancient terminal moraine of this glacier is significant of aa

amelioration of the elimate. It is also interesting to note the

effect which this accumulation of materials from the glacier has

had upon the river. It has acted as a dam for the waters, setting

them back in the valley for some distance. .

In this connection the following notes upon the occurrence ot

great bodies of ice, undoubtedly glaciers, in the more northern

parts of Bussian America have a special interest
According to Sir Edward Beleher* the shores of Icy Bay at

the foot of Mount St. Blias, lat 60°, are lined with glaciers.

" The whole of this Bay, and the valley above it, was found to

be composed of (apparently) snow-iee, about 30 feet in height a'

the water cliff, and probably based -on a low muddy beach.

At Cape Suckling in the same latitude and west of Icy Bay the
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same voyager observed a vast mass of ice sloping to the sea, the

surface of which presented a most singular aspect, being " one

mass of four-sided truncated pyramids." He was not able to

account for this and observes " What could produce these special

forms? If one could fancy himself perched on an eminence

about 500 feet above a city of snow-white pyramidal houses,

with smoke-colored flat roofs covering many square miles of sur-

face and rising ridge above ridge in steps, he might form some

faint idea of this beautiful freak of Nature."

Vast bodies of ice terminating in cliffs upon the sea are nu-

merous in Prince William Sound, and the thundering noise of

the falling of large masses of ice was heard by Vancouver.-

On the shores of an arm of Stephens Passage (northwest of

Sitka) a compact body of ice extended for some distance at

the time of Vancouver's visit, and from the rugged valleys m the

mountains around, immense bodies of ice reached perpendicularly

to the sea, so that boats could not land. Similar observations

are made, in general, of the mountains of the coast opposite

Admiralty island. Two large open bays north and west ot

Point Couverdeen are terminated by solid mountains of ice ns-

"

j water's edge,

vations we may conclude that the

,aaiuu and British North America, from

latitude 55° to the Polar sea, is dotted with glaciers cutting and

scoring the mountains as they descend, and pushing their accu-

mulations of rocky debris either into the ocean, or the rivers ot

the interior.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS.

1. On the influence of the adhesion of vapor in experiments upon the

absorption of heat.— The subject of the absorption ot radiant heat by

aqueous vapor lias been again taken up by Magnus whohas succeed m
pointing out the source of error which affected the experiments of Tyndall

and TWildf ^ a previous memoir Magnus had endeavored to shew

:1a, vapor absorbs heat more powerfully than *ya£ but that

air loaded with transparent vapor has no greater absolve power than

air which contains no vapor at all. Tyndall replied to this paper, and thjj

abject was thon examined independently by Wild who fully confirmed

the results of Tyndall. In his new investigation Magnus employed zn

apparatus of the same dimensions with that of Wild and ot similar

Experiment soon proved that the walls of the tubes <
struction. Experiment soon proved that the walls or tne uiues ^"~- <

the dry or moS air through which the radiant heat passed exercised

Vancouver's Voyages, iii, 186, (1794), quoted by Findlay, Directory of Fadn
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powerful influence upon the absorption. Thus a tube coated internally

with lamp-black produced an effect precisely the opposite of that which

was observed when a polished tube was employed. In this case an in-

crease in the amount of heat transmitted was observed when moist air

was blown into the tube and a diminution with dry air, while the contrary

takes place when a polished tube is used. Magnus proved that a layer of

water is deposited upon the inside of the tube throughout its whole

length, by shewing that the tube itself becomes warmer whenever moist

air is thrown in. This layer of water absorbs more heat than the pol-

ished wall of the tube would do if dry, and consequently reflects less to

the thermo-electric pile. Experiment showed that the quantity of heat

reflected to the pile by the dry wall of a polished brass tube filled with

dry air was about six times as great as that which the pile received di-

rectly when the tube was removed. Every diminution in the reflecting

power of the tube must therefore greatly diminish the quantity of heat

received by the pile. In a blackened tube the particles of carbon act as

absorbents like the particles of water, only in a higher degree, consequent-

ly their absorption is but little increased by the deposition of water.

Hence there is no sensible cooling when moist air is blown into a tube

lined with velvet or blackened inside, but on the contrary a rise of tem-

perature which depends on the heat given out by the condensation.

By employing two concentric tubes the space between which could be

filled with water at different temperatures, Magnus found that when the

inner tube had exactly the temperature of the air blown into it, it be-

haved precisely like the brass tube mentioned above. When the tem-

perature of the inner tube was a few degrees lower than that of the moist

air thrown in, the temperature of the pile diminished in a very marked

degree, but reached its minimum much more slowly than when the tube

had the same temperature as the air thrown in. This doubtless arose

from the fact that the greater quantity of condensed vapor made a greater

quantity of moist air necessary, the admission of which required a lon-

ger time. Further experiments distinctly proved that a condensation of

vapor upon the walls of the tube took place even when the moist air

blown in was far from its point of saturation. The vapors of alcohol

exhibited the same phenomena as those of water, only in a higher degree.

In addition, however, it was found that the vapor of alcohol itself exerts

a powerful absorbent action upon radiant heat, which is not the case with

the vapor of water. The author concludes from his experiments, that

the apparent absorption of heat by aqueous vapor observed by Tyndall

and Wild is due simply to the effect of the condensation of water upon

the sides of the containing tubes, and not to any specific absorptive power

in the vapor itself.—P g9 . Ann., cxxx, 207. w. o.

2. Onfiuosalls of antimony and arsenic.—Marignac has examined
the action of fluohydric acid upon antimonic and arsenic acids and the

corresponding salts. Antimonic acid dissolves in fluohydric acid and

gives a fluorid which could not be obtained crystallized but which may
be evaporated to a gummy consistency. This fluorid unites readily with

alkaline fluorids to form crystalline salts, which are very soluble and more

.or less deliquescent, their solutions are not precipitated—at least at first—

by acids, sulphuretted hydrogen, caustic alkalies, or carbonates. The crys-
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talline salts may be kept without decomposition, but by repeated evapora-
tion they pass into oxyfluoantimonates. The salt SbF

5
KF is formed

wnen the gummy antimonate of potash is dissolved in fluohych

;

the solution evaporated. It crystallizes in thin anl.vi , ^ . v..-. \\
j th

an excess of fluorid of potassium this salt gives SbF
5 , 2KF4-2H O in

beautiful very brilliant prisms derived from an oblique rhombic prism.A fluo-oxyantimonate of sodium SbOF
3 , NaF-fH 2

is obtained by
adding carbonate of soda to a solution of fluorid of antimony in an ex-
cess of fluohydric acid and separates in small deliquescent hexagonal

W hen this last salt is dissolved in fluohydric acid, another
crysta hne soda salt is obtained having the formula SbF

5 , NaF. Two
crysta hne ammonium salts have respectively the formulas SbF s , NHAFand 2(SbF

5 , 2NH4F)+H20. !

The fluo-arsenates are still more easily soluble than the fluo-antimonates
and therefore more difficult to obtain pure. Marignac describes crystal-
jrae salts having respectively the formulas 2(AsF

5 , KF)4-H 20; AsOFatP+HaO; AsF
5,2KF+H20; and As^OF

8,4KF+3H20;

iii

P
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apS AS°F3
'
2KF+AsF 5' 2KF+3H20.—Zeitschriftfur Chemie,

[Note.—The salts described by Marignac are of special interest as
showing the relationship of niobium and tantalum to the nitrogen group.A comparison of the formulas of the fluorine compounds of arsentc and
antimony with those of niobium and tantalum already described in this
ournal will remove any doubt as to the pentatomic character of the

named, and as to the natural group of elements to which

the hi

i hydracids upon
^analogous to tin" '•

already published by hi

« we let A represent a negal
alcoholic one, the formation of a

AC\+ ^
$0* it is evident that the rea

jmce in the latter case we return to our starting poii

Gal undertook the present research.

,u oeing produ
the alcohols,

^le+JBr,
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showing that we may consider alcohols as compound ethers, in which

hydrogen acts the part of a negative radical. With the simple ethers,

if the hydrobromic acid be in excess we have :

—

^|e+(HBr)
2

=H| e+(m.

)2)

but if the ether be in larger proportion, then

f |e+HBr=^le+i?Br.
The mercaptans give rise to two reactions. First we have

£}s+HBr=!}s-^Br,

and secondly ^ is+(5Br)a=£ Is + HBr. The simple sulphur

BrJ

ethers act similarly
; the first reaction is ^ I S+HBr=g I S+ -BBr,

s Cahours has also shown.—Ann.

Ch. Pkys., IV, x, 5.

4. On new mixed acids.—In a more recent paper, Gal has described

some new mixed acids which he has produced. Reasoning from the well

known fact that by the action of potassic hydrate upon monobromacetic
acid, glycollic acid is formed, according to the equation

«ABre
I
o+i } 0= e 2H7(HO)e

j
0+KBr>

(or, as is more clearly exhibited in Frankland's notation,

{SI&hkhH»-kb,),_
the change being the substitution of Ho(=H0, hydryl) for Br,—Gal
concluded that the similar univalent radical oxacetyl,* in potassic acetate,

might be similarly exchanged. Though in the discovery of such mixed
acids, Gal has been anticipated by Strecker, Wurtz and others, he has in

the present research added several new ones to the list
By heating to 100° C. in a sealed tube, an alcoholic solution of ethylic

monobromacetate with potassic acetate, he obtained a liquid having

»

density about 1, whose boiling point was 180° C, and whose formula, «
given by analysis, was € 6H 10O4 . When heated in a sealed tube with an
alcoholic solution of potassic hydrate, it was decomposed, yielding potassic
ace
i
a
!
e^ g'ycollate, and alcohol. If it be treated with solid potash,

and disti led acetic ether passes over, and potassic glycollate remains in

the retort from these reactions, Gal infers that the liquid above men-
tioned is the ether of an acid formed from glycollic acid by replacing i<*

hydryl by the radical oxacetyl, and which h? calls aceto-glycol lie acid. &
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J OH2 Aco ^ _ ( CH2Ho , (OH s , J OH,
ICOEto +(KH°)2=

j COKo +]OOKo+10H>o.
By solid potash as follows :

j
g|j^+KHo=

|
™g>=

| gg^
The ordinary compound ethers when distilled with potash, produce alco-
hol, and a salt of the acid they contain ; while these mixed-acid ethers
yield either a salt and a more simple ether ; or two salts and alcohol.

This view of its constitution, Gal proposed to confirm by submitting
the new ether to the action of the hydracids according to the method
given in the preceding section. He saturated therefore several grams
of this aceto-glycollic ether with hydrobromic acid gas, and heated to

•n°i
^' A^er rePeating this process several times, the product was dis-

tilled on the water bath. The distillate was pure ethylic bromid. A
viscous mass was left in the retort which upon examination proved to be
a mixture of acetic and monobromacetic acids ; the action of the hydra-

cid beinff i
OH2Aco « mRr\ __T?t Rr 1 j OHa

Br, ( CH 3

.

61Dg
]COEto +(HBr)*=EtBr+jcOHo + |OeHo

in perfect accordance with the generalization above given.

Gal prepared also ethylic butyro-glycollate,
j
%q$™, by treating

potassic butyrate with ethylic monobromacetate ; ethylic butyro-butyl-

lactate (better butyro-oxybutyrate),
j
£1™"°; and eth?,ic acct°-°xy-

butyrate

jg^co
. The last is isomeric with butyro-glycollic ether,

both containing € 7H 14 4 . The number of mixed acids which can
3 formed is, as Gal observes, very great ; especially when not only

ty acids, but also the di- and tribrominated bod-

s starting points.—Bull. Soc. Ck., U, vii, 329,

- ^ .wmcu 1Sj ag ^a! oDserves
tne mono-brominated fatty acids, t
w» of this series are used as startirAPnl, 1867.

silicon and its oompounds, made some years ago by Wohler and Buff,
ey obtained, by passing hydrochloric acid gas over crystallized silicon

j*™1 to a temperature just below redness, a very volatile liquid, boiling
*2 C. and yielding an inflammable vapor. This liquid was decomposed

y water, with the production of a white substance, differing entirely

Jjom silica in its properties. To the volatile liquid these chemists gave
tt« formula Si 2Cl 3-j-2HCl ; and to the white body the corresponding for-

S
U a S>°3+2HO, (Si=2l) * More recently, however, Wohler assign-

ee to these bodies the formula; Si 6H4Cl 10 and Si 6H4O l0 respectiveiyf

E* 1S
The authors observe that the above compounds may not have

, .
absolutely pure when analyzed, and call upon chemists having more

Jeisure to re-examine the whole subject.

j
l™ ^vestigation has been undertaken by Friedel and Ladenburg.
the first place, they thought it improbable from theoretical considera-

t2'
that S0 volatile a body as the above chlorid should have so compli-

cated a molecule ; and from its method of preparation they inferred that

* ^na. Ch. Pharm., civ, 94. This Journal, II, xxv, 2?0, 1858.
T Ab., cixvi^ 25t Thig Joum3lj n> xjXTiij 12o, 1864.
** Jour. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. XLIV, No. 130.—Jolt, 1867.
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it might be silicic chlorid, in which an atom of hydrogen had replaced
one of chlorine. If they could not separate the body in question from the
silicic chlorid formed at the same time, by fractional distillation, they
were prepared to convert both into ethers and thus to effect the -

The compound was prepared by Wohler and Buffs method. And
they found that by subjecting the crude material to a series of careful
fractiomngs^ a liquid was obtained whose boiling point was 34° C. in-

stead of 42°, and which distilled entirely between^34° C. and 37-5°. As
thus purified, the liquid possessed all the properties mentioned by Wohler
and Buff. Its vapor mixed with air detonated vio
flame, giving a white cloud of silica. It was analyzed by placing a
weighed quantity in a sealed bulb, in I tube contain-
ing dilute ammonia, sealing the tube, and breaking the bulb. After a
short time the tube was opened, its contents poured into a pla
and evaporated to dryness on the water-bath. The residue was treated
with water, filtered, ignited and weighed ; and by subtracting from the
entire weight that of the glass of the bulb, that of the silica was obtain-
ed. In the Ultra te the chlorine was determined as usual. The results

' ?? sP' (?
i:=28

-) That this formula moreover, rep-

proved by the vapor density ; exper-
m giving 4-04, while theory requires 4-69. The hypothesis of its

position is thus confirmed; and they showed farther that at ordinary
••M ! '

' '

'•:'
'

:

-. '

red heat hydrogen acts upon SiCi
4 , converting a portion of it into SiCl.E

When this substance is mixed with absolute alcohol, a large quantity
of hydrochloric acid gas is evolved, and the resulting liquid, when sub-
jected to frai Jds two bodies, one of which boils
between 134° and 137°, and the other at 165° C. The latter body is

silicic ether; the former is an ether corresponding to the chlorid above
described. Its analysis gives the formula B\£

6R 1 6 3 , from which the

authors derive the constitutional formula
{

^Y^
). O a . When silicic

chlorid SiCl
4 acta upon alcohol, it produces silicic ether /€ H f | °4>

IEJ* 7l-i
kn°^n ;

- ,

consequent'y tie new ether bears the same relation to
he volatile chlorid, that silicic ether bears to silicic chlorid. It is a

ITiT *
Wlth aD aSreeab,e odor

>
and insoluble in water, by which it

ifSfe»
<

fiT
P??- It

,

israther more inflammable than si

Sution of amm ^ g h?drogen when treated with an alcoholic

inJoducef* dbfa?!Tnh P"^^ " qUite remarka^- When first

trace o ^alcoho SrlT ^
°f/f ? Perceived >

d^ probably to the

la'ul? PS* 1*? Produced by the action of atmospheric moistura

evolution if gas whbh uoon^W '
J?^^ tW is *^

. -: .' ;— '-'"'
.

.
"ju'ugen. After a! of the ffas

1 the volume was measured.
ne of the original gas, and to burn

olution of gas commenced
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with the pale flame characteristic of hydrogen. The action of the pot-
ash then is as follows : (HKO)4-}-&iH4 z=:K4Si04+H 8 ,

from which it appears that one half the hydrogen comes from the potas-
sic hydrate, the other half from the silicid. As 2 vols, of the latter in-
crease to 8 vols, in the above experiment, they evidently furnish 4 vols,

of hydrogen
; and since an atom of hydrogen occupies one volume, and

a molecule of silicid 2 volumes, it is evident that each molecule of the
latter contains 4 hydrogen atoms, and that its formula is SiH4 . This is

the formula assigned to it by W6hler and Buff, its original discoverers

;

though they never obtained it pure, but always mixed with free hydrogen.
The liquid wa jcn results from the action of the sodium, is pure ethylic
silicate. The sodium appears to take no part in the reaction, since it re-

mains white and metallic, and does not diminish in weight. The forma-
tion of the hydric silicid may therefore be thus represented

:

-ine gas thus obtained is not spontaneously inflammable, at the ordinary
atmospheric temperature and pressure. But if into a small quantity of
it confined in a tall jar over mercury,—so that the mercury column consid-

iena the pressure,—a few bubbles of air be passed, ignition takes
place with deposition of silicon mixed with silica. In this respect the
gas behaves like hydric phosphid ; and the authors suggest that the hy-
drogen mixed with the SiH4 of Wohler and Buff, may be the ca
spontaneous inflammability. A hot knife blade placed near the bubbles
as they rise through the mercury, inflames them with a slight explosion.

*nedel and Ladenburg have also examined the white substance pro-
duced by the action of water on the inflammable chlorid. It was pre-
pared by passing the vapor of this chlorid into water at zero. The pro-
duct was washed with ice-cold water, dried, first in a vacuum over sul-

furic acid, and then in an oil bath at 150° to 180° C. and analyzed.
Aoe results give the formula Si2H2 3 , from which the authors derive

the rational formula |!|| I O. Its production is expressed thus :

((SiH)Cl
3 ) 2+(H2e) 3=!;**| } O-f(HC1) 6 .

These researches confirm the opinion originally advanced by Wohler
at tQese compounds are analogous to organic bodies, and consequently

Pr°ve the analogy of silicon and carbon. It will be noticed that the in-

flammable chlorid (SiH)CI 3
is similar to chloroform (€H)C1 3 ;

that the

^Pound^8^)"' ^corresponds precisely to the tribasic formic ether

of Kay
(€,1?r

1
3 ;

that hydric silicid SiH*' is anal°g°u8 to hydric

carbid €H
4 ; and that the body |g| }

O is identical in structure with

' anhydrid |**| I O. For this reason, Friedel and Ladenl
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6. Crystallization of graphitoidal silicon.—Professor W. H. Millbb
has examined some crystals of graphitoidal silicon, so called, \

received from Dr. Percy. They appeared to be oblique ; but on meas-
urement, they were found to be regular octahedrons, in which two par-
allel faces were much larger than the others; two other parallel faces
were either too small to be observed or were altogether wanting. One of

these scales had the faces of a twin octahedron. He concludes therefore,
that there is no crystallography reason for separating the graphitoidal
from the ordinary octahedral variety of silicon.
He also considers it probable that graphitoidal boron, recently shown by

Wohler and Deville to be an aluminic borid, is tetragonal, as Sella has
shown the adamantine boron to be. Sella views even the latter variety
as a definite compound of boron with aluminum and carbon, median-
ically mixed with pure boron.—Phil. Mag., IV, xxxi, 397, May, 1866.

*1' ?'nsity°f Ozone.—At the meeting of the French Academy on the
6th of May, Regnault communicated a note from Soret of Geneva, upon
trie density of ozone. As previously determined by this chemist, the den-
sity ol this substance obtained in absorption experiments, is one and a half
times that of oxygen. He has now re-determined it by means of Graham's
Jaw of diffusion

; i. e., the velocity of diffusion of a gas is inversely as the
square root of its density. He ascertained the coefficient of diffusion of

|to oxygen and of ozone into oxygen. He found that in 45
minutes, for every cubic centimeter of chlorine contained in one of the
two diffusion tubes, 0-227 of chlorine diffused into the upper tube, while
tor ozone, the quantity under the same circumstances was 0-271 Now
the

,

™tio ;227:27l=-8382:l; and if we assume ozono to have one

*/<y_ha
J

f

/^
mes the density of oxygen, Graham's law would give us

8222, a remarkably close approximation, considering
hod. We may therefore fairly regard t— -

sity of ozone as one and a half times that of oxygen ; or 1-657 if air be
taken as 1, and 24 if hydrogen be unity. While therefore the molecule
of free oxygen contains two atoms, that of ozone contains three.-2fc
Laboratory, i, 121, May 18, 1867.

9.Adamantine antkracitic carbon.--In the name of M. le Comte de
Douhet, Dumas presented recently to the Academy of Sciences at Paris

wff f it <* mmeral carbon
» remarkable for their hardness. They

To™™?
h^°tG

t
m th° hands of a merchant, who supposed them

to come from Brazil, but their origin and mode of occurrence are not
cejtainly known. These nodules consist of irregularly concentric layers.

17™ 'I I'

66
; ^ Pr«lin»nary analysts by Friedel showed the presence of

tL^L , ?
ash '\ thus raising the question whether the hardness is

mLtl JA fSn
^lmpUrities

- Dumas therefore examined purer frag-
ments and found the quantity of ash 4 per cent in two snecimens- one

W 1W* m
T-^ the °ther the same after Pulverization and wash-

er thfc ash t "? 5
UD f°rmly debuted through the mass. More-

X. T™ I™ ,

ral m 5tS reacti0DS
'
and Deither scratches nor abrades

glass. T»o elementary analyse gave Dumas as a mean the following
composition: carbon 97-5, tydrogeu 0-5, ^^wSll
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This it will be noticed is the composition of anthracite. In a subsequent
letter to Les Mondes, M. le Comte de Douhet, thus describes the mineral:
The nodules are globular, mammillated, consisting of concentric layers,

and occasionally possessing a nearly perfect cleavage. Though fragile

and brittle, the fragments will scratch not only the hardest gems, but
also the diamond itself; though ordinary anthracite will not scratch
even glass. When facets are cut upon it, this singular mineral refracts

and disperses light with that white luster whicb is characteristic of the
diamond

; other and colored gems reflect light tinged with color; while
the brilliance of the diamond is always white, even when it is itself col-

ored. Prismatic colors appear only when the light is refracted in the in-

terior of the crystal. This mineral, being opaque, cannot decompose
light, though it actively disperses it. These properties of hardness and
luster contrast strangely with the feeble density, anthracitic appearance,
and composition of this substance.
At the next session of the Academy, Dumas read a note from Mene,

calling attention to some specimens of carbon presenting a similar ap-
pearance, which he had obtained artificially by heating in the muffle of
a cupel furnace for a long time the anthracite coal of Creuzot. It thus
acquires a metallic luster, steel-gray color, and scratches glass and steel

with the cry of the diamond. Its density is 1-637, and its composition
is carbon 96-8, volatile matter 1-0, ash 2-2=100. Mene also states that
the coke produced from a mixture of the Creuzot anthracite with the St
fj-tienne bituminous, contains a multitude of brilliant points which read-

»y scratch glass.— Comptes Bendus, Ixiv, 547 and 674 ; Les Mondes, Apr.

10. On the origin of meteorites.—In his researches on diffusion, Gra-
ham has shown that certain metals, such as iron, platinum, and gold,

which occur native in the soft colloid condition, readily absorb or occlude
gases. Hence by examination of the gases evoked from a meteorite for

sample, the character of the atmosphere through which the ignited

P^ass has passed, may be determined. The well known Lenarto meteor-
!te is admirably adapted for such an experiment, being very pure and
*>«• A piece 50 millimeters long, 13 wide and 10 thick, was cut from
toe mass, cleansed and placed in a porcelain tube connected with a Spren-

g« aspirator. The tube was then heated in an ordinary combustion fur-

nace by ignited charcoal. Gas was freely evolved, which in 2£ hours

amounted to 16-53 cubic centimeter?. This gas burned like hydrogen,
*«» when analyzed gave 85-68 hydrogen, 4-46 carbonic oxyd, 9-86 ni-

trogen in the 100. As the volume of the iron was 5-78 c.c, it appears

J
,
yield 2-85 times its volume of gas, of which 86 per cent is hydrogen.

?°w, since hydrogen has been shown by spectrum analysis to be present

J?

the fixed stars, and by Secchi to be a principal element in some of
toem, we may fairly suppose that the Lenarto meteorite has brought to

j» the hydrogen of those distant bodies. Moreover it is found that mai-

lable iron can scarcely be made to occlude more than its own volume of

uyarogen under the ordinary atmospheric pressure. But the meteorite

gavQ three times this quantity. Hence Graham infers that it must have
0r»ginated beyond the limits of the light cometary matter of our solar

system.-, Chem, News, May 31, 1867.
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11. Action of manganic peroxyd on uric acid.—Q, Gilbert Wheeler I

finds that when uric acid is warmed with water and manganic peroxyd,
|

and sulphuric acid added in small portions, so long as any action is ob- I

served, the filtrate yields on concentration, crystals of parabanic acid.

But that if the mixture of water and uric acid'be treated with the per- i

oxyd so long as carbonic dioxyd is evolved, and the whole filtered, man-
ganic oxalate is left on the filter, and the filtrate contains allantoin and
urea. He gives the reaction as follows :

(?AM*03^+(Mne2)3+(H2^)4=(« 4H 6N4 3 ) 2+(€eH4
N

2)2 j+(Mn€
2 4 )2+Mn€e 3.-^om the author's paper in the Zeitschrift

fur Chemie.

12. Indium.—Fremy exhibited to the Academy on the 22nd of April,

in behalf of Professor Richter who was present, two ingots of indium ob- j

tained from the Freiberg blendes, which were about a decimeter high, and
a few centimeters in diameter, and weighed 500 grams. They were

valued at 20,000f.
* 3

1 3. Expansion of metals and alloys by heat.—A. Matthiessen has ap-

plied the hydrostatic method—by means of which he determined the

expansion of water and mercury (see this Journal, II, xliii, 254)—to

metals and alloys. The unit of volume at 0° C. becomes at f C,

by him are as follows

:

£ i

r

Me investigated the following 19 alloys: 1. Sn.Pb; 2. Pb.Sn; 3.

BiPb,; 10 Cu+(33-85 vol.) Zn ; 11. AuSn 2 ; 12. Au 2Sn 7 ;
13. Ag*

U^tit^K l5 ' ASAu4; 16- Ag+(19-65vol.)Pt; 17. Cn+
(48 06 vol

) Au; 18. Cu-j- 28-31 vol.) Ag; 19. Cu+(Wl3 vol.) Ag.
The volume at 100* C. was determined as aboveTnd also calculated

trom that of the component metals ; he obtained also the specific gravity,

thus obta" d
'
lnve8ti^ation the electric conductibility. The results



,..:•
!; Cnd

""Kir.
y-.*o3

8-738 396
0-257

10-93o

2171 70-20

11-978 35-51

28-25
\2-di 20-93
14-870 14-847 !«•;.-.]

17-540 17-493 2091

The volume at 0° C. being 1. From these tables Matthiessen con-
cludes that the volume (as well as the specific gravity) of any alloy be-
tween and 100° C. nearly equals the mean of the volumes of the
anoyed metals at the given temperature. In other words, neither vol-

?l
nor specific gravity depends on the chemical nature of the alloy

;

nU« the last two columns show that the electric conductibility, not
Jfing simply the calculated mean, does depend on the chemical condi-
ion ot the alloy. In his concluding remarks, Matthiessen states that
ae is able to calculate the conductibility of any alloy if it be considered*it

i
"solidified solution of one metal in the other."—Pogg. Annalen,W, exxx, 50-76

; Cosmos, 1867, v, 160. o. h.

wJfc l ,
ulatory the°ry of heat—Babinet says that his theory, first

Published in 1838 is still new; we give the following extract from L'ln-
*tnj 1866, pp. 340-342.

* *

iJsf . °f a molecule is its vis-viva ; two molecules are in caloric
i when they possess the same vis-viva. In this condition they

) or in contact exchange equal quantities of heat,

j.~' i"«eu in tne same sphere, they will produce the same radiation,

and TT
represents tne mass of a molecule of oxygen having a velocity v,

K D»^an<i v'> ^e same quantities for hydrogen ; then these molecules
aa*e the same quantity of heat and the s?- n.m™*»~ it

**V=im, we have v'=4v.

Consequently mv*-mu*=m>v>*-m'u'2.'

tw
1S

'
l^e two atoms gam or l°se t^e same quantities *of heat \

° given temperatures. Or in other words, the specific heat of e

aIITa*
tS constant

, which is the law of Dulong and Petit.

,
vibrating !

e via-vira and heat, independent of the state of aggregation of the

*^ «j
* liquid or gaseous)- Hence ^ unit °f fca*-^ one dv-
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At this temperature, 0°, the total quantity

is very nearly 1200 such units.

By combining two molecules so that they vibrate as one, Babinet

proves that their vis-viva will be doubled ; or if the final temperature is

to be the original temperature, the combination must lose a vis-viva equal
l" *M originally possessed by each of the molecules, or 1200 dynamic

ning the other parts of his

15. Action of heat on the optical properties of crystals.—DesCloi-

-iux has determined optically the system of crystallization for quite 8

ruber of minerals, hitherto imperfectly ascertained, and has also made
ne very important observations on the variation of the optical proper-

i of crystals by heat. He finds

(1.) On the optical properties of i

o influence. Crystals whictCrystals i

an open cross (croix disloquee)
;

biaxial crystals, did not show any variation even by a change in temper-

ature from 10° to 190° C. Anatase, apophyllite, beryl, idocrase, tourma-

line, were among the crystals examined.

(2.) In biaxial crystals the apparent distance of the axes is generally

changed by a change of temperature ; so that the three indices of re-

fraction are probably unequally modified by heat. Fizeau has shown by

* refraction of the ordinary and

extraordinary rays in uniaxial calcite and quartz are thus unequally modi-

" displacement of the axes, as well as the

t for different substances, but have not a

fled by heat. The amount of displacement of t

r different substanc ,

optica] properties. DesCloizeaux found

..^e or uncertain, very feeble or nearly zero.

Aragonite and the micas show exceedingly small variation. Celestine
(increase of 6° 41' between 10° and 105° C.) and leadhillite (diminu-

? i™l 5°' between 15° a"d 180°) are among the more variable.
(3.) While in the orthorhombic forms' the median line of the optical

axes remains unchanged, it does change in most mmoclinic crystals, as

already found by Neumann, in 1 835, for gypsum. Among 22 such crys-

tals with Je optical axes in the plane of symmetry, and heated between

\
5
*f f v,

DesCloiz^ux found that 11 showed a considerable, *

median fine " 7^^ 5 sh°Wed hardl
y an? chaD^ * ""

(4.)
•

The five triclinic minerals investigated (albite, amblygonite,*
mte, disthene sassolme) showed betweeS 15° and 175° C. hardly any

- -* ne of their optical axes.-^
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16. On the determination of atomic weights by optical means ; by Dr.
Albbecht Schrauf.—If 11 be the index of refraction and d the density
of a body, then Newton's formula for the refractive power M of any sub-
stance is by Schrauf replaced by

where * is the wave-length, N the dispersing power.

Schrauf modifies the latter equation of Cauchy to n=z\+^,

where C is a constant, and uses A as the numerical value of fi for *=*?,
the wave-length of the red rays. For the correctness of this modified
relation between (i and * he gives good theoretical and experimental proof.

If P be the atomic weight of an element, then M=PM and V=VN
are respectively what he calls the refk pttalmte
Moreover, by considering light to be a vibratory motion of the atoms, he

3ME proportional t

where Z is the number and G the magnitude of the " physM of any element he determines by n in the different conditions of

refraction- equivalent of the

*aer parts from that of the substance entire, IMC (Tot)
;m (z)=M (Tot)-ltt (Pars),

•or any compound of a, 6, c, etc., he puts

M(a+H-c+ . . .)=«M(a)+n'M(6)-f- etc.,

mere n,n'
. . . are simple, entire numbers.

Ihe following is a synopsis of the principal results. P are the atomic

eights as now adopted.

Elements uncombined ; ft di rectiv determined.

?«: Hydrogen, M=0-004050 ' M=Q004050
Oxygen, 0-000489 0-007824

Nitrogen, 0-000602 0-008428

Chlorine, 0-000627 0-022258

mid or solid :

0-002545

0-001987

Butyl -alcohol C._ I(
Ethyl-ether €

4H 10O=74 0-001453 0-10757

^ng O as the part, and z^^Hjo, the above-stated value of J

68 M(€4H lo=M(tot.)-ia(pars)=0-100521.

value he now from mercury-ethyl, €4 ET
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0-031800, and by means of Cauchy's formula for reflection from n

0-021720, while 'by Brewster's formula 0-39740 was obtained. I

manner he determines the equivalent for quite a number of elcmen

For easier comparison the refraction equivalents are referred to t

hydrogen as unity. These values he marks [M]i hence for reduct

Bff(H) : [BI(H)]=0-004050 : 1-00.

Further he deduces from these latter values the optical atomic nw
that of hydrogen being 100, by the equation

/«,.: in

radense Sclirauf's tables into the following, giving the values of

lie weight P(H=1), the refraction-equivalent [M] (also for

nd the optical atomic number ZG (that of H equal to 100). The

refer to the red rays. Th< I and gaseous

3 indicated respectively by m,/(fest-flussig) and g.*

l»l

17-83 2705

/ 4873 5076

T.I

From this table Schrauf deduces further that the various conditions of

the same elements are optically expressed iu simple multiples. Thus for

;iphur vapor. Also that allied elements are optically in the

same relation of simple multiples ; thus the last column gives

F 7-63 (/), Br 13-45 (/), I 1500 (/) ; CI 15-53, g.
O 12-25 5-; S 12-00 (<jp),Se(m) 37-77; S (/) 50-40;

bo also N, As, P, Sb, Br, and other groups.
Though many points are yet obscure, we nevertheless ha

211, 1865; Pogg. Ann., exxvii, 175-176, 1866. g. h.

* The Bymbols in the table, although none are writtea with barred letters, stand

for the equivalents as adopted in the new system.
+ By Cauchy's formula 896 and 448.
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II. MINERALOGY AND GEOLOGY.

'

1. Altitudes in British America.—The following altitudes an
ities of peaks, passes and stations in the Rocky Mountains in

America are compiled from the reports and maps of Capt. Pallis

plorations, published by Parliament, 1859-'65, and are given 1

eference. Some of the locations are taken from the <

tions published in the reports, others from the maps. When then
' ich have their latitudes an«

n the earlier reports, and the maps, the latter hare b

lowed, as they are the latest publications, and therefore may be

The altitudes are deduced from barometrical
and the temperatures of boiling water.

observations (aneroid)

1

Loee -
Altitude.We

51 47
51 45

62 28

51 20

52 52

51 9

114 58

116
~5

118 3

117 50

118 12

115 27

106 16

113 15

feet.

6J300

5',210

7^200

l',050

1M00
7,858

1,321

s!963

3,195

.

;

....

Sullivan's Peak

..v.*.'/. ;:;;

Mt. Robinson '.

;;

Old Bow Fort, '.
. .

.".'.'.'.'.'.'.*.'.'.'.".'. .'.'.'.
. .

.

.if..,;,
1

....
i^P^House,...

J-horee Pass" is given here as located on the map ; in the ear-
i,est report it is stated as long. 117° 20' W., and alt. 5210 ft (Rep. 1859,

Except Mt. Murchison, the heights named here are along the crest

^watershed) of the Rocky Mountains; the names of other peaks were not
pitied to this list, as no measurements are given. Mts. Brown and
Uooker were stated by Douglass, many years ago, to be over 15,000 feet

hp, and on the map ac I *ookei>a "Flora Boreali-

ia stated to be 16,000 feet high, and
*"• Hooker 15,700 feet. In the first of Capt. Palliser's Reports (1859,
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p. 39) be states of Mt. Murchison that "it is a most massive mountain,
which the Indians consider to be the highest of all the Rocky Mountains.
I afterward measured two of its highest peaks." * * "They are re-

spectively 15,789 and 14,431 feet above the sea." This v,

hovyever, at Fort Edmonton in Oct. 1858, and on the maps pu
1865, the altitude is given as tabulated above, 13,400 feet, probably as

the result of later computations.
In the later and fuller Journal (1863, p. 112) speaking of it, he says,

"if a rough triangulation I made of what I supposed to be the same
peak from the Kootanie Plain, is to be trusted, it must be 13,000 to

14,000 feet above the sea. The average altitude of the mountains is

11,000 to 12,000 feet above the sea, and I do not place mu<
on estimates of altitudes greater than that, as there is a striking appear-
ance of uniformity in the altitude of the mountains."

In this great mountain mass in which these peaks are, between Iat
51° and 53°, and long. 116° and 119°, the report speaks much of glaciers.

About Mts. Lyell and Murchison especially they are on a grand scale,

and descend into some of the valleys to an altitude of 4,320 feet above
:-l fill great valleys above that altitude. All the conditions

requisite tor producing glaciers of great magnitude are stated to exist.

2. On some remains of Paleozoic Insects recently discovered in Nova
bcoha and New Brunswick

; by J. W. Dawson, LL.D.—Dr. Dawson
has communicated to us a paper with the above title from which we cite

the following facts. Mr. James Barnes of Halifax has discovered in the
shale of the coal formation, Little Glace Bay, Cape Breton, a wing of a

Neuropter, whose full expanse of wing when alive must have been seven
inches. Mr. Scudder has named it Haplophebium Barnesii, and pro-

nounces it an Ephemerina. This is the second species thus far discovered
in the Nova Scotia coal formation, the only other having been found by

, probably eqi

of New York. The
na; Homoth

Odontata and Sialina ; Lithentomum Harttii Scuddei, T
IZt g 8TW

\f
th

'

'

Xenoneura antiquum

rnTne from ft X
r N
/
u™Pte%^ the ^men " too imperfect to deter-mme from ,t the fam,ly. Descriptions and wood-cuts of the wings by

5kinnnf n "?>
glVe

",

'n the PaPer'
which » to form part of the new

editionio
i

Dr. Dawson's Acadian Geology.
*

der'^t
m°97Pi 0/ the Britith Fossil Crustacea belonging to the or-

FGSPzT/.KD l-Pterggotus Anglieut
; by Henry WoooWABP,JM^mKZA, of the British Museum. 44 pp. 4to, with 9 plates. From

trnSrx ^ Pala^ographical Society, volume for 1865.KoSS C™tacean here described, from remains found in
the ower Old Red Sandstone in Perthshire and Forfarshire, is one of the

™, * TW™

,

°f the P*leozoic- As the author observes, the
genus 1 terygotus contains probably the largest species of the whole
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Crustacean class. Four nearly entire bodies have been found, the lar-

gest about four feet long and fifteen inches broad, but with the head
wanting. The memoir of Mr. Woodward is very full in its .1

and its synonymy and references, and its illustrations are of natural size.

The memoir opens with a table giving the arrangement and nomencla-
ture of the segments of the Crustacea with their appendages ; remarks
on the classification of the order Merostomata ; a table showing the ge-
ological range and geographical distribution of the species of the order;
and the bibliography of the subject. Mr. Woodward has also published
m the Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society for February, 1867, an

paper on some points in the structure of the Xiphosura,
having reference to their relationship with the Eurypteridse.

4. Observations on the Glacial Phenomena of Labrador and Maine,
with a view of the recent Invertebrate Fauna of Labrador ; by A. S. Pack-
ard, Jr., M.D. Mem. Boston Soc. N. H., Vol. I. Published May, 1867.
92 pages quarto, with two plates.—In this important memoir the author
brings together the evidence and materials bearing upon the nature of
the marine deposits of the Post-tertiary or Drift period in Eastern North
America. In the first part a description is given of the physical and
geological features of eastern Labrador, with an account of the glacial

Phenomena which the author has observed there, and a catalogue of the

eeted in the "Leda Clay" of Labrador and New Brunswick.
This is followed by an account of u )tk» in New
England, with lists of the Leda Clay fossils from the various localities

which have been examined.
The author recognizes four epochs or changes in physical conditions

curing the Post-tertiary or Quaternary Period. First, a period of eleva-
tion above the present sea level, accompanied b

600 feet

than at present, while the climate had become warmer, allowing a
jwrthward migration of animals. Fourth, the Terrace epoch, during which
we land was again elevated, causing the drainage of extensive estuaries
and bays, and the formation of terraces.
*rom the character of the fossils of the Leda Clays at various localities

«' is shown that during this period the marine animals of the coast were
attributed after nearly the same plan as at present, except that the Arctic

JP
d Sub-arctic faunse descended a little farther along the coast, while

• a fauna even extended north of Cape Cod, its present limit,

—

'he fossil shells of Point Shirley, Mass., agreeing with the existing species
ot Long Island Sound. At that period the Bison and the Walrus lived

Father in Maine, which had a marine fauna resembling that now found

!? Labrador and Newfoundland. The evidence is entirely opposed to the
tfceory of a Tertiary or Post-tertiary connection of the land between Europe
afld America, and to any interchange of species either of animals or

clrcumpo]ar specif which have descended to a greater or less extent on

fach continent during the cold period, and retreated or perished, more or

'ess completely, during the subsequent warmer period. No change of
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Champlain, and probably through the Bay of Fundy from the

«un w ot. Lawrence.
The second part of the paper is occupied by a Catalogue of the Ma-

rine Invertebrates of Labrador, in which a number of new species of

Worms, Crustacea, and Mollusca are described. In the first part of the
paper two new species of fossil shells are described from Labrador, viz.,

Bela robusta and Fusus Labradorensis, which, with numerous other in-

teresting forms, are well figured. v.

5. Exploring Expedition in the Interior Basin from Colorado west—
The last Congress ordered an examination of a belt of territory on and
near the 40th parallel of north latitude, between the meridians of 105°

and 120° W., along and near the proposed route of the Pacific Rail

Road. The survey is under the direction of the Secretary of War, or more
immediately under Maj. Gen. A. A. Humphreys, chief of the I

neers, and Mr. Clarence King has been appointed to conduct the work,
with the power to choose his own assistants, Mr. Jam- s L Gardner i=

the first assistant in Topography, and Prof. James D. Hague in Geology.
The party will consist of about ten scientific men, a few camp men, and
a sufficient military escort for protection. The topography and geology
of the country will receive the greater share of attention, but the other

departments of science will not be neglected. A botanist, a z •

a photographer accompany the expedition. The party sailed early in

May for San Francisco, and will commence work as soon as possible at

or near Pyramid Lake, and then work eastward.
The belt to be examined commences at the boundary of California,

and extends entirely across Nevada and Utah, and into Colorado, to the

se of the Rocky Mountains. It is expected that when com-
pleted, and taken in connection with the labors of the State Geological
Survey of California, and the private explorations of Prof. Whitney and
liaron Richtoten in Nevada, it will furnish a geological section entirely
across the great mountain system of the western part of the con
-i widest portion, and include an examination of the most important

as producing the precious metals in North America. It is pur-

devote at least three years to the field-work.
Annexed is a list of the s t present organized

:

^ chief in charge ; James T. Gardner, H. Custer, and F. A.

R ™G

i^raPhlcal »»»tonte
; Prof. J. D. Hague, Arnold Hague, and

oamuei p. amnions, Geological assistants: W. W. Bailev, Botanist, Rob-
ert Rldcrewsv 7ftnl««;o* J rp tt aw ,.• -rs,

J \ n
re Ridgeway, Zoologist, and T. H. O'Sullivan, Photoffraphe,
6. Locahty of Secondary Fossils in Oregon; by W. P. ]

note to Prof. Dana, of June 1, 1867.—In my recent tour through Oregon
1 obtained a very interesting suite of fossils from Mr. Congdon at the
Dalles, who collected or received them from Beaver creek and Crooked
nver south of John Day's, Oregon. There are Tt
species a Fholadomya, Ammonites, Fusus, Dent-,
al oi them very perfect caste of the inner and outer portions of the shell.
The Tumble indicates the Cretaceous age of the formation, and it is
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possible that the other fossils may be referred to the same era instead of
the Jurassic.

7. Exogenous leaves in the Cretaceous rocks of Iowa ; by C. A. White.
^rom a letter to one of the editors, dated Nebraska City, June 6th, 1867.

While at Red Oak Junction, the county seat of Montgomery county,
Mr. Meek found in the sandstone there, which I had called in my late
article in the American Journal the " Nishnabotany sandstone," a couple
ot specimens of exogenous leaves which he says are identical with some
ot those described from the Lower Cretaceous of Nebraska. This is very
satisfactory, since it confirms my previously expressed opinion ; the place
is the most southerly point at which undoubted Cretaceous rocks have
been seen m Iowa.

8 C. A. White on Drift Phenomena in S. W. Iowa.—To the close of

K 5? Para£raPh on Page 303, vol. xliii, the following sentence should
oe added. " Sets No. 3 [on an accompanying map not published] repre-
nt a current coinciding quite nearly with the general direction of

the drainage upon the western water-shed, and sets No. 1 and No. 2 rep-
sent currents approximately coinciding with the general courses of the

Missouri and Platte rivers."

mun'ica" 1*T
U>n^ of Diamonds in California.—-Prof. Silliman «m»-

ken found i weighed I

k"»g subjected to a fire test. It was found in the deep gravel washings,^e second specimen was from Forest Hill, El Dorado (Placer?) county;

anH
5 *^3 grains, equal to nearly l£ carats ; color good, but less perfect

J
symmetrical than the firgt The thir(J g jmen wag from Fiddletown,

Amador county. It is smaller and less perfect than either of the others.
nee 1855 five diamonds are known to have been found at Fiddletown,
one weighing much over a carat. All were found in a gray, cemented

Ck und
.

erlying a stratum of lava or compact volcanic ashes. The
urth specimen was from Cherokee Flat, Butte county, which has ac-

in a
80me rePutation as a diamond locality. It has been cut and set

ml°i^ote uPon "Partzite;" by Wm. P. Blake.—The silver ore from

neJJ
?Pnngs> Mono county, California, described by Mr. Arents as a

mineral under the name Pui : :>
i

- -f • .i xiiii, 362), appears to

J of colors, and I

£ that analyses of any two different samples would agree.
• iteliquiai Aquitanicce ; being Contributions to the Archaeology and
Ontology ofPerigordand the adjoining provinces of Southern France;
iDouakd Lartet and Henry Christy. Edited by Thomas Rupert
s
» Prof. Geol., etc., Roy. Military College, Sandhurst. Part IV,

*» !867, pages 25-32, and 57-72, Plates A. xin, xiv; B. vn-x.
d°n, H. Bailliere ; Bailliere Bros., New York).—This new number
6 Reliquiae Aquitanic* opens . of the charac-
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the Reindeer period, and next takes up the features and geol-

ogy of the valley of the Vezere. We cite the following paragraphs from

Iff. Christy's observations on the Reindeer period.

"It would be easy to cite many circumstances illustrative of the resem-

blance between the condition and habits of the modern Esquimaux and

these cave-dwellers of France at the Reindeer-period. But now comes
,

the great question, When was the Reindeer-period in Southern France?

and what is its antiquity?
" It is far easier to indicate its place in the series of observed facts in

relation to ancient Man, than to assign to it any definite antiquity of— Geologically, a wide gulf separates it from the Drift-period,

though perhaps wider in the geological than in the paleontological

seological bearings, to be of higher antiquity than th<

kenmoddings of Denmark and the Lacustrine Dwellings of Swit

aspect; but, on the other hand, it will seem, both from the
j

ologi-

l archaeological bearings, to be of higher antiquity than the Kjok-

Kerunoddings of Denmark and the Lacustrine Dwellings of Switzerland,

and very certainly than the whole group of so called Celtic and Cromlech
remains. Comparing its fauna with that of these various periods, the

Reindeer-period may be placed thus:

—

"In the Drift (Valley-gravels) the Mammoth, Rhinoceros, Horse, and

Ox are the predominant animals, and the Reindeer appears bul
In the Dordogne Caves the Reindeer predominates, associated largely

with the Horse and Aurochs, and exceptionally with some remains of

Mammoth, Hyena, &c. ; but all traces of such domesticated animals as

the Sheep, the Goat, and the Dog are wanting.
"In the Kjokkenmoddings of Denmark, though so much nearer the

Subarctic regions, the Reindeer is not found, and the fauna, though more

ancient than that now existing, indicates the presence of domesticated

animals (Dog).

"The same may be said of the Swiss Lacustrine Dwellings: domestic

animals are present ; and the Reindeer is absent even from the most

ancient of them, though that it was once in the neighborhood is mani-

fested by the existence of its remains in caves (at l'Echelle) in the same

district

" In none of the Cromlechs or Sepulchres is there a trace of the Rein-

deer; and the fauna indicated by tl ,m is cited as

f the Kjokkenmoddings or that of the

vi industrial point of view, it may be re-

. '.industry except

..x.plements of flint ; and of these on -,•• hare beeo

detected, though ther« is no reason to doubt that he had also implements
than the majority ofth

" In the Reindeer-period, although
Cieri in ^PPing, we have a total absence of ground or poshed axes;
and though he had am. there is no trace of bis

ar^no tracerof

h°W
^^ '' ^ '" lDaDy °f theS6 CaVeS °f Dordo2ne the'*

"In the Kjokkenmoddinjenmoddings pottery is not unfrequent, though groun<

but not wholly m foorla are scare*

dwellings

", -
lcw

> uul not wholly v.

i the very oldestjrf 1>e itl which there

of the axes are ground
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-beds are the same as those found in
Denmark and England. Pottery is abundant ; nc
weaving is presented ; and there are evidences th
wheat and other cereals had been attained to. In tl

Sepulchres, pottery is abundant ; and the frequent
in bronze indicates a later time.

12. Manual of Geology; by the Rev. Samdel Hadghton, M.D., F.R.S.,
rtof. Geol. Univ. of Dublin. 2nd ed., revised and considerabh enlaced.m pp.,12mo. London, 1866. (Longmans, Green. Reader, and Dyer.)
-Irot Haughton has aimed to present in his Manual the general results
ot geological investigation without many of its details. He commences
at once with the origin of the globe, and presents deductions as to the
successive steps of progress in its inorganic material and its life, through-
out the history, illustrating this progress with many diagrams. While
we could not subscribe to all of the deductions, thinking them often more
Positive than the facts warrant, we commend the book as one that will be
aa with profit. But it appears to us better for the teacher, to use in

i with his other works on the subject, than for the pupil. The
strong ground against the hypothesis of Lamarck and

13. Ob Species of Fossil Plantsfrom the Tertiary of Mississippi; bv
KRSUX. 24 pp., 4to, with 10 lithe-.

irans Am. Phil. Soc, vol. xiii.)—A brief account of the plants here
"_'";

. - .
.

'
'-. -'._..'.

;
. - .''•. - --

\
°) of Eug. W. Hilgard, by whom the specimens were collected,

re described from the Red shale, making with 10 before de-

and r f

fr°m SomerviIle
» Tennessee (this Jour., II, xxvii, 363), 32 species:

oo 6 from the White soft clay of nearly the same age. They pertain t

«nat Prof. Hilorard calls t.h« Nnrth TAanitia o-rnnn. One sneoies. th

author takes

Hilgard calls the North Lig
amopsis Dana*

furnished th

i Lesq., is given ii

or by Prof. Lesquer

alisburia, Populus,

group, une species, tne

» Geology, from a drawing

The other species ;

8*n«a Sabal, Salisburia, Populus, Salix, Quercus, Ficus, Laurus,

Ian

na
rt
0mum

i Banksia, Persea, Ceanothus, Sapindus, Bhamnus, Jug-
«*, Magnolia, Asimina,, Phvllites. Two of the plants of the genera

"ftamnus and Phyllites are referred to living species, and the whole are

y°
t

D<

?
Unce<* i^ Lesquereux to have close relations to Miocene species.

w he admits a resemblance to the Cretaceous plants of the Upper

p"' and leaves the question of age unsolved for want of more data,

f u
kesquereux closes his memoir with descriptions of fossil leaves

U S
" Upper Cretaceous" of Fort Ellsworth, Nebraska.

x*- State Geological Survey of Iowa. Preliminary notice of New

J?!?™* SPede» of Fossils ; by C. A. White, M.D., State Geologist,

thi ]!
St-John, Assistant. 4 pp., 8vo.—Professor White mentions in

in tl n
4

* tbe occurronce of Protozoan shells of the genus Amphistegina
«ie Coal-measures of Iowa. He also describes the following species

;

and tP5
** spondyliformis, Waldheimia compacta, Beyrichia lithofactor ;

£
the new genus Meekella to include as the typical species Orthisina

**ourte«m Swallow (Ortkit *), together with

^fmna Shumardiana Swallow, Prodtctu* e w Ei hwi d, Strep-

"jnchus occidentalis and S. pyramidalis Newberry.
**• joue. Scl-Second Series, Vol. XLIII, No. 130.-July, 1867.
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15. Revue de Geologie pour les annees, 1864 et 1865, par M. Delesse,

Ing6nieur en Chef des Mines, Prof. Geol., etc., et M. de Lapp,,

nieur des Mines, Vice-Sec. Soc. Geoi. de France. 27 i) pp., 8vo. Paris,

i complete review of the Geological papers of the yean Lfgl
I

tapers of the

.11 who would follow the |
.._'>„-- !1865, i

the Science of Geology.

III. BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY.

1. Flora <

\n OrimU a Qrosm
et Egypto ad India fines hucusque observatarum ; auctore Edmund Bo»
bier. Vol I, Thalamifi.ore. Basel and Geneva. 1867. pp. 1017, roy.

8vo.—We have just received this first volume of the flora of I

"\ which, as is well known to botan long been en-

gaged. It is greatly needed, and will no doubt be ably t

i. u< i i ui i ,
(i m h count

flora of Europe with that of Africa on the one hand, and <

i on the other ; and covers the most interesting of all lands, Pales-

"
'

, Mesopotamia and Persia, Egypt and Greece. The

meny sketches trie general characters of these regions, the botany

oi wmcn is thus combined, notes the explorers who have made collections

in any of them, from Rauwolf, Tournefort, and Wheeler down to the

present time, indicates the districts in which he has himself botanized,

and enumerates generally the sources of the various materials available

for this work. He explains the plan of the publication, and the princi-

ples by which he is guided. He announces his conviction that species

nations as such, and fixed in character, variable more or less,

but only within certain limits. To specific names he prefers to append

the original authority for that name under whatever genus it may have

fallen: e. g. . -b Cheirantho,"—although Linnseus,

who had both genera, referred this species to Cheirantkus. In their or-

thography, he continues to write geographical adjective names with a

• manner of DeCandolle, e. g., Matthiola Arabic*,
an usage which has never been universal, and from which in general

there is a tendency to recede ; while on the other hand, he writes proper

substantive specific names with a small initial, e.g. Ranunculus fiam-
mula,—\n which perhaps he stands nearly alone. Neither the species

nor the genera are numbered. The name, specific character, and syn-

onymy form one paragraph, the habitat another, in smaller type, descrip-
tive notes or observations (when there are any) a third, and the geo-

graphical <

.

, :

ts of the workj is indi-

cated in a fourth paragraph. Varieties also occupy separate paragraphs.
The whole arrangement is very clear and convenient ; but the type is *>

large and the page so open that the work will be more bulky than we
should have thought expedient. Of its substantial excellence and con-

- accuracy there can be no doubt. a. a.

2. Catalogue des Vegetaux Zigneux du Canada, pour sen,
hgence des Collections debois economiques envoyeesa FMcpoi
verselle de Pans, 1867

; par l'Abbe Ovide Betokt, etc. Quebec. 8vo
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-Professor Brunei has brought i

se mentioned in

not numbered the species, nor given their

.annot without counting ascertain how many
woody plants Canada can boast of. Plants so little woody as Clematis

. and even Chiogenes, and Helianthemum Canadense are in-
cluded. But there is no mention oi

nor of the Red Spruce, nor Gray Oak, both probably mere varieties of
other species, but worthy of examination by Canadian botanists. There
are, also, two distinct kinds of Mountain Ash growing in the vicinity of

.

>r, issued in 1866, with a plate of the

% P. alba and nigra—the V, ace, and two
photograph views of trees of the former. The glaucous-leaved variety
pt the Black Spruce, the common and almost the sole form of tl

in Eastern New England, is named by Prof. Brunet, var. grisea ; it is

popularly called in Canada Epinette Blanche, or Gray Spruce. Spruce
beer

(
ma<le from Black Spruce), it appears, is an early invention. Prof,

fminet copies from Duhamel a curious account of the manner of making
» more than a hundred years ago. a. g.

3. Report of Proceedi, 'Exhibition
and Botanical Congrc^ 22-31, 1866.—We re-
printed at the time the masterly addrea this Botani-
cal Congress, A. DeCandolle, and notices of most of the botanical
Papers read at the sessions, gathered from the abstracts published in the

a *a \r
DerS' Cnronicle - The Honorary Secretaries, Messrs. Moore, Hogg,

?na Masters, have how issued an official account of the whole proceed-

2
g8

' !i
a nands<>me royal 8vo volume of 428 pages, with plates, maps,

*c
- The volume is replete with interest, both horticultural and botani-

ff ' ,
,

0ne of the most interesting articles is that of Dr. Masters on
Rouble Flowers, which, did time and space allow, we should have been
g'ad to present to our readers, in full or in abstract. a. ft.

*. Collections of Dried Plants of California are often asked for, and
™ay now be supplied. Mr. Bolander, who has formerly supplied some
yrasses, &c ., in this way, has now made up, from his recent collections

plete specimens of about
' which over one-third are

^yperaceas (chiefly Carex) and Graminece, and more than a quarter vom-
Positce. The specimens will be named, according to the numbers. Sets

^
n be had for $12 in currency per hundred, by making early applica-

10n to Mr. Horace Mann, at Harvard University Herbarium, Cambridge.

6
- Growth of Lycoperdon giganteum ; by F. Moigno, in the Chera.

^.
6ws, Apr. 19, 1867.—The unexpected observation of the Lycoperdon

wanteum has led M. Ernest Baudrimont to some very interesting condit-
ions.

Fourteen days after its apparition at the surface of the ground it

u acquired a considerable size. Plucked on September 17, 1866, when

"commenced to rj
- nearly of a regular spheroidal

nn
> with a very short peduncle of a very beautiful white color, dull, and
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slightly rosy ; the skin was distended, and elastic under the pressure of

us circumference measured lm. 4c, 01

oing 3 kilo. 500 grams. When detached circularly by means
of a sharp instrument, a great quantity of turbid liquid was disengaged of

i yellow color. It was placed immediately in a baking-oven,

where it remained twenty days. Taken out completely dried, it weighed

305 grams, thus showing that before desiccation it contained
cent of water. Analysis jen gas represented alone

8-96 per cent of the weight of the dried fungus, or 0-78 per cent of the

weight of it in its normal state. If we suppose all this nitrogen to have

been in the state of albumen, a substance which contains 17-70 per cent

of nitrogen and 53 per cent of carbon, the total mass of lycoperdon (305

grams) contains 174-063 grams of carbon; we have even 1 I.

adding the carbon contained in the non-nitrogen",

lose, &c. This being ascertained, we have 142 grams of carbon represent-

ing 520-66 grams, or 265 liters of carbonic acid, and thence 530,000
liters of air. It is from this enormous volume of air, which is about equal

to a cube of 8 meters linear edge each way, that the fungus in question

must have drawn, without losing a single trace, and, if we may so term it,

with mathematical precision, the 142 grams of carbon necessary for its

development of fourteen days. This is at the rate of, per day of twenty

few hoim, 10-15 grams of carbon, 18-9 liters of carbonic acid gas, and

; is upon nearly half a

ir mat tne plant must have or

l of the carbonic acid gas wh:

e estimate the prodigious activity that this inferior plant could develop

> be able to take in fourteen days all the carbonic acid belonging to

30,000 liters of air ? How astonishing, then, must be the delicacy of

ie absorptive organs which seize on its flight an elastic fluid—if we may
> call it—intangible, disseminated in such an enormous mass, continually

moving with great rapidity ! But this is not all. The mean circuinfer-

s radius, 0*157 m. ; its volume more

1 millimeter long at most, and the ^th of a millimeter in thickness,

between which are placed the repro.i' fcal number of

- exceeds fourteen billions (14,589,140,400); and since the

development lasted fourteen days, a million of cellules had to be produced
every four hours—twelve thousand cellules per second ! Just let one
stroke of the pendulum, and then another, be heard, and conceive, if yo»
can that in that space of time the fungus constructed 12,(X
besides (as the spores are a hundred times at least more numerous than

*) 1,200,000 spores, without any sensible shock or ani
interior derangement capable of disturbing the mysterious equilibrium
that reigns through all the parts of this living body. How great, then,

"iSl ^d
!?
mU9 enfgy*faieh animates the material substance, and

instantaneously to the exigencies of hf«'

% the (liferent stages ofLife in the Individ-
ual and those m the entire Group of the Molluscous Order i

cMata; by Alpheus Hvatt. (From ., t0n Society
of Natural History, vol. I.)-Iu this paper the remarkable changes, which

which can accommodate itself
" On the Parallelism betw
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have a singular analogy with the gradual decline in the characters of the
genera and species just previous to the extinction of the order in geolog-
ical times. The analogy of the process of decline in old age with that
of development during the young state is also discussed, as well as the
correspondence of the latter with the first appearance* and gra
crease of the order in its geological history. v.

;
7. Notes on the Radiaia in the Museum of Yale College, with Descrip-

rv A. E. Vekiull. (From the Trana-

ia«?
n
\

°f the Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences, Vol. I, Part II,

v Vr'^^ ' lm Description* of New Starfishes from New Zealand.
March, 1867.—In this paper four new species of starfishes

i, two of which represent new genera, viz., Coslasterias aus-

variHi. The -

as the s

also with numerous rays, which arc long and slender, arising from a
comparatively small disk.
Wo. 2. Notes on the Echinoderms of Panama and West Coast of

America, with Descriptions of New Genera and Species. Published, in
Part, March, 1867.* This paper embraces a complete review of all the

~i antral ana *
1 are derived from the collectioi

nel n
PMt year °" th&t COast

" Sixty-e,'=nt sPecies are enumerated,
ariy all of which are described in detail, whether new or previously

Sffc
Twenty-two new species are included in this paper, together

th >,,
Ur new genera. Among the more interesting new species are

«e following: Astrophyton Panamense, Ophiura Daniana, Hemipholis
y Mihs, Ophiothela mirabilis (new genus,) Astropecien fragilis, A. Pe-

p
V

y
n
^. Asterina modesla, 0% ' hrodia Bradleyi,

imfo-r?
6™ 01 coronata

(new genus), Astropyga venusta, Uuryechinus

MeWt £?* Sibhosus Val. . u, Boletia viridis,

nJ ^acific^, Astroclypus Manni (new genus), Metalia nobilis,
n*sus obesus.

Onh• Dame
'. °PhiotMa ,

is proposed for
.'

J five ambulacral perfon
2ral changes in the
)r which are as foil



ris incisa A. Ag. (E. longispina Lutk.) is referred to E. stellata Ag. ,*

Boletia rosea A. Ag. is referred to Lytechinus ; Encope tetrapora Ag.

(non Gra.) is redescribed under the new name, E. occidentalis ; Kleinva
'

. Ag. is referred to Meoma Gray ; Metalia (Gray's subgenus of

•

Distribution of the West Coast Echinoderms, with eomparal
all the known species of various localities, and also a list of the West
Indian and Aspinwall species for comparison with those of Panama.

8. Remarkable Instances of Crustacean Parasitic-, .
!

- A. E. Vt.i:iuix.

—In a collection of about ninety specimens of a small sea-urc
echinus imbecillis Verrill) from the coast of Peru, not one could^be found

in which the anal area and surrounding parts of the upper side of the

shell were not more or iee : . or imperfect. An exam-

ination of the interior showed that in each specimen a crab (Fabia Chil-

ensis Dana), allied to the common crab of the oyster (Pinnotheres ostre-

um), had effected a lodgment in the upper part of the intestine, which

had thereby been greatly distended in the form of a membranous cyst,

attached to one side of the shell, and extending around to the lov : r sur-

face near the mouth. The shell is usually swollen on the side over the

cyst, and the anal area is depressed and distorted, with a large open ori-

fice passing obliquely into the cyst, out of which the crab ma
legs at pleasure ; but is apparently unable, when full grown, to come en-

tity ojrt, All the specimens examined in the cyst were females, carry-

ing eggs, but a very small crab found clinging among the spines appears

to be the male. The crab probably effects an" enti

through the anus while quite young, and, by its presence and growth in

that position, causes the gradual distortion of the shell and formation of

the cyst. In Prof. Dana's Report on the Crustacea ot the IT. S. Expl.

Expedition this crab is described as from Valparaiso, from an Echinus,

but no special notice of its mode of occurrence and remarkable frequency
appears to have been published.*

Another peculiar mode of parasitism I have observed in a singular crus-

tacean (Hop
f,.om tne Sandwich hi-

*"ds
\ This creature lodges itself among the slender branches of a coral

(Poalhpora cmspitosa Dana) and causes, probably by its incessant mo-
tions, the branches to grow up and surround it on both sides by flat expan-
sions of con],

, h often jnter ]ock above,

leaving openings between them suitable for the uses of the parasite, but

usually too small to allow of egress. Most specimens of the corals of this

un one or more, and often numerous, examples of these cu-

rious enlarged bulbs among the branches. The habits were unknown to

Dr. Stimpson, when he described his specimens, which had dropped from
among recently collected corals.

9. On the external characters o,

Tapir (Elasmognathus Bairdii Gil
ble animal has hitherto been know

* Pinnaxodii hirtipes Heller, recently described fram Ecuador and found fa

•'My the same species.

f Proceedings Boston Soc Nat. Hist., vi 412.



entirely complete, belonging to the Smithsonian Institution. The Muse-
um of Yale College has recently been so fortunate as to receive from J.
H. Sternberg, Esq., a specimen of the young animal, preserved entire in
alcohol. This individual is a female, and is supposed by Mr. Sternberg
to have been about three months old in April. He states that its weight
is not more than that of the head of the adult, one head that he former-
ly examined weighing 82 pounds.

Its entire length is 31 inches; nose to occiput 11 ; nose to eye 4*25
;

nose to incisor teeth 1-5
; eye to ear 3-2

; lower jaw 6-5
; length of ear

3'5
J breadth 2-5 ; tail from vent, not including hair, 2. The legs are

short and stout. The tail small and inconspicuous. The head, viewed
from the side, is elongated oval ; from above elongated triangular, the
sides nearly straight, the nose truncated. In advance of and above the
eyes, the sides of the nose are compressed and concave, with a slight de-
pression on its ridge. Beyond this the snout is enlarged, and convex
both on the sides and above ; the tip papillose and slightly decurved,
which gives it a truncated appearance. The nostrils are large, oval,
placed obliquely at the end of the nose, about half an inch long, the in-

>-ins thickened. Theangles separated about a quarter inch, the margir
J itself is quite flexible and, apparently, capable <

are large and prominent, broad oval, rounded at t[ prominent, broad oval, rounded at the end. The hair
is rather fine and soft, about an inch long on the body, and half as long
on the head, where it is not so thick.

lhe general color is bright reddish-brown, the head darker above.
Ihe lips and end of the nose, bordering the naked, black tip, are white.

rupted narrow white stripes pass along each side of the nose,
tne upper one extending over and beyond the eye. The cheeks have sev-

j -'itches of whitish, one of which is under the eye; a larger
w*Hte spot is on the throat. The ears are dark brown, lighter at the

he tips, and several unequal spots o "

back and sides are marked by longitudinal rows
wnich partially blend into continuous stripes on tne sides, mere are in
«- about ten of these stripes. The under side of the body is uniform
jellowish gray. The legs are darker brown than the body, and marked
by numerous transverse bands and spots of white.

IV. ASTKONOMY.
1. Prof. Adams upon the orbit of the November meteors—1\ was

«pown some time ago (i ii, 57) that the periodic
m

,

e °f the November meteors must be one of five accurately determined
Periods. These five periods were 180-0 days, 185-4 days, 354-6 days,

'Y*6 days, and 33*25 years. The longitude of the node wa3 also shown
,° lnerease with respect to a year, which is equiva-

3?.
t0 a Pr°cession with respect to the fixed stars of 29' in a cycle ofw '

25 years. It was also suggested that by computing the theoretical

f*ular motion of the node for each one of the five possible orbits, and

y comparing it with the observed motion we have an apparently simple
mejns of deciding which of the five orbits is the true one.

v» 5 after the remarkable display of the meteors in November of last

J***, Prof. Adams undertook the examination of this question. Taking
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first the orbit corresponding to a periodic time of 354-6 days, lie found

tion of Jupiter produces an annual increase of th<

of the node equal to 6", and that of Venus an annual increase equal to

5". The action of the earth was not so easily computed, owing to the

intersection of the two orbits. An approximate solution applicable to

this case showed, however, an annual increase of the longitude of the

node of about 10" due to this cause. The whole computed
of the node was therefore about 21" a year, or 12' in the cycle of 33"25

"
"ely differei

r orbits there would be a much
i these four orbits, out of the five possible ones,

\ motion of the node,

s perturbing action of the planets upon
the group, supposing it to have a periodic time of 33 25 years, Prof.

Adams found that Jupiter increases the longitude of the node 20' in

ono revolution, that Saturn increases it 1', and Uranus increases it 1'.

The other planets produce hardly any sensible effects, so that the entire

calculated increase of the longitude of the node in the period of 33-25

years is about 28'. The observed increase during the same time is 29'.

kable accordance between the results of theory and observa-

tion appears to leave no doubt as to the correctness of the period of

2. Connection of Comets with Meteors.—The remarkable relation-

between the Comets III 1862 and I 1866 and the August and November
meteors naturally suggests a possible connection between other comets

and other real or suspected meteor-showers.
Dr. Weiss of Vienna,* using a list of dates of star showers obtained

from Humboldt, Quetelet, and Heis (overlooking the necessity of referring

the showers to a fixed equinox), has computed the radius vectors of vari-

ous comets at their two nodes, and finds the following coil

In the last column R-r is the earth's radius vector at the node, minus

that of the comet. We give the v.

that some of the showers are uncertain. The two
to the same shower.

Sept 18-26, Sept. 11 L 1*790 y -0054 Uncert

Oct. 19-26, Oct. 19
LS a +£o24

" 20 1?39 ?J -0018

w! l'a J' 2* 1366 TJ —0-054

Dec. 6-9, Dec, 9 IV. 1819 ft +0-086

The Comet II 1852, as well as III 1862, crosses the
earth on the 10th of August. Dr. Weiss suggests this as a
want of defimteness of the August radiant, and of the du



ich is well represe d by supposing then

7th of December
ra to have bee

of the earth i

.
Mr.SrLi

impossible

the time (Dec 6-Vth) is 74°- 75°, while the longitude of th.
Bielas cornet from 1772 to 1832 was from 73° to 68°.

oi I ?'S^ shows
t that th« radiant for April 19-20tb, which wasKW^u nea

;
tt LyT in 1839> and which wa* found

fiLn-w ,,
Herschel t0 be at that point in 1864, differs only 7°

om what would result from an orbit like that of comet I. 1861. This
is withm the possible error of observation.

mHv
CC? et L 1861 was discovered by Mr. A. E. Thatcher at Mr. Rnth-

u? of°H
e

Ti
tory

*;
New York City- At its bri^ test

-
5t was n^ to

)i r.ho 2d or 3d magnitude.
arelli argues}; that the mass of Uranus is so small that it is

-.
r-r

.

lfc t0 bave turned the group of November meteors out of-™ differing much from that described at pi

which cTZ ?i

me
?
ntirel

Z
scattered the £rouP- The perturbing body,

-1 the change from a parabolic or a long elliptic orbit, is then

Clv3 •

° r

*
Satl,rn

"
I* seems, therefore, to be necessary to reject

wt dK
e

f)
S °f LeVeriier

>
that the great perturbation of the stream

Mr p i,

ranU3 and occurred in the year 126 of the Christian era.

sis wiA*
ye Pres<*ted to the Paris Academy of Sciences a hypothe-

corona s
^^ tU shoot™8 stars

>
the zodiacal light, the rays of the

to «j,n„*
Seen

,

ln a so5ar ^hpe, and the h is believed

lll
rtm he time of Encke's Comet, h is seen to

3 n?
the

^
Uclei of comets

-
formlng their comas and tails, h. a. s.

tUU(TrVatt
.

0ns °f Shooting Stars, Mag 12th, 1867.—It was thought

Xatl
h

mH
i0d

,°f the N°VeUlber mwte°rS WaS 354 '6 da^ We 8h0uld

node nf\u-
a stragg'>ng members of the group at the ascending

lion nffk
°rbit

'
that is

'
on the 12th of May> 186 *- The denser Por

'

bevond tu ^P °f meteors would in six moaths
> P^aps, have passed

dtt Tde
- But if no stray members were to be seen going toward

Acceding ,

C

nV
th0Ugh DeSative'

W0U,d COnfirra the 33^ear Period -

a Watch i

Ch]ca£°> at Williamstown, at Olivet, and at New Haven,

At Ch^
aS °n ttiat raormng-

half n*J??^ '
Mr' F|-ancis Bradley, between a quarter before two and

^mind^l
ee °'dock saw but nine shooting stars

>
of which onl7 *w<>

scribed jn I
m

,

°f the Noveraber raeteors. Even the paths of these, as de-

At w-ii-
ter

> cou,d not be regarded as going directly toward Leo.

and ah Jn
,am8town

>
Mass

-' Mr'
Leavitt saw 18 meteor9 between 1* 50™

charani •'
five of which were noticeable as leaving the v

given ?
,C °f Member meteors. The paths of ?wo of these are

^*» the sSde""• ^ F°dUCed theyW°Uld Pa89 " m0derate diStaDCe

3h i5^
livet

'
Micn

-. Prof. Hewitt and Mr. Gaines, between l* 45™ and

diate fro
*** 28 shooting stars - There seemed to be a tendency to ra-

Pegasus.

m a regi°a north of Aquarius»
between that constellation and

« £S2?jfi£iLk ,*, .s«. *
Ibid

'
Ko ' ,6!S-

** J0CR. Sci.-Second Sekies, Vol. XLIV, No. 130.-Jult, 1867.
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On the same morning, in the hour between 2 h and 3h , A. m., Mr. A.

Van Name, Mr. 0. Harger, and the writer, saw at New Haven 34 meteors,

most of them small ones. Only three or four of these were regarded as

going toward Leo. These did not present in their physical appearance

resemblances to the November meteors.

The result of the whole of the observations on this evening was to

confirm the 33£ year period. Since that time the remarkable results

of Prof. Adams's computations have been received, which leave no longer

the possibility of a doubt as to the true period. h. a. n.

4. Elements of Comet III, 1862.—Dr. Oppolzer of Vienna, has given

in the Astronomische Nachrichten, No. 1638, the following corrected

elements of the Comet III, 18G2, which is connected with the August

group of meteors.

Osculation: 1862, Aug. 23-0

T = Aug. 22-947139 Berlin m. t.

n = 290° 12' 4V-84
)

8 = 137 27 10 -02 Vmean equinox 1862-0

* = 113 34 12 -24)
log q = 9-9834650

e =: 0-9607588
log a z=i 1-3897227

per. time = 121-502 years.

Schiaparelli suggests a period of 108 years for the August meteors,

the suggestion being based upon the following dates of star showers,

from Quetelet's and Biot's catalogues; viz., 830, 833, 835, 841, 925, 926,

933, 1029, 1243, 1451, 1779, 1784, 1789.
A period of 108 years is however regarded by Dr. Oppolzer as incom-

patible with the observations, unless by allowances of errors which are

altogether improbable. Planetary perturbations play a small part, it is

believed, in the theory of this stream, as an exact determination of its

period will doubtless show that it does not come near any planet except

the earth.

5. Comet n, 1867.—A faint comet was discovered by Mr. Tempel

at Marseilles on the third of April, 1867.
6. Division of Biela's Comet.—Prof. Bruhns of Leipsic, notices the

fact* that at the time of the discovery of the division of Biela's comet

it was crossing the path of the November stream. It seems hai

ble, however, that the density of the stream could have been sufficient, at

that time and place, to have'accomplished the separation.
7. The Moon-crater "Linne."—In the center of the bright spot which

covers the former crater "Linne," there appears a minute blacl
dicating a crater of about 600 yards diameter. The original crater ap-

pears to have been a deep one, and about 10,000 yards in diameter.

This small—* ' • "
) plainly visible as to have been noticed (indepem

n) by Dr. Schmidt at Athens, by P. Secchi i—, by Dr. Schmidt at Athens, by L.~
Rome, and by Prof. Lyman at New Haven. It was detected hei

days after the sun had risen over the horizon of "Linne," and when tn«

sun was therefore 30° or 35° high upon it. These observations show that

any change which has taken place is not in the nature of a development
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aply rather that the old crater has been filled up by an
-J small one now visible.

'

According to Prof. Respighi of Rome, the western margin of the small
crater in

_
Linne is higher than the eastern, and was even visible as a

bright point just before the sun rose npon the crater. He thinks that
the historical evidence is not sufficient, however, to prove beyond doubt
that a change has taken place.

'

Dr. Schmidt states that numerous and careful observations made dur-

I l
fo

T
IUnat

i
0,1S

'
bothin the waxing and in the waning moon,pw™ that "Linne" under no direction of the sun's light can now be

Mr Flammarion at Paris, observing carefully the place of "Linne" im-

ZXT 7-r"
r %* rkinZ of the sua uP°n *> could not detect the least

acUrHthei
\
mth™ or without th« PO»ition of the former crater. The

tact that the height of the mountain was never given by the earlier ob-
servers he adduces as proof that it did not then have great altitude above
he surrounding plain. Watching the place of "Linne" before the sun
U8e uP°n it he saw no light.

rkht\

Der Mete°rsieinfalt a™ 9 Juni, 1866, bei Knyahinya (zweiter Be-

from L
VO
n ^ RlT

T
ER V

'
Haidingeb

- 48 pp., 8vo, with 3 plates;om tne J3 hte Akad. Wien., liv, Oct. 1866.—Haidinger here gives
Jddiboiial testimony with regard to the meteorite which was seen to

anH fi £
a
AT

S
i
nCe

'
m Hunga,7> 25 geographical miles N.N.E. of Uughvar,

tt a-
of NaSy Kerezna. The remarl" u '- '

attending the movement and fall are fully d^^
«ons by many eye-witnesses, and illustrated with colored figur,

mfrht "* *u ~-—l that fell was about 900 pounds, and c

; of 550
t geographical positions c

--_— ements of the meteor,
^l^dinger, whose contributions to the department of meteorites have

rho Wn " number and value a11 those of otlier contributors, and
l among philosophers, observes in a note

, while thus

any collec-

ippeals frankly to the gene-

frae-m Z ,

ose wh° have made such collections for " such one or another

disL,
e
M,

0t
,
meteo"tes or meteoric irons, as they may have at hand for

*C He adds " 1 ^ this as a free gift, to be received bv me

coirfi.i\i?
ny

,
substantial retribution or equivalent, excepting the most

uial thanks for such great proofs of a libera! heart." Such o-ifts as

l™*'solicits are due to the liberal-hearted Haidinger. We rejoice to
that he has been " honorably placed in retirement " by the Emperor

118 Sector of the I. R. Geological Institute of the Austrian Empire.

aocompany ing the copy of the above mentioned

tionT?
the

-

Pr°gress °f the scieuce
'
he has

w-u
°* meteoriles for himself; and he now apr
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V. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1. Earthquake in Kansas. (1.) Notice of the earthquake by Wm.
H. E. Lykins, from a letter to the editors, dated Lawrence, Kansas, April

25, 1867.—Yesterday the 24th of Aj dity was vis-

ited by an earthquake quite severe for this latitude. It was accoi

by the usual loud rumbling noise similar to that caused by the
of half a dozen heavy omnibuses. The earth did not seem tc

rock, but to tremble or vibrate. No dust was raised nor was there any

unusual atmospheric disturbance perceptible ; the weather being clear

and eool. Doors and windows were violently shaken, type thrown down
in printing offices, bottles shaken off druggists' shelves, plaster broken off,

and in some instances walls slightly cracked. Persons out of doors did

not feel any movement of the ground, but could see the buildings trem-

ble. A butcher informed me his spring balance was drawn down a

pound and a half by the shock. It commenced v.

gradually increasing to its maximum and then gradually dying away;
near as I could judge, about thirty seconds, though some esti-

mate its duration at one and a half minutes. Some professed to have

felt three distinct shocks, but the majority described it as a gradually in-

creasing and decreasing vibration. The same shock was felt simulta-

neously^ one hundred miles west and north of us; from places farther

than this we have no information.

hquake by Prof. Wm. G. Williams, from »

ne etuiors, aaied Marysville, Marshall County, Kansas, April

25th, 1867.—At two o'clock and thirty minutes yesterday afternoon the

shock of an earthquake was felt probably in every house and place of

business in and near town. It was accompanied by the usual rumbling

No serious injury was done to persons, or property, beyond a tempo-
rary alarm on the part of a few. In stores, bottles and packages were

made to rattle and in some cases were shaken from the shelves and bro-

ken. Windows, doors, shutters, stove-pipes and all loose or hanging ar-

ticles, rattled, waved, or swung back and forth fearfully.
In several instances persons in the second stories of stores and houses,

hearing the noise, and seeing and feeling the unwonted motions, ran down
to stop the supposed disorder and tumult below, while those below ran up
to stop that above. One lady knowing it to be an earthquake seized her

infant child and hastened down stairs with a view to get out of doors for

safety. A gentleman fishing in Spring Creek near town was leaning
against a tree, feeling it shake and looking up, he saw it and other trees

trembling and moving as if agitated by wind, although no breath of air

was stirring With my assistant teacher and son* seventy seholars I was
in the second story of our High School edifice. It is of stone and high
pitched The whole structure, desks, stove-pipes and other furniture were

-.

'

heavy trunks on plank floors. I have hs
extensively the shock was felt
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2. On former changes in the Aral Sea ; by H. C. Rawlinson, (from
Proc. Roy. Geogr. Soc, March 11, 1861.)—There were certain points
connected with the rivers Oxus and Jaxartes which he proposed to bring
prominently before the meeting. They referred to a physical phenome-
non which he believed was without parallel in the rest of the world, being,
indeed, neither more nor less than the drying up at certain peri

tory of the Sea of Aral, and its consequent disappearance from the map of
Asia. The Aral, in terrestrial geography, might be compared with one of
the variable stars in astronomy. As there were stars varying from the
irst to the fifth magnitude, so the Aral was at times a great inland sea
300 or 400 miles in length, at other times a mere reedy marsh, and even,
occasionally, a hard desert land, so that travellers actually passed across
it without being aware that they were travelling over the bed of a sea.

Humboldt had devoted 200 pages of his famous work ' Asie Centrale' to
the discussion of the geography of the Aral and the Caspian, and he had
established beyond dispute that the Oxus had a variable course, some-

ventured to assert that the Aral ever disappeared altogether. Neverthe-
less, he (the Chairman) maintained that we had direct evidence of the
fact in modern times, and he thought we had a right to assume its occur-
rence in ancient times.
The argument was briefly as follows: In all classical antiquity, from

the earliest date, say from 600 years B.C. to 500 or 600 years after Christ
the Sea of Aral was utterly unknown in geography. There was not

one single authority—Greek, Latin, or native Persian—who mentioned
it. The two great rivers, the Oxus and the Jaxartes, which, by their con-
tributions now form that sea, were described by all authors as falling
mto the Caspian. It must be remembered, too, that Alexander the Great
conducted an army into that part of Asia, and employed officers for the
^press purpose of ascertaining the geographical configuration of the
neighboring countries. He sent his troops on an expedition along the

JJores of the Caspian, while he in person crossed the Oxus, and reached
the banks of the Jaxartes. Hence he must have possessed accurate infor-

mation as to those localities, and yet the account which his officers

fought back to Greece was that both the rivers fell into the Caspian.

,. ,
statement, indeed, was adhered to throughout antiquity, and a prac-

tical proof was given of its truth in the notice of the line of commerce
*mch supplied Europe with the products of Asia. This commercial route
was described as starting from the foot of the Indian Caucasus, following

.

e 0xus down to the Caspian, ascending the Kur or Cyrus, and descend-

K th
? Phasis into the Black Sea

'
and thence crossing iat0 Europe. We

m tilus direct evidence, as it seemed, that in the days when this route
was folloWe<j and described, the Oxus must have fallen into the Caspian.

1 «e Chairman went on to say, that as the present Sea of Aral filled an
^considerable depression in the table-land of Central Asia, having no
pnnga, and being entirely dependent for its supply on the two great
vers already mentioned, so it followed that if those rivers at any time

were diverted from the Aral, the sea would necessarily become desiccated
in a very few years, and the bed of it would revert to its original condition

° a mere depression in the desert. The levels were a very important
element in considering this question. That of the Aral was 117 feet
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above the level of the Caspian, and 33 feet above the Black Sea, the

Caspian itself being 84 feet below the Black Sea ; so that if a communi-

cation were formed between the Aral and the Caspian, the Aral would

naturally drain off into the lower basin. To proceed, however, with the

argument If, in the times of classic antiquity, there was a unauimity of

evidence that the Oxus and Jaxartes flowed into the Caspian, so, from

the beginning of the Mohammedan era, say from the year 600 to about

1300, or for a period of seven hundred years, there was an equal una-

nimity exactly the other way. During this period the Arabs and their

political successors were in possession of the country. They were a liter-

ary and scientific people, and wrote numerous works on geography.

They possessed the means of ascertaining full topographical details, and

they invariably represented the two rivers as falling into the Sea of Aral,

or the Lake of Kharesm, as it was then usually called. The only reason-

able inference then seemed to be, that between the years 500 and 600

the course of the two rivers, owing to some natural disturbance, must

have changed, and that, instead of continuing to fall into the Caspian,

they became diverted into the sea of Aral, themselves, in fact forming

that sea. Now came the most curious part of the question. From about

the year a. d. 1300 to 1500, that is, for about 200 years, Europeans

possessed means of becoming acquainted with the geography of Central

Asia which had never been equalled up to the present day ; for there

were at that time frequent missions sent from the courts of Europe to

Mongolia in Central Asia, and the ambassadors so employed had for the

most part preserved records of their journeys. Colonel Yule, an associate

of the Geographical Society, had recently brought a general summary of

those records before the notice of the public in a most interesting work

('Cathay and the Way Thither'), of which he (the Chairman) could not

speak too highly, and which he could not too strongly recommend to the

notice of all lovers of geographical science. Colonel Yule's book contained

records of many travels across Central Asia during the 13th and 14th cen-

turies/and in not one of those records was the Aral mentioned, although

the route of the travellers lay in most cases exactly across it. One of

the authors in question, named Pegoletti, gave all the details of the com-

mercial route at that time, which conducted-from the Black Sea to China,

and along which merchants conveyed the luxuries of Europe, and returned

with the tea and silk of China. There were, indeed, detailed notices of

the route in question, not only in the itineraries of Pegoletti, but in the

maps which were constructed from memoranda furnished by travellers

between the 13th and 16th centuries. One of these was called the Cat-

alan Map; another was a map preserved in the Palatino Library at Flor-

ence
; another was the Borgian Map, and the most famous of all was the

Venetian map of Saint Mauro ; and in none of these was the Aral noticed.

The travellers came in the first instance from the Volga to Sarachak, on

the eastern shore of the Caspian ; and from thence they passed to Otrar,

on the Jaxartes, the route lying across the bed of the Aral, which, never-

theless, in no single instance was either mentioned in the itineraries or

laid down m the maps. On these negative grounds alone he should con-

" time the Aral did not exist; but we

) confirm that conclusion.
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Yar Mahomed Khan, who was chief of Herat during the period of the
Afghan war about twenty-five years ago. This person had sent to him
(the Chairman) during the war, as a token of friendship, a Persian

very great value on account of its
rarity. It was a work written by an officer of the famous ruler of Herat,
bhah Rukh Sultan, and contained, amongst other matters, a geographical
account of the province of Khorassan about the year 1418. The writer
seemed to have been a minister of the couutry, and evidently knew every
village and stream in the province. He (the Chairman) had made three
extracts from the manuscript, which he considered to be of the utmost
importance, as they recorded a physical phenomenon, namely, the desic-
cation of the Aral, which he believed had never up to the present time
been brought to the notice of the geographers of Europe, although, as
before stated, the great Humboldt had devoted no fewer than 200 pages
onus standard work to the discussion of this subject. In describing the
la*es of Asia the writer came in regular order to the Aral, which was
called the Lake of Kharesm, and he said, "In all the ancient books the

J*ke of Kharesm is described as the receptacle of the waters of the Oxus,
h"t at the present date, which is a. h. 820 (a. d. 1417), the lake no lon-

- T,
iin (or Oxus) having made a

disembogues at a sj

its proper place." A
As* he said, « It is recorded in all the«™
to* River Jyhiin (or Oxus) flows on and dia

f^aresm
; but at the present day this sea no 1

tog made for itself a new channel, which c
^aspian. The point of embouchure is named indifferently ]

.

ncheh. From Kharesm to the point where the river falls
Plan the greater part of the country is desert."

feo much for the Oxus. With regard to the Jaxartes, this writer ex-
plained another point which was of some importance ; for, although the
uxus might have been diverted '. if the other river
entered the Aral, it would still remain a sea. But it was stated as follows

:

Ahe river of Khojend in the lower part of its course, passing into the
aesert of Kharesm, joins the Jyhiin (or Oxus), and thus ultimately reaches
to*i Caspian." From which passage he (the Chairman) understood that
« that time, a. d. 1417, the Jaxartes below Otrar branched off from its

Present bed to the left hand along a line now marked by reeds and

JJJ*}?? . (
see Meyendorfs map), and joined the Oxus between Kungrad

d &"iva, the two rivers from that point flowing on to the Caspian in

» of the

the testimony of the great Emperor Baber, who of

ry, and who said that the

Aral, but v

came from a writer thoroughly acquainted with th<

Z ,

this
> ^ere was the testimon- rJ d» <m«t F.m

wlkDew
fe ge°graPhy°fhis

Hi a? m 1S tirae did not entbl l"c JLi""' *"*• "" ,UD
" " u"

—

°-tt (the Chairman's) belief was that it sometimes reached the Oxus, and
Wa» sometimes evaporated in the desert.

fcach
is t}je history of the Oxus and Jaxartes up to about the year 1500.

f
,

rota tQat time a second change began to take place. The rivers were
m*n found to be going back into the Aral. It might not be generally

*nown that M*. Anthonv Jenkinson, the agent of some English merchants,
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passed across Central Asia to Bokhara as early as 1550. He landed on

the shore of the Caspian at Ming-kishlag, and came down the coast to a

point where, as he heard, the Oxus had formerly disembogued into the

sea ; but he was told that the river had lately changed its course and
gone back into the Sea of Aral, tfhe ruler of the country, Abul-Ghazi
Khan, who had left a most elaborate history of it.

g

this occurrence, and mentioned the very year in which the river began to

return into the Aral. He related how the stream gradually dried up, and
formed the sea as it at present exists. Evidence indeed could be given

of the condition of the stream, almost year by year, from that time to the

present ; but it would be sufficient to state that every modern traveller

who had passed through those regions had found the old bed of the River

Oxus exactly where it was originally described. It was first brought to

our notice by Mouravieff, a Russian agent, who passed from the Balkan
bay to Khiva in 1819. Subsequently Arthur Conolly, who was afterwards

murdered at Bokhara, attempted to cross from Astrachan to Khiva, and
he also came upon the old bed ; and lastly Mr. Vambery, whom the

Fellows might remember seeing at a meeting of the Society two years

ago, in his famous journey across the Turkoman desert, traced the same
broad river-bed, and found that it was perfectly well known as the ancient

bed of the Oxus. Hence it seemed that there was sufficient evidence to

show that in early times, say from the year 500 before the Christian era

to the year 600 after the Christian era, both the rivers ran into the Cas-

pian, the Aral being non-existent ; that after that, up to the year 1300,

they fell into the Aral ; that for the next two hundred years—namely,
from 1300 to 1500—they came back into the Caspian ; and that then, at

a fourth stage, they gradually flowed back into the Aral, and formed the

sea as we now know it.

The changes thus noticed were very important in reference to what
might be the future history of these rivers and these countries. It was
quite certain that, as the Jaxartes was now in the possession of Russia, so

the Oxus must also naturally and necessarily be, in the course of time.
Now he would read what was stated by Russian writers as the probable
result of that event. The Russians almost always called these rivers by
the names of the Amu Daria and the Syr Daria, instead of the Oxus
and the Jaxartes; but he would, in reading the extract, use the latter

names as being better known :—
"The Oxus is, for many reasons, of great importance to Russia than even

the Jaxartes. It disembogued at one period into the Caspian, and its bed
-till remains. Some are of opinion that the course of the river

can be again directed to its ancient bed, while others consider it impossi-
pieto do so. It can, however, be positively asserted that the existing
information on this point is very superficial and inaccurate, and the ques-
tion w,U never be satisfactorily settled until a scientific expedition be sent
by the Government to investigate it in all its bearings. The southeastern
shores of the Sea of Aral »«> ^w a»»^a c :/?__ ^. t *„„ «,;di

s well adapted for uniting the Jaxartes vi

- ~„^ul<lgC lIie hope tjjat the un i te(j mags f water f twu
such great streams may force their way through the old bed to the Cas-

Ft is

D

reJembTrKatTw
1^3 C°nnexi°n **?"^ be «nderstood >

whea

thus created, which *m Mte^for 800°^^
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and that the extreme points of this uninterrupted water-way will be St.
Petersburg and the northern slopes of the Hindoo Koosh."

This was a result which he (the Chairman) considered highly probable,
and he believed that many present at the meeting would live to n
water-communication from the Baltic to the vicinity of the Indian Cau-

h was considered the natural geographical boundary of India.

Jon from the Neva, by means of can ,1 thence to
the upper course of the Volga, and down that river to the Caspian. Then,
crossing the Caspian, vessels could reach the mouth of the bed of the
Uxus. He looked upon that prospect without any apprehension or dis-

:
mat it would be for the general advantage of mankind.

*. Professor Kekule.—It is with much satisfaction that we see it an-
nounced that Professor Aug. Kekule of Ghent has been offered the di-

ficent laboratory now nearly completed at Bonu.

ti

°
11 f"

St °f *" S years kas done as much> either theoretically or prac-
ically, for the establishment of the present views in organic chemistry,

i
* aw of saturation, which, as Wanklyn says, is to chemistry what the

aw ot gravitation is to astronomy, we owe to Kekule. It is therefore a

^si:.U,

i Bonn laboratory.

Association for the Advancement of Science.—The next

merican Association will be held at Burlington, Vermont,
on the 21st of August next. Prof. J. S. Newberry is

3 year, and Dr. Wolcott Gibbs, Vice President.

Theophile Jules Pelouze, died on Friday last, the 31st of May, at
«8 country house at Bellevue, close to Sevres. Born the 13th of Febru-

J,
1807, at Valognes (Departement de la Manche), he inherited his love

*

f

C
.

len
.

ce and arts from his father, Edmond Pelouze, a man of great

v- employed in the manufactory of Gobelins, and
erwards director of the gasworks of the Manby and Wilson

"

treat'"

8
' Pelouze the elder is kn°wn as the authc '

vinous branches of applied chemistry-

for housewives, etc. H
J!

der ll

?
e name of his wife. His chief work, ' On the Manufacture of Gas,'

* revised by his son, and came out in a second edition as late as 1859.

onl
°*
UDg Pelouze entered life as a pharmaceutical chemist ; but he was

hi c

ty y
,
ears old when Gay-Lussac made him his assistant, and pub-

5 conjointly with him. Three ye
'

t at Lille. Here he examined the

vith Kuhlmann, published a paper

Luas"
ierinentation. From 1831 until 1847 he took the place of Gay-

a ac ^ Professor of Chemistry at the Ecole Polytechnique, and at about

nmf
83036 time

(183 he was elected to supply the place of Thenard as

ijT ;
at the College de France. ShorUy after these elections Pelouze

tbe tk
t0 ^° to lessen* and to publish joint researches with Liebig on

ether contained in wine, to which they gave the name of cenanthic
AK jour. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. XLIV, No. 130.-Jult. 1867.

colors and varu:- j and bleaching

of a great number of

-on glass-making, on

ashinar and bleaching
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ether, but which was afterwards proved by Delffs to be identical with pel-

her. In 1833 Pelouze became Assayer, and in 1846 Controller

( F6rificateor) of the Mint. He was elected a member of the Academic

des Sciences in 1837. d much interested in poli-

tics, he became prominent through the revolution of 1848. The provi-

sional government elected him to a place which until then belonged to

the nobility or to the ch

the Board of the Mint (President de la Commission des Monnaies). This

position he held until his death. He became successively kaight, officer,

and commander of the Legion of Honor. His priv

in the Rue Dauphine closed when he opened a laboratory in the mint.

The number of papers published by Pelouze is very great. We can

only mention here the most prominent of his researches. Among these

none will be better remembered than the investigation recorded in his

paper on the transformation of hydrocyanic acid into ammonia and for-

mic acid. This paper was published in 1834, but the importance of

his discovery became evident at a much later period, when hydrocyanic

acid was first produced from carbon and nitrogen. Then it was that the

transformation which Pelouze had effected by treating hydrocyanic *m
a strong solution of hydrochloric acid attained its remarkable position as

the first instance of the synthesis of an organic body from its elements.

At the time of the discovery its real importance could not be appreciated,

but even then the relation of formic to hydrocyanic acid was of much

interest. Next in importance to this memorable paper are several paper*

on the products of the dry listillation of lact .

Pelouze discovered lactic anhydrid and lactid. Maleic and pyrotartaric

as well as pj tually discovered were, at least, chiefly

studied by him. The salts of lactic acid were likewise examined by

Pelouze, and described in several papers, one of which he published con-

jointly with Gay-Lussac.
A memoir on mustard oil was published by Dumas and Pelouze;

another on asparamid (asparagine) and asparamic acid by Pelouze and

Bourton, and a joint research on curarine was published by Pelouze and

Claude Bernard. In mineral chenr- I constitutes

his chief discovery. In applied science numerous

on glass, were published by him at

taiga glass works at St. Gobi n, and his last com
made to the Academy, some months ago, treated on the subject of this

im A treatise on chemistry in five volumes by Pelouze and

Fremy has seen three editions, the last of which was published in 1866.

All these publications, if they do not place him among the very firs'

French savants, will preserve his name permanently in the hisl

ioeu of heart, and sincere and active interest for his

i not easily be forgotten. There are and have been
Qualities in England, i and the late

Mr. Stoikowitch were a-- During the last year

r searches on aniline colors - laboratory ty
MM. Girard, de Laire, and Chapoteaut.

—

The Laboratory, i, 182, June 8,
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Ezekiel Hayes, whose name has appeared c

Hay*
;e utie page ot tins tor, died suddenly
May last. In all relations in life

"
christian integrity; and through*
labored earnestly for the interests of both authors and publishers.

VI. MISCELLANEOUS BIBLIOGEAPHY.

1. Lippincotts Vapor Index, or Psychromelrk Calculator.—-The Vapor
index is a mechanical contrivance by Jas. S. Lippincott, Haddonfield,
•N. J., for finding, by inspection, the relative humidity of the air, from the
readings of the wet and dry bulb thermometers.

In a circular card, near its margin, are twenty equidistant openings,
through which may be seen on a larger card over which it turns a series
ot numbers (from to 100),. representing wet-bulb readings. Radially
inward from these openings are corresponding ones, arranged spirally,
and numbered from to 25. These numbers are differences of wet-bulb
and dry-bulb readings. The v.- ,1 off through the
opening whose number is this difference in a given case, when the card
is so turned that the wet-bulb reading is seen in the corresponding mar-
ginal opening.

*ne instrument is simple, and many may prefer it to a table of double
entry, for obtaining the same results ; although in our view such a table,
Pnnted on a smaller card than this, would be equally convenient, and
more durable. But knowing of no such table on a card, we can recom-
mend the " Vapor Index " as more easy of use than the large tables, such
as Guyot's, and as sufficiently accurate for ordinary purposes. The wide
distribution of the Vapor Index would tend to increase much the interest

tions of atmospheric humidity to various important

,

Mr- Lippincott is deserving of much credit for his efforts

mterest in Hygrometry, both by this invention, and by an in
pr in the Report of the Commissioner of Agriculture for '

'

ll
d,scusses the relations of atmospheric humidity to var

Phenomena in Meteorology and Agricultm..

j- General Problems of Shades and Shadows, formed both by parallel

,

ra(lial rays, and shown both etrical projection,

v S. EnwARD Warren, C.E^

7™- Rescript. Geoi vfech. Inst., Troy, N. Y., author

,
Elementary Plane Problems;" "Drafting Instruments," etc.; "Ele-

nentary prCl
jection Drawing: ;" "Elementary Linear Perspective;" and

descriptive Geometry." ] 40 pp. 8vo, with 15 plates. New York, 1867.
ijohn Wiley & Son).—In our last volume we briefly noticed Professor
v arren'8 excellent "Plane Problems in Elementary Geometry" a work

gearing c-n the science of drawing. In the work before us, the author

Treats with fulness and perspicuity, the subject of shades and shadows.
A "e treatises of Prof. Warren are all well adapted for instruction in the

Schools of the land.
*• The American Naturalist, Nos. 3 and 4. Salem, Mass.—This new

,.
valuable magazine fully sustains the character predicted for it, and

eahzed in its first number. Its leading articles are of a popular charae-
jr and such as to be read with interest, and understood by all classes,

bll« its scientific
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No. 3,

T. M. Brewer, M.D.; the Food of the Seatjrchin, J. W. Dawson, LL.'D.";

the Royal Families of Plants, C. M. Tracy ; the Moss Animals, orM
Water Polyzoa, A. Hyatt; the Tarantula Killers of Texas, G. Lincecum;
the Birds of Spring, J. A. Allen; the American Silkworm, L. Trouvelot;

the Land Snails of New England, E. S. Morse ; Reviews, Natun
Miscellany, etc.

No. 4, contains, The Recent Bird Tracks of the Basin of Minas, C. F.

Hartt; the Habits of the Gorilla, W MossAfr

Will of Giessen, Germany. Seventh edition! translated by Charles F.

lollege, Carlisle,

bill's analytical

, become familiar to American students

$y furnish, undoubtedly, the most com-

s yet published. Dr. Himes's translation be-

d. He pro-

poses it as a suitable text book for laboratory instruction in those colleges

who are assigning to Natural Science a more prominent place in their

courses of study. The book is convenient in size (octavo), and is pub-

lished in good style.

_^5. The American Annual Cyclopedia and Register of Important

Events of the year 1866, embracing Political, Civil, Military and Social

lie Documents, Biography, Statistics, Commerce, Finance,

Literature, Science, Agriculture, and Mechanical Industry. Volume VI,

796 pp., large 8vo. New York, 1867. (D. Appleton & Co.)—Appleton's
Annual Cyclopedia is a very important contribution toward the political,

civil and geographical history of this and other countries, and also is full

oi valuable articles in the various other departments which it aims to

have represented. The volume for 1866 has a portrait of the King of

Prussia as its frontispiece, and beyond, others of Bismarck and Garibaldi.

6. Eaton's Arithmetic and the Decimal System.—Prof. H. A. NeW-
xon, who has been among the foremost in labors to secure the introduc-
tion of the decimal system into the United States, has prepared an admira-
ble chapter on the subject, as an add n of Eaton's

Arithmetic. It occupies pages 337 to 348 of the arithmetic, and con-

nples, all of which are well adapted

d make him practically familiar

— -jngress with regard to the deci-

-.- >-—
>
—J department of arithmetic ought at once to make a part

of all the text-books used in the schools of the country.

_
7. Micro-chemistry of Poisons, including their physiological, patholog-

ical and legal relations : adapted to the use of the medical jurist, physician,
and general chemist; by Theq. G. Wormley, M.D., Professor of Chem-
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istry and Toxicology in Starling Medical Colleg
H Capital University, Columbus, O. xxxi, and U„ „,
plates. New York, 1867. (Balliere Brothers).—Dr. Worraley has taken
up the subject of poisons after a method wholly his own and has prepai
a work of the highest merit, and practical utility. This volume treats fi

ot the effects of poisons and the causes modifying them, the sources of e
oence in cases of poisoning, and the methods of chemical analysis; a
tnen proceeds to the special J poison*, first t

inorganic and then the organic. The new feature in his treatment of t

ta in the use of the microscope for the study of the cr
• iking from the action of various reagents on the sevei

. The
1 from his own minutely c

xhibited with great perfection and delicacy i

ates from steel containing seventy-eight illustrations. The en-

lcil and grav. i <,f Mi-. \Y< irn • v, and the artist,
«gh but

*"* uas no superior. We know not which to admire most, the masterly
manner m which Dr. Wormley has treated his subject, the science of
poisons, or the extreme beauty of the plates which supplement the text.^ real practical value of the work the writer has already tested in

with a case o* poison by strychnine which he has now on
«™d. The Messrs. Balliere have issued the work in elegant style well
comporting with its scientific merits. g. f. b.

8. Chemistry of the Farm and the Sea, with other familiar Chemi-
<U Essays; by Jas. R. Nichols, MI', r-.-t..,,. A. Williams & Co.,
*«67, 123 pp.—This volui ten on the chemistry of
»e farm, the sea, a bowl of milk, the dwelling, a kernel of corn, obscure

disease, local decomposition in lead aqueduct pipes, bread-
making,_and the sun. It is an ii . i, ,ti; , ! . ok ai.d will serve a useful

tiorfT
m popuIa, '

izir,£ S( ''
•

'

'
-

'

;

' - = ! '
: '"" " 1;WTed somewtat by infla-

9. Annual Report of the Trustees of the Museum of Comparative Zo-
««W, together with the report of the Director, 1866.—This, the eighth

tiual report, shows con r .isinar the already vast

. ~. u .o JJI ^,i.«u ijA^uiuuu «uu xui important results.

Pla
AH °f Perfumery and the Methods of obtaining the Odors of

l
*k, with Instructions for the manufacture of perfumes for the hand-
ctuef, scented powders, odorous vinegars, dentifrices, pomatums, cos-

arfV?'
perfumed soap, etc., to which is added an Appendix on preparing

jwuncial fruit-essences, etc. ; by G. W. Septimus Piesse, Analytical Chem-
r. 2nd American from the 3d London Ed. 402 pp., 12mo. Philadel-

Ph a 1867. (Lindsay and Blakiston.)

tJ ,
Art of Manufacturing Soap and Candles, including the most

^nt discoveries, embracing all kinds of ordinary hard, soft, and toilet

fta^A
especiall7 those made by the cold process, the modes of detecting

"ds, and the making of tallow and composite candles; by Adolfh
"^ ^h.D., Practical and Analytical Chemist. 1 94 pp., 12mo, with wood-
ata

- Philadelphia, 1867. (Lindsay & Blakiston.)
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The two volumes whose title
]

practical works on the subjects of

what into the history and as well as its science.

12. Notice of Volume IV of the Paleontology of New York; by

James Hall. 24 pp., 18mo. Published March, 1867.—We have barely

space to announce the appearance of this pamphlet, just now received.

It contains a brief statement of some of the views and facts which are

contained in the forthcoming fourth volume of the Paleontology of New
York, with lists of the species described. The limits and cha
of several genera of Brachiopoda are discussed, and some points are illus-

trated by figures.

13. Ueber die Verschiedenheit in der Schadelbildung des Goi
panse, und Orang-Outang, vorzuglich nach Geschlecht und Alter, nebst

einer Bemerh --he Theorie ; von Dr. Th. L. Bischoff,

Professor der Anatomie und Physiologie in Miinchen. Mit 22 lithograph-

irten Tafeln. Miinchen.—This work will be valuable to those engaged

in the study of the Quadrumana, and especially to those interested in

the comparison of their anatomy with that of man. The plates are of

folio size, and admirably executed.

The part of the work which possesses most general interest, is of course

the appended note on the Darwinian Theory? Some of the points are

as follows.—The assertion so confidently brought forward that the an-

thropoid apes are the direct ancestors of man, is entirely unsupported by

evidence ; moreover it is even contrary to the Darwinian theory rightly

understood, for the extinction of the parent form is the di

of the development of an

nature is twofold : 1. The origin

causes and the mode of their operation, by which "more perfect vw*
were developed. A great defect of Darwin's theory is that he leaves the

first question unanswered. Admitting that certain organisms must have

been created, what right has he to say that other organisms may not

have been created at intervals, even to the present time? Another de-

fect of the Darwinian theory is, that no cause is assigned for the com-

mencement of variation. To say that organisms have at once the power

of transmitting peculiarities by inheritance, and of spontaneously orig-

inating variations, is a contradiction in terms. Darwin's treatment of

the second half of the second question is more successful. Natural se-

\ the struggle for life must henceforth be fundamental prin-

iy theory of development. Since no general cause
either for the origin of life or for the commencement of variation, all

that can- be considered as proved is that certain forms have been pro-

duced by variation from certain other forms. The facts warrant no gen-

eral induction. We must be very cautious in accepting plauffl I

• proof. The vagaries of the "naturphilosophie" fo'"

a example. The psychical difference between man and

brute is not merely quantitative, but qualitative. The distinctive pecu-

liarity of man may be dee e

or the faculty of making one's self and one's m.-v
subject of thought. On this faculty depend other important i.

of man, viz.. the capability of indefinite progress, the idea of morality.

the notion of a future state, and the power of language.

>n oi uie parent iorm is tne direct conseque"

nproved form. The great problem of orgar

srigin of the simplest original forms ; 2. T
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14. V Unita delle Forze Fisiche Saggio di Filosofia JVaturale. Del P.
Angelo Secchi, D.C.D.G. 511 pp., 8vo. Roma, 1864.—The principal
object of this work, as stated by the author, is to present to Italian read-
ers an adequate representation and exposition, in their own la- _
the modern doctrine of the unity or . forces, and
of the principle of conservation of energy. The style is professedly adap-
ted to the comprehension of the majority of readers, especially for those
not deeply versed in science. But though, for this reason, divested of
the appearance of abstruseness, and free from difficult mathematical in-
vestigations, it is not, in the proper sense of the word, a popular treatise.
Important modern discoveries and theories are very fully cited, and every-
where the work bears evidence of extended research, and a wide ac-
quaintance with the literature of modern science. Though there is little
that is absobutely new in it, the book is valuable and interesting, being
as it is an able exposition of principles which may almost be called the
corner-stone of modern physics. There is probably no book in which
me subject is more fully ai | than in this. The au-
thor appears to us to do but scant justice to Mayer, to whom the whole
subject is so deeply indebted ; for he does not even mention him in the

lere are cited the names of those who have contributed most
' science, and he makes subsequently but slight reference

15. Carte Hydrologique du Departement de la Seine, publie d'apres
es ordres de M. Hausmann, Prefet de la Seine, et executee sur la carte

™P°graphique de lTngenieur des Ponts et Chaussees, par M. Delesse,
J.862, 4 sheets.—This admirable map represents, as its title indicates, all

"^.natural ,, ses of Paris and its vicinity. The
ie map is the topographical survey by Letellier and Potiquet,

£™s of the department of des Ponts et Chaussees. Its scale is 1 : 25,000.
curves of equal elevation are given at intervals of four meters. The

ap ls tinted according to the geological formations. On a map of this

iH the drainage by rivers, • «tc., is ac-
curately given. The exec ccellent, and its practical
lmPortance is very great.

JS. Memorie delV Observatorio dell Collegio Romano ; Nuova Serie,
0J

- if, dall' anno 1860 al 1863, Pubblicate dal P. Angelo Secchi, della

Gesu, Direttore; etc Roma, 1863. 4° (16 numbers), pp.
• This volume contains the astronomical observations made at the

S
J-

&

10 Romano during tl i the title. The principal

l8tt
eCtS arQ the Comets II 1861 and III 1862, the solar eclipse of July

Witt
1

i

86°' and sPectral analysis of the light from the heavenly bodies.

* tK "-3 is given also a memoir upon the connection between meteor-
g^cai varieties and those of terrestrial magr

the mU
am

r
are Siven rePreseuting the aPPeaI

tw* 7 ^'pse, of the planets Jupiter, Mars
!?jy spectra of the planets and fixed stars.
-tae relations of the second of these comets to the August meteors mates
numerous representations of its telescopic appearance of special interest

tiJJ' Quel°™s vues generates sur les Variations Seculaires du Magnet-

XT U?re***, ler Fascicule, par V. Raulin. 8vo, pp. 92. Extrait des

^es de la Societe Linneenne do Bordeaux; t. xxvi, 1867.—The author
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gives a large number of observations showing the secular variations of

the magnetic needle in all parts of the earth. He explains them by a

similar to that proposed in 69, 1840, by

the late Chancellor Lathrop. Mr. Raulin supposes that a body of greater

density than the fluid portion of the earth, more or less irregular in form,

ng the properties of a magnet, forms part of the earth's mass, but

hed to the external crust. The line joining the poles of this

magnetic mass is directed along the chord that joins the actual magnetic

poles of the earth. This mass does not rotate exactly with the earth's

crust, but falls behind it one revolution in about 600 years.

18. Annates Meteorologiques de I' Observatoire Royal de Bruxellet;

publics, aux frais de 1'etat, par le directeur A. Quetelet, 4°, premiere

Annee, 1867, Nos. 1-5 (Jan.-May).—These annals give, in 8 quarto

pages for each month, observations at Brussels of the barometer and

thermometer for 15 stated hours each day, with maxima and minima,

observations of August's psychrom-* f Osier's ane-

mometer 12 times a day, of the direction of the wind, the state of the

sky, and the declination of the needle four times a day, and of the elec-

tricity of the air, and the amount of rain daily.

19. The Laboratory: a weekly record of scientific research. Lon-

don. (James Firth.)—We have now received the 13th issue of this active

•,al and find that it increases in value with every number.

Originated to provide a more efficient means of interchange in thought

between men of science, especially chemists, it has brought to the task

men of the first ability ; and now we see it announced that I

has consented to contribute regularly to its pages. We commend "The

Laboratory" to the notice of men of science, confident that the papers

published in each number are well worth the price of subx-riprion.

20. The Record of Zoological Literature for 1865. Vol. II. 798 pp.

8vo. Edited by Dr. Albert C. L. G. Gunther. (London, John Van
Voorst).—A book almost indispensable for every working Zoologist.

21. Chambers's Encyclopedia.—The American
ant Encyclopedia, issued by Lippincott & Co., Phi
Part 115, which nearly finishes the letter T.

Mining and Metallurgy of Gold and Silver ; by J. Abthue Phillii-
a i iate of the Imperial School of Mines of France, <fec 8vo. Preparing

for publication. (E. & F. N. Spon, London; J. Wiley <fe Son, New York.)
Notes upon the Geology of some portions of Minnesota, from St. Paul to the

pSIsoc^voI J^
State

"' ^ JAMES HALL
"

12 PP-
'
4t°* Fr°m the TraD8

'

Amer'

tA?L
t]

u S*ril»*» °f Temperature in the lower region of the Earth's atmos-
phere

; by HiENar Hennks, ,

e Uuiv . of Ire-

land 58 pp., 4to, with a folded plate. Dublin, 1867. From the Trans. Roy. Irish

p. 2, On a new gen
() ^ ints in t

JofoTes oT^l t

; V^-P 13
' 0°Itacolumite;

P
a M. Wetherill^p. 15, <

colonies of plante observed near ,,,_p. 24, The Cutt*

t rJ*™ ; ?£ ' of a large Turtle fro

theCretaceoua o ., Q
*»

tngs Bost Sec. NAT. Hist., Vol. XL-V. 71, Analysis of Meteoric ir

is i'
<'acK*°n—?- 15, Diatoms of a deposit near L. Winisquam,
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'. XIV.— On Mineralogical Nomenclature; by James D. Dana.
No. I, On System in Mineralogical Nomenclature.

JiUJERALOGicAL nomenclature had already a
' system among the old Greeks and Eomans ; and this system
aa the same as that of the modern science. It consisted in add-

[g to the word signifying a quality, constituent, use, or locality
: the stone, the termination ites or itis ; and although, through
ie many ways in which names were originated and the absence
.any scientific purpose, those of other kinds are numerous,

lls was the common method of forming names for objects in

^ganic nature.
The following are a few examples, from Pliny's Natural
istory.

1. Names <!• ,•'>- ? from i>h;/sical characters.

amatites, from Stfta, blood, in allusion to the color of the powder,
eatites, from artccy, fat, in allusion to the greasy feel,

rates, (including millstones, as well as our pyrites, etc.) from nvg, fire,

because supposed to have a peculiar affinity for fire, as shown by the

n Atqauol, a tile, or earthei

*1Q6e, wax.

inbow-like reflections,

^engites, from (psyyo;, brightness, ii

eiemtis, fr0m asl^vrj, the moon, in a

^olochitB (our Malachite) in i

for the Mallow.
**• Jocb. Scl-Sec >npSer:e=
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Porphyrites, from nogcpvQa, purple.

Prasites—Hqaoln in the leek-green color.

. nsion to the hardness.

Anthracitis, for a stone resembling coal in being black and yielding !

black color when rubbed on a whetstone ; also for another kin(

which resembled a.burning coal.

Ophites, for stones having streaks of green color, like serpents.

2. Names having reference to theform of the stone.

Scorpitis, " u a scorpion in color or shape.
Dendritis, « " a tree.

3. JVames derivedfrom the uses of the mineral.

if not wholly, stalagmite) from which

the kind of vase called alabastron was made.
Chrysites, from XQvo6g, gold, it being used in trials for gold.
Basanites, from Maavog, a touchstone. .

4. Names having reference to the constitution of the stone.

from xa^K copper or brass, for a copper ore.

Sideritis, from aldijqog, iron.

Chrysitis (from the Greek for gold), Argyritis (from the Greek for silver),

and Molybditis (from the Greek for lead), were names of products

obtained in the reduction of silver ores ; the first is supposed to have

been a yellow litharge.

5. Name* a mm of localities.

Pharanites, from the name of a locality in Arabia.
Syrtites, from a locality on the shores of the Syrtes.
ChoaspitiB, from a locality o" iL -

m Syene, in E<

Memphites, from Memphis

The termination ites or itis was thus distinctive of the names
of minerals, stones, or fossils* Moreover, the names were de-

rived from qualities, forms, uses, and localities, or from the same
characteristics that are now referred to in making the new
names of the science. The only modern kind of name not in

vogue in Pliny's time is that after persons.

<

Werner appears to have been the first to introduce this class of names
into Mineralogy. The earliest exan was that of

naming what de Bora had called 67,,/, J//. W. , t •..;,!>) Torberite,

its original furm, as it
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Torber Bergmann (more correctly

mineralogists of last century, as Bergmann,
l language of his scientific works, Torbernus

ountered objections ; and Werner, in view of

t (after some incorrect trials) that the mineral

>d in 1789 the name Chalcolite. He however,

ften r 1 i, . ';, \ 1790) showed that he saw nothing bad
le of name by designating other new species Prehnite and
the former after Col. Prehn the discoverer, and the latter after

ing the discoverer and analyst of the species. The same year,

. 4 -t f '
"^

» n*
, i-su> i .i

;
ai i'h - !_ t st the Werner

school, with the title " Freyi 11 er Herrn Inspector Wer-
igie," eto., (64 pp. 16mo, 1790), in

Werner's labors in the - . nee, and under the
head of Prehnite ridiculed this method of creating a paternity, and pro-
viding the childless with children to hand down their names to posterity

Such names were, however, too easily made, too pleasant, u
general thing, to give ai free from real objection,
to be thus stopped off, and they have since become numerous, even Vi-

As a part of the history may be hero
added that Werner, when is chalcolite was an ore of
uranium with but little copper, instead of a true ore of copper, dropped

ttjca)
; and Kars'ten, in his reply to A *»», 80 pp.

12mo), makes out of the necessary rejection of chalcolite an argument
against chemical names, and in favor of names after persons, as the

During the Middle ages many provincial names for stones and
ores originated, or came into use, in the mining regions of Europe

;

and gome of these have since had general acceptance, such as

Muartz, Blende, Hornblende, Talc, Feldspar, Schorl, Mispickel,

Copperas (from Kupferwasser of the Germans, like Couperose
of the French*).
In the course of the last century, when the science of min-

erals was taking shape, and progress in chemistry was helping it

forward, there was an effort, on one side, to introduce, under the

^nuence of Linna3us, the double names of other branches of

^atural History ; and, on the other, under the influence of Cron-
stedt and Bergmann, names expressive of chemical composi-

~,_.,
The German word Kupferwasser. literally signifying Copper-water (the Chal-

ntum Lorium rwi vitriols, whether

n result of the alteration of copper

r and iron pyrites passed for copper

_„.. Jown, and they occur mixed together

ged to the Fr, :
-; while the Ger

would naturally take this form.
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tion as far as it was ascertained ; and the two methods have had

their advocates till late in the present century. But, at the

same time, the necessity of single names was recognized by most

of the early mineralogists
; and in the spirit of the system which

had made its appearance among the Greeks and Eomans out of

the genius of the Greek language, they almost uniformly adopt-

ed for the new names the termination ite.

Thus we have from Werner the names Torberite, Chalcolite,

Graphite, Prehnite, Witherite, Boracite, Augite, Pistacite, Finite,

Aragonite, Apatite, Leucite, Cyanite (Kyanite) ; and from other

\ century, Zeolite, Actinolite, Tremolite, Coc-

Cryolite, Chiastolite, Collyrite, Agalmatolite, Sommite, Moroxne,
Pharmacolite, Strontianite, Delphinite, Titanite, Ceylanite, Ga-

dolinite, Eubellite, Sahlite, Wernerite, Scapolite, Mellite, etc.

The termination ine, was also adopted for a few names, as Tour-

maline, Olivine, Mascagnine, Serpentine; and an in Yesuvian;
but the great bulk of the names were systematically ;

With the opening of the present century (in 1801), Haiiy came

forward with his great work on Crystallography, and in it he

brought out a variety of new names that defy all system, having

nothing of the system of the earlier science, and no substitute of

his own. Forgetting that the unity of law which he had found

in nature should be a feature i e, he gave

names to minerals as a gardener might to his varieties of pinks

and roses, introducing thus the terminations

—

ane, in Cymophane

;

ase, in Euclase, Idocrase, Anatase, Dioptase

;

age, in Diallage

;

tme, in Analcime

;

ole, in Amphibole

;

ome, in Aplome, Harmotome
;

osc, in Orthose

;

ote, in Actinote, Epidote

;

yre, in Dipyre

;

"
'- tMesc

i. ^U£ ???
C0

J
mmanded so great and so general admiration

by his brilliant discoveries in crystallography, and by the bene-

fits which he had thus conferred on mineralogical science, that
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his names with their innovations were for the most part imme-
diately accepted even beyond the limits of France, although a
number of them were substitutes for those of other authors *
borne of Werner's names were among the rejected ; and a break
was thus occasioned between German and French mineralogy,
which will not be wholly removed until the rule of priority,
properly restricted, shall be allowed to have sway.

;

Beudant succeeded Haiiy, and had the same want of system
in his ideas of nomenclature. Finding occasion to name vari-

* The substitutes among the above names in the 1st edition of Haiiy's Crystal-
lography (1801) are the following;

of last century and earlier.
' Feldspar.

Pyroxene, for Augite of Werner, and Volcanite of Delametherie. [Dclanh'therio

' M
a ^°°temPora»T of Haiiy at Par edition of Mongez's

.797, of an ambitious
speculative work en t it- ^irst two volumes of which consis-
a oi a treatise on Mineralogy ; in 1811, 1818, of I

off t V/
umt)6r of vears principal editor of the Journal de Physique. He gave

«Vk!j • , J b^ some of his early publications. Haiiy's mineral !.,- . •!

«*noea in full by Delai L792 (some years in
^^nce of Haiiy's description of it.) without crediting the name or anvthine else

fu

cl
edii

i

toHa^ears

ymophane, for Ch-ysoberyl of Werner.
Hocrase, for Vesuviun of Werner

Disthene, for Kyunite (Cyanite) of Wernei
•

'
'•

Sphene, for IXtanite of Klaproth.
' -r Sommite of Delametherie.

inphane, for Spodumene of i

3 Tfieorie de la 2'erre, he ii

Stn
a
J
tlte

'
for "Fremdte of Pini.

AnrIT

?

tlde
'
for 8 tnd Grenatite of de Saussure.

Part o/' ?
aranthine

> for Scapoliteot d'Andrada, and Rapidolite of Abildgaard.

^Placements. Ho i olmracters^and chi

jn„
" not confined to the species. Moreover, as his pupil, Lucas, observes (in gi

dumoT/-
18 for

.

re
i

,:< ''" r
"*'

'

' lo vl

"Jrtance duTor. . . ''""Hatiy^wn^

Km
e

eTrkable
'

'n geneml
'
f° r ' Nation, which mak

n'm^f
none

! *s for is from the Greek for difference; Ani
„' .

on
? weakness in Greek; Orthose, from straight in Greek: Epidote, from i

tr,
,

m
,
Greek ; Anatase, from erection in Greek, interpreted by him as equivalffl

he TIh
*" Idocra8e>

fr°m *•* " 1!al"e ryrox«*,,wl*

often
8 °U Hran9er d"™ le domaine duftu, is an unfortunate exception, :

^"7 s adoption of it
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ous mineral species which till then had only chemical names, he

adopted Haiiy's method of miscellaneous terminations, but in-

dulged in it with less taste and judgment, and with little knowl-

edge of the rules of etymology. In his work we find the termin-

ation ese, in Apherese, Aphanese, Neoctese, Acerdese, Mimetese;

ise, in Leberkise, Sperkise, Harkise, (only German words Galli-

cized,) Melaconise, Zinconise, Crocoise, Stibiconise, Uraconise;

ose, in Argyrose, Argyrythrose, Psaturose, Aphthalose, Bhoda-

lose, Siderose, Elasmose, Exanthalose, Cyanose, Melinose, Diso-

mose ; ase, in Neoptase, Discrase ; irne, in Ypoleime ; efe, in Exi-

tele ; while names ending in trie are greatly multiplied.

With a little better knowledge of classical rules he would

not have retained the terminal s of the Greek in the derivative,

and thus have made the intolerable names above which end in ose

and ese, and in part in ise (as Siderose from oidrftog, Aphanese from
*

<iqpttyj]S, Melaconise from fiila^ black, and xovtg, powder)
;
[and with

more of the spirit of system, he would have rejected entirely the

plan of miscellaneous terminations.

In Germany, the tendency has always been to uniformity

through the adoption of the termination ite. Breithaupt has been

somewhat lawless, giving the science his Plinian, Alumian, Sar-

dinian, Asbolan, etc. ; his Castor and Pollux (no doubt regarded

as a good joke, though in our view a joke out of place) ; his Glau-

codot, Homichlin, Orthoclase, Loxoclase, Xanthocon, etc. :
still,

far the larger part of his numerous names are rightly terminated.

In view of the above and other considerations, we arrive at

the following conclusions:

—

1. The only chance for uniformity in mineralogical nomen-
clature is in the general use of the termination ite.

2. This termination is the best that is available, because of

(1) its original use and signification, (2) its early origin,. (3) its

almost universal adoption in the science.
3. If any other termination in addition is to be used, it should

be so only under system; that is, it should be made ch;t

of a particular natural group of species, and be invariably em-

ployed for the names in that group ; and its use should not be

a matter of choice or whim with describers of species.
As a matter of fact, ine has not been employed for any par-

ticular division of minerals, or with reference to any system,
and it could not now be so restricted ; and, this being the case, it

should be put out of the science as far as possible. It belongs
by adoption and long usage to chemistry, and should be left to

that science.

liformity may be attained,

iwag names, when it can be done
vithout great inconvenience.
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Names like Quartz, Garnet, Gypsum, Realgar, Orpiment, with
the names of the metals and gems, which are part of general lit-

erature, must remain unaltered. Mica and Feldspar, equally old
with Quartz, have become the names of groups of minerals, and
are no longer applied to particular species.
Fluor was written Fluorite last century by Napione. Blende,

although one of the number that might be allowed to stand
among the exceptions, has already given place with some miner-
aogiststo Sphalerite, a name proposed by Haidinger (because
blende was applied also to other species) in 1845, and signifying
deception, like Blende.

. Galena was written Galenite by von Ko-
bell some years since. Orthoclase, Loxoclase, Oligoelase might
be rightly lengthened to Orthoclasite, etc. But the termination
close (from the Greek for fracture) is peculiar to names of min-
erals, and the abbreviated form in use may be allowed to stand
for species of the Feldspar group. It seems better that it be
avoided elsewhere. These remarks on special cases might be
further extended ; but it is unnecessary as I shall soon present
my views more fully in another place.

inere are of course objections to all sucli c
ber of names reauirino
of them
the future of the science. Mineralogy is yet in its formative
period

j
it is far from being so stiffened with age as not to admit

°t progress in the direction contemplated.

It has become very desirable that the nomenclature of rocks
sjould have some point of difference from that of minerals,
^ames, like Diorite, Dolerite, Eurite, Porphyrite, Andesite, Ton-
allte, Phonolite, Leptynite, Domite, Dunite, Amphibolite, Pyrox-

?/% Pegmatite, Hyperite, Itacolumite, Spilite, Ditroite, Sanidin-
"e, Phthanite, Nephel ri fce, Aphanite, are fast

multiplying and have nothing in them to indicate whether they
are to be looked for or not in a work on mineralogy. It is,

Qerefore, here suggested, as an easy method of giving the names
« rocks a distinctive feature, to substitute for i in the final tie

g.e letter y. Thus Diorite, Eurite, Tonalite, etc. would become
wryte, Euryte, Tonalyte, etc. The y is already in the name

trachyte. The change would not be necessary in the familiar
"arnes Granite and Syenite. In the German language the termi-

ble lite, when from the Greek hdog, is written tith, as in

but it would be no disadvantage to the language, or
to its science, if the h should be left off here as elsewhere, and
ke yte (or yt in German) be accepted as simply a termination in
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Art. XV.

—

Observations and Experiments on living Org
heated water ; by Jeffries Wyman, M.D., Hersey Professor

of Anatomy in Harvard College.

Ijst a former number of this Journal (vol. xxxiv, July, 1862),

an account was given of some experiments on the formation of

Infusoria in boiled solutions of organic matter, the result of

which was, that such solutions, exposed only to air which had

passed through iron tubes heated to a redness, became the seat

of infusorial life. The same result followed when similar so-

lutions were enclosed in hermetically sealed flasks, and sub-

sequently exposed to the action of boiling water. In a few in-

stances Infusoria appeared when the temperature was raised

above 212°" F. All living beings found under the above cir-

cumstances have been attributed either, 1st, to organisms or the

germs of them, supposed to be contained in the fluid experi-

mented with, or the air included in the flasks; or 2d, to the

direct transformation of organic matter into new living beings,

independently of any germs or living organisms whatever; or

in other words to " spontaneous generation."
Abundant proof has been brought forward to show that the

spores or germs of infusoria exist in the air in quantities amply

sufficient to account for the presence of living organisms in solu-

tions freely exposed.
There can therefore be no certainty of the existence of spon-

taneous generation in a given solution, until it can be shown,

that this has been freed of all living organisms which it con-

tained at the beginning of the experiment, and kept free of all

such from without during the progress of it. On the other hand,

this kind of generation becomes probable, whenever it is made

certain that Infusoria do appear in solutions, in which the con-

ditions just mentioned have been complied with.
We say probable, because their appearance under such cir-

cumstances would not amount to a proof. The absolute proof ot

spontaneous generation must come from the formation of living

organisms out of inorganic matter. If infusoria are generated in

of organic matter, independently of spores or germs,

the question may be fairly raised whether we do not begin the

experiment with materials in which life already exists, even

though this material is not in the form of distinct organisms.
The issue between the advocates and the opponents of this

doctrine, clearly turns on the extent to which it can be proved
that living beings resist the action of water at a high temper-

ature, or on what Pouchet calls r in nearly

all the observations hitherto made, heated water has been the

agent for the destruction of infusorial life preliminary to the be-

ginning of an experiment.
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The observations and experiments contained in this commu-
nication, have not been brought together either for sustaining or
refuting the doctrine just referred to, but partly with the view
of testing the accuracy of the experiments formerly made, and
chiefly for the purpose of determining how far the life of certain
kinds of low organisims is either sustained or destroyed in
water which has been raised to a high temperature, a result
which must be reached before spontaneous generation can be
either asserted or denied. The evidence which will be adduced
is derived from the following sources

:

1st, from the phenomena of hot springs;
2d, from the appearance or non-appearance of Infusoria in so-

lutions boiled for different periods of time, and exposed only to
pure air;

3d, from the observed action of heat on the living organisms
which the solution experimented with, was known to contain.

,
Section I. Thermal Springs.—The study of organisms living

in thermal waters is of great importance in connection with the

investigation of the limit of vital resistance. Having become
adapted, through a long series of years, to their surroundings,
such organisms may be supposed to live under circumstances
the most favorable possible, for sustaining life at a high temper-

without injury ; but if the same change is suddenly made they
P^sh. In the experiments made in our laboratories, the change
°f conditions is relatively violent and therefore liable to destroy

{J

te by its suddeness, when otherwise it might possibly have
Deen sustained. In the thermal waters therefore which give us
a range of temperature as high as 212° F., we are more likely

J°

find the highest degree of heat consistent with the main-

Perature at which life has been noticed in hot springs.
?ot be overlooked, however, that these have been thus far very

^perfectly studied, especially with regard to the lowest organ-
1Slns

, and that we are by no means sure that the extreme limit
0t endurance in them has been ascertained.
not Springs of Luzon.—These springs were examined by Son-

nerat* and his account of them is often quoted as evidence that
they are inhabited by fishes and plants at a temperature of 187°

*-t This assertion is not sustained by those who have visited
tuem since Sonnerat. Dr. Abel who accompanied Lord Amherst
111 Qis mission to China examined them, and 4l saw no fish, but a

* Journal de Physique, Avril, 1774, t. iii, p. 256.

f Spallanzani Opuscoli, Milano, 1826, p. 69.

**• JOCB. SCI.-SKCONB SEBIE3, Vol. XLIV, No. 131,-Sept., 1867.
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small snake and a frog which were not only dead but boiled.''*

Marion de Proce, who has examined the same springs with care

states that the waters where the fish were actually found did not

exceed 36° 0. (or 968° F.)* Prof. James D. Dana, one of the

naturalists of the U. S. Exploring Expedition also visited them;

he makes no mention of animal life, but gives the important

observation " that the stones were covered with a white incrust-

ation which appears to be silicoeus, and a species of feathery

vegetation occurs also upon those bordering the streamlets where

the temperature is 160° F., and presenting various shades of

green and white.f"
Hot springs of the Ouachita.—-These are situated in Hot-spring

Co., Arkansas, and the four hottest are stated by Major Long to

have the temperature of 132°, 140°, 148° and 150° F., respec-

tively. He says " not only Confervae and other vegetables grow

in and about the hottest of them, but great numbe
insects are constantly seen about the bottoms and sides." "A
small bivalve testaceous animal adheres to the plants and lives

in such a high temperature.";}:

Hot springs of Sorujkund.—Dr. Joseph D. Hooker found in

these springs Confervas which Berkeley referred to the genus Lep-

tothrix " growing on the margins of the tanks and in the hottest

water ; the brown is the best salamander, and forms a belt in

deeper water than the green ; both appear in luxuriant strata,

wherever the temperature has cooled down to 168° F., and as low

The hot springs of Pugha, in Thibet reach the temperature of

174° F., and Confervas and Oscillatorics were found growing in

them by Capt. Strachey.||

Hot springs of Mariara and La Trinchera.—Humboldt has

given the result of his own carefully made observations on the

thermal waters of South America, among the most remarkable

of which are those of Mariara and La Trinchera, and of these

the latter is the hottest. Of La Trinchera he says, " We were

surprised at the luxuriant vegetation that surrounds the basin;

with slender pinnate leaves, Clusias and fig trees have

pushed their roots into the bottom of a pool, the temperature of

which was 85° C. (185° F.), and the branches of tfa

extend over the surface of the water at two or three inches dis-

tant." u An Arum with a woody stem, and with large sagittate

leaves, rose in the very middle of the pool, the temperature ot

which was 70° C. (158° F.) Plants of the same species vege-

* Edwards, Influence of Physical Agents ou Life. Translated by Dr. Hodgki*

and Dr. Fisher. London, 1832, p. 466
t Geology of Sou, p. 543.
tlW'Exj ..p. 291. Philadelphia, 1822-

8 Himilaya Jon n 1854
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tate in other parts of those mountains at the brink of torrents,
the temperature of which is not 18° C. (644° F.)*
Hotspm am indebted to Dr. William H.

Brewer, Botanist to the Geological Survey of California, and to
liam T. Brigham of Boston for the informal

follows, in relation to the thermal waters of this state which
they have personally examined. Dr. Brewer's observations as
will be seen by the following extract from his letter to me, show
the existence of plants in water of a considerably higher tem-
perature than even that of La Trinchera. He says, " the place
where the greatest temperature was noticed, in which plants oc-
cur is the Geysers, in Lake (formerly Sonoma) county about sev-
enty -five miles north of San Francisco. Vegetable forms flour-

;fq
e

Q
d

.
in these waters at various temperatures up to 93° C,

U»y o F.,) but were most abundant in waters of the temper-
atures of 52° to 55° 0. (125°~131° F.)"

i a
the mSner temperature they were not abundant and ex-

isted as grains like Nostoc or Protococcus, intensely green and
rather dark. They were observed in several cases where the
water was above 90° C, but were more common in the streams,
as the water cooled, and formed large slimy masses. Much of
mese were in long slender filaments like Confervse."f

a j
temPeratures given here were carefully observed with a

standard centigrade thermometer, with a naked elongated bulb.""

rf
Mr. Brigham visited the same springs and made a collection

w some of the Confervoid plants growing in them. In regard
*° animal life he says, "although I looked with great care I
jowd find no living animals in the water, but boiled insects were
ather common. These were not fair cases, as the waters were

*-> s rongly impregnated with sulphur and acid that these alone
mW account for the absence of animal life. On the bank
Where the temperature ranged from 197° to 207° F., spiders were
abundant and seemed to feel no inconvenience from the heat.

J

saw several feeding on the bodies of insects boiled by the wa-

^
r

- The spiders were seen even standing on the wat

tK i

^'
'

l^e ^ r ^°^ies were not immersed and the hairs on
e fogs might, as is often

em ??rin9s o/Icehnd,-
m

y. Confervas collected in Iceland by M. Descloizeaux who

20R°V£em §rowin& in tne Gr°f at a temperature of 98° C, or

^any other accounts§ of living organisms in thermal waters
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bring together only the hottest, and with regard to which the

evidence is trustworthy.

The statements we have quoted give satisfactory proof that

different kinds of plants may live in water of various temper-

ir in Sor-

,
185° as

ved by Humboldt in La Trinchera, 199° as observed by

Dr. Brewer in California, and 208° as observed by Descloizeaux

in Iceland. The lowest forms only are found in the hottest

With regard to animals the testimony is much less complete.

The highest temperature at which they have been found, in so

far as we have seen any evidence was, as stated by Major LoDg,

150° F., in the hot springs of the Ouachita where he found "bi-

valve testaceous animals "and insects. In the instance men-

tioned by Mr. Brigham, although the spiders were in air the

temperature of which was from 197° to 207° F., it is doubtful

whether their bodies were as hot. They are air-breathing ani-

mals, but it is not unlikely that the heat of their bodies is kept

down as in others whose breathing is aerial by the evaporation

from their respiratory and other surfaces. Otherwise it does not

appear how the albuminous matter in their fluids is kept from

coagulation. When walking on the surface of the water it is

most probable, as Mr. Brigham suggests, that their feet are not

immersed, but that these, as in Hydrometro, repel the water; the

icrefore might be wholly surrounded by air, in which

ease the temperature would be lower than that of the water. It

a thermometer be held a short distance, not exceeding a half-inch,

from the surface of boiling water, the temperature indicated will

be many degrees below the boiling point. A marked difference

exists even when the bulb and water nearly touch.
To show the importance of great accuracy in determining the

temperature at the precise spot where the organisms are found

we will cite the following statement, where a very erroneous

result would have been obtained if the temperature of the sur-

r had been taken as representing that of the whole

mass. Tripier in his account of the baths of Hamman-mes-
Koutm, in Algeria, saw fishes in water the surface of which had

a temperature of 56° 0. (132° F.), but in the lower layers frojQ

which the fishes did not rise, the thermometer indicated only

40° C. (104° F.) It is to be feared that this possible difference

of temperature has not always been kept in view, by those who

of a high degree
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Dr. Carpenter in his General and Comparativ
mentions several instances of animals living in a high" temper-
ature and also states, that " at the island of New Amsterdam
there is a mud spring, which, though hotter than boiling water,
gives birth to a species of Liverwort."* It is presumed that this
is the island of the same name referred to by Humboldt, but
he only states that the springs in question were much hotter
than those of the Mariara, which last were from 132° to 135°

-IJ-T It has also been asserted that Humboldt saw living fishes
thrown out from the crater of Chimborazo at 210° F., and that
they have been discharged at a higher temperature from the
Geysers of Iceland.;}: In the first instance it was at Cotopaxi
and not Chimborazo, that Humboldt made his observations. A
species called prenadillas by the natives (Pimelodus cyclopum)
is expelled from time to time from the crater, or clefts in the
sides of it, in immense numbers; but he expressly states that
the water expelled at the same time is not hot but cold and that
the fishes are not so disfigured as to indicate that they had been
exposed to a high temperature.§ "We have not been able to
nnd authority for the statement with regard to the Geysers.
Section II. Experiments with boiled solutions of organic mat-

& in sealed flasks.—These experiments, which are divided into
two series, were made for the purpose of ascertaining to what ex-
tent certain kinds of organic solutions became the seat of infu-

notwithstanding a more or less prolonged exposure to

ater, and the precautions taken to exclude the entrance
°i infusoria from without. They are in part repititions of some
ot those formerly described, the results of which they fully con-
^m- Great pains have been taken to ensure accuracy in con-
noting, as wpII *<= in r,hao™;n,r and recording them.H

Philadelphia, 1851,
|

Infusoria appearing
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Series A. The flasks used in this series had a capacity of

about 800 c. c. and had along and slender me - w 1- drawi

out, about an inch from the end to a size which could easily be

melted in a flame and in some instances the stem of a clay pipe,

with a calibre of 0*08 inch, and in others, a copper tube 018
inch in diameter and filled with fine wires, was cemented into

the mouth. The fluid in the flasks was boiled and thus the con-

tained air expelled and replaced by steam. Afterthe boiling

had been continued sufficiently long, the whole was then allowed

to cool slowly, the air to reenter through the tube, which last

was kept meanwhile at a red heat. After the flask was cold it

was hermetically sealed, the heat of the tube being carefully

kept up until this was accomplished. Thus a boiled organic

solution was obtained, in contact only with air which had been

purified by heat.

Exp. L—The contents of the flask were a few grains of meat

and sugar, and 20 c. c. of water boiled 25 minutes. An infuso-

rial film was formed on the 5th day ; the flask was opened on

the 31st. Vibrios were found in large numbers.
Exp. II.—50 c. c. of beef-juice and water were boiled twenty

minutes. On the 4th day a thick infusorial film was formed

over the whole surface of the fluid ; the flask was opened on the

6th day and found to contain Vibrios and Bacteriums.
Exp. Ill—The flask contained a small piece of beef weighing

about three grammes, and 50 c.c. of water, which were boiled

30 minutes. An infusorial film- was formed on the 3d day,

which sank to the bottom and was afterwards replaced by

another.

The flask was opened on the 27th day ; the contents had a

nauseous odor but were not putrid. The muscular fasciculi had

fallen to pieces and the fluid had become slimy and viscid.

Immense numbers of Monads filled the solution. Some feathery

crystals were noticed, but the mc a nee in this

as well as in some other instances in which muscle was used,

was the fatty degeneration of the fibres which had taken place

subsequently to the boiling. The fibres were found in many
stages of change, some of them having their contents finely

granular, striae still seen, while others were filled with oil-glob-

ules, and had no traces of strias left. One s

ined by Dr. Calvin Ellis who was urn
ference between the appearances which it presented and those

of ordinary fatty degeneration of the muscles.
Exp. IV.—The flask contained very thin wheat paste mixed

with saliva and water; the boil 25 minutes.

No film was noticed until the 30th day, the flask was opened on

the 68th day, and the fluid found filled with Monads.
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Exp. V.—A few grains each of meat and sugar in 20 c. c. of

water were boiled 25 minutes. An infusorial film appeared on
the 4th day. The flask was opened on the 50th day by Prof.

Henry James Clarke by whom th$ accompanying figures were
carefully drawn from nature.

Fig. 1. Vibrio baccillus, enlarged two thousand diameters;
these are very numerous and move 2
quickly; the joints appear to be uni-

\ fiS.
ted by a gelatinous substance which (IS} V^V
is quite transparent and move on each C\ \ (V\\ \i

V

other by a series of flexions and ex- i V\ W XWl
tensions; the number of segments is \l ^ \2)
variable. (\

a transparent space, and around this
~ v ]<J

a gelatinous envelope of extreme deli-
cacy. They are sometimes seen single but generally double;
ftore than two are rarely united together.

%3. A linear series of globules enlarged five hundred-
diameters

; these have the power of locomotion.

. % 4. Excessively faint and colorless bodies of great del-

icacy, and changing their form under the slightest pressure,

ihey closely resemble the substance described by Virchow as

nyehne which not only forms the medullary sheath of the nerves,

j"»t is also found abundantly elsewhe/e. He says " there scarce-
Jy exists a tissue rich in cells in which this substance does not
e*ist in large quantities."*
h ig. 5. This figure, also drawn by Prof. Clarke, represents an

organism commonly seen in nearly all of the experiments. It

18 ®^aroed thirty-five hundred diameters.

. *'g- 6, represents the form of the bodies we have called

^nads. and each has a ciliated appendage and is locomotive

series B.—The flasks in which the experiments described
oelow were made, all had the same capacity, viz. about 70 c. ft,

ana the quantity of solution used in each was from 5 to 8 c. c.

£«er the fluid to be experimented with had been introduced

^
aey were sealed at the temperature of the room, placed in a

covered vessel containing water, and the whole heated to 212

••and boiled for various periods. _ ,

^his method corresponds substantially with that of the JNeea-

* Cellular Pathology, translated by Dr. Chance, p. 234. London, i860.
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ham and Spallanzanni. It is in all respects more simple and

easier than that in which the apparatus is complicated with a

heated tube. This last beyond a question destroys all organ-

isms contained in the air whiph enter the flask through it, but is

without effect on such as may be contained in the solution, or

adhere to the inner surface of the glass. These come in contact

only with boiling water or steam, and unless destroyed by one

or the other of these, would be sufficient to vitiate any exper-

iment, however careful the adjustment and heating of the tube

may have been. We therefore believe that the tube is an unne-

cessary and useless complication of the apparatus.

Exp. VI.—Six flasks prepared as above, and containing from

5 to 8 c. c. of beef juice and water were boiled 30 minutes. The

albuminous matter was coagulated, but the fluid portion became

perfectly transparent. The contents became turbid and an infu-

sorial film was formed in four of the flasks on the 7th day, and

a few days afterwards in the others.

Exp. VII.—Six flasks, each containing about 1 gram of beef

! boiled 30 minutes. An infusorial film

3 formed on the surface of all of them on or before the 7th day.

Exp. VIII.—A single flask containing a few grains of finely

ground bean flour and 5 c. c. of water was boiled 48 minutes.

The mixture became filled with Vibrios on the 4th day.

Exp. IX.—Six flasks containing beef juice and water weic

boiled 30 minutes. A thick infusorial film was formed in all ot

them on or before the 7th day.

Exp. X.—Six flasks containing each a few milligrams of beef

and 5 c. c. of water were boiled 30 minutes. An infusorial film

was formed on all on or before the 17th day.
In the preceding experiments of this series, the boiling was

continued thirty minutes in four, and forty-eight in the fifth.

The following experiments were made for the purpose of ascer-

taining whether prolonged boiling would be attended with a dif-

ferent result.

Exp. XI—Five flasks, each containing a few grains of beef,

and about 5 c. c. of water were prepared as in the preceding ex-

periments
; one was boiled 32 minutes, one 50 minutes, and the

other three 1 hour and 20 minutes each.
An infusorial film formed in the first on the 2d day, m the

second on the 6th day, in one of those boiled 1 hour and 2U

minutes on the 8th, and in the others on the 10th. All were ex-

amined and found to contain Vibrios and Bacteriums ; and m ad;

dition the first and second contained the " myeloid substance

already described, fig 4. Those which were boiled longest were

the latest in developing infusoria: bat oi tl one boiled 1 hoar

and 20 minutes, they appeared two days later than in the other.

Exp. XII.—Twenty-four flasks each containing about 5 c. &
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of beefjuice were divided into six series of four each, and boiled
for different periods as indicated in the following table; this
table also gives the day of the appearance of the infusoria in
each of the flasks belonging to a given series.

I. h 30m 3 4
II. h 45m

III. l
h 00

IV. l
h 15m

l
h 30m

VI. 2h 00
J

Seven of the flasks produced no infusoria, and the number in
which thej did appear becomes less the longer the boiling was
continued.

Exp. XIII.—Of seventeen flasks containing beef-juice eleven
were boiled 45 minutes, and 6 were boiled 2 hours. Infusoria
appeared in all of the first series except one, at the end of the
second day, and in the remaining one of this series and in all of
toe second on the 3d day.

.

It will be seen at a glance that Expts. XII and XIII differ
iQ their results, and that of four flasks in Ex. XII boiled 1 h.
aQd 30 m., three produced no infusoria, while in Ex. XIII the

W t°
na aPPeared in all, six of which were boiled two hours.

We have several times met with similar differences in successive
^P^ments. Sometimes flasks boiled for a single hour became
^0% inert, even when the number of them was quite large.

e can °nly insist that in the above experiments the flasks were
Properly sealed, and that there was no error as to the time for
™»ch the boiling was kept ur>.

J*p. XIY.-Twenty flasks
Seated as follows

:

ntaimng of beef i

I^SEI* Dvott.U^fMorta

Se*eS I. 5 flasks.

" II. 5 "
" III. 5 «

_1_IV. | 5 «

2 h

3 h

4 h

6 6 6 6 6

6 6 6 6 7

6

-^o flask was opened until the sixth day, though there were
gut indications of infusoria three days previously; actively

moving Vibrios were found in large numbers. The experiment
as discontinued on the 10th day. as there was no indication of

further change.

„
-bzp- XV.—Thirty-two flasks containing a boiled solution of
extract of beef* were arranged in six series, and boiled for

3n in the following table:
' i . - . Borden'3 concentrated j

• jocb.Sci.-Seco»dS
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\ ° r taK
Uay0n

applared
nfU8°ria

Series I.

" II.

« III.

" IV.
" V.

" VI.

5

5

5

Oh 30m

1 00
1 30
2 20

3 30

4 00

112 2 2

2 2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2 2

12 2 2 2

2 2 3 3?
j 2 2 2 4 4

An infusorial film formed in all the flasks on the da

ted, except in the one marked doubtful in series V, and those of

series VI, in which infusoria appeared on the 4th day. None of

these last had a film, but, as in the one marked doubtful in series

V, had an immense number of minute bodies, which formed a

cloud when the flask was shaken, and were not there when the

experiment was begun. These bodies were spherical, had an

outer wall, and a nucleus which was also a hollow body. They

were of different sizes, and seemed to be undergoing multipli-

cation by division. Their real nature must be considered doubt-

ful. The films in the other flasks consisted chiefly of Bacteriums.

The preceding experiments show that if the boiling of the

flasks be continued for four hours, as in Exp. XV, the infusoria

may appear nevertheless—though in other cases it has hap-

pened, as in Exp. XII, that life ceased to be manifested if it was

continued only for two hours. ,

In pushing the experiments still further, we have not found

that infusoria appeared in any instance if the boiling was pro-

longed to five or six hours. Several experiments, in which

many flasks were used, were tried, but the result was uniformly

the same. Thus a limit to the development of infusoria in boil-

in.: water was reached.

bECTIOBf III. Experiments to show the effect of boiling water on

living infusoria.—In view of the results given above, viz., the

development of infusoria in sealed flasks, notwithstanding the

-us taken, the question naturally arises whether the

infusoria which appeared were already in "the flask and resisted

the action of the water at 212° F. If not, then the invasion oi

the contents of the flasks by them is easily accounted
experiment shows that even a very few individuals if present

i to fill and make turbid a given sol*

ji tin- jut*
- so rapidly i

tion in a very short time,
soria perish during the be
of them under the circui

other way than by the common process of reprodu
Since large numbers of infusoria can be proved at all timeVj

be floating in the air, we must assume that some are included

in every flask, and since certain organisms live in thermal

uent appearance

plained in some
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waters at a very high temperature, within a few degrees even of
boiling water, the experimenter is called upon to show whether
water at the boiling point is or is not destructive of life, before
he can venture to offer a theory of the origin of the in:
the flasks. It should not be overlooked that a marked differ-
ence exists between the conditions of life in the flasks and the
thermal springs; in the former, the temperature is suddenly
raised from that of the air to the boiling point, while in the lat-
ter, the organisms inhabiting them have become adapted to their
surroundings through long periods of time. Furthermore it

must be remembered that in the two cases, we have to deal with
widely different species. It therefore becomes necessary to de-
termine by direct experiment on the species of infusoria found
m the flasks what their powers of resistance are.

Before proceeding to give the result of the experiments we
have made, bearing upon this question, we will notice some of
the statements which are constantly urged in support of the
opinion that infusoria are capable of resisting water of a very
hgn temperature. Among these are the ones relating to the
well known experiments of Doyere and others, in which Tar-

oloo
ades and Rotifers are asserted to have resisted a heat of

?48 F. In these cases the important condition that the organ-

• a dry and not in a moist state is often overlooked.
« truth Doyere himself expressly mentions that in a moist con-
dition they perished at 122° F *

In the alleged instances of seeds resisting the action of boiling
Water, it may be reasonably doubted whether in these the results

nave not been misunderstood. Spallanzanni clearly proved that

I!
tQe seeds experimented upon by him were soaked previously to

tie boiling, they did not germinate/}" So long as the water does
n°t penetrate to the germ, this is no more influenced by it than
M the germ were exp * d to the same degree,
an

<* this it easily resists. , Water penetrates the seeds of many
plants and especially of some of the Leguminosce very slowly

;

m the case of those of Git ditch ia and Laburnum, we have found
several days and even weeks necessary for the complete pen-
etration of cold water, though when the water is hot it pen-
etrates^ much more readily. If therefore the seeds are dry
w"en immersed, and are boiled for a few minutes only, they
may still germinate. If they are moistened beforehand, the
action of boiling water has been found uniformly fatal. In one
of our experiments twenty-eight seeds of Oleiditchia were soaked
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until their coverings became soft and swollen ; one half were

planted at once, and the others after having been boiled five

minutes. None of the boiled ones germinated while all the

others did. Similar experiments with beans and with several

other kinds of seeds ended in a similar manner.
Pasteur has given the result of his own observations on the

effects of high temperature on the spores of some of the differ-

ent kinds of Cryptogams, and states that they resist when dry

248° to 257° F., but perish at 266°.* He gives no experiments

in which the spores were exposed to heated water, or to steam.

He excuses himself, however, on the ground of being unable to

devise a sufficiently rigorous method of experimentation^ We
believe the alleged difficulty can be met, and shall endeavor to

show by a series of comparative experiments that definite re-

sults may be obtained. From the manner in which Pasteur

states his own results, he gives the impression that in view of

the fact that the spores resist when dry a temperature of 257

R, it is reasonable to suppose that they will resist 212° when

moist. He does not assert this, but leaves his reader to infer it

"We have tried many experiments upon different kinds of moulds

and yeast plants and have found, as nearly all observers have,

that they perish at 212° F. Every one is familiar with the pro-

cess of "scalding" in domestic economy, which destroys the

kinds of cryptogams ordinarily concerned in fermentation, and

on the efficacy of which the preservation of canned meats and

other articles depends. As regards moulds the following exper-

iment is decisive. Take any number of cups of paste and sow

them all freely with spores
;
put one half in a covered vessel

containing a small quantity of water; boil this for a few min-

utes, thus exposing the paste and spores to steam, and then set

all the cups in similar conditions for light and heat; none of the

spores in the series which has been steamed will germinate,

while all others will.

Payen is quoted by many writers as asserting that the spores

of Oidiura aurantiacum germinated after having been exposed

to 248° F. Pasteur himself expresses the belief that in this

case the temperature has been erroneously determined.^ pa
*
v '

en's own statements are somewhat conflicting. In the one most

commonly quoted he says that spores heated in ordinary dough

to 120° C. (248° F.), may still germinate, but are so altered at

140° C. (284° F.) that they do not germinate.§ In another

and later statement he presents the matter quite differently-

"The spores of Oidium," he says, "preserve their vegetative

faculty m the soft part of the bread, {la mie du pain) the tem-

J irSSSJrtSS&tS: f Ibid,p 85,
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perature of which does not exceed 100° C. during the baking ;*
while in the crust, the temperatui : nr C. (392°
*.) destroyed the vitality of the Oidium^f There are here two
conditions of the bread recognized; the moist interior wliich
destroys the spores at 212° F., and the dry exterior which does
eo at 392° F. Mention has also been made of the germination
ot seeds taken from the raspberry jam, as proof that these had
resisted the action of boiling water. But in none of these cases
have we seen any evidence adduced to show that they had
really been boiled. We have not been able to find a single
instance in which seeds or spores or infusoria, excepting only
Vibrios, Bacteriums and Monads, thoroughly moistened before
the experiment, have resisted the prolonged action of boiling

The organisms which we have most commonly met with in
oar experiments in flasks, in fact almost the only ones, when the
boding was prolonged, are Vibrios, Bacteriums and Monads. The
Urstand second are without doubt plants allied to the Algce; the
nature of Monads is more obscure. They are all among the

living organisms. Leaving out of consideration cil-

ia which perish more easily, our inquiry now is,

to long an exposure to the action of
><< ,- Y,h,i s. Lac'-nnms and Mouads killed, and

•hey are dead?—This question is
a occult one to answer.

, a 1

usual sig°s of life manifested by the infusoria found in
«e flasks are the following: 1st, locomotion in nearly all of the
«Pecies; 2d, growth and reproduction; 3d, their reaction on the

Qg fluid, producing fermentation or putrefaction. The
econd and third are so intimately associated that the presence
1 one is almost a certain indication of the other. If a clear

J ;tion ferments, or becomes turbid, it may be safely
^nterred that living infusoria are present; nevertheless the cor-

this inference must be tested with the microscope.

» of either of the above signs alone cannot be consid-
er as a proof of death, and under certain circumstances all

fe may cease, but the infursoria may still be alive. If

% they are developed in a sealed flask, as soon as the

infusoria is exhausted their ac-
vity ceases, and they remain dormant for months; we have
ept them in this way for a year; but if fresh material is sup-

P, d to them, they at once resume their activity. Inactivity in
ie presence of organic material suitable for nourishment, and of

in St/
1* ^^g in this case was for the purpose of destroying the spores io loaves
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air at the ordinary temperature, added to the absence of the

other signs of life, must be considered as the best indication ot

de;ith.

1. Arrest of motion.—The temperature at which motion ceases

was determined as follows: a wide-mouthed bottle containing

infusoria was set in a water-bath, and a thermometer suspended

with its bulb in the infusorial fluid. The whole was gradually

heated, and drops of the fluid were examined from time to time

with the microscope, until the motions of the infusoria ceased.

The following table gives the result of the examination of fluids

taken from several different sources. The movements of the

Vibrios lasted longer than those of all other kinds, and the tem-

perature given below is that at which the motions of these were

arrested. The motion of all the ciliated infusoria stopped at less

than 130° F.

In in

[u i,

)

Exrr B

56-4 c!= 188-00 F

56-0 C.= 132-90 Y.usoria from a source not stated at|57-o[55-oJ56-0| j

2. Arrest of growth and reproduction.—In the following exper-

iments as a matter of convenience the temperature was always

carried to the boiling point, though it by no means follows that

this was in all cases necessary. The object was to determine by

comparative experiments, whether the growth and repi

of the infusoria and their reaction upon a given solution is ar-

rested or modified by their having been exposed to boiling

water. The solution used in nearly all was beef juice,* obtained

by grinding up flesh with water, which was poured off, boiled

and filtered; it thus became limpid and well adapted to show

the slightest change in transparency which attends the develop-

ment of infusoria. Equal quantities of the solution were poured

into a given number of bottles, and these were div

three series. Those of the first were set aside as ci

each of those of the second was added a drop of water c " 1*111
'

ing active infusoria; to each of those the third was added a

drop of the same fluid as in the second series, but after it baa

been boiled. All were placed together, having a similar expos-

ure to light and heat. By a comparison of the results of the

second and third series it will be seen whether the boiling has

perceptibly affected the growth and reproduction of the infuso-

ria; by a comparison of the results in either the second or third

series with those of the first, the difference will be shown be-

tween the effect of adding boiled or unboiled infusoria on the

f beef juice prepared as abore, »
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one hand, and the simple exposure of the solution to the air
without the addition of either, on the other. When an open
bottle was used it was in most cases covered with a paper cap to
exclude in a measure the dust from the air; this exclusion was
of course incomplete, but as all the flasks were equally exposed
and large numbers were used, any disturbance would be the
same for all, and might therefore be left out of the account.
As will be seen further on we have not depended solely on this
form of the experiment.
Exp XYL—Eighteen bottles of the capacity of 25 c. c. and

an inch in diameter throughout and containing equal quantities
of boiled and filtered beefjuice were divided into three series of
six each. All of series I were set aside as criteria; to all of
series 11 were added from a bottle five drops of water containing
large numbers of living Vibrios taken from a fluid in which
flesh was macerating ; to all of series III were added five drops
01^e Bame v U had been boiled five minutes.

, V
n
,

the 2d day all of series II, to which the unboiled infusoria

Jjad been added, were turbid from the rapid multiplication of
alcules, and an infusorial film was formed on the sur-

face of the fluid. All of series I and III were unchanged.
u|i the 3d day all of I and III had begun to be turbid, and

°n the 4th were equally so with II.
Exp. XVII.—Thirty-three bottles prepared and arranged as

ele
precedin8' experiment were divided into three series of

.

On the 2d day all of series II were turbid and had an infuso-
rial film. The others were unchanged.
On the 3d day eight of series I and seven of series III had

Decome turbid and the rest became so on or before the 6th day.
-prom the above experiments it is obvious that the boiling of

baa a marked effect, since the solutions, to which boiled
«»usoria were added, did not become invaded by animalcules
joner than those to which none had been added, while those to
Aich unboiled infusoria were added, were in all cases invaded
feast one day and in some, two or three days earlier.
lr

> each of the preceding experiments the bottles were all

^
ore or less exposed to the air, for the paper covering was only

tri*T
tlal Protection - Toe following modification of them was

led, for the purpose i re would be any dif-

of!k
Ce in the time in vv

'hich infusoria would appear in portions

wV u
Satne solution enclosed in two series of flasks, to one of

"Oieb. infusoria had been added, and all of both series sealed at

.

e temperature of the room, and afterwards boiled for the same

of-?'
By Performing the experiment in this way the influence

1 tfust from the air was eliminated, excepting in so far as it

Waa present in the flasks at the time they were sealed. This
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experiments, the only difference being that the quantity \

be less, and there would be none which had not been boiled.

Exp. XVIII.—Nineteen flasks of about 75 c. c. capacity, each

ig about 15 c.c. of boiled and filtered beef juice were

divided into two series, one of nine and the other of ten flasks.

All of series I were sealed at the temperature of the room,

without any addition to their contents. After a drop of water

containing active infusoria had been added to each of series II,

these were also sealed at the temperature of the room, and then

all of both series boiled 15 minutes.

They were allowed to stand twelve days in a cold room in the

winter, when no change having taken place they were removed

to a room in which the temperature ranged from 50° to 70° F.,

day and night. Six days later, on the lbth from the beginning

of the experiment, five flasks of each series had become turbid,

and on the 20th all hud become so. There was no obvious dif-

ference between the two series in the time required for the de-

velopment of the infusoria. A longer time passed before the

infusoria appeared than in the experiments with the open bot-

tles, but this is to be attributed in part to the coldness of the

room in which they were at first placed. But even in the warm

room it was six days before they became turbid.

_
Exp. XIX.—Seven flasks containing boiled and filtered beef

juice were divided into two series—I, consisting of three flasks,

bad added to the above fluid in each one drop of infusorial

fluid, and were sealed and allowed to remain at the temperature

of the room. Series II consisted of four flasks prepared as in

series I, but after being sealed were boiled 30 minutes.
At the end of 18 hours two of series I had become turbid

but none of II. At the 25th hour all of I were turbid and tw<>

of II. On the 3d day three of II were turbid and on the 4th

I was prepared containing half a grai

c. c. of water. Twenty-one flasks

Series I, consisting of three flasks which were sealed at the

temperature of the room.
Series II, consisting of six flasks, had added to each one drop

of dust fluid; this last was made by adding three or four grams

of dust from the tops of shelves, to about 200 c. c. of boiled wa-

ter which had cooled ; the mixture was shaken, the heaviest

particles of dust allowed to settle, and the rest poured off. A*
the end of a few days this fluid contained active Vibrios.

Series III, consisted of six flasks containing the same as those

of series I, sealed at the temperature of the room, and then

boiled 30 minutes.

Series IV, consisting of six flasks, contained the same fluid
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with the addition of one drop of dust water to each flask ; all
were boiled 30 minutes.
On the second day one of series I, and all those of II were tur-

bid and had a film—III and IV were unchanged, and perfectly
transparent. On the third day infusoria appeared in III and IV,
but were confined to the surface, forming a granular looking
film, the fluid remaining transparent.
The contents of the flasks were examined with the microscope.

I and II contained Vibrois of a large size, some of them ex-
tending nearly across the field, and when free moved slowly.
HI and IV also contained Vibrios, but of a very minute size and
moved with great rapidity.
The boiling in the above experiment was followed by a later

appearance of infusoria in III and IV than in I and II. The
addition of dust water to series II, hastened the development of
infusoria. In series IV to which the same dust had been added,
put the flask and contents subsequently boiled after being sealed,
infusoria appeared one day later.

Conclusions.—The following conclusions appear to the writer
to be justified by the observations and experiments recorded in
tnis paper.

1st. In thermal waters plants belonging to the lower kinds of
Algje live in water the temperature of which in some instances
nses as high as 208° F.

jd. Solutions of organic matter boiled for twenty-five minutes,
fnd exposed only to air which had passed through iron tubes
neated to redness, became the seat of infusorial life. Exps. I-V.

3d. Similar solutions contained in flasks hermetically sealed,
and then immersed in boiling water for periods varying from a
ew minutes to four hours, also became the seat of infusorial life,

ine. infusoria were chieflv Vibrios, Bacteriums and Monads.
%s. VI-XV.

4th. No ciliated infusoria, unless Monads are such, appeared

* u
esPer i ments referred to in the above conclusions.

5th. No infusoria of any kind appeared if the boiling was pro-
nged beyond a period of five hours.

b
- Infusoria having the faculty of locomotion lost this when

exPosed in water to a temperature of from 120° to 134° F. Exp.
Page 172.

F

7. If Vibrios, Bacteriums and Monads are added to a clear
a

.

Qd limpid organic solution, this becomes turbid from their mul-
"Phcation in from one to two days. If however they have been
Previously boiled, the solution does not become turbid, until
rom one to two days later, and in some of the experiments not
°°ner than does the same solution to which no infusoria have
be.en added.
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Art. XVI.—Bemarks on Prof. Geinitz's views respecting the Upper
Paleozoic rocks and Fossils of Southeastern Nebraska ; by F. B.

Through the politeness of Prof. Geinitz, I have received a

copy of his interesting and accurately illustrated work on the

Upper Paleozoic rocks and fossils of southeastern Nebraska.*
The numerous excellent figures he has here given, of many of

our fossils not previously illustrated, will certainly be a great

e to students, and place them under many obligations

to the distinguished author. Being very reluctantly compelled
to differ widely from him, however, in regard to ma
identifications and interpretations of these fossils, and feeling it to

be a duty to correct errors into which he has fallen, it is but fair

to first explain the di fo. he had to contend in

entering upon this investigation. In the first place, he was, to

a great extent, unacquainted with the Coal-measure fossils of

this country, and wholly unprepared to understand and appre-

ciate the remarkable mingling here of Coal-measure and Per-

mian types and the frequent alternation of beds containing

these two types of fossils, through a considerable thickness of

strata. In addition to this, he was necessarily compelled to

identify, and form all his conclusions respecting, a number of

species described in this country, from descriptions alone, unac-

companied by illustrations; while the collections were submit-

ted to him with erroneous views respecting the relations of the

beds from which they were obtained, to the Coal-measures of

that region.

It is also proper to further explain, for the information of gen-

eral readers not familiar with Natural History, that differences

of opinion in regard to such matters often arise from the fact

that there are two schools of observers amongst paleoi
as well as amongst investigators in recent zoology. Those of

one of these schools give a very wide latitude to genera and

species, while those of the other restrict both within more pre-

cise limits. That is to say, the first often
genus types which those of the other school distribute into two

or more genera, or in some cases, refer even to distinct families.

Upon the same principles, those of the first school often regard

as mere varieties or unimportant modifications of the same spe-

cies (if they notice the differences at all) forms that the others

consider specifically distinct. As might be expected, these differ-

ent views respecting the value and importance of di£
characters sometimes lead to very different conclusions, not

» Conformation und Dyas in Nebraska, von Dr. H. B. Geinitz, M. d- k- L<-
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only in regard to the geographical range of living animals, but
aU> amongst paleontologists, in regard to the geological range,
and duration in time, of extinct species and genera; and, as a
consequence, respecting the ages and relations of formations.
It is proper to add here, however, that the developments of
modern zoology are constantly forcing upon our attention the
't'^'Int.' n, v- ssity for closer and closer attention to less striking
differences in distiriiru-ishmg genera and species, before we can
hope to arrive at reliable conclusions in paleontology.
When it is understood that, out of a list of about ninety spe-

cies of fossils enumerated by Prof. Geinitz from the beds in

and Nebraska which he regards as belonging in part to
the Carboniferous, and in part to the Permian, he identifies about
fifty of these species with European, and in part East Indian

"ill be readily understood by any one familiar with

Is, that he must be one of those who admit very great

f characters as being consistent with specific iden-

%. But before entering upon the discussion of differences of
opinion respecting species, it may be well to mention some of
the cases where we differ in regard to genera.

First the impropriety of referring to the genus .

rounded upon very small recent si tth regular

longitudinal costte, and provided with a sinistral apex, shells

revolving costse, and a non-reversed apex, such as
!

'
"* / v

r , K although not un frequently done by other

st be obvious to those familiar with living

Mollusks. That these shells have not a sinistral apex, is well

Known to the writer, from careful examinations of several allied
sFecies from the Coal-rm is ires oi 1 'is, in which the spire
could be traced by the aid of a magnifier, to a minute point,

a rev< rs id apej .*

Io those unaccustomed to give ar "> this

maJ seem to be an in- bat every well in-

formed conchologist is awan that it is t Mind to be coexistent

rtant differences in the anat-
omy of the animals inhabiting them. For the same reason, as

Wel l as on account of their generally much larger size, we may
question the propriety of referring any of the paleozoic shells

often described by paleontologists under the name Chemmtzia,
and Loxonema, to the existing genus TurbomUa.
Again we have good reason for believing Prof. Geinitz is far

from right in referring the common Coal-measure shell Euompha-

i
improbable that

certainly not Tut-
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lus rugosus Hall (not Sowerby), to the articulate genus Spirorbis.

This shell is probably not a JSuomphahis, but seems to be more

nearly allied to the Molluscan genus Bifrontia. At any rate, of the

thousands of specimens that have been found weathered out of

the coal shales of the west, not a single one, so far as known to

the writer, has ever been seen attached by the substance of even

the first whorl of the shell to any other body; nor are we

aware that any scar of attachment has ever been observed on

either side of the shell, although they have been frequently

examined under a magnifier with the view of determining tbis

very question, in numerous perfect examples, entirely free from

the matrix, and showing clearly all the volutions on both sides

Nor is Prof. Geinitz's reference of his little Murchisonia sub-

tamiata, to that genus, ox family even admissible. It belongs on

the contrary, to the genus Orthonema M. & W. (111. Keport, vol.

ii, pi. 31, f. 14), a group of small shells resembling M
in form and revolving markings, but differ

without the ip characterizing that whole family

of shells. Prof. Geinitz did not see a sinus in the lip of his

specimen, nor the corresponding revolving band, but thought a

flattened space between two little revolving ridges might be a

band, though he acknowledges that this view would indicate a

proportionally wide flat band. In order to settle this point,

however, an excellent specimen of the species subtceniata, was

borrowed from Dr. White, the state geologist of Iowa, obtained

from exactly the same horizon in the western part of that state,

and on examining this by a cross light, under a good magnifier,

its lines of growth were seen passing straight across the whorls,

without making the slightest flexure such as we see i

sonia and other genera provided with a sinus in the lip. Seve-

ral allied species of this genus are known in the Coal-measures
of Illinois.

His reference of such shells as the so-called Modiola squamosa

and M. acuminata of Sowerby (as illustrated in Prof. King's

Perm. Foss.), to the genus Aucella, is also believed to be done

on questionable grounds. The genus Aucella, it will be remem-
bered, was founded by Count Keyserling, upon a group of Ju'

rassic shells, differing from those mentioned above, not only in

wanting their broad cardinal area, marked with linear parallel

iurrows, but also in possessing a little abruptly project-

ing anterior ear, defined in the right valve by a deeply impressed
linear furrow extending from the beak to the margin, and ternn-

lere in a sharply cut byssal emargination. Now on ex-

E rof King's excellent figures of testiferous examples
of the English shells mentioned above, it will be seen that they

show no traces whatever, of this little anterior ear though his
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figures of internal casts illustrate clearly the broad furrowed car-
dinal area of Myalina, to which genus these shells appear to

It is true Prof. King's figures respecting internal casts of these
shells, show a little projection between the beaks (as do some of
our American species of Myalina), that might be mistaken for
httle ears,* but it is easy to see from perfect specimens showing
that outside of the anterior margins of the shell, that these are
not external ears, but the casts of a little cavity upon a kind of
shelf or septum in the beaks, as stated by Prof King. Prof, de
Koninck mentions this little shelf and its concavity, in describ-
ing the genus Myalina; and although a more or less varia-
ble character, sometimes even in different individuals of the

cies, evidences of its existence can generally be seen in
the different species of that genus.

Prof. Geinitz has figured in his valuable work " Dyas " un-
der the name Aucella Hausmanni (of which he regards the Eng-
lish species squamosa and acuminata synonyms), German exam-
ples of a shell that show, in one of the figures, some indica-
tions of a little anterior ear ; but if it is really such, and not due
to the accidental compression of the valves, as its absence in his
other figures indicate, and the shell otherwise agrees with Aucella,
we may well question its identity with the English forms men-
tioned above. It is also worthy of note, that Goldfuss's figures of
the type of his species Hausmanni show no traces whatever of
such ears. These shells sometimes have a slight prominence of
the anterior margins of the valves, as we see in Alodiola, but as we
know by examining numerous examples of the allied American
forms, there is never a defined ear, or sinus, but on the contrary,
the margins of the valves fit closely there, and round up to the
extremity of the hinge exactly a? in Modiola.

.
Another mingling of distinct types under one generic name,

,s Prof. Geinitz's reference of such shells as the so-called

', and Pinna prisca, to the genus Avicula. The first of
these types, it will be remembered, is exceedingly unlike the re-

cent shells upon which the genus Avicula was founded ; being
nearly circular, plano-convex shells, with scarcely any percepti-
bte obliquity, and almost destitute of proper alations at either

of the hinge. These and other differences led Pro£
-k'ng to separate the species speluncaria, from the genu-
aQd to place it provisionally in the genus Monotis Bronn, in

jyhich he has, until recently, been generally followed, both
t01s country and in Europe. On comparing iU ~

th
*^ Precisely simili

^ich?K;
l

t

u

e

r

r

ia

a;^
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shells of this type, in 1864, with authentic European examples

of the type of Bronn's genus Monotis (M speluncaria of the St

Cassian beds), the writer was led by the very nearly equivalve

r, and entire absence of any traces of a byssal

tion in the latter, to regard these two forms as belonging to dis-

tinct genera, and consequently to propose for the speluncaria

group, the name Eumicrotis* not being at that time, nor until

very recently, aware that Beyrich had nearly two years previously

proposed to separate this group from Monotis, on precisely the

same grounds, under the name Pseudomonotis.-f Prof. Geinitz

thinks that if this type should be separated at all from Avicula,

it should be referred to Amelia, which was also sometime back

suggested by Prof. McCoy. Although this would be more nearly

correct than to refer such shells to Avicula or Monotis, a strictly

systematic classification of all the various groups of the Avicu-

lidce, would forbid such an association.

If those who hold that a natural classification requires the

separation of such forms as the genera Oassianella, Pseudomono-

lis and Avicula, surely they will very decidedly protest against

the reference to the latter genus of such shells as the so-called

Pinna prisca Miinster, (= Avicula pinnceformis Geinitz).:}: Indeed

it seems scarcely possible to conceive of two bivah
the limits of the same family, more unlike than this and Avic-

ula ; almost the only character b
generically from those slender, straight, elongated Oarb
species of Pinna, being the position of its nearly obsolete beaks

a little behind the rather pointed anterior extremity, instead of

ninal. Oonchologists will readily understand how un-

like Avicula it must be, when it is mentioned that Prof. Geinitz

at one time even referred it to the genus Solen.

Myograph «.f the -,;. C^.an r ,., there prop"**,

on apparently goo [ _,, of which the so-

called GervWia *>,-,
fc probable this *&

prove to be a synonym of Mr. Gabb
ma Report in 1864, and founded upon a shell presenting similar external character*,

} For this type the writer proposed'the'name Avicu/opinna, in 1S64, (this Jour-,
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The propriety of referring the little Permian and Carbonife-
rous shells for which Prof. King proposed the name Bakevellia,
to the genus Gervillea, is, to say the least, very doubtful. Al-
though these types are unquestionably closely related, the uni-
form smaller size of the species of the former group, the more
nearly equal convexity of their valves, usually smaller number
of cartilage cavities, and generally less elongated form in pro-
portion to the length of the hinge line, are characters which,
when viewed collectively, indicate generic differences. The
most important distinction, however, is found in the hinge teeth,
which although variable in both groups, differ in that those on
the posterior side of Bakevellia are elongate, linear and directed
parallel to the hinge line, instead of being shorter and oblique

;

while those in front of the beaks range obliquelv forward and
downward, instead of forward and upward, as in Gervillea. Again
JhtceveUia has the anterior muscular scar proportionally larger,
so much so indeed that Prof. King referred the genus to the
JJimyaria, though it belongs to the Avicuh group near Gervillia.

Again, in including in the genus Pecten the Paleozoic shells
'

for which Prof. McCoy proposed the name Aviculopecten, Prof.
.

treitntz ignores important distinctions that have been known for
fifteen or sixteen years past, to clearly separate these groups,
luese are the proportionally larger size of the posterior ear in

jMjjWfopeefcn, instead of the reverse, and its broad Pterinea-Yike
Winal area, or hinge plate, with parallel longitudinal cartilage
furrows, and in general without traces of a central cartilage pit
under the beaks. Even Woodward, who was the most ex-
tremely conservative of all modern conchologists, in regard to
generic distinctions, not only separated these shells from the ge-
nus Pecten, but even placed them doubtfully in the family Avic-

t
.

icte
- No well informed conchologist would at the present

lmie refer to the genus Pecten, as properly restricted, any Paieo-
^c species*
He is also behind the present state of conchological science

J?
Placing in the genus Area forms like the so-called A. striata

ocnlot.
(Sp.) 5

w i th the posterior hinge teeth linear, elongated
and ranging parallel to the cardinal margin. These belong to
mii genus Macrodon of Morris and Lycett. Even Woodward
separates this group from Area, but without sufficient reason in-

^des it as a subgenus under Cuculkea. There are no true Ar-
35 »u the Paleozoic rocks.
Another unnatural mingling of distinct types is his reference

01 epical Ledas (properly Xuculana,) to the genus Arucula.

ie whole family Pectenidce with great care,

f correctly understood by the writer, refer

iiary, to the genus Pecten, as
^dhTu^ttro^
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Woodward, Carpenter, Gray, H. & A. Adams, Deshayes, Chenu,

in short, all good conchologists admit this as a distinct genus

from Suruin ; w hile Carpenter, M. & A. Adam?, Mo'rch, and other

lure systematic writers, separate it as the type of a dist

from the Nuculidce.

But the most unaccountable error into which Prof. Geinitz

has fallen, is in placing in the genus Rhynchonella, jSj

pltcatus of Hall, the type of the new genus Syrdrilasma, Meek

& Worthen (111. Geol. Eeport, ii, 321). Being a somewhat

peculiar shell, if the cardinal region of the valves was hidden

in the matrix, and the surface striae somewhat obscured, it might

be mistaken for a Rhynchonella ; but the most surprising thing

is that he should have referred it to that genus, when the very

specimens figured by him show it to have a straight hinge line,

and a well defined cardinal area,* divided in the ventral valw

by a triangular open fissure, while another figure shows it to

have in the dorsal valve, the crura and cardinal process, as in

Orthis. The fact is, this shell does not even belong to the Rhyn-

chonellidas, as its punctate structure and other characters show.

The fact that Prof. Geinitz, after referring it to Rhyi
speaks of it as "this rare and beautiful Terebrahda,

1 '
\

seem to indicate that he doe? not even regard the dis

between these two genera (well known to be the types of two

distinct families), of much consequence.
Again Prof. Geinitz overlooks important distinguishing char-

acters, when he refers (without even a recognition as a sub-

genus) to the genus Orthis, a typical Streptorhynchus (properly

Hemipronites). The distinctions between these types are well

defined, so much so that even Mr. Davidson, who is always cau-

tious and conservative in admitting even subgenera, considers

it a good subgenus; while most of the highest authorities in

various departments of recent zoology view differences of no

greater importance as being of full generic value.
Any of the numerous collectors of western Coal-measure fos-

sils will at once recognize the spines figured by Prof. Geinitz

(pi. iv, fig. 29), and referred by him to Actmocrinus, as those of

longing to two or more allied 8]
-nnbuted in

our Coal-measures, from West Virginia and Pennsylvania, to

prepared after a careful study of Linnso*'
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Nebraska, and southward to Texas and New Mexico; while
they may be at a glance distinguished from those of any of the

lally referred to Actinocrinus. They belong indeed to
different parts of the crinoid, being modified second radial pieces,

ee of A. cornigerous, and A. Gouldi, with which Prof.
Geinitz compares them, are modified vault-pieces, that rise ob-
liquely upward out of the vault from above the horizon of the
arms. This difference in the position and relations to the other
parts, of these spines, imparts an entirely different form to the

larger extremity, from those of any of the Sub-carbon-
ilerous crinoids, that renders it very easy to distinguish them.
-it is unnecessary to inform any one acquainted with western fos-

rtmw, even giving that genus its

widest limits, has yet been found above the horizon of the St.
-Louis Limestone, of the Sub-carboniferous series, and the only
two species found thus far up belong to the Batocrinus section.
Having thus pointed out what are believed to be errors in re-

gard to generic references, respecting which students who may
use Prof. Geinitz's work ought to be informed, some remarks
on the specific relations of these fossils may not be out of pla'ions ot these tossiJs may no

i little planorbicular shell (fig. 6, pi. 1), referred by Prof,
geinitz to Serpula (Spirorbis) planorbites Miinster, is certainly, as

f^spected, the same figured and described byProf. Hall from

__J of Illinois under the name Euomphalw m

f"
5

,
in the Iowa Eeport. The reasons, however, for not believ-

mg it to belong even to the same primary division of the Animal
i^gdom as the gen already been stated.
^°at it is also clearly distinct specifically from the European
"pkinorbites, even if they could be forced into the same genus,
18 more positively certain, as I know from a direct comparison
Wlth authentic foreign specimens of the latter.* Of the Nebras-

ka shell I have numerous specimens before me, from various lo-

calities in that region, as well as from Kansas, western Iowa and
"^Illinois. On comparing these with German examples of
« sptrorbites, they are easily distinguished by having the whorls
always very distinctly quadrangular, and broadly flattened on the
uter side, instead of presenting an oval section with a rounded

°,r subangular dorsal side as in the German species. The latter

^
So has its deepest umbilical concavity on the left side (placing
&e shell with the mouth turned downward and away from the
observer), instead of the reverse. Prof. Geinitz had also ob-
ej"ved that there is a shallow furrow around the middle of the

jjf
e of the whorls in the Nebraska fossil, where there ought to

^ a prominence to make it correspond to the S. spirorbites, but
mnks this is due to the accidental pressing inward of this prom-

theV
U the forei"n sp^roens of Permian fossils alluded to in the paper ^long to

JorjR.8cr.-Sr:
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inence. This obscure furrow, however, is a natural character in

the E. rugosus, though not always equally well defined, and some-

times becoming obsolete. Finally it attains a size of from four

to six times that of the spirorbites. The latter, as shown by

Prof. Geinitz's figures in his "Dyas," as well as by the specimens,

varies considerably in some respects, but the American shell is

very constant and regular in form, and in most of its characters.

I differ, if possible, still more decidedly from Prof. Geinitz, in

thinking Spirorbis helix of King identical with this ; and doubt

the identity of King's species with the true S. spirorbites. If our

shell is identical with any European species, it agrees most nearly

with the Carboniferous species Euomphalus carbonarius Sowerby

(=E. quadratus McCoy, Carb. Foss. Ireland, pi. 5, fig. 22), which

it quite nearly resembles, though even these forms are clearly

distinct.

Murchisonia subtceniata Geinitz, Carb. und Dyas, pi. 1, fig- 1&

As already stated this is a true Orihonema, and will have to take

the name 0. subtumiata.

Bellerophon interlineatus Portlock. Geinitz, ib. This may or

may not be identical with Portlock's species. At any rate it

occurs in the Coal-measures of Kansas. The B. carbonarw,

and B. Monlfortianus K & P. mentioned by Prof. Geinitz among

other fossils from the beds he refers to the Dyas, are well-known

Coal-measure species in the West. His B. Marcouanus seems to

may even be the typical species originally described from t

Coal-measures of Illinois.

Allorisma elegans King. Geinitz, ib., f. 21. If we may judge

from the published figures and descriptions of this species, there

can be little room for doubting that the Nebraska shell figured

under that name is a distinct species, even after maki
allowances for variations. If so, it may be called Allorisma"

Geinitzi, though it seems very doubtful whether it is a true Al-

lorisma. It appears to be congeneric with, and allied specifically

to, species described by Dr. Shumard from the Coal-measures ot

Kansas and Missouri, under the names Leptodomus Topekaens*,

and L.granosus. It is probable that all these shells should be

referred to the genus Sedgwickia of McCoy, as properly restricted

to the types for which that name was first proposed (see Paleon*-

Upp. Missouri, p. 38).
Solenomya biarmica de Vera. Geinitz, ib. The specimen figured
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is too imperfect for satisfactory identification or to show any re-
liable characters for distinguishing it from forms in our Coal-

Astarte gibbosa McCoy. Geinitz, ib., fig. 23. This agrees quite
nearly with McCoy's figure, but to establish positive specific iden-
tity would require a comparison of specimens showing the hinge
and interior, which might even show them to belong to different
genera. They are probably both Edmondias, however, and look
unlike Astarte. Dr. White finds them in the Upper Coal-meas-

Astarte Nebrascensis (n. sp.), and A. Mortonensis Geinitz, ib., as
well as the form he figures A. Vallisnerianus King, have more
the aspect of Astarte; but the latter looks less like Prof. King's
ngures than the form figured as a new species A. Nebrascensis.
At any rate, specific identifications, and even generic references
01 such shells, can be admitted only provisionally until the
hinge and interior is known.

Schizodus obscurxis Sowerby, and £ Bossicus de Vern. The
forms figured under these names on plate I, resemble these Eu-
ropean shells quite nearly ; but it must be obvious that in a genus
hke this, in which species vary more or less in outline, and pre-
sent so few characters for identification, little reliance can be
placed upon identifications from external characters only, espe-
cially when the specimens were obtained at so widelv distant
localities. The form referred to S. obscurus (figs. 30 and 31), looks
more like Prof. King's figures of S. Schlotheimi Geinitz, as well as
more like natural casts of that species now before me from Ger-

many, than like Sowerby's or King's figures of S. obscurus, which
shows more elevated, and more ventricose beaks. From a tracing
ot the type of Prof. Swallow's Cypricardia? Wheekri, described

:[
0m the Missouri Coal-measures, it appears almost certain trust

u is the same here figured under the name of & obscurus. Young
^ampleS of& alpina < Hall, Iowa Rep., pL 29,
t-l) from the Lower Coal-measures, in some of its vai
father nearly resemble the form referred by Prof. Geinitz to R.

f>ficus, though that is doubtless a distinct species. Dr. White
nnas both of the shells figured by Prof. Geinitz near the middle
of the Upper Coal-measures of Iowa.

• xplained,

"}? shell figured bv Prof. Geinitz under this name is a true

Mcxrodon. It [a the - Mr. Worthen and
*he writer (Proceed. Chicago Acad. Sci., i, p. 17) from the Coal-

" - -
"

- ,. :, . .
-. v ::•• V :

' -". '

ly from the Earopeai r
. of which

xamples at hand for comparison, in having its radi-

*tlng lines very much smaller, <

striae on the middle and anterior half of the valv
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men figured by Prof. Geinitz only retains the shell at the posterior

end, where the striae are stronger, and agree more nearly with

those of the European form. Through the politeness of Dr.

White, I have had an opportunity to compare good gutta-percha

casts of the hinge of this shell, from the same horizon in western

Iowa as the Nebraska City beds, and they agree well with the

Illinois shelL I am aware that M. striata varies in the size of

its strise, but it never has them reduced to very minute or obso-

lete lines on the anterior part of the valves, like the American

species, which is quite constant in this character. I agree with

Prof King and others in believing some of the European forms

Prof. Geinitz thinks identical with the species striata, are specif-

ically distinct.

Nucula Kazanensis de Vern. Geinitz, ib., f. 33-34. The fig-

ures of the species Kazanensis, originally published in the Ge-

ology of Russia, being merely from imperfect moulds left in the

matrix, do not afford a reliable means for comparison, though

they look like the Nebraska shell Whatever may be its rela-

tions, however, to the AV.'/^W^ it will be readily recognized

by those familiar with the western Coal-measure fossils, as the

form described by Dr, Stevens from the Coal-measures of Illinois

under the name Leda bellistriata. Of course it is not a Nucula.

Nucula Beyrichi Schloth. Geinitz, ib., 36 and 37. This has

the form of a true Nucula, and agrees pretty well in form with

Prof. Geinitz's figures of German examples of that species given

in Prof. Geinitz's " Dyas," but less nearly with specimens sent

from Germany under that name. They are probably the same

described by McChesney from the Coal-measures under the name

K parva.

Clidophorus PaUasi M. V. & K * Geinitz, ib., pi. II, fig- 3, (fig-

4 appears to represent some other shell.) This figure was evi-

dently made from the internal cast of a shell very near, if not

identical with, Phurophorus occidentalis Meek & Hayden, to whicn

genus at least it certainly belongs. It may, or may not be, iden-

tical with some of the German shells referred to the Bussian

«* ^o-i, w jrieuropnorus, must oe a very different type, siuw
Russian species is both figured and described as being

u*
pteUly edentulous?' The Russian species is therefore not a P«»
rophorus (= Clidophorus) at all bat is more probably, as suggest*

* If Fleurophonu, and Clidophm~us are synonyms, or only sections of the sag

must ta£e precedence, as genua, naming the w-c*W»

HxzSftj?
ite type

'
- 1S44

-
whUe <****>»» *" Dot published hJM
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by Prof. King, a Cardiomorpha. It also differs from the Nebraska
shell in having the internal ridge bounding the anterior muscular
scar (as shown in the figures and mentioned in the d< a
ranging obliquely backward and downward at an angle of 45°
to the axis of the valves, instead of nearly at right angles to the
same, as shown in the figure of the Nebraska species.

I have now before me an internal cast, and a specimen show-
ing the exterior, of what are strongly suspected to be two very

pes, that came from Germany with the name GUdo^io-
w* attached. The one showing the exterior agrees quite
I some of Prof. King's figures of his Cardiomorpha modio-

liformis, which Prof. Geinitz cites as a synonym of the Eussian
species Pallasi; but the other specimen, that is, the internal cast,

shovv» that it. at least, is a true / baa a hinge
with teeth like the N< He one of Prof. King's
--";•:.;:.

.
.

: ..

•

is edentulous, like the species Pallasi.
From these facts, it seems highly probable that two types are,

sometimes, confounded in Germany, under the name
,"* that is, one edentulous, agreeing perhaps specifi-

cally with Prof. King's modioliformis, and another with a toothed
"inge. or in other words a true Pleurophorus. If the Nebraska
shell belongs to any European species, it is far more probable
'hat it is identical with Pleurophorus costatus, with casts of which,
now before me from E i

'a figure closely agrees.

.. CUdophorus {Pleurophorus) occidentalisM.kR. Geinitz, ib., tab.

"» % 6. The shell figured under this name is certainly not the

« occidentalis Meek & Hayden. In that species, the beaks are,

*? described, narrow and projecting beyond the termination of
the hinge, being in fact nearly or quite terminal, while its dorsal
outlme is straight or even a little concave from the beaks poste-
riorly. The form figured by Prof. Geinitz is, so far as known to
the writer, new, and~may be called Pleurophorus subelUpticus.

CI {Pie u. ..ib., fig. 5.

*rof. Geinitz did not have specimens of this shell from Nebraska,
bM gives a figure copied from Dana's Geology of a specimen
from the Permian rocks of Kansas. It is the P. subcuneatus M.
* H., and occurs both in the Permian and Permo-carbomferous
oeds. It varies considerably in form, and some of the varieties

lke that figured in Prof. Dana's Geology resemble P. simplus,

though among all of the hundreds of examples I have seen, not
one is proportionally so slender and elongated as the figure of
the Russian shell. Nor have any of them the posterior hinge-
teeth prolonged nearly so far backward.

. CUdophorus solenoides Geinitz, ib., fig. 7. This is a good spe-

C1<s of genus ?

., Prof. King 8ays prof Geinitz formerly confounded Pleurophoru* costatut with
l°e edentnlr,,,* ™ i_n„.i ir..,.•/... d„//„.„-
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Aucella Hausmanni Goldf. Geinitz, ib., fig. 8. This is doubt-

less a Mi/filina resembling the M. squamosa of England, but it

is less nearty like M. Hausmanni, as figured by Goldfuss, and

quite unlike Prof. Geinitz's figures of German specimens referred

to that species. It is doubtless the same as Mqal'ma Smi/hvi of

McChesney, from the Missouri Coal-measures. I have also seen

a similar form from beds in Nova Scotia, referred by good au-

thorities to the Sub-carboniferous.
Mytilus concavus? Swallow. Geinitz, ib., fig. 9. This is not

the form described by Prof. Swallow, which has angular instead

of rounded umbonal slopes. It may be a Myalina but it is cer-

tainly not a true Mytilus.

Myalina perattenuata M. & H. Geinitz, ib., fig. 10-11. Cor-

rectly identified, but it is specifically distinct from M. permiana

Swallow (cited by Geinitz as synonym), which has less attenu-

ated beaks.

Myalina subquadrata Shumard. Geinitz, ib., figs. 25 and 26.

Correctly identified. It is common in the upper Coal-measures

of this region, and has been found by Dr. White in the same

horizon in Iowa.
Avicula speluncaria Schlot. Geinitz, ib., fig. 12. As already

stated, this belongs to Beyrich's genus Pseudomonotis. Tbe

specimen figured by Prof. Geinitz is not from Neb
was sent to him by Prof. Dana from the Permian beds of Kan-

sas, and is the same shell described by Dr. Hayden and the

writer nder the name Monotis Hawni* It nearly resembles

the European species speluncaria, and may possibly be identical,

but good European specimens of that species now before me

i be distinguished from the American form. At any i

have a specimen from a bed of nearly black limestone, far dovrn

-eavenworth. Kansas, agreeing evenat Leavenworth, Kansas, agreeing <

) nearly with P. speluncaria than P. Hawni does. Similar

forms occur at different horizons in the Coal-measures and Per-

mo-carboniferous beds in Kansas, and have been found in tbe

Upper Coal-measures of Iowa, by Dr. White.
Avicula pinnaformis Geinitz, ib., fig. 13. From specimens of

this shell shown to me by Dr. White from the same horizon m
Iowa, I am sure it is specifically distinct from the so-called A.

pinnaiformis, and there can be little doubt that it even belongs to

the distinct genus Pinna.
Gervillia parva M. & H. Geinitz, ib., 14. This differs fro*

the Bakevellia parva M. & H. in having a broad shallow depres-

sion extending to the anterior I the umbonal

region, farther back than that defining the anterior ear from tbe

* The species Hawni, will have to take the name Pst

called P. tinuata. (SeeDJ. (ioTSport.ii.^i^fig.^ailg.)
*
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swell of the umbo in B. parva. It is an interesting fact, how-
ever, that there is a little shell, of which we have specimens for

m, in the Nova Scotia beds, referred by the highest
Minorities to the Sub-carboniferous, agreeing with it in this
character as well as apparently exactly in all other respects.

(rrrvil/ia Ion5a Geinitz, ib., ii, fig. 15. A good species, but its

position in the genus GervUlia is very doubtful. It occurs in

a bed referred by Dr. White to the upper part of the
Lower Coal-measures, with other fossils of that horizon.

G. (Avicula) sulcata Geinitz, ib., fig. 16. Also a good species.
Pecten neglectus Geinitz, ib., fig. 17. Appears to be a good

species, but should be c . "pectus.

.
Pecten Missouriensis? Shumard. Geinitz, ib., fig. 18. This

ily not the Aviculopecten Missouriensis of Shumard,
which is not known from any horizon above the St. Louis lime-
atone of the Sub-carboniferous series. It is the shell called P.

*lis by Dr. Shumard, and afterward named P. Cleave-

by Prof. Swallow. It is one of the most widely dis-

tributed of our Coal-measure shells throughout the West, and
ranges up^ through the Permo-carboniferous beds into the Per-
sian of Kansas. No form nearly allied to it has ever been found
in the western Sub-carboniferous rocks, but specimens now be-
fore me from rocks in Nova Scotia, so referred by the most reli-

able authorities, seem to be undistinguishable from it.

.
Pecten Hawni Geinitz, ib., fig. 19. This seems to be quite

Pecten Broadheadii of Swallow, described from the

'xtl-measures. If distinct from that species it should
te called Aviculopecten Hawni, unless it may possess internal

- showing it to be the type of an undescribed genus.
vj- White finds it in the upper beds of the Lower Coal-measures

central Iowa.
Rhynchonella angulata Linn. Geinitz, ib., tab. Hi, fig. 1-4. As

]
l has already been shown that the shell figured under this name

18 not a Rhynchonella at all, little need be said in regard to its

specific relations to the European true Rhynch<m>!!i anzn la la.
1.nope, however, that I shall be excused for adding here, that
tbe practice of positively identifying species from widely distant
parts of the earth upon such merely superficial points of general
resemblance, and thus complicating and vitiating all conclusions
^pecting the geographical and geological range of species, can-
n°t be too carefully avoided.

^aniarophoria globulina Phillips. Geinitz, ib., fig. 5. Of this

shell I have numerous examples from the same position, as well

J*
from otir

i per Coal-measures of Missouri,

^ansas, Nebraska and Iowa. It has generally been referred to

Rhynchonella Uta of Marcou, who has himself identified it with
tQat species. On comparison with authentic European examples
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of Camarophoria globulina of Phillips, it is found to be very
similar in external characters, but there is an insur.
difficulty in the way of referring it to that species,—?
cause sections across the beaks, as well as internal casts, show it

to be a true Rhynchonella ?

Retzia Mormonii Marcou (sp.). Geinitz., ib., fig. 6. This is

the species described by Dr. Shumard from the Coal-measures
as R. punctulifera, and his name probably has priority. It is

a very common Coal-measure and Permo-carboniferous form
in the west. Prof. Marcou mentions finding it at Nebraska
City associated in bed C of his section with the other species re-

ferred by him and Prof. Geinitz to the Dyas ;* though Prof.

Geinitz does not mention it among the Dyas fossils at all, btri

refers it to the Carboniferous, giving Plattsmouth as the locality.

Prof. Geinitz makes the California R. compressa a synonym of

this, but the reasons for doing so are not very apparent, the two
shells being quite different ; he might with more propriety make
?! R. Mormonii a synonym of the European species R. radialis

Athyris subtilita Hall, a form generally referred to A. piano-

sulcata Phillips, Spirifer planac, v cuuvratus
Morton, and Streptorhynchus crenistria (properly Hemiproniles

), the so-called Orthisina Missouriana, figured or men-
tioned by Prof. Geinitz from beds he refers in part to the Dyas,

and in part to the Carboniferous, all occur together, with the

Rhynchonella Uta, Retzia Mormonii, and all of the Producti
mentioned by him, as well as F in the same
or alternating beds of the Coal-measures and Permo-carbonifer-
ous beds in Kansas, while Athyris subtilita ranges up into the

highest beds containing Permian types.
Prof. Geinitz makes Mr. Dp™^-"«'- ^

sakhaliensis a synonym of *
ever, he is certainly mistaken. Out of all the thousands of

specimens of <S. cameratus found in our western Coal-measure
and Permo-carboniferous rocks, not one shows the distinct regu-
lar concentric lamellse seen on that species, while there are other

differences not to be overlooked.

i McCoy. Geinitz, ib., fig. 19. This is posi-

tively not S. laminosus McCoy, but merely a variety o\
ina Kentucensis, of Shumard. It agrees with S. laminosus in

no specific character excepting the possession of regular lamina
of growth, S. laminosus having a high flat area like a (

which group Prof McCoy referred it), and a broad rounded mesial
told and sinus without longitudinal plications. One of
ngures ot a distorted specimen seems to show a plication in the
sinus, but it is only necessary to consult Mr. Davidson's excel-

* See Bull. Soc. Geol. France, t. xxi. v. 137 1864
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lent figures and description of this species in his Monograph of
the British Carboniferous Brachiopoda, or Prof. McCoy's de-
scription in his British Paleozoic fossils, to be convinced that the
two shells are totally distinct. Indeed they probably belong to
distinct subgenera or genera, as the S. Kentuckensis seems to be
punctate like Spiriferina.

right in making Prof. Swallow's so-called Or-

Cox,

a probably

> very extraordi-

„, r .-_.iofanewgenus.
shell closely resembles Mr. Davidson's East In-

aStreptorhynchuspectinifera, with which Prof. Geinitz thinks
it identical, they must be specifically distinct, if Mr. Davidson's
agure represents the striae correctly as running parallel to the
plications to the front margin, instead of converging toward the
top of the plications near the front.

.-If Prof. G-einitz is correct in identifying the shell he refers,
without figure or description, to Productus horrescens with P.
Hogersii, it is the same described by Dr. Owen under the name
"• Nfbrascensis. Dr. Owen's figure gives a very incorrect idea
°t this shell, and would never be recognized as even represent-
lng an allied form, but the locality from which he obtained his
specimens and his comparisons with P. Humboldtii d'Orbigny,
led to the belief that his type was the same as the Rogersii. In
order to settle this question I borrowed Dr. Owen's typical speci-
mens, labelled by himself, from his brother, Prof. Kichard Owen,
and found it to be the common Coal-measure shell generally
Known in the west as P. Rogersii. Out of thousands of speci-

es of this species, showing the hinge and interior of both
valves, examined under all conditions and of all ages, not one
nas ever been seen showing any traces whatever of the cardi-

P
1 area and hinge-teeth of Strophalosia. In short it is a true

rroductus closely allied to P. scabriculus.
Productus cora, P. semireticulatus, P. costatus, P.punctatus, &c.

f

mentioned but not figured by Prof. Geinitz, are doubtless the

^
e

. Coal-measure forms usually so referred in the west, and
'angmg in part up into the Permo-carboniferous. That he fig-

»7 £nder 'he name P. Flemingii, is the same Coal-measure

*JQ Permo-carboniferous shell described by Dr. Norwood as

2 ftattenianus (as indicated by Prof. Geinitz), which is also
^osely allied to P. cequicostatus Shumard, though it is certainly
not the P. Calhounlanus Swallow, nor P. Flemingii, as Prof. G.
jninks. The other shell he figures under the name P. Koninck-
***** de Verneuil, looks exceedingly unlike the figures of the

JPe of that species being more probably only a larger mdivid-m of the same he figure? as P. Flemingii
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Productus Cancrinide Tern. Geinitz> ib.
r
ivr fig. 6. Whatever

relations the shell here figured bears to German specimens iden-

tified with P. Cancrini, it certainly differs from the original Rus-

sian type of that species, both in its proportions and in the

prominence of its beak. At any rate I know it to range far

down in the Coal-measure rocks of Kansas, below the horizon

of the beds referred by Marcou and Prof. Geinitz to the Moun-
tain limestone.

Productus Orbignianus de Koninck. Geinitz, ib., figs. 8 to 11.

Prof. Geinitz seems to be right in regarding this form as the

same as P. splendens and P. Wabashensis N. & P. But Mr. Da-

vidson, however, who ought to know, refers both of these, from

specimens sent him from the typical localities, to the Carbonifer-

ous species P. hngispinus Sowerby. The shell figured by Prof,

Geinitz is widely distributed and very abundant in our Coal-

measures, and in Kansas ranges up into the Permo-carboniferous.
Productus horridus Sow. Geinitz, ib., fig. 7. There is nc

room whatever, to doubt but this is a young individual of the

last mentioned species. That shell varies much in the distinct-

ness of its costae, which are sometimes almost entirely obsolete

on even adult shells, and in young examples like this they

are often not indicated at all, as may be seen by examining the

the umbo of mature specimens. If P. horridus was known to

occur in these rocks, it might be thought possible that this might

be its young, but under existing circumstances, (that species

being unknown in America), it would certainly require a con-

siderable stretch of imagination, to see in this little shell a spe-

cies which at maturity attains nearly one hundred times its size.

Chonetes mucronata M. & W. Geinitz, ib., tab. iv, figs. 12, 14-

This is correctly identified; and his O. glabra (ib., figs. 15 to 18)

seems to be a good species. Both of these species, however,
range far below this horizon in Kansas and Nebraska, even be-

low the horizon of the beds referred by Professors Marcou and

Geinitz to the Subcarboniferous.
Gyathocrinus ramosus Schlot. Geinitz, ib., fig. 19. Is from a

European specimen, and given for comparison with the next, to

which, however, it has no near relations. 0. ramosus has not

yet been found in any of our rocks.
Gyathocrinus inflexus Geinitz, ib., fig. 20. This species was

\r
g SmCe described °y Dr - Shumard from the Coal-measures ot

under the name Poteriocrinus hemispheric™ (Acad. Sci-

St. Louis, i, p . 221). It is widely distributed in the western

Goal-measures. Several specimens of it are in the Illinois col-

lection from different localities in that state ; and it is now known

-ia^e^Kh^^JJ'SS at ETe-

shell here figured is the young of that referred by Prof. I
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to occur at Omaba, in the beds referred by Prof. Marcou to the
. The separate erinoid plate (fig. 27) given

by Prof. Geinitz on the same plate, is a first radial piece of the
same species as the above, or of Erisocrinus, it being impossible
to distinguish this part of these Crinoids when found detached.
Ane fag. 28 of same plate, evidently represents the subradial
piece of the C. hemisphericus from the anal side, being truncated
above for the reception of the first anal piece and strongly in-
curved below. The columns figured on this plate as Actmocri,
» us /probably belong to the same erinoid, or to Zeacrinm mu-
crospmus McChesr,ey, the spines of which are figured there er-
roneously as those of an Actinocrinus. As already stated, no

>us has yet been found in this country above the St.
1-ouis Limestone.

Eocidaris Hallianus Geinitz, ib., tab. v, fig. 1, is probably a
good species, and correctly referred. The corals figured on the
same plate and referred to Cyathaxonia, are very like Coal-meas-
ure

i

species of the West. One of them may be the same de-
scribed by McChesney from the Coal-measures of Illinois under
he name C. prolifera. The Fusulina figured on the same plate
88 * cyhndrim and F. depressa, range through our whole Coal-
measures, of Iowa, Missouri, Kansas and Nebraska, and far upm th

f Permo-carboniferous of Kansas.*
As the so-called Fenesiella degantissima Eich., F, plebeja Mc-

™J, F. virgosa Eich., and Polypora papillata McCoy, figured on
plate v, are all identified from fragments showing but the non-
Ponferous side, such identifications are of course not to be re-
Jled upon in determining the age of rocks.
folypora marginata McCoy. Geinitz, ib., fig. 11. The porife-

fous surface of this looks very unlike McCoy's species.

ih iyP
°ra hiarmica von Keyserling. Geinitz, ib., fig. 13. If

ne ngureg of this
^ and the form describe(j by Count Keyser-

g are even nearly correct, they are clearly distinct.

tynocfodia virgulacea ,, 14 Prof. Geinitz
fas correctly identified this with the type for which Prof. Swal-

frn

pl?Posed ^e name S. biserialis. It differs, however, clearly
°°i the & virgulacea, in having a row of little short spines (not

bet
granules

) along the middle of each longitudinal branch,
^veen the two rows of pores, and particularly in having but

6 eat credit for his accuracy) has well represented the impres-
ts of the row of little spines along the middle of the porif-

crous side, in impressions left in the matrix.
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Aet. XVII—Description of an apparatusfor collecting and wash-

ing precipitates in test tubes; by M. McDonald, Prof. Chem.
Va. Military Institute.

The apparatus is shown in the figure in side elevation, a is

a bracket of hard wood or other suitable material, and serves

as a support to the test tubes. It is firmly attached to the up-

right D which carries the inverted syphon tube G, G', g". It has

vhich abuts against the fixed support c and pre-i shoulder at I

vents oscillation.

Upon the bracket a rests the disk e of porous biscuit ware,

and upon this, several thicknesses of filtering paper. The test

tube t is adjusted as shown in the figure,

and held firmly in place by a clamp (which ^
is not shown). There is an orifice through
the center of A and E through which passes
the shorter branch of the inverted syphon
tube G, g', G". This is drawn to a capil-

lary bore at G", and serves to introduce
distilled water into the interior of the test

tube for the purpose of washing the pre-
cipitate. The apparatus is supported upon
the stand bc, and has a motion of rotation

around the axis p.

the disk E; their centers are perforated
with holes a little less in diameter than the
syphon tube at the point F.

To use the instrument, several thick-
nesses of filtering paper are slipped over
G" and pressed evenly down upon e. The

: " :i
i frame, theapparatus is then inverted i

the precipitate adjusted and secured in position by the clamps
and then restored to the position shown in the figure.
The syphon tube is then connected with the delivery tube of

a wash bottle and a jet of distilled water thrown into the inte-

rior of the test tube.
Usually this jet may be projected against the bottom of the

tube with sufficient force to wash all the precipitate down upon
the filter The test tube should fit very closely upon the sop-

^ther
pressarewi11 force liquid and precipitate through

Modifications of the apparatus for special purposes will read-

ily suggest themselves, and any one of ordinarv ingenuity may
construct one for himself:
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Art. XVIII.

—

On certain Lecture Experiments, and on a new
form of Eudiometer ; by Josiah P. Cooke, Jr.

The laws of combination by volume fill such an important
place in our modern chemical philosophy that simple methods
of illustrating these fundamental principles in the lecture room
are eagerly sought by every teacher of the science. The many
new and interesting experiments devised for this purpose by
ftof. Hofmann, first described in the Journal of the Chemical
Society of London (Ser. II, vol. iii, page 156), and subsequently
made still more widely known through his admirable "Intro-
auction to Modern Chemistry," leave little to be desired so far
as regards accuracy of results or elegance of illustration. But
these experiments require for the most part a delicacy of man-
ipulation, which is incompatible with the hurry of the lecture
room, and a skill in glass-blowing which can rarely be attained
or commanded by our American teachers. Hence while seek-
lng the same end as Professor Hofmann, but with less ample
appliances, the author has devised for his own lecture-room
Methods of illustrating the same principles, which require less

delicate apparatus and less careful attention, although as analyt-

.
jcal methods tbey may not always be as accurate as those of
this eminent German chemist. Following also the recommend-
ation of Prof. Hofmann in the article just referred to, the author
publishes his methods with the hope that they may serve to bring

Jne illustrations of these fundamental laws of chemistry within

lr
reaGh °f the &reat body of teachers in tbis countI7-

Many of the methods described in this paper are alone ren-
o-ered possible by the application of vulcanized rubber stoppers

!

n tne construction of the required apparatus.
?ave not been made of good quality in this cou
^ported from Europe were very costly, and couia omy De ou-

JjJ'ned of a few invariable sizes. At the suggestion of the au-
lD°r, the ''Boston Belting Co." now manufacture an excellent

rnli

Cle
' wmcn they ca11 " stopper cord," consisting of conical

oils of very elastic rubber, about 4 feet in length and varying
*n diameter from one-half an inch at one end, to an inch and a
*al

' at the other.* From these rolls, stoppers of any required
size between the limits named may be cut with an ordinary knife
a"d bored with a common brass cork-borer. It is only necessary

*J
moisten the tools with water in order to prevent the adhesion

C1 the rubber. Stoppers of this material are absolutely air-tight

fo*n//
te
K \e°°d deal of experience, rolls of the sizes named above bare been

2?d
J°> the most universally applicable, but they can be made to order of any

J*** dimension and at a cost not exceeding one dollar a pouad. See fig. 5, where
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; least half an inch i:

length.

Another material of prime importance in these experiments

is sodium amalgam, which is most conveniently used when con-

taining so large an amount of sodium as to form a hard solid.

It is best prepared by gently heating a few ounces of metallic

mercury in a shallow iron dish and then cautiously adding one-

twentieth of its weight of sodium. The first half of the sodium

should be added in very small portions at a time as the action

at the beginning is exceedingly violent, but soon moderates, and

at last the melted amalgam must be stirred with an iron spatula

in order to incorporate thoroughly the materials. As soon as

cold the solid amalgam readily separates from the dish, aDd

should then at once be broken up into small fragments and pre-

served in a well stoppered bottle.

The four great typical compounds of modern chemistry are

HC1, H 3 0, H 3
N and H

4 C. Excepting the last, for which we

have no new methods, we will now describe our methods of il-

lustrating the composition of each of these in turn.

Hydrochloric acid.—The points to be illustrated in the case of

this gas are all indicated by the equation I H 1+1 CI |=|_J2J
or by the molecular expression

|[]K~|+|^cr|=|~Hcr|^Hcn

The first fact that HC1 consists of hydrogen and chlorine

gases we prove by the electrolysis of strong liquid hydrochloric

acid, having previously shown in the course of the lecture how
HC1 is obtained from 'common salt, and that the liquid acid is

merely a solution of the gas in water. The de- l.

-composing cell, which we use in this experiment,
is represented in outline by fig. 1, which is

drawn to a scale of i, so that both its construc-
tion and dimensions require no detailed descrip-

JJ

on
- J'he two small open glass cylinders are

fitted by grinding with emery to the two tubu-
latures of the cell, and when the instrument is
not in use are closed above with ground glass stop-
pers. When mounted for use the cell is filled with
strong hydrochloric acid to within an inch of the
upper mouths of the cylinders, and the glass
stoppers are replaced by rubber stoppers, through i

which pass the gas delivery tubes and the conduct-
ing wires connecting with the electrodes, which are
two strips of platinum foil four inches long by
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one inch wide. The platinum conducting wires i

the strips of foil and secured in the rubber stop
pers as represented in detail by fig. 2. Into the
lower end of a short piece of glass tube, whicb
passes tightly through the rubber, the platinum
wire connecting with the foil is secured by meltir
the glass around it, while the upper end is le
open to receive the copper conducting wires from
the battery, and the connection is made perfect by
placing a few drops of mercury in the tube. This ^simple form of connecting-cup is easily made and Jft

As the conducting power of hydrochloric acid is very good,
tnree Eunsen cells of the ordinary size have ample intensity and
give a rapid evolution of gas. The hydrogen gas is conducted
into a tall but narrow glass jar mounted in the usual way over
a small pneumatic trough, while the chlorine is collected by dis-

3. placement in a precisely similar jar mounted as rep-

resented in fig. 3. The mouth of this jar is closed
by a ground glass plate, which is tubulated, as is

shown in detail by fig. 4. This tub- 4.

ulature again is closed by a rubber
stopper, through which pass first, the

delivery tube, which reaches the bot-

tom of the jar, and secondly an over-

flow tube which merely passes

through the stopper, and which in

the experiment should be connected
by a flexible hose with a ventilator.

When a larger amount of chlorine is

desired the first jar may be connected
with a second, and that with a third, etc., all mounted
in the £

jar lea<

jars are full the tubulated stoppers with their con-
ations are removed and a plain glass cover substituted. This
lmple form of apparatus will be found very useful in all exper-
aents on gases heavier than the air.

during the process of electrolysis the class will see that the
yo gases are evolved in nearly the same proportions, the col-

ipidly as the water falls in the

jar prevents to a great degn
dai

ft- The Sarrowness of
"e diffusion of the chlorine, and" a piece of white paper placed

lm!
The Platinum wire is very easily welded to the foil on a smoothed surface of a

Srf qnick lime which ser*e3 as an anviL The two havbs beeD Placed toeetheT

V ,l\
re
?uired P *" ' intensely heated at the points to

eonXi\rh Wow-pipe flame, and then a quick blow with a small hammer
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behind the jar, will make the line between the colored gas and

the air visible to a considerable distance. When the' jars are

full, the qualities of the two gases may be made evident by ap-

propriate experiments. As is well known, the gases will not be

delivered in atomic proportions, until the liquid acid is saturated

with chlorine. It is best therefore not to empty the cell after

the experiments, but, having removed the rubber stoppers with

their attachments, to close the mouth with the ground glass

stoppers, and the apparatus will then be ready for the next oc-

casion. It is also best to interpose a small wash bottle contain-

ing sulphuric acid, between the cell and the chlorine jar, for

this will not only dry the gas but also equalize the hydrostatic

pressure on the two delivery tubes. Decomposing cells like

that represented in fig. 1, and all other forms of glassware de-

scribed in this paper are made by the New England Glass Co.,

of East Cambridge, and can be ordered through any of the

dealers in philosophical apparatus in Boston. A much simpler

decomposing cell, although not quite so efficient an apparatus,

can be made with a common U tube supported on a wooden

stand and mounted with rubber stoppers, delivery tubes and

platinum electrodes in every respect like the other.
The second point to be Illustrated in regard to hydrochloric

acid is, that it consists of equal volumes of its constituent gases;

and although by our first experiment, if made in the way we

have described, it is shown that the gases are evolved in nearly

equal proportions, yet a second experiment is required to estab-

lish the absolute truth* of this important fact. The apparatus

we use for this purpose is represented in fig. 5, and the details

of the several parts are shown in fig. 6. The two gases are

evolved together from a simple decomposing cell, shown more

in detail in fig. 9, but in connection with another apparatus, and

the connection of the battery with the two electrodes, is here

made as before shown in fig. 2. The mixed gases pass through
a small drying tube filled with pumice moistened with oil of vit-

riol, into an absorption tube whose construction is shown in de-

tail by fig. 6. As the gaseous mixture is decidedly lighter than

air, it is conducted to the. top of the absorption tube through
tne small quill tube, and overflows through the short tube be-

low. Both of these should pass air-tight through the rubber

stopper, which closes the mouth of the large absorption tube and

th* feJrt!!!^
course

,

leave out of view the small difference which arises from

a difference'by* toTme
c
?
rPe,Pon* I!« v

.

olume of the molecular weight of hydrogen,
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which should therefore have a bearing on the glass of at least
half an inch. It will be noticed that while the overflow tube

iade by \

'erand t

18 straight, the delivery tube is bent so that its open
end is four or five inches above the mouth of the ab-
sorption tube. Rubber stoppers, or rather caps, must
also be provided, by which the open ends both of the delivery

ibes may be closed at the right time. These

j with a cork-borer nearly through an ordinary

then pulling out the rubber core with a pair o"f

Pincers. The absorption tube should now be divided into two
Parts of equal capacity by means of rubber rings having how-
ler a length of three or four inches at the lower end for the

aWrbent liquid.

fill a
^sorption tube having been prepared as described and

]

Ue
? with the mixed gases, the experiment is made in the fol-

^
w,ng way. The apparatus is first rapidly depressed in a solu-

n
°n °f caustic soda (of the ordinary strength used in the lab-

oratory)
until the liquid rises in the tube to the level of the first

?& The open end of the delivery tube is now quickly closed
"Q the rubber cap, and then the end of the overflow tube is

0sed in the same way—the second rubber cap having been pre-
ously dropped upon the bottom of the glass vessel containing

;°
e soda solution so as to be ready for the purpose. The tube,
"~

r
perfectly air tight, is removed from the liquid and the solu-

[es, Vol. XLIV, No. 131.-Sbpt., 1867.
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tion of soda turned backward and forward through its entire

length until the chforine is wholly absorbed. The end of the

overflow tube is now opened under water colored blue with lit-

mus, which, as it rushes in, will be instantaneously bleached,

indicating the presence of chlorine. The tube must now be

immersed in the water until the level of the liquid is the same

within and without, when it will be found that just one-half of

the gas has been absorbed. We have now proved that one-half

of the volume of gas evolved during the electrolysis of hydro-

chloric acid consists of chlorine, and it only remains to show

that the remaining half still left in the tube is hydrogen. For

this purpose the delivery tube may be connected with a water

faucet and the gas burnt as it is forced out through the overflow

tube.

We have now proved first, that hydrochloric acid is composed

of hydrogen and chlorine; secondly, that these gases are present

in equal proportions by volume, and in order to complete our

demonstration of the constitution of this typical compound, we

have only to prove that when these equal volumes unite to form

HC1 there is no condensation. This we may do either synthet-

ically or analytically.

The synthetical experiment is made by filling the absorption

tube as before with the mixed gases obtained by the electrolysis

of hydrochloric acid, taking great care, as also in the previous

experiment, that the tube should be perfectly dry. It will ot

course be necessary to have two of these tubes if both exper-

iments are to be made in the same lecture. The tube thus fiuea

is to be exposed for some time to bright diffused sun-light, ann

afterwards directly to the sun-beam until perfect combination

results. If the glass is quite thick, and the rubber stopper is

forced in very tight, the gases may even be exploded in th
.

e

tube without danger, although this form of the experiment*
always attended with some risk. When the gases are in eitner

way thoroughly combined, the end of the exit tube is or*

opened under mercury, in order to prove that no condensate

has taken place, and afterwards under water colored blue by

litmus, when a very rapid absorption takes place, and the lea-

dening of the water will indicate that HC1 has in fact been

formed.

The analytical experiment is made by decomposing HC1
gjj

by means of sodium amalgam. For this purpose the careW
dried gas is first collected over mercury in a perfectly dry tube.

This tube we assume is graduated, or at least divided into two

parts of equal capacity. The tube full of gas is now shpPf
the mouth of a rubber cap, which has been previously

l With theamalfram aaa. «« ^ /i„*v ~;a„ ^c *i^ ,,,/™<-I nnt). &nu

mercury trough until the

fig. o (left side of the wood cut), *£
" -

i liquid is just level *»*
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the brim. This cap, which is easily made from the " stopper
cord," should be capable of holding ten or twenty cubic centi-

meters of the amalgam, and should tightly clasp the tube. More-
over for this purpose the solid amalgam, above described, should
be reduced with mercury to the consistency of a thin paste.

The amalgam is now to be shaken up in the tube for several

minutes until the decomposition is complete, and then the mouth
of the tube may be opened under mercury. The liquid will

rise to supply the place of the chlorine which has been absorbed,
and on sinking the tube in the mercury trough until the level is

the same within as without, it will appear that exactly one-half of
the volume has disappeared. As this, however, would require a
deep cistern of mercury, and as the interior surface of the tube
is left in such a very d'irty condition as to obscure the result, we
prefer to transfer the tube to a jar of water, which, when the
cap is removed, at once displaces the mercury and washes out
the interior, without sensibly impairing the accuracy of the ex-

periment.

Water.—The points to be illustrated in the case of water or

rather of free steam are all indicated by the equation

Z3+l2J=L5s2J
There is no more striking experiment in this connection than

toe decomposition of water by sodium, but as made in the usual

way the experiment is attended with no little danger. Sodiu

"states explodes violently when brought in contact

--.*., and after several accidents of this sort we have sub-

stituted the solid sodium amalgam above described with the

^t results. We place an ounce or more of this amalgam m a

common gas flask and pour upon it water. The action is very

^oderate and must be assisted by a gentle heat, but on heating

toe flask with a gas lamp the gas is evolved rapidly and with

great regularity. We collect it over the pneumatic trough and

illustrate its properties in the usual way.
We illustrate the fact that water is composed of two volumes

of hydrogen to every one of oxygen by the electrolysis of di-

We sulphuric acid, using for the purpose the decomposing cell,

H- li already described. We collect the gases in two tall bell

passes standing side by side on the shelf of the same pneumatic
trough. These bells are of course calibrated and the equal di-

Vlsions marked by rubber rings. Six cells of Bunsen's battery,

Medium size, give a rapid evolution of gas.

Lastly we illustrate the fact, that when the elementary gases

?
nite to form aqueous vapor, three volumes are condensed to

tw°. by means of the eudiometer represented m fig- [•This
aPParatus is easily made with a common iron casting well known
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to steam fitters as a " return bend." Any machinist
adapt this casting to the required use by attaching to ll

in the figure, a circular iron plate to serve as a star

,j
screwing on to one side an or-

dinary " elbow joint," and at the

same time by carefully rimming
out the three apertures so as to pre-

sent smooth surfaces for the ad-

hesion of the rubber stoppers.

Into one of the openings of the
" return bend " we fasten with a
perforated rubber stopper, a com-
mon straight eudiometer tube, such
for example as is ordinarily used
in Bunsen's method of gas anal-

ysis, while into the second open-
ing we fasten in a similar way an
open glass tube. In the opening
of the elbow joint we secure with
a perforated rubber stopper as

before, that convenient substitute
for a stop cock so well known to

chemists as a nipper tap. Last of^X
all we obtain from the glass house
a tubulated tube like that shown in fig. 8, of

such size that it will cover the eudiometer tube

and fit the upper end of the same rubber stop-

• which the last is secured in its place,

pper end of this outer tube is also closed

perforated stopper, as shown in the fig-

ure, and fine platinum wires, connecting with

the wires of the eudiometer, pass between the stopper and the

glass. The lower end of the outer tube should not fit too tigbtlr

around the rubber stopper so that it can easily be removed
when not wanted, moreover all the stoppers should be made of

such length that while perfectly tight, they can easily be removed
tor cleaning the tubes* These rubber joints, if well made, give

great flexibility to the apparatus and enable it to withstand
quite rough usage.

>

The eudiometer being thus mounted, mercury is first poured
into the open limb, which is then closed with a rubber stopper
and the

i

l

J
ne

1
.

m
1

ercury transferred by inclining
closed limb, this process being repeated

the appan
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tube is full. The excess of mercury is now drawn out of
open tube by the tap and this tube having been removed the
strument is left as represented in fig. 9. The eudiometer is n
ready for receiving the mixed gases, which are passed up inti

from a simple decomposing cell', as shown in the figure, the
cess of mercury overflowing into any
convenient vessel. The open tube is now
replaced and the outer tube secured in
position. It is next necessary to raise
the temperature of the eudiometer tube
to a point considerably above the boil-
ing point of water and maintain it at
this temperature during the rest of
the experiment. This is most conven-
iently done by passing through the
outer tube the vapor of amylie alcohol
(Jousel oil,) which may be generated
m a flask placed at one side and con-
nected by a glass tube with the upper
ena of the apparatus. The tubula-
t
?re at the lower end of the tube
should at the same time be dipped
into the mouth of a glass bottle into
which the alcohol may flow as fast as
the vapor is condensed, and since the
latent heat of this vapor is very small,
this simple method of condensation
will be found amply sufficient. <

As soon as the temperature of the
eudiometer tube is constant, which can
easily be told, because the mercury
column will then remain at a constant
height, mercury must be poured into the open tube

J
rawn from it by the nipper tap until the level is the same in

Dojh limbs of the apparatus. It remains now only to note the
volume of the confined gas and to explode it by passing an elec-
lr'c spark through the platinum wire already noticed, first, how-
ever

, tightly closing the end of the open tube with its rubber
stopper. When the stopper is removed and the mercury col-

ons again brought to the same level it will be found that the
volume of the confined gas has been reduced one-third. The
result, however is always a little too small, because aqueous
VaPor, even at the boiling point of amylic alcohol, 132° C, does

*j
ot exactly obey Mariotte's law, and is somewhat more con-

ned than the mixed gases by the atmospheric pressure. It

w°uld be better to employ the vapor of a liquid having a still
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higher boiling point, but the results with amylic alcohol are

sufficiently accurate for a lecture experiment.*

Ammonia.—The points to be illustrated in the case of ammo-

nia are indicated by the equation [FTPl* |+j
N |=["hTn)

We demonstrate the composition of ammonia by the old

methods which are familiar to every teacher, synthetically by

passing a mixture of nitric oxyd and hydrogen over heated

platinum sponge as in the beautiful experiment of the late Dr.

Hare, and analytically by decomposing aqua ammonia either

by electrolysis or by means of chlorine. For the el

of ammonia the decomposing cell fig. 1 may be used, filling it

with the strongest aqua ammonia and adding a not too small

amount of sulphate ammonia in order to increase the conducting

power of the liquid. The reaction is less simple than in the

electrolysis either of water or of hydrochloric acid, but as the

final results the gasses are evolved, very nearly at least, in ato-

mic proportions, three volumes of hydrogen to one of nitrogen.

They can be collected separately in graduated bells as in the

electrolysis of water. In decomposing ammonia by chlorine we

use with very satisfactory results the apparatus shown in fig- 6

and already described. For this use however a tube should be

selected so thin that water may be boiled in it without risk of

breaking the glass. The tube having been filled by displace-

ment with pure and dry chlorine gas, we press down the lower

end into very weak aqua ammonia (eight measures of water to

one of the concentrated solutio I
flowing *

through the overflow tube rises to the height of the first rubber

ring. We now quickly close the delivery tube with its rubber

cap and allow the absorption to continue until the tube is about

half full of the ammonia water when we also close the overflow

tube and shake up the liquid in the large tube until all cloudi-

ness has disappeared from the int«- ;^" T^° <Wr»mnnsitioa &

Biderable i

\ dissolved in the liquid. To expel this we

heat the tube carefully over a gas lamp until the liquid witnm
begins to boil. On now transferring the apparatus to the pnejjj

i trough and opening the overflow tube under \

be found, when the tube cools, that just one-third of the origin*1

volume is left and it can easily be shown that the residual g^

* Indeed we can obtain with free steam a result, winch is sufficiently near the

theory for all porpo, :„,rtant that both the

mixed gases and th-
t

. raeasured un(jer a pressure con-

siderably less than that of the atn* te a long eudiotaeif
tube should be used a } the mercury sb°ald
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is nitrogen. Hence, it follows, since chlorine always combines
with its own volume of hydrogen, that ammonia contains only

one volume of nitrogen to every three volumes of hydrogen,
the point to be proved. To complete this series of illustrations

it only remains to show that in ammonia gas the four volumes
are condensed to two. For this purpose some dry ammonia gas

is passed up into the eudiometer tube as in fig. 9. The side

tube is then replaced as in fig. 7, the mercury level adjusted and
the position marked with a rubber ring. A stream of electric

sparks from a Kiihmkorff coil is now passed through the gas, so

arranging the connections that the sparks may traverse the

whole length of the gas column, and the amount of gas should

be small enough to render this possible. The decomposition

proceeds somewhat slowly, but after sufficient time on readjust-

ing the level it will be found that the volume of the gas has

doubled. Besides the experiments described above, there are

many others, to which these same forms of apparatus are appli-

cable; but these will suggest themselves to every teacher and it

is not therefore necessary to enter into further details.

Eudiometer.—The eudiometer described above, although origi-

nally contrived for the lecture table has proved to be of still

greater value in the laboratory, in all processes of gas analysis

*- which such an instrument is required. It is not only very

as the the most complicated apparatus. It can be used in a

room of the most variable temperature ; for by passing a cur-

rent of water, or of steam, as the case may require, through the

outer tube the temperature of the eudiometer tube may be easily

maintained absolutely constant. The various gases are passed

in as shown in fig. 9 and through the same opening the reagents

used in the processes of analysis are readily introduced. By
replacing the open tube as in fig. 7, and bringing the two mer-

cury columns to the same level, the residual volumes may always

be read off under the atmospheric pressure and at a constant tem-

perature, indicated by a thermometer placed in the annular

space between the tubes. Or on the other hand by varying the

height of the mercury column in the outer tube we may reduce

fte gas to the same volume and measure the difference of ten-

sion according to the method of Kegnault, This form of eudi-

ometer is especially adapted for the admirable methods of gas

analysis devised by Bunsen. The absorbent balls used by him

are most readily introduced when the apparatus is arranged as

s&own in fig. 9 and the volume of aqueous vapor formed alter

combustion may easily be measured by replacing the current ot

S°ld water through the outer tube by a current of free steam

In this case it will be best to measure the gas under'as great
,

a

difference of pressure as possible, in order to ensure that all the
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water is vaporized and also in order to avoid the somewhat un-

certain correction arising from the difference of temperature of

the two limbs of the apparatus. This correction, which in most

cases is insignificant, becomes important when steam is used,

and it is then best to measure directly the difference of level be-

tween the mercury in the open mouth of the iron cistern, fig. 9,

and that in the tube. This we do by the millimeter divisions

on the eudiometer tube with the aid of a very simple contri-

vance. A split ring of blackened sheet brass, carrying a bent

steel wire, is slipped down over the outer tube until the end of

the wire just touches the surface of the mercury. The vertical

height of this simple measure being known we have only to

add to it the height of the mercury column above the upper

edge of the ring in order to know the exact difference of level.

Of course care must be taken when the measurement is made

that the mercury column is vertical, but it is unnecessary to

dwell on such obvious precautions, which are essentially the

same with this apparatus as those so fully detailed by Bunsen in

his work on " Gasometry." It is obvious moreover that the

s is considerabl;

d with the ordinary
i trough, and besides the convenience and comfort of work-

1 a warm room, it has the additional recomendation that it

res a very small amount of mercury.
e above apparatus as represented in fig. 9 may also be

used with great advantage in Gay Lussac's process of determin-

ing the density of vapors. The method of using it is obvious

to any one who is familiar with the process. After a weighed

amount of the liquid under examination enclosed in a thin glass

bulb has been passed up into the eudiometer tube it is readily

converted into vapor by passing steam or the vapor of some

liquid of a still higher boiling point* through the outer tube.

AH the measurements required in the determination are dovv

easily made. The temperature is measured by a thermometer
placed in the annular space between the two tubes and the differ-

ence of level of the mercury in the two limbs of the instrument
may be most accurately determined by means of a cathetometer
aided by the simple contrivance just described.

istant boiling points, obtained by the methods

with proper precaution in such deternu-

T.
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Art. XIX.

—

Crystalbgraphic Examination of some American
Chlorites; by JosiAH P. Cooke, Jr.

specimens of the Chlor
lexas, Lancaster county,
Pennsylvania. My ob-
servations confirm in al-

most every particular,
those previously made
by M. Des Cloizeaux
and published in his ad- v
mirable Manuel de Min-
eralogie, tome i, pp. 433-

1 greater degree of accuracy i

ments and also to develop some additional facts, especially by
comparing the clinochlore from Texas, Pennsylvania, with that

from Chester county in the same state and also with that from

Chester in Massachusetts. . ,

Kammererite or Violet Chrome Chlorite.—The purest crystals of

JJis beautiful mineral have the form represented in fig. 1.

ibey are generally, however, macled and then appear as in fag.

2- Besides the basal plane and the planes of fundamental

rhotnbohedron E, these crystals also present the planes of sev-

eral subordinate rhombohedrons of somewhat variable character,

and in addition the basal edges of the rhombohedrons are more

f less modified by the planes of hexagonal pyramids, but un-

fortunately the last are so strongly striated and uneven as to be

"holly indeterminable. The violet Kammererite is frequently

?nxed with green clinochlore, which gives to the crystals a green-

^ tinge. On these compound crystals the pyramidal planes

are much more dominant than on the crystals of pure Kam-

mererite, and in this way the crystals of one mineral pass into

those of the other, the violet rhombohedrons of Kammererite

Urging into the green hexagonal pyramids of clinochlore. We
give below in column A, the results of measurements of byfar

^e most perfect crystal of Kammererite we have examined, lne

angles italicised are certainly accurate to a minute. In columns
B

. and B
2 we give angles measured on two separate zones ot a

8econd crystal and these are important as proving the hexagonal

oWacter-of the crystal. In column C, we give the fundamental

angle measured on still athird crystal. The last two crystals were

J<*
so perfect as the first, but still the angles italicised must have

^n measured accuratelv within two or three minutes, so iu

**• Jour. Sci -Secoxd Semes, Vol. XLIV, No. 131.-Sept., 1867.
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the small differences between these values and those in column

A are real variations in the angle, such as are quite common in

foliated minerals. All the crystals measured were macled as in

fig. 2, and we have distinguished the faces of the two members

of the made by the symbol O, E, etc., for the first, and O
t
and

E, for the second. It is a fact worthy of notice that the faces

of the same subordinate rhombohedrons are not necessarily found

on both of the twinned crystals, while those of the fundamental

rhombohedron are never wanting. On the first crystal we were

able to measure every angle of the zone of planes between the

opposite basal planes of the made, and the observations were

verified by repeated measurements. It will be noticed that the

corresponding angles on the two crystals composing the made

agree absolutely. From these I have calculated the value of

the half vertical axis, and from the last I have deduced the

values of the angles in the column headed calculated.

103° 55'

128° 59'

121° 54'

172° 55'

* 108*41' 103°

129° 6' 129° 8'

122° (nearly)

152° 10'

103° 55'R
1
onO,

O, on O, 180° 180*
R on R (vertical edge) 65° 36'

Des Cloizeaux obtained from the same mineral O on R 10*

45', O on |E, 122° (about), and from the Pennine of Zermat*

for O on E 103° 40' to 50'.

Optical characters of Kdmmererite.—The crystals are untflM
and the double refraction though feeble is distinctly positive.

J
n®

crystals described above as No. 1, showed distinctly the fir»

two rings with the familiar black cross. In white light these

rings are alternately blue and pink surrounding a pink-coloreQ

center. In homogeneous light the rings formed by the red ray8

are much narrower than those formed by the blue, indicating

the somewhat unusual fact that the crystal exerts the feeblest

dispersive power, on the most refracted, in this case the extra-

ordinary, beam. The crystals of Kammererite are strongly
*'

chroic By transmitted light in the direction of the optical ax«

the color is violet; but in all directions at right angles to this,

while the color of the ordinary beam is violet, that of the extra-

ordinary is hyacinth-red. Before the blowpipe the mineral gfr*

decided reactions both for chromium and iron.
Pale Green Chlorite.—Accompanying the specimens of Kg*

merente I received a single specimen of another variety of Chlo-
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from the

the violet

-.„., I have not as yet been able to ascertain. The crystals

are six-sided plates with an angle of 120° between the lateral

edges, and the edges are beveled by the planes of a very acute

hexagonal pyramid. With the exception of the color, and the

strong dichroism, which is in a measure the result of the color,

the optical qualities are essentially the same as those of Kkm-
mererite. The crystals are uniaxial and they present the same

feeble, positive double refraction. Moreover the rings formed by

red light are narrower than those formed by blue light. Before

the blowpipe the mineral gives a decided reaction for iron
;
but

only a very faint reaction if any for chromium, and the dirier-

ence of color is evidently connected with this difference of com-

position.

Clinochlore from Texas.— Intimately associated and more or

less mixed with Kammererite are crystals of clinochlore which

in their purest condition have a brilliant emerald-green color.

These crystals of pure clinochlore are double hexagonal pyra-

mids, but the faces of the pyramids, are so irregular and strongly

striated that it is impossible to determine the crystallography

elements of the crystals. The crystals cleave easily parallel to

the basal plane and they may thus be readily divided into hex-

agonal plates with an angle of 120° between the lateral edges

These plates show a strong double refraction and the plane ot

foe optical axes is parallel to the edge of the hexagonal section

as shown in fig. 3. The bisectrix of the acute angle between

the optical axes is positive, and inclined at a

variable angle to the normal of the plane of

cleavage. The angle between the optical

axes is also exceedingly variable. The fol-

lowing angles were measured on cleavage

Plates from different crystals. These are not
of course the true angles; but the great fluc-

tuations of the value makes any reduction of
the observations unimportant.

No. 1,

et*eeno

ĝ

No. 2,
79°

No. 3,
67° 1S 30

The dispersion of the axes is quite evident, and inW«-
>*. Moreover, the system of rings, when seen by white light,

Jowa a slight but distinct difference of form at the two ends

*« indicating that the general dispersion of the system Urto

gitudinal ;* and this characteristic further indicates that the crys

d by Des Cloizeaux '^dis-
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tals belong to the monoclinic system, and that the optical axes

are in the plane of symmetry. These crystals of clinochlore

also show a marked dichroism. The color by transmitted light

in the direction of the optical axis is emerald green but in all

directions at right angles to the axis, while the color of the or-

dinary beam is green, that of the extraordinary is reddish yellow.

The crystals of clinochlore from Texas are almost invariably

macled. The ideal made, if I may use the term, consists of

three crystals interpenetrating each other, as is shown in s

in fig. 4 where the portions of different <;rys- 4 .

tals are distinguished by the shading, the lines

of the shading indicating also the position of
the plane of the optical axes. It is seldom
the case, however, if ever, that the macles
have the regularity, which our figure would
indicate, although I have frequently ob- '^Sl
served on different parts of the same plate
three different systems of rings, the planes of
whose axes make angles of 60° with each other. In an inter-

mediate position a complex form would be seen resulting from

the overlapping and interfering of the three systems. Gene-

rally, however, the crystals are united in very unequal propor-

tions, some one or two being present in very great excess and

giving rise to corresponding irregularities in the figures seen by

polarized light. "With many plates the combined figure just

spoken of would alone be seen, while with others you would

see over most of the plate only one ring system, a single cor-

ner perhaps showing evidence of macling. When, as is fre-

quently the case, the crystals of clinochlore enclose those of

Kammererite the result is still more complex. At times the crys-

tal of Kammererite forms the nucleus of a larger crystal of clino-

chlore., while in. other cases these two heteromorphous minerals

seem actually to interpenetrate each other; and in all cases

the cleavage planes of the two crystals absolutely coincide. The

crystals of clinochlore thus acquire a violet tinge and at the same

time the angle between the optical axes is diminished. Moreover

we have observed on such crystals a character not unlike that

first notieed by De Senarmont'o-

1

ratals and to

which he referred the variation in the an^le of the optical axes ot

the micas. Thus on moving a plate of violet tinged clinochlore

parallel to itself in front of the polarizing microscope I found

that the angle between the optical axis varied as I passed fro*

one side of the field to the other. The successive values whic&

terms ar™not the elact
lon^tudica1

'
^teral and circular dispersion. The EflSjljJ

-
•

..
..

. .
...... ,.

-
xeTolre it through a small angle around the bisectrix.
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I obtained were 27°, 26°, 19° 30', 18°, 17°, 16°. On another
plate beginning with an angle of 80° I next measured an angle
of 18°. Moving the plate still farther, always parallel to itself,

the axes closed together and then again opened as I passed on
to another portion of the macle. It will be noticed that the
largest of these angles is much smaller than those observed on
crystals of pure clinochlore, and on placing a plate of pure Kam-
mererite behind a plate of pure clinochlore I observed not only
that the angle between the optical axes was diminished but also

that the color of the light transmitted through the two plates

was precisely the same as that seen through plates of the com-
pound crystals we have been discussing.

Clinochlore from Chester county, Pennsylvania.—In connection
with the clinochlore from the Chrome Iron Mines of Texas,
Pa., I have reexamined that from the serpentine of West
Chester in the same state. As is well known these large crys-

tals are so exceedingly irregular that the form cannot be accu-

rately determined- Like other crystals of chlorite, they have
an easy micaceous cleavage, and the cleavage section is either

hexagonal or triangular, the angle between the adjacent edges
of the section measuring 120° or 60° as the case may be. The
optical characters are in most respects the same as those of the

corresponding mineral from Texas. There is the same strong

double refraction and biaxial character, the same inclination of

the bisectrix to the plane of cleavage, the same variation in the

angle between the optical axes, the same system of macles, the

same color and the same dichroism; but still there is one impor-

tant exception. The line uniting the centers of the biaxial im-

age is not parallel but perpendicular to the edge of the hexa-

gonal section as is shown in fig. 5. This fact first observed by
fe W. P. Blake I have s 6.

verified on a number of
different plates, and I have

*"»gie exception ._£ Moreover, this l_
sl*ion of the plane of the
optical axes is preserved
1Q the macles. An ideal
section of such a macle is represented in fig. 6, where as in ng.

4 the position of the plane of the optical axes on different parts

of the plate is indicated by the lines of the shading; and in some

Plates this ideal arrangement is very nearly preserved, although

generally we find the same irregularities already noticed on the

f^les from Texas. Lastly, the dispersion is not longitudinalfrom Texas. Lastly.
* This di

aat it mig;

light diffei

lateral This dispersion of the biaxial image is so slight

>ver, that it mighl be readily overlooked. It is manifested

by a slight difference in the curvature of the rings and in tnc
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intensity of their color on the two sides of the image, but then

this difference is constant and after examining a large number

of plates placed in different positions in the field of the micro-

scope I was left in no doubt as to the fact. It follows then, that

while these crystals are monoclinic and the position of the bi-

sectrix is the same as in the crystals from Texas, the plane of

the optical axes instead of coinciding with the plane of sym-

metry is at right angles to this plane.

Clinochlorefrom Chester, Massachusetts—Through the kindness

of Dr. C. T. Jackson of Boston I have had the opportunity of

j well-characterized chlorite crystals, which occur

: emery mine of Chester, Mass., in connection with dias-

pore and its associated minerals. The crystals are double hexa-

gonal pyramids but very rough and irregular. They have a

micaceous cleavage yielding an hexagonal section, and the angle

between the adjacent edges of the section measured on two on-

ferent plates exactly 120°. The optical characters are all those

of clinochlore ; strong double refraction ; biaxial image
- :fVl f

inclined to the cleavage plane; and moderate disper-

. of the axes 9>v. Moreover the angle between the optical

3 is very variable. I measured on different cleavage plat^'
from this one locality, the angles 73° 30', 71° 30', 45°, 32 •

The line joining the centers of the biaxial image is perpendicu-

lar to the edge of the hexagonal section, and the dispersion ot

the image is lateral as in the crystals from Chester Co., ra.

Indeed these crystals resemble the last in almost every respect

except that they are smaller, have a deeper color, and are not so

generally macled.
Analogies between the Chlorites and Micas.—Although these two

minerals crystallize in very different systems, yet the analogies

between their crystalline characters is very remarkable. J-D

crystals of both, minerals the section made by the cleavage pla°«

is a regular hexagon; in both, the double refraction is strong

and the angle between the optical axes is very variable; in botn

we can distinguish two optically distinct varieties, in one p

which the plane of the optical axes has the position shown io

fig. 3, while in the other it has the position shown in fig. o-

Lastly Kammererite and Pennine stand in somewhat the same

relation to the two varieties of clinochlore that Vesuvian Bio&w

stands to the two corresponding varieties of mica, although »

must be remembered, that while the double refraction of the an *

axial chlorite is very feeble that of the uniaxial mica is stiu

quite strong. Mineralogists generally admit with DeSenarnion

that the variations in the optical axes of the micas result n°m

the mutual influence of the two optical varieties and the facts #

this paper tend to show that the same influence is exerted on tne

chlorites.
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Art. XX.

—

Contributions to Chemistryfrom the Laboratory of the

Lawrence Scientific School, No. 3 ; by Wolcott Gibbs, M.D.,

Rumford Professor in Harvard University.

§ 1. On a new general method of volumetric analysis.

In a memoir on the quantitative determination of nitric acid,

H. Rose* suggested that in particular cases the metal in the ni-

trate might be precipitated by means of sulphydric acid, and
the nitric acid set free determined in the nitrate by volumetric

methods. So far as this application of the volumetric analysis

is concerned, Rose's method appears not to have been carried out

in practice or even supported by actual experiment. It occurred

to me that the method might be generalized so as to form the

basis of a new application of the processes of acidimetry, and

the following analyses will serve to show the degree of accuracy

which may be attained. When the salt to be analyzed contains

a fixed acid which does not act upon sulphydric acid gas, a

weighed portion is to be dissolved in water, the solution brought

to a boiling heat and a current of sulphydric acid gas passed

through until the metal is completely precipitated. When quan-

tities of about 5 grams are employed the precipitation is usually

complete in half an hour. The precipitate may then be allowed

to settle and a drop of the supernatant liquid taken out with a

glass rod and tested upon a white porcelain plate, with a drop

of a saturated solution of sulphydric acid in water, or with any

other reagent which may be specially adapted to the metal in

the salt examined. The precipitation being complete the liquid

is filtered upon a ribbed filter, the filtrate and the washings

allowed to flow into a half liter or liter measure, and the wash-

ing with hot water continued until a drop of the filtrate no

longer exhibits an acid reaction. The liquid is then allowed to

cool and the volume made up to exactly a half liter or liter by
the addition of water. After thoroughly mixing the contents of

the measure, fifty or one hundred cubic centimeters are to be

^en out, a few drops of a solution of cochineal or logwood

added, and the free acid determined by means of TV normal am-

monia in the usual manner. The first determination is to be

used simply as a guide. Two or more successive portions of the

acid liquid"may then be taken out and determined successively,

and the mean of several determinations obtained. With very

little practice the results will be found to correspond to TV c. c.

*hen a burette with Erdmann's swimmer is employed. * rom

the quantity of ammonia required to neutralize the acid, tne

quantity of acid and in many cases also of base, in the salt may
°e readily calculated.

* Pogg. Ann., B. citi, p. 125.
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With crystallized sulphate of copper the following results

were obtained.

1-8435 gr. sulphate gave 81-89 p. c. acid and 31-70 p. c. base (Sharpies)
3-7183 gr. " gave 32-14 « " and 31-93 » " (Sharpies)
8-3955 gr. " gave 32-10 " " and 31-89 " " (Tower)

The formula €uS0
4 -f5aq requires (€u=63-50).

The first analysis was made with a commercial sulphate, the

other, with a pure salt prepared from electrotype copper. In crys-

tallized sulphate of copper and potassium, (€iiS04-+-K2SO4+
6aq.) 2 6601 gr. gave 18-23 per cent acid and 1811 per cent

oxyd of copper. The formula requires

€uO, 18-00 18.11
S0 3 ,

18-12 18-23

• In the memoir already referred to Rose points out the neces-

sity of diluting the solutions of metallic nitrates to such a de-

gree that the nitric acid set free shall not act sensibly upon the

v t acid.

periments made in my laboratory to test the r

precaution was not found to be sufficient. Thus witl
sed nitrate of lead, Mr. Sharpies obtained the follow

u i ¥7 Sram9 of salt were dissolved in 200 c.c. water and
the lead precipitated from the boiling solution by sulphydric
acid gas. The filtrate was made up to 500 c c of which three

portions containing each 75 c. c. were taken for titrition and each
required 18-2 c c. of ammonia. This gives 30 51 per cent of

tT o
Cl
T^o

hl
!
e

f
he formula Pb

(
N

3 ) 2 requires 32-61 per cent

Jl • ft t
he nitrate were di»°tod in 500 c.c. of water

and treated as above, only the lead was thrown down in the

S^rU
iP

hydric acid
'
andthe excess of the latter expelled

*S?o
filtrate by boiling. The acid found corresponded to

ewnVw Ce?t
-

m plaCe of 32 '6L From this & i8 °lear tha
l

to ™wf e ° acid acts to° Powerfully upon sulphydric acid

cL
P
u™ !

a^ a
u
CCUrate ^termination of tne former under the

sXtSn i

°f thG *xPeriment- Precipitation from a boiling
is necessarv W,,^ the filtrate is then at once free from

ulphydri

occ^rredlnt^
difculty arising in the case of nitric acid it

TneuTral ,r t0 add
-

t0 the solution °f the nitrate a portion of

l^toJ^wV™ 1

?? a fixed organic acid, an equivalent

IS n L I,M
C^W?uld be set free by the combination of the

free nitric acid with the base contained in the salt. This method
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was found to give perfectly satisfactory results, as the following

analyses by Mr. S. P. Sharpies will show.

4409 grams of nitrate of lead were dissolved in 200 c. c. of

water, five or six grams of pure Kochelle salt added and the

lead precipitated as above. The quantity of acid found corres-

ponded to 32-58 per cent. The formula Pb(N0 3 ) 2 requires

N2 5 ,
3263 32-58

PbO, 67-37 67-27

0-9380 gram of nitrate of bismuth were treated as above,

Rochelle salt being added. The nitric acid found, corresponded

to 33-40 per cent and the equivalent quantity of oxyd of bis-

muth to 47-82 per cent. The formula Bi(NO ,) , +10aq requires

J gr. of chlorid of mercury wei
1

eignt grams of Kochelle salt being
he free acid corresponded to

When chlorine is separated in the form of chlorhydric acid the

volatilization of the acid in the process of boiling is completely

avoided by the addition of the organic salt. The same remark

applies to nitric acid, though it is probable that the principal

beat upon the gas passed througl
<>f a metal by sulphydric acid
boiling solutions are enmloved.

the action of the acid at a boiling

the liquid. The precipitation

? usually much slower when
ling solutions are employed.
The analyses given above show that, under favorable c

stances, the"' method employed is capable of giving satisfactory

results. It is easy to see that it applies in the case of soluble

definite compounds of all those metals which are easily and com-

pletely precipitated from boiling solutions by means of sutyhy-

uric aniH n-aa WUn t.hp mmnogas. When the compound to be analyzed <

*Q excess of free acid not combined with the oxyd of tin umnm
*> be determined, this must be first separated by evaporation to

^ness in the usual manner. The presence of alkalies and

alkaline earths is of course without influence on the result, but

very small quantities oi uuu, *iumiu«

ana various other bases make it almost impossible to determine

J* point of saturation with precision these oxyds in solu-

tion
,
giving with cochineal and logwood specific reactions not

«y distinguished from those produced by the alkalies in ex-

*•• For this reason the method does not apply when oxyds

of this class are present, and this case is precisely that which

*»• Jot*, scr -Second Semes, Vol. XXTV, No. 131.-Sept., 1867.
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most frequently occurs in practice. The method will be appli-

cable to all these cases if hereafter a coloring matter should be

discovered sensitive only to acids or bases in excess, but not pro-

ducing specific coloration with salts which are neutral in consti-

It is possible that cyanin, the remarkable properties of

hich have been described by Schonbein, or the rosocyai

Schlumberger * may fulfil the condition indicated, but I hi

opportunity of experimenting with either.

The method of precipitation above described may be used

with advantage in preparing a pure normal acid fot

Pure crystallized sulphate of copper is to be powdered and

heated in a porcelain crucible placed within a Hessian crucible

for about an hour, the temperature being gradually raised and

not allowed to exceed a low red heat. The anhydrous sulphate

is then while still hot to be transferred to a perfectly dry glass

tube which can be closed with a good cork covered with tin foil.

After cooling,, the tube is weighed, the contents poured into a

flask, the salt dissolved in water and the copper precipitated

at a boiling beat as above. The filtrate and washings are then

to be made up to a known volume. From the weight of the

anhydrous sulphate employed the quantity of sulphuric acid

present in the solution is known. In experiments made in this

laboratory by Mr. R. Chauvenet this method has been found

very accurate and expeditious.

§ 2. On the precipitation of copper by hypophosphorous acid-

In a memoir on the hypophosphites, A. Wiirtzf has shown

that when solutions of copper are heated to 70° C. with hypo-

phosphorous acid a hydruret of copper is precipitated, which on

boiling is reduced to metallic copper with evolution of hydrogen.

On repeating this experiment I found that the precipitation of

copper is complete, and as the alkaline hypophosphites are now
to

.

b
f
h
f
d m commerce, it appeared probable that the process

might be applied to quantitative estimation. Experiments to

if
16
!

1

?!
1116 this Point have been made by Mr. R. Chauvenet witb

the following results

:

The copper should be in solution as sulphate, the liquid con-

taining a little free acid. The precipitation from the nitrate is

always incomplete. When chlorhydric acid or chlorids are

present the method fails entirely, the copper being reduced to

subchlond and remaining in solution The solution must not

be too dilute
;
the precipitation is complete if the saturated solu-

tion of sulphate be diluted with not more than ten times its bulk
ol water, before the addition of the hypophosphites. In order

to avoid the sudden evolution of hydrogen gas; and also to o>

I ?
UlLf kS *^ Chimique, Mara, 1866, p. 194.

t Ann. de CWe et de Phfsique, 3d serie^ vol. vi, p. 199.
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tain the precipitate in a spongy coherent form, it is best not to

allow the liquid to boil. The solution of hypophosphite having

been added in the cold and in excess, the temperature is to be

gradually raised until, after standing for some minutes between
80° C. and 90° C, the hydruret of copper has entirely separated

in coherent masses. It is easy to determine when the precipita-

tion is complete by taking out a drop of the clear liquid with

a rod and testing upon a porcelain plate with a drop of sulphy-

dric acid solution. No filter need be used if the precipitation

be effected in an assay flask; the copper is easily washed by de-

cantation, and may then be transferred to a porcelain crucible by

the well-known method of inversion, dried and gently ignited in

a current of hydrogen. The following analyses will serve to

illustrate the accuracy of this method. In all of them hypo-

phosphite of magnesium was employed as the precipitant.

4. 1-8050 gr. « « - 03327 gr. " -25-42 " (RB.Carman

5. 0-8208 gr. « « " 02087 gr. " =25-42 " (E. F. Gale.)

In (4) and (5) a large excess of sulphate of nickel was present.

The formula €uS0 4 -f-5aq
gives 2542 per cent of copper. In

the third analysis sulphates of iron, manganese, nickel and zinc

in very large excess were added to the solution of copper.

I. In a very pure subsulphid of copper from Arizona Mr.

Chauvenet found in four analyses 74-24, 74-37, 74'36 and 7441

per cent copper.
H. In an alloy of copper and nickel

6. 0-4245 gr. gi

*• 0-3615 gr.
8. 0-1380 gr.
9. 0-1980 gr. " 0-1680 gr. " = 84'84

HI. In brass wire

10- 1-6300 gr. gave 1.0705 gr. of copper =65-67 percent. (Chauvenet)

H. 1.8655 gr. " V2240 gr.
M =65-61 "

12
- 1-6770 gr. " 1-1010 gr. " =6565 "

In the last seven analyses the alloy was dissolved in sulphuric

•ad, nitric acid being added from time to time to assist in solu-

hon. The solution was then evaporated until the last traces ol

aitric acid were expelled. The presence of iron in the form of

sulphate does not in any way interfere with the complete pre-

cipitation of copper by hypophosphite of magnesium Wn
sesquichlorid of iron is present, however, the copper is always

'educed to subchlorid and is not precipitated as metalorg
«* A solution of a hypophosphite reduces sesquichlori

I
of iron

to protochlorid: the reduction is particularly rapid and com
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plete when a salt of copper is also present and the liquid con-
tains free chlorhydric acid. I have endeavored to base upon
this reduction a method for determining iron volumetrically, but
all the experiments failed in consequence of the difficulty of de-
termining the exact point at which the reduction of the iron is

complete Sulphocyanid of potassium, proposed for this purpose
by Winkler* in his process with subchlorid of copper as a redu-
cing agent, was not found to give sharp indications. When cop.
per and iron are present together as chlorids, the addition of
nypophosphite of magnesium simply reduces the copper to sub-
chlorid as above stated. If in this case we add an alkaline eWo-
rld to keep the subchlorid of copper dissolved, the copper may
be easily precipitated as subsulphid by sulphydric acid gas.
W hen arsenic or antimony are present with copper these must
nrst be separated before precipitating the copper as hydruret, as

careful experiments by Mr. C. Lilly have shown that both arsenic

antimodoS
1113!—^ ^ ^ °f metallic C0PPer-

In Presence
of

0-7100 gr. sulphate of copper gave 0-2454 gr. copper = 34 56 per cent.

After addition of Sb a 3 and Rochelle salt

0-9875 gr. sulphate of copper gave 02426 gr. copper = 24-56 per cent.

Repeated analyses by Mr. Lilly also showed that copper could
not oe determined accurately in Schweinfurt green by hypophos-
pb te of magnesium, and that the presence of Rochelle salt did
not completely prevent the precipitation of arsenic with the cop-

conp^r.
611 arseuous or arsenic acid were mixed with sulphate of

me^Ut^nTT%°TeS {

t
i8

, T"*1* desirabIe to bring ^
made T i

1° the form of sulPh*te. Numerous experimentsmaae m thlg laborat f n . J.f recommending the

«d°JSg ™tf Th
{fi-ly^ulveL"d or* s"* of'V

four timea £ *?**.* a P0rcelain crucible with three or

v^ZZTitlf \
mixture of one molecule of

u
bisu

tl"

be slowlv wS\ \
e
°f Potassiur*. The mixture is then to

a muffle TnlJ.n^ redness
'
which is b^ accomi

ouwhe lei L7?lllC
™JPhida are completely oxydl

Balphuric wfd ton
IDg °f ******* mixture. Enough strong

pnuric acid to convert all the sulphate of potassium into bisul-

* Zeitsdn-ift te- *_.,_.- , ™ . _.
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phate is then added, and the crucible is to be again carefully
heated until the contents run to a clear fused mass. On cooling
the mass usually separates readily from the crucible which is
not attacked, and on solution the iron and copper are found com-
pletely converted into sulphates. This process has been tried
successfully with a great variety of ores. The whole operation
requires about an hour. In the case of ores containing much
bisulphid of iron it is best to heat the powdered ore first as long
as sulphur is given off, and afterward to add the oxydizing mix-
ture and heat as above. The sulphids of lead, zinc and anti-
mony are completely oxydized by the same process.

§ 3. On the precipitation of copper and nickel by alkaline car-

bonates.

The precipitation of copper by zinc or by the electrolytic

method requires that the metal should be present in the form
of sulphate or chlorid and. does not succeed with the nitrate.

As stated above the employment of the hypophosphites is lim-
ited to the case in which the metal exists as sulphate. The old
mode of precipitating copper as oxyd by caustic potash has dis-

advantages which are familiar to all chemists, but on the other
hand is independent of the nature of the solution of copper em-
ployed so long at least as no organic matter is present. Accord-
mg to Rose* the alkaline carbonates precipitate copper less com-
pletely than caustic alkalies. This statement, however, is not

accurate for all the conditions under which the experiment may
°e performed

; and I have found that copper may be completely

precipitated from the sulphate, nitrate or chlorid when the solu-

tions are boiled together for a sufficient time and are sufficiently

dilute. Mr. E. R. Taylor, who has made a careful study of this

method of determining copper, has arrived at the following as
toe best method of conducting the process. The solution of
eoPper is to be diluted with water until the liquid contains not
Hmre than about one gram of the metal in one litre. A solution
of carbonate of potash or soda is then to be added in small ex-^ and the whole boiled for about half an hour. The boiling

proceeds quietly and without succussions ; the blue green carbo-
nate soon becomes dark brown, and has a fine granular character

Joich renders it extremely easy to wash. After washing it

ed in an atmosphere
I; it will be found I

dor obtained in fiv<

pure sulphate of copper gave 0'
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The filtrate is perfectly free from copper if the process has been

well conducted.

The ignited oxyd is in a state of great subdivision, and the

ignition must therefore be conducted with much care to avoid

loss. A small portion of the oxyd or basic carbonate usually

adheres to the sides of the vessel in which the boiling takes place.

This is to be re-dissolved, and again precipitated, but great care

must be taken not to add a large excess of the alkaline carbo-

nate, which gives a solution from which the copper is not pre-

cipitated by boiling.

Nickel may be completely precipitated from its solutions by

precisely the same process. The green basic carbonate may be

washed much more readily than the oxyd precipitated by caus-

tic alkali ; it is to be ignited and weighed as oxyd. In two

analyses Mr. Taylor obtained the following results.

1 -9808 gr. anhydrous sulphate of nickel gave 0-9551 gr. NiO=37'79 p. C

1-4601 gr. " " « «* 0-7008 gr. NiOz=37-64 "

. F. A. Genth

cipitating nickel, and with most satisfactory results.

The precipitation of cobalt by an alkaline carbonate c

nuch difficulty and by long boiling be made
leans of determi

On the other hand Mr
-completely and easily precipitated by the process of oxydation

first given by Popp,* which consists in neutralizing the solution

with carbonate of sodium, adding acetate of sodium and then

boiling with an excess of an alkaline hypochlorite, taking care

to keep the solution alkaline. The hydrated sesquioxyd (?)
<>f

cobalt thrown down may be readily washed. After reduction

in hydrogen the metal is found to be free from alkali. Nickel

may, as Popp has also shown, be precipitated in the same manner,

but the process given above seems to me preferable.
In this connection I may be permitted to state that the method

of separating cobalt from nickel by means of peroxyd of lea*

attributed to myself in the new edition of Rose'sf Handbuch der

Analytischen Chemie and also ascribed to me by (rauhej w*3
never even proposed by me.

Uobalt and nickel may be precipitated from neutral solutions

of their sulphates, nitrates and chlorids by adding first an excess

oi oxalic acid to the concentrated solution and then a large ex-

cess of strong alcohol. After standing a few hours the filtrate

- W° ib •
*?"orn metaL The oxalates are very easily

washed. This method is, however, rarely available for analyt"

I ££££ it iSaS! £=£ t SechsU Auf^e, Bd. ii, P-
1*1
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ical purposes, since it fails entirely when salts of ammonium or
of the alkaline metals are present. The oxalates are also in
such a state of subdivision that it is almost impossible to ignite
them without loss. The oxyds of copper, cadmium, zinc, manga-
nese and magnesium, are also completely precipitated from their
sulphates by oxalic acid and alcohol, but not in presence of alka-
line salts. The same is true of both mercurous and mercuric
nitrates. In the few cases in which this mode of precipitation will
find application in practice it will probably be best to determine
the oxalic acid in the oxalate by hypermanganate of potash.
In a former paper I have stated that the sulphids of cobalt

and nickel thrown down from boiling solutions by a boiling so-
lution of sulphid of sodium may be washed without oxydation
upon the filter. The difficulty of preparing pure sulphid of
sodium has, however, been an objection to this method.* This
difficulty may easily be removed by dissolving the crystallized

tetrahedral sulphid, Na
a
S+9aq, in alcohol of 90 per cent, fil-

tering and allowing the solution to crystallize. After two or
three crystallizations the pure sulphid may be dried over sulphu-
ric acid in vacuo and the white effloresced mass preserved in a
well stoppered bottle. The sulphid is chemically pure.

§4. On the employment of sand and glass filters in quantitative

analysis.

Sufficient attention has not been paid to the advantages of
niters of sand and glass over those of paper, when precipitates

are to be dried upon the filter at a definite temperature. By
choking the throat of a funnel with coarse fragments of glass
and then placing upon these successive layers of powdered glass

0r sand, the upper layer being of the finest powder, it is easy t

ttake a filter _r„„
off and washed out completely

;r any precipitate may be filtered

rithout the slightest loss. The
*«nnel with its contents may then be dried at any temperature
below that at which the glass softens or at which the precipitate

undergoes chemical or physical change. Mr. E. E. Taylor, who
nas carried out this suggestion with the greatest care and thor-

oughness, obtained the following results in three analyses of tar-

tar-emetic.

l
- 0091 7 gt. tartar-emetic gave 0-0463 gr. Sb2S3 = 36-09 per cent Sb.

{Jr
0-6236 gr. « " 3149 gr. " =36-08 «

^ 0-1766 gr. " 0-0891 gr. " =36-07 " "

The formula requires 35'92 per cent (Sb=120).
in the first and second analyses the precipitated sulphid was

^ed at 375° C. In the third the funnel had the shape of a tube

j.* This Journal, rol. xxxvii, p. 350, also Zeitschrift fur Analytische Chew; Bd.
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tapering at one end and dilated in the middle to a sort of bulb,

and the precipitated sdphid of antimony after drying was ig-

nited in the filter tube itself in a current of carbonic acid gas.

This form of funnel, which is due to Mr. Taylor, will be found

very advantageous. A small common funnel may be inserted

into the top, and after drying, the tube funnel closed with a cork

in weighing.

§ 5. On the estimation of manganese as pyrophosphate.

The existence of an ortho-phosphate of manganese and am-

monium corresponding to the well known salt of magnesium,

was long since ascertained by Otto* The subject has more

recently been studied by Debrayf who has described a series

of analogous phosphates, all of which are remarkable for their

insolubility. Otto's salt, P2e8Mn2(NH4)2+2H2e, from its highly

crystalline structure, the facility with which it is formed, and

its insolubility, appeared well adapted to the quantitative esti-

mation of manganese, and the following analyses show that this

metal like magnesium may be advantageously precipitated as

ammonia-phosphate and weighed as pyrophosphate.
To the solution of manganese, which may contain salts of am-

monium or of the alkaline metals, disodic orthophosphate is to

be added in large excess above the quantity required to pre-

cipitate the manganese as orthophosphate. The white precip-

itate is then to be redissolved in excess of sulphuric or chlorby-

dric acid, heated to the boiling point and ammonia added in ex-

cess. A white or semi-gelatinous precipitate is produced which,

on boiling or standing for some time even in the cold, gradually

becomes crystalline and finally is completely converted int0

beautiful talcose scales which have a pearly luster and a pale

rose color. It is best to precipitate each time in a platinum ves-

sel in which the ammonia-phosphate may be boiled for ten or

fifteen minutes, and to allow the salt to remain at a temperature

near the boiling point of the liquid for an hour after it has be-

come crystalline. The ammonia-phosphate may then be filters?

off and washed with hot water. The washing takes place wit&

extraordinary facility on account of the crystalline character oi

the salt. The orthophosphate after drying and ignition yield*

pyrophosphate of manganese as a nearly white powder. &
this manner

1. 0-9555 gr. MnS0
4 gave 8985 ex. P,0 tMd o= 4668 p.c *&&

2. 1-1400 gr. -
H
« 1-0717 |r. «

7
* = 46-67

[
3. 0-8145 gr. - . -7646 |r. « =46-63 - '

t Ann. der Chemie und ShlSicw.'Sii* VlzT*
"' ?
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4. 0-9464 gr. MnS0
4 gave 0-8886 gr. P2O rMn a = 46-66 p c HnO

5. 1-3181 gr. " " 1-2390 gr. " = 46-68 "
6. 1-0565 gr. « « 0-9950 gr. " =46-76 "

(Gordon.)

The formula requires 46-67 per cent (Mn= 54). The sulphate
employed was pure and perfectly anhydrous. In two analyses
of crystallized chlorid of manganese not quite free from mechan-
ically mixed water, Mr. F. W. Clarke obtained 27-08 and 27-07
per cent of manganese. In the same salt the percentage of
chlorine was found to be 35'68 which corresponds to 27-14 per
cent of manganese.
The advantage of this method over that commonly employed

for the estimation of manganese, is that the process permits us
to weigh the metal in the form of a perfectly definite compound

u u
0t as an oxyd wnica cannot be safely assumed to consist

wholy of In
3
er When manganese is associated with the

alkaline earths it is of course first to be separated as sulphid, or
°y Schiel's method as a hydrate of the sesquioxyd. The ammonia-
pnosphate is almost absolutely insoluble in boiling water, in
ammonia and in solutions of salts of ammonium. The salt is

nearly white but sometimes becomes a little more red upon the
niter. If it assumes a rather deep dull red color the whole of the
Phosphate of manganese has not been converted into aramonia-
Poosphate. The precipitate is then to be redissolved in dilute

cnlorhydric acid, more phosphate of sodium added and then am-
monia in excess, after which the boiling is to be repeated. This
repetition is very rarely necessary, a little practice enabling the
^alyst to judge when the conversion from the flocky-gelatinous
10 the crystalline condition is complete. The filtrate from the
crystalline salt is perfectly free from manganese. Phosphoric
*jjd cannot be determined by precipitation as ammonia-phos-
Pnate of manganese, because the crystalline character of the salt

upon which the success of the process depends is only produced
°y digestion with an excess of phosphate. Bette* has described
an ammonia-phosphate of zinc which, like the corresponding
P^anganese salt, is almost absolutely insoluble in water. Debrayf
Jas analyzed similar salts of nickel and cobalt, and Otto* has also

described the analogous ammonia-phosphate of iron. I have

JJyself prepare(i an ammonia-phosphate of cadmium which, like

All
°ther salts of this grouP' is extremel7 insoluble in water.

*** of these salts however, are more or less readily soluble in

J^naonia and in salts of ammonium, and after repeated trials I

^ve not succeeded in rendering any of them available for an-

'"ytical purposes.
Cambridge, June 20th, 1867.



ofperoxyd of Mangcm

The oxydizing action of the peroxyds upon organic sub-

stances varying to some extent according to the peroxyd em-

ployed, I have investigated the action of peroxyd of manganese

upon uric acid.

If uric acid and peroxyd of manganese are heated together

with a like quantity of water and sulphuric acid is added in

small portions at a time until no further action is to be observed,

the black pasty mass then filtered, and the filtrate evaporated

to about one-fourth of its original volume, there is obtained

after considerable time, a quantity of large hexagonal crystals,

which by analysis and characteristic reactions was found to be

parabanic acid.

If uric acid is heated with a large quantity of water only,-

until the latter is brought to the boiling point and then per-

oxyd of manganese added as long as evolution of carbonic acid

occurs and the mass filtered,, there remains on the filter per-

oxyd of manganese and oxalate of manganese, while the filtrate

on being somewhat concentrated yields crystals, which if again

dissolved and treated with animal charcoal may be obtained color-

less and quite pure. They were tasteless, rather difficultly sol-

uble in cold but readily soluble in warm water ; the solution

gave with chlorid of mercury no precipitate, while a very volu-

minous one was obtained on adding the nitrate of the same

base ; nitrate of silver and ammonia gave a white glistening pre-

cipitate ; on heating, cyanid of ammonium was evolved.
0-3595 grama yielded on combustion 0-133 water and 0#K>

carbonic acid; which relation indicated the substance to be

C 3013 304
K 4-0£ 3-8

The mother-liquor contained much urea, also an amorpbon*
substance

; the quantity of which was too trifling to admit of an

analysis. The action of the peroxyd of manganese may be ex-

plained by the following exquation.
3(C10H 4N 4

O
6 )+6MnO2+8HO=2(C,H

6
N 4

O
6
)+2(C 3

O 3
H 4
H 2 )

+4(MnO, C
3O a)+2(MnO, C0 3 ).

If unc acid is heated with peroxyd of manganese in the pres-

ence of but a small quantity of water there is formed urea,

oxalic and carbonic acid, and but a very small quantity of allan-

M«W6
f
aCUOn °f P** *^ of ^nganese upon uric acid resem-

bles therefore very closely that of peroxyd of lead.
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Art. XXII.— Contributions from the Sheffield Laboratory of Yale
College. No. XV.

—

Observations on the native hydrates of Iron;
by George J. Brush, with analyses of Turgite by Charles S.

Rodman.

The well known iron mines of Salisbury, Conn., have long en-

joyed a reputation among mineralogists as furnishing superior

specimens of limonite, and hitherto this has been thought to be
the only ferric hydrate occurring in quantity at this locality.

Minute crystals of supposed Gdthite have occasionally been found,
but not in quantity sufficient to render certain their mineralogi-
cal determination.

? On a recent visit to these mines Mr. Eodman obtained a con-
siderable number of specimens, lining pockets in the ore, which
had the usual brilliant metallic luster on the interior surface,

and showed on the fracture a fibrous structure, but differed from
brown hematite in having a decidedly red color, and in afford-

mg when pulverized a red powder, closely resembling that of

ordinary red hematite. This red layer was in some cases an inch
or more in thickness, and was deposited on a bed of limonite

(brown hematite) ; the line of demarcation between the brown
and the red ore was so perfect, in most instances, as to readily ad-

mit of a complete separation of the two minerals.

.
An examination of this red ore showed it to be an oxyd of

lron, containing not far from five per cent of water, a number of

specimens yielding very uniform results ; and a complete analy-
Sls proved the mineral to be a ferric hydrate with the formula

**% identical with the Turgite of Hermann,* and with Brei-

tjaupt's hydro-hematite, as analysed by Fritzsche.f The physical

characters are so nearly those of ordinary anhydrous hematite
that it is difficult to distinguish the species without having re-

of the loss on ignition. The turgitej of the ]

yjelds an abundance of water when heated in the closed
aQd it decrepitates in a remarkable manner. Hardness, about
5*5. Gr.=414. For analysis the mineral was carefully dried

°?er sulphuric acid until of constant weight, and this dessicated

mineral was then heated for several hours in an air bath at 100°

** without showing any further diminution of weight. The
amount of hygroscopic moisture abstracted from the air-dned

^neral by treatment in the dessicator was T40 per cent. The
lr°n;n one instance was determined by titration with perman-

ganate of potash ; in the second case it was thrown down by

ammonia, the precipitate washed, dried and weighed, and then

tl* iron was separated from the silica and alumina by Deville s

* Journal fur praktische Chemie, xxxiii, 97. _
t Breitlu- = ;e,iH,S46.
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method by first reducing with hydrogen, and subsequently vola-

tilizing the iron by heating in a current of dry hydrochloric acid
gas. The analytical results were all obtained by Mr. Eodman.
Composition

:

Ferric oxyd,

Manganic oxyd,
Alumina, ...
Silica, -

Phosphoric acid, sulphuric i

and cobaltic oxyd,

100-12 99-98

Other determinations of water on different specimens grave 5"02

and 5-09 per cent.
F

Five grams of the mineral yielded only minute traces of sul-

phuric acid, and three grams showed but an unweighable trace

of phosphoric acid. A very perceptible trace of cobalt was
found even on examination of one gram of the mineral. The
portion insoluble in acid proved on analysis to consist entirely
of silica, and excluding this, with the small amount of silica and
alumina found in the soluble portion, the result of the analysis is

giving the oxygen ratio 6 : 1 or Pe =»fi.

This result confirms the conclusions of Hermann and Breit-

haupt that there is a native ferric-hydrate with one-half an
equivalent of water. Several years since the attention of the

writer was called to this subject by Prof. W. T. Roepper, of

tfetnlehem, who stated that he had found Breithaupt's hydro-
hematite to be of frequent occurrence with the limonite oresitW vaUey. A water determination on the Lehigh
mineral made by Prof. Roepper, and kindly communicated for

cial anenti^T £"34 Per cent
>
*nd Prof. Roepper calls *pej

whir h a ^ the cna™cteristic decrepitation of this mineral

th7voi! n ii

°n examiQation of the specimens of limonite m

waVfonn? ^ collection
>
a fine specimen of the red hydrate

this vSirCUmns With the limonite of Diisseldorf in Prussia,

AnothPr f °-Q examina*ion by Mr. Rodman 4-75 pr. ct. water.

n\meroL

T

C1?leD WaS fcHmd *™ l°^ ™ Bavaria, besides

ofZeZ^CTnS
!
TOm Salisburv in Connecticut. A mineral

iluSaS^^f also been^ ^ Bergemann* at the
i^ouisa Mine near Horhausen in Prussia. From these numerous

* Rammebberg, Handbuch fi
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localities it would appear that the mineral is of common occur-
rence. It has heretofore been confounded by most mineralo-

' '
*

'; so strongly resembles in physical
- ' -natite by

j decrepi-
~~a violently and gives off a large amount of water.
Hermann does not give the pyrognostic characters of turgite,

but Breithaupt in his description of hydro-hematite makes par-
ticular mention of its characteristic decrepitation when heated.
I he turgite is described by Hermann as being associated with
copper ores

; its chemical composition is however identical with
nydrohematite, and as it has priority of publication the species
must bear the name of turgite, and nydrohematite be used only
as a synonym.

.
We have therefore three well defined hydrates of iron occur-

ring native and forming three distinct and well-established min-
eral species, differing from each other in physical characters and
in their relative content of water.

Turgite, Pe-f |ft

Gothite, Pe+ ft

Limonite, Pe + ljft

Two other hydrates have been described containing respect-
ively two and three atoms of water. Murray* found in a brown
iron ore from Huttenrode in the Hartz—

*e 81-41, ft 17-96, Si 0-17, Carbon 046=100, giving the formula Pe+2S.

A compound of similar composition from Kilbride in Ireland,
naving a pitchy color, analyzed by Haughton, gave—

£e 77-15 ft 20-43 Si 030 Si tr. P 1-60= 99-48

Xanthosiderite also appears to be a mineral of like composi-
u°n, but its mixture with a silicate of unknown composition
renders it difficult to conclude positively that it belongs here.
A. H. Churchf has analyzed a stalactite of a rust-colored ferric

Qyarate from Botallack mine in Cornwall, which gave—
Pe tt-IS, ft 24-40, loss,?, an

3Pe+3
Other analyses of ferric hydrates by many different analysts, and
rom a great range of localities, give an amount of water which

Respond to one or the other of these last two hydrates ; but as
*nese contain also either organic matter, phosphoric acid, or silica
ln the combined state, it is impossible, without further investiga-
tion to know to what hydrate to refer them.

f
A he artificial ferric hydrate precipitated by ammonia from

fcrric chlorid varies in composition according to the method of

* Rammelsberg Mineralchemie, 180. f Journ. Chem. Society, II, iii, 214.
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SchafFner obtained a hydrate with 1 atom, Gmelin
with 2 atoms, and Wittstein with 3 atoms of water ; this last

kept for some time under water became crystalline and was con-

verted into a hydrate with 1£ atoms of water. Kecent investiga-

tions by E. Davies* show that the ordinary precipitated ferric

hydrate loses water on being boiled in water ; in one case the

amount of water was reduced to 3 '52 per cent. Similar experi-

ments conducted in this laboratory by Mr. Eodman showed that

by continued boiling in water the amount of water remaining in

the hydrate could be reduced even to 2 per cent. These facts,

as Mr. Davies suggests, explain in a very satisfactory manner the

association of the different ferric hydrates in nature and do not

necessarily demand the supposition of great heat to account for

the large beds of anhydrous hematite found in different parts

of the world.

Sheffield Laboratory, February, 1867.

i of the platinum metals which I published
some time back in this Journal, I described a very delicate test

for ruthenium, by which the faintest traces of that metal could

be detected through the agency of hyposulphite of soda. Re-

cently, having occasion to test for the last-named substance, it

occurred to me as probable that ruthenium might be rendered
available for that purpose. This I found to be the case, and
that the reaction exhibited considerable delicacy. It is true that

ruthenium is at present a very rare metal, and not within the

reach of all who might wish to use it, but the changes from
rarity to more or less abundance are now so common and sud-

den that present scarcity is no reason for ignoring any useful

.When a solution of ruthenium is rendered alkaline by arnmo-

. ™!! 11 .

W
,

ith hyPosulphite of soda, it gradually assumes
a rose color which passes into a rich carmine; with strong solu-

rtX* 1S s° i^ense as to be almost black. When diluted

IW 1
ma
Pnificent

>
rivalling the aniline red in richness

detected b Tdj S
f
a
J
ed Within "^ limits ruthenium can be

servS Hi h^osulPhite of soda. I now subjoin the limits ob-

I sokS>n
eSpeCt t0.^P^Phite of soda.

on contam,™ ™* a™, thousandth of hyposulphite,
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One containing one twelve-thousandth gave a well marked
pink liquid.

One containing one twenty-five-thousandth gave a salmon
color.

The experiment was not carried further because the salmon
color in the last-mentioned trial showed that the test had then
reached its practical limit. I do not doubt that even with one
hundred thousandth a coloration could be obtained, but it would
not have the specific distinctness given by the carmine and rose
shade previously described.

.
A few words remain to be said as to the best mode of apply-

ing tV-<

strong tendency to decompose by dilution ; dilute solutions have
a strong tendency to gradually deposit their ruthenium as oxyd.
Andeven before the slightest sign of a precipitate appears, in
feet immediately upon dilution, solutions show a tendency to
change their reactions. So that I find it invariably better on
diluting the ruthenium solution for use in testing, to boil it (as
-I have elsewhere pointed out in speaking of the dilution of ru-
thenium) with a few drops of hydrochloric acid, and this even
atthough the solution is to be immediately afterward rendered
alkaline by ammonia. To ascertain with certainty that this im-
proved the delicacy of the reaction, I made comparative experi-
ments on two portions of the same ruthenium solution, and
l0und that the coloration by hyposulphite was at least three,

tunes stronger in the case of the portion that had been boiled
*ith HC1 than with that that had not.
As ammonia was thereafter immediately added, it might ap-

pear that the fun

the addition of sal-ammoniac in no way aided the reaction.

The addition of ammonia to a hot solution of sesquichlorid
of ruthenium immediately darkens it to a blackish olive color,

*}"<*, according to the dilution and the light that falls on it, is

* a reddish or a greenish shade. By standing, the ruthenium
13

precipitated as oxyd. As this condition is the necessary pre-

liminary (as before explained) to the production of the charac-

teristic carmine reaction it is not a little singular that the deli-

^7 of that reaction should be so greatly enhanced by taking
fteps to strengthen the combination with excess of acid and boil-

1Q
gj immediately before the affinities are to be loosened by am-

monia.

In using this reaction for the detection of small quantities of

hyposulphite, it is useful to remark that it succeeds best when
Vei7 little ruthenium is present. After the ruthenium solution
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has been boiled with acid and supersaturated with ammonia,

and the liquid to be tested for hyposulphite added, the mixed

solution should have so little ruthenium in it as to exhibit only

a very pale transparent olive coloration—should in fact be almost

without color. Otherwise if the hyposulphite is present in

mere traces, we get a salmon or flame color instead of the pure

Art. XXIV.— Contributions to Chemistry from the Laboratory of

the Lawrence Scientific School No. 4— On a new mineralfrom

Hockport, Mass. ; by W. J. Knowlton.

In the March number of this Journal for the present year.

Prof. J. P. Cooke has described as malacone a mineral discovered

by myself at Rockport, Mass., where it occurs in the granite in

veins of massive quartz and feldspar. Prof. Cooke's analysis was

made, as he states, upon a small quantity of material and ne

speaks of it as "imperfect" ; he found

Silica, 27-90

Zirconia, 6693
Sesquioxyd of iron, with trace of manganese, - 2*57

Water, - - - - - - - - 2-19

which results, if correct, would unquestionably identify the min-

eral with malacone. I have repeatedly analyzed this mineral?

and my results differ, as will be seen, so i

Cooke, and from the analyses of mala<
that I am disposed to consider the mine
this conclusion be admitted, I propose 1

great i .

ipecimens. The mineralogical characters of cyrtolite have been

already described by Prof. Cooke. It is almost always found

imbedded in massive feldspar, sometimes in large aggregates oi

crystals, sometimes in single crystals which are often quite per-

fect. Fine single crystals are found at various places on the

sea-shore where the veins have been exposed by the action ot

the water. The luster of the crystals is often brilliant, but frac-

ture exhibits a dull brownish-red color. In three determinations

SUn^60 cavity of cyrtolite by Rose's method, I f°UDa

3850, 3-856 and 3-970 ; the last determination being made upon

a specimen from a somewhat different locality, and taken from

the surface rock near the shore.
, ,

Before the blowpipe cyrtolite glows brilliantly, and is but

slightly altered in color. Its powder dissolves rather easily vo.
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borax, giving a distinct reaction for iron. With microcosmic
wit it dissolves partially, leaving a white siliceous skeleton,
rrot. Cooke states that the mineral is easily and completely re-
solved by fusion with alkaline carbonates. I have not obtained
the same results, but have on the contrary found it very difficult
to decompose it completely in this manner ; even fusion for sev-
eral hours with four times the weight of a mixture of carbonate
ot potash and carbonate of soda failing to produce a perfect res-
olution. Four consecutive fusions with the alkaline mixture gave
but little better results. In another analysis, after fusing for
three hours with the alkaline mixture, treatment of the fused
mass as an ordinary silicate with chlorhydric acid, and fusion of
the silica obtained a second time, there remained 2 -20 per cent
oi earth which could not be further purified by treatment with*

wV
°f arnmonium an <* sulphuric acid.

When heated with sulphuric acid in a closed tube for two or
three hours to a temperature of 210° C, about 33 per cent of un-
solved matter remained. On diluting, filtering and boiling
me nitrate, from 8 to 13 per cent were precipitated in different
experiments, according to the quantity of free sulphuric acid in
tne solution. When fused with bisulphate of ammonium the
mineral is completely decomposed, but it is difficult to avoid
Joss by spattering. Bisulphate of potash also completely re-
aves the mineral by fusion, but forms with the zirconia the
Well known double sulphate which dissolves with much diffi-

!*% ; bisulphate of soda would doubtless be preferable, but I
kave not employed it in quantitative analyses. The mineral is
more readily resolved by fusion with fluorid of ammonium and
subsequent treatment with sulphuric acid. The decomposition

I

s Perfect, but of course the silica must be estimated by loss. Iu
0ur analyses I obtained the following results

:

Silica, 26-29 2637* 26-48* 26-18

Zirconia, 61-33 61-00 60-00 64-60f
Cerium metals, 2-24 1-80 2-19 1-40

Iron, FeO, 3-65 3-63 360
Uranium, Ur2 3 ,

1'94 2-83 140
Tin, with trace CuO, -35 "70 -35 -41

Water, 4-58 4-55 4-55 4-58

Trace manganese and )

magnesia,
f

-trace of fluorine, •-••

98-44 lOO'OO 100-00 98-97

la these analyses the water was determined by heating the

* Silica estimated by difference.

t In this analysis the zirconium and iron were not separated.
A» Jocr. Sex.-Second Series, Vol. XLIV, No. 131.-Sept., 1867.
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mineral in a platinum tube in a current of carbonic acid. Tbe
silica was estimated in tbe first analysis by fusion with bisul-

phate of ammonia, and in the last by fusion with the alkaline

carbonates and subsequent treatment with fluorid of ammonium
and sulphuric acid. In the second and third analyses, it was

determined by loss. Tin and copper were precipitated by sul-

phydrie acid gas. After oxydizing the iron, the iron and zir-

conia were precipitated together from the nearly neutral solution

by acetate of soda. The iron was then separated from the zir-

conia by Deville's method for the separation of iron and alumina.

In the filtrate from the iron and zirconia, the cerium metals

were precipitated by oxalic acid, and the uranium by ammonia.

It is not easy to determine in what state of oxydation the iron

""and uranium exist in the mineral. I have taken the iron per-

haps arbitrarily as protoxyd and the uranium as sesquioxyd.

In the second and third analyses the uranium was not perfectly

separated from zirconia.

It scarcely admits of a doubt that the zirconia in cyrtolite is

associated with another and similar oxyd—perhaps titanic acid.

When the zirconia is strongly heated in a platinum tube in a

current of hydrogen gas the earth assumes a bluish color resem-

bling that seen in niobic and titanic acids when similarly treated.

The color disappears on heating the blue mass in the air. If we

add to an acid solution of zirconia from cyrtolite—a solution of

the earth in fiuohydric acid is best—sodium amalgam, magnesium
or zinc, a purple or dull violet color is soon observed, sometimes

with a precipitate of the same color. In the absence of any

method of separating zirconia from titanic acid, &c, quantita-

tively, I must leave the precise constitution of the metallic acids

m cyrtolite undetermined. I am very far from supposing that

my analyses of the mineral leave nothing to be wished, but in

the absence of good and thoroughly tested methods of analysis,

I have done all in my power to obtain correct results
*

Cambridge, June 29th, 1867.

Art. XXV.—On the subdivisions of the Cretaceous rocks of Cali-

fornia ; by Wm. M. Gabb.

Since the publication of the first volume of the California
>rts on Paleontology, there have appeared several rather se-

..and^not altogether good nature^ criticisms. These have

""i the publication by the Smithsonian Institution
oi

det^eTbvttlS
"1 ^4ert de£^ VhYalkT^^

iy very 8ma]l_much ies3 apparently than that of rubidium.-^. J. k.
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a pamphlet purporting to be a check list of Eocene fossils, pre-
pared by one of our oldest Paleontologists. So eminent an
authority and the endorsement of so respectable an institution re-

?uire that I should say something in vindication of the position
have taken, and give to the scientific world the grounds on

which I base my deductions.
The rocks of California, included by the Geological Survey

under the general head of Cretaceous, can be easily separated
into two well-marked divisions. Our acquaintance with them
has not yet been sufficiently detailed to attempt a further sepa-
ration into sub-groups, though, in the older members, that can
doubtless be done hereafter. This older group is without doubt
the equivalent of the No. 5 and the upper part, if not the whole
of No. 4 of Meek and Hayden's Nebraska section. There may
be, and in fact probably are, older members of the Cretaceous
formation represented in California, but our information is, as
yet, too limited to make the assertion positively. In the north-
ern part of the state, where these rocks have been least studied,

specimens have been obtained with a decidedly "Neoco-
n\ien" aspect. The more recent member, always conformable
with the lower, and connected with it by a series of strata not
very fossiliferous, appears to be the American representative of

strieht beds, the 'Danien' of the French authors. The
position of the older group is universally conceded, and it only
rests with me to establish that this newer group is without doubt
Cetaceous and not Eocene as Mr. Conrad originally asserted
and still maintains.

It has many points in common with the Maestricht beds of

Europe. It contains but a single species, so far as known, of
tne complex-chambered group of Cephalopods. A solitary am-

monite, represented by half a dozen specimens, has been found
by myself, in place, even to the very top of the formation.

The rocks which I included in my Division B, are found in
and more particularly along the eastern face of the Coast Eanges
?ver an extent of upwards of four hundred miles. They are
jn many places metamorphosed, but are in a number of localities

{"ghly fossiliferous. The principal localities from which fossils

nave been collected are—the vicinity of Fort Tejon, New Idria,

near Griswold's on the road between New Idria and San Juan,

Dayton at the Monte Diablo coal i Kego and
0Q one of the forks of Eel river near Round Valley, Mendocino
county. At Clayton and Martinez they are connected with

^vision A by a regular succession of intermediate beds but con-

taming very few fossils. Near the village of Lower Lake, Lake

Junty, these intermediate beds are again developed and are

w»en highly fossiliferous.
Jn the California Cretaceous rocks we have already recog-
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nized and described 280 species, besides about fifty species not

yet described but of which we have sufficient material for publi-

and about 30 or 40 species, the existence of which is in-

dicated by fragments too imperfect for description. Of these

species 107 are found in Division B. Of these 107, 84 are, so

far as known, peculiar to this group, and 16 are found in com-
mon in undoubted members of both divisions, while 7 more are

found in the intermediate beds associated with a nearly equal

number of representatives of the lower group. Thus the two
groups are connected by a passage of nearly one-fifth of all the

species found in the upper member.
The following analysis will prove the above statements more

clearly.

Of the 107 species of fossils found in Division B 44 are found
at Clayton, 67 at Tejon, 54 at Martinez, 22 at San Diego, 18

near Gnswold's, and 7 near New Idria. It is not intended to

be understood that these are all of the species found at these lo-

'-* -") to the present time, these are all that have

[escribed. Future work will undoubtedly
jures.

i species found at the above localities, 50 are peculiar

tu uue ur another locality; 29 are found at two localities only,

14 at three localities, and 14 at four localities or more.
Taking the three typical localities, Martinez, Clayton and

lejon, 21 species are common to Martinez and Clayton, 30 to

™-tinez and Tejon, 25 to Clayton and Tejon, and 20 are found
at all thr<

As I have stated above, 16 species found in the upper mem-
ber also extend into the older group, Division A. In addition
to this, at the locality near Lower Lake Village, Lake county,
besides several species encountered for the first time, I found 15

species m the same bed, within a superficial area of two feet

Ot these, 3 were previously known to be common to the upper
and lower division. Besides these 3, 7 of them were common
to tuis locality, and localities of division B, and the remaining
O were, before this discovery, considered peculiar to the lower

Z "ir'i n
°f these 5 is fouud in the Mississippi Valley, in

ceous en
Gr°Up'" and another beloags to * peculiarly Creta-

dettSt
Q?eTS found at the several tyP1^1 localities, indepe*

vidlf r w-°
ther

'
aud which would serve to show their indi-

e^deLe nf
n
t

8t
°u

the °lder forraation without corroborative

T^onha;??n^\r
haS 10 SPecies in comm™ with vision A,

ton has? JrL ^artmez 1L Wlth the L^er Lake bed, Clay

In ^lanrfn?
68 m£mm0n

'
Te

Jon 6
>
a»d Martinez 6. I

the 107 sne^T *?: C°nrad
'

s " check «*" I find that °^the 107 species found in his "Older Eocene of California,"**
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baa only included 74 in his enumeration. He has omitted Calli-
anassa Stimpsonii, Ammonites n. s., Nautilus Texanus, Cylichna
costata, Mactra Ashburnerii, Cucullcea Matihewsonii, Nucula trun-
cal* and Lean protexkt ; eight species, which I mentioned in
the Journal of Conchology (vol. ii, p. 88), as being found in
common in the two members of the California Cretaceous, stat-
ing distinctly the localities in which they have been found. At
the same time he includes five other species, from the same list,

m his Eocene catalogue. Whether this be carelessness, or an
unfair avoidance of a difficulty, I leave to others to decide. It
is fer easier to ignore such a difficulty than it is to explain it

In regard to the distribution of the genera and species in this
and the associated rocks; all of the species are peculiar to this
group, or to this and underlying rocks ; not one has been found-
associated either with living forms, or with species known to oc-
cur in the recognized Tertiaries of California. Five of the gen-
era are peculiar to the Secondary. An Ammonite ranges en-
tirely through the group to the top of the highest fossiliferous
strata. The genera Perissolax, Gyrodes, Margarttella, and the
sub-genus Anchura, of the genus Aporrhais, are all recognized
as strictly characteristic of the Cretaceous ; eo much so, that the
presence of a single undoubted representative of either of these
genera would be strong presumptive evidence of the Cretaceous

fge of any rocks in which it might be found. On the other
nand, the presence of such genera as those in the list given be-
ow, would point to a very modern era in the Cretaceous, to say
wie least.

It must be borne in mind that we have much to learn yet in

Paleontology, especially in the matter of the vertical range of
genera. Every year we find genera, nay, whole families, ex-
tending themselves beyond what had been fixed by previous
authors as their limits. A few years ago, the presence of mam-
ujahan remains was considered characteristic of the Tertiaries.
i\ow we know of Marsupials in the Trias, and who dare say
tQat we may not find mammals in Paleozoic rocks? I therefore

maintain, that though we have here such genera as Aturia, Typhis,
^ordiera, Pseudoliva, Nassa, Mitra, Ficus, Morio, Cerithiopsis,

rJpraea, and Galerus, still, the only inference that can be drawn
18

>
that the group is on or near the verge of the formation, a

sort- of prophetic member, presaging by some of its genera the

formations to come, but indissolubly bound by specific ties with
*Qe eras preceding.
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In the Chemical News for August 31st, 1866, I noticed a

paper in which was described a process with apparatus, for the

assay of coals and other substances yielding illuminating and
paraffin oils * After stating the fact, that no process had hith-

erto been described by which technical analyses of bituminous
and pyro-bituminous substances could be made to yield anal-

ogous and satisfactory results, the author proceeds to describe

what I should suppose to be a very valuable process for the pri-

mary distillation in the technical analysis of coals and shales.

I do not repeat the description here, as it would require consid-

erable space, and it can only be applied to the treatment of solid

substances, which do not melt at a temperature below that re-

quired for their distillation. As the original paper is easy of

access, I would recommend its perusal to all who wish to make
technical analyses of either coals or shales. The apparatus is

simple and inexpensive, and I am aware of no reason why the

results furnished by it should not prove highly satisfactory,

especially as its operation bears a striking resemblance to the

most improved processes of manufacture on the large scale.

But beyond the primary distillation of the coal or shale, I do

not consider that our author has added anything to processes

long in use. When he arrives at the second distillation, or that

which corresponds to the primary distillation of petroleum, he

is forced to return to the old process of fractional distillation

from a common tubulated glass retort. This process is not only
very unsatisfactory in its results, but it is quite expensive, and
is attended with considerable danger from fire. It is unsatis-

factory, because the separation of fluids of different densities and
different boiling points, is much less complete than by Warren's
process, for any temperature below the boiling point of mercury

;

intact, for any temperature necessary to ensure the complete

tnSn
a
»
10n

-?f
the light 0ils usuaI1y called naphtha, and the "pbo-

if
SZ *

T

A lummating oil.f It is expensive, for the reason that
ii the distillation is conducted to dryness the retort is sacrificed,

tended
r

jSy/°SSibl
i t0 rem0ve the coke with 8afety- lt WE

rfrai7,ll
dang

u
er ?°mfire > because the best retorts are liable

when tb °? the hlgh heat to which ^ey are exposed, 6ven
when the greatest care is exercised in conducting the operation.

leum^rtnirirPhl
00^ **> for Crude Paraffin Oil, and of Crude Oil and Petro-" £te Lubricating oil and Paraffin, by John Attfield, Pj£

Che**NeweTZl 2V^**^ of the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain-
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\ about to commence a technical examination of several
ins of California petroleum, when the above mentioned

paper arrested my attention, and I was unpleasantly conscious
when I had finished its perusal that in respect to apparatus for
this department of research my want was just as far from being
supplied as it was six years since, when I commenced the study
of petroleums. I had but a small quantity of each specimen,
and besides subjecting them simply to fractional distillation, I
wished to test them by Young's process of distillation under pres-
sure. To conduct the latter process in glass was an impossibility.
To answer my purpose therefore, my apparatus must fulfil

the following conditions. It should be capable of working not
more than one and one-half liters, and admit of being heated
by an ordinary gas furnace. The joints should sustain a pres-
sure of forty pounds per square inch, and it should be so con-
structed as to admit of the ready extraction of the coke. I
could find no description of any such apparatus, but after nu-
merous failures and corrections, "in an apparatus of my own in-

vention I found my want so well and fully supplied, that I am
led to offer a description, for the benefit of those who, like my-

Upon each extremity of a piece of a wrought iron gas-pipe,

three inches in diameter and twenty inches in length, a cap is

securely screwed. The caps should be heated nearly to redness
and screwed on to the cold pipe in order that by their contrac-
tion they may be more firmly secured. The pipe is then put
m a lathe and the caps turned off in such a manner as to leave
a band upon each end of the pipe, about three-fourths of an
mch in width, and two circular discs of iron, each about four

mches in diameter, and one-fourth of an inch in thickness, having
a projection upon one of their surfaces to which a wrench may

J
e applied. The edges of each extremity of the pipe with the

bands are now carefully turned off, presenting smooth surfaces

sughtly beveled inwardly. The plane surface of each of the

discs is then so turned off upon its circumference, that it will ex-

actly fit the beveled edge of the pipe. This completes the retort.

A stout parallelogram is then made half an inch longer and
w»der than the retort, one of the shorter sides of which should

^ntain in the middle a stout set-screw, and the other an orifice

^ade to fit the projection upon the disc. This may be called

tQe frame.

Two holes are then drilled a short distance from either ex-

tremity of the retort, and in a line parallel to the axis of the

refcort. One of these should admit a half inch, and the other

an inch gas-pipe. With this arrangement the retort may be used

either for pressure distillation, or for distillation by the ordinary

Process. It also admits of being connected with an apparatus
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for furnishing superheated steam or carbonic acid gas, either of

which are sometimes used to assist the distillation of hydrocar-

bons. Both the goose-neck and valve should be connected with

the retort by a short piece of gas-pipe and a brass "union" or

coupling, as the difference in the expansion of brass and iron

would cause a joint of the two metals to leak very badly when

subjected to a high temperature. The goose-neck may be made

of the ordinary form, tapering from one inch to one-quarter incb,

and about ten inches in length. The material should be copper,

brazed. The valve will be described hereafter.

In order to use the retort, one of the discs is luted with, a very

thin paste of plaster of Paris and firmly pressed into its seat.

The retort is then slipped into the frame and left a moment for

the luting to set, the open end being uppermost. The oil is

next poured in and the other disc luted into its seat, the frame

adjusted and the set-screw firmly set up, so as to securely fasten

both discs in their places. The goose-neck or valve is then ad-

justed, and the connections made with the worm and receiver.

It will be observed that all the expansion that takes place in this

retort only brings the different portions of the apparatus more

firmly together, instead of causing them to crack apart and leak

with every slight variation of temperature, as is usually the

case. With this arrangement I was able to distill fifteen hun-

dred cubic centimeters of petroleum to dryness, the last portions

coming over at a red heat. The distillation was commence!

with two ordinary Bunsen's gas lamps, increased as required w

four, and toward the end of the operation to six—the latter

number being sufficient to bring the side of the retort in contact

with the flame to a bright cherry-red heat.

Any one who has attempted the distillation of small qaantitie

of petroleum in either iron or copper stills, or retorts of what-

ever form, imbedded in coal fires or suspended over them, nius

be aware of the difficulty of so regulating the fire as to secure*

constantly increasing heat from the beginning to the end ot tw

operation. No such difficulty is experienced with this apparatus-

In it the lightest oils may be distilled by means of a sand-batn,

and the heaviest by applying the flame of a sufficient
wimDer

of lamps directly to the retort. The joints of this
apparatus

when luted with the smallest possible quantity of finely pj
l

yerized calcined sulphate of lime, admit of the least loss oy

leakage of any metallic retort that I have ever used. With the

exercise of proper care the amount of distillate from Caliior?*

petroleum averaged above ninety per cent by measure, and w»
a pressure of thirty pounds per square inch the average was

eighty-seven and one-half per cent. In the latter instance
£Jloss was increased by the formation of gas and vapors tn»

passed through the worm uncondensed at 8° C. The large*1
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amount of distillate that I have seen recorded, as yielded by any
material of undoubted natural origin, is ninety-five and one-half
per cent, by measure* The distillation of which this was the
product was performed wholly in glass, without pressure, the
crude material being a California petroleum of medium density,
yielding no permanent gases and no naphtha. In this case the
loss may be estimated at zero. I think it will be readily con-
ceded, that any apparatus which admits of the ready extraction
of the coke, and at the same time yields an average of ninety-
two and one-half per cent of distillate, furnishes results far more
satisfactory than any hitherto in use for operating upon so small
a quantity as fifteen hundred cubic centimeters.
A thermometer may be inserted in the smaller orifice, for

noting the temperature at which light oils distill. A piece of
gas-pipe of the requisite size and about two inches in length
may be used for making the connection, the thermometer being
uted into one end of it. When but one of the openings in
the retort is in use, the other maybe closed with an iron plug.
In making my experiments upon Young's process of distil-

lation under pressure, I experienced much difficulty in contriving
an apparatus that would enable me to register the amount of

sure, and at the same time prevent any loss of vapor. I
" ii_

smpted to register the pressure by means of a II tube,

3 of which were of unequal length. The tube was filled

with mercury to a level with the shorter arm and the long arm
sealed with a column of air above the mercury. The pressure
was indicated by the rise of mercury in the longer arm and con-
sequent compression of the air, the shorter arm being in com-
munication with the retort. The escape was badly regulated by
an ordinary stop-cock. The very unequal expansion of glass
and iron prevented me from making a tight joint between the
retort and IT tube.

I next tried a small valve constructed like an ordinary safety
Valve. I found it impossible with this valve to prevent a large
amount of loss from escape of vapor around the spindle.

A next tried a loaded valve, the load of which was placed
airectly upon the spindle, the whole contained in a chamber
resembling a miniature steam-chest, from which the vapors could
0Q
Jy

escape into the worm. It was found upon trial with the

safety-valve that an orifice three-eighths of an inch in diameter
Was too large in proportion to the size of the retort, the vapors
escaping in too large volume to admit of a continued flow from
lne worm. The vapor escaped in intermittent puffs, thereby
fusing an undulatory movement from the requisite amount of

Pressure to no pressure at all. As a consequence, the results

ifnl-
RePrt of c- M. Warren, Esq. contained in an article on Petroleum in Cal-

'^byProf.B g
.1866.
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Tendered were very imperfect. To obviate this difficulty, I made
the orifice beneath the valve only one-sixteenth of an inch in

diameter, the surface of the orifice being to that of the retort as

one to sixty thousand. This arrangement enabled me to secure
a constant flow of vapor from the retort, to maintain a constant
pressure, and to preserve a constant degree of temperature. I

found by computation that a pressure of two ounces avoirdupois
upon an orifice one-sixteenth of an inch in diameter was equiv-
alent to a pressure of forty pounds to the square inch, yet when
I placed a weight of two ounces upon the spindle, which of

itself weighed half an ounce, the steam gauge registered only
ten pounds, and the oils passed through it unchanged in density.

Although I employed one of the most skillful workers of brass

m this city to grind the valve, I am satisfied that the fault was
m the mechanical execution of the work, and that the bracing
of the valve was upon the side of the cone instead of at its apex,
leaving a minute cavity beneath the valve. This fault could
only be remedied by increased pressure. The chamber being
too small to admit of placing the requisite weight upon the

spindle I made use of a spiral spring, the force of which was-

adjusted by an ordinary steam-gauge. By this means I was en-

abled to obtain the required pressure and to estimate its amount,
with but one source of error, viz., the diminution in the elas-

ticity of the spring incident to the high temperature of the

vapors of the oil. I am convinced that the amount of this dimi-

nution is considerable ; I have estimated it at one-fourth. The
°n
|L

na
i^aSticity returns

>
however, as soon as the spring is cold-

I he following is a description of the valve as finally arranged.
A piece of wrought iron gas-pipe one inch in diameter and
three inches m length is bored out true, and an orifice drilled in

its side one and one-fourth inches from the upper .

"

which is brazed a piece of q
inches in length. Both ends! _
upon them, to which are carefully fitted s„_Rupper cap should be about three-quarters of an inch in thick-

2;PT'e two-thirds through from the inside with an

eighth-mch drill, the orifice to serve as a guide to the upper end
of the spmdle. There should be a nipple three-fourths of an

The ol ^
St^U£°n

1

the lower caP> to connect it with the retort,

the nZt°?d &uabout 0ne -ha1^ an inch in thickness
'

and^
eat of& rld

£
6 Perfora^ with a sixteenth inch drill The

can A r? v
sh°uld be e*™vated in the inside of the lower

inch from ft
P fgm should ** Placed witl>in the iron tube, oj>«

SSnriTrt.
Wr end to se 've as « guide for the spindf,

2SS5 it shouTd
11^ of which the SPin& 8hould pass'/S

freTmssVc™ I\t numer°us small openings to allow for
*JSnKoVhe T-u The valve

P
itself

g
should be turned

upon the end of a spindle three-sixteenths of an inch in diameter,
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and carefully ground into its seat. The length of the spindle
should be one-fourth of an inch less than the distance from the
seat of the valve to the bottom of the orifice upon the inside of
the upper cap, when both caps are in position. This allows the
spindle to lift well, with sufficient room for the passage of the

should be i

. spiral spring, of s

c nearly equal to the interior of the pipe, made of brass wire
about one-sixteenth of an inch in thickness, is so adjusted that
foe valve would be raised against the elastic force of the spring.
This is effected by gradually reducing the diameter of the coils
of the lower end of the spring to one-eighth inch, when it will
just rest upon the shoulder upon the spindle. The upper coil
of the spring should just touch the inside of the upper cap,
when it is firmly screwed up. It will thus be seen that a force
sufficient to cause the spring to contract one quarter of an inch
is equal to a direct pressure upon the valve of two ounces. This
pressure may be regulated by an ordinary steam gauge, the force

depending for the same length of spring and size of wire upon
the number of coils employed.
With this apparatus and the one described by Mr. Attfield,

small quantities of every variety of bituminous and pyro-bitu-

nunous substance, may be subjected 1

foe most improved processes now __-*•-—.
m use upon the large scale. The f^Z^-^\
results are reliable and admit of W pJ
ready comparison. The cost of the
retort with goose-neck and valve,
made by the most skillful work-
men is about twenty-five dollars.

J-he annexed diagrams give a sec-
tion of both the valve and retort.

*ig- 1 represents a horizontal
section of the retort, one-fourth

bhi
vhi-.-ii the !^-

, .„ thedi^o, *«*».»«
;&e bands left when the caps are
fornedoff; dd is the frame and e

foeset-screw.

Fig. 2 represents a vertical sec-

wV 5 the valve
'

of ful1 size
'
in

Wfoch a represents the upper cap,
o the lower cap, cc the gas-pipe, d
foe escape pipe, e the spindle, //
openings in the same for passage

arJ^rs
' 3999 the <iiaPhragm>

^Q-nhhh the spiral spring.
providence, R. I., April 30th, 1866.

cp
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Art. XXVIL—Notes on the Grass Valley Gold-mining District;

by Prof. B. Silliman.

Grass Valley District has obtained a well-earned celebrity

as the most prosperous of all the gold-quartz mining districts in

California. Quartz mining was begun here as early as 1850, and
has been continued with, on the whole, a steadily increasing suc-

cess, to the present time.

It is difficult to obtain exact statistics of the total product of

the Grass Valley quartz mines, but it is believed by those best

able to form a trustworthy opinion on this subject, that the pro-

duct in 1866 was probably not less than $2,000,000, while for the

whole period from 1851—say fourteen years—it was probably
in excess of $23,000,000.
Wm. Ashburner, Esq., in his remarks on the gold mining

interests of California, in J. Boss Brown's Report on the Re-

sources of the States and Territories west of the Eocky Moun-

^£' sPeaks °f the Grass ValIe7 region (PaSe 46
)
thus:

When we consider the richness of the veins the length of time

eome of the mines have been worked, and the amount of gold

annually produced, the most important quartz mining region of

California is, without any doubt, that of Grass Valley, in Nevada
county. Here mines have been worked uninterruptedly since

18ol. It is true there have been periods when the interest was
more than usually depressed, and several of the mines, which
are now regarded as among the best, were thought to be ex-

hausted and were abandoned for the time being, but in many
instances where work was resumed new bodies of gold-bearing
quartz were opened up, which proved rich and valuable. The

In^V^ v
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the district, slaty rocks occur, more or less talcose or chloritic in
character; masses of serpentine also abound, forming at times
one wall of the quartz veins. This serpentine is probably met-
araorphic of the magnesian rocks last named. The red soil,

seen almost everywhere in the Grass Valley district, has its

origin in the peroxydation of the iron contained in the green-
stones and diorites, and set at liberty by their decomposition.
The line of contact between the gold-bearing and metamor-

phic rocks of Grass Valley, and the granites of the Sierra Ne-
vada is met on the road to the town of Nevada, about half a mile
before coming to Deer creek. The talcose and chloritic slates
are seen to the north, in the direction of the Peck lode, and in
the slate districts of Deer creek.
The dip and strike of the rocks in the Grass Valley region is

seen to vary greatly in different parts of the district. Follow-
ing the course of Wolf creek, a tributary of Bear river, it will
be observed that the valley of this stream—which is Grass Val-
ley—as well as of its principal branches, follows in the main the
line or strike of the rocks. In the absence of an accurate map
of the region, it may not be easy to make this statement evident.
But all who are familiar with the chief mines of this district,

will recall the fact, that the course of the veins in the Forest
rings location, at the southern extremity of- the district, is

miles to the northward, the course of the vein is nearly east and
*est with a dip to the south of about seventy-eight degrees.

i Hill and New York Hill, we find the veins conforming
essentially to the southerly course of the stream with an east-

^7 dip. The North Star, on Weimar Hill, has likewise the

same general direction of dip. Near Miller's ravine, at El Do-

J^do mill, Wolf creek makes a sudden bend to the left, or east,

having the Lone Jack, Illinois, Wisconsin and Allison Kanch
mines to the west. All these last named mines are found to

Possess a westerly dip, showing the existence of a synclinal axis

inning between the base of New York Hill and the mines hav-
lng westerly dips last named, along which probably the veinsW if explored in depth, be found "in basin." The dip at

^>ne Jack is about 30° W., at Allison Kanch it is about 45° W.
J nst below the Allison Kanch mine, Wolf creek again makes a

fnarp turn to the left, nearly at a right angle, and then resumes
lfcs former course with the same abruptness. A mile lower down,

J^nere it strikes the Forest Springs locations, we find the Noram-
bagua inclosed in syenitic rocks, dipping at a very low angle

to the east, a dip seen also at still less angle in the Shamrock,
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yet farther south. There is probably a saddle or anticlinal axis

below the Allison Ranch mine, due to the elevation of the syen-

itic mass, which, it seems probable, sets in at the sharp bend in

the stream, before alluded to, and where the ravine trail joins

it. The stream probably runs pretty nearly in the basin of the

synclinal.

The mcks on the east side of Wolf creek, and above Forest

Springs locations, dip westerly. Such is the case at Kate Hayes,
and with the veins on Osborn Hill. The middle branch of the

creek sweeps around to the east, forms its junction with the north

fork, and the veins explored there near its upper waters, as at

Union Hill, the Burdett ground, Murphy vein, Lucky and Cam-
bridge, all dip southwest or south, conformably to the Idaho
and Eureka, and at a pretty high angle. The Eureka vein

going west, faults in the Whiting ground, and having previously
become almost vertical has, west of the fault, a northerly dip at

a high angle. At the Coe ground, this northerly dip is also

found at an angle of about 50°. At Cincinnati Hill the vein

dips southerly, in a direction exactly opposite to that of the

North Star, there' being a valley between the two, and a saddle

or anticlinal between Cincinnati and Massachusetts Hills.
lhese facts, which, by a more detailed statement, could be

easily multiplied, seem to warrant the conclusion that the course

and dip of the Grass Valley vein is especially conformable to

that of the rocks, and that the streams have in general, exca-

vated their valleys in a like conformable manner.
ihe quartz veins of Grass Valley District are not generally

large. Two feet is probably a full average thickness, while

T^ °f the most Producti ve, and those which have given, from
the first, a high reputation to this region, have not averaged
over a loot or possibly eighteen inches in thickness. There are

some exceedingly rich veins which will hardly average four

inches m thickness, and which have yet been worked at a profit,

while at the same time there are veins like the Eureka which
have averaged three feet in thickness, and the Union Hill vein

7\l
V
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clavS d m thC inclosinS rocks
>
with seldoi a fluCCan °r
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ble evidences of an aqueous origin are seen in Massachusetts
Hill, Ophir Hill, Allison Eanch, Kate Hayes and Eureka.
The metallic contents of Grass Valley veins vary extremely,

some carry but very little or no visible gold or sulphurets, al-
though the amount of gold is found in working in mill to be satis-
factory, and the sulphurets appear on concentrating the sands
from crushing. This is the case in the Lucky and Cambridge
mines, for example. But in most cases, the veins of this dis-
trict abound in sulphurets, chiefly of iron, copper and lead, the
sulphuretted contents varying greatly in the same vein; zinc
and arsenic are found also, but more rarely. The most noted
example of arsenical sulphurets are in the Norambagua and
on Heuston Hill ; lead abounds in the Union Hill lodes (as
galena,) and the same metal is found associated with the yellow
copper in parts of the Eureka mine. The gold when visible is

very commonly seen to be associated with the sulphurets—this
was particularly the case in Massachusetts Hill ; while in Rocky
Bar and Scadden Flat, on the same vein, the gold is found some-
times in beautiful crystallized masses, binding together the
quartz and almost destitute of sulphurets. Mr. William Watt
informs me that in working some seventy thousand tons of rock
from Massachusetts Hill vein, the average yield of gold was
about $80; but at times this vein was almost barren, while
again the gold was found in it so abundantly, especially where
!t was thin, that it had to be cut out with chisels. It is matter
?f notoriety that in the Gold Hill vein (continuation of the vein
m Massachusetts Hill) portions of the lode were so highly
charged with gold that the amount sequestered by the miners
in a single year exceeded $50,000. On the other hand, in the Cam-
bridge and Lucky mines, yielding about $35 to $60 of gold to

the ton, the precious metal is seldom visible. In the Eureka,
where the average yield of gold in 1866 was $50 per ton, it

seldom exhibited what may be called a " specimen " of gold.

The structure of the veins in Grass Valley varies, in different

Portions of the district, especially in respect to the distribution

°f the pyrites and of portions of the adjacent walls. On Eu-
reka Hill, the veins possess a laminated structure parallel to the

walls, enclosing portions of the diorite or talcose rocks, forming
closures or joints in which the vein splits easily. On these sur-

faces of cleavage minute scales of gold may often be detected
by close inspection. The sulphurets are also seen to be ar-

ranged in bands or lines parallel to the walls. In many other
cases, this kind of structure is found to be wholly absent, while

iretS
T
and gold appear to follow^no regular mode of

ning " rib-
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bon quartz." This is especially distinct in the Norambagua,
where, as before mentioned, the sulphurets are arsenical, and the

gold very finely disseminated.
The average amount of gold in the Grass Valley veins is be-

lieved to be considerably in excess of what is found in most
other portions of California. In Allison Kanch, Massachusetts
Hill, Rocky Bar, Ophir Hill, and Eureka, this average has prob-

ably reached $50 to the ton. In many other mines it has been
considerably less, but on the whole, $30 may not be far from
the general average for the whole district ; meaning of course,

the amount actually saved by milling operations.
The loss of gold is very various, but is probably nearly al-

ways greater than owners are willing to confess—if indeed they
know, which is doubtful. It is certain, in one well known mine,
my own samples of quartz sands, and sulphurets from "pans,"
assayed respectively $23 and $57 per ton—a result which was
later confirmed, quite independently, by the researches of a very
competent mining engineer. In other cases, as at Eureka and
Norambagua, my own researches show the loss in the tailings

to be very small, not exceeding seven dollars to the ton in the

latter, and less than that in the former.
The gold in many of the Grass Valley mines is very easily

worked, being clean, angular and not very small, hence it is

readily entangled in the fiber of blankets, together with a con-

siderable portion of sulphurets, naturally leading to the method
most commonly in use in Grass Valley for treatment of the gold

ores.
J

What may properly be called the Grass Valley method of amal-

gamation consists in the use of heavy stamps, seven hundred
or a thousand pounds, crushing usually two tons, sometimes two
and a half tons of ore each in twenty-four hours-through
screens not exceeding No. 6, rarely so fine. Amalgamatingm cattery and copper aprons are usually omitted. In some
miUs, murcurial riffles are placed in front of the' discharge, but
commonly the whole body of crushed stuff is led at once over
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saving processes with a view especially to concentrating the
sulphurets. These processes vary much in different mines. In
some mills, especially the Ophir, much more elaborate mechani-
cal apparatus has lately been introduced—with what results still

remains to be seen. It is certain that if the method of treat-
ment just sketched seems imperfect, (as it undoubtedly is,) it is-

the method which has hitherto yielded the large returns of gold
for which Grass Valley has obtained its well-deserved renown.
As the development of the district goes forward, cases will oc-
cur of veins containing gold in a state of very fine division, to
which other methods of treatment must be applied. Such ex-
amples indeed already exist, and the problems which they offer
will be met by the use of other systems of amalgamation, or by
suitable modifications of the existing system.
The sulphurets occurring in the Grass Valley District are

usually rich in gold—some of them remarkably so. In quan-
tity they probably do not on an average amount to over one per
cent of the mass of the ores, although in certain mines they are
round more abundantly. For a long time there was no better
mode known of treating them than the wasteful one of grind-

ing them in pans and amalgamating. In this way rarely was
M) per cent of the gold saved. After many abortive efforts, at

length complete success has been met with in the use of Platt-

ner's chlorination process. Mr. Deetken, now connected with
foe reduction works of the Eureka mine, is entitled to the credit
of having overcome the difficulties which formerly prevented
foe successful use of this process in Grass Valley, a more detailed

description of which will be found in our notice of the Eureka
mine.

Of the length of the productive portion of quartz veins and
foe depth at which they commence to become productive, Grass
v alley offers some instructive examples.

-The North Star vein, on Weimer Hill, has been proved pro-

active on a stretch of about one thousand feet, while the propor-
tion of gold has gradually increased with the depth, from an aver-

age of twenty dollars in the upper levels to nearly double that
1Q the lower levels. The limits 'named are rather those of ex-

piration than the known extent of the productive ore. In the

Jem on Massachusetts and Gold Hills, on the contrary, the dis-

tribution of the "pay " has been found much more capricious,

^mg at times extremely rich, and again with no apparent reason

gelding scarcely the cost of milling. The Eureka mine offers

foe most remarkable example, however, of a steady increase

*om a non-paying amount of gold near the outcrop to one of un-

common productiveness. An opinion has found advocates, and

?*» been perhaps generally accepted by most writers on the sub-

ject of gold-bearing quartz veins, that they were richest near the

Am
- Jock. Sci—Second Sbries, Vol. XLIV, No. 131.-Sept., 1867.
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surface and in depth became gradually poorer. There is noth-
ing in the nature of the case, as it seems to me, to justify such a
generalization,' more than there is to sustain an opposite opinion.
If we accept facts as a guide, we find in California that the
deepest mines, for example, Hayward's Eureka, in Amador,
1,200 feet, North Star, 750 feet on the slope, Princeton, in Mari-
posa county, 800 feet, Eureka (Grass Vallev) 400 feet, Allison
Ranch, 525 feet, etc., as a rule ha

,

,mt of gold.

If the Allison Ranch, the Princeton mine, and some others ap-

pear to be exceptions, the answer is, we may reasonably expect
the same variations of productiveness in depth which are known
to exist in linear extent. The Princeton, after an excellent run
of good ore, became suddenly poor, at a depth of over six

hundred feet, in 1865 ; but I am informed by Mr. Hall, the
present superintendent, that the good ore came in again in a
short distance. Mr. Laur, the French engineer, whose papers
on California mines is often quoted, cites the Allison Ranch
mine in evidence of the theory of a decreasing amount of gold in

S-r,'! 18 in Proof that since the date ol Mr. Lam s visit

(18o2- 3), this mine has been at work on ores which have yielded
over one hundred dollars value, its present suspended activity
being due to causes quite unconnected with the intrinsic value
or the mine. The rich "chimneys," or productive zones of ore

ground, are known to be of various extent in quartz veins, from
a lew feet to many hundreds of feet, and it is impossible to as-

sign any valid reason why we may not expect the same changes
in a vertical direction which we find in a horizontal. As the

ore-bearing ground or shoots of ore have in many, if not in

most cases, a well determined pitch of the vertical, it is self-evi-

dent that a vertical shaft, or incline at right angles to the vein
must, in descending, pass out of the rich into poor ground, at
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after the real average amount is reached, while in fact it is ne;

greater nor less ; but the metal is no longer available by i

The Eureka mine.—From the date of its location, February 7,

1857, to the close of 1858, the mine proved only a source of ex-
pense to its owners, and its history is instructive as suggesting
that shallow surface explorations, in gold mining, may be as un-
satisfactory as they are known to be in other mining enterprises.
So late as 1858, it is said, that five thousand tons of quartz
taken above the drain level, or thirty feet from the surface,

yielded in mill less than ten dollars per ton in gold, not return-
ing expenses. A shaft sunk to a depth of about fifty feet af-

forded quartz, however, which yielded about fifteen dollars per
ton, and the amount of gold rapidly increased to twenty-eight
dollars at one hundred feet. Between the one hundred and two
hundred feet levels the average yield was about thirty-seven

dollars per ton, and between the two hundred and three hundred
feet levels the average has been about fifty dollars per ton,

"sing to sixty-four dollars in the last four months of 1866.

There are in fact two distinct veins in the Eureka mine, sepa-

rated from each other by a mass of greenstone or metamorpbic
sandstone, about twenty-eight or thirty feet in thickness. The
smaller of these veins is on the south and has not been explored,

but is a well-defined vein at the points where the shaft and cross

cuts have exposed it. The greenstone forms the hanging wall
of the main vein, and is particularlv regular and smooth, in

is particularlv reguls

polished. The foot

ttine, and when the -s

some places beautifully i

some parts of soft serpentine, and when the vein pinches i

pears to be from swelling of the foot wall. No other mine ra

this region has such a structure as the Eureka, so far as I know,
and there is very much in the peculiarities here described to

favor the highest confidence in the permanence of this great ore

channel, both in depth and extent.
It is interesting to analyze a little more in detail the returns

°r this mine, as illustrating a point already alluded to, viz—its

Progressive increase of gold with an increase of depth.

From October, 1865, to December 31, 1865, the quantity of

quartz crushed was twenty-four hundred and forty-five tons,

yielding an average of $33.87 per ton, and costing to mine and
reduce $13.51.
*rom January 1st to June 1st, 1866, the crushing was forty-

8even hundred and three tons, averaging $42.68 per ton, at a

COSt of $12.52 per ton. m _
From June 1st to September 30, 1866, the amount of quartz

crushed was forty-two hundred twenty-seven and three-fourths

tons, giving an £verage yield of $60.33 per ton, at a cost of

510.78 per ton.
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and three-fourths tons, yielding a general average per ton of

$47.15, at a mean cost per ton of $13.75.
The net profits for the year ending September 30,- 1866, were

$368,042.18. The ratio of costs of mining to the gross product
was, for the three periods named above, respectivek.
and 26£ per centum. In the mining costs are included all

charges for dead work, machinery, etc. The profits of the Eu-
reka mine have, therefore, for the period named, averaged in

round numbers from sixty to seventy-four per cent of the gross

product of the mine. The earnings are divided every twenty-
eight days, making thirteen annual dividends.

I he bullion of the Eureka mine is about 850-thousandths
fine, worth $17.57 per ounce. This value is, of course, slightly

variable, say within five-thousandths.

The great attention now given to all the phenomena connected
with light and heat may awaken some interest in the experi-
ments in which I have been engaged for the past four years on
the subject named at the head of this article. Perhaps I cannot
better commence my essay, than by quoting from the " Proceed-
ings of the Natural History Society," (vol. ix p. 347) an account
given before that Society, of my experiments in 1863, and after

«?Itn
i

erWd in them only a few months,
tie believed that his experiments in connection with the

subject were original as to their method and their extent, al-

though it bad long been observed in Europe that colorless or

light-colored plate-glass had turned to a purple hue by exposure

^i!!l
e
/Unllght- 0ne case* is cited of a change to a gold

f,XL °ne exPeriment recorded by Dr. Faraday,t some

hue*ITS

-T>
provinS that a %ht PurPle changed to a darker

Rafter eight month's exposure
F 8

of differl^
P
f
rimentS are on record showing Ae action of#*<of different colors u media in the transmission of light and of

SM^^M'r™ exception
'

showing the *m
hnl';^l

eKne
^
Ce of *>me' twenty years in the window-gl**

chanafof pL°
n
/ PrTDted a few isolated <*SGS of 8UPP°

Se£ISin
°m^ CaUS6

'
Which Were attributGd tG^uovious detect in an article of inferior manufacture ;

but, with*
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a short time, be had heard of the change of color in an article of
superior manufacture, in a quantity of white plate glass, of which
some lights had been broken out of a window in whi
had been exposed to the sun.

" This fact coming to his knowledge led him to try an experi-

ment with several specimens of plate, crown, and sheet glass,

during the month of July last; which proved that a month's
exposure to a hot sun would change the best white French plate

and all white sheet glass, such as is used for photographs and
engravings, to a color containing more or less of a yellow hue.
The dark green and dark blue or bluish green did not experience
any change ; but any hue which approached a white, whether
bluish, greenish, or yellowish white, turned to a yellowish color.

A second series of experiments, commenced in July, and con-

tinued three months, on some thirty specimens from France,

England, Belgium, Germany, and the United States, only con-

firmed the results of the first ; and a daily examination at first,

and afterward from week to week, and month to month, revealed

the interesting fact, that, even after a single day's exposure to a

July sun, the change of color will, in some instances of the

hghtest hues, commence.
"So remarkable was the change in a week, affecting nearly all

the light-colored glasses, that he commenced a third experiment
on the 6th of August which should speak for itself. He then

exhibited to the Society ten pieces of French white plaj

four by two inches in size (all of which were cut from the same
sheet), one of which showed the original colorless glass, and the

others exhibiting the change of hue towards yellow, after ex-

posure respectively of one, two, and four days ;
one, two, and

three weeks ; one, two, and three months.

"The changes in the first four days were slight ;
but the last

specimens were so yellow as to exhibit a contrast very marked,
aod excited the interest of all the members present. That the

color permeates the body of the glass, and is not confined to the

surface, or produced by reflection therefrom, has been conclu-

ded by grinding off about one-sixteenth of an inch

from both surfaces and the four edges of a duplicate exposed

specimen, which, after repolishing, still exhibited the same

yellow color. ' „,,,"•
, "The glasses exposed were all what are called colorless win-

dow-glasseS) although they varied in tinge and hue from the

ench plate to the darkest green English sheet-glass.

"An experiment for four months, from July to November, on

really colored glasses, red, green, yellow, blue, and purple, showed

no change except in the' purple, which became slightly darker.

"The experiments were carried on upon a rough P^g1**
roof, near! v

- -t the sun
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during the greater part of the day. In all cases, strips corres-

ponding to those exposed, and cut off from the same pieces,

were placed in the dark, to be compared with the other speci-

mens after exposure.
"It will be noticed that the dark green, blue, and bluish green

did not change. The color of the Belgian sheet (called German
or Irench by glass-dealers in America), a yellowish or brownish
green, did not change; and these were the only exceptions.
All plate-glasses changed, except an inferior blue quality, and a
superior crystal plate of a greenish color, made in Germany,
and at the only factory which has not given up the use of pot-

ash for soda-ash.

"It is possible that a longer exposure of a year, or of years,

might change every color in some degree.
"His inquiries, since he instituted these experiments, have

brought out some fine specimens of Belgian sheet-glass from a

house built three years ago, which had changed in some instances
to a golden and in others to the well-known purple hue.

" It is his intention to pursue the experiments farther, with a

view to ascertain the effects of sunlight during each month aDd
season of the year; and also whether exposure to heat, air, or

moisture alone, out of the direct action of the sun's rays, will

produce any correspond i no- change.«u. ru*_MJ *r- *, ..

xpiain these

place much i

atmosphere oi

"Some writers point to the presence of oxyd of manganese
m the original composition of window-glass, and some to the

oxyd ot iron, as a chief cause.
" Some writers have peculiar theories about the different

classes of the sun's rays. Some may think the change referred
to a molecular or chemical one; and others, wiser than the rest,

retrain irom any explanation, waiting for a larger multiplication
ot experiments, and a greater accumulation of facts, before

!nS!
Dg a7- satiafact°ry law of nature which governs these

curious and interesting phenomena.

to tVwT
make

^
no Pretentions to any discoveries, unless it be

Julv Knt
ery

i

rap
-

d °hanSe in §lass observed in our climate in

that 'thf I ^1V63 the result of his experiments, in the hope

indheL™^V*?"*? now manifested i£ the subjects of light
and heat may lead others to examine the matter, to repeat the

result 3
>

*
I?iente in °ther countries, and to give the world the

men of the Jl?
8^^68

'
and enable the learned and scientific

the sun's rayf
6Xplam this remarkable power and action of

" It should be remembered that he submitted his specimens to
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the most severe tests by placing them where they received re-

flected as well as transmitted light and heat. The change in
glass, when glazed in the windows of our dwellings and stores,
is so much more gradual, that it very rarely attracts the atten-
tion of observers, except in the marked variation from white to
purple."

In accordance with the intention above expressed, I have con-
tinued my experiments on this interesting subject, and under
different heads will now give some account of their method and
results.

. % first experiment was with pieces of glass four by six
inches, placed in a sash six by sixty inches long, in the grooves
of which the specimens were placed, the sash being fastened
together by wooden pins, and placed on a nearly horizontal
rough plate-glass roof, which received the direct rays of the sun
during the greater part of the day. In my next experiment, I
placed some of the specimens directly on the rough plate-glass.

Ihese were carried on in summer and autumn. It was neces-

for winter, when the

night interfere with the
full success of the experiments. I concluded that the best size

for specimens was four by two inches, and I made some wooden
boxes about f inches deep, 4J inches wide, and of a length to

fit the sills of windows facing the south,

* Boston house. One of the windows w
*ng east, south, and west. In these boxes, painted white, my
specimens were placed in a nearly horizontal position, side by
S1de, and, (after the loss of a few pieces, blown away by hurri-

canes and squalls), were secured in their positions by cords of

twine or slight copper wire fastened at each end. I have ar-

ranged boxes on the roof in front of this window also, some
being of greater depth in which to place pieces of plate and
r°ngh plate about one inch in thickness. All of these boxes
are provided with covers, which are placed over the glass, and

^tened by buttons, on the occurrence at any time of a snow
8t°rm. At all other times, the glass is exposed. Holes in

Pfoper places in the boxes allow the rain which falls to pass off

,
?»ily. Every piece of glass is carefully marked by a diamond
in an upper corner with its name, and if necessary, with some

abbreviation descriptive of the experiment to which it belongs,

-this precaution is necessary t

Panson is to be made of sev<_
and unexposed specimens. In all cases, where an experiment

!
s to be made with any description of glass, the piecesi(4XA
l^hes in size) must all be cut from the same sheet, as there is

frequently a slight difference in the shade of sheets from the
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same factory, arising from the difficulty of having the materials
in their manufacture, and the circumstances attending the melt-
ing, blowing or casting precisely the same. Two pieces or more
should be laid aside to show the original color, and to compare
with the others, and thus to show the changes produced by ex-
posure to sunlight for days, weeks, months or years. At the
commencement of an experiment, say for instance, the exposure
of white plate-glass for from one to twelve months, a neat
paper box is provided, 4J inches long, 2$ inches deep and wide
enough to hold fourteen pieces, (two of the original color, and
twelve exposed specimens) and a description of the contents is

marked on its cover on an adhesive label. At the end of each
month, a piece is withdrawn from exposure, carefully cleaned,
and marked either with a diamond or by an adhesive label, and
placed in the box. As " order is heaven's first law," it is pecu-
liarly necessary m all observations upon the actions of heaven's
brightest luminary. By observing the above directions, much
time will be saved, and at the conclusion of an experiment,
everything is in shape for exhibition to friends at home, or
students at a lecture room.
Of course a perfect arrangement could only be made when a

perfectly flat roof or platform in an open field could be provided
and the sunlight could act with full for
minute of the day. But mine
show very interesting results.

In one of my earliest experiments, I kept a record of the

changes going on in the various kinds of glass, at first from day
today and afterwards from week to week, and month to month,
lhe following is a specimen

:

proviueu,

g every hour and

sufficiently near this point to

which T^.*™
Ae ?*meS °f a11 the different kinds °f

glf
reason l;

eXp
?Sed t0 sunliSht>

but I refrain because for the .

ItfZI Piously, I have found different specimens from

someZ! T^10^ 0f Plate >
of crown, and of sheet-glass,

ZT1™*. to dl% in
u
shade, sometimes in result of exposure,

ufaetories^ TlZ' $?% bel
?w > (

not naming the particular mf
wheTaTexlf

aer^ descr^ion of my experiments in 1862

rummer .rfry
6 of ^rty-three specimens for a few months l

summer and autumn showed the following results.
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The first table shows that twenty-four kinds were found to

be easily affected, and exhibits the time at which the change in

color was first observed. The second table shows nine kinds

flot change in color during the same time.

Table of glasses easily changed.

f French white plate.

\

English white-plate.

Belgian
1

English

[hi bluish green tinge.

Yellowish green. '

White, with slight gre<

with light bluis

One light yellowish gre<b I S-eeTght blu-

Yellow or yellowish green.

Deeper yellow tinge.

Table of Glasses not e,

f German crystal plat Light green.

Subsequent experiments with five of these kinds, (all which

I could conveniently obtain), showed that an exposure of a year,

0P even less, would change all but an ordinary kind of American
8*ieet, which was of a dark bluish green color.

The experiments which speak for themselves are the most

satisfactorv ones that is to say, where one has not only the
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record made at the end of each month, but a piece of glass

taken in and laid aside at the same time to show the actual color

produced, and the truth of the records. It is very interesting

to witness any one of these series of specimens, showing, as in

one of white plate, a gradual change, commencing in a day
or a few days in summer, from greenish or bluish white to a

yellowish white, or light yellow, a deep and deeper yellow, un-

til it becomes a dark yellow or a gold color ; and in some Bel-

s.k.s in summer, irom orowmsn yellow to deeper y
rish pink, pink, dark pink, purple and deep purple

ish yellow to deeper yellow, yel-

sheet specimens, a gradual change, commencing i

from brownish yellow to c"

There are several kinds of glass in which no perceptible

change took place in three months, which were very sensibly

affected by an exposure of a year.
Experiments.—I have given a general account of my first

experiments in 1863, and a portion of the tables kept in my
journal at that time. I might have given names and results in

full and shown the actual effects and shades of color produced
by exposure for a few months, on some thirty kinds of glass.

But in my case, as in many novel and original investigations,

the results of first experiments, and the theories based upon
them, were modified by subsequent ones. I supposed that many
kinds of glass not changed in three months would not change

at all : that all which changed would take a yellowish color,

unless by exposure of many years: that no color but some
shade of yellow or pink would ever be produced in any kind by

exposure to sunlight.

The experiments of 1864 and the two following years, proved

to me that nearly every kind of window glass I had exposed,

could be changed in one year ; that a rose or pink color, (or

some tint approaching them) could be produced in various kinds

m a few months; and that some kinds of greenish white glas3

would, after exposure, assume a bluish tint or bluish white.
It may seem singular for one who has been a glass dealer and

manufacturer like ourselves, thus to advertise what may be

called a defect in his own wares. It mi^ht seem unkind to

other manufacturers to expose the defects of their productions,
literally before the light of day. But my scruples have been all

removed, when I have noticed in a late communication of Pelouze
(see Comptes Rendus, Jan. 14, 1867) the following statement:
I do not believe that there exists in commerce a single species

of g ass that does not change its shade in the sunlight." As all

manufacturers are in the same category, it will do no harm for

me to repeat what Pelouze savs, as theResult of my experiments,
and to affirm that a longer or shorter exposure to the direct

action of the sun's rays will probably change in some degree the

color of all or nearly all kinds of window glass
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represent plate,
wuwn and cylinder glass, the manufactures of both hemispheres
and almost every shade and color of what are called colorless
glasses.

I name only the nationalities, and not the particular manu-
factories of the glasses in any of my tables. I have this infor-
mation recorded in my journal, and shall be happy to commu-
nicate it to any who may desire it.

_____Ktodof glass. Co]or before exposure. Color after exposure.

French white plate.
German crystal plate.
English plate.

F

English crown
Belgian sheet.

English sheet

_J^j>rdinary -

Bluish white.

Light green.

Brownish yellow.

Light bluish white.

Lighter bluish white.

Bluish green.

Yellowish color.

Yellowish green.

Light purplish color.

Brownish green.

Purplish white.

Light yellowish green.

The colors named above are given from an observation of the
1 ^oor

glass

inch, and shows
I

lt» color easily only by placing a white curtain or paper behind it.
'

I have tried several experiments showing the effect of sun-
ught during each month and each season of the year. At the
en(l of the year, by the comparative depth of yellow or purple

I

color produced in the various specimens, one can see the com-
parative actinic power of the rays during each month and season.
J-oe results proved that the actinic effect increased from Jan-
u"y to July, and decreased after that month. The greatest
effect during any season was observed in the summer, the least

I

m
. winter, and that in spring and autumn was about alike, and

midway between that of summer and winter.

Crystal or lead glass, and a piece of optical glass having prob-

I p
bly very little, if any, manganese, changed not in two years.
rerH)S a longer exposure may produce some change.

I
A rough piece of light colored window glass metal changed

^ * yellowish color in a year.

>lored glasses after two or three years' exposu
* a slight

" showed no

P^ceptible change in any instance except a _
?lp

specimen of purple. Perhaps an exposure of many years

y make a change in some other colors.

- We made experiments with artificial heat on glass in van-

1 ^ays, from exposure to the heat of a cooking range oven
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to that of a glass stainer's kiln, without any change of color in

the common colorless window glasses, while the same or similar

specimens exposed to sunlight have been nearly all changed in

a few months.

Specimens exposed in hot water for a month, in doors and

out of sunlight, experienced no change of color, win

ones exposed during the same length of time in the bottom of

a dish filled with two or three inches of water out of doors, and

to the direct rays of the sun, experienced a decided change,

though only about half as much as when directly exposed, oat

Being convinced that air, moisture, and artificial heat do not

make any change of sate that the

change is effected by the actinic rays of the sun alone.

This actinic effect is cut off in some degree by every medium,

by water as stated above, and even by clear glass, as a specimen

exposed inside of a window or under another piece of thin col-

orless glass shows only about one-half as much change, as that

exposed outside of the window or with no covering of glass

over it. The amount cut off by colorless glass and by colored

glass differs greatly with the difference of color.

[To be concluded.]

Aet. XXIX.— Crystalbgenic and Crystallographic Contributions;

by James D. Da^A.—No. IT. On a connection between Crys-

tallineform and Chemical constitution, with some inferences there-

from.—Supplement

I return- to the subject of my article published in the last

number of this Journal in order to present a few additional re-

marks with regard to the bearings of the views on chemical

7. Chemicalformulas of the Silicates.—In the attempts to write

the formulas of the Silicates on the new system there has been

a difficulty, as the results have shown, in arriving at similar

formulas for related species. Part of the diversity in the form-

ulas presented have arisen from the unsettled views among

chemists themselves; but another part from the fact that the

species vary widely through isomorphous substitutions, and es-

pecially through the occurrence, in the basic part, of the elements

in different states of-oxydation. The method of designating t&e

elements as they exist in these several states bv prefixing*

oposedin my former o
tion, affords a convenient means of attaining all the uniformity

and simplicity in the formulas that can be desired.
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It will be remembered that the states of R in the oxyds RO,
K2 3

, RO 2
, RO 3

, RO 5 (which are equivalent to RO, 8(R*0),

2(RjO), 3(R*0), 5(R«0)>, or in RS, R 2 S 3
,
RS 2

,
etc., were made,

respectively, the «R, (?E, yE, <?R, sR states, these symbols stand-

ing severally for R, Rf , Rj Rj, R} in the above.

The larger par; included in two divisions:

the Cm'silicate. and the />''
1 in the edition

of my Mineralogy of 1854. The Unisilicates have, on the old

system, the general formula K2
Si, when only protoxyds are pres-

ent, and (fc3 ,fi)2gi3
, when part of the base is sesquioxyd, ft

3 and
S being mutually replaceable in different proportions. The
Bisilicates have the corresponding formulas RSi and (ft»,fi)Si*.

With §;, the formulas are R 3 Si, (»«, »)Si ; and E*Si», (R 6
, B)§i s

.

writing these formulas on the new system, and adopting

stem of symbols for the metal of the corresponding oxyds,

, etc. (but dropping the « as unnecessary), the formulas

•wve cited become

for the ordinary Unisilicates (1) |*
} 4 (2) (R

S

JR)a }
°*

for the ordinary Bisilicates (1)
S
^ J

3 (2) (R
Sl^ j

O s

The silicates of each division, whether containing sesquioxyds,

or protoxyds, or both, have on this method essentially the same

formulas. Moreover the other states of oxydation may be in-

troduced with the same facility, and thus the remainder of the

Unisilicates and Bisilicates be included. We thus bring under

two expressions
g;0

U*^(Ra,R,/ra,tt*£K
Bisilicat6

' (B„B,UR l rB.«)!°-

jwch the larger part of the silicates, and exhibit to the eye the

tact of unity among them, and the truth also that in inorganic

nature the types of compounds are few and of the simplest kind.

% means of fractional coefficients the atomic ratios between the

R
» 0R, etc., are easily indicated.
By way of illustration I give below the special formulas ot

various mineral species under these general formulas, together

with those also of the Subsilicates. The list is made longer than
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method proposed, and the close parallelisms which it exhibits in

the formulas; and also because the subject of the formulas and
true relations of the silicates is now attracting much attention.

The formulas beyond are written in a little different manner
from what is usual, partly for the sake of compactness on the

page, but more becai
between the other t

to that ordinarily given, and better adapted
page the serial analogies and differences of the compounds.

If there are those who would prefer to see the ratios expressed
in whole numbers instead of fractions, such can easily gratify

themselves in this respect by performing the requisite multipli-

cations. But when this work is done, the result is very far

from complete ; for in many species, as garnet, epidote, idocrase,

pyroxene, hornblende, etc., E corresponds to a number of differ-

ent elements, as Ca, Mg, Fe, Mn, and sometimes others ; and j?K

to £Fe, <?A1, j?Cr, i?Mn ; and several of these different metals may
replace one another in the same specimen ; and in different pro-

portions in the same mineral from different localities ; and the

proportions appear to be at times indefinite. To clear away also

these fractions arising from isomorphous substitutions would
make formulas of great complexity, and in some cases almost

as many different ones, for a species as there may be localities if

not analyses. And besides, the several formulas under a single

species thus obtained would differ vastly in the number of atoms
which they would indicate to be present in the different repre-

sentatives of one and the same species, so that nature and chem-
ical art would be put in direct variance.

lhere is no question that in most cases the formulas beyond
should be taken in a multiple form in order to represent the true

composition. Moreover, in examples of pleomorphism, such as

garnet allamte and biotite (epidote and idocrase may perhaps
be included), the species probably differ by some simple ratio of

multiples, as has been already explained. But until the exact
multiple m any case has been ascertained, it appears to be best

to retain the formula on the unit-scale here adopted. And even
wnen ascertained, it may still be preferable to make the number

3Tn§
r

fc a P
,

refix t0 the whole forn™la nere given, rather

T? mn
PeKu-the jdtiplwatioii with each member of it.

*A1 /T?x
e (

l
JCCted t0 the following formulas that the 0Fe,

'hi
r
S' °-' have onl? an id*al existence But if in fact only

of

e

SLmL
y
trr

6

Th
eleSS ^^fundamentally to the new system

!*; J^ T
,
he metal in the sesquioxyds is capable of re-

So^T t^eW.ntS '
°r~ moDad* f «"* this

P
the symbol

recognizes. Moreover Fe' in Fe'O* is a mere fiction ,
except*3
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> of the

is avoidc_ ._
the symbol adopted, and without implying any wrong idea with
regard to the atomic weights.
Instead of using barred letters for the symbols of the ele-

ments whose atomic weights, in the new system, are double
those of the old, I have employed small capitals for the re-

mainder of them, that is, those of the perissads. The symbol of
a perissad element is also indicated by the index , annexed to it

;

2 of a monad replacing 1 dyad in these oxygen compounds. A
list of the perissad elements will be found in the classification

of the elements presented on a following page *

I. Unisilicates.

A. Anhydrous.

Forsterite, Si|04 |R 3 Si|04 |Mg,

%alite, « Si|04 |Fea

Tephroite, « Si|04 |Mn2

Chrysolite, « Si,04 |(Mg, Fe)3

Knebelite, « Si|0«|(Fe,Mn),

Semite, - Si|04 |Zn 2

Ph«iacite, « Si 1 4 1 Be,

Garne*. Si|0 4 |(R,PR)3 Si|04 |(iR+i(3R)3

^ionite, .. Si|04 |(*R+4j3R)=

Sarcolite, « SilO.lfiR+iPR)*
AUanite, « Si|04 |(iR+iPR)i
Epidote, « Si|04|(iR+^R) 3

z»isite, .< Si|04|(iR-HPR)=

Kedmoatite, « Si|04 |(iR+|PR),

ileUilite, « Si|04|(fR-WB)>
Woctase, - Si|0 4|(fR+f?R),
Zirc°n. Si|04 | 7R,

Si|04 |7Zr,

Biot^, Si|04 |(a2,R,pR) :
Si|04 |(i(K Sl B)+iPR),

PWogopiteA, - Si|O4 |(ft(K„R)+ft0R).
" B. « Si|0 4 |(KK„R)+iPR) J

' Si|0«|(i(K,. R)+»R)a

Si|04|(^3l R)+tfR)»

Si|04|(E2> R, PR, 7R)» Si|04 |(f2(E5 , R)+1VpR+A7(Ti, Zr)),

Si|04 |(R, PR *«,)« Si|04l(#R+#R+>,)2

**»*» by the «de of the othe.

_

, t A ia the original Lepidomelane as analyzed t

fetrif

Irish
-

analyzed b^ Haughton -.
B i3 that

^caSitT"
mtermediate

t From Piaani's analysis, C R., Ui, 346.

his Mineralogy. They ^
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Calamine, Sil04|Ra-fnaq Si|04 |Zna+|aq
Cerite, " Si|0 4 |(Ce, La, Di) a+aq

Thorite, " Si|04 |Th a+2aq
Serpentine* Si|04 |(Ha,R)a+ruiq Si|0 4 |(iH 3+iMg)a+aq
Deweylite, « Si|04 |(iH !1+*Mg).+M
Hydrophite, - Si|04 |(iH1-B(Mg,Fe)),+|K

Genthite, " Si|04 |(iHa+KMg,Ni))a+taq

Ekmannite,t " Si|04 |(iHa+i(Fe, Mn))a+i*q

Kaolinite* Si|04 |(Ha,pR)4+naq Si|0 4 |(iH !1+ipAl)9+aq

Gillingite, Si|04 |(R,pR)a+naq Si|0 4 |(iR-HpFe)a+ 2aq

Hisingerite, Si|0 4 |(Ha , R, pR)2+«aq Si|0 4 |(iH 3+J(R-PFe))^+3 a<
l

Neotocite, " Si|0 4 |(*B-a-B(R,(3Mn)) 8-r>l

Triclasite (Fahlunite), " Si|0 4 |(^Ha+iR+f|3Al)2

Killinite, - Si|0 4 |($Ha+f(R,pAl)) a

Prehnite, " Si|0 4 |(iH3+fCa+|PAl)s

Pinite,* Si|0 4 |(H 2 ,E3 , R,|3R) Si|0 4 |(iHa+4(»s. R- PA1)>"

Margarodite, « Si|0 4 |(*Hs+i(Ks,R)+ f^A1 )J

(Ellacherite4 « Si|0 4 |(*H !l-H(Ks,R)+*PA,)«

Paragonite, Si|0 4 |(H a,B 2 , PR) Si|0 4 |(ftH 2+,V>^+Y^A1
)
2

Damourite, « Si|0 4 |(/,ira -f
,' 8 - ,' -

U

Euphyllite, Si|0 4 |(R a,pR)+naq Si|0 4 |(^K, Na) a+fPAl)*+*aq

In several of the above species the water is all basic ;
in we

others partly or wholly an accessory ingredient.

C. With other accessory ingredients instead of water.

Helvite, Si|0 4lR,+ Si|04 |(MMn !
Fe)-HrB.'),+^!n

:

Danalite,

Sodalite, Si|0 4 |(E2 , PR) a+ Si|0 4 |(iNa 9+tfAl),+t»d
Hauynite, " Si|0 4 |(i(R2 ,

R>+*3Al) s-rK
Noeite, « Si|04 |(iNa2+ipAl) 2+^T*

mte of calcium. f> T=anhydrous sulphate of sodium.

e and Pinite are closely related in formula. The oxygen

itine, and Kaolinite (Pholerite, in part) an alarms

serpentine, as pyrophyllite is an a . ,
it ,

Pinite includes many pseudomorphous potash silicates; as Liebnerite, Gieseckitj

• n mineral resemo"&
compact ijreen talc from the morai ,,.,r ; and Gigantobte,

Rosellan appear to be impure conditions of the species.

% ffilL&^'arite
186 ''

' ' 60 49 The 3«-

Ibj ProtG.J*!^
to whom he fum„i,. ....and that therefore

_..__ars
margarite Prof. Brae]

mie color into gre
f late become scarce. This was

.
<

.

.::,
henamemargarr-

; a half Germ*
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The species here included are all of the isometric system, the

system which is peculiarly defiant of change from isomorphous

substitutions ; and they are alike of the garnet group.

Wollastonite, Si010 2 |R SiO|02lCa

Enatatite. « SiO|0 2|Mg

Kupfferite, » SiO|02 |Mg

Griinerite, « SiO|02 |Fe

Rhodonite, « SiO|03|Mn

Pyroxene, « SiO|0 2l(Ca,Mg,Fe,Mn)

Hjpersihene, » SiO|02 |(Mg,Fe)

Anthophyilite, « SiO|02 |(£Mg+iFe)

Amphibole, A, » SiO|0 2
|(Mg,Ca,Fe, Mn)

B, « SiO|Oi |(H2.Mg,Ca )
Fe,Mn)*

Babingtonite, SiO|02 |(R, (3R) SiO|02 |(f(Fe,Mn)+iPFe)

Beryl, .. SiO|0,|(+Be+*(JAl)

SiO|0 3 |(E2,R,pR)
;..R)+*fJAl)

SiO|0,|(i(Naa,B)+*PFe)

.R)+§PFe)

SU)|0,|l2(s a.ii..B)+fpAl)

SiOio 2 |(KNa 2-R)-H^Zr)t

Pyrophyllit

Cimolite,

?,-..;:.

SK)|Os 1(h„ (3R)+«aq

SiO|02 |(H 2) BH-naq
SiO|02 I(R, PR)+«aq
SiO|0 2 |(H2,E 2,R)

'P***, 8iO|Oa|R+naq

III. SUBSILICATES.

In the Subsilicates, the combining po'

SiO|0 2 |(|e2+|Mg)
-

^Mg)+*aq

SiO|02|(lH,+
=

SiO|02|(iH2+|PAl)+iaq

Si0102 |(iH2+iCa)+4aq

SiO|Oa |(iCa+i£Al)+aq
,sa,Ca),

SiO|0 2|Cu+aq

existf
U°h amPhLbole

mekberg's analysis makes
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silicates and Bisilicates containing aluminum contain

or more basic metals in the protoxyd state.

The formulas of the mineral species here included I

lows, if the oxygen be not divided—the only method accordin

to which they hav e been written in rece it works on chemistry *

Ratio
A. Anhydrous.

Chondrodite, 4:3 R 8 |(0,F) l4 |Si, Mff8
|(0,F)H|Si.

Tourmaline, 4 :

8

E„R,?R
)
5E 2 ) 6|(0,F) 14 |Si 3 (* Sl R,PAl«B 3 )

s |I.O,F)u|Si.

Andalusite, 3 :

2

fSR3 |0 5 |Si pAl 3 |0 5
|Si

PAl 3 |0 5 |Si

PAl3 |0 5 |Si

Gehlenite, 3 :

2

(R,pR)a|0 6 |Si (iR+iPR>|0»|S«

(R, 7R),|0.1Si (*Ca+|7Ti),|0.|Si

Tscheffkinite, 3 : 2 (|R+f7Ti)s |O s |Si

Grothite,* 3 : 2 (R,(3R,7R)3 |O s |Si (fCa+iPFe-

(t
5
5R+APk+

Topaz, 3 :

2

gR 3 |(0,F) s |Si i3Al,|(iO-HF).|Si

Staurolite4 2 : 1 (H2,R,(3R) 4 |0 8 |Si (i(H2,R)+fPR).|0 6
|Si

Schorlomite, 2 :

1

<R,pR,7R) 4 |O a |Si

B. Hydrous.

^Rr.V^+iVWelS'

Pyrosclerite, 4:1 (Ha.R,pR) 8|0 14 |Si3+naq (iH2+fR-rif3R)«|0«|Sirr2«q§

(R, pR) B|014 |Si 3+«aq (fR+iPRi-l
Ripidolite, (|R+|i3R) 8|0 14 |Si3+4aq|

Cookeite, (H2,R2,pR) 3 |O l4 |Si3+«aq
|Ou|SiH-3aq

* The principles of the new system seem to suggest for the rational formula one

of the two following methods; which of the two, 1 leave for others to decide.

I. (R,PR)0|0 4 |Si (R,PR)G 2io 4 |Si (R, PR)V|0 13 |Su

II. (R,0R)Os |O s |SiO (R,PR)0 3 |02 |SiO (R, j3R)O 9
|Oa |Si3 3

t P
68
?1^1 a

,

9 a variety of Titan'" by Groth in the Jahrb. Min., 1866, p. 44.
ji LecharUer has f y ,-

s 1863) that the variations in

w *' etC" observed ia staurolite by Rammelsberg are due to impurities, and

I^c • and furE Ltl t^™' ^^ °f " uniformly
28#1

%$»

*^S{h£^i^7^i:L^t"

nii0 is l
:
l if the water ** exclude

s

d
in<S

mab^ao^
tiil^e^n^9^^^ ™* ly£f5St <fc

-

rite requires inntW „
C°me t,l

f .

name of a group of species, the hexagonal c

heing the^fcrv':-
*'

!*>™ Pr*x*W> *
o ^ crystallized chlorite recognized by Werner.
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Euclase, 3:2
(H„R, PR)3 |O s |Si (*Ha+fBe+$PAl).|0.|Si

Datolit., « (H 2) R,<5a)3|0 5 |Si (^H 2+§Ca+^B2 ) 3 |06 |Si

Prochlorite, " (R,|JR)s|O s |Si+Haq (fR+?f3Al) 3 |0 5 |Si+l£aq*

Cronstedtite, •'
" (£R+*PFe)3 |0 6 |Si+Haq

Corundophilite, 2:1 (R, jSR) 4 |O e |Si+>iaq (iR+4^R)«|Oe|Si+l|aq*

Chloritoid, « « (iR+fgR),|0«|Si**q
Margarite, "

(Ha , R, BR) 4 |0 6 |Si (iH,+iR+SPR)«|0«|Si
Thuringite, « « (JH 2+fR+^R)4 |0,|Si

Seybertite, 3:1 (R,0R).|O*|Si+»aq (§R+§j3R) 8 |0 8 |Si+jaqt

Xanthophyllite, 4 :

1

(R,3R) 8 |0,.|Si-r«aq (fR+ijjR^IO.olSi+aqt

The species Ilvaite, from Elba, appears from the analyses to

fall among Subsilicates. But the oxygen ratio between the

basic metals and the silicon varies in the analyses from 5 : 4 to

9:8; and in the mineral from Nassau, regarded as the same
species (Tobler, Journ. Oh. Pharm., xcix, 122), the ratio is 1 ; 1.

Stadeler states that 1 to 2 p. c. of water is always present which
is expelled only by the heat of ignition ; and making the water

basic, arrives at the ratio 5 : 4 for the species. Another view,

chartier's results with staurotide, is that the mineral of

Elba contains some Feft (Gothite) as impurity ; and that this

causes the divergence from the ratio 1 : 1.

IV. Intermediate Silicates.

The silicates in which the oxygen ratio for the basic metals

and silicon is between 1 : 1 and 1 : 2 have been called Parasih-

cates by Odling, being regarded as combinations of a Umsilicate

andBisilicate. The ratio

}
• H, occurs in Leucophane and Lepidolite, and would correspond to 1U + 2B

The discovery by Prof. J. P. Cooke of a bisilicate mica, cryo-

Pbyllite, has led this chemist to sustain the view that the micas

are isomorphous combinations of the above kind, the group now
^eluding three or more Unisilicates, one Bisilicate, and the two

mtermediate species, lepidolite and muscovite.

Besides the above species of intermediate silicates there are

Jbe various compounds grouped under the species Wernente

gcapolite) together with the related Meionite and Mizzomte.

The minerals here alluded to have the same crystallization and

Wong to one group, and, according to Rose, and others to one

sPecies, Meionite. The divergence from the umsilicate ratio has
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been attributed to alteration, and to impurities ; and also by-

others to a variation in chemical ratio analogous to that among
the feldspars. I pass the subject without discussion.

The species of Silicates which remain are the Feldspars and

the Zeolites. The Feldspars may be regarded as nnisilicate in

anorthite ; bisilicate in andesine and leucite ; terstlicate in albite

and orthoclase: 1 £-.?/.' t
> n kil-i-.-idorit '1 {-silicate in oligo-

clase. But this view would disband one of the most natural

groups of silicates, and introduce the only example of a tersili-

cate. among anhydrous silicates. I have seen no satisfactory ex-

planation of the unity of the group, and am not prepared to

offer one. The theory of the Zeolites seems to be one with that

of the Feldspars.*

* Tschermak has proposed a method of deducing a common formula for the

Feldspars which baa b have here a passing remark. At the

Uiremes in tbe sari the former containing

calcium, aluminum and silicon, with tbe oxygen ratio 1 : ?, I ; and tit- latter so hum,

aluminum and silicon, with the rat brings these extremes-

under one formula as follows. By ttoma of oxygen in the

two the same (which is done by d the sum of the number

of equivalents of alum >*) in the two is tbe

same; and also, if we tBe new chemistry, the

number of atoms of j , , that the Al and bt

are replaceable 1 for 1, and^K, Ca, 1 for 1, the formulas become, for

Albite, Na 3 Al 2 Si 2 Si* O' 6

Anorthite, Ca3 Al 2 Al 3 Si* O 16

and are parallel throughout. The result looks well. But this substitution, atom for

dyad (Ca), is an impossibility. It takes two of a monad to replace a dyad.

im it is a much simpler method of

and Al may replace u follows: The fin*

v- given; the second, the sftme
.

wV
part ot tnc Mlica -,,-. Tt to . U„- a ! a i k 1 to th • alumina; the third, the

resulting general ratio foi the bus -* and dlica

Anorthite'
* ' ^ & *Sl+S? "& Bases :

Silica.

Ubfadonte,
1 j 3 : 6 1

i" 8 + 1 i 6 I ! 1

Albl^' * ' *
=!

® 1 : 3 + 2i

:

:

6

6i 1 \

*

Orthodase, \
l : 3 : 12 1:3 + 4:8 1 : »

wiA S^e^i
th

fSml
redUMd t0 Unisii:c"tes

-

of the Anorthite and GarnetiyP6 '

z£3te'~^?^^*~*«4
Anorthite, Si|0 4 |(iR+f|3Al)a

Ttu
ra

°
r::

vl+WySi),
Albite, Si|0 4 |(fc,a2+tiSAl+|7Si),
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1

8. Classification of the Elements.—On page 94 of my former
paper, it was stated, among the inferences from the principles
discussed, that the metals in their different states, as indicated
by their different grades of combinations, that is, «K, $R, yR, <JR,

«R, should be arranged in different groups in a classification of
the elements. This principle has been, in part, for some time ad-
mitted. The following scheme of classification, thus made out,
in brief, is here introduced as a supplement to the preceding
tables of formulas, to make more manifest the general relations

of the elements in their different states, and to present to view
the author's reasons for regarding zirconium in zircon, eudialyte,

astrophyllite, etc. ; titanium in sphene, keilhauite, astrophyllite,

etc.
; boron in axinite, datolite, tourmaline, basic metals, and the

compounds with silicon silicates, while at the same time the

°ear relation between these metals and silicon is fully admitted.

Chisxifcatlon of the Elements.

Nitrogen, Phosphorus

!• Iron-Aluminum Geodp.
*• laojf Sob-qrocp. — Platin-
um, etc., Copn.
Iron, Cobalt, Z

ili Manganese,

\ Titanium, Zirco,
thorium; alao ?H,
7Mn, 7Co. ->Ph. -vfiii p,

Series III.

. Perissads (Monads),

orine, Bromine, Iodine.

this classification three series of elements

designated by numbers, Series % II,

They might be called the basic, medial, and acid*

J the basic, subacidic, and peracidic. But it seems as well to call

fcem simply by their numbers, since, owing to the diversities
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among the species of each series, the above descriptive names
are only in a general way, and not specifically, applicable.

The classification is, in our view, a natural one, whether read

vertically or transversely.

Looking at it vertically, the three series correspond severally

with the three grades of elements in the oxygen ternary com-

pounds or salts, the acidic element being of Series III ; the sec-

ond element in order, silicon, of Series II ; and the basic metals

of Series I. The elements of Series I are eminently the basic

elements. Among those of Series II arsenic and others of the

first group often replace isomorphically sulphur of the second

group; and RO a of the sulphur group makes salts that are iso-

morphous with those of CO 3
. The near relations of the spe-

cies of Series III have always been recognized.
Viewing the arrangement horizontally, the three Divisions A,

at the top of the series, include the Perissads, or those elements

the ratios of whose combinations are by odd numbers, as 1 : 1,

1 : 3, 2 : 3, etc. ; while the three Divisions B, across, include the

Artiads, or those whose combinations are by even numbers, as

2 : 2 (in the Iron Sub-group), 4 : 6 (in the Aluminum Sub-group),

2 : 4 (in the Tin Group and Carbon-Silicon Group), 2:6 (in the

Sulphur Group). The recognition of this distinction of odd

and even is universally regarded as one of the most important

deductions of modern chemical science.
Again, opposite the Iron-Aluminum Gwu^

the Sulphur group in Series II; and many metals which are

Again, opposite the Iron-Aluminum Group in Series I, stands

ae Sulphur group in Series II; and many metals which are

presented in the Iron-Aluminum Group are also represented

the Sulphur Group. Again, Oxygen, of Series III, stands

opposite Sulphur of Series II, whose relations to oxygen are

fundamental.

Again, the Tin Group in Series I is in the same horizontal

division with the Carbon-Silicon Group in Series II. The mutual

relations of the two are thus recognized ; and, also, by the ar-

rangement in distinct series, the actual diversity as to their

grade in ternaries. For silicon stands on a virtually higher

level than tin and titanium, and throws the latter into the in-

terior basic relation whenever they occur together. As Ti joins

with Fe to form with oxygen a sesquioxyd, closely isomorphous
with hematite (Fe"0») and also physically like it, so Ti may
join with Ca (as in Perofskite) or with any other metal of that

sub-group, m a sesquioxyd; and so also it may be basic in any

combination With silica, as in sphene, etc, page 258. Accord-
ingly, also, SiO» and ZrO* make together, not a mere combi-
nation of two coordinate isomorphs,°but a true Unisilicate, asSzed

, '\ £« formula on page 255. The formulas of the

t2Ji ^W beea given aSd the classification we regard
as mutually illustrating and sustaining one another.
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Fluorine is placed among the Artiads, because of its frequent
replacement of oxygen, the analogies of its ternaries with those
of oxygen, and the nature of some other of its compounds,
although it acts in many cases as a Perissad. But with regard
to it no special relation in a horizontal view of the classification
is intended to be indicated *

Art. XXX.—Formic

the equivalence of the radical varies in each of the acids which
it forms. In sulphuric acid, sulphur is a hexad, while in sul-

phurous acid it is a tetrad and in hyposulphurous acid a dyad.
Conversely we may expect to find as many acids as the radical
by such changes in its equivalence, can produce. Phosphoric
acid contains phosphorus as a pentad ; but since this radical
may act as a triad, phosphorous acid is thus predicted. In the
case of the tetrad carbon we have carbonic acid; but since car-

bou may act as a dyad, carbonous acid is also possible. I pro-

pose to give here some of the arguments which may be adduced
to show that formic acid is the acid in question.

1. The formula of formic acid, usually written gp>
m»y equally well be written g "

1 2 ,
both being equal to

H2€0
2j corresponding to carbonic acid H2€0 3 . Potassic formatem
V \

° e<luala HK }
e

«. and the ethers
(€ H

H
°)

|
° ma?

be
H(€nH2n+

!)}e,

2
- Hofmann's formamid H N may be viewed as

2g[0 carbimic acid, corresponding to carbamio acid

(€0m >tf i

(€HO) 1

2
H |

O. Especially since ethyl-formamid € 2H 5 j-
N may

^ethyllccarbimate(W| a

A copy onu^eL^TeTchedThS pTaU J
;

•

T'

Dw^E7 three weeks befo" the Jul? number WaS IMUed
- }P? ,Dt

J
n
i f Srf«?«tract of it in this number, but am uaable to accomplish it, and therefore defer



3. The radical formyl (€HO), unlike acetyl (<3 2H 3 0), is not

required to formulate the derivatives of the acid. Moreover,
no chlorid or hydrid of this radical exists. The anhydrous acid

(formylicoxyd), too,
||g^| |

O is unknown. If, however, the

acid be H I O^ then its secondary oxyd would be €" [ O, car-

bonic oxyd.
4. Its synthesis. We have—a, Berthelot's method,

HK04-€)0=HK€0
2 ;

just as HKO4-S0
2
=HKSO 3 .

£, Kolbe's method by deoxydizing H,€0„,
(H3€6 & 3

+H8e.
c, Dupre's method, H 2€0 3+€+H 20:=(H,€e2 ) 2 ;

similar to

H,so,+s-|-H-e=(H3fte3)2 .

(/, Chapman's method, partial oxydation of carbon,
<3+e+H2e=H €ie2 .

5. Its preparation, a, from oxalic acid H 2€2e4=H2€O2+602 ,

as well as the reverse action; b, from cyanhydric acid

And in general its production from the oxydation of carbona-
ceous materials. In no case is the intermediate body formic

aldehyd, obtained ; this anomalous result is accounted for if the

acidbe|;|e
2 .

6. Its decompositions. Like sulphurous and similar acids, it

readily reduces metallic salts ; it is oxvdized readily by platinum
black; by action of H 2S0 4 , H 2€0 2

' gives H2 and €0, the

anhydrid; the action of PC1
5 produces no formylic chlorid,

C]
2 - ?a

PC1 5=PCi
3e+€e+(HCI) 2; chlorine gives H2

€02+
M-(HC1)

;

ledged divergence from the acetic or fatty acid

series, in which ii i- us U:iMy classed. These acids resist the

oxydizmg action of dilute chromic acid, while formic acid on
the other hand is a powerful reducing agent.

* rom the above statements, it is clear that this question turns
on the fact whether this acid is mono or dibasic. Just now, the
tormer has the preference. True we may view the formates as

acia carbonites, but the anomaly of an acid, all of whose sails

are acid salts, remains. A basic plumbic formate h(€ho) [
°'

corresponding to the acetate H /^"fo, if known, might

h

Th^L
f

rf •!%
Pb ''€0^H 2e '

2

plumblc carbonite.

and *l™ V !l
S f°rmation bJ the partial oxydation of carbon,

and also, by the deoxydation of carbonic acid, are however,
st cogent arguments in favor of the acid of bivalent carbon.
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Art. XXXL— Observations on Skylight Polarization in Nebraska
during the month of July, 1867; by Edward 0. Chase.

The following observations were made at various stations of
the U. S. Geological Survey, with an excellent Savart polari-
scope, of remarkable clearness. I mark the neutral points as
follows; Ar., Arago's; Ba., Babinet's ; Br., Brewster's.

July 1.—Cloudy.
2.—

6

h 30m p.m., Ar., Ba., both faint. Clouds below the sun.

3, 4.—Cloudy.
5.—12 m., Br«, distinct. 6 h 30m p.m., Ba., faint.

6.—Heavy rain in a.m. 6 h 30 ra
p.m., Ba., faint.

7.—

7

h 15m a.m. and 5 h 45 ra p.m., Ba., faint.

3.—

6

h 10m a.m., Ar., distinct, Ba., faint. 6h 30m p.m., Ar., Ba.,
dually distinct.

9.—Cloudy in a.m. 7h p.m., Ar., faint; Ba., distinct.

10.—Ba., distinct ; Br., faint. Stormy in p.m.

11-—Cloudy and stormy.

.
12.—

8

b 30m a.m., Ba., Br., both faint. 7 h p.m., Ar., Ba., equally
distinct

13.—

7

h
A.M., Ar., distinct; Ba., faint. 1h 15m p.m., Ar., very

distinct
; Ba., distinct.

14-—Cloudy and rainy.

15—

6

h 30m a.m., Ar., very distinct; Ba., faint; Br., distinct.

Itos was the only instance in which the three points were observed

"multaneously.* 7^ 25 ,n
p.m., Ar., very distinct; Ba., faint.

"act
; Ba., faint.

17, 18.—Cloudy.
19.—

6

h 30m p.m., Ar., very distinct; Ba., distinct.

20.—

6

h
p.m., Ar., very distinct.

21.—

6

h a.m., Ar., very distinct; Ba., distinct.

,. .
22.— i;

. ...i v distinct. 7h 15m p.m., Ar., very
d^nct;Ba., distinct.

23.— '7
h 30 ra

p.m., Ar., very distinct ; Ba., distinct.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS.

On the synthesis of organic acids.—Carius has made the very in-

line and important discovery that chlorous acid like hypochlorous

directly with hydrocarbons to form chlorinated organic acids.

ln ws first memoir the author describes the product
'ous acid upon benzol
taction by which the r
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Trichlorphenomalic acid may be regarded as a chlorinated derivative of

an acid homologous with malic acid, 3
-J

jt
6 7 2

; the acid is color-

less, crystalline and soluble in water, alcohol, benzol and ether. Its den-

sity when fused and solidified is 1-5, at 131°-132° C. it fuses, and at a

few degrees higher gives off vapors of water and a new acid. Reducing

agents convert the acid apparently into another acid having the formula

€ 6H 10O 5 , but with a larger excess of tin, and strong chlorhydric acid

succinic acid is formed, with small quantities of another acid not yet

studied. With an excess of solution of baryta trichlorphenomalic acid

yields a new acid, the reaction being

€ 6H 7
Cl

3 5-f-(BaHO) 6r=3BaCl+€! 6H 3
Ba

3
e 6

+5(eH2 ).

The author terms this acid phenaconic acid, and describes a number

of its salts. In addition to the crystallized trichlorphenomalic acid, an

amorphous acid having the same constitution is found among the pro-

ducts of the action of chlorous acid upon benzol. This acid yields with

reducing agents new acids free with their salts are

also amorphous. Chemists will await with much interest the results of

the researches of Carius uj

which promise to connect i

with the fatty series.

—

Ann. der Chemie und Pha,
2. On the action of heat upon benzol and analogous hydrocarbons.—

Berthelot has studied the action of heat upon various hydrocarbons and

has arrived at ma- -. When benzol is

passed through a p ness, it is partially

decomposed with formation of several definite hydrocarbons which stand

in very simple relations to benzol itself. The chief product is phenyl,

a beautiful crystalline substance which has the formula

(C iaH 5 ) 3= Ca4H l0 (2C iaH6= Ca4H lo+2H).
The author considers it as formed from benzol by the replacement of

two atoms of hydrogen by an equal volume of benzol so that C l2
H4

(C 12H 6 ) results. The phenyl obtained in this wa
Fittig obtained by the action of sodium upon brom
method of preparation is more advantageous than that of Fittig. Above

360° C, a waxlike yellowish substance very slightly soluble in alcohol

passes over, which is identical with chrysen." Berthelot gives this body

the formula C 36H 12 , (3C 12H6=C 36H 12+6H) and considers it »

po ymer of the unknown hydrocarbon C . a H4 . After chrysen an orange

colored resinous solid body passes over which is almost insoluble in alco-

hoJ which it however causes to fluoresce and which gives with picric acid

a shghtly solubb peculiar compound. Iu the retort there remains a fluid

hydrocarbon Which does not volatilize at a red heat and which on coo-

ing gives a black and brittle bitumen. All these hydrocarbons resuK

from the condensation of a variable number of molecules of benzol with

evolution of hydrogw. Naphtalin and anthracen are not present evjn

iluST ' u
qUa?tie3

- Toluo1 lik* benzol is partially decomposed by

passing through a red hot tube The nrodm ti of th* action by careful

rectification were found to be benzol iu lanre ouantitv unaltered
toluol

m still larger quantity, naphtalin, a .mall quantity of a crystallized by
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drocarbon boiling at about 270° C, and a larger quantity of a fluid hy-

drocarbon which is perhaps benzyl (CjH
7 ) 2 or an isomer. The boiling

point then rises above 360° C, when a large quantity of an indistinctly

crystallized hydrocarbon passes over mixed with a liquid. The first is

anthracen (C 14H 5 ) 2 ; the others are analogues of chrysen and the last

derivatives of benzol. Benzyl is derived from toluol in the same manner
a sphenyl from benzol; 2C 14H 8

=C28H l4 -f-H2 . Anthracen is derived

from toluol by a similar condensation and subtraction of hydrogen
2C 14H 9=C28H 10+3H2 . As, according to Berthelot's view, toluol

may be derived from benzol by the substitution of marsh-gas for hydrogen,

benzol=C
12H4(H 2 ), toluol =C, 2H4 (C2H 2 ). Anthracen may be con-

sidered as formed by the union of the benzol residue C l2 II 4 with the

marsh-gas residue C.H and has therefore the rational formula [C l2H4

(
C
2H)] 2 , that is, C I2H4 [C 12H4 (C4H2 )]. This explains why a marsh-

gas residue is nee « of anthracen and why this

hydrocarbon is not formed in the decomposition of pure benzol. The
formation of benzol from toluol is according to all analogy, being merely

the derivation of a lower from a higher homologue. The marsh-gas

residue serves to form naphtalin according to the equation

4C 14H 8=3C 12H 6
+C20H 8

+3H,.
When a mixture of benzol and ethylen, C4H4 , is passed through a red

tot tube the following products are obtained. (1) Styrolen C l6H 8
in

targe quantity well defined and without any more volatile product, except

benzol; (2) naphtalin C H (3) another erystallizabie hydrocarbon
°

t about 260° C, but forming a charac-

)henyldoesnotdo; (4) anthra-

, fluid hydrocarbon, etc. The

formation of styrolene may be represented by the equation

C 12H 6
+C4

H4==C l6H 8
-|-H2 .

%htalinis formed by the reaction C l2H6
+2C4

H4
=C20H 8

+3H 2 ,

^aich, according to Berthelot, leads to the rational formula, C l2H 4

lC*H2 (C4H 2 )], so that naphtalin is formed from benzol
1
by two succes-

sive substitutions, one of H2
by C4

H4
forming styrolene, C l2H4 (L 4HJ,

the second of H2 in C4H 4
by C4H2 . Anthracen is formed according

to the reaction *
2C 12H6+ C4H4

=C29H 10+3H 2 .

w*ich leads to the rational formula C l2H4[C 12H4 (C4H2 )].

,
Pure styrolene is partially decomposed at a red heat with formation of

benzol and acetylene C 1BH 8=C .»He+C*H»-

Again benzol and acetylene heated together produce a certain q^ity
of styrolene, though this hydrocarbon is not the chief product. When

fyrolene and hydrogen, C,,H g
+H„ are heated together n a closed

t^e, benzol and ethylene are formed. In this case, however, the greater

Pa<t of the styrolene is directly converted into benzol according to me
e9«ation 3C, eH 8

=4C l2H 6 .

Styrolene and ethylene heated together, C I6H 8
+C4H 4|

yield benzol

f^naphtalene both in considerable quantity The benzol resul^ fro™

tbe decomposition of the styrolene itself but the naphtalin is formed Dy

tbe direct action of ethylene upon styrolene
;

„
C

. 2H4[04H2(H2)]+C4
H 2 (H3

)=C 12H 4
[C 4H2 (C4

H2
)]+2H2 .
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Benzol and styrolene passed together through a red hot tube gave

anthracene in large quantity, together with naphtalin and a hydrocarbon

resembling phenyl. The anthracene results from the direct action of the

styrolene upon benzol according to the equation

P 12H4 [04
H

2
(H2)]+C 12H4 (Ha)=C 12H 4

[C J2H 4
(C

3
H2

)]+2Hr
Berthelot thinks that in this case the naphtalin results from the action

of the free hydrogen upon the styrolene forming ethylene and benzol,

while the ethylene reacts upon another portion of styrolene to join

naphtalin. Benzol and naphtalin exert no action upon each

red heat, but the benzol is alone decomposed. At a bright red beat

anthracene is found in large quantity.

Ci2H 4[C4H 2 (C4H2 )]+ 3C 12H4(H2)=2C 12H4 [C, 2H 4
(C4
H 2

)]+3H2
.

Phenyl heated to redness with hydrogen in a closed glass tube is par-

tially decomposed with formation of benzol and chiysen

:

3C 24 H 10
—3C l2H 6-fC 36H 12 .

In thi- case phenyl, C. ,II.(C l2H G ), separates into benzol and pbenylene,

—Comptes Rendus, Ixiii, 788, 834. *• G
;

3. On the acids of the lactic series.—By the action of metallic zinc

f amyl and oxalate of ethyl, Frankland and

eaBing 't nrayl-hydroxalate of ethyl and regarding it as oxalate of ethyl

in which one atom of oxygen is replaced by one of amyl and one ot

hydrogen. This body may be compared with lactate of ethyl from wbicn

it may be theoretically derived by replacing an atom of methyl by an

atom of amyl.

j €MeHIIo ( €AmH, Ho
1 €OKto "j €OEto

The new ether is a rather oily, transparent, faintly straw-yellow liquid of

density 0-9449 at 13° C, with an agreeable odor and burning taste,

HEt()
A second ether formed at the same time has the formula

j ££>Eto

The authors term it ethylated amyl-hydroxalate of ethyl. Lta

0-9399 at W C. ; it boils at 224<-225°, is faint yellow, and oily with an

aromatic somewhat amylic odor and burning taste.
A third ether has the formula

j €Am 2Ho
( €OEto

The authors term this liquid diamyloxalate of ethyl ; it cl<

Wes these last mentioned in appearance and properties. From the ether

the authors have also prepared the r the de^T
turn of which, however, we must refer to the ordinal paper.

* ±m=6&tu Et=€,H 6) Ho=(HO), Eto=CsH 40), **•
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The action of zinc upon a mixture of iodid of ethyl and oxalate of

amyl gives rise to a new ether which the authors term diethoxalate of

amyl and which has the formula
j qq££ -

It is colorless and oily with an agreeable somewhat amylic odor and boils

at 225° C. It will be readily seen that this ether is isomeric with ethyl-

ated amyl-hydroxalates of ethyl. By the action of zinc upon a mixture

of iodid of amyl and oxalate of amyl the authors obtained two ethers,

the first of which has the formula
j %q^o and may be termed di"

amyloxalate of amyl, while the second had the formula and properties

!
€BuH2

t conclusion the authors give an elab-

^fW"v CU"C1
\ <30Ago'

orate and extremely interesting discussion of the classification and theory

of the acids of the lactic series, for which however we must refer to the

original. The following summary of their results is in their own language.

(1.) AH the acids of the lactic series are essentially monobasic.

(2.) These acids are of four kinds, namely, normal, secondary, nor-

mal define acids and secondary define acids ; and each of these has its

own series of etheric acids in which the hydrogen of the hydroxyl con-

tained in the positive or basylous constituent of the acid is replaced by a

positive or negative compound radical.

(3.) The normal acids are derived from oxalic acid by the replacement

of one atom of oxygen either by two atoms of hydrogen, or by one atom

of hydrogen and one atom of an alcohol radical.

(4.) The secondary acids are derived from oxalic acid by the replace-

»ent of one atom of oxygen by two atoms of monovalent alcoholic rad-

(5.) The olefine acids are derived from oxalic acid by a similar sub-

stitution of two positive monovalent radicals in place of one atom ot oxy-

gen with the simultaneous insertion of an olefine hydrocarbon or divalent

.
(6.) The adds'of the lactic series stand to the acids of the acetic series

™ the very simple relation just pointed out by Ko be; namely, that if

ln any acid of the; .

ie., m the positive

'fdieal is replaced by hydrogen this acid is converted into a member ot

"' «-«e roiiowing formulas: < €0Ho

—Ann. der Chemie und Pharmacie, cxlii,

4- Thallic acid.—E. Carstanjes states

^Pitated from the chlorid of ' ™ a
.

siru"^&u

r

f potash, gently heated, and a quick current o chlorine ga> passed

th
r°»gh the liquid, it becomes of an intense violet red color a

^potassictLllate. It may be eva:

lil'lie ox} J. pre-

i strong solu
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5. The new Chemical Calculus.—On the 3d of May, 1866, Sir Ben-
jamin Brodie, Professor of Chemistry in the University of Oxford, read

a paper before the Royal Society, entitled "The Calculus of Chemical
operations

; being a method for the investigation by means of symbols,
of the laws of the distribution of weight in chemical change ; Part L
On the construction of Chemical Symbols." This paper was published
m the Philosophical Transactions for 1866, part n, 856, and, in abstract,

m the Philosophical Magazine, iv, xxxii, 227. On the 6th of June, 1867,
Prof. Brodie delivered a lecture before the Chemical Society, "On the

mode of representation afforded by the chemical calculus, as contrasted
with the atomic theory," which was quite fully reported in the "Chem-
ical News" of June 14, and the "Laboratory" of the 15th, together with

the subsequent discussions by Professors Frankland, Williamson, Odling,

poster, Wanklyn, Maxwell, etc. Of the critical articles called forth by
feir Benjamin Brodie's communi unson, Chem.News,

folU
3

'
Ju}V} of Wai*lyn and Davey, Phil. Mag., IV, xxxiv, 26, July,

1867; of Kekule, The Laboratory, i, 303, July 27; and of. A. Crum
Brown Plnl Mag IV, xxxiv, 129, August, maybe mentioned. The
views of I rof Kekule, contained in the first of a series of papers on

Theoretical Chemistry, contributed to that valuable little journal, are

stated so clearly and at the same time are so just, that we reproduce the

aiticle entire. It should be remarked, however, that Professor Brodie s

Ideal Chemistry" is to be comprised in three papers, the 1st being on

The construction of chemical symbols;" the 2nd on "The theory of

chemical equations ;" and the 3d on « The principles of symbolic classi-

fication." Only the first of these has yet appeared. o. f. b.

On the existence of Chemical atoms; by Aug. Kekule.
The question whether atoms exist or not has but little significance in a

chemical point of view; its discussion belongs rather to metaphysics. In

chemistry we have only to decide whether the assumption of atoms is an

hypothesis adapted to the explanation of chemical phenomena. Mora
especially have we to consider the question, whether a further develop-

In!"/ -

the a
,
t0m 'C hyi)othe8is promises to advance our knowledge of the

mechanism of chemical phenomena.

T Hn™?>
n
r
hesi

-

tati
?
n in sa>' inS that

>
from a philosophical point of vie*.

liter»W f'
e

-

m
Bto™> ^S the word in i*

W 1
s,gnifieat.on of indivisible particles of matter. I rather expect

tlZ:£fl°r da>- fi< * -hat w* now call atoms, a mathematics

wiH render _„ m
I of numerous other properties of the so-called atom*

vLble h\ TT Ire^rdthe assumption of atoms, not only »

T .n i' ,

i<S absolute]y ^cessary in chemistry. I will even go nu"

undettn
6

1TT7 beHef that Chemical at0™^ Provided
theT

er divS 11 u^* th°Se Particl*s of raa"er which undergo no far-

ad to . ThZ ,
m
V
Cal metar"orphos«a. Should the progress of science

ch a knowledL
th6

v

CrtitUti°n Chemical atoms-important "

ouldImak Tbut
g

|

^

Ig
,

ht be f0r the Seueral philosophy of matter^

ill always «mL ^
alte 'atloQ in chemistry itself. The chemical atom

J remain the chemical unit; and for specially chemical con-
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siderations we may always start from the constitution of atoms, and avail

ourselves of the simplified expression thus obtained, that is to say, of the

atomic hypothesis. "We may, in fact, adopt the view of Dumas and of

Faraday, ''that whether matter be atomic or not, thus much is certain,

that granting it to be atomic, it would appear as it now does."

After these remarks, it is scarcely necessary to say that I set but small

value on most of the attacks recently made against the atomic hypothesis.

In many of them I see merely words and phrases, not ideas. It is, how-
ever, quite otherwise with the endeavors of those who seek to discover

chemical laws independently of the atomic hypothesis. All endeavors

of this kind possess great merit ; and if they lead to actual results, the

laws thus discovered independently of the atomic hypothesis, will be re-

ducible to that hypothesis, and will follow as consequences from it, always

supposing that the atomic hypothesis itself is true.

Brodie'a 'Calculus of Chemical Operations' is an attempt of this kind.

But the talented author of these speculations evidently goes too far, when
he declares "that Dalton's theory is inadequate for present purposes, and

that it could no loi [
sly used to elucidate the work

carried on by chemists ;" and when he adds " that chemistry had got on

the wrong track—off the rails, in fact."

A final verdict on these speculations cannot at present be pronounced,

seeing that we have before us merely the method of drawing conclusions,

and the application of this method to the construction of formulae for the

elements and for particular compounds. The author promises, indeed,

that his method will present numerous and important advantages, and

, tobeabl
all these points are reserved for fi

ever, even now assert that the published results, and especially the

'ulae given for the elements and compounds, possess no advantage

„.. __iiversally received. They

ose hitherto in use, only statics, and no dynamics
;

and ^although

e assured " that they express by symbols, the exact
! chemistry,"

limited number of **« is n0 Proof
whatever

-
.

For the elements, Brodie, as is well known, comes to the conclusion

that there exist three groups, expressible by the symbols—

y* *+ V\

.
All elements belonging to the third group (chlorine, bromine, iodine,

aitrogen, etc.) are regarded as compounds. They are not, indeed, sup-

posed to contain two kinds of matter at present unknown in the separate

state; but the much less admissible hypothesis is made that they consist

°f a constituent hitherto unknown in the isolated state, combined with

mrogen. .. _ .,

i
Such an assumption is so directly at variance, not only with all views

hitherto received, but with the entire range of known facts, that it re-

quires to be tested with all possible circumspection

E*en admitting at the outset that Brodie's speculation is founded on

V«y fair amount of hypothesis," we cannot avoid seeing at tne first

gance that it leads to hypotheses of most astounding character and on

-inevitably led to the conclusion that the entire
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speculation is based on pure caprice. Its foundation involves especially

the three following hypotheses :

(1) Hydrogen must be assumed as the starting point.

(2) Hydrogen is an element

(3) Hydrogen is the result of a single operation, therefore sa «.

With regard to the first, it must, at all events, be admitted that, in-

stead of hydrogen, any other element ought to be admissible as the

starting-point of the system. But if chlorine (=. x) or nitrogen (= v)

had been selected for this purpose, no calculation could have led to the

conclusion that these bodies contain hydrogen. Now, it is clear that a

system of symbols cannot be admitted as a true representation of actual

facts, unless its results are independent of the particular member of the

system which has been taken as a starting-point for the construction of

the whole.

The second hypothesis, that hydrogen is an element, might have been

admitted without remark by every chemist who regards as elements all

bodies not hitherto decomposed ; but the author of the speculations now

under consideration is under an grounds for such an

so-called elements are compounds.
The third point, and perhaps the most important in connection with

results, is no less hypothetical. Why is hydrogen regarded as the result

of a single operation, and not as the result of two, seeing that oxygen,

sulphur, etc., are supposed to result from two operations ? We are as-

sured, "There were strong reasons for preferring the use of the system »n

which a was employed to present the standard amount of matter;" but

these reasons are not yet made known, and therefore their value cannot

be appreciated. So much, ho v
j DStead of «, the ex-

pression or" had been chosen for the purpose just mentioned, Brodie's own

form of reasoning would have ; . in every particular

with those now in use. All bodies which we now regard as elements

would, or, at least, might have been found to be such ; and for all com-

pounds, the system in question would have led to the very formulae which

have long been used by the adherents of the atomic molecular theory.

The hypothesis, hydrogen sa «, is said to be the simplest that could be

adopted
; but it may be laid down as a general rule that, in selecting

from a number of different hypotheses the one which is most probable on

the ground of simplicity, it is necessary to look, not only to the relative

simplicity of the hypothesis itself, but to the more or less simple char-

acter of the consequences which follow from it.
,„Had the author of the "Calculus of Chemical Operations" rnere'y

expressed an opinion that the formula which he has constructed for d*

fl^A- CTPouixh are "one of the different expressions »
which,

accordmg to the principle of prime factors, are deducible from the known
facts connected with relations of volume everybody would have agreed

Sfcri h\
6 Sh°Uld have Perceived i^ngh, perhaps, with some sur-

prise that our existing hypotheses are not the only ones capable of fcounting for these relations of volume
; and we should have been strength;

formutliri?]
,"n

_
thtthe correctness of our present theories**
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he view that many of the sub-

n hydrogen ; and suggests that,
even a uie elements winch are combined with hydrogen in "these com-
pounds d. not exist in the free state on our earth, tl ; :

• -' that s
i orl ei paits of the universe.

No one will maintain that the bodies winch we now call elements are

sable. But if, on the other hand,

rtta are actually of compound na-

il certainly require more
ration, that a result of the kind may possibly be

deduced from a kind of reasoning founded upon hypothesis. We shall,

squire proof that such an assumption is calculated to lead to

views. If it be maintained that many of the substances now regarded
as elementary contain a substance at present unknown in the free state,

combined with another body—hydrogen, for example—which we do not
know in that state, we may, certainly, require the assertion to be proved
by the actual separation of hydrogen from these substances. In default,

however, of further knowledge, we may hold fast by the principle an-

nounced by Dalton, « that a substance, till it is decomposed, must be re-

garded, according to the just logic of chemistry, as an elementary sub-

II. MINEEALOGY AND GEOLOGY.

1. Notice of volume IV of the Paleontology of New York, hj the

Author. 24pp.,8vo. Albany, March, 1867.—Owing to the leng
•

*°-k on the Paleontology of New York, Professor Hall has here given in

advaDce a brief statement of the contents of this volume sometime since

pnnted. The third volume, the text of which appeared in 1861, comprises
the fossils of the Lower Helderberg and the Oriskany sandstone ; and it

]-an exceedingly rich volume in its contents, its plates numbering nearly

?*0, and including a great variety of species among Crinoids, Brach-
-opods, Acephals, Gasteropods, Orthocerata, Trilobites and Eury]
evincing a vast amount of careful research. The fourth volume, as the

'Notice" states, takes up the following formations of the Devonian, the

J^Pper Helderberg, Hamilton, Portage aa the num-
ber of speci. a «mm Hall confines himself

here to the Brachiopods, deferring to a future volume the remainder of the

species. We take the following facte from this Notice.

The order
i

genera under which the species are de-

scribed or disc '•> Pholidops

fePieudocrai .phodonta,

Chonetes, Pj '*** Cyrtina

-.. Trematospira, Rhynchospira, Nucleospira, Retzia, Athyris,

^eristella and Meristiua, Pentagonia, Atrypa, Coelospira, Rhynchonella

uchus, Leptoccelia, Camarophoria, Pel

Stricklandinia, Pentamerella, Gypidula, Amphigenia and Renssetena,

Terebratula, Cryptonella, Centronella, Tropidoleptus, Vitulina.

Am. J0D8 . Scl-Szcosd Series, Vol. XLIY, No. 131.-Sbpt., 1867.
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The Lingulaj of the Upper Helderberg are L. ceryx, desiderata, Manni;
of the Hamilton group, L. exilis, ligea, ligea var., pahtformis, leana (n.s.),

maida (a. a.), punctata (n.s.), nuda (n.s.), densa (n.s.), delia (n.s.), alveata

(n. s.), ipatulata; of the Chemung group, L. melia (n.s.), Cuyahoga (n.s.).

The Discing of the Hamilton group are, Ditcina minuta, humilis
(n. ».), grandis, Randalli (n. i.), Doria (n. ».), seneca (n. s.), media (n. s.),

Tullia (n. s.), Lodensis, truncata ; of the Chemung group, Ditcina tug-

lecta (n. s.), D. ^/mf™ (b. s.), Alleghania, Newberryi (n. s.).

Of the genus Crania, the G. Aurora (n. s.), occurs in the Schoharie
grit

;
in the Hamilton, are G. Hamiltonce, crenistriata, and gregaria, or

th« young of C. Hamilitonat ; in the Chemung, G. Leoni.
Of the genus Pholidops, two species, P. areotata (n. s.), and P. Ham-

tltonas, occur in the Hamilton group.
The species of Orthis, of the Upper Helderberg are, 0. peloris (n. s),

lenticularis, alius (a. | ,. „r .-
„. s .), deobis (n. «.),

*das (n. s.), propinqua ; of th« Flu, ...
. (}

•'
^Utaria, lepida, Van-

uxemi, leucosia, Penelope, a/clas, idonens (n. s.), Tulliensit ; of the

Portage and Chemung groups, 0. carinata, Tioga (n. s.), impressa, Leo-

nensis (n. s.), ThUmei, and leucosia?
Under the genus Streptorhynchus, several species heretofore described

are referred to Strophomena
, fi -nungensis Conrad,

under which, as vn <'n,pkomena bifurcate, S. arcto-

stnuta, 6. pccttuacea, and - ,'tptorhynchus pan-

dora (KHing*)
:

' mJ 0. a/fer«ata (Hall); <W**
^K.«,«(ILdl, '

g a great vertical

The Strophomena rhomboidalis (Wahlenberg)=#. rugosa (Rafinesque)
occurs in the Schoharie grit, and is abundant in the Corniferous limestone,

but is unknown in the Hamilton and Chemung groups.
ihe genus Stropodonta extends throughout the series ; and two specie*,

the S demissa and S. perplana, are found from the Schoharie grit to

the Chemung group inclusive. The species recognized in the Upper
lieJderberg group are, S. demissa, perplana, alveata, callosa, parva, crebn-

striata, imquiradiata, Paters. Striata, ampla; «
tne

;

Hamilton group, S. concava, perplana Conrad (which has been de-

scribed under the names Strophomena perplana, S. pluristriata and
S-delthyns Conrad; and as S nerovsa,S. crenistriataTand S.fragil*
Ma"); demissa, nacrea, inequistriatajumia; in the Chemung, S. Cay*
W|n s.), mucronata, calata (n. s.), perplana rar. nervosa, demiua.

iu tbe genus Chonetes, we find verified in a very satisfactory
manner

^n°ofST? made h? Count von Keyserling, in regard to the direc-

tZl Jl r ^ ° r sPine"b**s in the area of The ventTal valve. The*

mrall tn T^i tr°m the h™&*™ toward the apex of the vake, ^
of the a ea^! ft*

of th« triangular fissure. They appear on the ere*

Iht veTttat o K
PU9tUle?.°re!o^ated tubular spines, which bm*

J*

~^Z^tlT—+ -^ i-* -**
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i of the C. Logani in the Tully limestone carries back
the appearance of this species to a much earlier epoch than had hereto-

fore been known. The species is not known in the Chemung group
within the State ; though found in the sandstones of the same age in

Ohio, and in the beds at the base of the Burlington limestone in Iowa

In the Cheraunff grout) we have

valve ornamented with spines, but having the vascular markings peculiar

to the genus.

Under the head of Productus and Strophalosia, the relations of these

genera and of the genus Aulostegesare discussed. The Devonian species,

sometimes referred to Strophalosia, are shown to have a narrow area, but
with internal vascular impressions like Productus. The absence of an
area in the genus Prod cut* is n< t uniform, as is shown in P. costatus

of the Carboniferous system in America ; and the same has been shown

^ Mr. Davidson to be true of P. sinuatus and P. semireiiculatu* of

Europe.

In comparing the American Devonian forms of Productidae with the

Strophalosia of the Permian system, the former have a greater width on
the hinge-line, and in this respect more resemble typical Productus;

while the narrow cardinal area and hinge-teeth assimilate them with

Strophalosia. Notwithstanding this feature, the vascular markings are

1'ke Productus. At this epoch we have the earliest known appearance

of these forms, the type of which becomes extravagantly developed in

the Carboniferous period, and, waning during the Permian epoch, r
b of the typical forms.

Although we cannot i &Ct of development to what

•nay be termed the perfection of the type, and its more abrupt decline,

we are either compelled to extend the characters of Productus so as to

cover the two forms or modifications indicated, or else to propose a dis-

tinct designation. The latter course has been adopted, and the name
rroductella is proposed for the strophaloid Productids of the Devonian

The subgenus Productella is compared as follows, in Pal. N. Y., vol.

lv
. page 153: "These shells differ from Strophalosia in the extremely

harrow linear cardinal area, greater extension of the hinge-line, more

extreme arcuation m manJ or moe,t

of the species, and especially in the direction and t

°""ie species of Productus. Jt ditters from rrouucuis m wc wu.»u.
presence of an area, hinge-teeth and sockets."

The Productella* of the Upper Helderberg and Hamilton groups m«o-

t'oned are, P. subaculwta, navicella, Shumardiana, spinulicosta trun-

"«««, dunwsa, exanthemata, Tullia (n. s.), mbalata ; ot the Chemung

?r°up, P. hirsuta
hchrymnta-,

,

*-
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I So great a number of fossils of this type in many localities, and par-

ticular- in the western part of the -
. is aspect to

the strata
; and leaving- out a few forms which gradual 1

:} .

the \u >t in , vision o t form iti u, th i th .i ( v

regarded
. however, be-

tween 1 >e\onian :,n,l < 'atbonif. i.m> faunas i- bn-eu a - ..tit 11 uj >>u geo-

graphical as chronological relations.

The species of Spirifera in the Upper Heldeiberg group are, 6'. duo-

diiau-ui. M'tcru, > > i„,,th in the Schoharie,

grit and in the limestone above; v. ;iin.s tiie fol-

lowing species: S.gregaria, Oweni.n .-lot (n.s.),

vricoaa, aria w v;;i airuteint*.

'

•
•

'.:-.'! :.--- --:
•

species occurs also in the < »;iskain grit. Sev-

eral of the species indicated above are 1.: . \\n in tin r
j

only in the limestones of this age in Ohio and adjacent States of Indiana

and Kentucky.
In the Hamilton group, the most abundant and widely distributed

.";;•'--
•

' ...
onola, subumbona; in the Portage group only the

has much the general aspect of ft Carl
form

;
in the Chemung, S. mesacostahs, meiastnalu, diyunda, with its

numerous synonyms and the species represented in a great variety of

aspects, alia (n. s.), prematura (n. s.).

The chap-,: pon the geo-

'-, the hinge-

structure, etc., which have already been published*
The name Ambocoelia is continued, being regarded as presenting suffi-

-

lonata, A. preumbona, in the Chemung group, A.

On page 263 of the volume are some observations on the genus Cyrtia

ng since as in 1858, Mr.

Davidson, in his Introduction to the Studv of the Brachiopoda, had ex-

- to the value of the'genus Cyrtia of Dalman; and

itigation had shown that th. it genua does

not differ from Spirifera. At the same time, some forms usually referred

to the genus Cyrtia possess a peculiar modification of the dental plates,

with a largely developed median sept

All A a -

eSe f°rms
'
Mr

- Davidson has pro, -au the American species heretofore ! which I

ToZtr? the m*S*™ gvouv°a Dalmaru in the Lower Helderberg

TrTl! •'

r0Sirata in tbe Oriskany sandstone.
, ,

N™ yIT?* T described in the present volume from the rocks of

New York,m : Cyrtina biplicata, from the Schoharie grit ; crassa {* *)>

naL wi'nffan^^ ^01 HaU alludeJ to °° P*ge 408 of vol. xliii of this Jo£

ttatn. in inioduar;' <he DOte
'

bUt "
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from the Comiferous limestone ; Hamiltonice, from the Hamilton group
;

and a variety of the latter from the Chemung group. A species from

the Hamilton group in Iowa, C. tkxxL

The genus Trematospira, proposed in vol. iii, and published in the

Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, is represented in the Hamilton group

by two species : T. oibbosa, Ursula.

The genus Rhynchospira is repres.-iit.--d <.nl\ by a single species, the

B. Itfida. The B. nobilis from the Hamilton group, formerly referred

to this genus, presents some points which render its generic relations

more nearly with Trematospira.
The genus Nucleospira is represented by a single species, the N. con-

Under Athyris we have the Athyris spiriferoides, an abundant and

widely distributed form in the Hamilton group ; and the Athyris rtttata,

occurring in the limestone of the Upper Helderberg group ;
and also in

the Hamilton group of Iowa. A second species in the Hamilton group

is the Athyris cora. In the Chemung group, we have the Athyris angel-

ica and the A. ? polita. ,. „_ '

The genus Meristella, separated from Athyris on account of its different

external characters and muscular rented by M. na-

«ta, scitula, Doris, Barrisi, ffaskinsi, rostrata, Meta (n. s.). In the

Chemung jrronn. t.hfii-A »™ a few casts of an undetermined species. I he

cst.Mie is referred to the sub-

ties of form illustrated. The

.he Hamilton group.

The genus Atrypa, as applied to forms strictly congeneric with Atrypa

reticularis, embraces ' these are regarded by some

Paleontologists as i

« w "P8*** f
n thls TTJ

^Atr^a i,iqi.w at the SJ ha.i" in ' N . n turned as a distinct

species; although resembling the A. reticui

presents a wide departure from the forms of that type in other strata,

a

^ if we are to reg fe^ffin other

'"stances the sam e 1
' produced changes which are

^cognized without [',
- "• '

•'" J v-'- '
" '' '

'

tnS

i m rariona pfa i£

''''

,

lhe Uainilt011

SdChemunggr.., ,M
(
Hal

J>' 7 **& "^
.

. .. '• - -;''
occurring in the Co

: ***»&>* and ChemunS S™V«-
In the Hamilton group it is more abundant and better preserved than

J*
any other formation ; and o ** wlth^J*£

?^«m, it never approaches that one in character; there is no difeculty

;
- Jistitii iisb ug the one from the other; and the same is true ot these

*»m» in^the Chemung group. I. >« :^> oL-rwd that the same,di*

tinetion between t

: inois and Iowa. The Atrypa

h*lrix o{ the Ch ei
regarded a* a distinct specif

tfaough possessing many features - 5 *%$* &

£rurs
of Atrypa, closely resembling the Atrypa margxnalts of Dâ ?^*
?
n the Comiferous limestone. This species, Atrypa pseudomargtnaiv,
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A single Coelospira occurs in the Corniferous limestone, which, sofs
as known, possesses no characters differing from Cceleospira concava <

the Lower Heiderberg group.
Under the Family Rhynchonellidae, the species usually referred to th

genus Rhynchonella are shown to differ from recent species retWiM I

that genus; whiles
of the typical speci

lustrated. Under t

by Mr. Conrad in 1

nelloid forms of the rocks under consideral
chonella has come to be so well known, and many of the species have
beeu described under the generic designation, the name is still retained.
Ihe species of the Corniferous limestone are. Rhynchonella (Stenocima)
jetluj,, UUUnysi (in place of R. thalia of Billings, name preoccupied)
Carolina (n. s .), Royana (n. ..) ; of the Hamilton group, R. (Steno-
ctsma) Horsjordi, Sappho, congrtgata, prolifica (n. s.), dotis (n. s.), car-

m {U'^ !

.» /
Chemung group, the following species are described:

Rhynchonella (Stenocisma) txim iuplkala, contract^
orbicularis, Sappho var.

The genus Leiorhynchus is retained for such forms as L. limitaris and

£,. guadricosiata which present, among other distinguishing features, a

division or bifurcation of the plications on the mesial fold and sinus. The
species recognized as belonging to this genus are L. limitaris, L. mt/sw
<n. s

;
), L quadnevstata, L. multicosta. L. in* (n. -.). L. Kelloggi (n. s.),

^.sinuatus (n. s), L. L dubim fa 8.).

bnder the genus Leptocoeiia, the L. acutivlicata is the on Iv species

recognized. r
The genus Camarophoria has been observed ; " - «—«- -™~»tli snecies,

the (7. eucharis, from the Upper Heiderberg 1

borne of the pentameroid forms, heretofore
tamerus, j

I forms, heretofore referred to the genus Pen-

-. tusir internal structure. t

Pentamerella includes P. arata (=Pentamerus aratus), P.papM***
™}=y?a™™PapM°™nSis), P. m icula (n. s.), P. obsolescenses),

.net
)
Gypldula include. G. occidental (=Pentamerus occidental*W

Sed f:Sf °Wa)
:

and °- l«viuscuia
(
n ' 9-); Amphigenia is pro-

Sesst chi t

the °r

,

1

f
,nal Penta™™s elongatus of Vanuxem,M

possesses charact, rs M of tfa<| taraeroid family J

« subtriZlTr'
* Va"et

-
V u"rf"'a <a - The species formerly described

"la^fr
aPPfrS t0 b6 0n^ * Tariety of the A. .longata. ****

"oS3 fro^T
,Md

i

With d°ubt
'
a°d a single species, R. Uohanni, m

Iowa Thl^:^ ^ the *& °f the Uppe? Heiderberg group m

Lns T %7r
lereb

r
atula is recognized in the following specif

iaZ\\T ant
,
1 (n ' S

-)- T- >«>™onia(n.n.), T.

aiphi .

x
_.

ufo) eurfora

fagea,

: ieui 6/^M (n
' *>' 7 "

'
'
"**r ^' 4

Wifn -^
I

JJ
>t
??e,l

7Vnclude8 Vryptonella rectirostra, C. plawrostra,

CalvtarC mUQg gr°UP ;
aDd Centronella, theV.^
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A further study of the genus Tropidoleptus has revealed certain fea-

tures of internal structure, which seem to ally it with the Terebratulidae.
The T. carinatus is the typical species of the genus. A western form
bas been described under the name T. Occident.

The relations of the genus Vitulina are not fully established. The
shell-structure is punctate, with a papillose surface, a high area on the
ventral valve, with a large triangular fissure. The genus embraces a
•ingle species, the Vitulina pustulosa.

The volume contains critical remarks on many of the various genera,
citations from some of which, Professor Hall gives in the Notice of the

The labors of Professor Hall are contributing very largely to the pro-
gress of American and general Geology and Paleontology, and it is to be
hoped that his engravers will do their work as rapidly as is consistent
with its accuracy and beauty, that the world may speedily reap the full

benefit of his extended researches.

2. On the Paleontology of Victoria, South Australia ; by Frederick
McCoy.—The author, after treating of the distribution and characteris-

tics of the Post-tertiary. |W;i;ry. i >taceous, and Triassic of Victoria,

and pronouncing the Australian coal beds Mesozoic, makes the following

observations on the Paleozoic formations of the country.

Carboniferous.—The sandstones of the Avon in Gippsland are the
only traces of this formation that I can recognize in Victoria, and the

°nly fossil I have seen from it is the Lepidodendron, referred to above,

identical with that recognized by me many years ago- from New South
"ales, and which I have lately seen also from Queensland.

.
-Devonian.—It is with great pleasure I announce the fact of my hav-

lng been able satisfactorily to determine the existence of this formation
a|so in Australia, the limestone of Buchan in Gippsland containing char-

acteristic corals, Placodermatus fish, and abundance of the Spirifera

tovicostata, perfectly identical with specimens from the European Devo-
nian limestones of the Eisel.

Upper Silurian.—I have been able to recognise the Mayhill sand-

flies and the Wenlock rocks with certainty in many localities in Vie-
to^ At Broadhurst Creek, for instance, the beds are filled with num-

Ice) longicaudatut exactly as the corres-

ponding English beds of Cheny Longville are in Shropshire; and here,

J "» every part of the northern hemisphere, the Spirigera reticulata is

™* commonest Brachiopod, and many others identical with species of

^gland, Bohemia, and North America occur with it.

The Ludlow rocks are indicated by the Orthoceras bullatum, and a

*"<» of starfish closely representing those of the English Ludlow beds,

togtther with a beautiful new Homalonotus (H. Harrises.
*&ich I have named after the discoverer, as well as the Graj-:
den*is. The Hemithyris diodonta Dal. is as abundant in tl

8andstone of Victoria as in the corresponding English .beds at

and the same appearance of oblong smooth Pentameru* (P

JfCoy) mark this sandy base of the Upper Silurian in Victoria as in

hDg|and and Wales, and North America.

Cambrian of SedamcA, Lower Silurian of Murchison.—lt is to tms
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period that I have been able without hesitation to refer the whole of the

slates contaii , or reefs in Victoria, and all the slates

g these gold-bearing veins are identical in age and character

with those of North Wales, in which the Romans worked the gold mines

of Gogo Fau.

Not only are the majority of the fossil Graptolites found in the Welsh
Llandeilo Flag, and of the corresponding Cumberland and Scotch slates,

' also found in those beds in Victoria, but we have in these formations the

most extraordinary proof of the unexpected fact which I announced on

a former occasion, that there was in the Cambrian or Lower Silurian pe-

riod a nearly complete specific uniformity of the marine fauna, not only

over the whole northern hemisphere. extending to

this remote temperate latitude of the southern hemisphere.
In the slates of the go! ptolites, and,

what is very extraordinary, I have here identified specifically nearly the

whole of the series of remarkable compound Graptolites first made

m the similar slates of Canada by the researches of Professor

ries have not vet In-en recognised in any but the

Canadian localities in the northern hemisphere, and to find nearly the

whole series here is most int. r^iii ^ a h, , ,
. «,,s . f 1, comotion could

onlybeexe. bat, except on

the supposition of a uniform marine fauna at this earliest zoological pe-

riod of the earth's history, we could scarcely account for this width «
distribution, and still lees so of the littoral or shallow-water mollusca

which accompany, them in other beds. The Dip
Hall, so common in the Utica slates of New York, I find in equal

abundance here in the slates of Bendigo or Sandhurst, and with it abun-

dance of the D. quadrangularis M'Coy, complete!
I described many years ago from the slates of Dumfrie.-hire. lhe

Diplograps'
cura ia •],..,. _,..„. 8

with the others, as in Sweden, Bui, in <*rt«
different sandy beds it covers the whole of the planes of dep<
millions, to the exclusion of everything else, exactly as it does
beds of the English Caradoc sandstone near Church Stretton. In some

localities these are replaced by great numbers of the Bohemian Dipk
grapsus pahneus Barrande, on '

which I find a large smooth pear

exactly tb

the upper end of manv s

shaped or heart-shaped appe

u I should remark that I have observed

l^Zl A same appendage (b idea which I have

supported formerly on other grounds,* of the affinity of the Graptolf
with the Hydroida) in specimens of this species from the slates of the

i specimens does r

^..Julcornpari-

:
'.; .<:. •;'-. •

'

i identity of this species witn

--*~ ^uueima, 01 wnicn mere can be no doubt l fi

W v £ aS0 in our slates identical with those of the Utica

xNew York. Of the group of coupons
n "- Victorian goldfield slates of many localities is to*

British PaUeozoic Rocks and Fossils.
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Didymograpsus caduceus Salt., first described from the Quebec slates.
In many localities the specimens of this species are as small as the first

described Canadian ones, but in other- they acquire a greatly increased
>ize, occasionally twice the length and nearly three times the width, and

with those of New York slates, and generally also by the very large
Canadian I), bryonoides Hall, which it is possible may be hereafter found
to be the perfect development of my G. latus. The D. nitidus Hall
is more rare, but perfectly identical with the Canadian types. The
Graptolites gracilis Hall, identical with the New York and Canadian
species, is one of the rare compound forms. The curious radiating com-
pound forms, which created so much astonishment when published first

oy Professor Hall in his Decades of the paleontology of this part of Sir
H. Logan's geological- survey of Canada, I find in just as great abun-
dance m the slates of the same age in Victoria. D. octobrachiatus, D.
quadribrackiatus, and D. Logani Hall, are, especially the latter, not
uncommon in many of the gold "urious Canadian
qnadrifid graptolite, named Phyllograptus Typus by Hall, is one of our
ttost abundant Australian Graptolites; but, although sometimes upwards
pf an inch in length, small specimens, I find, on comparison with Swed-
en specimens of the G. Folium ef Hisinger, are perfectly identical there-
Wlth * and further, on carefully compar— n

•
" r

^irrande with the Swed
one variable species, and

s Australian and Canadian species; and furthe.

European specimens are truly i t'« Phyllograptus;
a

^ J°
this way the difference in the different descriptions, as to the

width of the midrib, becomes intelligible.
As a general rule, the graptolite slates in every part of the world con-

J
1

?.,
110 other fossils. I many years ago discovered in Wales, near

"With, the only shell I ever heard of in graptolite slates(the Siphono-

l
er ™"ula M'Coy), and I was greatly surprised to recognize it also in

*>ctoria, in the Deep Creek section. The crustacean genus Hymeno-

T* is represented by a new species, H. Salteri M'Coy, found in most
ot the graptolite slate localities.

y
« a different set of sandy, marly, and mud-stone beds—as at Woori

*aUock, Yarra—we find an extensive series of the genera and many of

jj

e species of corals, trilobites, and raollusca of the " Bala beds " of
^orth Wales; species of Favosites* Palaeopora, Calymene, Phacops,

ikE
nC
l
liaj StroP liAi m reticularis

>
0r-

*** ekgantula, the characteristic little genus Cucullella, Murchisonia,

«!!T
nu
/or*a > &c - ; ai»d some species new, and some identical with British

npletely reproducing the well known Bala

a in suDport of the view of the general spe-^ identity of the marine fauna over both hemispheres of the whole
World in the earliest paleozoic times.

„* ft is worthy of remark that as on the continent of Europe the Devonian grain

fr*°**yun has any a new species (J ' cell* half an inch in diameter.

** Joca. Sci-Secoxd Sekie>, Vol. XLI V, N lot -Sept., 1S67.



It is curious that I have not yet seen any trace of the genus Trim-
elms in Australian beds, nor Ampyx, while all the above-mentioned

genera of Trilobif l-urus, <fec, are well marked.

I can scarcely close this part of the subject without drawing attention

to the curious confirmation offei logy of the view of

Professor Sedgwick and myself, that there was a real systematic line of

division between the Upper Silttl rj and Lower Silurian,

at the base of the Mayhill sandstone, and over the Caradoc sandstone—

the Mayhill sandstone which we first defined and demonstrated to have

Upper Silurian fossils only, and the true Caradoc sandstone full exclusively

of Lower Silurian or Cambrian types ; the previous confusion of these two

sandstones, from the mingling erroneously of the fossils in collections,

having given Sir Roderick Murchison the erroneous impression that his

Upper and Lower Silurian groups of fossils (the distinctness of which he

himself was the first to point out) were mixed together in the (Jaradoc

sandstone, and that consequent! \ otical in fossils with

those of the Caradoc beds (although formerly recognized by him as tha

type of the Cambrian system), could not be separated paleontologically

from the Upper Silurian group. The Mayhill sandstone was one of the

first formations I i , rne , with the usual

Upper Silurian fossils; and ll as in Wales, to be

slightly unconformable to the Cambrian or Lower Silurian, forming the

3. Note by F. B. Meek 'to his Review of Prof. Oeinitz in regard to

Nebraska fossils. (See p. 170).—Since writing the remarks on the Ne-

braska fossils inves
i tz , an extensive collection «

specimens obtained at Nebraska City by Dr. Hayden and myself, during

the progress of the geological survey of that state (now under his charge)

and placed in my hands for investigation, enables me to give the following

the species referred by Prof. Geini
is not only specifically distinct from that shell, but that" it probably

belonged to the distinct genus Pinna. A careful examination of a fine

series of much better specimens from Nebraska City confirms my first

conclusion in regard to its being a distinct species, and at the same tune

leads to the conclusion that it is an Aviculopinna, since its beaks are

slightly removed from the extreme point of the shell, so as to leave a

very small lobe in front, best seen in internal casts. It differs,
however,

specifically from the European A. piriformis, not only in never attain-

ing one-fourth as large a size, in its more uniform outline, and its m«<*
mow Mjvjy terminal beaks, but in being without any traces of radiating

striae while its concentric markings differ in being strong, regularly dis-

posed, rather distantly separated and abruptly elevated lines or Ian*
with concentric wrinkles on any "part of the valves ;

insW*»

crowded stri*, gathered into wrinkles on the ventral region. I *

X with two or three large, very obscure

.ting folds not seen on A. pinniforrnis, while its posterior mj«g
(Jitter* in being slightly si; .^tremity of »•



For this species I would propose t

ls might be expected, the very thin s

that occur in my remark* on the Nebraska fossils ii

Page 173, fifth line from top, for "respecting"
Page 17V, seventeenth line from top, for "thus far " read this far. Page
!80, twenty-second line from bottom, for "they are," read it is. Page
!84, sixth line from top, strike out the ? after Rhynchonella.

4. Note on the Corundophilite of Chester, Mass.—In a note on page
258 the writer has alluded to observations on the optical characters of
the Chester chlorite made by Mr. Descloizeaux. Mr. Descloizeaux com-
municated his results to the writer in a letter dated Paris, Jan. 29, 1866,
or a year and a half since. They are as follows.

Corundophilite is a clinochlore, in macled plates or crystals. The
divergence of the axes is very variable, they being sometimes united, and
at others widely separated. Th , and distinctly in-

c med to the plane of cleavage or the surface of the plates. In one good
**1

1 found 2E (or angle of divergence observed in the air" ""

ejight at 22° C. On heating to>
200° O, the angle wai

ispersion of the optical

t degrees, a cha Bg clinochlore f

The disp< '

«es is quite distinct and $<v. The hyperbolas a

wiorly and green exteriorly.
5. Mte on the optical characters of different micaceous minerals called

Mtrgarite; by Mr. DesCloizeaux. (From a letter to J. P. Dana, dated

£ans, August 15, 1867).—(1.) In 1847 I received from the vicinity of

btjrong, a foliated mineral having the plates a little concave, of white
color and pearly luster, and well named perl-glimmer, which has the op-

flaxes distinctly united.
. ,

(2.) The small specimen sent me recently by Mr. Dana as the original

fcargarite is identical with one which had been sent me after 1848 ;
it is

la w°ite laminae mixed with some green clinochlore, and was regarded

J
that time as chloritoid. The lamina? are very much macled, and the

divergence of the optical axes is accordingly very variable. I have found
f<» the red ray, at 20° C. with

ffiy specimen 2E=126° 24' ; in another plate, =117° 30'.

Mr. Dana's specimen 2E=109°32'; " " " 128° 38'.

Je dispersion is very feeble, and it is rendered quite indeterminable by

«« numerous interlacings of the lamina?. The plane of the optical axes
aPpears to be parallel to the longer diagonal. [This is the margante of

P. 259.]
l

The clinochlore mixed with the margarite is macled, with distinct dis-

P^rsion (g<„) f
and with strong double refraction. A plate gave me

2E=60° 48' for the yellow ray.M In 1863 I received from Rammelsberg, under the name otBaryt-

Wmmer [the (EUacherite of p. 256] a soiled margarite from Pfitsch,

*hich is white and pearly, and has been analyzed by (Ellacher. The
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plates are very transparent, the double refraction strong, the dispersion

feeble with g>v, and orientation of the optical axes uncertain because of

the irregular contour of the laminae. I have found, at 20° C.

2E='79 21' for the red ray ; 2E=78° 45' for the blue,

ai g\ s wh ,li correspond with those of ordinary potash mica.

6. Eozoon Canadense in Finland.—Prof. Pusirevski reports the occur-

rence of the Eozoon Canaclense in limestone at Hopunwara in Finland.

A lower and upper system of schistose metamorphic rocks have been dis-

bn of the upper system, at PosaMliri

rune affords small nodules consisting of parallel la;.

have the structure of the Eozoon. 1 to prove that a

large part of the rocks of Finland are Laurentian, and that the upper

and lower systems probably correspond to the upper and lower groups of

Canada.—Bull. Acad. St.'Petersburg, x, 151.
7. Geological Observations in Colo inscript, July

24, 1867.)—The late railroad surveys on Dry and Boulder crtrks. St.

Vrain, Big Thompson ta ten, and on the South

Platte, under Capt. E. L. Berthoud, hav,. shown that the Cretaceous

strata on the east slope of the Rocky Mountains, extend eastward from

the mountains at least four bund red a tl
* ii •

upper beds, extending some seventy-five miles from the Rocky Mountains,

coal of good quality can be found in large fields, which near the mountains

in Jefferson county are covered on its west border by almost horizontal Ter-

tiary beds, and through which extent i »ua coal occur.

T'h.-

r field, where he has e__

ults from his

n A°

Ww the mrVey °f whlch state is Soing raPid 'y forward under Dr.

C. A. White, its able state geologist ; and this again directly west of Illi-

nois, whose geological survey under Dr. Worthen has already made great

progress, as shown in the adn v published. The

Reports of these regions when completed, will extend our knowledge °f

the geology f the continent on this side of the Rockv Mountains to 104

a tV t0 be regrette<1
> however, that the great and rich states or Ohio

and Indiana yet remain but very imperfectly explored.

III. BOTANY.
I. Manual of the Botany of the Northern United States, including

the district Hast of the Mississippi and North of North Carolina and

lennestee arranged according to the natural system; by Asa G*a*
Fisher Professor,, ^' J

Wth edition,

Yo^^Ivkl^
68 illus

^ati»g tne Sedges, Grasses, Ferns, etc.
»«*

1 867
'

8vo
' ^\

nney
'
Blakera™ & Co Chicago : S. C. Griggs * Cj

n»ti A
' P
f :

7
?
L~~The former *ditions «f this Manual have been duly

lT!L
m JournaL Th - ^d in ]84

u
8

' Jwas at once accepted as the standard Flora of the region it
embraced.
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The work was entirely rewritten for the edition of 1856, and was revised
upon the stereotype plates, some pages also being added, for the third
edition (1862), and for the fourth (1863). The fifth edition has been
mostly rewritten, several month's labor having been expended upon it.

The Garden Botany is excluded from this edition, but will be incor-
porated into a separate, more elementary.work entitled Field, Forest, and
Garden Botany. The Mosses and Liverworts, also, which were contribu-
ted to the previous editions by Mr. Sullivant, are now omitted, but the
hope is expressed that these orders, together with the Liehenes, by Prof.

Tuckerman, and perhaps the remaining orders of Cellular Cryptogamia,
may before very long be published in a supplementary volume.
To the fourteen plates at the end of the volume, illustrating the genera

of Grasses and Ferns, are now added six new ones, from original draw-
ings by Sprague, to show the structure of the genera of Cyperaceae. By
the help of these accurately drawn figures the student will be able to

isily the genus of any native or introduced plant belonging to

"hat difficult orders.

While the general plan of the work is otherwise unchanged, a com-
parison of this volume with its predecessor shows that the learned au-

thor has taken new views of several natural orders, and that the generic

faithfully

diW
l DeCandolle's Systema Vege-

nfium. But why not keepVe name Nelumbo as originally written by

Adanson in 1763, and adopted by Gsertner in 1788, a year before it was

changed to Nelumbium by Jussieu ? It would then accord with Negundo.

Another noticeable change is the restoration of Tropmolum, Impatiens

and Oxalis to Geraniacece, in which order they were placed as f Genera

Geraniis affinia " by its founder J ussieu. In the same order Dr. Gray has

Placed Flcerkea also, in the whole arrangement following pretty closely

we views of Bentham & Hooker. The same authors had already inclu-

ded Ribes as well M J^ece. The clustered stamin-

°dia of Parmssia are perhaps peculiar to the genus, but there are single

staminodia or glands alternate with the stamens of Francoa and Tetilla,

*?d the multifid lobes of the dis - somewhat similar.

I Ribes alone produce berries, for they occur in several genera of

Salorageai is separated from Onagracem, the point* of difference being

"onerous and well marked. Loganiaceai is recognized as a natural

order and is placed next after Gentianaceas. Liliaceas is much extended,

Trillidea* and Melanthieae being regarded as tribes, the genera Prosartes

a»d Streptopus placed in Asparaginece, and Narthecium in Liliea. Some
such consolidation of orders in "the Hlial alliance has seemed inevitable

eyer since it was shown by Dr. A. W. Chapman that the anthers or

Milium itself are extrorse in the bud.
The alterations in generic nomenclature and the uniting or dividing of

genera are not very numerous, and every such change was apparently

demanded by the progress of botanical science.
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Atragene is reunited with Clematis, and Pulsatilla with Anemone.
Iodanthus and Turritis go into Arabis, and Armaria now includes Al-

sine, Mcehringia and Ammadenia (Honkenya). Sanguisorba is referred

to Poterium, the characters offlowers perfect, stamens few, carpel single,

and seeds mostly smooth not being constant, and the habit being the

same in both. The restoration of the Linnsean genus Houttonia is most

welcome, and we may now call the little Bluets by the name they bore

when we first knew and admired this pretty flower. The Linnsean name
Ruellia replaces the later one of N
is referred to Bonamia, the characters of styles somewhat less united and

stamens less exserted not justifying the separation of the American from

the Madagascar species. Benzoin of Nees becomes Lindera of Thunberg,

and the old genus Habenaria is restored to North American botany, for

Gymnadenia and Platanthera both yield their places as distinct genera,

Dr. Gray here returning to the view which he proposed in this Journal,

in 1840. ' ^
A few specific names are altered, especially where older but less known

names have been recently identified with well known species, as for

instance Ranunculus multifidus (Pursh, 1814,) is substituted for R
Richards, 1823), or where v. proved to be

:th an older European species, as is Viola Muhlenberg with V.

camna. Not a few plants which were utterly unknown when
edition of the Manual was published, in 1864, are now for the first time

adjacent, or sometimes distant regions have been recently detect

our limits. A new Polygula, an Aster, a Lobelia, a Pyrola, two 0*«*
and two species of Isoetes are among the former, and the latter class in-

cludes a Stellaria, a Parnassia, another Aster, Calluna vulgaris, an

Ilex, nearly a score of Carices, and several Ferris. In 1856 the
ous Flowering plants and Acrogens known to inhabit the region cov-

ered by this Manual amounted to 2166, which number has now been in-

creased by the zeal and industry of North American botanists to 2357,

as is shown by a hasty count of the distinct and truly indigenous species

described in the present volume.
The various Analytical keys have been prepared anew, and evidently

with the greatest carefulness, the distinctions being based upon the im-

portant characters of the plants, rather than upon their trivial peculiar-

ities, so that to a student who has thoroughly studied Physiological
Botany, as taught for instance in Gray's Lesions, these Analytical keys

will not only open an easy way to find the name of an unknown plant,

but will also reveal much of the true relations of the plant to the whole
Vegetable Kingdom.

In certain orders and genera the author has had the aid of collabora-
tors who have devoted special attention to their several department*,

LTnlS ^" ?
ngelmann takes the lead : all such assistance is amply

acknowledged in the proper place.

™r»L
to

,S°T
gh 8cientific arrangement, correct nomenclature, and ac-

3,a
5
d
^

learn
I

e8
f

of the definitions, this Flora is almost or quite

n?!li
8
uu g UO Ame»<*n, and few European works of the

kind, which could bear comparison with it; and it will be well for the

cause ot American learning if this Flora, suited alike to the needs of
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accomplished botanists and unpracticed students, shall displace works

which are wholly rejected by the former, and are used by the latter only

to their own injury and confusion. d. c. k.

IV. ASTRONOMY.

1. Recent Observations and Remarks of Hofrath Schwabe regarding

Sun-spots and other Solar Phenomena. Communicated by W. De la.

Roe, B. Stewart, and B. Loewy.—About two months ago Hofrath

Schwabe called our attention to certain phenomena on the surface of the

Sun, which he had noticed since last December, and which he recollected

to have occurred before, but only at the time of a minimum in the num-
ber of Sun-spots. The phenomena are :— 1st. A total absence of facula

orfaculous matter. 2nd. Absence of the usually observed scars, pores,

and similar appearances. 3rd. An equal brightness of the whole surface,

the limb being as luminous as the center.

Hofrath Schwabe desired us to go over his observations, which are at

present at Kew Observatory, to !,erLv noticed, and

to inform him whether some of these phenomena had also been observed

in this country.

The observations were carefully scanned; and it was noticed that the

phenomena occur only in years of minimum spot-frequency. The ex-

tracts, which we append, and which might have been multiplied, are

quite sufficient to show the regularity of their recurrence, and also that

the year 1833 was particularly characterized by the frequency of obser-

vations of them.
We also applied to the Rev. F. Howlett, whose well-known exquisite

delineations of Sun-spots and facute gave us the best promise of learning

something more relating to delicate changes on the surface of the bun

;

but unfortunately Mr. Hewlett's impaired health has obliged him to with-

draw almost wholly from his usual application to Sun observations during

the period in question. He however states in his answer, that "he had

certainly noticed how uniformly bright the Sun's surface has been of Jate,

>n connection with an almost total absence of faculae."

m of spot-frequency coincides remarkably with the recurrence of mete-

oric showers, the period of rotation of which, viz., 33-2 years, agrees with

* larger period of the sun-spots. In 1833 there was an extreme scarcity

°* spots (only 33 very small groups being observed), and in 1866-6/,

after 33 years the phenomenon repeats itself. From the 1 st January until

t0-day, June 8th, I have only observed 6 small groups, and out of 138

days of observation, there were 100 without spots. In the year 84S

*hich is the middle of the 33-2 years penod, there was a maximuni of

sPots. If the 33 years' period should be established by future observa-

tions, then a maximum of meteoric showers would always occur arier

three years of the usual Sun-spot period*. Whether this periodicity ex-

ited before, I cannot decide, but there appears to hare been a minimum

during the jJt forty yea^founded, not on the number of observed groups,
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but on the area of spotted surface, as observed by Hofrath Schwabe ; and

we hope that by this means the periodicity will be represented with

greater precision than before, and also that more light will be then thrown

on the whole subject ; but in the meantime we would call the attention

of all observers to the fact, that in the present state of our inquiries into

the physical nature of the Sun and into the connexion of cosmical phe-

nomena, even the most delicate changes observed deserve great attention,

and that nothing should be overlooked by those who take an active inter-

est in this problem.—Not. Boy. Astron. Soc., xxvii, 286.

2. On a Meteor of July 18th, 1867; by Daniel Kirkwood, (Ed-

itorial correspondence dated Canonsburg, Pa., August 5th, 1867).—Mr.

J. K. Larimore, A.B., has furnished me the following account of a meteor

seen by himself, at Salem, Westmoreland County, Pennsylvania, on the

18th of July, 1867.

The time of observation was about 7h 30m p. m.—almost exactly at

sunset. The meteor seemed to have originated in the S.E. quarter of

the heavens, and it disappeared in the N.E. When first seen its eleva-

tion was about 40°, and it continued visible from four to five seconds.

Its apparent diameter was estimated at one-fourth that of the moon, and

it had a train three or four degrees in length.

V. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1. Researches on Gun-cotton.—Second memoir. On the Stability of

Gun-cotton; by F. A. Abel, F.R.S., V.P.C.S. (From the Phil. Mag.,

I\, xxxiii, 515. July, 1867, Supplement.)—The results of the many ob-

servations which had been instituted prior to 1860 upon the behavior of

gun-cotton when exposed to difFused or strong daylight, or to heat,

although they agree generally with those of the most recent investiga-

tions on the subject, as far as relates to the nature of the products ob-

tained at different stages of its decomposition, cannot be regarded as

having a direct bearing upon the question of the stability of gun-cotton

produced by strictly pursuing the system of manufacture prescribed by

von Lenk, inasmuch as it has been shown that the products formerly

experimented upon by different chemists varied very considerably m

The investigations recently published by Pelouze and Maury* on the

composition of gun-cotton, and the influence exerted by light and heat

upon its stability, are described as having been conducted with gun-«*
ton prepared according to von Lenk's system. The general conclusion

armed at by those chemists with reference to the latter branch of the

subject was to the effect that the material is susceptible of spontaneous

decomp031tlon der conditions which may possibly be fulfilled in *
storage and application to technical and warlike purposes; and the in-

ference is drawn, partly from the results of earlier investigators,
and

partly from the exceptional behavior of one or two specimens, that gun-

cotton is liable to explode spontaneously at very low temperatures when

tJn
t

i
aS
r
been Sh°wn

'
in the ,nemoir on the Manufacture and Compof;

tion of Gun-cotton, published last year,f that modifications in the p^
* Comptea Rendus.
t Trans. Royal Soci.ty. For abstract 8ee Phil. Mag., IV, xxxii, 146.
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Hid purification, which appear at first sight of very

inning nature, exert most important influences upon the composition and
purity of the product. Gun-cotton of quite exceptional character has
been discovered, in several instances, among samples received from ]Iir-

tenberg and among 3t< wmarket; other

exceptional products have ajso been produced 1>\
\
wpos 1\ n >dil\ n g, in

several ways, the >\ -
i pursued at Waltham Abbey.

The very considerable difference exhibited between some of these and
the ordinary product- • . i ,

. iu.<ler equal conditions of expo-

sure to heat and light, affords good grounds for the belief that the attain-

ment of certain exceptional results, upon which the conclusions of Pelouze
and Maury's report condemnatory of gun-cotton have been principally

founded, are to be a k M in the nature of the mate-
rial operated upon.
Very numerous and extensive experiments and observations have been

carried on during the last four years at Woolwich, both wilh small and
jarge quantities of gun-cotton, for the purpose of completely investigat-

ing the conditions by which the stability of this substance, when under

the influence of light and heat, may be modified, and with the view of

ascertaining whet i i wed at in France apply to gun -

,
The principal points which have been established by the results ar-

rived at in these investigations may be summed up as follows :

—

(1.) Gun-cotton produced from properly purified cotton, according to

tbe directions given by von Lenk, may be exposed to diffused daylight,

«>ther in the open air
'

> ii. rl.-ed u ^eN, for very long periods without

undergoing any change. V. pr. -m ition of the material for 3£ years

under those conditions has been perfect.

(2.) Long-continued exposure of the substance in a condition of ordi-

nary dryness to strong daylight and sunlight produces a very gradual

change in gun-cotton of the des and therefore the

statements which have been published regarding the very rapid decom-

position of gun-cotton when exposed to the sunlight do not apply to the

Qearly pure trinitrocellulose obtained by strictly following the system of

manufacture now adopted.
, ." ,

,
(3.) If gun-cotton in closed vessels is left for protracted periods exposed

to strong daylight or sunlight in a damp or moist condition, it is affected

hat greater extent; but even under these circumstances the

change
pro,i

i is exposed to sunlight until a faint acid reaction

""» oecome developed, and is then immediately afterward packed into

°oxes which are tightly closed, does not undergo any change during sub-

sequent storage for long periods. (The present experience on this head

««ends over 3 j- years.)

(5.) Gun-cotton prepared and purified according to the prescribed sys-

tem, and stored in the ordinary dry condition, does not furnish any r «

. vond the development, shortly

P*;H of a slight peculi* '

t0 litmus, whei
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(6.) The influence exercised upon the stability of gun-cotton of aver-

age quality, as obtained by strict adherence to von Lenk's system of

manufacture, by prolonged exposure to temperatures considerably ex-

ceeding those which are experienced in tropical climates, is very trifling

in comparison with the results recently published by Continental experi-

menters relating to the effects of heat upon gun-cotton ; and it may be

so perfectly counteracted by very simple means, which in no way inter-

fere with the essential qualities of the material, that the storage and

transport of gun-cotton presents no greater danger, and is, under some
circumstances, attended with much less risk of accident than is the case

with gunpowder.

(7.) Perfectly pure gun-cotton, or tri nitrocellulose, resists to a remark-
able extent the destructive effects of prolonged exposure to temperatures

even approaching 100° C. ; and the lower nitro-products of cellulose

(soluble gun-cotton) are at any rate not more prone to alteration when
pure. The incomplete conversion of cotton into the most explosive pro-

ducts does, therefore, not of nece^itv ivsuit in the production of a less

perfectly permanent compound than that obtained by the most perfect

(8.) But all ordinary products of manufacture contain small propor-

tions of organic (nitrogenized
|

,- ively unstable prop-

erties which have been formed by the action of nitric acid upon foreign

matters retained by the cotton fiber, and which are not completely sepa-

rated by the ordinary, or even a more searching process of purification.

It is the presence of this class of impurity in gun-cotton which first

gives rise to the development of free acid when the substance is exposed

to the action of heat ; and it is the acid thus generated which eventually

exerts a destructive action upon the cellulose-products, and thus estab-

lishes decomposition which heat materially accelerates. If this small

quantity of acid developed from the impurity in question be neutralized

as it becomes nascent, no injurious action upon the gun-cotton results,

and a great promoting cause of the decomposition of gun-cotton by beat

» removed. This result is readily obtained by uniformly distributing

through gun-cotton a small proportion of a carbonate,—the sodic carbon-

/'rflv
m the form of solution

> being best adapted to this purpose.

(9.) 1 he introduction into the finished gun-cotton of one per cent of

sodic carbonate affords to the material the power of resisting any serio*

change, evert when exposed to such elevated temperatures as
*°""ldJn"

ouce some decomposition in the perfectly pure cellulose-products.
1M*

Kv?!ffT a
f°,

rds
'
therefore> security to gun-cotton against any destruc-

tive effects of the highest temperatures to which it is likely to be exposed

wWW. ^.exceptional climatic conditions. The only influences

««rtL •!
dlt,°n °f that amount of carbonate to gun-cotton nngf*

tion K Pr°Perties as an explosive would consist in a trifling*?**

sliahr »J„i r ?
m0Unt of 8moke a"ending its combustion, and » »

esu LdS T ,°
f 5t

l
eXPl0sion ' neither of which could be regarded »

when ,-h7«, ?,
M arno3t Perf̂ t protection to gun-cotton (e^F

^vere coLit£° /°F ^ Periods to flight), even under extretn *
severe condition, of exposure to heat. An atmosphere saturated

«.*
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"suffices to protect it from change a

ton may be exposed fo

t sustaining any chang

r damp gun-cotton may be exposed for long periods in co
' ™° C. without sustaining any change.

t necessary for the most perfect r

vation of gun-cotton; the material, if only c r
not the smallest change, even if closely packed in large quantities. Tim
organic impurities which doubtless give rise to the very slight develop-
ment of acid observed when gun-cotton is closely packed in the dry con-
dition, appear to be equally protected by the water; for damp or wet
gun-cotton, which has been preserved for three years, has not
the faintest acidity. If as much water as possible.be expelled from wet
gun-cotton by the centrifugal extractor, it is obtained in a condition in

which, though only damp to the touch, it is perfectly non-explosive ; the
water thus left in the material is sufficient to act as a perfect protection,
and consequently also to guard against all risk of accident. It is there-
fore m this condition that all reserved stores of the substance should be
preserved, or that it should be transported in large quantities to very
distant places. If the proper proportion of sodic carbonate be dissolved
>n the water with which the gun-cotton is originally saturated for the

in this non-explosive form, the material, whenever

! iges, or employment in other ways,
will contain the alkaline matter required for its safe storage and use in
the dry condition in all climates.

for Sitka.—A scientific party left San Francisco
July 21st on the steam cutter Lincoln for Alaska. This party has been
organized under the direction of Prof. Peirce, Superintendent of the
U* S. Coast Survey, and is conducted by George Davidson, Assistant
U- S. Coast Survey, as chief. With him are associated A. T. Mosman,
Astronomer

; Geo. Farquhar, hydrographer ; with whom is associated

{•Forney, as aid ;—Hamel, engineer; Dr. Albert Kellogg, botanist;
W. G. W. Harford, Conchologist ; T. A. Blake, Geologist, and John
^dal, observer. The first business will be a geographical reconnoissance
ot the Coast.—San Francisco Bulletin.

.
3. American Association for the Advancement of Science.—The raeet-

]

Dg of the Association at Burlington is just now closing as we put the
'ast pages of this number to the press. We have to defer a notice of

we proceedings to our November number.

Jeremiah Day.—Jeremiah Day, the venerable ex-President of Yale
College, died at his residence in this city, on Thursday evening, August 22.

President Day had reached, on the 3d of the present month, the age
of ninety-four years. His death will naturally oo
Jet the announcement of it will affect the hearts of thousands of pupils
ai»d friends who have long looked up to him with profound veneration

He was born in New Preston, Conn., August 3, 1773. He first en-

tered Ya]e College in 1789, seventy-eight years ago. Owing to

ae was absent from College for a considerable time, and did not graduate

Until 1795, the year when Dr. Dwight became president. The first

official act of this eminent man was to preside at the Commencement at



which the class of which President Day was a member was graduated.

Mr. Day succeeded Dr. Dwight as teacher of the school which the latter

had conducted at Greenfield, and remained there until his election as

tutor iu Williams College. In 1798 he became tutor at Yale, and while

holding this office pursued theological studies and preached as a candi-

date for the ministry. In 1801 he was elected to the professorship of

Mathematics and Natural Philosophy. His health at this period was

feeble, and neither he nor his friends anticipated for him a long conte-

station in 1803, which he continued to discharge until 1817, when, on

the decease of Dr. Dwight he was chosen president, and continued in this

offiee until his resignation in 1846. He fulfilled the duties of the pres-

idency with distinguished success and with the entire approbation of the

college and of the public. He remained a member of the corporation

until the last commencement, when, in consequence of his " diminishing

powers of life,"—to quote his own apt phraseology—he severed this last

link of official connection with the college which he had served so long

and faithfully. President Day was the author of a series of mathemat-
ical text-books which have passed through numerous editions. He also

published two met*
; u . subject of the Will, besides

various papers in the New Engl Heals. In 1810 he

published a brief paper, in the Memoirs of the Connecticut Academy of

Sciences, on the origin of meteorites, called out by the recent fall (in

1807) of the meteorite of Weston, in which he took the ground, that

they were cometary bodies of the solar system.
President Day possessed a strong understanding, and was more remark-

able for the balance and symmetry of his powers than for the extra-

ordinary development of any one of them. He was an exact thinker

and a clear reasoner. His great moral and religious excellence has been

universally recognized from his youth up. None who knew President

Day will feel that there is any exaggeration in applying to him the

sentence: "Mark the perfect man and behold the upright, for the end of

that man is peace."
He was the last survivor of the colleagues whom President Dwight

selected and drew around him, and whose united labors first gave celeb-

rity to Yale College. Kingsley, Silliman, and now Day, the oldest o

the three, are gone ; but they deserve to be perpetually honored by »»

who feel an interest in the institution to which their labors were devoted.

i Pickett wi

)d t

3y of the" natu,€ommg his favorite pursuit. In 1861, he received an appointment in

JtlrT*^ MeXic°' N
-
T- afld in 1864

'
was appointed to the P*

AftTi? °f ?
atUral ScieQce in the Pe°Ple'* College at Havana, jgg

VnuJ? T

ai

v
e °f that in^«tion, he took charge of a flour****

Collegiate Institute at Attica, fad., and continued in the work until cj-

the
:
ittl!? of'oTtob^ me.

"^ * liDgeriDg terraiDati°n
- ^
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. Pickett was of an exceedingly modest
ot seek society ; but none who met him could fail to love him. I

tigable worker in whatever he put 1

- i, a great one. With

VI. MISCELLANEOUS BIBLIOGEAPHT.

1. Annals of Uu tory of Harvard College. Vol.
II, Part II, and Vol. V. Cambridge, 1867. 4 to, pp. 263, 215.—Part
I of vol. II (Observations on Saturn) was published in 1857. Part II,

just issued, contains a Zone Catalogue of 4484 stars situated between
0° 20' and 0° 40' north declination, observed during the years 1854-55,
with the Cambridge equatorial. A similar catalogue of 550 stars (be-

tween 0° 0' and 0° 20' N. dec.) c-n-titut^ I 'art If of vol. i, where may
he found the introductory matter pertaining to both series of zone ob-

servations. Two other like series -lied. These cata-

logues extend to Btai >rd ample evidence

of the ability and zeal with which the two Bonds, father and son, were

accustomed to employ the great telescope which constitutes the principal

instrument of the Cambridge Observatory.
The other volume just issued, the fifth of the series, gives the results

°f the latest labors of Prof. G. P. Bond—his elaborate observations on

[he great nebula in Orion. These observations were undertaken in 1857,

out being interrupted, in 1858, by the work due to the great comet ot

wat year, and by other causes, were resumed after the publication ot the

volume on the comet, and prosecuted as the failing strength of Mr. Bond
would permit, nearly to the time of his death, in 1865. The splendid

engraving of the nebula, which accompanies this volume, was executed

«nder his eye, and the impressions taken in 1864. The observations

were also reduced, for the most 0* Mr. Bond, and

the materials left in such a state of forwardness that, with the careful

editorship of Prof. Safford, so loag associated with Prof. Bond in the

ohservatorv, the work is now presented to astronomers, if not in as com-

plete a form as it would have been had the life of the author been longer

sPared, yet in such a shape as to render it a noble contribution to astro-

nomical science, and greatly enhance the already high reputation ot its

Rented author.
The volume is in the style of that on Donati's Comet, and the en-

gravings are by the - dreadj referred

to. from the drawing of Prof. G. P. Bond, it contains another represent-

lng the nebula as seen by Prof. \V. C. lUid, with the same telescope, m

J848, and also two charts of the stars in and near the nebula, as laid

down by the same author. T be • & p-
Bond c

?
n "

!,y dil

Cambridge equatorial

is star in declination,
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This area of 3*36 square de-

are degree.

3 of the volume exhibit in detail the observations

! stars, a discussion of the observations by the

Method of Least Squares, the resulting catalogue of positions referred to

Orionis, a comparison of this catalogue with others, particularly Otto

Struve's, Sir J. Herschel's, and Liapunoff's, the notes of Prof. Bond ac-

companying the observations, his original observations on the physical

characteristics of the nebula, and a reprint, from the Proceedings of the

American Academy, of his paper on its spirality, together with two ap-

pendices, one relating to the observations of the elder Bond, and the

other to the errors of the equatorial as affecting the micrometrical meas-

urements. With the discussions and explanatory notes of the editor,

this volume presents materials of inestimable value to future observers of

this nebula, and will contribute largely toward enabling them to_ settle

the various questions relating to changes of form and brightness in this

object, and to the variability of the stars in and near it. The latter

discussed to some extent in the present volume.
Astronomers will await wi h intu st the results of the observations

on this and other nebulae, which it is understood Prof. Safford is engaged

in making with the great 18| inch refractor of the Dearborn Observatory

at Chicago, of which institution he is the Director.
TT

* work of editing the volume before us was completed while he was

Prof. Winlock.

2. The Chemical News, and Journal of Physical Science. American

edition. New York, W. A. Townsend & Adams. July and August, 1867.

pp. 48 and 60.—The English edition of the Chemical News is well

known and justly appreciated in this country. When the republication

of it in New York was announced, at a moderate subscription price, we

a a realsei
'

i publishers were doing the cau
We have now before us the July and the August numbers. 1W

heir English original, with the important exception thatfollow closely their English original, with the important exception ti

he reprint, instead of appearing weekly, is issued monthly, having k-
f the English weekly numbers in one. Moreover, instead of g™°§

i each
have

oeen rearranged under their respective heads. The July number con-

tains Nos. 387, 388, 389, 390, issued in London May 3, 10, 17 and 24,

the August number, Nos. 391, 392, 393, 394, 395, issued May 31, Ju*394, 395, issued May 3

months. Again uw

mtion that

7, 14, 21.

parts issued are announced as Vol. I, Nos. 1 and 2, with no mention
bey are really a portion of Volume XV, beginning near its middle. It

»

therefore qmte impossible to tell in which of the weekly number,, »ny

fZS? W? Print6d; andit is also impossible to find an art.c;«
either edition, by a single reference to the other. A reprint should be

ever} case an exact fac-simile of t*"» nrimnal Tho nublishers st»

fZyTI ,

t0 the
,

mton of this Jo1
English dates and paging wiU «doub
w.e hope that for the benefit of science
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3. A Treatise on Astronomy, Spherical and Physical, with Astronom-
ical Problems, and Solar, Lunar, and other Astronomical tables, for the

use of Colleges and Scientific Schools ; by William A. Norton, M.A.,
Prof, of Civil Egineering in Yale College. Fourth edit., revised, re-

modelled and enlarged. 444 pp. text, with 114 pp. additional of tables,

and numerous wood-cuts. New York, 1867 (John Wiley & Son).—
Professor Norton, as his title page and more fully his preface states, has
entirely remodelled his Astronomy, and adapted it thereby to the present

state of the science. The chapters on astronomical instruments, comets,

the physical constitution of the sun, zodiacal light, and others have been

rewritten, and the text generally has been enlarged by the addition of

more extended descriptions of astronomical facts, and an account of

recent deductions with regard to the physical constitution of the heavenly
bodies, and brief expositions of physical theories bearing on the subject,

while the more dlffi astronomical formulas occurring

I the text of the former edition, have been transferred to the appendix.

The work is an excellent college text book, and is rendered especially
,

convenient for the practical astronomer by the mathematical tables, 96
in number, with which it closes.

4. Elements of Chemistry, Theoretical and Practical ; by William
Allen Miller, M.D., LL.D., Treas. and V. President Roy. Soc, V. P.

Chem. Soc, etc. Part II, Inorganic Chemistry. From the 3d London
edition. 806 pp., 8vo, with numerous wood-cuts. New York, (John

Sc '

"

the English languaj

thepracti

useful and popular beyond the limits c

filler has combined in his treatise the pr* I

chemical class and lecture room,
and well illustrated.

I Popular Treatise c

. Feuchtwanger's treatise on gems is a popular

work, containing much inform; »<*» tne jeweller's

ar
*, and the wearers of jewels. It is illustrated by numerous plates,

^me of them colored, and very naturally so.

6. Annual of the National Academy of Sciences for 1866. 154 pp.

j2mo.—This volu: art biographical notice of James

Melville Gillis of the Washington Observatory, by B. A. Gould ;
a second

— J
-i third, not unexceptionable,

„, Volume I, Part

-The following lama -Page 131, Osteology

°f the Colymbus torquatus, with notes on its myology, with l
j

tf*?
J

U>UE3._p. 173, ZooloHcal relations of the first-discovered traces of Fossil

^europterous Insects in North America, with remarks on the difference

I'
structure in the wings of living Neuroptera, with a plate

;
b. M.

Sct-DDER.—p. 193, On the parallelism between the
llfe in the individual and those in the entire group of the Molluscous
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order Tetrabranchiata ; A. HrArr.-
of Labrador and Maine, with a view

Labrador ; A. S. Packard.
8. Transactions of the American Entomological Society, Vol I, No. 1,

120 pp., 8vo, with two colored plates. Philadelphia.—This first number

contains (1) Descriptions of km STo. 1, by A. R. Grote

and C.T.Robinson; (2) Catalogue of the described Tenthadinkteni
Uroceridse of N. America, by Edward Norton

; (3) Notes on the Pom-
pilidse of N. America, with descriptions of New Species, by E. T. Cresson.

ton, 1866, Vol. VIL-p. 99, On an

•

103, Biographical notice of Jared i

and guns; D. Treadwell—r>. 143, Enumeration of Hawaii
Annv!- L,r Xm Hm or Xew York, Oct. Dec. 1866, Vol. VIII, Nos.13, 14.

p. 351, Lepidoptet
| R. Grote & 0. T. Bobinson.—V-W

Notes on the nat. hist, of the wort) >n some species of W.

t College ; H. Krebs.-tf. i

. I

t Indies ; Botany.

D. Cope.—p. 42, Diarious forms

v species of Texan Myriof Vitis viniier
, f Tex

,
Two new minerals from Chester Co., Pa. ; I. Lea.-

the Icterid.-e
; J. <.'.,.<

. Sav'
v

" The Chinch

Bug"), with an account of the great 365 among Insects; E.

Proceedings Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. XI.—P. 83, On a sculptured stone

from L. Utopia, N. Brunswick ; E j rda of Bt D*
JJ

some Fossil insects from " the Te 1 1

.

p. 118, On monstrosities observed - k an.! h< u '
'

i

may be produced; .
- .]*'''!

Fungus, from the Ph .
. Habits of Migratory

nshes; T.Lyman.
Proceedings of the Entomological Society of Philadelphia, Vol. VI, 1866-7-

~Z\; P
gC

i

'

u
L?Pid °I'*' w,,-pp. 81, 189, On

- ^ •: . ...... ;i . ..,;.;; _v.
,.

-

.

" •

"; — r I-" ' *
!

' B " ' - T Ih.O rr—VP 152.335, NewN-A.ror-

.

'

- •
.

•

:
- '..'- '

"

.—p. 200, On certain

. X„t,- .

. . ;,
•

;.
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JOURNAL OF SCIENCE AND ARTS.

[SECOND SERIES.]

Art. XXXII.—Address of Geokge Bentham, Esq., F.K.S.,

President, read at the Anniversary meeting of the Linnean Society

on Friday, May 24, 1867.

In my address of 1865 I attempted a general sketch of the

more important Transactions of Scientific Societies or Scientific

Journals in which papers on Zoology or Botany are being pub-

!
lshed, passing over, however, for want of time and space, those

jn the English language, beyond a mere mention of their titles.

readily
i

f
re some points'in regard to their proceedings on which it may
be useful to institute a comparison with those of European in-

stitutions. In this review, however, I meet with one difficulty
;

1 have never been in America, and have no personal experience
of the working of their institutions, as I had of so many of the

European ones, and am obliged to collect the data from their

Published reports. I trust, therefore, my friends across the At-

lantic will excuse any errors I may have committed through in-

advertency, or any material points I may have passed over from

^uorance.
Our American colonists before the outbreak of the war of In-

dependence had already begun to turn their attention to the cul-

tivation of science and especially to the investigation of the rien

ai>d varied fauna and flora oi several Societies

0r Academies for the promotion of these studies and the publi-

cation of transactions on the model of European ones were
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founded, either immediately before the great contest, or during

the first jears of the settlement of the States.

The American Philosophical Society, held at Philadelphia for

promoting useful knowledge, was established in 1769, and soon

commenced then the 1st volume having appar-

Qtly been published in 1771, although, for some reason unknown
) me, it bears the date of 1789. It contains n(

upon Biology, except a few practical agricultural <

lothing bearing

or horticultural

papers; and the publication was interrupted during the years ot

trouble, until the Society was reorganized in 1780. A second

volume is dated 1786, and four more complete the first series,

which was closed in 1804 with the sixth volume. It contains,

amongst a great variety of subjects, a few, mostly short, zoolog-

ical papers chiefly in Ichthyology, Erp<
"

by B. H. Latrobe, B. S. Barton, and Dr.
contributions to American Botany sent from Europe by Thi

berg and Palisot de Beauvois, and' an Index Florae Lancastriensis

by Muhlenberg. The labors of the Society appear then to have

been suspended for nearly fourteen years ; for it is only in 1818

that we find a new series commenced, and continued more or less

steadily to the present time, the last received being two parts of

the 13th vol. dated 1865. All are in 4to, but with gradually

_ ypography, paper, and illu

ilarged size adopted with the 10th vol., dated 1853.
comprises all sciences among the subjects treated of; but a large

proportion of the papers are devoted to the investigation of the

History (including Biology, Geology, Ethnology, and

Linguistics) of the United States. J. Lea's malacological papers

are perhaps the most extensive, going through nine out of the

thirteen volumes. Entomology is next in order, in the earlier

volumes by T. Say and N. M. Hentz, in the latter ones by J- Jj

Leconte, with a paper on Coleoptera by S. S. Haldeman, ana

another on Myriapoda by H. C. Wood, Jr. In other
of Zoology, E. Hallowell on the reptiles of Cuba and the Lnitext

F. Baird's Zoology of the Upper Missouri, and J-

Leidy's papers, chiefly physiological or paleontological, are tne

most important, the contributions to Mammology, Ornithology
and ichthyology being few and short. In Botany there are sev-

eral of Nuttall'a descriptions of plants collected during bis vari-

ous expeditions, an enumeration of no less than 3,098 *oi&

f Hngi by L. D. de Schweinitz in the 4th vol, G. M'
gelmanns Botany of the Upper Missouri, E. Durand's Botany
of the Great Salt Lake, and a few short contributions

ety also commenced
their Proceedings in 8vo, after the model of European Societies.

Of these we have 9 vols., from 1838 to 1864, including
several

papers of considerable length, occasionally illustrated by pW*
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but chiefly on Physical Sciences, Geology, or Paleontology. In
Biology there is nothing beyond a few abstracts for the purpose
securing priority of names, or short communications of very
little importance.

The diminished proportion of Natural History papers in the
later volumes of the Philosophical Society's publications is fully

accounted for by the activity of another Society in the same city

devoted exclusively to Natural Science. This Academy of Nat-
ural Sciences of Philadelphia was established early in 1817, and
immediately began the publication of the ' Journal of the Acad-
emy of Natural S »bia,' in 8vo, issued in parts

at irregular intervals, with a few plates. The first series of 8
vols., from 1817 to 1842. was chiefly a receptacle for short papers
in almost all branches of Zoology, as well as in Geology and
Mineralogy, with a very few botanical contributions by T. Nut-
tall, G. Elliot, L. D. de Schweinitz, and S. W. Conrad, all of lit-

tle importance.
In 1841 the Academy commenced publishing their Proceed-

ings in 8vo, at - :ing 8 vols., for the years

1841 to 1856 incl ten one volume (not num-
bered) for each year, from 1857 to 1865, the last received. They
contain short communications, abstracts of the longer papers in-

tended for the Journal, and some entire papers of greater length,

with a few illustrations, woodcuts, or lithographs ; and in some
°f the earlier volumes J. Cassin's Ornithological papers are ac-

""mpanied by colored plates. In these 17 vols., will be found
a valuable record of observations and numerous descriptio

North American species in almost every department of Zoo
In 1847 the Academy resumed the publication of the more

extended papers in a work issued as a new series of the Journal,

ont in a large 4to form, with plates executed in a superior man-
Qer, many of the zoological ones colored ; corresponding, in short

to the Transactions of other Societies. The five volumes issued

UP to 1863, besides a few papers on exotic animals or on genend
subjects, contain important and valuable contributions to the

Zoology of the United States, amongst which may be partic-

^arly mentioned the papers in Ornithology by J. Cassin, Erpe-
*ol°gy bv E cologyand Conchyliology by I.

^ea and T. A. Conrad, and Entomology by J. L. Leconte and

«• Clemens, besides shorter communication
°t Zoology by naturalists of note. Botany is limited t-

1

account of Gambel's plants, a paper by M. J. Berkele
A- Curtis on Fungi, and E. Durand's accounts of Heermann s

aQd of Pratten's collections.
*

In this Journal I observe that the date of issue of the au-

;

h?r's copies of each separate paper is given in a note to the

kble of contents. This is no doubt with a view to fixing a
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date on which the priority of discovery or of names is to be

established. It has been universally acknowledged that priority

depends upon the date of publication ; but it has been a much
debated question what amounts I as to fix that

date. Is it to be the time when a paper is read, or when it has

gone through the press so as to prevent any further al

on the part of the author, or when it is actually given out for

sale, or simply the date it bears on the title page ? I believe

te Royal Society the date of reading a paper is con-

sidered as a sufficient publication a of priority

in a discovery or invention, and, in a legal point of view, with

reference, for instance, to the law of patents, it seems reasonable

that it should be so; for it is not fair that an inventor should

obtain the sole right to his invention when the same or a simi-

lar one had been produced at the same time or before him, al-

though not in a manner in which he could have cognizance of

it; and for establishing such a fact the reading of a paper may
be sufficient evidence. Both inventors can then enjoy the

I benefit of their invention, but neither of them to the

exclusion of the otter. This also supposes that no alteration

I in a paper after it has once been read, unless it be

clearly designated by brackets or otherwise, as I believe to be

the practice of the Royal Society. In Biology, however, the

case is different, the object is not only to establish that priority

or rather independence of observation or discoverv w
be enjoyed equally by two or more naturalists, but also the pri-

ority of name, which is a more complicated question, for an ani-

mal or plant cannot retain two names ; when, therefore, it *

it it has been differently named by two or more natu-

i3 necessary to decide which one should be excl >"
adopted In principle, it is the universal rule among

!

and, 1 believe, a general one among zoologists, that. -

there is no absolute objection to either nam. that one is to be

retained which was first fixed by actual pul
work on sale or in general distribution, accompanied

by diagnostic characters or other 1 to fix its

identity. The reading a paper at a meeting of a Society is not

[tion for this purpose, only because it does not g*?

a not feel bound by it and (possi-

bly from the discussion evoked or obaerv
Misnames before or durinir th printing A

-

stance of >
b
f°

rethe ***** in an unfinished state, the sub-

stance oi it being verbally explained. The other obj-. . . , . •
. r - .-

cognizance of a paper read at a meeting until it is in print *
only one of degree, and may even tell the other way, for be
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may see it in print long before he can possibly procure a rival

one from the antipodes although previously published.

It being admitted, then, that the date of a name is that of its

actual publication, there still remains sometimes the practical

difficulty of determining when that publication took place.

Prima facie evidence is the date given on the title-page of the
work, but that is occasionally unfairly erroneous. The whole
of Rees's Cyclopedia, in which much Zoological and Botanical

matter is original, bears on the title-pages the date of 1819,
when some of the volumes were published nearly twenty years

earlier. Presl's Botanische Bemerkungen, with innumerable new
or altered names of plants, is dated the second year before it

was on sale. The Annales des Sciences Naturelles are notori-

ously antedated by several months. Grisebach's Monograph of

Gentianeas, dated 1839, was received in this country the previous
TWr^v^T mL. C—l i.~ „J? TT„U1 „A ^ttV.^t.'o Pnnmorotinember. The first parts of Ecklon and Zeyh
and of Ernst Mever's Commentatoines on South African Plants,

each describing as new or renaming two or three hundred spe-

cies of Leguminosa3, many of them identical in the two works,

appeared almost simultaneously ; but Ecklon andZeyher's was ac-

tually published, as dated on the cover, in January 1836, whilst

E. Meyer's, which was not issued to the public till the 11th of

February 1836, has the ostensible date of December
"M

order to do justice to the authors under similar ci~
extrinsic evidence has been generally admitted to

the title. In the case of Trai

n, that of the reading, affixed to each paper, and that of the

wmpletion of the volume, given on the title-page; the former

would be unfair to the rival observer, who might be superseded

by alterations made after the reading of the paper, the latter

equally unfair to the author, whose memoir, if in the

of the volume, may have been in the hands of the
|

years before the apparent date. In some Transactions this is

remedied by printing the date of publication of each -

Part
; but even that is not always enough, for author's sep-

arate copies have sometimes been generally circulated, and

even on sale, a considerable time before the complete part to

Which they belong. It is for the purpose of fixing I

(which ought surely to be admitted as a sui

that in the°Philadelphia Journal the date of issue of the authors

£°Pies is, as above mentioned, noted in the table of contents.

We have been considering whether a similar plan might not be

adopted for our own Transactions, but it has been thought un-

necessary to make the alteration, for the cases are very few

where the author's copies are ready for delivery much before the
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part in which they are contained; and since we have regularly
issued a part every autumn, the whole of the papers read during
a session are thus actually published within a few monl
close of that session, thus always bearing the date of the same
year. Where, however, as in some foreign Transactions, the

author's copies are sometimes circulated a year or more before
the part they are contained in is actually published, the noting
the date of the former appears to be essential.
We are this moment in receipt of the 4th, 5th, and part of

the 6th volume of the Proceedings of the Entoraologici
of Philadelphia in large 8vo, with a few plates ; edited by Mr.
Cresson.

_
Boston was not long in following the example of Philadelphia

in the foundation of a central scientific body. The American
Academy of Arts and Sciences was established at Boston in

1780, and a few years afterward commenced the publication of

4to Transactions, entitled 'Memoirs of the American Academy
of Arts and Sciences.' A first series of four volumes, dated
from 1785 to 1821, contains, however, but little on Natural
History, and from fcrn :s to have been a long

interruption. In 1833 a new series was commenced, with im-

proved typography and illustrations. Of this we have seven

volumes, from 1833 to 1860, and the first two parts of the 8th

volume, dated respectively 1861 and 1863, when as in the case

of other scientific works, the publication appears to have been

suspended by the effects of the civil war. Although the
of the papers in these Transactions are on

istical, and other miscellaneous sciences, yet, in Natu-

>ry, they contain D. H. Storer's extended synopsis of the

I the United States, as well as several detached papers

of his on the Fishes of Massachusetts, Nuttall's account of the

-birds of Massachusetts, some a i to ins**

by Haldeman and J. Leidy, and several important
Botanical papers, including Sullivant's Bryology and He! an-

alogy of the United States, A. Gray's P
Notes on the Botany of Japan, and several minor papers, Grise-

w P
'f
nte Senses Wrightiame, and Eaton's Filices Cuben-

86

Tr. ™i«?naB et Paname™es Fendlerianse.

K«i«i * i

'

mmenced 8vo Proceedings, pub-

i the Memoirs, and forming six

PvoZ
e

LlTl8^ t0 1865 ' besides the ordinary reports °f

fnZ S and ab8t™*s of the longer Memoirs, they include

.i.D.DaMj

-

'

' "•''.
. :

•

35 rreEs -of North

wa anS
n
A i

^ 8 rth American Cacta-
ceaa, and Anderson's of North American Salices.
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The naturalists of Boston further followed the example of

Philadelphia in the establishment of a Society specially de-

voted to their own sciences. Their first efforts, however, were
not successful. A Linnean Society ofNew England was formed
in the winter of 1814-15, and during two or three years sev-

eral meetings were held, papers read, and a few collections

formed; but their only publication was a Eeport read at a meet-

ing of the Society on "the 18th of June 1817, on the part of a

Committee appointed to inquire into the facts relating to the

Sea-serpents supposed to have been seen on their shores. This

report, a cu asists chiefly of the examination

on oath of a considerable number of witnesses, the result of

which appears to have led the committee to conclude not only

that Sea-serpents of sixty feet or more in length had really been

seen, but thi ''cits about three feet in length,

actually captured and described and figured in the report, was

the young of the same species. After this effort the Society

languished, and was diss >!wd in 1822, and the remnants of the

collections were finally disposed of in 1830.

In that year a new Society was formed, which appears to

We been yearly increasing in means and activity. The Boston

Society of Natural History in 1834 commenced publishing pa-

pers communicated to them in the Boston Journal of Natural

History, in 8vo, with a few plates; and the seven volumes issued

up to 1863 are replete with valuable contributions to almost

every branch of the Zoology of their country, with a few botani-

cal papers, especially the Plantae Lindheimenanse by Lngelmann

and Gray. In exotic biology there also are papers by S. Cabot

on the Birds of Yucatan, by J. Wyman on the Gorilla, by 1.

W. Harris on African Beetles, by A. A. Gould on African

Shells, and by L. W. I

'
-* 1 Organisms ot Para.

The Society also publish their Proceedings in 8vo, now in the 10th

volume (1841 to 1866), which, besides abstracts, include a con-

siderable number of short systematic enumerations, diagnoses,

Jo., both in Zoology and Botany. Of late years, however, the

Society appears to have devoted its chief energies to the forma-

tion of a Library and Museum. The printed reports give a

yery flattering account of the new building into which the Li-

brary and Museum were moved in 1864, and which had been

^ected at a cost, including the cases, of above WO,00
the Library is reported as consisting in I860 of above 7000

volumes, besides 1800 parts of volumes and above 2000 para-

pets, and the Museum as being far richer in most bn

Natural History than one should have supposedjatapn^
Society would have been able to maintain. It will be interest

»»g to watch in future years how far the resources they can de

Peod upon will enable them to provide for the proper care ana
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arrangement of their collections, which, to be useful, must be
constantly and largely on the increase. The Treasurer's ac-

counts show that besides the janitor (whom we should call

porter) and some occasional help, there is but one paid officer,

tit Entomologist, who is at the same time Custodian,
Librarian, Kecording Secretary, and Entomological Curator.
For the thirteen other Curators of as many branches of Natural
History, on whom alone depends the arrangement of the speci-

mens, no remuneration appears in the accounts, whereas if the

tiona of increase sketched out in the Custodian's reports

be realized, there must be full claims to the whole time of more
than one Curator in most of these branches. The Society is

making an experiment upon a large scale, but evidently depends
much upon gratuitous aid ; time alone will show whether that is

less precarious on the other side than on this side of the Atlantic.

It is announced that the Boston Society's Journal is to be dis-

continued in the present form, but that the papers read will be

published in quarto, under the new title of Memoirs of the So-

ciety.

The Harvard College at Cambridge contains a Museum of

Comparative Zoology, which appears to be of great importance,
and we understand that the very rich and valuable Herbarium
of the distinguished Professor of Botany is also secured to the

Botanic Garden of the University, but we know of no regular

Transactions or Journals published in connection with the es-

tablishment.

The Lyceum of Natural History of New York was established

m 1818, and commenced publishing the Annals of the Lyceum
m 1823, in large 8vo, with a few plates. The seventh volume
was completed in 1862, and the eighth is now in progress ;

they

contain papers of considerable importance, chiefly in illustration

of the Natural History of the States, including C. L. Bonaparte s

Synopsis of North American Birds, some other papers in Orni-

thology by J. N. Lawrence and others, in Ichthyology by T. Gill,

in Entomology by J. L. Leconte, J. W". Greene, and others, and
numerous monographs and catalogues of shells by various con-

chyhologists. In Botany, Torrey's account of Eocky Mountain
plants and United States Cyperacese, and L. de Schweinitz on
North American Carices, occupy a considerable portion of the

-nes, beyond which there are only a few short com-
m™cations from A. Gray.

rZifn™ " Society of Natural History of Charleston, South

published a volume of Proceeding extending from

Tt'nff 1853t° December 185CT8vo,°withafew>f
AcaleX rfRTT Papers are those of J-

MacCrady on the

are il&? 1

C
K
harl

f
aton Harbor; among the smaller ones two

S o t Tltl&** h*™**« ofporcellana, and a small
list of rare PWs^ II W. RaveneT'
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The Academy of Science of St. Louis was established in 1856,

and obtained an act of incorporation early in the following year.

They publish Transactions and Proceedings in one continuous

series under the former title, in 8vo, with a few plates
;
the first

volume, a thick one, extends from 1856 to 1860, and two parts

of the second are dated respectively 1863 and 1866. The pa-

pers relate chiefly to North American Fossils, with a few on
various physical subjects, and one on an Egyptian Papyrus. In
Biology there is little beyond Engelmann's monograph of Ous-

cuta, and other communications by the same author, more or

less connected with the North American flora.

The only scientific journal published in the United States

which I have met with is that which has acquired a w.

reputation under the title of the American Journal of Science

and Arts. It was commenced under the editorship of Professor

•
s

liman in 1818, and published in parts in 8vo. Alter some

interruptions during the first year or two, ov,

of arranging with the publishers, it has regularly formed two

volumes in each year. A first series, conducted by Professor

Silliman, and after the first few years at his own risk as proprie-

tor, was closed in 1846 with the forty-ninth volume, a fiftieth

being S00n after added, made up of a general Index. Pro-

fessor B. Silliman was then associated with his father, who
has since died, and now conducts it at New Haven in conjunc-

tion with Prof. J. D 1 »ce of several other

Professors of Cambridge and New Haven. It is now in the

Jprty-third volume of the second series, having undergone but

"tie change beyond a reduction in bulk from 1861, tfWa

bJ the difficulties resulting from the war. In this journal Biol-

ogy occupies less space than other sciences ; there are, however,

a
.
few valuable papers in both Zoology and Botany, and under

toe head of scientific intelligence, every number Contains

notices or abstracts of works and other doings in Biology, which

this side of the water as well as

1Q the States.
, v . .

Washington is the seat of an Institution which, although not

coming precisely within the definition of a Scientific Society,

c°ntnbutes largely to the promotion of our own, amongst other

fences, by publications after the model of Transactions of

Academies, as well as by other means. It is, moreover, of a

Qature so different from any we have in this country, t«

n°tbe 0ut of lace to enter into some detail as to itt history as

gathered from the official reports, as well as from what we nave

e
T
xPerienced of its action. The founder was an EnglishmanW Smithson, described as a graduate of the University of

°*ford, who, having devoted a long life to the pursuit and en-

gagement of science, bequeathed his large property to me
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United States, in trust, to found, at Washington, an Institutio

which should bear his name, and have for its objects the ii

crease and diffusion of knowledge amongst men. The greater

application, owing chiefl

;o the cha:

t of the property was realized in 1838, but considerable de-

lay occurred in its ap]
""

ence of opinion that
j

the Institution, the objects of which were so vaguely indicated

by the testator under these two heads, the increase and"the diffu-

sion of knowledge. At length, on the 10th of August, 1846,

an Act of organization was passed by Congress, and the 'Smith-

sonian Institution for the increase and diffusion of knowledge'
was established at Washington, under the management of a

Board of Kegents, fifteen in number, consisting of the Vice-

President of the United States, the Chief Justice of the Su-

preme Court, and the Mayor of Washington, as ex officio mem-
bers, three appointed by the Senate from its own body, three by

the House of Kepresentatives from its members, and six citizens

appointed by a joint resolution of both houses; several of the

principal executive officers of the States to be ex officio members,
with occasional honorary members to be elected by the Kegents.

The total amount of the bequest received into the United States

Treasury on the 1st of September, 1838, was 515,169 dollars,

or above £125,000, deposited in the United States Treasury,

and producing an annual income of $30,910, payment of which

they have succeeded in obt- ing nearly £7000.

There was also at the time of the establishment of the Institu-

tion an accumulation of interest amounting to $g48,l*M|
nearly £56,000. For the application of these sums different

schemes were strongly advocated by opposing parties. One,

which found most favor with the national and popular party,

was the form ation of a ge i

1 1
, and Gallery ot

Art in a building which, by its dimensions and architectural

design should be an ornament to the city, and a splendid me-

morial of the liberality of the founder; whilst others, entering

more into the spirit of the bequest, urged that Smithson's object

could never have been the glorification of Washington, or the lo-

calization of knowledge, but the promotion of science whereveror
by whomever it was or might be pursued, and that the fund ought

till
e t0 be emP%ed m the encouragement of scientific and

merary researches, and to the publication and transmission
oi

conf/f t t0
.
eVer^ q^rter of the globe where civilization

ce Tonlv
wh'^ «™h buildings, collections, and local appl**

At Telith
Uld be Mediately subservient to these object

It * temP°rary compromise was effected between the

detr™ n '^^ appliances and of active operations. It *"

Act w ,f faKbesides the deposited capital which, by *
Act, was to be left untouched, a portion of the income was at
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first, fit least, to be annually invested, till the plans should be
matured by experience, and that, of the remainder, one portion
was to be expended in the formation of the library, museum,
and gallery required by the Act, and the other in the more ac-

tive operations recommended by men of science, whilst the ac-

cumulations already in hand were to be applied to the erection

of the building, the relative proportions being left to the discre-

tion of the Regents. During the first year the popular party

found favor with the majority of them, and large rami were

squandered on the building and local objects; but in time

sounder views prevailed ; the active operations have been ex-

tended with a success we all can appreciate, and the Institution

Has now attained a position of practical eminence and useful-

ness to science in strict conformity with the evident intention

ofthe founder. This happy result (as far as I can judge from
t'lis d stance, and without any personal communication) must
be attributed mainly, if not entirely, to the well-devised plans

ofthe Secretary, Prof. Henry, and to the zeal, activity, and per-

severance with which he has devoted himself to their practical

carrying out during the twenty years that have elapsed since

the foundation of the Institution.

The edifice was originally to have been " a suitable one, con-

structed in plain and durable materials;" but the Building Com-

mittee, giving way to local influences, adopted a plan described

m the Secretary's reports as being in the Lombard style, with

useless buttresses, turrets, and towers, the convenience of the

interior entirely sacrified to arct judgment

*hich an inspection of the plans and elevations given m E. D.

Owen's 'Hints on Public Architecture' fully confirms. The
money thus lavished on the freestone facade absorbed so much
of the sum at command that the interior had to be run up in

*ood, lath, and plaster. The two wings were thus completed,

and the main building presenting a frontage of 200 feet was far

advanced, when the woodwork gave way, and had to be replaced

w*th fireproof materials at very large extra cost, the roof alone

of this main building remaining in wood. In that roof, where

nttle danger was forseen, a fire broke out through the careless-

ness of some workmen in June 1864, destroying much private

Property, official papers, &c., although the most valuable stores,

J}Wy, and collections of the Institution were preserved After

these disasters the ruling powers appear at length to be con-

vinced that in the work of restoration and completion they must

[°ok more to substantial durability than to architectural effect

;

bnt they are sadly hampered by the size of the building, so

much bevond their re: &J ftyle, which can-

not n0w be altered. In this building were to be deposited :-

(1) A general National Library, with provisions by wnicn
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the Institution would be encumbered bv all the trashy produc-
tions of the day, without means of procuring those really valu-
able to science

; this they have succeeded in warding off, and
are endeavoring to limit their library to works bearing on sci-

ence They have bestowed especial pains, and appear to be
already rich in Proceedings and Transactions of learned Socie-
ties and other serials connected with science; and it is hoped
that they will be gradually relieved from their general and un-
less literature by the transformation of the Congress Library
into the great National United States Library, instead of at-

tempting to impose the burthen on a private Institution incapa-

. (2) A general Museum, as comprehensive and multifarious
in its objects as our own British Museum, with a similar aim ai

popular display. But the impractibility of such a Museum,
which would soon absorb an annual income equal to their whole
capital, is now felt, and the collections are to be henceforth re-

stricted—1st, to those made by the United States Exploring Ex-
pedition, the care of which has been imposed on the Institution
by Congress; 2nd, a limited museum of type specimens, princi-

pally of the products of the American Continent, or such as are

thought of especial interest as illustrating the Smithsonian pub-

:
and 3rd, collections for distribution, to which I shall

presently revert.

(3) A Gallery of Art ; but the absurbity of imposing upon
such an Institution the care and maintenance of a National Gal-
lery is so evident, that the collections in this respect have been
limited to some plaster casts of distinguished individuals, and a

very few pictures they could not refuse the charge of.
In the active operations of the Institution the knowledge they

are called upon to promote has been divided, as in the great

Academies of the Continent of Europe, into the three great

branches of Physical Science, Moral and Political Science, and

;
the Fine Arts being nominally incl . 1, d in the latt. r

ciass but really somewhat extrinsic in character and
|

SS°Ve
j ,

W
,

hat has been effected by the Institution in the

andillJt
tl»rd classes, it is beyond my province to inquire;

oninfon
l\the Ph

-?sical dass iJo not venture to express any

tronTmio°,l^ ^°m in the Promotion of Meteorological As-

exenionA
and

x°
ther Pb?slcal observations. In Biology their

Eenorr.nr^6611 direCted tothe Plications of U

dSon ^ X
er
?aperS'

t0 the Promotion of Exploring Expe-

SDecim'Pnt * i
** ot ;

•
' the distribution ot

-I he principal publications of the Institution nrc in two series,
the one ,„ 4to, the other in ifoXlTpoXVs™^ to ^
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Transactions and Journals of Scientific Societies. The 4to series,

entitled 'Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge,' copiously
illustrated by well-executed plates, has now attained its 15th

(although 14 only have as yet reached us,) the first

having been published in 1847, less than a twelvemonth after
the foundation of the Institution ; the 8vo series was only com-
menced in 1862, without plates, and now forms six large volumes.
In these two series Physical Sciences and Natural History (Bi-
ology, Paleontology, and Geology) occupy nearly equal propor-
tions

; there are also extended ethnological and philological Me-
moirs, and a few smaller ones on miscellaneous subjects. The
Biological papers, whether systematic or physiological, are al-

most entirely illustrative of the fauna and flora of North Amer-
ica, the most important of which are (including two or three
now in the press) Monographs or Catalogues of North American
fats by H. Allen ; Mammals and Birds by S. F. Baird; Oology
by T. M. Brewer; Eeptiles by S. F. Baird and C. Girard; Cot-
toid Fish by C. Girard ; Marine Invertebrata and Crustacea by

I inney, P. P. Carpenter, T. Prime,
W. Stimpson, and G. W. Tryon; Insects by J. L. LeConte, H.
tiazen, H. Loew, F. E. Melsheimer, J. G. Morris, E. Osten Sack-
en, H. de Saussure, S. H. Scudder, and P. E. Uhler ; in Ani-

• ?ial Physiology by J. Dean, J. Jones, S. W. Mitchell, G. E.

se, and J. Wyman ; in Insect Embryology by L. Agas-
siz, and in M J. Leidy.

• we have W. H. Harvey's Nereis Boreali-Americana,

I by 50 plates, A. Gray's Plants Wrightianse Texano-

canae, and three papers by J. Torrey on Cahfornian

P]ants. Each one of these papers is separately paged in order

*he Smithsonian reports form a volume in 8vo for each year;

Jhey contain, besides the official reports of the proceedings of

itution for the preceding year, extracts from corres-

pondence, reports of explorations, &c, several important ecien-

"he papers translated from foreign languages, and some original
0Qes on various scientific subjects. These reports to Congress

^printed at the expense of <i- exception
01 a few occasional woodcuts supplied by the Institution.

IQ the way 1 collection of obser-

the efforts of the institution have hitherto 1:

ciously con - possible to America, Northern
*n <i Arctic, Central and Southern; but in this field they have
done much, and the exertions of the Institution, with conside-

ds at its command, cannot but remind one of the

5, as to one branch at

,-idual in our own country, the

«te Sir William Hooker, or of the more general ones of our
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Eoyal Geographical Society. On this subject I cannot do bet-

ter than quote a passage from the Secretary's Eeport of March,
1865, when speaking of the aid afforded in the organi
government explorations by land and by sea:—" Whether by
official representations to the heads of departments or personal
influence with officers and employes, it has secured the engage-
ment of individuals competent to collect facts and specimens;
it has instructed persons thus engaged and others in the details

of observation, it has superintended the preparation and in some
cases borne the expense of the necessary outfits, has furnished
fresh supplies from time to time to the collectors while in the

field; received the collections made and preserved them for

future study, or at once consigned them to proper persons, both

at home and abroad, for investigation, directing the execution
of the ncccss;i:y <!: .vii^s and engravings for the reports, and
finally superintending the printing and even the distribution of

any available copies of the completed works to Institutions of

science. Prior to the establishment of tin- Institution but little

had been done by the Government in the way of scientific ex-

plorations, with the exception oi tain Wilkes.

But since then, nearly every Unil on, whether
a survey for a Pacific Eailroad route, a boundary line, or a

wagon route across the Eocky Mountains, or an ordinary topo-

graphical expedition, has been influenced or aided more or less

as above stated. Besides these, similar explorations have been

: without any reference to Government, and either

entirely or in a great measure at the expense of the Insti-

tution and always at its suggestion." An enumeration follows

of above twenty of the more important of these expeditions
directly organized by the Institution in the northern and ast-

ern portions of North America, in Mexico, Central America,

laica, and Bolivia.
In making collections by means of these expeditions or other-

wise, the object has not been so much to supply a large museum
anent specimens, or duplicates for regular exchanges,

ribatethe specimens where it is thought they might
best advance the cause of science, by being most accessible to

f number of students engaged in original investiga-
tions. Much has been done in this way in the encouragement
oi local societies in rural districts for the collection of specimens

r as botany

ihxtTuJ
3

5L
*c

?rned ,
the collections that come to Europe show

boasts
statements on this head are not extravagant

to obtain ?
id th

f b its Librai7 the Institution is endeavoring

If « «if 1

C
?
tnplete c ions and other works

oi a serial character issued by learned bodies. This they ex-
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pect to obtain chiefly by a liberal system of exchange, and for
that purpose it is now in correspondence with upwards of 1200
of the Societies, Public Libraries, and principal Universities of
of the Old World.
The last head I shall refer to is that of International Ex-

changes. From the first, one of the special objects of the Sec-
retary's plans was to facilitate the direct correspondence between
the learned institutions and scientific men of the two worlds,
and the free exchange of their publications. Year by year the
plans for this purpose have been modified and improved until
they have attained an extent which seems only to require con-
trol to guard against its being abused by private interests under
the name of science, or, perhaps still more, of benevolence. At
the present time the Institution receives, at periods made known
through its circulars, any books or pamphlets of scientific, lite-

rary, or benevolent character which any institutions or individ-
uals in America may wish to present to a correspondent else-

where, subject only to the condition of being delivered in Washi-

ngton free of cost, and being accompanied by a separate list of
the parcels sent. Where any party has any special works to
distribute, the Institution is prepared to furnish lists of societies
or persons to whom they might be usefully sent. The articles
and volumes, when received, are assorted, packed, and dis-

patched to the agents of the Institution in London, Leipzig,
^ans, and Amsterdam. The boxes are there unpacked, and
the contents distributed through the proper channels. The re-

turns for these transmissions are received by the same agents,

Packed and forwarded to Washington, from which point the
Parcels for other parties are sent to their proper destination.
Ail the expenses of packing, agents, freights, &c ., between those
tour towns and Washington are borne by the Institution, the
parties concerned only paying the local carriage from or to these
great centers. In this interchange the Institution has obtained

ilities on the part oi iroad and
steamboat companies ; and the scientific and literary world have
largely availed themselves of this useful system. The number
^packages reported as dispatched to foreign countries from
Washington in 1864 was 1011, contained in 63 boxes, weighing
40»o00 lbs., whilst the packages received in return was 2482,
exclusive of those for the Smithsonian library.

We have nothing of the kind in this country, and the dim-
ities of interchange of books and specimens with the Conti-
nent are much felt ; the comparative cheapness of freights is

^°re than made up by the complicated agencies and other extra

voided even by the few who are

initiated into the secrets of the business. A box of specimens
t0r Hamburg, which the carrier took to the wrong continental
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steamboat agent in the city, cost me 22s., when for 25s., I might
have gone myself to Hamburg and taken the box with me as

luggage. The sending one or two volumes, or a small packet
of specimens into Germany, is often prevented by the difficulties

and expense attending it. It is not to be expected that any As-
sociation in this country should be endowed with funds espe-

cially devoted to the diffusion of knowledge, enabling them to

undertake the transmission gratis of scientific works and speci-

mens
;
but it appears to me that if, for instance, the six Scien-

ces which are in future to be assembled in this local-

ity were to join in salarying agents in London and in three or

four of the principal centers of science on the Continent, who
should receive for transmission, pack, and periodically despatch

i

>arcels, and distribute return packages, charging to in-

their proportions only of actual disbursements, the

gain to science would be considerable and the charge to each

society but small.

In glancing over the general tendency of the biological papers

I in the works I have ennumerated, it will be seen that,

although it is scarcely half a century since our American breth-

ren applied themselves in earnest to the investigation of the nat-

ural productions and physical condition of their vast continent,

their progress, especially during the latter half of that period

has been very rapid until the outbreak of the recent war, so

deplorable in its effects in the interests of science as well as on

the material prosperity of their country. That is, however, now

:

- over; and although the means of every scientific

duties resulting from 1

resuming their former activity; "and it is to be hoped that tney

will now again receive everv encouragement, public and
in the vigorous prosecution of their researches. The peculiar

condition of the North American Continent requires im
|

that its physical and I

lected and authentically recorded, and that this should be speed-

ily done. It is more than any country, except our A
colonies, in a state of transition. Vast tracts of land i

what may be called almost a primitive state, unmodified by the

effects of civilization, uninhabited, or tenanted only by the rem-

nants of ancient tribes, whose unsettled life never exere-
influence over the natural productions of the country. But this

state of things is rapidly passing away : the invasion and steady

Pr°Srf
s,t

hanging generally the

face of nature, is obliterating many of the evidences of a former
state ot things. It may be true that the call for recording tbe

traces ot previous conditions may be particularly strong in Eth-

nology and Archaeology
; but in our own branches of the science,
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the observations and consequent theories of Darwin having call-
ed special attention to the history of species, it becomes partic-

tnportant that accurate biological statistics should be ob-
tained for future comparison in those countries where the cir-

cumstances influencing those conditions are the most rapidly
changing. The larger races of wild animals are dwindl

aboriginal inhabitants, under the deadly influence of
civilized man. Myriads of the lower orders of animal life, as
jell as of plants, disappear with the destruction of forests, the
drainage of swamps, and the gradual spread of cultivation, and
their places are occupied by foreign invaders. Other races, no
doubt, without actually disappearing, undergo a gradual change
under the new order of things, which, if perceptible only in the
course of successive generations, require so much the more for
future proof an accurate record of their state in the still unset-
tled condition of the country. In the Old World almost every
attempt to compare the present state of vegetation or animal
We with that which existed in uncivilized times is in a great
measure frustrated by the absolute want of evidence as to that
former state ; but in North America the change is going
as it were close under the eye of the observer. This consid-
eration may one day give great value to the reports of the nat-

• ;it by the Government, as we have seen, at the insti-

gation of the Smithsonian Institution and other promoters of
-cience, to accompany the surveys of new territories. For pres-

et purposes we want very much a digest of the new observations.
Synopsis of some classes of insects and other animals appear in-
deed in a complete, or nearly complete form in the Smithsonian
and other publications above mentioned ; but we have as yet no
complete flora of North America. The admirable one began so
many years since by Torrey and Gray has been so long inter-

rupted that it requires rewriting from the beginning ; and there
13 no greater service to the science that the distinguished Cam-
bridge Professor could now render than the resumption of that
W(^k, in any, however much abridged form.
Jne American Museum reports suggest some topics worthy of

consideration with regard to the general question of Natural
history Collections. J is the want
of a National Central Museum for the reception of as complete
a ^presentation as can be obtained of the North American
* auna and Flora, with so much at least of foreign specimens as
*°ay be required for comparison and generalization. For this

J°ey seem to have depended on the efforts of private scientific

°°uies
; but the progress of these, so far as they have gone,

Seems to corroborate the experience of the Old World, that the

J^ftd maintenance of such an establishment is absolutely hope-
"""

unless it be supported at the publ'

• Joub. Sci.—Secosd Sebibb, Vol. XLIV.
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nual proceeds of a sufficiently large inalienable capital. In

America, as in Europe, almost every Natural History Society,

small or large, begins by contemplating the formation of a Mu-
seum, undefined as to limits ; contributions are invited and dona-

tions thankfully received from every quarter, without reference

to value or practical utility. At first, whilst the Librarian, Sec-

retary, or other manager takes a personal interest in the arrange-

ment and exhibition of the objects received, when donors can

bring their friends to see their contributions displayed on shelves

or in glass cases with their own names paraded on the cards,

when most of the members of the Society have the new feeling

of a personal share in the ownership of the collections, when

the number of specimens received is blazoned forth as a matter

of pride and gratification, these incipient museums may have

considerable influence in stimulating collectors and observers of

nature. But after a time these collections outgrow the Society's

means, the specimens which may be required for study or com-

parison are encumbered by a mass of trash presented by persons

who do not know what else to do with it, or who have attached

a false value to the fruits of their own labors, the permanent

officer can no longer have time to select for exhibition what is

worthy of it, nor to arrange those which might be available for

reference, and the Society cannot the necessary

staff of keepers, even if they have a building large enough for

the purpose. Packages and specimens are, however, still re-

ceived, exhibited at meetings to elicit formal thanks, and then

consigned to oblivion and decay in cupboards and garrets, the

members generally taking no further interest in what they can

make no use of. If afterwards attention is called to this state

of things, it may be felt that something must be done; the gra-

tuitous aid of patriotic members is called in, and the museum
may be more or less purged of trash and partially arranged.

But gratuitous aid, like voluntarv subscriptions, is generally

given on the spur of the moment,"' and can never be depended

on for long continued and ever increasing demands ; the collec-

tions relapse into a condition worse than the previous one, till

at last the Society is obliged to dispose of them as a clog on, in-

stead of an aid to, their operations. Such is the history of many
a museum I could name on the Continent and at home, including

our own and such seems destined to be the career, on a large

scale, of the Boston Society, notwithstanding its large invested

funds, if something is not done to give it a permanent indepen-

dence of individual disinterested efforts, It is now in the gratui-

tous aid period
; but when its present stores are doubled or quad-

rupled, when the thirteen or fourteen unpaid curators must not

nly give their whole time to it, but require each of them one

mte *o do the work usefully, it will not be done at
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all; and unless the Society receives that extensive support which
can only be expected from the State, stowage, neglect, and de-
struction must ensue. It is no doubt considerations such as these
that have induced the Smithsonian Institution to repudiate the
burthen attempted to be imposed on them of
which even the whole of their income would be insufficient to
maintain.

There is another class of museums which the Smithsonian
Institution appears to be promoting and assisting, with what re-
sults I have not sufficient means of judging; these are local
museums on a smaller scale in the smaller cities and provincial
towns. We have many such in Europe, both on the Continent
and in our own country, and if judiciously formed and ade-
quately maintained, ought to be very useful in encouraging the
taste for observation at home, and giving the scientific visitor
from a distance authentic information on the natural history of
the district. But too many of them depend on the fluctuating
support of voluntary contributions, and follow the fate of mu-
seums of societies. I have had occasion to go over many of
these local museums in various parts of the Continent and some
oi our own, and it had been my intention to have collected infor-
mation, and in one of my addresses to have prefaced some gen-
ial observations on the subject, with a detailed review of all

°ur provincial Natural History museums and Associations; but
so many of them are unfortunately more or less in a state of
pollapse or uselessness, that I feared that special notes might be
mvidious. I may perhaps be allowed, however, generally to re-

marlf, that it appears to me that local provincial societies cannot
Detter apply their funds and influence than in the establishment,
0n a permanent and
^fining their public^...
Jhich the general naturalist is not to be called upon to notice:
tuat this museum should aim at completeness in representing
tne local district : that exotic specimens should be restricted to

J** a limited number of irepresentative types or specimens tor

comparison as their means will afford, selected solely in propor-

Pn t0
.
their utility in the museum, without reference to the indi-

Vlduality of the donor, or, if a certain number of complementary
sPecimens must be retained for a time in order to keep up the
PQ plic interest in the establishment, such specimens be unhesi-
tatingly expelled as soon as the cause for retaining them is gone.
In conclusion, I may perhaps be excused in alluding to some

general principles in the management of large museums, which

,

are mculcated by the Smithsonian Institution, more or less fol-

ded on the Continent, formerly almost ignored with us, but
u°w more generally recognized. These are liberality of ex-

ranges, facilities for study, and rejection of trash, principles
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which it may be hoped are even gaining upon that most essen-

tially conservative establishment, our gigantic and, I might al-

most add, all-grasping British Museum. The large sums annu-
ally voted for its support by the nation justify, indeed, not only
the exhibition on a most extensive scale of attractive specimens
for the occasional instruction or excitement to observation they

may give to the general public, but also the concession to the

popular party of a rare show for the thousands of gazers who
would otherwise congregate for less harmless amusements ;

but

a large proportion of the support or contributions to the museum
is granted or given in the name of Science, and Science has a

right to its full share in the consequent benefit. Whether Nat-

ural History be or not under the same roof as Art, Literature,

and Archaeology, Science has a claim upon Parliament to pro-

vide buildings and maintain a staff adequate to the scientific

arrangement of the collections ; and she has, I think, also a

right to call on the management, be they a composite Board of

Trustees or individual responsible heads, to reserve days, accom-

modation, and specimens for examination and study, to allow of

the requisite appliances of light and heat in the process, to cause

the stores that have accumulated for more than half a century

to be turned out of their hidden repositories, to have what is

useful to scientific researches rendered accessible for the purpose,

the surplus duplicates employed in a liberal system of exchanges,

with an eye quite as much directed to the distributing them use-

fully as to the pecuniary value of any expected return; and to

authorize the consigning to the dust-cart all absolute rubbish

occupying valuable space.

The comparative power of glass of different kinds to transmit
tne actinic rays I have tested, by placing underneath pieces ot

each kind, pieces of easily changing glafs, (white plate or Bel-

gian sheet glass,) exposing them one year, and noticing, at the

end ot that period, the comparative depth of the yellow or

pmk color to which the under pieces had changed" There-
suit ot my experiments proved that the most easily transmis-

nlll
^cc-lorless glasses were the English crown, French

W. (^w th
f

celebrat*d Berkshire white sand,)
"

of Rp^ 7 i,

g fS
' ?

ne kind of English Plate
>
and

'of Belgian sheet, and about in the o?der which I ha,
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Of the colored glasses, the blue transmitted the most, the pur-
ple less, the red and orange the least, the glasses under these two
and the yellow and green showing little or no change.
This last experiment proves the propriety of the preference

given by photographers to blue glass for skylights, because it

transmits the blue rays, which exert the most actinic power.
But it may be added, that a colorless white glass, or bluish

white,—if one which will not change by sunlight to a yellow
or rose color, owing to the presence of manganese, or any other
cause,—is equally good, as it will transmit all the rays, and
among them, the actinic or blue ones. In proportion as any
kind changes to a yellow or rose color, it will lose its power of
transmission, and its value as photographic glass. I have seen

specimens of the two kinds of white crystal sheet made in

3etts, before alluded to, which answered the demands
of photographic artists. Of foreign glass, I have noticed a fine

bluish white sheet, made lately without manganese, from a cer-

tain excellent manufactory in Belgium, and one kind of English
crown glass.

,
Should plate glass be required, the most permanently endu-

ring, or least likely to assume a yellow color, are a superior kind
of white plate, made by the French and Belgian Plate Glass

Companies, and an excellent quality of German crystal plate,

made at a long established factory in Hanover.
1 desire to say here, however, that it is not the place where

a*y glass is made, which determines its good character, but the

actual constituent materials and the superiority of its manu-
facture.

Manufacturers are frequently changing their mixture or " batch,"

go that any results given with one set of samples might differ

from those made with another set, from the same manufacturers.

*or this reason, in n

experiments made by a

considered as an explaining cause.
I have seen specimens of glass from a factory which changed

to a yellowish tinge in a few months, others which changed to a

Purplish hue, and still others from the same factory, which
fcardly changed at all. A difference in the mixture, (or batch,

J
8 it is termed), makes a difference in the tinge of the specimens

[
rom the same factory, both before and after exposure to sun-

Jght. The chief points for photographers are to get glass made
from as pure materials as possible, of as light a color i

cable, and free from oxyd of manganese. A glass like either

of those named above, as most easily transmitting the actinic

rays, might be good for one year or more, and then become very

^uch injured for photographic effects, by the change of color to

yellow or pink by sunlight.
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Any photographer can make these observations practical, by
testing the action of sunlight for six months or a year, on all

the specimens offered him for sale. And all manufacturers
can make them practical, by making their glass of pure mate-

cli will not have to be "doctored," to use" the glass-

makers' term for the use of manganese ; or by allowing the glass

to assume its natural color, even if it be a little blue or green,

rather than to run the risk of its subsequent change to yellow
or purple by exposure to sunlight.
In the Comptes Rendus for January 14th, 1867, Pelouze says,

(and we believe he is the first and only writer who has made
this observation)

:

"Exposure to red heat decolorizes the glasses which have
been made yellow by sunlight, or to speak more exactly, they

retake the light green shade which they had before exposure.

A second exposure to sunlight produces a second coloration,

similar to the first, and a red heat makes it disappear again.

These phenomena can be reproduced indefinitely. The glass

preserves its transparency and does not give place to any stria?

or bubbles." He also says

:

"I possess specimens" of glass rendered violet by sunlight.

All present the property of being decolorized by heat. A tem-

perature of 350 degrees is not sufficient. It is necessary to have

that employed in the reheating of glass in general, and that is

in the vicinity of red heat. The glass decolorized by heat when
exposed to sunlight retakes the amethyst color which it acquired
the first time, loses it anew when it is heated; and these curious

phenomena can be reproduced without cessation."
In confirmation of this most interesting statement of Pelouze^

1 have exposed in a glass stainer's kiln, several specimens of

:h had been changed by the action of sunlight, some to

a yellow and some to a purple color. The exposure to an ex-

treme red heat made the glass assume, some a white, some a yel-

origmal colors. These specimens were taken from
where they had been exposed from a few years to more wm
flail a century. Further experiments, which I have already
commenced, will show whether we can reproduce the exact

n"ht
C°l0rS hj heat

'
after being chanSed hy exposure to sun-

nn™ hT in ^ same kiln exposed some dozen original and

'
lilS

9ed
f

sPeci"iens of what are called colorless window glasses

cLnld in tl,

ln
r
S
u
and Shades of «*». and found them

SLchanged m the slightest degree by the action of great heat, while

if specimens have been changed in a few days, weeks

mens nf Z 1

' 81n?Ple action of the sun's rays. Fifteen speci-

mens of really colored glasses, (red, green, yellow, &c,) *ave
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been exposed in the same way without any change of color, ex-

cept a very slight one in a few specimens which were burnt or

In Poggendorffs Annalen, Berlin, of May 1st, 1839, is re-

corded the following interesting fact by A. Splittgerber

:

" I would mention a curious fact, in which the sunbeams have,

if I may say so, done something in the art of penmanship ; not

only on the surface, but by inscribing characters through the

body of the glass ; and, though the matter is based upon causes

well known by experience, yet there has probably never before

been so striking an instance of their effect known. I am in

possession of a plate of glass which was used as a window
pane for more than twenty years, and on which was an inscrip-

tion in gold letters. This inscription was taken off by grinding

the plate on both sides, and polishing it so as to have a new
surface. When the glass had been polished, the inscription

could again be clearly seen. The parts which had been under

the letters remained white, while the remainder of the plate had

assumed a violet tint, in consequence of the manganese it con-

fined, a coloring which permeates the whole mass, as the grind-

ing of the surface proved. The uncovered part of the plate,

especially when laid upon a white background show the clearly

readable characters." „ _ .

.
The same or a similar instance is related by Dr. Herman Vogel

Ja the Photographische Mittheilungen, Berlin, of Sept., 1866.

Desiring to produce a similar result, we made an m
Ott a piece of Belgian sheet glass, in part with gold and silver

leaf, and in part with black and white paint. The gold and

fiver leaf were soon washed off, but the black and white painted

«*ters remained, and being removed after an exposure of nearly

i, the words stood out in clear contrast and ml propor-

tlons, the inscription being in the original col
the surrounding portions 'having been changed by the action oi

the sunlight to a purple color. ,

A very interesting experiment can be made, to show the grad-

ually inCreil
^apiece

of easily changing glass, say 4x20 inches, painting black a

"tap 4X2 inch?s at each end to preserve the original color, and

Jhen exposing the strip to sunlight. At the end of one, two,

°»r, six, eight and ten months, one, two and three years respec-

tlv
fly, cover with black paint a strip 4x2 inches and at the

eQa of three years remove all the paint, and you will have, m a

SlQgle piece of glass, the original color and all the gradations ot

?hange effected by exposure from one to thirty-six months. I

have made a similar one with Belgian sheet glass expose
two years. It is one of those ii :

:s wUlctJ

EPeak for themselves, and defy suspicion or contradiction.
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I have made an experiment for one year with two kinds of

easily changing glass out of doors, and out of the direct rays of
the sun, and found that they were both slightly affected, and
changed toward a yellowish color. I did not expect any change,
but can, perhaps, properly account for it, on the ground that it

v.as the result of the action of diffused sunlight. It is barely
possible that the sun may for a few minutes in some days of the

year have cast some reflections when I was not present, in the

dark corner in which I placed my specimens.
It may be, that the action of the sun's heat produced the

slight effect noticed. If so, it would be an interesting confirma-
tion of Tyndall's experiments, and of his theory of the correla-

tion of forces. I do not consider my single experiment as en-

tirely conclusive, and shall make others, which will give us more
material for proper theories and conclusions.
The experiments v,

| or for four years em-
brace one specimen of optical glass, a few kinds of flint glass

- ware
;
sixteen kinds of French, Belgian, German and

English plate glass, four kinds of American, English, French
and Belgian rough plate, two of American and English crown

i kinds of American, Belgian, French and English
white sheet glass, four kinds of American, Belgian and Eng-
lish ordinary sheet glass, fifteen kinds and shades of English

colored glass, four of opaque, white enamelled and ground glass,

and one piece of the rough metal of American sheet glass ; in all,

about sixty varieties.

I have watched and recorded in some experiments, the results

from day to day, in others from month to month, and season to

season. I have now commenced a series, in which I may record

results from year to year, for ten years or more. In these, it

may be^found that specimens of what are called colork -

changed to a yellow color by exposure for a year, may by much
longer exposure be turned to a yellowish pink and a purple.

Ana some which have been entirely unaffected, may be affected

oj an exposure for ten or twenty years. Perhaps some of the

colored glasses may show signs of a change of hue or shade.
inese new experiments include rough and polish

crown, cylinder, ground, enamelled and colored glass. I have
also begun to expose - .. kinds of glass, pieces

Zi**
1

}?
r!

' b I shall take in from year to

Iw tT
se ™g the P™er of these glass€S

above them I
, g

F

olate wTk
Ca

f
ilj Gh™g™S passes are" a certain kind of white

f J

™ Ranges from a white to a yellowish color, and a

mTnP . Bel-ian sheet
> which the manufacturers used to

Zt 1 1 brownish yellow, (they now make it of a bluish or

greenish hue, and it is not si Lily changed,) which changes to
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a flesh color,

two kinds, for my under glass experiments,
ral kinds, to be exposed from one to ten or twenty years,
I have placed pieces 4x2 of the white plate. I shall take
in one piece at the end of the first, second, third, fourth, sixth

and tenth year. These six lights will show the increased action

of the transmitted rays from year to year. By comparing the

different series with each other, one can perceive the comparative

»wer of each kind of glass, or rather, their compara-
tive power of transmitting actinic rays.

Another interesting under experiment is the following. I have
placed under one piece of each kind of glass exposed, a piece

of easily changing glass, which I shall take in at the end of

.
At the beginning respectively of the second, third, fourth,

sixth and tenth years, I shall place under the same piece,

another strip of 4x2 inch glass, taking in each piece at the end
of the year of its exposure. This series will show the diminish-

ing or increasing power of the glasses under which they have
been exposed, to transmit the actinic rays ; in other words, will

show whether exposure to the sun increases or diminishes the

actinic power of the glasses exposed, and renders them better or

worse for photographic purposes.
I have taken a piece of 4x18, of easily changing white plate,

painted with black paint two inches of each end, to preserve

the original color, and exposed the piece. At the end of the

year, I shall paint over two inches more of the glass. At the

end respectively of two, three, four, six, and ten years, I shall

paint over two inches more. At the end of this time, or a

Jonger term, I shall remove all the black paint, and on one light,

ive all the grades of changed color and shade produced

% their different lengths of exposure. I shall lay aside one

Piece of 4X18 white plate, taken from the same sheet with the

exposed light, in order to compare the original with the changed

specimen.

I have painted and exposed, just in^the same manner as above

described, a piece of 4x16 of easily changing Belgian sheet glass.

;
To show a speaking proof of the painting power of the sun-

!'gK I have taken a piece of 4x6 Belgian sheet and covered

ring the following letters cut out

of it: T. G. Jan. 1, 1867. I have taken another piece 4Xt>

Belgian, and' stuck on with gum shellac the two letters T. G.

After exposure of one year or more, the removal of the brass

Ptote and letters will show in the former ease, rose or purple

colored letters on a brownish yellow ground, and in the latter,

brownish yellow letters on a rose or purple colored ground.

A similar experiment as the above, I have commenced mm
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two pieces of white plate, and the simple letters T. G-., without the
date. The result of the experiment in a year or more, will be to

show in one case, yellowish letters on a light colored ground, and
in the other, light colored letters on a yellowish ground.

I have thus given, as briefly as possible, and yet as fully as

desirable, an account of my past and present experiments.
New ones are suggested from year to year. I trust that this in-

teresting field for observation and experiment may be worked
in other countries. There is ample room for research in the ap-

plication of chemical knowledge, of qualitative,r^tt "luu «i uuemiuai Knowieage, or qua:
and spectral analysis, and of photogenic tests, to di
exact action and causes of the interesting effects of the sun's

rays, which have here been noticed.
Theories.—The interesting phenomena of which I have given

an account, have given rise to many theories to account for their

cause. Some attribute them to the presence of oxyd of iron,

and some to oxyd of manganese. Exactly how the change
takes place is a question on which writers differ, although it is

my opinion that the precise explanation can only be given after

a multiplication of experiments, and a thorough examination of

exposed and unexposed specimens of glass by quantitative and

qualitative analysis, and perhaps by spectral analysis and ob-

servation of photogenic effects, or photogenic tests.*
We will briefly state the part which the oxyds of iron and

manganese play in glass making. In almost all kinds of

window glass, and in some poorer qualities of flint glass, and

glass ware, materials are used which are not perfectly and

chemically pure. The sand, the carbonate or sulphate of soda,

and the lime, one or all, contain slight impurities of iron, the

protoxyd of which gives glass a green color. To correct this,

after the batch is partially melted, a little oxyd of mi
called glass-maker's soap, is put into the crucible or glass pot;

some of the oxygen of the manganese flies off to the iron, and
converts the protoxyd into peroxyd of iron. The peroxyd
gives a yellowish color to the glass, and this, being complimen-
tary to the natural pink of the manganese, is neutralized, and
™e glass is thereby made of a light color. When the sunlight
acts upon glass thus made, the nice equilibrium between the2e

fu°
f
T,

e iroa and the manganese is disturbed, and some-

TZ theAellow
'
and sometimes the pink or purple color is pro-

duced. I have produced all shades of the purples, running from

guislfedphS^?
8 a^e

'
hJ the kindness of Mr. John A. Whipple, the <&**

:; --;,
-

- •;: -- .. ., i.,-^:,,--
:

.;.
1 unexposed specimens,

»e

to transmit the actinio
g °ne year The lo^ '

:

quite perceptible, but in all will be more so after an ex
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pale lavender, into the lilac, mulberry, flesh, amethyst, rose,
violet, pink and deep purple. I have produced, or seen speci-
mens, showing all shades of the yellow, from the brownish yel-
low, up to the brightest gold color, and I have several series of
specimens, in which the green has gradually changed into the
yellow, and the yellow gradually run into the pink and purple.
Pelouze, in an article in the Comptes Kendus, of Jan. 14th,

1867, sets forth the following theory.

''There is in glass colored yellow in sunlight some protoxyd
of iron and sulphate of soda. Light provokes between these
matters a reaction from which results peroxyd of iron and sul-

phid of sodium. The heat brings about an inverse reaction
and reproduces sulphate of soda and protoxyd of iron. From
thence comes the return of the glass to its primitive color.

Analysis comes to the aid of this theory in demonstrating in
glass rendered yellow by sunlight, the presence of an infinitely

feeble, but still very sensible proportion of a sulphid, whilst the
reactions do not show the slightest trace in the same glass before
their exposure.''

"It maybe a
sulphate, or the dir
resist an equal or superior heat to that which produces the decol-

oration of glass become yellow in sunlight. Here is the answer.
Iu glass made yellow at a high temperature by the reduction of
sulphate, the iron is found in a state of protoxyd, which cannot
react in any degree upon the sulphids. Therefore the glass re-

gains colored. In glass made yellow by sunlight, the iron is

peroxyd and in consequence, in a condition to change the sul-

pnidmto sulphate, when we expose the glass to the action of

In reference to glass made violet color by sunlight, he says,

.
The coloration seems to be due to the fact that the peroxyd of

Jron gives up a part of its oxygen to the protoxyd of manganese
conformably to one of the two following equations.

Fe 3 2 +MNO=2(FeO)+MN0 2

or Fe 3 3 +2(MNO)=2(FeO)+MN 2 3
.

The reheating of glass, that is to say, the action of a temper-
ature of red heat, produces an inverse reaction, which explains
the decoloration. In which we have

2(FeO)+Mn 2 3 =Fe 2 3 +2(MnO)."

Bontemps, in an interesting article in the Comptes Kendus of
* eb. 4th, 1867, attributes the changes in color to the presence of

°?yd of manganese. He also remarks that he thinks that the
Vjolet color occurs only in glass in which the silicates have a

jase of potash, and the yellow in cases where soda is used. I
a°ubt the correctness of this opinion, as I am quite sure that 1
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have several specimens colored violet, which contain no potash
at all in their composition.

I have also specimens which are colored both yellow and vio-

let in the same piece, the yellow portion in one case having been
produced by a certain length of exposure, and then having been
covered with black paint, while the violet portion was produced
by longer exposure.
As before stated, I have noticed changes in what are called

colorless glasses, from light colors approaching white, to yellow
and pink or purple. I have noticed also a change in a few

specimens from a light green to a bluish shade. The former
may be accounted for by the presence of manganese, a very mi-

nute proportion of which oxyd will have a sensible decolorizing
effect in a crucible of melted glass metal. Pelouze's theory of

the peroxydation of the iron may have some weight in determin-
ation of the cause of the yellow or pink color by the action of

sunlight. But I know not how to account for the change of one

specimen each of plate, crown, and sheet glass in mv
|

from a greenish white to a bluih tinge, not mingled with either

yellow or purple.
I have been pleased to find the interest in these experiments

by photographers, who have long noticed that they could take

better pictures under a newly glazed skylight, than under one

which had long been exposed to sunlight. The cause of this

ehange is, that the slightest yellow color interferes with the trans-

mission of the actinic rays, "and a very deep shade will cut them

off in a very great degree. My experiments with glasses under

other glasses proved which was best for photographers' use, in-

formation which all can gain by exposure of the specimens ot

various manufacturers which may be offered them. The most

pure glasses of light green, or bluish white color are the best

ior photographers, and when I say pure glasses, I mean those

most tree from oxyd of iron or manganese, but especially ol tne

latter, which, I think, is the cause of nearly all the change*

which I have observed. Mr. J. W. Osborne, of New York, the

gentleman who has done so much to brino- the art of photo-lith-

ography to perfection, and into practical use, writes as follows:

™>J;
VeJonT ^searches will prove of much pra

«
°

;1
6

' I""
1

.

1 wish the glass manufacturers could be got to giv«

7V
°5 attfti n to the subject. It takes but a very slight tinge

Jj > Z
t0 CUt off twenty-five per cent of the actinic rays. I

tZ wTn?
t07°rk under Slass > ^eause of the protection fro*

J?®?
1n* and weather, but in doing so, I sacrifice in any <#»^^ I have to increase the time of exposure

f
to-

anfabsorb ^ the beSt °f Slass '
the losS fr°m^S

bv thp ? "^derable. This may be fearfully increa*J
by the color, and if that undergoes a continual change for*9
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worse, the state of things is exceedingly unpleasant. I was
warned by a photographic friend in England, to take care of a
certain kind of cheap French glass, made for glass rooms, which
turned yellow ; but I had no notion that the evil was so general
as you appear to have found it. The subject is of su

importance to photographers, that I intend drawing the attention
of that friend to what you have done."
I am indebted to Mr. Osborne for bringing our researches to

the notice of his friends at home and abroad, who have contrib-
uted interesting articles and valuable information on the subject
to the Philadelphia Photographer, (October, 1866,) the London
Photographic News, (August 2, 1866,) the London Photographic
Journal (Aug. 15, 1866,) and the Photographische Mittheilungen
(Sept. 1866).

It may seem singular that so long an experience in the window
glass business, had not at an earlier period drawn my attention
to the subject of this article. But my experience is not singular.

In conversation with many glaziers and glass dealers, I have sel-

dom found one who was aware of the great change of color ef-

fected by sunlight. Few have supposed that specimens were to

be found in any other windows in our city, than those on Bea-
con street facing Boston Common and the south, and exposed to
the full force of the sun's rays. But having my attention now

rly directed to the subject, I never pass a window
without detecting where any considerable change has been effec-

ted. I have found them in all portions of the city, and most
generally in those positions which face the east and south. The
color is most easily detected, when the glass has been ground or

enamelled, or where a white window curtain forms a good con-

:k ground. Many people suppose that the very dis-

tinctly marked purple plate glass in Beacon st. was imported of
this color, and that it is now no longer made ;

and hence the

reason why the windows looked like checkerboards, when bro-

ken lights were replaced by those of the usual light greenish color

of plate glass.

On this point I have convinced many who had held contrary

Jiews, by showing pieces from which the putty on the edges has

been removed, and displaying beneath the original color. When
the putty covered the glass, the sun's rays could not reach it,

and the color was unchanged. Such specimens are quite inter-

esting. I have had many conversations with old glaziers, dealers

and consumers of glass, and also with those who stain and enam-
el it. I have thus gathered specimens of various kinds and
colors, and of differing lengths of exposure from old windows.

The oldest specimen was one of crown glass set in a church in

Lexington, Massachusetts, in 1794, from which the windows were

removed in 1846, and since used as covers for hot-beds. The
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original color, found by removing the putty from the edges, was

a light green, and the present, after seventy-three years expo-

sure, is a purple ffolor. I have never yet met any one who has

seen glass in original imported packages, of the purple color

made by exposure"to sunlight, and until I do, I shall adhere to

my opinion, that all purple or rose colored glass which is seen

in our city windows, was made so by said exposure. I have

very fortunately found an octogenarian, who has furnished me

with some glass which was imported, he thinks from some part

of Germany, which is of a light green or yellowish green color.

The glass was imported more than thirty years ago. Much of

that which has been set in his windows facing the south is now

purple. An experiment with the original glass, commenced this

summer, showed a perceptible change in color in one day, and

in two weeks, the change toward purple was so mar:

have no doubt that this color will be distinctly visible in less

than a year. If two years were occupied in the erection of the

Beacon street houses, or any others in which the plate glass

purpled by sunlight is found (as I am informed was the fact m
some cases), then the result of the single experiment named

above is a sufficient reason for the mistaken belief of many oc-

cupants and owners to-day, that the glass was purple when im-

ported. It was probably changed from yellowish green to pur-

ple before the houses were finished, and the owners had taken

itself in two ways ; first, by a disintegration and roughem
the surface, sometimes producing all the effects of ground i

and secondly, by an apparent formation of an infinitesimal cc

of oxyd on the surface, on which the play of light gives an

—

colors of the rainbow, as with the action of light on the infinites-

imal grooves of the surface of mother-of-pearl. This is slDttPjv

surface action, whereas the action of sunlight permeates tn

whole body of the glass, wherever the rays directly strike?*.

The writer of this article, (compiled in the midst of the busy

4uties of mercantile and official life,) makes no pretension to

accurate scientific knowledge, but gives the results of his obser-

vations and methodical experiments on a well known pbenonv

enon, m the hopes that they may add some mite to the sum
human knowledge, and may stimulate and aid those who are

better versed in scientific studies, to ascertain the causes and ex-

act operations of this interesting power of the sun's rays to pain

the products of art, as they do so beautifully and wonderfully

the works of nature on the mountain, in the forest and field.

Boston, Mass., July, 1867.
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Art. XXXIV.—Remarks onPrqf. Geiniti

Mekk
Upper Paleozoic rocks ^and Fossils of Southeaster,,.

~B. M
[Concluded from p. 187.]

After preparing the remarks published in the last number of
this Journal on the Nebraska fossils figured and diseribed by
Prof. Geinitz, I had an opportunity, through an incidental con-

nection as Paleontologist, with the Nebraska Geological Survey
(in charge of Dr. Hayden, under the direction of the Hon. Com-
missioner of the General Land Office), to devote about two
months to field explorations in the Coal-measures of that region.

In order to trace out as fully as possible, the order of succession

of the various beds of the whole series, our observations com-

menced with the Subcarboniferous, and Lower Coal-measure

rocks on Desmoines river, Iowa. Over two weeks were thus oc-

cupied with Dr. White, the able State Geologist of Iowa, and
his efficient assistant, Mr. St. John, accompanied by Dr. Gill of

Washington, D. C, in an overland journey from Iowa City,

Wa^westward to Nebraska City, Nebraska.
The remainder of the time was mainly spent with Dr. Hayden

and party, in studying the Coal-measure rocks along the Mis-

souri from Omaha, Nebraska, down to Kansas, and in excursions

mto the interior, including a journey out the Union Pacific Kail

Boad to its terminus, at that time within five miles of the north-

east corner of Colorado. A short time was also devoted to m-

.

5 the Coal-measures in the environs of Sumner and

Atchison, Kansas, and St. Joseph, Missouri, with Mr. Scarbo-

rough, a scientific gentleman of the first mentioned place*

During these explorations, numerous natural sections, shafts,

tofts, quarries, borings, and excavations of various kinds were

carefully examined, and large collections of fossils and other

specimens obtained. It would of course be out of place here, if I

^d the authority to do so, to attempt even a general sketch of

the results of these explorations.! I am permitted, however to

mention a few of the facts observed, having a bearing on the

question in regard to the age of the rocks at and near Nebraska
City, referred by Prof. Marcou and Prof. Geinitz to the Permian.

In the first place, it may be well to give a few additional items

°f information in regard to some of the fossils figured by Prof

* Our examinations in Iowa and Nebraska, excepting the excursion out the Pa-

^c Rail Road, were made while traveling by land, m wagons or on boree-back,

. assistants and the necessaiy fixtures for camping, wherever wo

TThe'fSobserred in Iowa will be published in the Report of Dr. TjWto
£

- and the results of the observations in S
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from this region, in part mentioned in my remarks pub-

lished in the last number of the Journal. For convenience, in

doing so, I will use the names by which he has designated them,

as follows:

—

Cyathaxonia, taf. v, f. 3. This form from Plattsmouth, compared
by Prof. Geinitz, C. tortuosa Mich., is the same described by Mc-

Chesney from the western Coal-measures under the name G pro-

Kfav. The other represented by fig. 4, of the same plate from

Nebraska City, is probably only a variety of the same. At any

rate Dr. Hayden found well-marked examples of the G prolifera

in bed B at Nebraska City, that cannot be distinguished on direct

comparison with authentic specimens of that species from the

typical localities in Illinois.

Allorisma elegans King. The shell figured under this name is

certainly a distinct species, and not a variety of the elegans, since

a fine series of specimens show it to be exceedingly cons
all its characters (which are well represented in Prof. Geinitz's

figure), while it differs from that species not only in never at-

taining one-tenth the size of larger examples of that shell, but

in being much narrower and more distinctly truncated behind,

as well as in having its urnbonal slopes always sharply keeled.

Its umbones are also more elevated.
Schizodus Rosskus de Yern. As nearly as the little shell re-

ferred by Prof. Geinitz to this species resembles the published

figures of & Rossicus, a direct comparison shows it to be quite

as closely allied to S. curta of Meek and Worthen, from the

- ires of Illinois, and Atchison, Kansas* It agrees

exactly in size, and all other known characters with the & curta

excepting that it is a little more compressed, and has slightly

--ed beaks. On comparison with the figures of S. Bos '

sicus given in the geology of Eussia, the Nebraska shell is found

to have its. anterior ventral region constantly more prominent

and rounded, and its posterior margin more distinctly, and more

nearly vertically truncated, so as to give more angularity to the

posterior ventral extremity, as is well represented by Prot

Geimtz's figures. It is possible these differences may be only

due to a want of care in the artist, in drawing the Russian shell;

otherwise I should not hesitate to regard the Nebraska form,

that from Illinois, and those figured from Russia, as three closely

allied, but distinct species. That under consideration is exceed-

ingly constant in all its characters (as shown in a good series ot

specimens) and exhibits no tendency to the variations of fonn

Itus
presented amongst the different individuals of £ **
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Aucella Hausmanni Goldf. In the last number of this Jour-
nal, I expressed the opinion that the form figured under this
name, is the same as Mijalh •> Su i

'

>t i, so common in the western
Coal-measures. This conclusion is strengthened by the occur-
rence of well marked examples of the S. SwaUovi in the col-

lections before me from Prof. Marcou's bed C, at Nebraska City
;.

while no other similar form was found there or elsewhere in
these rocks. On the other hand, the casts figured by Prof. Gei-
nitz (from the Permian of Kansas and not from Nebraska) under
the name Myalina perattenuata, and which I had supposed to be-
long to that species, must be the M.perrniana of Swallow,' though
tisey have more attenuate beaks than is common in that species.

The two forms, however, are very similar, and in some of their

;an not be readily distinguished, as has been aso
from comparison of specimens recently obtained by Dr. Hayden.

ana does not occur, so far as known, on the

Missouri.

SpiHfer laminosus McCoy. The species figured by Prof. Gei-
nitz under this name, is, as already stated, the common and
widely distributed S. Kentuchensis of Shumard. In the last

number of this Journal, I expressed the opinion that it would
probably be found to be a true Spiriferina, an opinion I believe
also entertained by Dr. Shumard. On recently examining sev-

eral examples from Nebraska City, and other localities in Ne-
braska, Iowa and Kansas, I find that they not only show under
the microscope the punctate structure, but that they also possess

the internal plate of Spiriferina. It is an extremely variable

shell in the • ves, as well as in the proportional

Jength of its hinge line. The more ventricose varieties with a

to which indeed the species has been referred in St

salt Lake Eeport. The individual figured by Prof. I

a compressed variety (its compression however is partly due to

pressure) with an extended hinge, and shows a small

Plication in the mesial sinus not often seen so well developed,
though occasionally present. The specimens collected by us at

ide all the varieties assumed by this shell at

other localities in the Coal-measures.
Lima retifera Shumard. Fine specimens of the shell referred

to this species by Prof. Geinitz, were obtained by us in the di-

vision C at Nebraska City, and they agree well with Dr. Shu-

J^ard-s description. The type specimens first described by Dr.
b

-> it will be remembered, were found in Kansas in tl

^easures associated wit: and ProJutius Ze-

i Schlot (sp.) ! from the dn
; and at Nebraska City, as well as from various lower

OCR Sm.-S.coto Sebies, You XLIV, No. 132.-Nov., 1867.
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positions in the Coal-measures at other localities, agree more or

less nearly with some of the supposed varieties figured under

this name by Prof, Geinitz in his work on the German Permian
fossils. If that species, however, which according to Prof. G.

occurs both in the Permian and Carboniferous of the old world,

varies to the extent necessary to include all the forms cited in

Ins synonomy, it would appear difficult to determine the

ologic;

"

geological i_ „
Synocladia virgulacea (Geinitz, not Phillips

;
properly S. bise-

rialis Swallow). Good examples of this species from division

C at Nebraska City, show that the little prominences along the

mesial carina of the celluliferous side of the branches, are not

generally so elevated as to be properly called even short spines.

The species, however, differs from S. virgulacea, as illustrated and

ged in longitudinal furrows as in & virgu-

in the largest branches, there is

,.. *~./ as shown in S. virgulacea.

Again, there is always on the Nebraska fossil a single mesial

longitudinal ridge (usually having minute pores), on the cellulif-

erous side, instead of two, with a mesial row of cells between.

Without going into farther details, I would state that with

some two or three exceptions, the lately obtained collections

from Nebraska City, and near there include all the species fig-

ured by Prof. Geinitz from the beds he refers to the Permian,

together with a number of others not collected by Prof. Marcou;

and that we now know nearly all these fossils (excepting some

seven or eight new species not yet found at any other locality)

to be common to these supposed Permian beds and the Coal-

measures of Iowa, Illinois, .ska, where they

occur in and beneath, as well as above the very beds referred bJJ

Prof. Marcou and Prof. Geinitz, to the Mountain li

the 7

above the mouth of Platte river, on the Missouri. In regard

the 7 or 8 new species yet only known from Nebraska City
maybe proper to remark, that with

3 all as nearly allied to Carboniferous as to Permian forms.

In addition to the species figured by Prof. Geinitz, we now

know the following other Carboniferous fossils not found here

^y i£
t

i
rcou

'
to occur in the beds he refers to the pPI*

I>yas at Nebraska City and near there, viz: Fusulina cylwdrv*
Fischer, Terebratula bovidens Morton, Orthis carbonaria Swallow.

Metzia punctulifera Shumard (= Terebratula Mormonvi Marcou),

not a^P^T meDti0Qed findi°g **& at Nebraska City, but Prof. G^f'
d

£
^^KSs^^^pl^hSS^'7 8pede3

'

bUt giVCS PlattS
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1

Peden aviculatus Swallow, (not a true Pecten), Avicuhpecten Coxa-
nus M. & W., Avicuhpecten, sp. undetermined (common in the
Coal-measures of Iowa), and Pinna peracuta Shumard

; also the
following Carboniferous types of fishes, viz : Ctenoptych
ocularis Newberry and Worthen, Cladodus mortifer N. & W.,
Authodus and Chomatodus of undetermined species, and another
form nearly allied to, or identical with Deltodus. We likewise
found a fine tooth of Petalodus destructor N. & W., so character-
istic of the Illinois Coal-measures (referred by Prof. Marco u to
the Mountain limestone), in the same beds at Eock-bluff inclu-
ded by him as a part of the Lower Dyas.

It will therefore be seen, that in addition to nearly all of our
common Coal-measure species of other animal remains, we now
know from these supposed Permian rocks of Nebraska and Iowa,
^following genera, believed to be either exclusively Carbonifer-

'"? not known above the Coal-measures, viz : Fusulina, Eri-

ana positions a

f the first pi
dnca in vast ]

species at Rock-bluff in the very beds referred by Prof. Marcou
jo the Lower Dyas. We likewise found this fossil in great num-
bers 2f miles west, and less abundantly at Mr. Morton's place
*£ west of the Nebraska City landing, associated with the same
^oal-measure species, at the elevation of 75 to 80 feet above low
water mark of the Missouri; also at Wyoming, 7 miles north,
and at Bennett's mill, 3 miles northwest of Nebraska City, all in

of the

% punc-

Pinna peracuta, Cladodus mortifer, teeth of Antliodus

todus ? were all found at Nebraska City in division B of
r*>*. Marcou's section (the last two by Dr. White of Iowa).
The teeth of Cteno} ' ^"ere found, one in a

sl?aft at Nebraska City at near the horizon of Prof. Marcou's di-
Vlsjon B ; another at that horizon by Dr. White at Bennett's mill,
^Qd another by the same gentleman at Omaha, in beds referred by

£
rof. M. to the Mountain limestone. We also found it in beds

Qe referred to the latter horizon at Bellevue. The Chomadotus
*as found by Mr. St. John of the Iowa survey, in the so-called
Upper Dyas at Bennett's mill. The same Phillipsia figured by
rfof. Geinitz from Plattsmouth, and a tooth of a Cochliodus have
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been found in Iowa by Dr. White, in limestone above the hor-

izon of beds containing the same group of fossils characterizing

Prof. Marcou's division C at Nebraska City ; while Pecten avicu-

latus, and Aviculopecten Coxanus, were found in that bed at the

last mentioned locality.

From all the foregoing facts, it will be seen, that I am com-

pelled to dissent from the conclusions adopted by Prof. Geinitz,

not only in regard to the relations of many of the Nebraska fos-

sils investigated by him to the European Permian species to

which he has referred them, but also respecting the age of the

rocks from which they were obtained. Of the various species he

identifies with foreign Permian forms, there are, it seems to me,

not more than some four or five that are so closely similar that

no very satisfactory distinction can be detected, from external

characters at least. These are the forms he refers to Nwuk
Beyrichi, Leda Kazanensis, Schizodus Rossicus, Avicula spelun-

caria*=(Pseudomonotis), and Pleurophorus Pallasi. The first four

of these are, I acknowledge, very similar to the Permian species

to which he has referred them, while the fifth seems to be as

nearly like Pleurophorus costatus. The fact, however, that we

know comparatively little of the hinge and interior of these shells,

while they are mainly such forms as often present few reliable

external characters for specific distinction, and belong for the

most part, to genera in which the species are frequently very

similar, must weaken our confidence in these specific identifica-

tions, under such circumstances. But when we take into con-

sideration the additional fact, that they can all be identified upon

quite as good grounds with forms found far down in beds ac-

knowledged by all to belong the Coal-measures, or which have

even at some places been referred by Prof. Marcou to the Moun-

tain limestone, and especially when we bear in mind, the nu-

merous unquestionably Carboniferous types with which they are

here directly associated in the beds under consideration, the im-

propriety of basing important conclusions upon them must be

apparent. .

It may be urged, however, that with the aid of extensive col-

lections of European Permian species for comparison, rw*
Geinitz has had far better facilities for arriving at correct conciu

sions, in regard to the relations of all of these Nebraska fa*1
.

18

J
foreign forms, than can be commanded here. Granting this w
be to a considerable extent true (for I have had for company
a tolerable collection of the more common European Permian

species), I must still contend—with all due deference to his de-

servedly high standing as a geologist—that his peculiar views

Bennett a mills, an d
, , SpeluncanO.
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regard to specific and generic distinctions, are such as to materi-
ally detract from the value of his paleontological conclusions in
a case like that under consideration. The fact that he has un-
questionably identified specifically, with European forms, several
Nebraska fossils belonging to entirely different genera, and in
some instances different families, shows conclusively, that if he
has kept pace with the recent advances made in conchology and
other departments of natural history, he has not, in this instance
at least, brought to bear that degree of exactness of discrimina-
tion the present state of zoological science shows to be absolute-
ly necessary, before we can hope to arrive at sound conclusions
m paleontology.

The necessity for great care in identifying species and genera
of shells, has of late years been forcibly illustrated by various

made by Loven, Troschel, and others, in Europe, and Dr. Stimp-
son, Mr. Morse, and others, in this country, by which means
forms long regarded as specifically identical have been found to
be quite distinct, and so in regard to the genera and higher
groups. A case, however, coming more directly home to paleon-

and geologists, is that in which recent microscopical in-

vestigations have rendered it probable that a form, until very re-

cently regarded by the highest living authorities as the common
-pidatus of Sowerby, is not onlv specifically, but even

generically or subgenericall/distinct*
Yet the question may naturally suggest itself, whether, if we

admit that only a very few, or even none, of these Nebraska fos-

sils are absolutely identical with European Permian species, the
sear affinities of a portion of them to foreign species of that
epoch, ought not to be regarded as a sufficient evidence of the

contemporaneous age of the rocks from which these were ob-
tained, with those of the Permian of the old world. At a first

glance, looking at these Permian typesf only, this would certainly
seem to be a logical conclusion ; and reasoning upon evidence
°f this kind, Dr. Hayden and the writer actually referred some

^ these beds on the Missouri to the Permian in 1858, (Trans.
Albany Inst., vol. iv.) On afterwards ascertaining, however,
that a very large proportion of our most common and charac-
teristic Coal-measure fossils occur in the same beds containing
these few Permian types, while the latter, including the so-called

Monotis, the Bakevellias, Pleurophorus, Schizodus, &c, are also occa-

sionally met with far below, in unquestionable and acknowledged

* See Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. PMlad., Dec. 1865, p. 27 ; this Journ., May 1S67
a°d Ann. and Mag. Nat. History for July, 1867.

.t By Permian types, Ijneanforms closely allied to, bnt not necess.u.
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Coal-measure strata, we were led to doubt the accuracy of our
first conclusion.

These doubts were afterwards confirmed, when on going out

into the interior of Kansas, we found there an extensive series

of strata, in no way separable from the Coal-measures, containing

several of these and a few other Permian types, along with

nearly all our common Coal-measure fossils, such as Fusulina

P.), P. punctatus, P. costatus, P. Nebrascensis {=P. horrescens of

Prof. Greintz's list), Ohoneles mucronata, Spirifer cameratus, S.

i,-.;,, .
.

. .
s. .... '

'
. x , •

.

-
;

•

•

Pricii, A'nompfio.lus rugosus* (Hall not Sowerby), species of Phil-

d Bellerophon, Petalodus Allegheniensis, and numerous
others that might be mentioned. These we found often mingled
in the same beds with the few Permian types, and in other in-

-i a c s in bi Is alt< rn itii s with those containing the latter. In

ascending several hundred feet higher in the series, we observed

the Coal-measure forms gradually dropping off until at last, above

a certain undefined horizon, with the exception of one or two

of the latter, only Permian forms were observed. Although we

regarded these upper beds as the true representatives of the Per-

mian, we gave a section of the whole series, down so as to include

a considerable thickness of beds below, with .lists of fossils, show-

ing the range of the various types, without drawing any line of

demarkation, because we were satisfied nature had no where de-

fined any abrupt physical or paleontological break here in the

Beriea We likewise stated that we believed no geologist, study-

ing these rocks without a knowledge of the classification adopted

in the old world, would ever have thought of making any im-

portant division here between the Permian and the Coal-meas-

ures
; and that if the i Gaining a mingling of

the two types of fossils is to be separated at all from the Coal-

measures, we would do it only under some such provisional name
as the Permo-carboniferous series.

,

It will be remembered by those who have read Prof. Marcou s

paper on the rocks under consideration, (Bull. Soc. Geol. Fr., f
:

- 132, 1864), that he referred the Nebraska City beds

(including those at Bennett's mill and Wyoming) to the upper

Dyas; those at Rock-bluff and Plattsmouth to The lower Dm
and those above the Platte, at Bellvue, St. Mary's, and Omaha City

(erroneously printed Omalia Ci:
The outcrops at Plattsmouth and Rock-bluff, he thought, con-

M Spiralis planer^
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tained the remains of an " eminently New Red Sandstone fauna,
approaching, however, the Carboniferous fauna," (ibid, p. 140.)

After examining the fossils collected by Prof. Marcou from
these beds, however, Prof. Geinitz refers 30 of the 36 forms
composing this so-called " eminently new red fauna " to Carbon-
iferous species, and thinks these rocks hold the position of the
upper division of the Carboniferous limestone, or Fusulina lime-

stone of Russia and Spain ; while the outcrops of Rock-bluff, he
thinks, may be considered an upper marine member of the pro-

ductive coal formation. It is, therefore, only the Nebraska City
beds, and those at Mr. Morton's, Bennett's mill and Wyoming,
that he refers to the Dyas.

In not admitting the Plattsmouth and Rock-bluff exposures
as belonging to the New Red, Prof. Geinitz certainly corrects a
grave error of Prof. Marcou's; but if by the words "Carbonif-

erous, or Fusulina limestone," he means to place these rocks on
a parallel with any part of the Subcarboniferous or Mountain
limestone 'series, as Prof. Marcou has done those above the

mouth of the Platte, he falls into as great an error as that he

corrects. The evidence of this statement is, the fact that the

group of some thirty odd species of fossils found at these locali-

ties is precisely that characterizing the Coal-measures of Illinois,

Iowa, Missouri, and Kansas, and with the exception of four or

sils found in our Carboniferous limestones below the Millstone

grit * In addition to this, they are, with three or four excep-

tions, now known all to occur at Nebraska City, Bennett- mills,

and Wyoming, in the very beds Prof. Geinitz considers Lpper
Dyas, along with other Coal-measure species

It is probable Prof. Geinitz was mainly led to refer the Platts-

mouth rocks to the horizon of the Fusulina limestone ofRussia and

Spain, by the occurrence in them of numerous Fusulina, and, as

he terms it "the leading genus Phillipsia ;" since he acknowl-

edges that a large proportion of the fossils found there also oc-

?» in the rock he refers to the Dyas. He was therefore evi-

dently not aware of the fact that with nearly all of the Platts-

mouth fossils, countless millions of Fusulina also occur in the

Hock-bluff section, placed by him in the Coal-measures; as well

as (excepting so far as regards the numbers of Fusulina) in the

.
* The following is a list of species to

£ kngispinuls,

frn-tulifera, Spirifer c

Xent'Ktensis, Myalina

* :

-i.u -
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same beds he and Prof. Marcou include as the inferior mem-
ber of the Upper Dyas near Nebraska City, at Wyoming and
at Bennett's mill. He also ignores the fact, that Prof. Marcou
mentions seeing in the Plattsmouth beds, a specimen of the so-

called Monotis* (Pseudomonotis), one of the most important types
relied upon to prove the divison C, at Nebraska City, a part of

the Dyas.f Nor does he appear to duly appreciate the fact that

there is no one limestone in this country, that can be properly
termed "the " for we have numerous
limestones, at various horizons through the whole Coal-
of Iowa, Miss ) in, N .-, ;

-. id Kansas; while Dr. White finds

it and the genus Phillipsia, in Iowa, above beds containing the

same groups of fossils characterizing the division C at Nebraska
City, referred by Prof. Marcou to the Upper Dyas.

Again, in speaking of the Eock-bluff beds as a "marine mem-
ber of the upper productive Coal-measures," Prof. Geinitz seems
not to be aware of the fact, that the whole of our western Coal-

measures abound in marine fossils, there being no member of

our entire Paleozoic series containing a greater profusion of

marine types of fossils than the Coal-measures of Nebraska,
Kansas, Towa, Missouri, Illinois, Kentucky, &c. Had he fully

understood all of these facts, and the true relations to each other,

and to the other Carboniferous rocks in this country, of the

several outcrops from which the fossils submitted to him were

obtained, there can be no doubt whatever, but he would have

arrived at different conclusions from those adopted by him, re-

specting the age of these rocks, if not in several instances re-

specting the specific relations of the fossils themselves, to Euro-

pean Permian forms.
After a thorough revision of the whole subject, and a personal

examination of all of the exposures mentioned by Prof. Marcou,
and numerous others in Iowa, Nebraska and Kansas, :

''"
[

'
'::••

- / ,
•-..:,;..

.

:'.

collections of fossils from these rocks over wj these rocks over wide areas, I have b

hesitation m reasserting, that all the rocks above the mouth oi

Platte river referred by Prof. Marcou to the Mountain limestone,
and those of Plattsmouth and Eock-bluff placed by him as Ix>wer
Dyas and by Prof. Geinitz, in part on the horizon of the Upper
member of the Mountain limestone, and in part in the Upper
Coal-measures, as well as those by both of them referred to the

Upper Dyas at Wyoming and Bennett's mill and Nebraska City,

mm possibly the exception of divisions C and D at the lai
belong to the horizon of the Upper Coal-measures. The only

ShptU
n

tK -

t0 Which there can be ^y reasonable doubt is,

whether thedivisions C and D at Nebraska City, belong more prop

t It is well known to occur at even much lower horizons in Kansas.
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erly to the horizon of the rocks Dr. Hayden and I termed Per-
mo-carboniferous in Kansas, or to the Coal-measures proper. Or,
whether in case it is decided that we must draw an arbitrary
line somewhere in this region, directly between the Coal-meas-
ures and Permian, it may not be thought most consonant with
the range of types here to bring down this line, in spite, so to
speak, of the various acknowledged Carboniferous forms found
in these beds, so as to include the divisions C and D in the Per-

The great objection however, to the adoption of the latter con-

clusion, is not only the occurrence of so many unquestionable

Carboniferous species in the bed C, at Nebraska City, but the

fact that nearly the whole group of fossils found in this bed C
at that place, including most of the Permian types, such as the

so-called Avicula speluncarta, A.pinnaeforrm's, &
there, &c, also occur in Iowa, be-

neath others containing nearly all of our most common and char-

acteristic Upper Coal-measure types, and indeed beneath heavy
beds of limestone, agreeing in lithological characters, and con-

taining the same groups of fossils found in those on the Missouri

referred by Prof. Marcou to the Mountain limestone, as has al-

ready been determined by Dr. White (see this Journal, July, 1867,

P- 28.)* During my late excursion to the west I had the pleas-

ure of visiting with that gentleman, some of these loc

Iowa. At one place in Union county, we found directly over-

lying a bed containing the fossi; ^on C at

ale, containing several specimens

aterrea (Avicula rectalaterarea Cox)

.

which in Kentucky characterizes the horizon of the ninth coal

bed of that State. Immediately above this black shale, in a de-

composing limestone with marly partings, we found I

:

& planoconvexus and Spiriferina KenttttkeM

.Yebrascmsis Owen, P. im
Sowerby?, Chonetes Verneuiliana N. &• P- Streptorhynchus event-

fte Carboniferous rocks of Kussia), and the same little Philhpsxa

figured by Prof. Geinitz from Plattsmouth

, At other places in the same region in Iowa, Dr. White has

found in the
P
limestones and other beds holding »«*,££«

Ration, nearly all of the above fossils, and manv other Carbon-

iferous types, such as Meekella strialo-costata {Plicatula smaw-

Cf>stata Cox), Myalina suhquadrata Sbumard,

4%n* sJ;Bafand numerous Fusulina, with teeth of Cochho-

^ It is also well known that in Kansas, bedsM^*^^^^-
^SXcavbonL :ii 0f Strata-
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dus, &c. Indeed, Dr. White has already shown that the beds in

Iowa, containing the group of fossils found in the division 0, M
Nebraska City, hold a^ position about the middle of the Upper
Coal-measures in that State (see this Journal for July, 1867.)

I may also add, that our examinations through Iowa, fully and
completely confirm Dr. White's statement, that no Subcarbonif-
erous rocks are met with after leaving the outcrops seen along
the Desmoines river, in going westward all the way to the Mis-

souri nor along the Missouri, in that State ; all this intermediate
country being occupied by Coal-measures, excepting some insig-

nificant patches of Cretaceous sandstone. I am aware Prof B£ap
cou has expressed the opinion that all of the Coal-measures of

Iowa, Missouri, Illinois, &c, really belong to the horizon of the

Mountain limestone. I can only say, however, that this is done
in the face of the indisputable facts, that the fossils of these

rocks in Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas and Missouri, differ, as already

stated, almost entirely from those of our Subcarboniferous rocks,

as every one in this country knows ; and agree exactly with

what he calls an "eminently new red fauna" at Plattsmouth,
while the Coal-measures of Illinois, containing the same fauna

zing those of the other States named, can be traced

without interruption to the southern boundaries of that State,

and also into Kentucky, where they are separated from the Sub-

carboniferous rocks, by from fifty to three hundred or more feet

of Millstone grit. In addition to this, it is now generally known
that Lesquereux has found the flora of the Coal-measures of

Illinois, Kentucky and Indiana, to agree with remarkable exact-

ness, so far as the identity and similarity of species are concerned,

with that of the true Coal-measures of Europe.
Indeed, so thoroughly have our western Carboniferous rocks

been studied of late years, during the progress of the several

btate geological surveys; and so completely are the order ot

succession, thickness, characteristic fossils, &c, of their va-

rious subdivisions known, that almost any amateur collector in

these districts can instantly decide, from a few corals, crinoids

or shells, whether they came from a horizon above or below
the Millstone grit. In fact, in a very great majority of cases, a

single species would be sufficient to decide this question.
in short, all the facts presented by Prof. Geinitz and Pro*.

Marcou, when explained by what is known in regard to the

geological structure of the country in western Iowa, eastern

A-ansas, ^ otber neighboring districts of the west, exactly

Sdm^Tf*'
a
fo

COnfirm the views Published by Dr. Hayden
and myself in 1858. That is, that there is in this region, a

lul
Ua
thrn

ad
K
g0fffr0ni an uPPer Coal-measure to a Penman

wS„ gl
a C0Dsiderable thickness of strata, forming a some-

wnat intermediate group which we called the Permo-carboniferous
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series; also that there is no defined break between this interme-

diate series, and the Permian above, or the Coal-measures below.

Indeed all the phenomena here indicate a gradual change of
physical conditions which had probably so nearly approximated
those of the Permian in this region, long before the proper close

of the Coal-measure period, as to favor the introduction, at certain

localities, ofsome Permian types ; while these changes and those

following them for a long period of time, running through the

interval between the close of the Carboniferous period and the

true beginning of the Permian in other parts of the world, where
the series seems to be separable into two distinct groups, were
not so great as to materially affect the Carboniferous fauna.

Under such circumstances, it must be evident, that all attempts

to correlate particular unimportant beds here, with minor subdi-

visions adopted in Europe, where a different state of things

obtained, must necessarily fail; while different opinions will

doubtless long exist in regard to the exact horizon in the inter-

mediate series, where the line should be drawn here between the

Coal-measures and the Permian. Possibly after much more

extensive collections of fossils have been obtained from these

rocks, and the vertical range of all of the species has been

approximately determined, some more definite conclusions on

this point may be arrived at from the percentage of species known
to cross certain lines. It is probable, however, that even by this

method, the line of division would be found shifting according

to the particular parts of the field in which the comparison might

be made, for it is evident as we follow the very same beds west-

ward from Iowa and Illinois into Kansas and Nebraska that the

Proportion of what would be called Permian types, is found to

increase. .

In conclusion, I would state, that I hope sometime to have the

Pleaure of seeing Prof. Geinitz in this country, and of accom-

panying him to these distant western localities; and although

^ would doubtless continue to differ upon minor points as to

generic and specific d !

[ an
?

surV iHi
not take Ion- to convince so able a geologist as he undoubtedly

is, that there is no Mountain limestone within probably more

than one thousand feet of the surface on the Missouri in eastern

Nebraska, or western Iowa; and that all the rocks referred by

^of. Mar'cou and himself there to the Subcarboniferous as
;

well

wall they referred to the Permian or Dyas, with possibly the

^ception already alluded to, belong to the Coal-measures.



J. E. Willet on India

Art. XXXV.—Indian Summer ; by Joseph E. "Willet, Prof,
of Natural Philosophy and Chemistry in Mercer I

Georgia.

A period of several weeks in Autumn, characterized by
smoky atmosphere, equable temperature and cloudless sky, has
been known in America as Indian Summer. Several hints as
to the cause of this phenomena have been thrown out, but no
one of them seems to have been accepted as a sufficient explana-
tion of the facts. The following views have been entertained
by the writer for several years, and are presented for the purpose
ot attracting attention to the subject, with the hope that ma-
terials may be collected by observers, the discussion of which
may lead to a true theory of Indian Summer.

rirst, as to the facts.

1. Indian Summer is not confined to North America, but oc-

curs in both hemispheres.
It it so well known in the United States, that no reference

need be made to its occurrence here. It is remarkable, however,
that it extends on this continent, to very high latitudes.

Sir John Richardson passed the winter of 1848-9 at Fort Con-
fadence, on Great Bear Lake, lat. 66° 54' N. He remarks*
with regard to the progress of the seasons, the ' Indian Sum-

' is called, brought us three weeks of fine weather after

our arrival in September."
Kaemtz, in his discussion of the height of the barometer in

different seasons, says,f "In the autumn, on the contrary, when
the air comes from the south, the south winds predominate;
they pour upon the south of Eupope the water with which they
are charged, and reach us perfectly dry ; hence the beautiful

weather, that sometimes prevails in the middle of autumn and
which is known in France under the name of St. Mart

Z^iu^ Germany Jt ^ called the summer of old men; and m
North America, the Indian Summer." ,

i)r. Livingstone, in his Travels and Researches in South A •

nca, page 537, when he had arrived at Gonye, lat. 16° 38' 50'

S
;

,
says

:
"Aug. 22. This is the end of winter. * * * * The

e scenery is lovely, though the atmosphere is murky m
f . f winter.nZJ~£™Xr me continuance of

t, Jv?
i T tinSe of the atmosphere was observed every

ter at Kolobeng," (lat . 24° 30' s/«

of the

~» (lat. 24° 30rS.°)

P
^utTtlvaTnot so observably

m nw^^m*i!

be SOUth
>
though J had always considered that ii

eds of 1 ?
th
%extensive burnings of the grass, in which bon-

ed* of miles of pasturage are annually consumed. As the

t cSZ$£&^&«^ * ^arch of Sir John Franklin, p. *mpIete Course of Meteorology, by L. F. K
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1

quantity burned in the north is very much greater than in the
south, and the smoky tinge of winter was not observed, some
other explanation than these burnings must be sought for. I
have sometimes imagined that the lowering of the temperature
in winter rendered the vapor in the upper current of air visible
and imparted this hazy appearance."

Lieut. J. M. Gilliss, in his very interesting work on Chili,*
says, "All through March, and the larger half of April, unex-
ceptionably fine weather lasts, though the atmosphere is less

transparent by day than during the other seasons, and copious
dews at night show its increasing relative humidity. About the
close of the former month, or in the first half of the latter, there
are usually from ten to fifteen days when it assumes that pecu-
liar appearance between smoke and dry fog which is so notable
as the "Indian Summer" of North America. During its con-
tinuance there is scarcely any wind ; and, as the temperature
after noon rises to summer heat, with its fresh southerly breeze,
the air is more enervating than at the latter season. Here the

resemblance between the two hemispheres ceases. Unlike the
North American "Indian Snmrner," of which, its continuity
once broken, there is no return until the following year, the

Chilain " verano de San Juan,"f is often interrupted by a re-

newal of the periodic winds with greater force, or by clouds

;

and after a day or two, there succeeds another interval, when
the air is tranquil and smoky."
In these extracts, we have evidence of Indian Summer in

North America, Europe, Africa and South America.
2. Moreover, the indications are, that Indian Summer is a

phenomenon of the temperate zone.
I have seen no allusions to it in the writings of travelers in

arctic and tropical regions.
;

As we have seen above it is distinctly marked in the United

States, in Middle Europe, at Santiago in Chili, lat. 33° 26' 26"

S, and at Kolobeng in South Africa, lat. 24° 30' S., all within

the temperate zone. Sir John Eichardson, however, noticed it

at lat. 66° 54' N., iust beyond the Arctic Circle, and Dr. Liv-

ingstone observed it at Gonye, lat. 16° 38' 60" S, about 7°

within the torrid zone. The former can scarcely be regarded as

a& exceptional case, as the observation was made just beyond
the Arctic Circle. The latter point is clearly within the torrid

zone, but the remarks of Dr. Livingstone show its greater pre-

dominance in the temperate. He says "it was observed every

winter at Kolobeng, (lat. 24° 30' S.) but it was not so observable

* Londa" (in which Gonye is situated) " as in the South," and

*The U. S. Naval Astronomical Expedition to the Southern Hemisphere, toL I
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that too, notwithstanding, the quantity (of grass) burned in the

north (toward the equator) is very much greater than in the

south " (toward the Antarctic). If the burnings of the grass

were the cause of the smoky atmosphere, then the smokiness
should have been more apparent toward the equator ; whereas
the reverse was so strikingly true, that he abandons his previous

notions of a connection, between these burnings and the srao-
..-

of the nature of cause and effect

The season when it appears and the period of continuance

ndian Summer seem, from the above, to be slightly different

In North America, it occurs in September, October, or Novem-
ber in different years. It is sometimes confined to one well-de-

fined period of two or three weeks, as at Fort Confidence, in

Sept., and Oct., 1848. But more commonly it is extended

through one-half or more of the autumn
;
presenting a series of

smoky days, followed by a period of variable weather, to be re-

stored again in full force for a short time, running thus inter-

ruptedly through two months or more. Kaemtz describes its

season in middle Europe as "the middle of autumn," but say3

nothing of its duration.

In the southern hemisphere, Dr. Livingstone recorded his sin-

gle remark of smoky weather on August 22d, which, with the

reversed seasons of that hemisphere, corresponds with our Feb-

ruary, but goes on to say, that this peculiar tinge of the atmos-

phere was observed every winter at Kolobeng. This would lo-

cate the South African Indian Summer in June, July and Au-

gust, corresponding to our December, January and February,

which period is two or three months later than our Indian Sum-
mer. Lieut. Gilliss describes the Chilian Indian Summer as ex;

tending "through the close of March and the first half of April,

which corresponds with our September and October. From his

further description above and from the collection of his register

below, the season appears to be more marked and decided than

with us.

4. Another point worthy of remark, is that there are individ-

ual days of smoky weather, distributed through the whole year

and undistinguishable from Indian Summer, in any particular

except the time of duration. Were they prolonged for a week
or two, we should have Indian Summer in nearly every month
ot the year, and the phenomenon would cease to be regarded as

peculiarly autumnal.
At this place, lat. 33° 37' N., I have noticed for several years,

smoky'days in every month, excepting about one month in win-

n%
Sn

A
°n

? i
Q &TmeT

' The agister by Lieut. A. W. WhippH
u. d. a., ot rsychrometric and Climatological observations,* on
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his survey across the western plains from Ft. Smith, Ark., to
San Pedro, Cal., presents the same fact. During the several
months mentioned below, the whole period of the survey, ob-
servations of " smoky," " smoky atmosphere " and " very smo-
ky" are recorded on the following number of days.

1853. No. of days 1854. No. of days

Aug. 3 Jan. 1

Sept. 6 Feb. 1

Oct. 10 March 1

Nov. 5
Dec. 3

The register of Lieut. J. M. Gilliss at Santiago in Chili is still

more conclusive ; for no month, observed during the years
1850-1-2, is without " slightly smoky," " smoky " or " very
smoky " days. The number of such days in each month will

appear in the following table, which has been collected from the

Meteorological Observations, vol. vi.

185G. 1851. 1852.

Jan. 6 9 23

Nov. 2 2

Dec. 2 6

Of like character with these individual smoky days may be
foe " dry fog " described by Kaemtz, Meteorology, pp. 469-71,
as " common in north and west Germany as well as in Holland "

and in other parts of Europe. That of 1783 had remarkable

intensity and " presented the following phenomena :—its thick-

ness was such, that in some places objects at the distance of five

kilometers (3 miles) could not be distinguished ;
they sometimes

appeared blue or else surrounded with vapor. The sun appeared
fed, and without brilliancy, and could be gazed at in the middle
or> the day

; at its rising and setting, it disappeared in the haze."

The fog appeared on different days in different parts of Europe
and Asia—at Copenhagen, May 29th ;

in France and Italy, from
foe 16th to the 18th of June; in Norway, June 22d; in Swit-

zerland, June 23d: at Stockholm, June 24th
;

at Moscow, June

25th
; toward the end of June in Syria ; and the 1st of July m

foe Altai. In 1834, Kaemtz noticed others in May, July and

August ; the one of May seemed to be transferred from place to
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place by violent N. E. winds. In these countries (Germany and
Holland) the dry fog is coincident with the burning of peat;

when the air is dry, the smoke remains suspended in the atmosphere
and may be carried away by the winds. The wind always blows
from the direction of the peat bogs, when dry fog is manifested

;

and fogs have frequently been seen coming distinctly from the

peat bogs." " The very thick dr\ i- - >i 1-,! i , tme partly from

the combustion of peat, and partly from the fires for which tbil

year was noted." " To the same cause, probably, may be attrib-

uted the particular aspect of the air in autumn. In the fine days,

when the air is very dry, the air is less transparent; distant ob-

jects are not seen distinctly, they appear surrounded by a slight

fog." "Can the dry fog of 1783, which was diffused over a

great portion of Europe, be attributed to the same cause?" Pop-

ular superstition in Europe attributes to this "dry fog ""the
disease of smut in corn, and diseases in vegetables generally,"

and " the predominance of the north winds which then prevail,

Bay that it drives away rain and storms, and is a cause

of cold."

The above description of " dry fog " accords very well with

pearance of many occasional smoky days i

d in i

the appea
which, if they occurred" in autumn, woulofbe styled Indian £

mer. Belying upon the description alone, I am inclined to class

them together. Kaemtz, also, in the description above, of " the

r aspect of the air in autumn," seems to allude to the

German Indian Summer, and thus com
nomena of dry fog and Indian Summer.
So much for the facts, let us now turn

Summer.
Any theory, to be complete, must equally apply to these oc-

casional smoky days, which are distributed throughout the year;

for these present exactly the same characteristics, and are noted

by observers, as Lieut. Whipple and Lieut. Gilliss, in precise y
the same terms, as the groups of autumnal days, commonly call-

ed Indian Summer.
Without alluding to previous theories on the subject, I sug-

gest the following

:

1. The smokiness is produced by real smoke, proceeding from
the ordinary fires employed in preparing food, etc., or from ex-

traordinary fires in the burning of |rass, brushwood, etc. .
Tb*

is an evident and a sufficient cause, and it is unphilosophicai to

effect °
therS

'

UQtil this is Sh0wa to be inade(luate t0 the glVeD

Moreover, Kaemtz, as above, plainly ascribes the smoldne*

iL ZJ * ? r°ihe smoke from Peat bogs. What is more
o

the point, Prof. Henry, in allusion to "dry fogs," remarks;
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"The nature of these fogs is now pretty well understood, and
more refined observations, particularly with the microscope,
have served to dissipate the mystery in which they were for-

merly enshrouded. When a portion of the air in which the fog
exists is filtered, as it were, through water, and the substance
which is retained, is examined by the microscope, it is found to
consist of minute fragments, in some cases, of burnt plants, and
in others of the ashes of volcanoes." " Samples of substances
which have been collected from rain water and examined micro-
scopically by Prof. Schaeffer, of Washington, at the request of the
Smithsonian Institution, have been found to consist of portions
of plants, which must have come from a great distance, since
the species to which they belong are not found in abundance in
the localities at which the specimens were obtained. It is highly
probable that a portion of the smoke or fog-cloud produced by
the burning of one of our western prairies is carried entirely

across the eastern portion of the continent to the ocean." In
reference to Indian Summer, Prof. Henry remarks, "Though
the first announcement of the proposition by some of our earlier

meteorologists, that the peculiar condition of the atmosphere
known as Indian Summer might be produced by the burning of
the prairies, was not thought worthy of any comment, yet the

advance of science in revealing the facts I have stated, renders
this hypothesis by no means unworthy of attention."

Although these extraordinary fires may furnish the smoke for

extraordinary manifestations of smokiness as in "dry fog" or

unusually dense Indian Summer, yet I think too little impor-

tance has been attached to the smoke from ordinary fires. Im-
mense volumes of smoke ascend daily from these, and it is not

improbable that the majority of smoky days derive their smoki-
ness from these ordinary sources.

2. Atmospheric currents, subsiding from higher to lower re-

p>ns, would produce smokiness by depressing the smoke, and

V coming under greater pressure would become relatively dry,

aad would thus produce relative dryness and equableness of

temperature during their continuance.
Every meteorologist has, doubtless desired an indicator or

vane for descending currents. Can any be devised more sensi-

tive than smoke ? The direction of horizontal currents is con-

stantly determined by the swaying wreaths of smoke from chim-

neys. If the rising columns of smoke remain suspended in the

°wer atmosphere and hang like a smoky veil over the whole

landscape, why may not the phenomenon be referred to descend-

°g currents of air? Why not follow the indications of the

Var*e? If the smoke bends toward the north, east, south, or

*est, we attribute it to a wind from the opposite quarter. If it

A*- Joub. Sci.-Second Series, Vol. XLIV, No. 132.-Noy., 1867.
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bends toward the earth, why not attribute it to a current from

above ? Mainly from the fact, that we are less familiar with de-

scending currents, and that from the want of an indicator, we
know less of their habitudes.

3. This subsiding of atmospheric currents may occur at any

time, when circumstances favor ; but it will be most apparent,

when a conjunction of circumstances render them continuous

through a series of days, as in the autumn.
Hence smoky days may occur in every month of the year,

and a succession of them is called Indian Summer—near the au-

tumnal equinox, when the violent disturbing elements of summer
heat and winter cold are at a minimum. The vernal equinox

would seem to be equally favorable with the autumnal; but, in

the former case, a hemisphere cooled by the winter's cold and

heating up under the advancing warmth of the season may be

less favorable to a stable equilibrium of the atmosphere, than

tbe same hemisphere heated by summer and cooling by radiation

during the autumn.
4. Descendin

the temperate z

Kaemtz seems to think that the trade winds return toward

the poles as an upper current and settle to the earth about lat.

30° and thence flow as a surface current toward the poles, re-

turning to the equator by some route not well indicated. Amer-

ican meteorologists* think that the atmosphere of a hemisphere

is divided into three systems, with upper and lower currents,

and with belts of rains or of calms where the systems meet. But

all agree as to the descent of the upper currents, whether from

the equator or from the poles, to a greater or less extent, over

the temperate zone and these may, when other circumstances

favor, depress the smoke and produce Indian Summer.
In the above discussion, I have attempted to show that Indian

Summer, the occasional smoky days distributed throughout the

year, and probably dry fog are similar if not identical phenom-

ena, and attributable to the same cause ; that the smokiness is

due to ordinary smoke derived from the ordinary or extra-

ordinary fires of a country ; that the smoke is held suspended

in the lower portions of the atmosphere by descending currents

ot air
; and, finally, that the phenomena seem to prevail mos

m autumn and in the temperate zones, and the descending cur-

rents originate in the subsidence toward the earth of the upper

currents from the equator or from the poles. , .,
pin conclusion, it is proper to say, that, by examination ot tne
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only complete register, that of Lieut. Gilliss, in my possession,
I have not been able to connect the views here presented with
the indications of the barometer. This was hardly to be hoped
for, from a single register, at one locality.

Indian Summer prevails over a large extent of territory, and
its laws must be evolved by the discussion of many registers
kept at places distributed over the whole territory. Smokiness
is rarely recorded by observers among the phases of the sky,
and hence previous registers throw little light upon the subject.
Should the attention of observers, hereafter, be directed to this
phase, the mass of observations thus obtained may show whether
the phenomena are simultaneous or consecutive over a large ex-
tent of country ; whether the barometer rises or falls, &c; and
may elicit some law favorable or unfavorable- to the views above
suggested ; but which, will remove the mystery, which, has so
long hung around the subject of Indian Summer.

Art. XXXVI.

—

A method of determining the amount of Protoxyd
of Iron in Silicates not soluble in the ordinary mineral acids; by
Josiah P, Cooke, Jr.

The accurate determination of the amounts of protoxyd
and sesquioxyd of iron in siliceous minerals is a point of much
importance in mineralogy, and when the silicate can be dissolved
Dy the ordinary mineral acids, this determination presents no
great difficulties. But it is very different with the so-called in-

fioluble silicates. In regard to these the problem has never been
iv solved; so that the exact condition of oxydation

of the iron in some varieties of the most common species is not
with certainty known. Many siliceous minerals which are not
perfectly decomposed by the dilute mineral acids in an open
vessel, are dissolved after long digestion in a sealed flask, and in
a former paper the author described a simple and accurate meth-
od of determining the amount of protoxyd of iron in all sili-

cates of this class. The method here described applies chiefly
to the silicates, which cannot be thus decomposed and is based
°n the use of hydrofluoric acid as a mineral solvent. With a
very few exceptions all silicates are dissolved after a more or
jess prolonged digestion in a mixture of sulphuric and hydro-
fluoric acids, and in this solution the amount of protoxyd of
""on can be accurately determined with permanganate of potassa.
ifc is of course essential that the solution should be made out of
contact with the air and the difficulty of fulfilling this condition

n why this

determin-
ations. This difficulty however may be completely overcome
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by the apparatus represented in the accompanying figure which,

although it may appear complicated at first sight, is really a

simple combination of parts, which are familiar in every labora-

tory.

To the sides of a common copper water bath are attached

three tubes as is shown in the figure. The tube on the left con-

nects with a Mariotte's flask by which the water is maintained

at a constant level in the bath. The upper tube on the right

connects with a carbonic acid gas generator, while the lower

tube (connected with the sink by a rubber hose), serves simply

as an overflow for the water. On the cover of the water-bath

close to the rim is a depressed circular groove, which receives

the lip of an inverted glass tunnel. When the apparatus is in

use this groove is kept f

ing liquid and thus forms a perfect water joint ; but i:

by the spray from the 1

secure this result the bath must be kept" nearly full of l

and holes for the ready escape of the steam and spray should

be provided in the copper rings, which cover the bath and

adapt it for vessels of various sizes. It is evident that, by this

simple modification of the ordinary water-bath, we can keep
"assay surrounded by an atmosphere of steam or of carbonicatmosphi

may be desirable, during the whole process of diges-

tiuu W that too for an indefinite period. Moreover while

watching the process through the glass we can either pour m
fresh quantities of the solvent, or we can stir up the material,

m the vessel within, introducing a tube-tunnel or stirrer through
the spout of the covering tunnel.

Alter the above description the method of making the iron

assay will be readily understood. A small amount of the finely
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pulverized mineral (from one-half a gram to a gram) is weighed
out in a large platinum crucible. Upon this we pour a mixture
of dilute sulphuric acid (sp.gr. 1'5) with as little hydrofluoric
acid as experience may show is required to dissolve* the mineral
stirring up the material with a platinum spatula. The crucible
is next transferred to the water bath, the covering tunnel put in
place, water poured into the groove, the interior filled with car-
bonic acid from the generator and the gas lamp lighted. As soon
as the water boils, the connection with the generator is closed, and
if the water level has been properly adjusted, the apparatus will
take care of itself, the groove will be kept full of water and the
interior of the tunnel full of steam. If the materials cake on the
bottom of the crucible,—as is not unfrequently the case when a
large amount of insoluble sulphate is formed,—the lamp may be
removed, the apparatus again filled with carbonic acid, and the
contents of the crucible stirred up as above described. A stout
platinum wire about two inches long, cemented before the blow-
pipe to the end of a glass tube, makes an excellent stirring rod,
and after using it any adhering material can easily be washed back
into the crucible by directing the jet from the wash bottle down the
throat of the covering tunnel. The lamp may then be replaced,
the current of carbonic acid interrupted and the process of diges-
tion continued. When the decomposition is complete the cur-
rent of carbonic acid gas is reestablished, the lamp extinguished
and the air tube of the Mariotte's flask raised until its lower end
« above the level of the overflow. A slow current of water is

thus caused to flow through the bath, which soon cools down
the whole apparatus. The crucible may now be removed, its

contents washed into a beaker glass and the solution diluted
with pure water until the volume is about 500 c m.\ when the

amount of protoxyd of iron present can be determined with
a solution of permanganate of potassa in the usual way. The
total amount of iron present being subsequently determined, the
relative proportion of the two oxyds is of course well known,
fn order to show the accuracy of the method and also to prove
that the presence of hydrofluoric acid does not exert any ap-

preciable influence on the permanganate solution we subjoin
the following results.

.

-the strength of the solution of permanganate was tested with
the double sulphate of ammonia and iron. In each case 14
8p«is of the salt were accurately weighed out and dissolved in

about 500 c7^s
of water. To the first two portions sulphuric

^d was alone added while to the last two there was also added
a yery large amount of hydrofluoric acid, four or five times as

°S as the mineral is wholly decomposed.
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much as would be required in any mineral analysis. The re-

No. 3,

No. 4,

From a s

above descri

ing results.

No. 1, 0-6913 grams of mineral required 14-1 [Tm? permanganate.
No. 2, 0-6640 « « « .. 13 .6 '«

V
«

No. 3, 0-8910 " » « « 18 .2 «

The per centage composition deduced from this is

Per cent of FeO.
No. 1, 19-86.
No. 2, 19-95.
No. 3, 19-89.

In order to test still further the efficiency of our apparatus we
have several times dissolved 2 decigrams of iron in dilute sal-

id and heated the solution in the bath for more than

twelve hours without its undergoing the slightest oxydation.
It is of course essential in this process that both the sulphuric

and hydrofluoric acids should be perfectly pure and wholly free

from any oxydizing or reducing agents. There is no difficulty

rig from the manufacturers pure sulphuric acid, but un-

v the commercial hydrofluoric acid is apt to be very

impure and must be carefully purified by repeated did
before it is used in this process. The apparatus here described
will also be found very useful in the ordinary iron assays and is

also applicable in a large number of analytical processes, where
it is necessary that the assay should not be exposed to the air.

Of course in such cases a glass beaker would take the place of

the platinum crucible, as is shown in the figure. Lastly, this

method of heating in an atmosphere of steam will be found very
convenient in the many cases where it it is desirable to prevent
the evaporation of water during the process. The presence ot

l^o??
am

.

t

5
oreover

?
prevents to a great degree the escape of the

volatile acids; so that in the process above described, the glass

covering tunnel is not perceptibly corroded unless the hydro-
fluoric acid used is very strong.

Cambridge, June 22d, 1867
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Art. XXXVIL—The Parks of Colorado.

[The " San Luis Park " of Colorado, in which the Rio Grande del
Norte takes its rise, has recently been described by an anonymous
writer, reported on good authority to be Hon. Mr. Gilpin, late Governor
of Colorado. This description is so graphic and minute, and exhibits so
good an acquaintence with a region which has been but little investiga-
ted, that we are led to reprint it from the ephemeral pages in which it

has appeared.

—

Eds.]

The San Luis Park—The San Luis park is readily entered at
the extreme north through the Poncho pass, penetrating the
Cordillera from the Arkansas river. This park, of elliptical

form and immense dimensions, is enveloped between the Cordil-
lera and Sierra Mimbres. It has its extreme northern point be-

tween these two Sierras, where they separate by a sharp angle
and diverge : the former to the southeast, the latter to the south-
west. The latitude of the Poncho pass is 38° 30', the longitude
106°. It is one hundred and twenty-five miles southwest from
Denver, and thirty-seven miles due west from Canyon City.

Emerging from the Poncho pass, the waters begin to gather
and form the San Luis river. This flows to the south through
a valley of great beauty, which rapidly widens to the right and
left. On the east flank the Cordillera ascends abruptly and
continuously, without any foot hills, to a sharp, snowy summit;
on the west, foot hills and secondary mountains, rising one
above the other, entangle the whole space to the Sierra Mimbres.
The Sawatch river has its source on the inner (eastern) flank

°f the Sien sixty miles south of its angle of

divergence from the Cordilleras, and by a course nearly east

converges toward the lower San Luis river. It enters upon the

Park by a similar valley. These two valleys expand into one

another around this mass of foot hills, fusing into the open park,

whose center is here occupied by the San Luis lake, into which
the two rivers converge and discharge their waters.

The San Luis lake, extending south from the point of the foot

nills, occupies the center of the park for sixty miles, forming a

bowl without any outlet to its waters. It is encircled by im-

mense saturated savannas of luxuriant grass. Its water surface

expands over this savanna during the season of the melting
8nows upon the Sierras and shrinks when the season of evapo-

ration returns. From the flanks of the Cordillera on the east,

at intervals of six or eight miles asunder, and at very equal dis-

tances, fourteen streams, other than the San Luis, descend and

converge into the San Luis lake. The belt of sloping plain be-

tween the mountains and the lake, traversed by so many paral-

lel streams, bordered by meadows and groves of cottonwood
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trees, has from this feature the name " Los Alamosos." It is

sixty miles in length and twenty wide. On the opposite (west-
ern) side, from the flank of the Sierra Mimbres, simUai
known as the Sawatch, the Carnero, and the Gareta, descend
from the west into the lake.
The confluent streams thus converging into the San Luis lake

are nineteen in number. The area thus occupied by this isola-

and drained into it by its converging affluents, forming
- the northern section of the park, and being one-third

? B?
S Wh

»
1S SUrface

'
is classified under the general name of

Advancing onward to the south, along the west edge of the
plains, ten miles from the Gareta, the Rio del Norte issues
from its mountain gorge. Its source is in the perpetual snows
of the peaks of San Juan, the local name given to this stupen-
dous culmination of the Sierra Mimbres. The Del Norte flows
from its extreme source due east one hundred and fifty miles,
and having reached the longitudinal middle of the park turns
abruptly south, and bisecting the park for perhaps one hundred
and fifty miles, passed beyond its rim in its course to the Gulf
of Mexico All the streams descending from the enveloping
bierras (other than the Alamosos) converge into it their tribu-
tary waters. On the west come in successively the Pintada, the

a i? S**}'
the Rio de la Gara

>
the Conejos, the San Antonio,

ana the Fieda. These streams, six or eight miles asunder, pa-
rallel equidistant, fed by the snows of the Sierra Mimbres, have

waters, very fertile areas of land, and are all of the
very highest order of beauty.
Advancing again from the Rincon, at the eastern edge of the

plain along the base of the Cordillera, the prodigious conical
mass of the Sierra Blanca protrudes like a vast hemisphere into
tue plain and blocks the vision to the direct south. The road
describes

;

the arc of a semi-circle around its base for thirty miles,
and reaches Fort Garland.

stiLl^i!
1111^ 1*16 vicinity of Fort Garland, the three largeSIW^Jn*'^?^6 de Christo

'
and the Trenchera, de-

-cena tromthe Cordillera, converge, unite a few miles west, and

mfCf?
^fMelves in the Trenchera, flow west twenty-four

SiTvj8
,

10 del I* orte
- The line of the snowy Cordillera,

itself n^ nd
-

he bulk of the Sierra BlaQca, here again reveals
Hseit pursuing its regular south-southeast course and direction.

ttdai south is reached the town of San Luis, upon the

uZSpp /i?
eventeen miles further is the town of Cost,lia'

i
pz^TZze

r>
fifr mile

f
tohert

,
he tor iro

Hondo; (between ^^LTc^to^ fhSiSSWHondo to Taos is fourtLn ll^lZ^ll'u^A tL/*
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the mountain chain whose circle toward the west forms the
southern mountain barrier which encloses the San Lui-
that direction.

The San Luis park is then an immense elliptical bowl, the
bed of a primeval sea which has been drained; its bottom,
smooth as a water surface and concave, is 9,400 square miles in
area. It is watered by thirty-five mountain streams, which, de-
scending from the encircling crests of snow, converge, nine-
teen into the San Luis lake, the rest into the Eio del Norte.
An extraordinary symmetry of configuration is its prominent
feature. The scenery, everywhere sublime, has the everchang-
mg variety of the kaleidoscope. Entirely around the edge of
the plain, and closing the junction of the plain with the moun-
tain foot, runs a smooth glacis, exactly resembling the sea beach,
which accompanies the conjunction of the land with the ocean.
Irom this beach rise continuously all around the horizon the
great mountains, elevating their heads above the line of per-
petual snow. On the eastern side the escarpment of the Cor-
dillera rises rapidly, and is abrupt ; on the western side the
crest of the Sierra Mimbres is more remote, having the inter-

val filled with ridges, lessening in altitude as they descend to
the plain of the park. This continuous shelving flank of the
Sierras, completing a perfect amphitheater, has a superficial area
equal to that of the level plain which it envelops, and gives to
the whole enclosure within the encircling band of snow an area

°/ 18,000 square miles. At an elevation of five or six thousand
feet above the plain a level line upon the mountain wall marks
the cessation * of arborsence, above which naked granite and
snow alone are seen. To one who ascends to this elevation at
any point, the whole interior of this prodigious amphitheatre
js scanned by the eye and swept in at a single glance. Aided

V a glass, the smallest objects scattered over the immense ellip-

tlcal area beneath are discernible through the limpid, brilliant,

and translucent atmosphere. Two facts impress themselves up-
on the senses : the perfect symmetry of configuration in nature
arjd the intense variety in the forms and splendor of the land-

^pe. The colors of the sky and atmosphere are intensely

J
lvid and gorgeous ; the dissolving tints of light and shade are

forever interchanging ; they are as infinite as are the altering

angles of the solar rays in their diurnal circuit.

. The average elevation of the plain above the sea level is

6400 feet. The highest peaks have an altitude 16,000 feet

above the sea. In the serrated rim of the park, as seen from
tbe plain, projected against the canopy, are discernable seventeen

peaks, at very equal distance one from another. Each one dif-

fers from all the rest in some peculiarity of shape and position.

Each one identifies itself by some striking beauty. From the
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snows of each one descends some considerable river, as well
within the park as outward down the external mountain bank.
We recognize, therefore, in the San Luis Park an immense

elliptical basin enveloping the sources of the Eio Bravo del
JNorte it is isolated in the heart of the continent, twelve hund-
red miles from the sea. It is morticed, as it were, into the midst
of the vast mountain bulk, where, rising gradually from the
oceans the highest altitude and amplitude Sf the continent is

attained. This park spreads it plain from 36° to 38° 30', and
is bisected by the 106th meridian. Its greatest length is 210™ij greatest width is 100 ; its aggregate approximate area
is 18,000 square miles.
Such being the geographical position, altitude, and peculiar

unique configuration, these features suggest the inquiry into
parallel peculiarities of meteorology, geology, physical structure,
agriculture, mineralogy, and the economy of labor.

ine American people have heretofore developed their social
system exclusively on the borders of the two oceans, and within
tne maritime valleys of modem:
and an atmosphere influenced by the sea. To them, then, the
contrast is complete in every feature, in these high and remote
altitudes beyond all influence of the ocean, and specially conti-

Thereis an identity between the "Valley or Park of the
wty of Mexico " and the San Luis park which ought to be here
mentioned. They are similar, twin basins of the great plateau,
classifying together and alike in the physical structure of the
cont, nent Mexico is in latitude 20°, longitude 99°, and at

T,500 of altitude. The width of the continent is here 575 miles
(from ocean to ocean,) and the divergence of the Cordilleras w
^b miles, which is here the width of the plateau. At the 39
me continent expands to a width of 8,500 miles between the
oceans

;
the Cordilleras have diverged 1,200 miles asunder, and

tn.e Plateau has widened the same dimensions In harmony
with this great expansion of the continent are all the

one tPn
r

A°
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- The " Park of the City of Mexico " is but

th C t
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hodlcal fickleness. There are no prolonged vernal
or autumnal seasons. Summer and winter divide the year.
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Both are characterized by mildness of temperature. After the
autumnal equinox the snows begin to accumulate upon the
mountains. After the vernal equinox thej dissolve. The for-

mation of light clouds upon the crest of the Sierras is incessant.
The meridian sun retains its vitalizing heat around the year;
at midnight prevails a corresponding tonic coolness. The clouds
are wafted away by the steady atmospheric currents coming
from the west. They rarely interrupt the sunshine, but refract-

sentially continental, being uninterruptedly salubrious, brilliant,

and tonic.

The flanks of the great mountains, bathed by the embrace of
these irrigating clouds, are clad with dense forests of pine, fir,»

spruce, hemlock, aspen, oak, cedar, pinon, and a variety of smaller
fruit trees and shrubs, which protect the sources of springs and
running rivulets. Among the forests alternate mountain mead-
ows of luxuriant and nutritious grasses. The ascending clouds,

rarely condensed, furnish little irrigation at the depressed eleva-

tion of the plains, which are destitute of timber, but clothed

in grass. These delicate grasses, growin >• rapidly during the

annual melting of the snows, cure into hay as the aridity of

the atmosphere returns. They form perennial pastures, and
supply the winter food of the aboriginal cattle, everywhere indi-

genous and abundant.
An infinite variety in temper and temperature is suggested as

flowing from close juxtaposition of extreme altitudes and de-

pressions
;
permanent snows, running rivers, and the concentric

courses of the mountains and rivers. Storms of rain and wind
are neither frequent nor lasting. The air is uniformly dry, hav-

jjg a racy freshness and exhilarating taste. A soothing seren-

n7 is the prevailing impression upon those who live perpetually

exposed to the seasons. Mud is never anywhere or at any time

seen. Moderation and concord appear to result from the pres-

ence and contact of elements so various.

,
The critical conclusions to which a rigid study of nature

brings the scrutinizing mind are the reverse of first impressions.

The multitudinous variety of nature adjusts itself with a deli-

cate harmony which brings into healthy action all the industrial

energies. There is no use for the practice of professional

Pharmacy. Chronic health and longevity characterize animal

Hfe. The envelope of cloud-compelling peaks, the seclusion

from the oceans, the rarity of the air inhaled, and the absence of

humidity disinfect the earth, the water, and the atmosphere of ex-

exhalations and miasmas. Health, sound and uninterrupted, stim-

ulate and sustain a high tone of mental and physical eneryg.

All of these are banished, as it were, by the perpetual brilliancy
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and salubrity of the atmosphere and landscape, whose unfail-
ing beauty and tonic taste stimulate and invite the physical
and mental energies to perpetual activity.

Otology and Minerals.—As a geological basin, the San Luis
paric is in the highest degree interesting and remarkable. It is

round to contain, intermingled and in order, a complete epitome
oi an the elements of which geological science and research

?f fi
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prodigious plates of primeval porphyry driven up, as the sub-
soil ol a furrow from the lowest terrestrial crust and protruding
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occasionally crossed by transverse ridges and the chasms of water-
courses. The front flank of this bench forms the stupendous
escarpment of the mountains, everywhere lofty and precipitous.
It is cut through by innumerable streams, up whose gorges ac-
cess to. the upper regions is attained, and the internal contents,
the intestifies, as it were, of the rocks are revealed to sight and
search.

Forming the pediment of this stupendous mural escarpment
is the second brim or bench (being the lowest) in the general
mountain descent. Here the approaching elevation of the plain,
the increase in size of the streams, the accumulating debris from
above, and the increased atmospheric abrasion, all unite to oblit-
erate the angularity of the rocks and impair the striking dis-

tinctness of formation. Forests of pine and deciduous trees
prevail. The flora and vegetation is abundant and various.
The atmospheric irrigation becomes uncertain, and the rocks are
covered with soil or the fragments of their own superficial de-
struction. Immediately following is the broad space occupied
by the fusion of the mountain base and the plain gently descend-
ing to meet it. Here is a profile infinitely indented and bro-
ken

; alternately the sloping ridges protrude their ribs into the
plain, and the plain advances its valleys between them to re-

ceive the streams. This is the region of the placers, where is

checked in its descent and lodged beneath the alluvian soil

the free gold washed down by torrents from the overhanging
summits.

This sketch of the normal structure and configuration of the

Cordillera is illustrated by a chequered list of details in its

minute elements. The primeval rocks, heated to incandescence,
rest in their vertical positions unaltered from their original form

;

they have been roasted but not liquified. Original strata of lime-

stone and gypsum, uplifted on high but not destroyed, rest upon
tne summit as a torn hat. Gypsum, limestones, slates, clays,

shales, are thus found near the highest summits. The decay of
the secondary rocks gives extraordinary fertility to the m'oun-

**"* flanks and to the alluvial bottoms below. Hence the luxu-
riance of the arborescence, the pastures, and the flora. The alti-

tude of the summits gathers and retains the snows, whose gla-

ciers give birth to innumerable rivers. These gash the precipi-

tous flanks with chasms, up which roads ascend ; the composi-

tion of the rocks is here revealed ; the mysteries of their inte-

rior contents are unravelled, and the secretions of nature sub-

jected to the human eye and hand..

Thus, then, erects itself the primeval Cordillera, constructed
°f horizontal plates, vertically thrown up by stupendous vol-

canic forces, partially altered or roasted by incandescent heat, but

^either destroyed nor recast in form ; the secondary rocks are



tossed and scattered high in the upper regions, but are not cal-
cined by flame. The metallic ores are as various as is the variety
of the rocks, enriched by heat and exposed by upheaval and cor-
rosion. IS o lava, no pumice, no obsidien, nothing ofmelted mat-
ter from the plutonic region is seen. This furrowing of the ter-
restrial crust has alone occupied and exhausted the stupendous
volcanic throes of the subterranean world of fire.

Sierra Mimbres.—The Sierra Mimbres, forming the western
envelope of the park, is not dissimilar to the Cordillera in its

origin, composition, and configuration. Rising from the level of
the great plateau, it is of inferior bulk and rank. It forms the
backbone from whose contrasted flanks descend the waters of
the Eio del Norte on the east, and of the Colorado on the

Craters of extinct volcanoes are numerous; streams of lava,
once liquid, abound

;
pedrigals of semi-crystalline basalt sub-

merge and cover the valleys into which they have flowed, and
over which they have hardened.

This Sierra, then, has a general direction from north to south,
corresponding with the 109th meridian. It has all the charac-
teristics in miniature of the Cordillera, but is chequered and in-

terrupted by the escape of subterranean fires, having areas over-
flowed and buried beneath the erupted current. Where the nas-
cent springs of the Eio del Norte have their birth, the Sierra
Mimbres culminate to stupendous peaks of perennial snow, lo-

cally named Sierra San Juan.
The concave plain of the San Luis park, begirt by this ellip-

tical zone of the Sierras, thus capped with a ragged fringe of
snow projected upward against the canopy, is the receptacle of
tneir converging waters. It is a bowl of vast amplitude, which
nas tor countless ages received and kept the sedimentary settlings

?L
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lighly ir

i the saturation of the
lirable for fuel.

The middle region of the plain, longitudinally, displays a cra-
-er of the most perfect form. The interior pit has a diameter
of twenty miles, from the center of which is seen the circum-
terent wall forming an exact circle, and in height five hundred
feet. This wall is a barranca, composed of lava, pumic
lime, metamorphosed sandstone, vitrified rocks, and obsidien.
I his circumferent barranca is perforated through by the entrance
and departure of the Eio del Norte, the Calebra, and the Cos-
tula rivers, which traverse the northern, western and southern
edges of the interior. By this and other forces of corrosion this
barranca is on these three sides cut into isolated hills, called cer-
ntos, of every fantastic form and of extraordinary beauty of
shape and tints. The bottom of the crater has been filled up
with the soils resulting from the decay of this variety of ma-
terial, introduced by the currents of the water and of the atmos-
phere. It is beveled by these forces to a perfect level ; is of the
fattest fertility, and drained through the porous formation which
underlies it.

:

From this crater to its southern rim, a distance of sixty-five
fniles, the park expands over a prodigious pedrigal formed from
jt in the period of volcanic activity. This pedrigal retains its

level, and is perforated by the the Eio del Norte, whose longitu-
dinal course is confined in a profound chasm or canon, of per-
pendicular walls of lava, increasing to the depth of 1,200 feet,

where it debouches from the jaws of this gigantic flood of lava,"

near the village of La Joya, in New Mexico. Such are the ex-
traordinary forms and stupendous dimensions with which nature
here salutes the eye and astonishes the imagination. The ex-
pansion of the lava is all to the south, following the descent
toward the sea. Toward the north, repelled by the ascent, are
waves demonstrating the defeated effort to climb the mountain

Such is an imperfect sketch of this wonderful amphitheater
of the Sierras. Its physical structure is infinitely complex, ex-
hibiting all the elements of nature piled in contact, yet set to-

gether in order and arranged in harmony; its cloud compelling
"terras, of stern primeval matter and proportions ; its concave
basin of fat fertility ; its atmosphere of dazzling brilliancy, tonic

temperature, and gorgeous tints ; its arable and pastoral excel-

ence, grand forests, and multitude of streams ; its infinite va-
nety of mines and minerals, embracing the whole catalogue of
Petals, rocks, clays and fuel ; its capacity to produce grain, flax,
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wool, hides, vegetables, fruits, meats, poultry, and dairy food

;

the compact economy of arrangement which blends and inter-

fuses all these varieties ; these combine to provoke, stimulate,
and reward the taste for physical and mental labor.
Entrance and exit over the rim of the park is everywhere

made easy by convenient passes. Eoads re-enter upon it from
all points of the compass and every portion of the surrounding
continent. These are not obstructed at any season. On the
north is the Poncho pass, leading to the Upper Arkansas river,

and into the south park. On the east, the Mosca and Sangre de
Christo passes debouch immediately upon the great plains. On
the south is the channel of the Kio del Norte. On the west easy
roads diverge to the rivers Chamas, San Juan, and toward Ari-

zona. In the northwest the Cocha-to-pee opens to the great

Salt Lake and the Pacific. Convenient thoroughfares and excel-

lent roads converge from all points and diverge with the same
facility.

The system of the four parks, extending to the north, indefi-

nitely amplifies and repeats all that characterizes the San Luis

park. Smaller in size and less illustrated by variety, each one
of the three by itself lingers behind the San Luis, but is an

equal ornament in the same family. Their graceful forms, their

happy harmony of contact and position, make their aggregated

attractions the fascinating charm and glory of the American con-

tinent.

The abundance and variety of hot springs of every modula-
tion of temperature is very great. These are also equalled by
waters of medicinal virtues. It has been the paradise of the

aboriginal stock, elsewhere so abundant and various. Fish,

waterfowl, and birds of game and song and brilliant plumage
frequent the streams and groves. Animal life is indefinite in

quantity and abundantly various.
The atmospheric currents which sweep away every exhalation

and all traces of malaria and miasma have an undeviating rota-

tion. These currents are neeess I
roction and

equable m force, alternating smoothly as land and sea currents
of the tropical islands of the ocean. The silence and serenity
ot the atmosphere are not ruffled ; the changing temperature
alone indicates the motion of nature.

All around the elliptical circumference of the plain, following
as it were its shore, and bending with the indented base of the

mountain, is an uninterrupted road of unparalleled excellence-
±ms circuit is five hundred miles in length, and is graced with
a landscape of uninterrupted grandeur, variety and beauty ;

on
the one hand the mountains, on the other hand the concave
plain diversified with groves of alames and volcanic cerritos.

At short intervals of five or ten miles asunder are crossed the
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^verging

all these streams, which swarnTwith delicate" fish and v."

The works of the beaver and otter are everywhere encoun-
tered, and water power for machinery is of singularly universal
distribution. Agriculture classifies itself into pastoral and ara-
ble

;
the former subsisting on the perennial grasses, the latter

upon irrigation everywhere attained by the streams and artificial
acequias. This concave configuration and symmetry of struc-
ture is remarkably propitious in economy of labor and produc-
tion, favored by the juxtaposition and variety of material, by
the short and easy transport, and by the benignant atmosphere.
The supreme excellence of position, structure, and productions

thus grouped within the system of the parks of Colorado, occu-
pying the heart of the continental home of the American peo-
ple, is conclusively discernable. Here is the focus of the moun-
tains, of the great rivers and of the metals of the continent,
jlne great rivers have here their extreme sources, which inter-
lock and form innumerable and convenient passes from sea to
sea. From these they descend smoothly to both oceans by con-
tinuous gradations. The parks occupv the line of the fortieth
degree, and offer the facilities for a lodgement in force, at the
highest altitude, where the highest divide of the continent ex-
«W, half way between the trough of the Mississippi and the Pa-
cific shore. Being immediately approachable over the great
plains their mines of precious metals are the nearest in the
world to the social masses of the American people and to their
great commercial cities. Their accessibility is perfect. All the
e/ements of a perfect economy, food, health, geographical posi-
tion, innumerable mines of the richest ores and every variety,
erect, assist, and fortify one another.

-The San Luis park has twenty-four thousand population.
lhese people are of the Mexican-American race. Since the con-
quest of Cortez, A. D. 1520, the Mexican people have acquired
aud adopted the language, religion, and in modified forms the
Political and social systems of their European rulers. A taste
jor seclusion has always characterized the aboriginal masses,
heightened by the geographical configuration of their peculiar
territory. Upon the pfateau elevated seven thousand feet above
lQe oceans, and encased within an uninterrupted barrier of snow,
Reside nine millions of homogeneous people. An instinctive
terror of the ocean, of the torrid heats and malarious atmos-
P«ere of the narrow coasts on either sea, perpetually haunts the
^tives of the plateau. To them navigation is unknown and
^anne life is abhorrent. The industrial energies of the people
jj^ays active and elastic, and always recoiling from the sea,
fla*e expanded to the north, following the longitudinal direction

**• Joub. Sci.-Second Series, Vol. XLIV, No. 132.-Nov., 1867.
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and permanently occupies the southern half of the San Luis pane.

At the same moment the column of the American people ad-

vancing in force across the middle belt of the continent, from
east to west; is solidly lodged upon the eastern flank of the Cor-

dillera, and is everywhere entering the parks through the passes.

These two American populations, all of the Christian faith, here

meet front to front, harmonize, intermarry, and reinvigorate the

blended mass with the peculiar domestic accomplishments of

each other.

The Mexican contributes his primitive skill, inherited for cen-

turies without change, in the manipulations of pastoral and
mining industry, and in the tillage of the soil by an;
gation. The American adds to these machinery and the intel-

ligence of expansive progress. The grafted stock has the sap

of both. As the coming continental railroad hastens to bind

together our people isolated on the seas, a longitudinal railroad

of 2,000 miles will unite with this in its middle course, bisecting

- of 10,000,000 of affiliated people.

This will fuse and harmonize the isolated peoples of our conti-

nent into one people, in all the relation
and concord.

San Louis di Calebra, July 5, 1866.

Art. XXXVIII.—Contributions to the Mineralogy of Kova

Scotia ; by Prof. O. C. Marsh, of Yale College.—No. 1.

Ledererite identical with Gmelinite.

During their first geological excursion to Nova Scotia, in

1827, Dr. C. T. Jackson, and the late Francis Alger, Esq., dis-

covered a mineral at Cape Blomidon which has since been the

subject of no little discussion among mineralogists.* These

authors apparently regarded it from the first as a new species, but

other authorities differed widely as to its true nature. $-r-

Brooke of London, after measuring the angles of a crystal, pro-

nounced it to be apatite, a view subsequently controverted by

'-ioy of Paris, while Dr. Torrev of New York consid-

ered it nepheline.
Dr. Jackson subsequently described the mineral under the

name Ledererite, in honor of Baron von Lederer, then Austrian
Consul at New York;f and in the same paper Dr. A.
gave the results of an analysis he had made, on which its claims
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to be considered a distinct species were mainly founded. The
mineral examined had a specific gravity of 2*169, and its com-
position, according to this analysis, was as follows:

—

Phosphori

98-60

The large amount of phosphoric acid, and the small percent-

age of water obtained, although the determination of the lat-

ter was not entirely satisfactory, left the true character of this

mineral still a matter of doubt. Berzelius attempted to clear

up the difficulty by proposing a formula, based upon Dr. Hayes's

analysis, according to which the mineral would consist of three

atoms of lime-analcime and one of apatite.*

This view was adopted by Mr. Alger, who suggested also that

the crystalline form of the analcime might have been changed
to a hexagonal prism by the phosphate of lime.f Rammelsberg
Proposed to reject the phosphoric acid as an impurity, and with

it an amount of lime sufficient to form tribasic phosphate of

hme. This would leave a silicate differing from chabazite in

having one-third the amount of water, and hence a lime-anal-

cime4 The probable identity of Ledererite with Gmehnite ap-

pears to have been first suggested by the editors of the London

iburgh Philosophical Magazine in 1834;§ and Prof.

Shepard, in his Mineralogy of 1835, and Prof. Dana, m his first

edition in 1837, place it under that species. This view was

subsequently accepted by both Mr. Alger and Dr. Jackson.
||

Finally Descloizeaux, in his Manuel (1862), published meas-

urements of crystals by himself which sustain it.
>

Although the identity of Ledererite and Gmehnite was thus

rendered highly probable, the chemical proof was still

and it was ver^r desirable to obtain more of the mineral for fur-

ther investigation. At the rev the writer

*ade a careful search lor it at Cape Blomidon during several

^sits to Nova Scotia, but without success until the summer ol

J861,
when a number of crystals were found near the <original

locality, which had long been supposed to be exhausted, ihis

*as on the north coast of Cape Blomidon, at a point nearly op-

3 Phillipp's Mineralogy, p. 630.

J*
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posite Cape Sharp. The crystals were found in geodes in the

amygdaloid, accompanied by analcime and quartz, and in most

instances implanted upon the latter substance. They were sub-

sequently shown to Mr. Alger, who pronounced them identical

with the Ledererite discovered by himself and Dr. Jackson.

The crystals were from one-tenth to one-third of an inch in

diameter. Some of them, especially the smallest, were color-

less, and nearly transparent; others were yellowish-white or faint

salmon-red, and translucent. All were in the form of short

hexagonal prisms with pyramidal terminations, as shown in

the accompanying figures, that represented in fig. 1 being

the typical form. In all the crystals observed the sides of

the prisms were marked with horizontal striae, while the planes

of the pyramids were striated parallel to their polar edges.

These striae were in most instances much more distinct than

those seen occasionally on crystals of Gmelinite from Irish lo-

calities, or from Iceland. There was, moreover, in most of the

specimens a tendency toward a rhombohedral form.

in the much greater prominence of alternate pyramidal planes,

a peculiarity rarely observed hitherto in Gmelinite. In several

of the crystals this resulted in the form given in fig. 2.

As the amount of the mineral obtained -\

chemical examination, the writer, while a student a
in 1863, made two analyses of it in the laboratory, and under

the direction of Prof. Bunsen. ,

An attempt was first made to decompose the finely powdered

mineral with hydrochloric acid, but without success, although

continued over the water-bath for forty-eight hours. A second

trial was made in the same way with sulphuric acid, but strange

to say, the mineral was apparently little affected. In conse-

quence of this unexpected difficulty, a portion of the mineral

which remained was decomposed by hydrofluoric acid, accord-

ing to Brenner's method, and the constituents, as given beW*
in analysis No. 16, separated in the usual manner. A thi**

portion of the mineral was first used for a determination oi
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the water, as given in No. la, and then fused with carbonate
of soda, and its silica separated. A portion of the same min-
eral, but from a neighboring locality on Cape Blomidon, was also
decomposed by fusion with carbonate of soda, and its compo-
sition, as given in analysis No. 2, determined in accordance with
the usual methods. The amount employed in each analysis
was one gram. The specific gravity of the mineral used in
No. 1, was 2-108

; in No. 2, 2'099, and the hardness in each
case was about 4*5. The other physical, and the pyrognostic
characters of the mineral, corresponded essentially with those
observed in typical Gmelinite. The results obtained in the
analyses were as follows :

—

Silica 53*71

17-63

•80

3-10

Lime,

Soda,

... 17-98

•j by loss, 3-48

20-35

On comparing these results with those obtained by Dr.

Hayes in his analysis, the only one previously made of Leder-
erite, it will be seen that they differ widely in respect to the

amount ofphosphoric acid and water—the two important points,

in fact, which had occasioned discussion as to the nature of the

mineral. It should perhaps, be added that in consequence of

this discussion, special precautions were taken to guard against

error in determining these substances. The small amount of

material at command, rendered it impossible to repeat the analy-

ses; but the results of those completed make clearly evident,

what has long been suspected, that the phosphoric acid, found
oy Mr. Hayes, must be regarded as an impurity, and that Led-
ererite has essentially the same amount of water as Gmelinite,

and hence is identical with that species. The evidence of this

identity becomes still more apparent on comparing the compo-
sition of the Cape Blomidon mineral, deduced mdirectly from
a calculation of its constituents as given below, with the re-

sults obtained in analyses of typical Gmelinite.

The excess of silica obtained, especially in the first analysis,

taken in connection with the remarkable difficulty of decompo-

sition, naturally suggested the presence of impurities in the

mineral; and, on examining with the microscope some frag-

ments of a nearly colorless crystal, a quantity of minute crys-
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auu mi iouna to contain qua
plained the large amount of i

mineral, and also, perhaps, its

If, now, the results obtained

tals of quartz disseminated through the mass were detected.
Several other crystals from the same locality were examined,

1

" contain quartz. This discovery clearly ex-
_x -* silica obtained in analyzing the

_ ,
s resistance to decomposition.*

i obtained in the above analyses be viewed
in i;ne light of this discovery, it is evident that the true compo-
sition of the mineral can only be ascertained from them by re-

be quartz. Assuming, then, that the excess of silica

in the substance analyzed was due to quartz,—of which, indeed,
the microscopical examination afforded good evidence—and cal-

culating from analysis No. 1, first the oxygen ratios respectively
of the protoxyd bases, alumina, silica and water, they are

found to be, 2-78 : 8'24 : 2864 : 15*95, or very nearly 1:3:
10J : 6. As the oxygen of the bases should have to

that of the silica the ratio of 1 : 2, all of the latter in ex-

cess must belong to the quartz. This would give 12*37 per

cent for the amount of quartz in the mineral examined. De-
ducting this from the quantity of silica obtained, there remains
but 41-34 of this substance for combination with the bases, and
87*37 for the sum of the constituents of the mineral itself.

By calculating the percentage of these various constituents on

the basis of the sum total of the first analysis, it becomes ev-

ident that the real composition of Ledererite, thus determined,
is as follows :

—

Silica, i 47-19

Potash, -91

Water, ....I.......].. 20-53

99-74

These results give the oxygen ratio of 1 : 3 : 8 : 6, and indi-

cate for the mineral the formula fiNa+|Ca)gi+SiSi 3 +6fl, thus
clearly establishing its identity with Gmelinite. In chemical
consitution it differs from the normal Gmelinite only in having
a considerable part of the soda replaced by lime, resembling in

this respect the variety from Antrim, Ireland, analyzed by Con-

don ™,5? ^V^18 of tnis Gmelinite from Cape Blomi-

fmL^red 12 '37 Per cent of silica ^ an impurity is a very

SS w '
not

.
merelJ ^ its bearing on theVieneslS of

minerals, but especially for the explanation it suggests of many^™ "

+ Edin. Phil Jour., xtir, 362.
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difficulties hitherto experienced in reconciling the results of

analyses, particularly of silicates. On this point M. Lechartier

of Paris has recently published some interesting facts, relating

especially to the impurities detected in staurotide.

New Haven, Oct. 10th, 1867.

Art. XXXIX.

—

Notes on Fossils recently obtainedfrom the Lauren-

tian Rocks of Canada, and on objections to tlte organic nature oj

Eozoon; bv J. W. Dawson, LL.D., F.R.S., F.G.S., with Notes

by W. B. Carpenter, M.D., F.R.S.

L Specimen of Eozoon from Tudor, C. W.—This very interest-

ing specimen, submitted to me for examination by Sir W. E.

Logan, is, in my opinion, of great importance, as furnishing a,

conclusive answer to all those objections to the organi<

Eozoon which have been founded on comparisons of its

with the forms of fibrous, dendritic, or concretionary

—objections which, however plausible in the case of highly

crystalline rocks, in which organic remains may be simulated by

merely mineral appearances readily confounded with them, are

wholly inapplicable to the present specimen.

a. General Appearance.—The fossil is of a clavate form six

and a half inches in length, and about four inches broad. It is

contained in a slab of dark-colored, coarse, laminated limestone

holding sand, scales of mica, and minute grains and fibers of

carbonaceous matter. The surface of the slab shows a weathered

section of the fossil ; and the thickness remaining in the matrix

is scarcely two lines, at least in the part exposed The septa, or

plates of the fossil, are in the state of white carbonate of lime,

which shows their form and arrangement very distinctly, in

contrast to the dark stone filling the chambers. The specimen

lies flat in the plane of stratification, and has probably suffered

some compression. Its septa are convex toward the broad end,

and somewhat undulating. In some places they i

reunite at short distances. A few transverse plates, ^i wuu^
ing columns, are visible; and there are also a number of small

veins or cracks passing nearly at right angles to the septa, and

filled with carbonate of limef similar in general appearance to

the septa themselves. ., . m * mu
On one side, the outline of the fossil is well preserved The

narrow end, which I regard as the basal portion, is rounded.

The outline of the side°first bends inward, and then outward

inning a graceful double curve, which extends along the greater

* Bulletin de la Soc Chimique, May, 1865, p. 375.
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part of the length. Above this is an abrupt projection, and then
a sudden narrowing; and in the middle of the narrow portion,
a part has the chambers obliterated by a, white patch of carbon-
ate ot lime below which some of the septa are bent downward
in the middle. This is probably an effect of mechanic.
or of the interference of a calc-spar vein.
With the exception of the upper part above referred to, the

septa are seen to curve downward rapidly toward the margin,
and to coalesce into a lateral wall, which forms the defined edge
or limit ot the fossil, and in which there are some indications of
lateral orifices opening into the chambers. It is worthy of
remark that m this respect, the present specimen corresponds
exactly with that which was originally figured by Sir W. Logan
in the 'Geology of Canada,' p. 49, and which is the only other
specimen that exhibited the lateral limit of the f

3 side ne x, the septa terminate in blunt e
and do not coalesce; as if the organism had been attached by
that surface, or had been broken before-being imbedded.

b. Microscopic Characters.—Under the microscope, with a low
power, the margins of the septa appear uneven, as if eroded or
tending to an acervuline mode of growth ; but occasionally the

of canals, filled with the dark coloring-matter of the limestone.
In a few places, however, these appear as distinct bundles, simi-
lar to those in the Grenville specimens, but of fine texture.

>

In a few rare instances only, can I detect, with a higher power,
in the margin of some of the septa, traces of the fine tubulation
characteristic of the proper chamber-wall of Eozoon. For the
most part this seems to have been obliterated by the i

oi the tubuli with colorless carbonate of lime, similar to that of
the skeleton.

'

In comparing the structure of this specimen with that of those
found elsewhere, it would appear that the chambers are more con-

o n^ T'w?d Wider in Pr°P°rtion to the thickness of the septa,

^„J t ,

Canal "S
-
yStem is more delicate and indistinct than

"" •/; e
iwo former aspects the specimens from the Calu-

mol^ **«; Burgess approach that now under eona
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'
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>
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a
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?
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Fsms • anA t f™ 1S °f little value» a character in such organ-

samVin $ M can be ascertained, this may have been the

thrCalnmS
1 *16
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and in the case of creatures so variable as the Foraminifera, it

would be rash to decide whether the differences above n

of specific value, or depend on age, variability, or state of pres-
ervation. For this reason I refer the specimen for the present to
Eozoon Canade?ise

1
merely distinguishing it as the Tudor variety.

From the state of preservation of the fossil, there are no crys-
talline structures present which can mislead any ordinarily skil-
ful microscopist, except the minute veins of calcareous spar trav-
ersing the septa, and the cleavage-planes which have been devel-
oped in some portions of the latter.

I would remark that, as it seemed desirable not to injure any
more than was absolutely necessary a unique and very valuable

that, as the mic-
roscopic structures are nearly the same in kind with those of
specimens figured in former papers, I have not thought it neces-
sary to prepare numerous drawings of them ; while the admira-
ble photograph executed for Sir W. E. Logan by Mr. Norman.
illustrates sufficiently the general form and arrangement of parts.

c. Concluding Eemarks.—In a letter to Dr. Carpenter, quoted
by him in the ' Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society' for

August, 1866, p. 228, 1 referred to the occurrence of Eozoon pre-

served simply in carbonate of lime. The specimens which ena-
bled me to make that statement were obtained at Madoc, near
Tudor, this region being one in which the Laurentian rocks of
Canada appear to be less highly metamorphosed than is usual.

The specimens from Madoc, however, were mere fragments,

imbedded in the limestone, and incapable of showing the general

form. I may explain, in reference to this, that long practice in

the examination of these limestones has enabled me to detect the

smallest Eozoon when present, and that in this way I had ascer-

tained the existence of this fossil in one of the limestones of

Madoc before the discovery of the fine specimen now under con-

sideration.

.
I am disposed to regard the present specimen as a young indi-

vidual, broken from its attachment and imbedded in a sandy

calcareous mud. Its discovery affords the hope that the com-

paratively unaltered sediments in which it ha3 been preserved,

and which also contain the worm-burrows described by me in the

Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society ' for November *

*ill hereafter still more largely illustrate the Laurentian fauna.

H. Specimens from Long Lake and Wtntworth.—-Specimens
from Long Lake, in the collection of the Geological Survey of

Canada, exhibit white crystalline limestone with light-green

impact or septariiformf serpentine, and much resemble some of

* Jol. xxii, p. 608.
t I uae the term " septariiform " to denote the curved appearance ao often pre-
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the serpentine limestones of Grenville. Under the microscope
the calcareous matter presents a delicate areolated appearance,
without lamination; but it is not an example of acervuline
Eozoon, but rather of fragments of such a structure, o«

serpentine. I have not found in any of these frag-

ments a canal-system similar to that of Eozoon Canadense, though
there are casts of large stolons, and, under a high power, the

calcareous matter shows in many places the peculiar granuktf K
cellular appearance which is one of the characters of the supple-

mental skeleton of that species. In a few places a tubulated cell

wall is preserved, with structure similar to that of Eozoon Cana-

Specimens of Laurentian limestone from Wentworth, in the

collection of the Geological Survey, exhibit many rounded sili-

ceous bodies, some of which are apparently grains of sand, or

small pebbles ; but others, especially when freed from the cal-

careous matter by a dilute acid, appear as rounded bodies, with

rough surfaces, either separate or aggregated in lines or groups,

and having minute vermicular processes projecting from their

surfaces. At first sight these suggest the idea of spicules; but

I think it on the whole more likely that they are casts
and tubes belonging to some calcareous Foraminiferal organism

which has disappeared. Similar bodies, found in the limestone

of Bavaria, have been described by Gtimbel, who interprets

them in the same way * They may also be compared with the

siliceous bodies mentioned in a former paper as occurring in the

Loganite filling the chambers of specimens of Eozoon from Bur-

gess.

III. Specimens from Madoc.~\ have already referred to frag-

ments of Eozoon occurring in the limestone at Madoc, one of

which, found several years ago, I did not then venture to describe

as a fossil. It projected from the surface of the limestone, being

composed of a yellowish dolomite, and looking like a fragment
of a thick shell. When sliced, it presents interiorly a crystalline

dolomite, limited and separated from the enclosing rock by a

tmn wall having a granular or porous structure and
into rounded recesses in the manner of Eozoon. It lies obliquely

to the bedding, and evidently represents a hollow flattened cal-

careous wall filled by infiltration. The limestone which afforded

this form was near the beds holding the apparently worm-burrows
described m the Society's Journal for November, 1866.
[A thin section of this body, carefully examined microscopi-

cally presents numerous and very characteristic examples of tb«

canal-system of Eozoon, exhibiting both the large widely brancb-

p. is^fs^ of *** Academr of Munich
>
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;
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ing systems of canals and the smaller and more penicillate tufts

shown in the most perfect of the serpentinous specimens—but
with this difference, that the canals, being filled with a material
either identical with or very similar to that of the substance in

which they are excavated, are so transparent as only to be
ht into view by careful management of the light.—W. B. c]
Objections to the Organic Nature of Eozoon.—The discovery

of the specimen from Tudor, above described, may appear to

render unnecessary any reference to the elaborate attempt made
by Profs. King and Eowney to explain the structures of Eozoon

nparison with the forms of fibrous and dendritic miner-

re especially as Dr. Carpenter has already shown their

inaccuracy in many important points. I think, however, that it

may serve a useful purpose shortly to point out the more essen-

tial respects in which this comparison fails with regard to the

Canadian specimens—with the view of relieving the discussion

from matters irrelevant to it, and of fixing more exactly the

limits of crystalline and organic forms in the serpentine lime-

stones and similar rocks.

The fundamental error of Mess . ney arises

from defective observation—in failing to distinguish, in the Can-

adian limestones themselves, between organic and crystalline

forms. This is naturally followed by the identification of all

these forms, whether mineral or organic, with a variety of purely

ne arrangements occurring in other rocks, leading to

their attaching the term "Eozoonal" to any rock which shows
any of the characters, whether mineral or organic, thus arbitra-

rily attached to the Canadian Eozoon. This is obviously a pro-

ess by which the structure of any fossil might be proved to be a

A notable illustration of this is afforded by their regarding

the veins of fibrous serpentine, or chrysotile, which occur m the

Canadian specimens, as identical with the tubulated cell wall of

Eozoon—although they admit that these veins traverse all the

structures indifferently and do not conform to the walls of the

chambers. But any microscopist who possesses specimens of

Eozoon containing these chrysotile veins may readily satisfy

himself that, under a high power, they resolve themselves into

•mediate contact with each other; whereas

under a similar power, the true cell-wall is seen to consist of

/'dating, rounded threads of serpentine, penetrating a mat-

*** of carbonate of lime. Under polarized light more especially,

the difference is conspicuously apparent. It is true that, in many

,
the cell-wall of Eoxoon »

,„„ „ its structure ; but in no in-

t present the appearance of chrysotile, or of any
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other fibrous mineral, when examined with care under suffi-

ciently high powers. In my original examination of Sir Vi-
llain Logan's specimens from Grenville and the Calumet, I did not

detect the finely tubulated cell-wall, which is very imperfectly
preserved in those specimens; but the veins of fibrous ser-

pentine were well known to me ; and when Dr. Carpenter dis-

covered the tubulation of the cell-wall in the specimens from
Petite Nation, I compared this structure with that of these veins,

and satisfied myself of its distinctness before acceding to his con-

clusions on this point.

It would also appear that the radiating and sheaf-like bundles
of crystals of tremolite, or similar prismatic minerals, which
occur in the Canadian serpentines, and also abound in those of

Connemara, have been found with the tubulation of Eozoon
;

but these crystals have no definite relation to the forms of that

fossil, and often occur where these are entirely absent ; and in

any case they are distinguishable by their straight prismatic

shape and their angular divergence from each other. Much use

has also been made of the amorphous masses of opaque serpen-

tinous matter which appear in some parts of the structure of

Eozoon. These I regard as, in most cases, simply results of al-

teration or defective preservation, though they might also arise

from the presence of foreign matters in the chambers, or from

an incrustation of mineral matter before the final filling up of

the cells. Generally their forms are purely inorganic ; but in

some cases they retain indications of the structures of Eozoon.

With reference to the canal-system of Eozoon, no value can

be attached to loose comparisons of a structure so definite with

the forms of dendritic silver and the filaments of moss-agates;
still less can any resemblance be established between the canal-

system and vermicular crystals of mica. These occur abund-

antly in some serpentines from the Calumet, and might readily

be mistaken for organic forms ; but their rhombic or hexagonal
outline when seen in cross section, their transverse cleavage-

planes, and their want of any definite arrangement or relation

to any general organic form are sufficient to undeceive any prac-

tised observer. I have not seen specimens of the metaxite from

Keichenstem referred to by Messrs. King and Eownev ;
but it

is evident, from the description and figure given of it, that,

whether organic or otherwise, it is not similar to the canals ot

Eozoon Canadense. But all these and similar comparisons are

evidently worthless when it is considered that they have to ac-

count tor definite, ramifying, cylindrical forms, penetrating a

skeleton or matrix of limestone/which has itself a definite ar-

rangement and structure, and, further, when we find that these
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gible on the supposition of tubes filled with foreign matters, but
not on that of dendritic crystallization.

If all specimens of Eozoon were of the acervuline character,
the comparisons of the chamber-casts with concretionary gran-
ules might have some plausibility. But it is to be observed
that the laminated arrangement is the typical one; and the
study of the larger specimens, cut under the direction of Sir
W. E. Logan, shows that these laminated forms must have
grown on certain strata-planes before the deposition of the over-
lying beds, and that the beds are, in part, composed of the
broken fragments of similar laminated structures. Further,
much of the apparently acervuline Eozoon rock is composed of
such broken fragments, the interstices between which should not
be confounded with the chambers ; while the fact that the serpen-
tine fills such interstices as well as the chambers shows that its

arrangement is not concretionary * Again, these chambers are
filled in different specimens with serpentine, pyroxene, loganite,

calcareous spar, chondrodite, or even with arenaceous limestone.
It is also to be observed that the examination of a number of
limestones, other than Canadian, by Messrs. King and Eowney,
has obliged them to admit that the laminated forms in combina-
tion with the canal-system are "essentially Canadian," and that

the only instances of structures clearly resembling the Canadian
specimens are afforded by limestones Laurentian in age and in

some of which (as, for instance, in those of Bavaria and Scan-

dinavia) Carpenter and Gumbel have actually found the struc-

ture of Eozoon. The other serpentine-limestones examined (for

example, that of Skye) are admitted to fail in essential points

of structure; and the only serpentine believed to be of eruptive
origin examined by them is confessedly destitute of all sem-

blance of Eozoon. Similar results have been attained by the

ttore careful researches of Prof. Gumbel, whose paper is well

deserving of study by all who have any doubts on this subject.

In the above remarks I have not referred to the disputed case

of the common limestones ; but I may state that I have I

heen able to satisfy myself of the occurence of the structu

of Eozoon in such specimens as I have had the opportunity to

examine,f It is perhaps necessary to add that there exists in

Canada abundance of Laurentian limestone which shows no in-

dication of the structures of Eozoon. In some cases it is evi-

dent that such structures have not been present. In other cases

they may have been obliterated by processes of crystalliza-

fcon. As in the case of other fossils, it is only in certain beds,

k
* I do not include here the " septariifonn " structure referred to above, which
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and in certain parts of those beds, that well-characterized speci-

mens can be found. I may also repeat here that in the original

examination of Eozoon, in the spring of 1864, I was furnished

by Sir W. E. Logan with specimens of all these limestones, and

also with serpentine-limestones of Silurian age, and that, while

all possible care was taken to compare these with the specimens
of Eozoon, it was not thought necessary to publish notices of

the crystalline and concretionary forms observed, many of

which were very curious and might afford materials for other

papers of the nature of that criticised in the above remarks.

[The examination of a large number of sections of a specimen

of Eozoon recently placed in my hands by Sir William Logan, in

which the canal system is extraordinarily well preserved, enables

me to supply a most unexpected confirmation of Dr. Dawson's

statements in regard to the occurrence of dendritic and other

forms of this system, which cannot be accounted for by the in-

trusion of any foreign mineral ; for many parts of the calcare-

ous lamella? in these sections, which, when viewed by ordioary

transmitted light, appear quite homogene* i

are found, when the light is reduced by Collin's " graduating

diaphragm," to exhibit a most beautiful development of various

forms of canal-system (often resembling those of Dr. 1

Madoc specimen, which cross the cleavage-planes of the shell-

substance in every direction. Now these parts, when subjected

to decalcification, show no trace of canal-system ; so that it
'•=

obvious, both from their optical and from their chemical reac-

tions, that the substance filling the canals must have been car-

bonate of lime, which has thus .completely solidified the shell

layer, having been deposited in the canals previously excavated

in its interior, just as crystalline carbonate of lime fills up the

reticular spaces of the skeleton of Echinodermata fossilized in

a calcareous matrix. This fact affords conclusive evidence of

organic structure, since no conceivable process of crystallization

could give origin to dendritic extensions of carbonate of hme

disposed on exactly the same crystalline system with the calcite

which includes it, the two substances being mineralogicallf

homogeneous, and only structurally distinguishable by the ef-

fect of their junction-surfaces on the course of faint rays ot

light transmitted through them.—w. B. c]

m

[The preceding paper was drawn out in part by the observa-

tion of Messes. King and Rowuey on the Eozoon published m
the.Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, vol. x
18o to 217, and illustrated by two plates. The following are

the Nummary and Conclusion with which the paper of Messrs.

King and Rowney closes.—Eds.]
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X. Summary.—Although zealous advocates at one time for

the organic origin of " eozoonal " Ophite, we now, after a pro-
longed investigation, and after, as we believe, leaving no point
unnoticed, feel ourselves under the necessity of totally relin-

quishing that opinion.

It has been seen (1) that the " chamber-casts " or granules of
serpentine are more or less simulated by chondrodite, coccolite,

pargasite, &c, also by the bytryoidal configurations common in

Permian Magnesian Limestone
; (2) that the " intermediate

skeleton " is closely represented, both in chemical composition
and other conditions, by the matrix of the above and other

chondrodite—that, instead of belonging to the skeleton, as

must be the case on the eozoonal view, it is altogether inde-

pendent of that part, and forms on the contrary, an integral

portion of the serpentine constituting the "chamber-casts," un-

der the allomorphic form of chrysotile—and that perfectly gen-

uine specimens of it, completely simulating casts of separated

nummuline tubules, occur in true fissures of the serpentine gran-

ules
; (4) that the "canal-system " is analogous to the imbedded

crystallizations of native silver and other similarly conditioned

minerals, also to the coralloids imbedded in Permian Magnesian

Limestone—that its typical Grenville form occurs as metaxite,

a chemically identical mineral imbedded in saccharoidal calcite

;

(o) that the type examples of "casts of stolen-passages " are iso-

lated crystals apparently of pyrosclerite. Furthermore, con-

sidering that there has been a complete failure to explain the

characters of the so-called internal casts of the " pseudopodial

tubules" and other "passages" on the hypothesis of ordinary

mechanical or chemical infiltration, also bearing in mind the

significant fact that the "intermediate skeleton," in Irish and

other varieties of "eozoonal rocks," contains modified examples

of the " definite shapes " more or less resembling the crystalline

aggregations and prismatic lumps in primary saccharoidal mar-

bles—that " eozoonal " structure is only found in metamorphic

rocks belonging to widely separated geological systems, never

in their unaltered sedimentary deposits—taking all these points

mto consideration, also the arguments and other evidences con-

tained in the present memoir, we fee! the conclusion to be fully

established, that every one of the specialities which have been

diagnosed for "Eozoon Canadense " is solely and purely of crys-

talline origin : in short, we hold, without the least reservation,

that, from every available standing point—foramimferal, miner-

alogical, chemical, and geological—the opposite view has been

shown to be utterly untenable.
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XI. Conclusion.—From what has been stated in some of the

preceding pages, respecting the various chemical changes which
" eozoonal" Ophite appears to have undergone, and its mineral-

ogical constituents, we are strongly inclined to believe that it

is a pseudomorphic rock, that it existed at one time in the or-

dinary metamorphic state, perhaps as hornblendic or augitic

gneiss, and that it is primarily of sedimentary origin. Whether
the same may be concluded of all ophitic rocks is a question on
which we cannot offer any opinion—negative, or affirmative.

There are some grounds for believing, however, that certain

dolerites, generally considered to be of eruptive origin, have

become changed into Ophite : and though we have not detected

any " eozoonal " structure in an example apparently of the

kind, from Monzoni in the Tyrol, which has fallen under our

observation, it would not surprise us if this structure were found

in ophitic rocks supposed to belong to the eruptive section, con-

sidering that the essential mineral (augite) of dolerite contains

a large percentage of silicate of lime.

Art. XL.—Beply to Mr. Gabb on the Cretaceous rocks of Cali-

fornia; by T. A. Conrad.

In the last number of this Journal, Mr. Gabb in some re-

marks on the age of certain fossils of California, charges me
with an " unfair avoidance of a difficulty." I am not aware

of either a difficulty or unfairness. The latter refers to the

omission of several of his species in my Eocene d
This I did for the sufficient reason that I could not be sure

whether his typical form was from division A or B of his Cre-

taceous rocks. I believe that he has in only one instance fig-

ured a supposed identical species from each division, and in

that instance the shells are not specifically, nor I think even

genencally related. After such experience, it could hardly be

expected that I should trust his judgment in other comparisons.

Mr. Gabb includes the genus Anchura Conrad, in -division

15, but from his statement in his Paleontology it appears not

to have been found associated with other fossils, and t fa

is much more likely to be a genus of division A, inasmuch as it

tias never been found in the Tertiary ofany region. He says that

the genera Gyrodes, Perrisolax and Margaritella are strictly

Cretaceous, which I admit, but his species of Perrisolax &~ B
>
m a member of an Eocene genus Levi/***, **d

which is closely related to a Claiborne species. He makes*)
mention of Gyrodes in division B, in his Paleontology, and of

Margaritella he refers M. globosa to division A, and makes no
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mention of its occurrence in division B, and M. crenv.lafa he
refers to no particular division.

It can hardly be reasonable to complain of my omission of
Gallianassa in a Check List devoted exclusively to Testacea,
and I doubt the identification of such imperfect specimens of
crab's hands as he has figured.

I omitted Ammonites n. s. because it was neither figured
nor described, and might be an accidental intruder among Eo-
cene fossils, as so many Cretaceous shells have been found to
be. Would it be fair to place the Miocene beds of Cape Fear
river, N. C, in the Cretaceous formation on account of the
presence of two Cretaceous fossils, Exogyra costata and Cucul-
Icea vulgaris ?

Mr. Gabb compares his division B to the Maestricht beds,
but the latter contain Belemnites, Ammonites, Baculites and
Hamites, and according to Lyell, no Tertiary species; whereas
Mr. Gabb includes in his division B, the Tertiaiy genera Atu-
ria, Venericardia, Dosinia, Pseudoliva and Ficus. His Dosinia
devata, however, is a species of a very different Eocene genus,

Dosiniopsis Conrad. D. pertenuis Gabb is either another spe-

cies of Dosiniopsis or a younger specimen of elevata. D. gyrata
is not stated to occur in division A, and D. injlata can hardly
be a Dosinia. Any evidence so far is wanting to prove the

strata in question Cretaceous, and as the group of fossils is so

decidedly Tertiary in their forms and some species identical, I
am forced to the conclusion of their Eocene origin.

Art. XLL— Oeograph

The variation, in statements pretending to approach accuracy,

concerning the height of Mt. Washington, has been before re-

marked, but it may be interesting to see, in numerical order, the

principal computations, and estimates given, in English feet,

above the level of the sea. They are as follows :—
1. 6,103, as quoted by Prof. Jacob Bigelow in an article pre-

sently to be mentioned, from the observations of Capt. Alden
Partridge, of Norwich, Vt.

2. 6,128, given on the maps of Colton's General Atlas, edition

?f 1866 ; though in the text of the same work the height given
is 6,496 feet, we are not told on what authority.

3. 6,225, from barometric observations, made in July, 1816,

by a botanical party, comprising Prof. Jacob Bigelow, M.D., of

Am. Jour. Sci.—Second Sekees, Vol. XLIV, No. 132.—Not., 1867.
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Harvard College, Dr. Francis Boott, late of London, and Lem-
uel Shaw, late Chief Justice of Supreme Court of Mass., then
all young men. The observations were reduced by Prof. Far-
rar, of Harvard College. An account by Dr. Bigelow of this

visit, is in the New England Journal of Medicine and Surgery,
Oct. 1816.

4. 6,226, (or by a series of observations, 6,228,) the height
determined by Dr. Chas. T. Jackson, State Geologist, and Messrs.

J. D. Whitney, M. B. Williams and Eben Baker, assistants, by
barometric and thermometric observations, for a period of 12
hours. See "First Report on Geol. of New Hampshir
p. 102.

F

5. 6,238, from barometric observations of Capt. Partridge, in

1821, still retained by some of the Common School Atlases.
6. 6,285, obtained by Prof. Bond, of Cambridge Observatory,

with barometer and theodolite. The same result obtained by
N. A. Goodwin, C. E., by spirit levelj*. jx. vjooawin, \j. jtL,., by spirit level This ]

adopted by Appleton's New Amer. Cyclopedia, N. Y., 1863.

7. 6,280, from the levelling of Capt. T. J. Cram, Top. Eng,
Assist U. S. Coast Survey, published in Coast Survey Report

for 1854. Simultaneous observations, by the barometer, gave

6,206, and by thermo-barometer, boiling point, 6,116.
8. 6,288, Prof. Guyot's final measurement, by barometer, of

which a full account is given in this Journal, II, xxxi, 156,

March, 1861.
9. 6,290, was a former result obtained by the same, Aug.,

10. 6,293, U. S. Coast Survey, in 1853, (so stated by Prof.

Guyot.)

11. 6,428, the result of seven days' observations with a spirit

ig. 1820, conducted by Messrs. A. N. Brockett and I
W. Weeks, of Lancaster, N. H., and described in E

Moore's "N. II. Hist. Collections," Apl, 1823, (ii, 97). This

•nent is followed in Lippincott's Gazetteer of U. &,
Johnston's Physical Atlas, Edinburgh, 1856, the Imperial Gazet-

teer, Glasgow, 1855, &c.
12. 6,652 is Humboldt's statement (Views of Natt

'

;

follow Lyell. Lyell's « Second Visit to U. S." (18*>)

13. 6,817 (2,078 meters), according to Guibert's Diet. Geo-TK Statistique, Paris, 1855.

it" i'X-H
and over

> McCulloch's Geogr. Diet., edition of 184*
lo 7,0oo, and 7,162. In July, 1804, Eev. Manasseh Cutler,

L
f
\P> °f Ipswich, Mass., with Dr. W. D. Peck, afterward Prot

2L« \- L
St

* a
:
Cami>ridge, made several barometric observe

aT'^q '•

r6
?
UCed b^ Dr" Bowditch (in Mem. Amer. Acad-

Arte and Sci., for 1815, vol. iii, pt. 2, p. 326), gave these re-
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16. 7,800. Eev. Samuel Williams, LL.D., previously Prof.
natics in Harvard College, in his Hist, of Vermont,

published 1794, calculated from the existence of snow on these
mountains from Oct. to July, that they nearly reach the line of
perpetual congelation, or 7,872 feet. He calls their altitude
hardly more than 7,800.

17. 8,000. " The White Mountains are estimated to be at
least 8,000 feet high," according to Elements of Useful Knowl-
edge, by Noah Webster, 1812.

18. 9,800, obtained by the first scientific exploring party on
record, in July, 1784, from imperfect barometric obeei
Of the party were Dr. Cutler, of Ipswich, Eev. D. Little, of
Kennebunk, Col. John Whipple, and Eev. Dr. Belknap. The
Hst furnished an account of the trip t

'*

ociety, published 1786, in their Trai

uished an account of the trip to the Amer. Philosophical

19. 10,000 and over. Dr. Belknap, however, in his Hist, of
New Hampshire, vol. 3, published 1792, expresses himself " per-
suaded, that whenever the mountain can be measured with the
requisite precision, it will be found to exceed 10,000 feet, of per-

pendicular altitude, above the level of the ocean." He adds,
that " this peak has lately been distinguished by the name of
Mt. Washington." Mr. E. A. Kendall, an Englishman who
traveled through Northern U. S. in 1808, records the same as
the usual estimate.

20. 11,000 and over, was the height sanctioned bv Morse's
series of Geographies, at least as late as 1819.

21. 12,729, according to Pres. Dwight's Travels, 1803 (ii,

!63.) " It is proverbially asserted," he says, " along the eastern

coast, that Mt. Washington is distinctly visible 30 leagues from
the shore." He then estimates the distance as at least 140 miles,

and adds: "The elevation of this summit, calculating upon its

p roper allowance for

ion of light, will be 12,729 feet. Another deduction
0ught, however, to be made for the fact, that, instead of being
seen at the surface, it probably is always first perceived at mast

Above the lower limit of perpetual snow!—so given in

geography published in 1859, at New Haven. " The

i'lea-l

22
a prii

T

* Recent Geoohaphical Maps, Books am> Ihtb

%eriCa.—The recent purchase of this
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engage in the exploration of that comparatively unknown re-

gion.

By far the best summary, in English, of what is now known
respecting Kussian America, may be found in the speech of Hon.
Charles Sumner, Chairman of the Committee on Foreign Affairs,

delivered in the U. S. Senate, when the treaty of cession was
presented to that body (Wash. 1867, 8vo, pp. 48). Appended
to the pamphlet is a map, which exhibits not merely the newly
acquired Alaska, but also its relations to the East coast of Asia,

and the great Behrings sea. This map, which is on the scale of

1
: 5,000,000, was prepared at the office of the U. S. Coast Sur-

vey, and is separately published.
Senator Sumner, with the varied learning for which he is dis-

tinguished, recapitulates the sources of information in European
literature respecting Alaska, and then proceeds to make up from

them all a monograph of the country, considered under these

seven heads; first, government; second, population; third, cli-

mate
; fourth, vegetation; fifth, minerals; sixth, furs; seventh,

fisheries. Our limits only allow us, in this brief way, to call

attention to this survey. In respect to the climate, we transcribe

a striking tabular statement, compiled at the request of Mr. Sum-
ner, from the archives of the Smithsonian Institution, by one of

the collaborators who visited Russian America under the aus-

pices of the telegraph company.

Mean Temperature in de-
grees Fahrenheit.

Precipitation in Rain or

Snow. Depth in metes.
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It will be seen, from this table, that the winters of Sitka are

relatively warm, not differing much from those of Washington,
and several degrees warmer than those of New York ; but the

summers are colder. The mean temperature of winter is 32° 30',

while that of summer is 53° 37'. The Washington winter is

38° 57'; the Washington summer is 73° 07'. These points

exhibit the peculiarities of this Alaskan coast—warm winters and
cool summers.

Inter-oceanic Canals and Railroads, between the Atlantic and Pa-

cific Oceans.—Rear Admiral C. H. Davis, as Superintendent of

the National Observatory, prepared last year for the Secretary

of the Navy, in pursuance of a resolution of the TJ. S. Senate, a

Report on the means of inter-oceanic communication across the

great American Isthmus (Wash. 1867, 8vo., 38 pp. 14 maps).

The Report contains a series of important maps and profiles, and

among them (in the second edition, March 14, 1867) may be

found a very curious copy of a Spanish map of Darien, based

on surveys made between 1780 and 1790. All the twenty-six

transit projects, including railroads and canals, which have

been offered to the world, are briefly characterized by Admiral

Davis, important statistical tables are appended, and a bibho-

q the subject is also given. The

maps and profiles embody the most important results acquired

in the various surveys of Barnard, Squier, Hughes, Trautwme,

McDougal, Michler, and others.

Two maps of what is known as the " North Western Bound-

ary1
' between the United States and Great Britain, have just

been printed by the Government at Washington They are

compiled under the direction of Archibald Campbell, Commis-

sioner, and John G. Parke, U. S. Eng., Chief Astronomer ™*

Surveyor of the N. W. Boundary Survey.

The country delineated, is that lying between the 110th

ridian, the sea coast, and between the parallels of 46 and

30', N. lat. Thus the basins of the Columbia and Fraser

ers, and Vancouver's Island, etc., are included. The effort has

been made to present not merely the original work of the

survey, but also the investigations of other British and Ameri-

can explorers The topography is quite in detail but is not

always satisfactory, especially in the representation of mountains

For example, the marked predominance of Mt St Helen and

Mt. Adams, above the adjacent country, would not be inferred

from the map. The publication of the accompanying Report

of the Commission, is deferred as we learn by a letter of the

Commissioner, until the meeting of Congress.

Copies of the Journal of the Royal Geographical Society of Lon-

don, vol. xxxvi, for 1866J have just been received, it contains
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more than the usual variety of interesting papers and maps.
Among them, we may mention an account, by M. Chandless,
of his ascent of the River Puriis, one of the chief tril
the Amazon, in 1864 and 1865. He has drawn a map of the
river, from his own astronomical observations and measure-
ments. The astronomical data are said to be the first ever ascer-
tained notwithstanding that there have been four previous sur-
veys of the river. Mr. Chandless also contributes a paper on
the river Aquiry, the principal affluent of the river Puriis. For
these unaided surveys over a distance of 1,866 miles, the Geo-
graphical Society awarded to x\fr. Chandless the Victoria gold
medal. Two articles, translated from the Eussian of M. Venia-
kof convey a large amount of interesting matter, respecting
tUe knotty and hitherto unsatisfactory geography of the Bolor
Dagh, and the country of the Belors.

Five numbers have reached us of a new "Dictionnaire de Geo-
graphic Ancienne et Moderne" (Paris, Didot, 1866-7, 8°), designed
as a sort of supplement to Brunet's well known "Manuel du
Libraire." Though prepared for bibliographers, the work will

be of great value to any student of geography or history,—as
it gives, in the first part, the modern equivalents of the ancient
names of European places, and in the second part, the ancient
designations, corresponding to modern French names. The
only corresponding work, in common use, is that of Bischoff &
Moller, but this new publication promises to be even more con-
venient and complete. With its help, it will be easy for the

ordinary reader to identify, at once, the names of places, referred
to by writers in the middle ages, and now recognized with diffi-

culty m the nomenclature of modern maps and lexicons.

Behrn's " Geographisches Jahrbuch," (Leipsic, 12°) for 1866, is

a valuable manual for ready reference in geographical studies.
it is designed to convey, in the first place, geographical statis-

tics respecting all the countries of the globe, arranged not alpha-
betically, but continently,—including the areas and popula-

V
Q

i)

,

r
?vinces and states, according to the latest local author-£ t

ih
;
a Part is followed by tables of the principal known

Hf ot mountain-peaks and of lakes, measurements of river
Dasins, and select climatic data. Several short articles on the

™™ JT?reSVf geographical science, by different writers,

tal^T
t; a

?
d the voIurae ia concluded, by a collection of

mS t l
Sned t° Militate the transfer of geographical meas-

A wnT'
°m^e Sinology of one country to that of another.A work so useful deserves general encouragement.

toIZTn^X™ °f Pet™'S J°Urnal ^ gathef tbe
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The northernmost land of the Globe.—The publication of Dr. I.

I. Hayes's final report on his researches in 1860 and 1861, has
given Dr. Petermann occasion to present a series of five maps
illustrative of the progress of discovery in the basin north of

Baffin's Bay. The first of these shows the base outline of Baf-

fin's Bay as given by Bylot and Baffin in 1616, a rude sketch

with scarcely ony details. The second shows the careful coast

survey of Eoss, two hundred years later, in 1818. Smith's

sound is represented as land-locked except on the south. In the

third map, Inglefield's passage in 1852 through Smith's sound
nearly to 80° N., is exhibited. Then comes a sketch of Dr.

Kane's researches extending to Mt. Parry in about lat. 82°, and
finally Dr. Hayes's penetration to Cape Union, the most north-

ern point yet attained is about 82° 30'. A full memoir accom-

panies his maps.
Marine currents of the North Circumpolar basin.—The conclu-

sion of an elaborate paper by A. Miihry, presents the following

results of his investigations.
" As an outward current, one stream flows from the east and

another from the west along the edge of the Polar basin, where

in winter a rim of continental ice is formed, and in summer these

currents float this ice away. Thus there exists a floating ice ice-

girdle, some twenty or thirty geographical miles in breadth, in

which the walfishery is pursued. Scoresby did not reach the

northern rim, but Parry did and passed over it. The inward

current, the gulf stream, has a breadth from the southwest coast

of Greenland to the northwest coast of Norway. Both polar

streams dip under,—the eastern on the southeast coast of Green-

land, the western on the east side Newfoundland, sinking be-

itii the gulf i i as a counter poia vhere the t

peratures are related as 0° to 7° and to 12° Eeaum. The coun-

ter or anti-polar currents of the gulf stream dip under in four

places, on the west side of Nova Zembla, Spitzbergen, Iceland

and South Greenland, where the temperatures are related as 3

to 0° Reaum. The fact also indicates that along the middle

line of the basin a current flows toward the aperture

Maiden's Island.--This island, (referred to as a deposit of

guano by Prof. J.D. Hague, in this Journal II, xxxiv p 242,)

nas been taken possession of by a mercantile house of Melbourne

in the name of the British Government. It belongs to a group

of small coral islands, (lat. 4° 15' S., long, loo W-), which the

U". States had previously claimed, and which was subsequently

known as the " American Polynesia."
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The law of saturation by equivalence, introduced into chem-
istry by Kekule, determines at once the formula of every pos-
sible binary compound.f Assuming that the simple radicals
may be divided into four groups, it will be seen that the num-
ber of binary compounds is limited to the following ten classes;
monads with monads, as K CI' ; with dyads, as 0"H ;

ads as Au'"Cr
3 ;

and with tetrads, as Ptiv
I'4 ; dyads with dyads,

as Mg"0"; with triads, as As'"., 0"
3 ; and with tetrads, as (

'

A
.,:

iih triads, as B'"W; and with tetrads, as Zv%'N"'
i ; and

finally tetrads with tetrads, as Ptlv
Si*. The number of atoms

therefore, which enter into such compounds, is determined by a
very simple mathematical law. On this fact rests the possibility
of graphic representation. Of the various methods in use, that
of A. Crum Brown, in which the atom is represented by a cir-

cle, and its equivalence by projecting lines called bonds or units
of attraction, is perhaps the best. As every compound body
must be saturated, i. e., have all its bonds engaged, the ten
classes given above may be very clearly represented in this

®
manner, thus : 0-0 ©-®-0 ® ®-g-d

®=® ©=.®'-®-®=® @=©=@ @)E3§)

Here it will be noticed, no bonds are exchanged by similar

', the formula E=S— 2(n-Slf Poly-equivalent atoms, £

£ ?Z ^S f°r esamPle
'
ia 40-2(10-l)=22 7

giving thet

l
2thJlTJ^a&SQTies of lower compounds may be formed,
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If now any of these bonds be left unsatisfied, or in other
words, if the chemical edifice represented by the molecule be
ncomplete, it is evident that the whole structure, whatever its

complexity, is capable of entering into combination by its :

bond or bonds. Hence in this case, the compound body i

equivalence or combining power is exactly equal to the number
of unsatisfied bonds. These compound radicals, therefore, may
be used in place of the simple radicals, in the formulas above
given; thus forming a new set of compounds, which, since the

number of compound radicals possible is almost unlimited, are

exceedingly numerous. The compound radicals most in use
are those derived from the hydrogen compounds of the different

groups of simple radicals, by successive unsaturation. If from
the ordinary so-called types, HC1, H„0, H

3
N, H,C an atom

of hydrogen be removed, there is left Cf
,
(HO)', (H,N)', (H3C)',

all monad compound radicals. By continuing the process where

ttis possible, radicals of higher equivalence are thus produced.

"With these facts premised, I pass to the subject of the

present paper ; i. e., the consideration of the bodies which re-

sult from the union of the monad compound radical hydryl

(HO) ' with the simple radicals. Representing H2 by (SH®-®,
hydryl is ®-@- which may be represented either by a larger

circle or by the letters alone, thus ho-. From the principles

above stated, we deduce the formulas <£j-oh ho- 5 -oh

§ o
What is the character of the bodies

thus obtained ?

A reply to this question becomes possible only by classifying

the simple radicals according to their electro-chemical charac-

ters In the method of classification given above, the elements

are divided according to the quo . ing power

i. e., to their equivalence ; here the division is into positive and

negative, according to the quality of this combining power.

When a positive simple radical combines with hydryl, a base

is produced: when a negative simple radical so unites, an acid

results. If, for example, the vertical^ columns m the table be-

low, represent the equivalence, increasing from left to right, and

the horizontal the electro-chemical character, we may illus-

trate these statements as follows :—

M , Dyad. Triad. Tetrad.

Cl'(HO) S"(HO) 3
B"(HO)

3 C^(HO) 4

+ K'(HO) Ca^'(HO) 3
Bi'"(HO)

3 Zr*(HO) 4
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The formulas in the upper row represent well known acids, and

those in the lower, as well known bases.

ft has been thus far assumed that the equivalence of a rad-

ical is invariable. But it seems evident that when one element

combines with another in more than one proportion, its com-

bining power must be different in the two cases. Thus in stan-

nic oxyd Sn02 and stannous oxyd SnO; tin is evidently a tetrad

in the former case and a dyad in the latter. In all cases, however,

the equivalence changes by two, either up or down; it therefore

never alters from even to odd or the reverse. A dyad may act

as a tetrad or hexad ; a monad as a triad, pentad or heptad.

Applying this principle now to the compounds of the radicals

with hydryl, we notice that the negative radicals vary their

equivalence by several stages, forming a series of acids; but

that the positive radicals rarely form more than a single series

of bases, their equivalence being fixed at a single stage. "With

negative radicals, we may have for example :

—

Monad. Dyad. Triad. Tetrad.

Cl'(HO) S"(HO)
3 P"'(HO) 3

Sn*(HO) 4

CI'"(HO)
3 S-(HO)

4
P v(HO)

5

S"(HO). ----Cl>(HO)
5

Cl™(HO)
7

But the only instance of such changes with the positive radi-

cals, is in the case of the perhydrates of the alkaline earths

;

as Ba*(H0)
4 , Sr*(HO) 4 , etc., the composition of which, how-

ever, is not fully decided.
I. It will be noticed in the formulas of the acids above given

that the number of atoms of oxygen and of hydrogen are equal,

and also that they are equal to the equivalence of the radical

Such acids, thus simply derived, I propose to call normal acids.

A normal acid then, is one which contains as many atoms of

oxygen and of hydrogen as is equal to the equivalence of the

radical. They may be designated by prefixing ortho to the

name of the acid, as proposed by Odling. Fixing now the acid

termination ic for each group of the negative elements, the

other terminations are readily obtained by the ordin
Ihus in the chlorine group, the radical in the ic a
equivalence of five; in the sulphur group, of six; in the nitrogen

F°*P> of Ave; and in the carbon group, of four. The acids

m the above tables have consequently the following names :—

CI''?Hf)?^hyPu?hlor°US acid
'
S"(HO)

2
Ortho-hyposulphur,u;. ;

;: '

o v/trT^ ,
°-chlorous acid > SWHO). Ortho-sulphurous acid.

pWoXt:Xra

s

cff'

Sa"(H0)
*
0rtho"stM,,ic acid '
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In all the ortho acids the number of atoms of replaceable hy-
drogen, and therefore the basicity, is equal to the equivalence
of the radical. Quite a number of these acids are known,
either in the free state or in their salts. Of these, ortho-hypo-
chlorous HCIO, and hypo-bromous HBrO, ortho-iodous H

3
I0

3 ,

ortho-hyposulphurous H 380 2 , ortho-nitrous H,N0
3 , ortho-

boric H
3
BO

3 , ortho-carbonic H
4
CO

4 , silicic H
4
Si0

4 , stannic
H

4 Sn0 4 , and titanic H
4
Ti0

4 , and ortho-antimonic acids
H

5 SbO, may be mentioned.
II. But it is at once evident that this simplicityofconstitution

of the acids is far from universal; indeed the large majority of
acids have a compo.sk: rent* In general, the
acids of the chlorine group are monobasic, those of the sulphur
group dibasic, those of the nitrogen group mono- or tribasic,

and those of the carbon group dibasic. The basicity of an acid
containing a single atom of a perissad radical, however, is never
even, nor that containing an artiad radical odd.
Now an acid, like any other ternary, may be formed by the

union of two binaries; but in the case of acids, one of these
binaries is water. Thus C1,0 hypochlorous oxyd uniting with
bydric oxyd H o gives H 2 C12 2

or (HC10)
2 , two molecules

of ortho-hypochlorous acid. "So S0 3
sulphuric oxyd, and

H
2 form H,,S0

4 , the ordinary sulphuric acid. Conversely,

abstraction of the elements of water from an acid yields

again the negative oxyd or anhydrid. A false view of this

fact it was, which gave rise to the old dualistic formulas, in

^hich water is represented as existing as such in the acids. In
all monobasic acids, however, two molecules of the acid are

Squired to furnish one molecule of water; in dibasic acids, one
Molecule is required, in tribasic acids f of a molecule, and in

tetrabasic acids £ a molecule. The number of molecules of

yater which can be added to a negative oxyd to form an acid
is determined by the equivalence of the simple radical which
^ contains. Thus in SO, sulphur is a dyad, and only a single

Molecule of water can be added to it, SO-f-H.O^H^O,, thus

producing the normal acid. In S0 2 ,
sulphur is a tetrad and

^o such additions are possible before reaching ortho-sulphu-

rous acid, S0„+H.,0=:fLS0„ and S0 2 + (H 2 0) 2=H 4
S0

4 .

*n SO
3 , sulphur is a hexad and three molecules of water may

unite successively, S03+H.2
0=H,S04, S0 3 + (H 2 0) 2

=H
4
S0 5 ,

and S0
3 -[-(H„0) 2=H 8

SO 6 ,
yielding finally the normal acid

as before. The reverseVocess also is readily performed In-

deed, Graham long ago showed that a single molecule of tri-

basic phosphoric acid by the loss of H 2 0, afforded a monoba-
sic phosphoric acid. In the passage "then, from the normal

acids to the negative oxyds (or anhydrids), there may be as
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many intermediate acids as successive abstractions of H„0 from
the normal acids, will permit. Thus, chlorine may yield

Monad. Triad. Pentad. Eeptad.
Ortho, HCIO H3CIO3 H

5C10 5
H

7
CIOr

Mono-meta, .... H C102 H
3C10 4 H

5
C10 6

.

Di-meta, H ClO s H,C10
5

.

Trimeta, ....
3

BCWl
To the monobasic phosphoric acid which Graham obtained from
the ordinary tribasic acid, by the removal of H.,0, he gave the

name meta-phosphoric acid. And although the etymological
signification of this prefix has entirely disappeared, yet it is so

generally used in the science, that it may be well to retain it

;

and to define a meta-acid as one formed from an ortho-acid by
the loss of one or more molecules of water. Moreover, since

there may be several such acids, derived from a single ortho-

acid, I propose to prefix the Greek numerals to the mete, in

order to distinguish them; as in the above table, where ordinary
chloric acid, being two removes from ortho-chloric acid, is

named di-meta-chloric acid. Conversely by adding to the meta-
aeid the number of molecules of water indicated by the Greek
numeral prefix, its corresponding ortho-acid is obtained.
From the foregoing considerations, the general conclusion

may be drawn, that all acids are either ortho or meta-acids

;

the ortho-acids being formed by saturating all the free bonds of

any negative radical by the monad hydryl; and the meta-acids

being derived from these by the loss of the elements of water.

It is plain then, that the equivalence of the radical is the same
both in the normal acids and in those derived from them; and

that they differ in the fact that in the former all the bonds are

united to hydryl, while in the latter some of them are satura-

ted by oxygen. This is very clearly represented by the graphic

method. In the passage from ortho-sulphuric acid H 6
SO 6

to

the negative oxyd S0
3 , we have

H0 oh ho o oh
HO—S—OH X

s
X

HO
/X

OH HO
/X

OH 8
and in the case of phosphoric acid—

H°4/°H HoJ-OH l_oH LoJ
HO
/X

OH J & J i

rw^V^° molecule8t°getner losing H 2 0, form I

SSjS hv r?/* '* Xt vm be noticed tha? the tribasic ;

caiiea by Odlmg ortho-phosphoric acid, is really mono-n
phosphoric acid; while the common meta form is a di-meta-^
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The above facts, we may remark in passing, throw much
light on the manner of writing rational formulas. In all ter-

nary compounds properly so called, the positive and the nega-
tive radicals are united by oxygen ; indeed, this is the defini-

tion of an acid, a base and a salt. In all normal acids and
their salts all the oxygen performs a linking function, thus :

—

Potassic ortho-sulphate. Baric ortho-sulphate. Alumiuic ortho-sulphate.

-V-o'
/l\ /l\

But in the derived or meta-acids a part of the oxygen is united

with the radical by both its bonds, and hence takes no part

in binding the radicals together.* In all the mono-meta acids

i atom of oxygen is thus united, in the di-meta acids t

:. For example,

Sodic Sodic Sodic

mono-meta-perchlorate. di-meta-perchlorate. tn-meta-perchlorate.

NaO—Cl-ONa 0=Cl-ONa 0=C1=0

This difference may be expressed by the ordinary formulas,

thus: ortho salts CI—OK, S=(0K) 2 , B=(0K) 3
etc.; meta,

(PO)=0
3
Bi", (N0 3

)—OK, (C10 3
)—OAg, etc; or better in

the form of the early typical formulas R 1 0, -^ 1 2 , KJ 3 ,

and ^rio^yjo^^'jO. Hence it appears

desirable that the form of the water type should be retained

for rational formulas, since by it, this essential difference in the

function of the oxygen may be readily indicated. *q
b
" JO

designates at once ceesic di-meta-phosphate,
(

Bii j 3 bis-

muthic mono-meta nitrate, ^7 J0 3
magnesic di-meta-

sulphate, ^p^)
IT

|0 4
platinic mono-meta-sulphate, ^^ |0 2

be p ;

mple,

other, cannot be so replaced without decomposing the molecule.

>n is proved by the fact that this oxygen may be replaced by

ting power, like the monad chl^— *
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sodicmono-meta-sulphite, (C10^jio, rubidic tri-meta-per-

chlorate, etc.

>

With the knowledge of. the constitution of the acids above
given, it may be interesting to examine the various groups of

acid-forming or negative radicals, to see how far they conform
to the law. Commencing with the monads, the chlorine group
is the only one which forms acids. All the possible ortho and
meta acids of chlorine are given in the table, page 388. Of these,

those in italics, all of which are monobasic, are known with cer-

tainty, though polybasic acids of chlorine have been supposed,-
on experimental grounds, to exist.* In the case of iodine, how-

ever, mono-meta-iodic acid H3I04, or (I0)'" i()
3
,anddi-meta-

iodic acid HI0
3
or (I0^' io are known ; so also are mono-

meta-periodicacidH.IO
B , di-meta-periodic acid H 3

I0
5
,and

tn-meta-periodic acid HIO
4 . Ortho-hypoiodous aci< I

supposed to exist. The acids of bromine have been but little

studied; ortho-hypobromous acid HBrO, and di-meta-bromic
acidHBr0

3
are the only ones satisfactorily established.

The dyad negative radicals include the sulphur and the iron

groups. The substances composing the latter group, however,
form bases when they act as dyads, are ambiguous as tetrads,

and only form acids when they are hexads. Selenium and tel-

lurium form no compounds which are not yielded by sulphur.

The latter may stand, therefore, as the representative of both

groups. It may form

Tetrad. Sexad.

sulphurous H.SO,. solph

H*SO* H4
S0,

The three dibasic acids above given are the ordinary ones.

-But the two hydrates of sulphuric acid, so called, correspond
to H

6
S0

6
and H

4
SO,_; and from these are obtained similar

salts, as Hg"
aS0 6 , and Zn"„SO.. The acids formed by the

iron group are similar to those of hexad sulphur, the di-meta2™^ more common; as in H,CrO
4
,H„Mn0 47

and

1T1
4 " Chrommm, however, forms acids, whose salts are

wen known corresponding to the three sulphuric acids above
given. With mercury and bismuth, there are the ortho-chro-
matesHg

3CrO and Bi"
2O0 u ; and with lead, the mono-

meta-chromate Pb"
2O0 5 . Manganese in its tetrad stage,

appears capable of forming a mono-meta acid, corresponding to

^Crystallized hydric perforate, according to Roscoe, is H3C10 5
the di-oe*
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H 2S0 3
. No true permanganic acid is known ; since the acid

so-called does not contain the metal as an octad. If its form-
ula be written HMn0

4 , monobasic, as the isomorphism of its

salts with the perchlorates would seem to require, then manga-
nese must be a heptad like chlorine; nor do we escape from this

conclusion by writing it H,Mn
2 8 , as will be seen farther on.

The acids of triad radicals may be divided into two groups

;

those of boron and gold, which have no higher equivalence : and
those of nitrogen, phosphorus, arsenic, antimony, and bismuth,

which have a quinquivalent stage. Of the former, boron forms
an ortho-acid H

3
B0

3
and a mono-meta-acid HBO, ;

gold only

a mono-meta-auric acid, HAu0 2 . The acids of the nitrogen

group may be represented as follows :

Triad. Pentad.

Ortho-nitrous H 3N0 3
nitric HB

N06

Mono-raeta H NO, H 3
N04

Salts have been obtained corresponding to all these acids of

nitrogen; as plumbic ortho-nitrite Pb" 3
(N0 3 ) 2 , and potassic

mono-meta nitrite KN0 2 ;
dihydro-bismuthic ortho-nitrate

H„Bi"N0
5 , magnesic mono-meta-nitrate Mg"

3
(N0

4 ) 2
and

sodic di-meta-nitrate NaN0 3
. No acid of triad phospho-

rus is known, if we except the calcic ortho-phosphite Ca"
3

(P0
3 )„, corresponding to it. As quinquivalent however,

above acids of phosphorus are known ;
the mine-

ral libethenite is hydro-di-cupric ortho-phosphate HCu" 2

P0
5 ; and triple phosphate dried at 100° C., has the formula

H,(NH
4
)MgPO ,

di-hydro-ammonio-magnesic ortho-phos-

SinSar salts of iron and manganese have been ob-

tained. The mono-meta-phosphoric acid H 3
P0

4
is the ordi-

ibasic form (Odling's ortho-acid), and the di-meta acid

is the common monobasic or meta acid of Graham. It may
here be remarked that the acids, called hypophosphorous and

phosphorous, are misnamed, since the radical phosphorus is not

in the latter and univalent in the former as analogy

with the other acids, and indeed as the principles of nomencla-

ture would require; but as Frankland has represented, both

these acids contain phosphorus as a pentad. If the principles

M be correct, it is evident that the number of atoms

of basic hydrogen can never exceed those of the oxygen by

which it is'linked to the acid radical. In H PO the hydro-

gen is in excess, and it is at once apparent that the acid can

not be tribasic; that one atom of the hydrogen at lee

be united directly with the phosphorus. Experiment shows

:i tact two atoms of hydrogen are thus directly united

the acid being monobasic. Its rational formula, therefore, is
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H j
°' and Jt mav be vie^d as di-meta-phosphoric acid

g [O, in the radical of which H
3
has replaced 0. In

phosphorous acid H
3
P0 3J a single atom of hydrogen being

united directly to the phosphorus, the other two are re-

placeable by basic metals, yielding acid and neutral salts,

having the formulas(
HP°)

R I
2 and (HP(^" l()

3 as Kam-

melsberg has shown. All three hydrogen atoms may be re-

placed by the alcoholic radicals, forming neutral ethers ;
but

only two atoms of this radical—those which have replaced the

basic hydrogen—can be exchanged for a metal, to form salts.

The third atom, replacing as it does, the alcoholic hydrogen,

1
1
lined, forming alcoholic phosphorous acids. The con-

stitution of these acids may be graphically represented thus

:

HO—P—OH HO—P—OH H—P—OH

S A A

Since they are formed from mono-meta-phosphoric acid by re-

placing hydryl by hydrogen, they resemble the phosphoric

chlorhydrines, to be considered farther on.
Acid compounds of arsenic exist, corresponding to all the

forms given above. Plumbic ortho-arsenite Pb" 3
(As0 3 ) ?

,

hydro-cupric ortho-arsenite HCu"As0
3 , and di-hydro-potassic

ortho-arsenite H 3KAs0 3 ; plumbic and potassic mono-meta-
arsenites, Pb"(A"s0

3 ) 3 and KAs0
3 ;

hydro-di-cupric ortho-

arsenate HCu"
3AsO s (olivenite), sodic mono-meta-arsenate

Na
3As0 4 , and potassic di-meta-arsenate KAs0 3 , are examples.

Antimony forms argentic ortho-sulphantimonite Ag 3
SbS,

(pyrargyrite), argentic mono-meta-sulphantimonite AgSbb a

(miargyrite) and mono-meta-antimonous acid HSb0 3 ;
ortho-

antimonicacidH
s SbO.,mono-meta antimonic acid H 3

Sb0 4 ,

(and the salts Pb"
3
(Sb0

4 ) 3 and K
3 SbS 4 )

di-meta-antimomc
acidHSb0

3 and potassic di-meta-antimonate KSbO n .
Tne

compounds of bismuth are little known. Kobellite is a plum-
bic ortho-sulph-bismuthite Pb' (BiS,), ; and di-meta-bismu-
tnic acid HBiO, has also been obtained."

lhe negative radicals of the tetrad group include carbon,

silicon, tin and titanium. Carbon may form

Ortho-carbonous acid H,C02 carbonic H4
C04

Mono-meta
. . _ # f H2C0 3
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Of the first, there is evidence to believe it is represented by
formic acid.* Both ortho-and meta-carbonic acids form nu-
merous salts. Calcic ortho-carbonate Ca" 2 CO 4 , cupric ortho-
carbonate Cu"

2CO ,
+aq (malachite) and hydro-tri-cupric or-

tho-carbonate H
2
Cu"

3
(C0

4 ) 2 ,
(azurite) are examples of the

former; and the common carbonates K
2
C0

3 , BaCO,, etc., of
the latter. The division of the silicates into ortho-and meta*
salts, has been very clearly represented by Prof. Dana in
the last number of this Journal. Ortho- and meta-stannak-s
and titanates are well known compounds.
Of radicals having a higher equivalence, the pentads tanta-

lum and columbium, forming a series of acids similar to quin-
quivalent phosphorus, and the hexads molybdenum, vanadium
and tungsten, whose acids correspond to those of sexivaleat
sulphur, may here be mentioned.

>

The compounds thus far considered are derived from nega-
tive radicals; but, as already intimated, positive elements form
a similar series of bodies. Since the equivalence of positive

adicals rarely varies, but a single ortho-base of the same radi-

cal is known. Of ortho-bases, ortho-potassic base HKO, ortho-

calcic base H o Ca0.,, and ortho-zirconic base H
4
Zr0

4 , are ex-

amples. The" mineral pyrochroite is ortho-manganous base,

H
2 MnO„ and brucite is ortho-magnesic base H

3
Mg0

2 .

From these, by the loss of the elements of water come the

meta-bases, as meta-zirconic base H,Zr0 3
but they are few in

number. The perhydrates of the alkaline earths, so called,

are probably meta-bases ; as mono-meta-baric base H 2
Ba0

3
or

(Ba

H
}

"J0 2 , mono-meta-calcic base H 2
Ca0 3

or<
Ca<^'

j 2
.

III. There is a third class of acids which is not included in

either of the divisions above given. I refer to those which

contain more than a single atom of the radical. Since they

I from the ortho-acids, they are evidently meta-aciik
The most familiar example is pyrophosphoric acid, H

4
P„0

7 ,

derived from two molecules of ortho-phosphoric acid H,P0
5

V the loss of the elements of three molecules of water, H 10

p
2 1 .-(H„0) 3

=H
4
P„0,. A simple method of naming

these acids is suggested by the principles already given. All

ar-id* d..-rivod from two mole ules f phosphoric acid, lor ex-

j called di-phosphoric acids ;f and the number of
. may -

3 Journal, II, xliv, 263, Sept. 1867.
lfl .„

:
. - :

•

st Uebers. der Silicate, Giessen, 1864,) and others, though m a modined

)CB. Scl-Sbcosd Series, Vol. XLIV, No. 13&-Nov., 1867.
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molecules of water lost, to yield the meta-acid may be indica-

ted by a numeral prefix to the meta, as above. Hence, as

pyrophosphoric acid becomes tri-meta-di-phosphoric acid. A
rule for naming may be given, as follows ; Prefix to the name

of the acid, the numeral corresponding to the number of atoms

of the negative radical contained in the formula. Then add .

the elements of water until the oxygen and the hydrogep

atoms are equal; the numeral indicating the number of mole- ^

cules of water thus employed, is to be prefixed to the word
.

meta, placed before the name of the acid. For example, Fleit- 1

mann and Henneberg obtained two soda salts, referable to the \

acids H
e
P

t , 3
and H

, a
P

,
O , , . The first is a tetra-phos-

phoric acid, the ortho-acid of which is reproduced by adding

to it seven molecules of water. The second is derived from

deca-phosphoric acid, by the loss of nineteen molecules of water.

Hence the salts are sodic hepta-meta-tetra-phosphate and sodic

enneadeca-meta-deca-phosphate ; meaning that the former i>

derived from four molecules of the. ortho-acid by the loss of

seven molecules of water, and the latter is nineteen removes

from ten acid molecules. These acids and their derivatives are

exceedingly numerous. Wurtz is inclined to view them as ac-

cumulated bodies, similar to the polyethylenic alcohols ;
stat-

ing that as PbO maybe added to ^
b"

io 2j
producing Pb" I 0,

Pb""|
Ha J

and ™ lo4
, so to ^°^' [o„ (S0 2

)"0 may be added, yield-

.
hJ 2)

(S0*)"L 1mg the fuming orNordhausen sulphuric acid (S02
)" ^03

e<piai

to H a8 , , , our penta-meta-di-sulphuric acid. This process,

however, leaves the basicity of the acid unaltered ;
and hence

is insufficient in many cases. ,

The number of these acids may be illustrated by a table*

the di- and tri-acids of the tetrad silicon, and of tne

pentad phosphorus, with the various meta acids derived from

them, as follows

:

luthora speak of di-silicic nei

;

loss of H30,
"is

obtain
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Si2 4 H2P,0 6

A few examples of well known compounds, formed i

will make the preceding remarks clear.

HI
3
O g

3I-,r»
9
<)

15 (l.oracitv).Magnesic ennea-me

IV. In the formulas of these and similar substances the atoms
of the negative radical are united to each other by oxygen, as

j- rankland has already shown for many of them.f It is evi-

dent, however, that these atoms may unite directly together,
w which case two units of attraction in each pair of atoms
will be occupied in uniting them. The equivalence ofthe group
will then be represented bythe law of saturationE=S-2(n- 1),
already given. Certain artiads have a particular tendency to

combine in this manner; as mercury in Hg
B
Cl

3
and copper in

pu
3H 2 ; and particularly the iron group of metals, which were

long supposed to be triads for this reason. Two atoms of a

* The compounds thus indicated are not distinct acids, but are multiples of the
simple ortho or meta y, London, 1867, 158.

*Jote._ It may here be remarked that monobasic phosphor:
iormmg a Heries of poiymeric compounds corresponding to the multiples given
above. With silver, for example, Ag2P2 fi , Ag»P sO . and Ag P„0, have b - n
obtamed. Th„
*ae table, the first «««» tetra-meta-di-phosphate,
-
Y«-

m-pnospnate.
t Lecture notes for chemical students, London, 1866.
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nexaa. J?e.,ui
6
or ±e T ui 6 Jfinv,, uo"d 3 , \ji ^±

8 ,
clu, <«c

examples of binaries so formed. With hydryl the compounds

produced are quite numerous, and many of them occur as min-

erals. Thus ortho-ferric base H
sFe

TiO is linionite, and ortho-

aluminic base H
6Al

Ti

6
is gibbsite. From these are derived

the meta-bases; as from H
6 ArO e

comes H
4
Alvi

5
niono-

meta-aluminic base, and H„Alyi

4
di-meta-aluminic base, di-

aspore. So from limonite H" FeviO
8
may be obtained H 4Fe

T1
5

mono-meta-ferric base (xanthosiderite) and H,FeT1

4
di-meta-

ferric base (G-dthite). Manganite H,Mnyi

4
is di-meta-man-

ganic base. Permanganic and perchromic acids, B

and H.,Cr
2 8 , as was stated on page 389, must contain- their

radicals as heptads, if their atoms are united by oxygen

Frankland, however, to avoid a violation of the fundamental

law of saturation, supposes that the manganese and chromium

atoms are directly united, and makes an oxygen atom intervene

between each negative atom and the hydryl, thus :

—

0=Mn-

On either supposition, their constitution is anomalous.

The same direct union takes place with the carbon group 01

tetrads forming C viCl
6 , Sn"0 3 , TiTiN„, etc. With hydryl,

therefore, such a series of compounds as the following, becomes

P0SSible -

CarUn. Si^n.
'

Ortho oxalic acid, H 6C
vi

6
He§r^

6

Mono-meta-oxalic acid, H 4C
Ti

5
H*§! 2 5

Di-m.-rvo^lir :l <.i.l, H 2C
ri

4
H2§riX*

Di carbonic tri-oxyd, Cvi
3

SlvU s

In the carbon series, the di-meta form is ordinary ox

from which the group may be named. The ortho-oxalic^
ac

is represented in plumbic ortho-oxalate Pb",CT,

6
but iu

mono-meta acid seems to be unknown. The silicon compounu

do not appear to be known with certainty, although several o -

servers have reported the discovery of a di-
quioxyd of silicon) with some of the hydrates belor .

The view which has now been given, of the con-
acids and bases, renders very simple the relation of these boai

to the chlorhydrines, so-called. An acid being converted in
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L (HO)' for the monadhydryl i

Ichlorhyhydrme comes) it is evi-

dent that there may be as many chlorhydrines obtained from a

given ortho or meta acid, as is equal to the number of atoms of

hydrogen, less one, the final product being the chlorid

of the rail; ho-silicic acid, there may be

HO-Si-OH HO-Si-OH HO_Ji_ H HO-Si-Cl Cl-Si-Cl

I l A A A

Compounds corresponding to all these chlorhydrines, have been

obtained by Friedel and Crafts.* If the acid be a m
the radical is partially saturated by oxygen, and the final re-

sult is a so-called oxychlorid (the chlor-aldehyd of Odhng)
;

the true aldehyd being a similar body, containing hydrogen in

place of chlorine. For example, di-meta-sulphuric acid may
form in this way the following bodies :

Acid. Mono-. DicWor- ^jgg^, ^K" 'h^ta*?™'

o °
° r

o
me "

o

HO-L-OH HO-J-C1 CI—S—CI Cl-S-H H-S-H HO-S-H

o o o
1

o
1 o

A comparison of these formulas with those of hypophospho-

rous and phosphorous acids on page 392, will make clear the

relation of these acids to mono-meta-phosphonc acid,by showing

that they are its hydro-hydrines, the last of the series, M 3
ru

phosphoric aldehyd, not being yet known.

The results given in the foregoing pages may be briefly re-

capitulated. I have attempted to show :

1. That all the bonds of any simple radical may be saturated

^^rSS^^JiiiidB thus formed are determined by the

electro-chemical character of the radical ;
being acids when it

is negative, and bases when it is positive.

3. That acids and bases so formed, being evidently normal,

are conveniently designated by the prefix ortfw.
_

4. That the equivalence of negative radicals varies through

several stages, while that of positive rarely changes. And

hence, that there may be a series of ortho acids from a given

negative radical, but only a single base from a positive one^

5. That bv the removal of the elements of water from a nor-

?ml or ortho acid, a derived acid is produced, which may be

indicated by the prefix meta.

* Thia Journal, II, xliii, 155, March, 1867.
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6. That when there are several such derivatives, the Greek
numeral prefixes di, tri, tetra, etc., may be used to indicate
the number of molecules of water removed from the ortho acid
to yield the meta-form.

7. That intermediate between the simple ortho- and meta-
acids, are others containing more than a single atom of the

negative radical; and that these acids may be designated by
di, tri, tetra, etc., (according to the number of negative atoms)
prefixed to the name of the acid, while the number of mole-
cules of water removed from a multiple of the normal acid to

iorm them is indicated by the same numerals prefixed to the

meta.

8. That while the negative atoms in the compounds just

d are united by oxygen, there may be other com-
pounds whose negative or positive atoms are united directly;

thus producing a fourth class of acids and of bases.
By classifying thus the substances known as acids and bases,

—and of course the salts derived from them—it is hoped that

their relations to each other may be made clearer. And by
giving them systematic names, their position in the series may
be fixed, and a step be taken toward the establishment of a

rational nomenclature.
New Haven, Oct. 10, 1S67.

KLIII—Crystallogenic and Crystallograpluc Contorti*"

s; by James D. Dana. On the Feldspar group of

Minerals; supplementary to Art. XXIX, page 252 :

the Chemical Formulas of the Silicates.

1. Chemiralformulas of the Ft UUpars, and of some other Silicates.

The resemblance or affiliation between the species of the

t eldspar group is of the most intimate kind. There is not

merely isomorphism (or close approximation in crystalline

iorm), which, when alone, is of little value in determining re-

lations, but also, apparently, the profoundest isotypism- *<*
me approximation includes near identity in (a) the habitual
lorms

; (b) the direction and facility of the two cleavages ;
(c)

me hardness
; (d) the color, and tendency to opalescence ;

(e)

all optical characteristics
; and as regards chemical compose

or°»lb V
aSre

t
ln consistinS of silica, alumina, and an alkah

} aiKaiine earth, to the exclusion of magnesium and iron ;
ana

the oxygen ratio between the protoxyds and sesquioxyds* is lor

P1&^" 01^ rat* t^een ^ protosvds and sesquioxyd*"
*

prouoxya or dyad and sesquioxyd or pseudotriad metals," the so-called ay^-
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each 1 : 3. The group, therefore, is one in nature, and chem-
istry must have some explanation of this unity. The follow-

ing observations bear on the question of its origin.

1. The oxygen ratios for the protoxyds, sesquioxyds, and

silica, in the different Feldspars, are as follows :

It Si Si ft ^1 Si

Anorthite 1:3:4 Oligoclase

Labradorite 1:3:6 Albite

Andesine )
2

. 3 . 8
Orthoclase

Hyalophane )

[The ratio 1 : 3 for the basic oxyds is expressed in the for-

mula n+'ii, or (ill 3 +?3ti); and, for the basic metals, in the for-

mula R+3(?A1, or (}R+|iAl) ; or if the perissads are dis-

tinctly indicated, in the formula (E, k
2
)+35A1, or (i(R, R 2 ) +

4

Besides the above-mentioned ratios, some analyses afford 1 :

3 : 4.V, 1: 3 : 5, 1 : 3 : 5.|, and other ratios between 1:3:4 and

1 :
3:' 6 ; and so also intermediate ratios between 1:3:6 and

1:3:8; between 1 : 3 : 8 and 1 : 3 : 9 ; and between 1:3:9
and 1-3-12 But these cases, (and also those in which there

is some variation from the ratio 1 : 3,) are usually regarded as

exceptional to the above as the true normal ratios
;
and they

have been attributed to the following causes :

(a) Incorrect analyses.

lb) Impurities : and often mixtures of different feldspars

through inter-crystallization, some remarkable examples of

which have been detected by microscopic and optical examina-

(e) Alteration ; caused either (1) by the infiltration of ordin-

flrvUw M^nna +»A nr nnf —such waters filtered through pow-

known to become aiKanne m * buu

;ks containing feldspars having been exposed

through long age's past ; and examples being numerous
•

a of fefdspars, ending in their kaolimzation, in
of the alteration

which both alkalies and silica are lost ; or (2) through the

process aided bv mineral ingredients in the waters, reeu

the introduction of magnesia, oxyds of iron, etc., and in other

A^regards the views here presented it matters not
=

whether

these intermediate ratios are irregularities produced bv the

above methods, or are normal ratios.

group here including not oi

1 chemical readers, \
: the former paper.
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2. The oxygen ratio in Anorthite is that of a Unisilicate,

for 1 + 3 : 4 = 1 : 1 ; and the formula may be, on the old and
new system

:

Old (iS»+}5l)*Si» New Si|0 1 |(iB,-f-iPAl)»

In the other species, the oxygen ratios vary from that of

Anorthite, through an increase in the proportion of silica, they

being as follows :

Bases Silica Bases Silica

Labradorite 1 : l£ Oligoclase 1 : 2±
Andesine )

.
Albite 1 : 3

Hyalophane f Orthoclase 1 : 3

3. The silica of a Unisilicate is enough for the making of

a feldspar ; that is, to produce a species having that assem-
Mag of crystalline, physical and other qualities which charac-

terize the group. The type u ! isilicatt*

But while Unisilicate, it admits of increase in the propor-

tion of silica to produce its variety of species.
4. An excess of silica above that of a Unisilicate may exist

under the Unisilicate type in one of the two following condi-

i still be not s i impurity.
A. It may be basic silica ; in which case the general for-

mula for the group would be

—

Old (R3,3tl,Si^)
2

Si3 New SiJO^B^.pAlTSi),

and the special formulas for the species are

:

Labradorite (Jfi»+|a+^»Si» Bi|0,|(j(R, n,)+^U+h^
Andesine

(ift.+$£l-r.«Si*)»&» Si|04 j(KB, BjO+ffjAl+fj®)*

Oligoclase (^R3+^Sl+^gi^2 gi3 Si|o4|(^(B,B,)+T
8
s
/JAl+1V>a'>»

Albite GNa*+fAd+iSi^gi» Si|O«|(|Na,+i0Al+iySi),

Orthoclase (i&»+lil+|§i?)»gi» Si|04 |(iK 3+f/?Al+tySi)3

R(or R,R
2 )in Labradorite, Andesine and Oligoclase =Ca,tfa,

with occasionally some K; in Hyalophane, which has the form-
ula of Andesine, = Ba and Na ; Ba replacing the Ca of other

ieldspars. These formulas are partially presented on page 260.

B. It may be accessory silica ; by which is meant, not an
ingredient unessential to the species, but a true component,
accessory to the fundamental type of the series/5 The formu-
las on this view would be :—

Mine™^!^
SK^rSS l-vtheffiLof

1 gives the follow:ing as the formulas

:

(ft + &)5i$ OUgoclase (ft + &&>
(ft -f £l)Sil Albite (ft + &>**
(ft + &}&* Orthoclase (ft + &)§i*
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te (±R-"+f£ir-Si3 Si|0 4 |(iR+|/?Al),

'rite (iR 3 +|il)'3i8+|Si Si|04 |(i(R, K2)+i/3Al) 2+|Si02

(i&»+iil)«gi«+33i Si|0 4 |(i(R, a2)+ f^Al^+SiO*

Oligoclase (iR»+|3tl)*gi»+3i5i Si|04 |(i(R,R2)+f/?Al) 2+liSiO»
Onhoclase

|
(iB. +15i)

»g.+ 6gi Si|04 |(iBa+*3Al),+2SiO«

According to either of these two methods, A or B, any other
proportions of silica exceeding that of the Unisilicate may be
expressed in the same manner as the above.

The last of the formulas under A, if expanded, becomes,

—

Old (R 3 )2 Sis + 3£l*Si« + 4#Si«
New Si|0 4 |(K2)2 + 3[Si|0 4 |,JAl2] + 4[SiI04 |ySi2]

in which the last member consists of silica alone; and thus the

formula approaches the corresponding one under B, yet with
this important difference, that the silica in this member is in

the former in two states, a basic and an acid.

5. The excess of silica above the amount required for the

Umstlicate increases with the increase of the alkalies, or the

perissad elements, in the base.

In Anorthite, true unisilicate feldspar, the base c

lime without alkalies. Butinti with higher

silica, it is partly soda or potash, with lime, or in one case

(Hyalophane) baryta ; or it is wholly soda or potash. The ra-

tios of non-alkaline to alkaline constituents in the bases in these

species are, for the average results of analyses, as follows :

Non-alk. : Alk. Non-alk. : Alk.

Labratforite 2 : 1 Oligoclase 1 : 2

Hyalophane U: 1 Orthoclase all alkah.

Andesine 1 : 1 Albite all alkah.

Thus the above statement is fully sustained by the average re-

results of the analyses. Looking to special analyses, it will be

found that in general those Labradorites which contain less than

the normal proportion of silica (and so approach Anorthite) are

those which contain most lime in proportion to the alkali
;
and

those which give the oxygen ratio 1:3: 6-5, 1:3: 7 are those

which com a ely to the amount of alkali ;
and

so for the ratios between 1 : 3 : 8 and 1 : 3 : 9, and others be-

tween 1:3:9 and 1 : 3 : 12. There are exceptions to this

statement, as should be expected when we consider the diver-

sity of causes (see p. 309) which may have aided in producing

these intermediate ratios. But the cases in accordance are suf-

ficient to sustain it

It would seem, therefore, that this excess of silica is depen-

dent in part, if not wholly, on the alkaline or perissad nature

of the base.
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There is a prominent exception to this view in the species
Leucite, which, although isometric in crystallization, is re-
garded as of the Feldspar group, since it has a similar general
constitution, with the Andesine ratio 1:3:8. For although
it is thus related to Andesine, the protoxyd base is a
hne. Yet, as it stands apart in its isometric crystalli
may not be as certainly in opposition as would at first seem.
It may belong with Sodalite and Haiiynite to an independent
series m the group. Sodalite (with Haiiynite) has the anor-

> 1 : 3 : 4, and is a soda species ; while Leucite, with
1:3: 8, is a related potash species

; and if the two are in an
independent series, it would appear that potash is more

<i<;terminative of the higher ratio of silica than soda.

6 Facts exist among other silicates that throw some light
on this subject.

A. The Mica group has the following for the oxygen ratios

between the bases and silica :

Bases Silica Bases Silica

1. Astrophylhte 1 : i 5. Muscovite 1 : H
2. Phlogopite 1:1 6. Lepidolil

. Lepidomelane
7. Cryophyllil

Now the ratios of the non-alkaline to alkaline constituents of
the protoxyd bases in these species, as deduced from the average
results of analyses, are as follows :

1 a , , „. Non-alk- : Alk. Non-alk. : Alk.
1. Astrophylhte 6:1 5. Muscovite 1 : 2 to 6

Wrte 6:1 6 . Lepidolite 1 : 3 to 12

3:17. Cryophyllite almost solely alk
4. Lepidomelane 2-1:1

;

The non-alkaline part of the protoxyd base in the species
is mostly magnesia and protoxyd of iron, with some lime ;

and
me alkaline, mostly potash, except in Lepidolite and Cryophji-

„J W
^t C

?1

ntaiu also lithia - The protoxyd bases are most
exclusively alkaline in Cryophvllite.

ine parallelism with the Feldspar group is striking ;
and

tnere may be the same reason, therefore, for the increase of

the silica, and not that mentioned on page 259.
B. Again, among Unisilicates, the Meionite section of the

istrates the same principle. Tl
and Marialite are clos, ! . u* " >-f"

^Sn T Physical q^lities, so much a

had hi;
e? mad

1

e a variet^ of Meionit^ ;
and Mari

samJ fZ
a
%r?g de8Cribed would probably have a

th?7c£\ ^T^ fi™t announced by vom Eath last year in

the Zeitschr. d. deutschen geol. Ges, xviii, 635).
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The oxygen ratios, and the ratios of the non-alkaline to the
alkaline portion of the protoxyd bases, are as follows :

R & Si R+K Si Non-alk. : Alk.
Meionite 1:1:2 1:1 10 : 1

Mizzonite 1 : 2 : 5| 1 : If 1 : If
Marialite 1:2:6 1:2 1 : 2£
The non-alkaline protoxyd is lime ; the alkaline is soda with

some potash. The excess of silica in Mizzonite and Marialite

may be attributable to impurity or alteration as has been usual
(and to some extent with reason) in the Scapolite division of
the Scapolite group. But the crystals are glassy and show no
evidence of change or mixture. They are found exclusively in

volcanic or allied igneous rocks.

C. The Scapolite section of the Scapolite group affords

other examples under the principle. The different compounds
vary in oxygen ratio, according to the analyses, from 1:2:
3*5 to 1 : 2 : 6, and from 1:3:4 to 1:3:6; and besides these

there are other ratios intermediate. But Scapolite undergoes

so easy alteration through the action of carbonated or alkaline

waters that we have reason for doubts «ver many of the results

of analyses.* Yet, in spite of the uncertainties from this

source the principle stated comes out clearly to view. In fact

it has already been remarked by Rammelsberg in his Mineral

Chemie (p. 716) that " the Scapolites which are poorest in sil-

ica are richest in lime ; and as the lime diminishes, the pro-

portion of soda (or potash) increases."

Looking first at the prominent divisions, we find the follow-

ing as the average ratios afforded by the best analyses.!

,
* Scapolite undergoes easy alteration through carbonated waters which make

-
-' - ;

'

bed by others. It is rather probable that the trace of potash found in many scapo-

. v.l near dipyre in the table on p. 404. But it contains:.. . .... , .- .;..•. .
-

5 '5 p. c. of potash, and is, with hardly a doubt, ;

' -- -

""

. 126) ti

a solution of chlond of sodium or carcx

or an equivalent of lime ; and it may be m
e by this or other > increas**:

:.:•
- - .

:
'

-
'

'

leeded as a name for the v.;

anding groups of
.

.-•
:

-•- .. .-~- - -

.-
.

'
. . - " --

•

... '

. . .

s long ago the supposed composition (after Laugier s analysis) ot the Are
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1. Paranthite
2. Wernerite
3. Ekebergite

: 6

ica Non-alk. : Alk.

As a fuller exposition of the facts, the ratios

satisfactory analyses, from which the above met
been deduced, are given in the table following,
ing of the analyses in Rammelsberg's work is

convenience of reference.*

,
Pargas Storgard, Nordenskiold

, Tunaberg, trl. Walm-i
, a " trl. or

, b Pargas, Ersby, cryst. Nord. .

,
Pargas (Ersby?) cryst., Wolff .

B
Ersby, v. Rath

1.WMWS., v.Bath
cryst., v. Rath

16, L. Baikal, Glaucolite, v. Rath .

15, Bolton, pink. Wurtz...
13, " Thomson ."

14, Drothems, pink, Berg.
-'-. Wolff...

11, Malsjo, blue ,.

18, Finland, gnh., Wolff...

for the more

n results have

The number-

added for the

27, Arendal, Wolff..
Arendal, Damour

26, Malsjo, white, v.

Dipyre, Delesse
Dipyre, Damour
Dipyre, Pipar,;

Prehnitoid,

The four groups A, B, C, D, correspond to those above

named Paranthite, Wernerite, Ekebergite, and Dipyre. Analy-
sis JNo. 9, of an Arendal Scapolite diverges rather widely from
the mean of the group

; but the specimen was probably an ab-^ ,?!
e in 80me wa^ as the results are quite unlike those

obtained from Arendal specimens by Wolff and Damour (No.

nate
T
of Uml • AosfSj6^^ WMCh *** d°UbtM be°aUSe^t^P^

' glaucolite by Bergemann a
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27 and the one next following). With this exception, and that

of Wurtz's (No. 15) which is not sustained in its exceptional

character by Wolff's, (No. 22) of the same mineral, nor by a new
determination by B. S. Burton, the concordances with the prin-

ciple stated are close, considering the uncertainties of analyses,

and the uncertain purity or condition of specimens.

D. Among the Bisilicates, occurs the species Spodumene.
It is so closely like pyroxene in angles, and also in habit of

crystals and physical characteristics, that it is rightly placed

in the pyroxene group. It has the oxygen ratio for the prot-

oxyds, sesquioxyds, and silica 1 : 4 : 10 ; whence 5 : 10=1 : 2
for the bases and silica, as in other Bisilicates. Its protoxyd

bases are mainly alkaline, the proportion of alkaline to non-

alkaline averaging 12 : 1 in the best analyses—those of Ram-
melsberg and Hagen (the extremes being 4 : 1 and 20 : 1),

and those of Smith & Brush (which give 11 : 1 and 13 : 1).

There is some iron present which is here made protoxydas

done by Rammelsberg. Descloizeaux has shown that Pi talitc,

is also like pyroxene, in crystallization, and in this and other

characters, approaches-Spodumene. It contains, like it, silica,

alumina, lithia, and soda"; but the oxygen ratio is 1 : 4 : 20, the

silica being doubled, as remarked by Descloizeaux. There is

this other difference that the protoxyd bases are ea

alkaline ; no iron is present either as protoxyd or sesquioxyd.

This increase of the silica by a simple ratio is evidently par-

allel with the same in the Feldspar and Mica groups. And
since both Spodumene and Petalite occur in granitic rocks, or

those of extreme metamorphism, and therefore of like heat m
origin, and as the Spodumene is often imbedded m free

quartz, showing that there was no lack of silica at its forma-

tion, it would appear that the small difference of consl

as to the bases, above pointed out, determines the proportion

of silica. It is quite possible that iron may have the same in-

fluence as the non-alkaline metals even if it replace alumina-

From the above examples it seems to follow, first, that under

* Another probable example under the - ^^±™
" ;

:

:-

like as its author intended. It should be melitophane i
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both the Unisilicate and Bisilicate type, there is some princi-

ple on which the proportion of silica may increase without
changing the type ; secondly, that this increase accompanies
increase in the proportion of the alkalies, (or the perissad me-
tals) and is probably more promoted by K than Na; thirdly

that this excess of silica occurs without a change of the type
of the species from thatof the Unisilicate or Bisilicate ; and
that the surplus silica is either accessory silica, or part of it

2. Isomorphism of the Isometric and Clinohedral Feldspars.

i different series in

iral (monoclinic and tri-

clinic) species, and its trapezohedral form has seemingly very

Although Leucite belongs apparently 1

the Feldspar group from the clinohedra

little resemblance to the oblique prisms of the other Feld-

spars, the monoclinic crystals of orthoclase and the triclinic of

anorthite etc., are in fact nothing but distorted, or rather,

.'zed dodecahedrons, variously modified by cubic, oc-

tahedral, trapezohedral and other planes.
In Orthoclase this clinohedrism consists (a)

of its octahe-

vertical

Ul;

dodecahedron an obliquity
tion of about 8 degrees,
dral axes, thus inclined

becoming the vertical axis; and (b) slightly
shortening this axis ; and for the triclinic 1

1
* ^ jt is nearly the same, excepting that Id

]•! LT1.-S

the obliquity extends to the vertical plane
referred to, and consequently
about it.

The annexed figure represents a common v
form of Orthoclase, copied from Naumann's \<?d£^
crystallography. The lettering corresponds to the following in

Naumann, and Brooke and Miller:

The prismatic angle of the crystals is 118° 48' or near 120;
and the same angle in Albite is 120° 47' ; in Oligoclase 120

42
;
m Labradorite 121° 37' ; in Anorthite 120° 30'.
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In order to appreciate the following comparisons, the reader
should have before him a dodecahedral crystal, (of garnet, for
example,) or a model of the form, placed with a trihedral angle
at top, and with one face of the trihedral pyramid sloping to
the left ; in which position it is a 6-sided prism with trihedral
summits, with its planes parallel to those of the figure.

The prismatic angle of the feldspars, as in many other min-
erals, is very closely the angle of the dodecahedron (120°) ; and
the four planes I enclosing it correspond therefore to four of
the vertical faces of this dodecahedron ; while the two planes i-l

which make angles with I of 120° 26', are the other two.

The basal plane is another dodecahedric plane ; for :

1

-=122° 16' ; and : i-l=90°, the exact dodecahedral angle. This
makes eight out of the twelve.

The four planes 1, are also dodecahedric. This might be
inferred from their position as referred to a model dodecahe-
dron. It is also apparent in the angles which the planes make
with one another and with the planes just shown to be dodeca-
hedric, namely 0, I, and *-* ; for 1 : 1 = 126° 14', : 1-124
42', iA : 1= 116° 53', the mean of which is nearly 120°. The
divergence from 120° is due to the 8° of obliquity which the

dodecahedral form has in orthoclase. Thus all the tivelvefaces

of the dodecahedron exist on the crystal of orthoclase in the

figure here presented. They are lettered D.
Moreover the cleavage in orthoclase according to this result

is dodecahedric, it being parallel to O and i-l, which planes are

at right angles both in orthoclase and the dodecahedron.

The plane i-3
] replaces an edge between 7(D) and i-i (D);

making the angle =i-l:i-3 y=15Q° 35'. The planes 4-3' are

therefore those of the trapezohedron 2-2, which truncate

the edges of the dodecahedron, and make with the dode-

cahedral planes the angle 150° ; they are therefore lettered T.
The plane 1-i truncates the edge between 1 and 1, other planes

D (dodecahedric), and therefore this also is a trapezohedric

Plane, and is lettered T ; it makes with each plane 1 the angle

153° T (which is near 150°) ; and with O (D), over the plane

H(O), the angle 129° 41', the corresponding isometric angle

being 125° 16'. The crystal therefore contains six faces of the

trapezohedron 2-2.

Again 2-1 are faces of the cube (or hexahedron^, and are

therefore lettered H ; the angle O(D): 2-5= 135° 3 while the

corresponding isometric angle is 135° Referred to the model

dodecahedron, it truncates the tetrahedral solid angles. Again

2-i has the position of a plane truncating another tetrahedral

solid angle of the dodecahedron, and is also a face of a cube,

and is lettered H. The angle 1(H) : 2-i= 134° 19' or very nearly
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1 octahedral plane is 125' 16'. That the plane
tahedric is further apparent from the parallel intersections of

\-i, 2-/, i-3\ and of (J, l-i, 2-i ; for (1) a cubic face makes par-

all -i i; : bisections between an octahedral on one side (the tra-

pezohedral on that side being absent) and a trapezohedral on
the other ; and (2) an octahedral face makes parallel intersec-

tions with a cubic on one side and a dodecahedral on the other.

The form of orthoclase is therefore strictly a clinohedrized

dodecahedron. The faces present in the crystal here eonsider-

The dodecahedric, 1, I, i-i, 0, 1, 1, with their opposites, or

the whole twelve.

The trapezohedric, l-i, i-3\ i-3\ with their opposites, or six

in all.

The octahedric, %-i, with its opposite, or two.
The cubic, 2-1, 24, 2-i, with their opposites, or the whole six.^

The angles of this oblique or clinohedrized cube are 2-1 :
2-1

over =90° 6', 2-1 : 2-i=96° 48'.

The true or normal apex of the orthoclase dodecahedron is

that part of the crystal occupied by the octahedric plane

f-» ; and the true obliquity of the crystal (or angle C,) instead

of being 63° 53' and 116° 7' (or the angle : i-i) would be the

i squab 81° 54' and 98° 06'. Hence 8° 6' is

to which the octahedron has been clinohedrized m
its conversion into the form of orthoclase.

For the triclinic feldspars, the only peculiarity is that already

mentioned,—the fact of lateral obliquity of the principle sec-

tion, so that the two cleavage planes 0, i-l (dodecahedric planes

e sides of a tetrahedral solid angle) make with one

another an angle of 93° 15' to 94° 15' instead of 90°. The
form of the crystals are so similar to those of orthoclase, with

:ion, that special explanations are unnecessary.U Rose, m a recent article on Albite (Pogg., cxxv, p. 457),

• 466), that it is a remarkable fact that the planes

1 either side of 0, between it and i-t, (V
lmes

eand n of Rose,) make with one another in albite very nearly a

^•cording to Neumann, and 90° 4' accord-
ing to DesCloizeaux's measurements It is not so surprising
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when it is understood that the two planes 2-t in albite are cubic

In addition to the above dodecahedric characteristics of the

crystals of the Feldspar group, it may be added that the twins

are twinned parallel either to dodecahedric or cubic faces. The
most common in orthoclase are those parallel to i-i, dodecahe-

dric
; others are twinned parallel to 0, also dodecahedric ; oth-

ers parallel to 2-?, or a cubic face. And there are no other di-

rections of twinning among the triclinic feldspars.

In another number of this Journal I propose to consider fur-

ther the isometric relations of the various systems of crystalli-

zation, a subject partly elucidated in the last edition of my
Mineralogy (1854, vol. i, pp. 196-204), and also in this Jour-

nal for the same year, vols, xvii, and xviii.

Art. XLY.— On certain points in the theory of Atomicities; 1 y
Wolcott Gibbs, U.J)., Eumford Professor in Harvard Uni-

versity.

In the application of the theory of atomicities to the expla-

nation of the formation and structure of compound bodies two

distinct views are held by chemists. While Kekule and his

followers maintain that the primary or essential atomicity of

each element is invariable, Wurtz, Frankland and others ad-

mit that an element may have more than one degree of satura-

ting power, Wurtz in particular assigning no specific maximum
-lists of both these schools distin-

guish betwi nations, differing only

itiona are to be regarded as molecular. Thus

according t rid of phosphorus is a molecular

ipound, P^OU+C^, while upon the other view it is atomic

j the formula PVC1 4
. All chemists appear to admit that

water of crystallization is in molecular and not in atomic com-

bination.

To this view it may be reasonably objected that it creates two

distinct species of chemical affinity, for if phosphorus in the

terchlorid is saturated and its three units of affinity satisfied,

a new force must be called in to bind the two additional atoms

of chlorine which are to form the pentachlorid, and if chlond

of sodium be a saturated atomic combination, by what force

does it unite with two atoms of water to form NaCl+2H 3
0?

The line which this theory draws between molecular and atomic

combinations is, moreover, a purely arbitrary one, as is clearly

seen in the case of the chlorids of phosphorus cited above. In

Am. Joub. Sci.—Second Series,Vol. XLIV, No. 132.—Nov., 1867.

and ha;
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the present paper I shall endeavor to show that the assumption
of a particular class of molecular compounds is unnecessary, and
that all compounds may be regarded as essentially atomic. I

adopt the following postulates no one of which is new.
1. The elements may be divided into two classes; those whose

primary or inherent atomicities are represented by odd, and
those whose atomicities are represented by even numbers.

2. The atomicities are variable and no maximum or limit

can be assigned in any case. Any element of the first class may
therefore be 1, 3, 5, 7, &c, atomic, and any element of the

second class 2, 4, 6, 8, &c, atomic.
3. In the combinations of an element with itself or with

another element a certain number of units of atomicity disap-

pear. The atomicity of the resulting compound will be termed
secondary.

For the sake of convenience I shall give the name of deter-

pound itself is termed the resultant. Thus in ammonia, N \
H,

nitrogen is the determinant, and hydrogen the subject, while

in nitrid of copper, N 2
1 €u, copper is the sub-determinant. In

borid of nitrogen, BmNin
, either element may be taken as the de-

terminant. According to this view ammonia may be regarded

as the product of a single action, that, namely, of nitrogen upon

hydrogen, while in nitrid of copper there are two actions, the

d of the atom of nitrogen being due to the diatomic

character of the copper.

see that if oxygen be regarded as tetratomic or at least i

ing an even atomicitv higher than 2, water
diatomic, whatever may be the number of atoms of this body in

a §lyen compouud. For in OivII
2

it is clear that only two units

ot affinity are saturated. Morever, in any number of atoms ot

water two units will vanish for every atom with the exception
of the first and last, in each of which one unit only will disap-

pear. Graphically this may be represented as follows

:

J?rom this it appears that the atomicitv of the water of er.vs-

be considered as 2, whatever be

the number of atoms. In like m
monia, **H„ is diatomic, and that any number of

^
t0

;

ns of a:;
a whole, represent only a single

diatomic atom. '
t
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1

With these preliminaries I shall consider in order a few cases

of what is termed molecular union.

Since sodium may be regarded as feebly triatomic it follows

that in chlorid of sodium, Nani
Cl, there are still two units of

affinity unsaturated, the intensity of the affinity being very small.

Hence the salt, NamCl+(20H 2
')"

}
in which the sodium may be

regarded as saturated, exists only at low temperatures. In sodic

sulphate we may for convenience take sulphur as the determin-

ant, in which case the salt will have the formula, SIT
j

/-\fa£>\

considered as anhydrous. But the crystallized salt contains ten

atoms of water and may be written Svi
\ (NaO)' 3 to exhibit the

((OH
2
)" 10

manner in which the water of crystallization completes the sat-

uration of the hexatomic sulphur.

Trisodic ortho-phosphate contains twelve atoms of water,

and if we take phosphorus as the determinant may be written

P™|(Nae) 3

((€>H)" 12

phosphorus being heptatomic.

These formulas will suffice to exhibit the application of the

theory to cases in which water of crystallization is present. To
avoid complication in expression it would perhaps be more con-

venient to indicate the subordinate atomicity by Eoman nume-

rals placed beneath the symbol of the determinant and to con-

nect the water of crystallization in the usual manner by the

sign +. Thus sodic sulphate may be written

!i(Nae),+
10a1

which exhibits at once both degrees of atomicity.

The views above explained enable us to formulate i -

compounds the very numerous class of so-called don,

salts usually regarded as molecular. Thus acid fluorid of potas-

sium, KF+HF, becomes
KI"F

^ I or K (H"'F 2 )

which may be compared directly with hydrate of potash

|
mOII

|orK(H-e).

The so-called double fluorids of tin, zirconium and silicon may
readily be reduced to the following types in which in each case

the tetratomic element is taken as the determinant.
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SnF4-f3KF+HF, Sn
]

3
ffi|2 ],'

ZrF
4+3CuF, |£j 3(€uF4

)"

SnF4+4NH4F Sn<( 4(NH4F2 )

SnF*-}-BaF8 Sn)^F4
)"

2ZrF4+2KF+NiF,' |£ j
(KF8

)"
8(NiF4)"

ZrF4+2NiF 2 Zr<[ 2(NiFJ"

2ZrF4+5NaF "|£ j
(NaF2 ) 5 (F) 3

ZrF4+4KF Zr
j
(KF2 )4

ZrF4+3KF Zr
j
^*)a SiF4

+2KF Sn
| ^

Fa)a

ZrF4+KF Zr|^F^

The compounds of the fluorids of tantalum, niobium, arsenic

and antimony with other fluorids may be reduced to the follow-

ing types, taking the pentatomic element as the determinant, and

as before omitting water of crystallization for the sake of sim-

plicity*

TaF 5+2KF Ta
j^ }

Nb02F 3
+2KF Nb

j
F

NbF
fc
+2KF Nb

|f]fF 2 ) 2

Nb04
F,+3KF Nb

j^^
(F

NbOF 3+3KF+HF m 1 (HO)
(
(KF 2 ) S

"Nb^
(

3NbeF34-5KF «Nb"0 0,(KF,)5F4

"Nb*i
(

NbOF,-fZnF2 Nb^F
I
(ZnF4

)"

SbF
5,KF, Sbj^, SbF

6
,2KF, 8b

{ gfr^
* It must be remarked that in the comparative formulas given at

bols of the elements in the ftd usually, when not barrg

signify the old equivalent, while in those on the right they signify atoms. A"

want of type for all the barred letters is the occasion of this confusion wwcn
hope will be excused.
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SbOF
3 , NaF,Sb

j
(NaFa ), As2OF 8 , 4KF, "^

j
(KF2 )4OF4

Finally the two remarkable salts discovered by Briegleb and
which are represented empirically by the formulas

Pe
4Na,+NaF+12aq and As0

4
Na

3 +NaF+12aq
may at once be reduced to the normal pentatomic type as follows

:

P- {(^ ><+12aq>and A'sj^'+lZaq.

It is to be remarked that in two of the above formulas, nio-

bium, and in one arsenic, is represented as heptatomic. In these

cases each atom of niobium, or of arsenic, loses two units of affin-

ity in combining with an associate atom of the same elements.

The notation employed in this and similar cases is that of

Frankland.
From the double fluorids so-called, I pass to the consideration

of the double chlorids, which, as is well known, are very nu-

merous.

A glance at the following formulas will show the application

of the
j

" "

pounds.
>rinciples which ] l;;; laid down to this class of

HgCl2-f-MnCI2 Hg»<( (Mn*Cl4
)"

2HgCl3 -f-BaCl2
^l|v|BaviCl4)"(Cl)2

5HgCl2 +CaCl2

2KCl-fHgCl2

KCl+HgCla

KCl-f-2HgCl2

"Hg* r

"Hg*
"Hg*\ (<3aCl4 )"Cl,

"Hg* [

Hg»(KCI2 )2

Hg"(KCl2 )Cl

MgCl2+3HgCl3

"Hg* (

"Hg*|(MgCI4 )"CI4

"Hg* (

PtCl 4+2KCl pi
(Cl 2

\
(KC12 )2

Pt
| (BaCl4)"

PtCl 4+BaCl2

PtI4+2HI Ptj (HI2 )2

Ir2 Cl 6
+4KCl :g:|(Ecia).cia
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Ir2 C16+6KC1 ;i;>

I
(KC1 2 ) 6

u2e2 ci2+2Kci ::g:;|^cl2)2

AuCl 3-fKCl

2AuCl
3-fBaCl2

™ (

(KF2 )2
»** W "1(Ke)a

I
(KCI2 )

"Au' ( CI4
"Auv

"J
(BaClJ"

WG
4K2+WF 8K2 W-i^ , like W"

I
(KF2 )

The principle of variable atomicity enables us also to formu-
late a great variety of other compounds which have hitherto
been considered as molecular. As the application is sufficiently

evident after what has been said, I shall content myself with a

few examples only.

All combinations of metallic chlorids, &c, with ammonia may
be formulated atomistically if it be admitted that n atoms of am-
monia are as a whole simply diatomic. Thus we have

TiCl1+4NH, fc-j^hu'
Chlor. of Roseocobalt, €o2Cl 6+10NH 3

"|°™
j C1 6

(10NH3
)"

Chlor. of Luteocobalt, €o2Cl 6+12NH 3
,"|°*

j C16(12NH 3
)"

Lxanthotob't, €o,eCU+Nte,+10NHs "|^{eiCl1(Nte1
.10NH^"

llostobalt, <3o2(S04 ) 3 -f10NH 3 ^ j
(SO4

)"
3
(10NH 9

)"

i Luteocobalt, <3oa(Sej,+12NH
a "|^| (S04

)"
3
(12NH 3

)"

{xant
b
ho?ob't,€o«(^)8+^ea+10NH3 "|£

j

^'

2

(

|^.
4
lo

3NH a
)"

Gros'base, PtCl2N 4H l2 Pt*<( CI2(4NH 3
)"0"

Reiset's base No. 1, PtN
4H l2 Y\}-{ (4NH3

)"0"

" Ko.2,PtX
2H ee Pt*«{ (2NH,)"e"
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Raewsky'sbaseNo.l, Pt2 Cl2 3
H24 2Xa

,'£j£jciae s
(8NH

3
)"

« No. 2, pt2ci4e4
HMe2N g

"^|ci4e6(8NH,)"

If it be objected to the assumption that potassium, sodium, &c,
are triatomic in certain combinations, that these elements have
not yet been observed to form compounds with chlorine and

(CI

other usually monatomic elements of the form K
-J

CI, I reply first

that thallium, which unquestionably belongs to the alkaline

group, is distinctly triatomic in T1C1 3 , and secondly that if chlo-

rine itself be sometimes triatomic, the compound KCl may be

represented as K ,nCl in as well as K'Cl1
, each element being satu-

rated upon either view. With respect to the elements belonging

to the nitrogen group I will simply call attention to the fact that

nitrogen is°heptatomic in the hyperiodids of certain complex

ammoniums and enneatomic in others. Thus we have

N j<eH,)
s and N |(«H.)t>

so that nitrogen furnishes the most complete series of atomici-

ties, being 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9-atomic.

It is easily seen that there is a marked difference between

the elements both of odd and of even atom:

maximum intensity of combining power. Thus potass: .

um, hydrogen, chlorine and some other elements have tfa

mum of affinity with an atomicity of unity, the affinil

very much less for an atomicity of threa and insensible for

higher atomicities. Nitrogen, phosphorus, boron M
ral others have an insensible affinity for an atomicity of unity

;

the intensity of their affinity becomes a maximum when they

are triaton.: riallv when they become penta-

tomic, and becomes nearly insensible when they are hepta-

tomic. Finally, tantalum and niobium have their maxmium

intensity of combining power with an atomicity of five. Pre-

cisely analogous differences occur with the elements of even

We are not yet in a position to determine whether

the combination of two or more atoms of wate.

nd, is accompanied by a gain
neral of

ether (n<

ical energy than (OH 2
)". But we have, as l inm*

,
a

fer that the number of atoms of water of crystall

w in general ot any compounu, i*

loss of combining jpower. In otherZ^^potenZ Xem
, I think, a right to in

It is determined by the residual unsaturated unite of affimty

the determinant of the salt itself, and will always be, for

ven circumstances, such as will saturate those determinants mos*
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nearly. Thus it is conceivable that at one temperature a salt

may crystallize with two, and at another with four atoms of
water, the whole quantity of water being in each case diatomic,

but exerting different intensities of affinity. The same princi-

ple will apply to ammonia and other compounds.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS.

1. On a new class of homologm.* .
, f <>;, /„/,,/, ?,!<• acid.—Prof. A.

\V. II,,fmann has communicated to tl,< \ca 1, i
>. of Sciences a very

ortant memoir on a class of cyanids isomeric

issing very different properties.

acid, as is well known, under the influence of water
takes up the elements of that body and forms ammonia and formic

acid, the reaction being represented by the equation

€MH+2H 2e=€H 2e+NH 3 .

Under the same circumstances the cyanids of the alcohol-radicals

may yield one or the other of two different reactions. Thus in the

case of cyanid of methyl we might have

2. €N€H
3+2H 2e=€H 2e 2

+NH 2
€H 3

Cyanid of methyl. Water. formic acid. Methylamine.

Examples of the first mode of reaction have long been known,
but bodies i , e not hith-

erto been observed. When chloroform and ammonia are heated

€HC1
3+NH S

=3HC1+€NH.
mn showed that this reaction takes place easily at a

at when caustic potash is added to the alcoholic sora-

:

| and the oil

:

' ue by reflected light. Its i n.ml < tVU •™ J
l

l
therefore isomeric with benzonitrile. The formation ol

this body is represented by the equation
€ aH 7N+€HCl,=€ 7

H
6
N+3HCl.

Dr. Hofroann calls thk
:

- •:.• -.-. , : -
.

taking up water rmio Jfo—
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It is remarkable that while the nitrids are easily decomposed by
is scarcely altered by

these but is hydrated by the action of dilute acids.
When benzonitrile is converted into benzoic acid benzamid is

formed as an intermediate product

€
7
H5N-fH20=€! 7

H
7
Ne.

€ 7H 5
N+H20=e 7H 7

NO

But in this case another intermediate product is formed which is

diphenyl-diamine, formerly discovered by I

i new cyanide by a
iimiiar reaction. The difference between the nitriles and the new
^vaniiU may be explained by referring them to different types.
Thus in the case of the two cyanids of methyl we have

1 €H 3 I
€H 3

In the same manner we easily explain the difference between the

line of Cloez and ordinary cyanic ether, and recognize
in general the existence of two parallel series of cyanogen com-
nft,,T", ° T- two later communications, Dr. Hofmann haa given

alcoholic solu
into a retort containing* caustic potash i

and among the products of the distil

formed as "a liquid : *My penetrating odor.

The author has n,,t vet carefully studied this body but gives a

^re detailed i.r.,iuit of the cvanid of amyl. Thi*la>t s ob-

tained by a 8 /colorless liquid smelling of amyl
and of cyanhydric acid. Its vapor impresses the tongue

^supportable bitterness and causes, like r
*-

: suffocation in the throat. It boils a

than \\ a is ; he cyanid of amyl is bnt

attacked bv alkali*'- but u<-ids transform it into formic

amylamine. Transient intermediate products are formed in this
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nitriles. It was therefore natural to suppose that the cyanidf migtt
be formed by a similar reaction, so that, for example, formate
of amylamine would yield cyanid of amyl. Dr. Hofmann found
however that the action ..f ]

>!:- >-i ,'n. »ri<- i t .-id was in these cases

more profound and did not yield the results expected. On the

other hand the author calls attention to the fact that in the prep-

aration of the nitriles by the action , f sulpho let ivlate, <fcc, of

l»-
»r :»-— i tt - uj -\

: T. ;- i ..f potassium, the raw nitrile oblaine-l pos-

sesses a most offensive lor, w! ile th nitrih s ol it aiued by the ac-

tion of phospl »ric u id up mi > ilfs of a inionia have i vi r\ agree-

able aromatic smell On repeating the older experiments of E.

~M<\ r upon the action of organic iodids upon cvanid of silver,

Dr. Hofmann found that in this also the cvanid* are formal in eon-

>|, ' ,! l ' i|uantifies. The reaction succeeds best with the iodid

of amyl, but much amylene and cyanhydric acid are formed at the

. The author hopes to obtain the dicyanid of ethylene,

<"\H.N\. isomeric with Simpson's cyanid, by the action of chlo-

>n ethylene-diamin, or bv treating cyanid of silver with
iodid of ethylene. He considers it" a* probable that there exists

a corresponding isomeric series of sulpho-cyanids.— Comptes Ben-
dus, I, lxv, 335, 389, 448. w. G.

2. On the same subject.—Dr. Hofmann's communications on
subject of the isomeric cyauids have called out a r-

-

.vith those of

un as regards the action of the organic iodids upon cy-

anid of silver.— r,,..,,,,'., /;, ,,.',/*, lxv, 468. w. g.

3. Oner' coal-tar.—Bekthelot
has discovered in coal-tar varii bich had not

hitherto been observe. 1 i em several wholly new
substances of great inter* st. ( )f i lie former class rhe author men-
tions styrolene, C 16H 8 , first in order, as one of the bodies obtained
by the^ transformation of acetylene. The existence of cymene,
c«)Hu,in coal-tar has been observed by seveia

166° C, proving to be cumolene, C l8H l2 .
Cymene

boils at about 180° C, and exhibits the ordinary reactions of the

benzol series. When heated to 280° C, with 80 parts of a satu-

rated solution of iodhydric acid, cymene yields hydruret of decy-
lene, C 20Haa , which boils between 155° and 160° C. The author
has also found in coal-tar two hv i . C 30H 10 ,

i l2 ; a hydruret of acenaphtene, C24H ia ,
which is a

. ich is also

liquid and boils at 285° C. Fluorene is the name given by the
author to a new hydro-carbon which separates in the d
ot the heavy oils. It i8 a white crystalline substance which ex-

hibits a magnificent violet fluorescence and possesses a

.
uid is very

hoi. The solution of this body in sulphuric
acid is colorless, but the least trace of nitrous acid colors it green,

Jr^ir
6 US aCld Sives a violet color- Fluorene gives a red

crystalhne compound with picric acid.— Comptes Bendus, bev,
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II. MINERALOGY AND GEOLOGY.

mented Haime had a dtorl time previously descrihed it uudt r the

name, Paloeacis, had not reached this country ; nor was it until very

recently received at any of the libraries at W ashing on. where we
were then investigating the Illinois fossils. ( )wing to the fact that

for a long time previous to the publication < i the Illinois Report,

our investig;:

"

« w rt. w here we w err to a ureal

extent cut off from fo at ions, we
were also not aware of- ;i;( - I'riuting of the

Illinois Report, that von Seebach had called attention in /.< it.<c/ir.

,viii, to the identity of Faiaaei*

and Sphenopoterium:—otherwise we would have cheerfully adopted

the name Palceacis, which has priority of date, and must take

precedence.*

In first publishing a notice of this genus in 1860, we regarded it

as a Coral, as Haime had also done. Milne Ed^\ ai i>, however, in

'

it appears, whether it is a coral, but left n provisionally where

I i, (
u Z <i. tharia j 1 rfurata? or perforated

Being in considerable doubt in relation to the affinities of this

genus at the time we were preparing *** Illinois

Report, and not being where we could have access to all the works

on analogous fossils, we sent specimens of our species, P. obtusa, to

Prof. Verrill, who has made an especial study of the corals, with

st that he should give us some suggestions in regard to

-ns of the genus. After tmnation as

could be made without preparing sections for the microscope, Prof.

that he was inclined to regard n a< a rym.-e,

Coral, which view was adopted by us, <

the Illinois Report. , .„ .,. ..

Feeling a desire to settle more definitely, if possible, the q«
^

) the affinities of tl is _r . ip. 1 recently prepared

permit, of P. i

:i:!
y

!;'•

' TTT ^enr

and lent it to Prof. Verrill, who writes as follows :-

"The section of Palmacis obtusa sent to me is not sufficiently

thin and transparent to be used with the higher powers, but I have

made a somewhat careful examination of its

under powers below a quarter inch. .The internal stru

the external character,
or fossil, but agrees very well with several forms of to-

a haf been made vertically across the shorter diameter

through two of the cups. There is a central, imperfectly bounded

* Yon Seebach is in error, however, in saying™*^^™£^
m 1861, as it was issued in I860, but after Haime s, it 1 am not miM*« •
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area beneath the cups, which is traversed by numerous irregular,

crooked, sometimes branching canals, which also pass in all di-

rections through the surrounding tissue, but in less numbers ; out-

side of the central area there are seen radiating darker a I

lines, which appear like minute canals. They are often branched
and quite irregular. When highly magnified the whole mass seems
composed of a fine spongy tissue, which varies in density between
the minute canals, thus giving rise to the darker and lighter lines.

There is no appearance of vesicles, or anything like septa or plates,

either vertical or horizontal, or walls of any kind around the cells.

The only resemblance to corals seems to be in the external form,
and radiating striae of the cells, which, however, are not true septa,

and are quite irregular like the striae in the cups of many fossil and
living sponges."

It may not be out of place in this connection, to state that I

have scarcely any doubts, after examining a good series of speci-

mens, that the two speci( s, Put i u, ,, umbonata and P. cymbia, pro-

posed by von Seebach, are mere varieties of P. obtusa M. & W.,
which varies greatly in the characters upon which he has proposed
to separate these two forms.

III. BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY.

1. Monographia Salicum, auctore N. J. Andeksson.—Part I. of

this Monograph of Willows, which was communicated to the Royal
Swedish Academy of Sciences at Stockholm, in October, 1863, is

now published, in vol. 6, of its Transactions, and separate
in 4to, pp. 180, with 9 plates, crowded with figures of the details

of about one hundred species. We have here about three-fourths

of the systematic part, in advance of the elaboration in DeCan-
dolle's Prodromus, which is, by this time, also printed off. The
second part will contain the rest of the species, the genet
The system of arrangement is simple ; the primary groups, or

tribes, are only three, and founded on the stamens. They are :
the

Pletandrm, with 3 to many stamens, divided into the Tropica ana
the TemperatcB, and these, each into three or four ultimate sections

;

with Wumner, (whose elegant treatise was recently noti
aid accordingly regards many admitted species as oi nj-

wLrf15 b? he fortunately permits several" recognized as

*WJ* ?
r
if
tain the rank of 8Pecie^ Under the Priu

'

fhf^li J at may be termed sub-species, are coordinated. ^ hen

^concluding part of this most important and faithful monograph
" ^and we may hope to prepare a full abstract of the <**,

relates to North American species, east of the Rocky
Mountains. Perhaps it
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tof the name of the 92d species, 8. Nbvce-an</lica>, un-

der which the author has combined two sub-species and several

varieties, no one of which is recorded as inhabiting our New Eng-
land States, or any district nearer than Saskatchawan and the

2. Flora Brasiliensis of Maktitts.—The 42d and 43d fascicles of

this great work, were issued in April last. One includes the Rosa-
cea, by Dr. J. D. Hooker, with 22 plates, done in Germany. Of the

Rosacea, truly indigenous to Brazil, a little over 100 in number, 95

(under 7 genera) are of the suborder Chnjs<>l.>«lu,fi
. The other

9 is devoted to the Combretacece, by Dr. Eichler, about

>ecies, under 9 genera, two of them established by Dr. Eichler,

_s revision of the order, and illustrated hy 15 plates. a. g.

LoisdelaNomenr' nmentie* par M. Alph.

DeCandolle. Paris: Masson, 1867, pp. 60, 8vo.—This important

pamphlet was printed, in August last, upon the request of a Com-

mittee of the Botanical Society of Fran. , . r.d- d ! v organizing an

nal Botanical Congress. was held in

Paris at the close of the summer. The propoe i

drawn up and ably expounded by M. DeCandolle, have since been

ved by this Congress, with some slight modifications, and re-

65 spec
in his r

proved by this Congress, with some slight mc

nmended by it for general adoption. They 6

aost all respects, judicious and timely. Upoalmost all respects, judicious and timely. Upon receiving the re-

port of the proceedings of this Congress, we may call attention to

this revised code, or present to our readers a full abstract of it.

4. Those features of the botany of Japan and adjacent regions,

which are of the highest interest to us, have recently been consid-

ered by Miquel in a pamphlet, entitled—
#

Surles AMnites de la Mora du Japan avec celles dePAsie et

de PAmerh,». <
;" -V-M u-xtr. d,-» An

1867.)—The first special notice of the now familiarly known rela-

tionship of Japan with Eastern United States botany, was probably

given in this Journal, many years ago, in a review of the earlier

Flora Japomca. Of the article in

the Memoirs of the American Academy, vol. 6, m which the sub-

ject is treated in detail, Prof. Miquel is hardly correct m stating,

-
.-•-.

•

" i:-:
v--/---- : ;•;

ri& Mr. Darwin's famous volume, if published, had not reached

try when this paper was read, although its leading idea

was know/here. All that is allowed in the mem^^ the prob^

bilitv " that what are termed elo* *J*f man7
cases, be lineal descendants from a pristine stock, just as domesti-

cated races are;"-a proposition which, perhaps, very few natural-

h
\T^::iTel%U that Prof. Miquel credits only a single

N A
N , .

-. ..
-.• -

abounds west of the Rocky Mountains, and deprives the ,

taa So far as we know, it is a mistake to credit Symplo-
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carpus (Lysichiton being separated) to the western, as well as the

noptei-M) in the same table (p. 16), must be

replaced by Phellopterus or Glehnia, whichever may secure the

right of priority. It is very interesting to note that there is, in

Japan, a true Symplorurj, >/.•<, if not >. futhh<* itself; and even
", that Croon live of the group

r Southern Atlantic States, has been identified in Japan.
*

1 explanation of these facts of dist

referred to, are repeated, and i

general theoretical views in explanation of these facts c

tion, as given in the matter referred to, are repeated, an_
less reinforced, at the close of Prof. Miquel's interesting brochuk.

not onlyriv
i n Victoria Colony, Australia. The principal tacts wnicn

warrant this conclusion, are collected by 1

Director of the State Garden at Melbourne, in his i

pamphlet, recently issued, upon "Australian Vegetation, considered

especially in its bearir.

with a view of unfolding its resources,"—from which the subjoined

"The marvellous height of some of the Australian, and
trees, has become the subject of closer im i

since of late, particularly through the miners' tracks, easier access

has been afforded to the back-gullies of our mountain-system. Some
ing fata, supported !<. its," are now on

The highest tree previously known was, a Karri-Eticar

< asured by Mr. Pemberton T\al-

cott, in one of the delightful glens of the*Warren river of West-

ern Australia, where it rises to approximately 400 feet ! i

\

the hollow trunk of this Karri,
1 enter and turn in it without dismounting. On the de-

sire of the writer of these pages, Mr. D. Boyle measured a fallen

tree of ifm .,. in the deep recesses of Dande-

For it the length of 420 feet, with proportions

design of a monumental struct:m the exhibition ; while Mr. G. Klein took the measure]
eucalyptus on the Black Spur, ten miles distant from Healsvude,

480 feet high! Mr. E. B. Hayne obtained, at Dand
measurements of height of a tree of JStceai
Length of stem from the base to the first branch, 295 feet ;

diame-

r r-t branch, 4 feet ; length of stem from first

top portion was broken off, 90 feet; diameter
of the stem where broken off, 3 feet; total length of stem up to

feet; girth of stem three feet from the sur-

face, 41 feet. A still | et from the

base, 53 feet m circumference. Mr. Georire W. Robi

ina to be 81 feet at a distance of four feet

from the ground and supposes this eucalypt, towards the sources

of the Yarra and Latrobe rivers, to attain a height of half a thou-
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sand feet. The same gentleman found Fagus Cunninghami to

gain a height of 200 fret, and a ehvumfrrenee of 23 feet.

» It is not t hese isolated inquiries, cha aee fa as

led to the reallv highest fives, which the most secluded and the

onceaL It seems, however, almost

heyond dispute, that the trees of Australia rival in I. ngth, though

kness, even the renowned forest-giant* of (al-

highest ol whirh, as far as the

writer is aware, rise, in their favorite haunts at the Sierra Nevada,

to about 450 feet. Still, one of the manimoih-tivi s measured, it is

_.,j,i, ^ an feet, 18 feel in diameter! Thus

to Victorian .

' ho palm must, apparently, he eon-

ceded. A Ptan« rd oi com] w« |
->.- i tin spire ot the

j. the highest of any cathedral of the globe,

o the height of 466 feet, or m the

great pyramid of Cheops, 480 feet high, which, if raised m our

dd be overshadowed, probably, by Eucalyptus trees.

The enormous height attained by not Molati

of our timber-trees, in the rich diluvial dep. .-its of sheltered ^de-

pressions within Victorian ranges, finds ttl

binedwith a
;111= to the

able to the strong development of these trees in New Sou;

nor ever reduced to thai

some entenl -ravines of South An-

experienced. The absence of living gigantic forms of animal

ese,the hugest forms of the vegetable world, is all

the more striking. .. , . .

the fdobe, would be rep'. I

: «* merely

.lerstood up to the present day. Not

growth we have in all probability, to accede to Austia

comparisons, instituted in the L, f

a trees, even'on dry and exposed spot,, such into which

\

i ad e,Z
sist drought, has rendered many of our trees lamed ^^jspe-
ciallv Rn in supply of fuel or of hardwoods is

•8-SSSi rSC
tli^ht°tobe

onerous unemployed persons, the gathenng of fcucaiyp-
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tus seeds, of which a pound weight suffices to raise many thousand

trees, might be a source of lucrative and extensive employment

;

but on this I wish to dwell, that in Australian vegetation we prob-

ably possess the means of obliterating the rainless zones of the

globe, to spread at last woods over our deserts, and thereby to mit-

igate the distressing drought, and to annihilate, perhaps, even that

occasionally excessive dry heat evolved by the sun's rays from the

naked ground throughout extensive regions of the interior, and

wafted with the current of air to the east and south, miseries from

which the prevalence of sea-breezes renders the more littoral tracts

i ml North Australia, almost free. But in the economy of

e-strata, those mineral elements of vegetable nutrition on

which the life of plants absolutely depends, and which, with every

dropping leaf, is left as a storage of aliment for the subsequent

vegetation. How much lasting good could not be effected, then,

by mere scattering of seeds of our drought-resisting acacias and

eucalypts and casuarinas, at the termination of the hot season,

along any watercourse, or even along the crevices of rocks, or over

bare sands or hard clays, after refreshing showers ? Even the rug-

ged escarpments of the desolate ranges of Tunis, Algiers, and Mo-

rocco, might become wooded : even the Sahara itself, if it could

not be conquered and rendered habitable, might have the extent

of its oases vastly augmented ; fertility might be seem
the Holy Land, and rain to the Asiatic plateau, or the desert ol

Atacama, or timber and fuel be furnished to Natal and La Plata.

An experiment, instituted on a bare ridge near our metropolis, de-

monstrates what may be done."
A systematic catalogue of the known trees of Australia, with

as of their territorial distribution, occupies 18 pages ol

this essay ; from which it appears, that in Australia, no less than

950 woody plants attain a height of at least 30 feet, or thereabouts.

6. Report on the disastrous effects of the ch <tru t'h>n "/'J''

Trees now going on so rapidly in Wisconsin ; by I. A. Lapham,
J. G. Knapp, and H. Crocker, Commissioners [appointed by the

Legislature of the State]. Madison, Wisconsin, 1867, pp. 104, 8yo.

—The topic so properly discussed by Dr. Muhler for Australia (m

the above extract), is brought home to our attention in this essay,

which we trust will be widely read and seriously considered, ^he

essay has reached our hands too late for the preparation of an ab-

stract, and for specially noting many interesting points in matters

of climatology or vegetable physiology, some few of which migM
be more or less criticised. But the Report as a whole si I

sound and able, as well as timely. ffyg
7. Annates Musei BotaniciImgduniBatavi edidit F.A^*'

quel. Tom. I-HI, fasc. 4. 1863-1867, fob—Since our announce-

ment of this work, and analysis of the contents of the earliestw
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ciculi, in 1864, it has been so indefatigably prosecuted by Prof.

Miquel, that two large volumes have been completed, and
is well under way. A large portion is naturally devoted to Jap-

anese botany, in the 2d and 3d volumes, under the separate heading

of Prolusio Florae Japonicw; and these prolusions are also sep-

arately published. When finished, as they are likely soon to be,

they will form a nearly complete exposition of Japan botany, as

far as is exemplified in the rich and 1<>i ^-accumulated stores of the

Leyden herbarium. The various and interesting contents of these

volumes invite attention and remark on every side, but are already

much too extensive to be compassed here. They comprise consid-

erable monographs, or detailed articles, by collaborators, such as

3, Schott, Hasskarl, DeVriese, &c, who have already
' the stage, as well as by Sande Lacoste, Oudemans, and

others, who are still active ; but the greater part of the Japanese

botany is Prof. MiquePs own work. In the second volume is an

interesting article on Nymphmace<£, by Caspary, with new sections

of Nymphcea, and an exhaustive analysis of oriental specu

discrimination of JV. alba from & ' rable de-

tails upon the variations of the latter, commending them, more-

over, to the scrutiny of North American botanists upon the^ live

plants. Of JVuphar, he admits three 5-sepalled species
;
JV. Ja-

ponicum (which he fully describes and figures, both yellow and

reddish forms), luteum, and pumilum {Kalmi

In -
1
haracterizing h'is two primary sections of Nympham
t proposes to restrict tne Dotanicai term cunnum, w mC

case of the junction of organs which were at first separate, and to

use the ter '">" for the ordinary case of pri-

son. It were certainly desirable, for clearness, to ex-

press the two things by different, I language

;

but Caspary's appropriation of the term connate, is open to the

three objections,—lst, that it is thus divorced from the sense which

it generally bears in dee «j». 2d, which befits its

literal mean >

sdt? doe
.

8 not
J/tT

logically an*
'• ^ really needful to

restrict any word to designate the comparatively rare

id be the fitter one, and would

involve less change of recognized ootamcalJanguage.

The depressed umbelliferous plant, publish,

per and Suckley's botanical report of Stevens Pacific

Railroad Exploration as (fymopt, '^ ^m
the account of C. Wright's Japan collection (since then collected

in Japan by Maximowicz, <fcc.) has now two genuine names ol

which the relative
,

*- *° 5^Xu«hed
Hooker's Genera Plantarum, p. 90S

-

1

n Si
i-. 4 i-:

:

. .

- .- "
- •-,

"
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1. Synopsis of the species of Starfishes, in the British Museum,
withfigures of some of the new species ; by John Edward Gray,
Ph.D., 67 pages, quarto, with 16 plates, London, John Van Voorst.
This work includes descriptions of the numerous new genera and
species described by Dr. Gray in the Annals and magazine of Nat-
ural History, 1840, and the Proceedings of the Zoological Society
of London, 1847, the plates, which were prepared for a more ex-

tended work at the time of the original publication of the species

and have since been laid aside, are very accurate and beautifully

executed,
_
representing, in most cases, species not before figured.

The descriptions are reproduced from the original papers with the

addition of some synonyms, and lists of addittional species. It is

greatly to be regretted that the loss of the types of many of the

new species, especially those from the west coast of America, col-

lected by H. Cuming, Esq., prevents their being figured or more

ibed. This work, however, will be extremely valuable

to all investigators of this interesting group of animals on account

of the many excellent figures of rare and remarkable species, v.

IV. ASTRONOMY.

1. Discovery of new planet (§).—Prof. Watson discovered a new
planet on the night of the 24th of August. It resembles a star of

the 11th magnitude. The following are some of the earlier and

later observations, provisionally reduced.

Ann Arbor M. T. (§)« (§)<*

1867, Aug. 24, 15h 13m 22 3 '1 h 6m 48'340
24, 16 5 52-0 6 46*86

25, 10 2 42-9 6 17'04

25, 10 17 51-1 6 16-80

Oct. 15,

planet (§).—Prof. Watson discovered i

ssembling a star of the 11th magnitude

September. The following are the earl

other new planet, also resembling a star of the 11th
the night of the 6th of September,
and later observations.

Ann Arbor M. T. (§)«
1867, Sept. 6, 14" 48m 10 a

'l h 56m 33 8 '46

6, 16 15 37-4 56 31-34 -f-6°
II' *£*

It 10 12 21-4 56 6*99 6 10 4
^f

8, 9 59 29-2 55 33'40 6 54'<

Get. 15, 11 35 6 27 23-20 4 55 28*»

16, 10 30 4 26 40-34 +4 53 1»*

3. Shooting Stars in August, 1867.—At New Haven it was cloudy
on the nights of 9-10th and 10-1 1th of August. . ,

(1.) At Philadelphia.—The following is the result of the watcb
on the morning of the 10th, by Mr. B? V. Marsh, and Mr. CJJ-
Partington, each watching independently of the other, and direct-

ing their attention mainly toward Perseus.
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2 15 3 3 1

In l
h 27m 22 13 20 7

Seven of those seen by Mr. Marsh, and six seen by Mr. 1 tarling-

ton were estimated to have been bright enough to be risible in

moonlight. The meteors originating near the radiant indicated the

usual position, while some of the more distant seemed to proceed
from Cassiopeia. Several had trains but they were not persistent

nor were they very brig the skv was overcast.

(2.) At Marathon, JV. T.—Mv. Lewis Swift saw none during
an hour's watching between 9h and 10h

p. m., Aug. 9th. Resuming
observation in the morning he saw (watching alone) in l

h 10m , be-

ginning at a quarter past two o'clock, 39 meteors. Thinv-S.r.r

were conformable to a radiant in Perseus. Three larger than anv
of the 34 had a radiant in R. A. 3 h 30m, Dec.+27°. The paths

"were generally short. One not more than £ of the moon's diame-

ter in length was 1° from y PerseL Fog prevented further obser-

vations.

The evening of the 10th was cloudy. At 3 o'clock on the

morning of the 11th, 17 were counted in 30 minutes, when the

fog again interfered. The radiant point for 15 of them \*

thought to be slightly removed from its place on the previc

morniE

Aug. 12th, in 15m from 2h j

» " 9£h P.M.,

- « 1" A.M.,

Mr. Swift paid special attention t<

ble, and to the location of the radian

10th (a. m.), inR.A

h) At Winchendon, Mass.—Mr.

7 were seen, all conf
3 " " 2 conf.

2 " " both "

the number of meteors visi-

. The latter he places on the

2 h 50m, N.P.D. 37°.

2h 55m, " 38°.

doubtful,

on was estimated at from 6°

F. W. Russell reports in the

per hour, all radiating from

st meteor was seen about the

t few days was in Cassiopeia.
, during I

1
iint<
' to 10h 45m p.m., 8 meteors, au in

iant near e and 3 Cassiopeia.

Aug. 9th. From 12h 15m to 12h 55m A.M., 7 conf, 10 non-c

Aug. 9th. Evening. A few large meteors from n Fersei.

Aug. 11th. From2 11 to 3h A.M., 28 conf,
non-c*

« " 3h to 3h 40m " 15 " 1



Fere from an area 5° in diameter, whose cente
s
T.P.D. 31°.

Aug. 12th. From 2h to 3h (hazy) 18 coni
" " 3 h to 3h 30m (clear) 23 "

was considered to be as i

of the area of emanation. Mr. Russell adds: "It was emphati-
cally evident that the position of the radiant on the 11th, was not

that of the 12th. The area had moved toward ft Persei, and a

little toward o also. Moreover the area seemed ellipl

major axis being in declination and with a ratio to the minor axis

of 5 : 2."

Mr. Russell watched alone and was interrupted frequently by
the clouds and fogs.

(4.) At Florence.—Prof. Donati reports (Bulletitno Meteor., Sept.

186*7) the following results of observations made at Florence this

Of these 1322 meteors, 972 were recorded as conformable and

350 unconformable. The maximum deduced from this table was

from two to three o'clock on the morning of the 11th of August.

4. Meteoric Astronomy. A treatise on Shooting Stars, Fireballs

and Aerolites ; by Prof. Daniel Kikkwood. 12mo, pp. 130, Phil-

adelphia, J. B. Lippincott &Co. 1867.—Thi-
in a popular form a summary of the more important asto

relations of the igneous meteors. I tor discusses

the relations to the nebular hypothesis of the knowledge recently

acquired respecting them. The work constitutes a valuable and

interesting contribution to our literature upon this subject.
borne inadvertencies ought, however, to be corrected in any fu-

ture editmn. For example, he ascribes (p. 27) the change of the

epoch of the August meteors from the 25-28th of July hi the 9th

century to the 9-1 lth of August in the 19th, to a motion of the

nodes of their orbits along the ecliptic. The amount of motion is,

however hardly perceivable, when allowance is made for the pre-

the equinoxes, and for the change of the calendar, i*

- April showers some dates are improperly included^
others improperly omitted. Again, in the accounts of the Api£

rod December meteors, more credit, we think, should have

been given to Mr. Herrick's investigations. ' This oversight is proo-
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ably due to the fact that the author did not attempt to write the

history of the subject. But the frequent references to other labor-

ers in t his field of science make the omission noticeable, h. a. w.

5. On Meteors in tin Southern Itemisphen ; by Dr. E. Hi.!- an«i

Dr. George Neumayee. Mannheim, 1867, 24 pp. 4to, (reprinted

from Dr. iSTeumayer's "Discussion of Met. and Magn. Obs. made at

the Flagstaff Observatory.")—This memoir is very important as

giving almost the only observations we have of meteors observed

in the southern hemisphere. The paths of 2088 meteors seen be-

tween March, 1858, and October, 1863, at the Flagstaff Observa-

tory, at Melbourne, are discussed by Dr. Heis. One of the most

noticeable results is the lack of unusual numbers of meteors on the

10-12th of August. This was to have been expected as the radiant

in Perseus is below the horizon at Melborne.

6. Sternschmwpen und Kometen, (Extr. from "Kalender fur

alle Stande") by Carl von Littrow. \ ienna, 1867, pp. 42, 8vo.—
This is a history and summary of I

^ whi<-

1

have led to the important discovery of the intimate relation be-

tween shooting stars and comets.

V. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1. Ascent of Mt. Rood, in Oregon, and determination of its

height—Lieut. Col. Williamson, IT. S. Engineers, has just com-

Fort Vancouver, observations of the same character were

need July 1st of this year, and are still going on At Fort

Dalles similar observations have been made since July 10th. The

observations at the camp on the mountain slope were commenced

at 7 p.m., on August 2 2d, and continued hourly (with few omis-

sions) until 8 a.m., on the 24th. The barometer at the summit

was hung up at 1.30 p.m., August 23d and allowed to stand a

1 from the direct rays of the sun

It was there adjusted and observe - *™ *30

p.m., by Mr. Heuer and Mr. Best independently, and the
>

two^rec-

ords as shown to me were essentially the same. The mean read-

mg of the rromeTer'reduced to 32^Fah. was 19-941 inches, with

an°observed air temperature of 41-7 and wet bulb of 31 3-

"The height of Fort Vancouver above A8ton
? ™ 3"^

from the mean of the simultaneous observations taken durmg the
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months of July and August. The height of the Dalles above
Fort Vancouver was deduced from the corresponding observations
during twenty-one days in July, together with those for the month
of August. The height of the camp on the mountain slope above
Fort Vancouver, and also the height of that camp above Fort Dal-
les, were then separately computed from the daily means of the
observations taken at the three stations during August 23d. The
difference between the two should give the same result as by the
direct calculations between Fort Vancouver and Fort Dalles, but,
on account of the short period observed on the mountain camp, a
plus correction of a little over eight feet was found necessary to the
estimated height of that camp to make the three results agree.

" It then remained only to calculate the height of the summit of
Mount Hood above the mountain camp. The mean of the three
observations of the barometer was assumed as the nearest approx-
imation we can have to the mean pressure for that day, as the
horary oscillation at the summit is unknown.

" With regard to the mean temperature for that day, we have no
positive data to determine it. We cannot take the observed tem-
perature, as the observations were taken during the hottest part
of the day.
"By consulting the hourly observations of the thermometer at

the camp, I find the range there is between 63° and 43 -7°, or nearly
20 , and supposing nearly as great a range of temperature on the

summit, I have assumed the mean temperature there, for that day,
to be 34°.

y

" The following are the final results of the computations

:

oamp on mountain slope 5,820 5,952
Summit of Mt. Hood 5,273 11,225

"The computations are made with new tables, which will shortly
be pubhshed, and which give results similar to those by Planta-
mour s formula, based on Regnault's constants. They give the re-

sults somewhat higher than if Guyot's tables had been used, the
latter giving the height of the summit at 11,185 feet."

lne ascent was made on the twenty-third of last August, under
very favorable circumstances of weather, and the instruments used
(new ones by James Green, of New York) were brought down m
P wvi°

rder
'
*nd c°mpared with the standard at Fort Vancouver.

With regard to the discordance between his result and that of
a party which ascended the mountain a vear earlier, and from the

SS^-V 80
,
F

'
at which they observed water to boil, de-

duced a height ,of 17,600 feet, Col. Williamson remarks:

tM,^ry°? Uthatthe instruments ™ed were unreliable, and
this method of computing the altitude defective. With a boihng-
pomt apparatus (or thermo-barometer, as it is called), even of the
most approved kind, the results by boiling water are far inferior
to those by the cistern-barometer; but if the observations are
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made by a common thermometer, with small places for degrees, as

was the case in this instance, and the instrument not protected

from drafts of air, the results are utterly unreliable, and, therefore,

worse than worthless."

Prof. J. D. Whitney, State Geologist of California, who visited

Oregon this summer, writes (in a private letter) concerning the

same ascent : "The measurement of Mt. Hood published abroad by
Prof. Alphonso Wood was in reality made by Rev. Mr. Atkinson,

of Portland, who carried up his own thermometer (one of Ken-

dall's, with a heavy metallic scale), made the observations, and cal-

culated them by a rule which he found in Porter's Chemistry."

In our May number (vol. xliii, p. 416-9), we quoted from the

Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society a story told by a

Rev. H. K. Hines of his own ascent of Mt. Hood, in July of last

year, wherein that gentleman distinctly conveys the u

that he, too, had boiled water at 180° upon the summit, and calcu-

lated from it a height for the mountain of 17,640 feet, thus con-

firming Mr. Atkinson's result with a signal, not to say singular,

closeness. Prof. Whitney says farther, with reference to this:

"Mr. Hines never carried up any instruments at all, as I ascer-

tained on the spot from those who went up with him. I had felt

certain of this before, for the simple reason that he had given fig-

ures identical with those of Atkinson and Wood, which were evi-

dently erroneous ; as also because, in the account which he pub-

lished in the newspapers on his return, he said never a word about

having made any measurements, or having any instruments with

him. It is, then, a clear case of piracy."*
_ # #

Prof. Whitney himself made, during his brief visit, the best trig-

onometrical observations that circumstances permitted upon the

heights of Hood, St. Helens, and Adams, and his results, as yet only

rudely worked out, gave him over 12,000 feet for Hood, and about

1,000 feet less for the other two, which appear to be near y of the

same height. Mt. Rainier he was unable to observe but

indging by the eye alone, that it is the highest of all the moun-

tains of Oregon and Washington T **« refers

to these measurements as tending to confirm the accuracy of his

own; and, while hoping that other parties, with good n

will repeat his observations, he yet expresses his conn

the result he has reached will not be varied a hundred feet

ciation^the Adva
The sixteenth meeting of the American for the Ad-

vancement of Science was held at Burlington,

commencing on Wednesday the 21st and closing on the Monday

evening following. The officers of the meeting were ±ToL J. -

Prof. C.
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W. Gibbs, and the Treasurer, Dr. A. L. Elwyn, were not present.
Dr. B. A. Gould was elected chairman of St-
and Physics, and Prof. J. W. Dawson, of Section B, Natural His-

tory and Geology.
The whole number of papers read was 63—30 in Section A, 'and

tion B. The papers, generally, would compare favorably
in interest and importance with those of previous meetings.
The attendance of members was about the same as at Buflalo—

some seventy-five or eighty. Though not as great, for various rea-

sons, as before the war, it was yet larger than was generally antici-

pated, and abundantly indicative of the abiding interest felt in

the Association by the scientific men of the country. The spirit

of the meeting was excellent throughout, and the discussions often

of the highest interest. A noticeable feature was the number of
the younger men of science who took part, some of them for the

first time, and the impression of high promise made by many of

them in their several fields of effort. At the same time, the ab-

sence of many of the older men, so active in former meetings, could

not but be generally remarked. Some had died—among them
Prof. Bache ; others, like Prof. Henry, were kept away by illness,

t

The meeting was in all respects a successful one, and the Asso-

ciation may now be regarded as permanently re-established, with

every prospect of as full an attendance of members, and as happy
an influence on the science and the scientific men of the country in

the future as at any former period. The success of the meeting
was promoted in no small degree by the active cooperation of

many of the citizens of Burlington, and the hospitalities and cour-

tesies extended to the Association, both by individuals and cor-

porations, contributed largely to the comfort and enjoyment of the

members. The excursion on the Lake and to the Gorge of the

Ausable, by invitation of the Champlain Transportation (

and that to Mount Mansfield by invitation of W. H. H. Bingham,
Esq., deserve to be particularly mentioned.

In default of the customary address by the retiring president,

(Dr. Barnard being in Europe) the address this year was given by
the president, Prof. Newberry, on "Modern Scientific investiga-

tion—its Methods and Tendencies."
Among the general business transacted was the appointment ot

a commission, "To examine the Linnean rules of Zoological No-
menclature by the light of the suggestions and examples of recent

! >d to prepare a code of laws and recommendations in

conformity with just modern usage, to be submitted to the Asso-

ciation at the next meeting." The commission, as appointed, con-

sists of Profs. J. D. Dana, J. Wyman, S. F. Baird, J. Leidy, J. &

W PutnTm
Dawson

>
Wm- Stimpson, S. H. Scudder and *•

Prof. John Torrey was appointed on the committee of Weights
and Measures m place of the late Prof. Bache.

u f
..

Dv B. A Gould was appointed to prepare an address on the la*
and Services of Prof. Bache, to be delivered at the next meeting.
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The next meeting was appointed to be held in Chicago, commen-
cing on Wednesday, the 5th of August, 1868.
The officers elected for that meeting, are Dr. B. A. Gould, Pres-

ident, Col. Charles Whittlesey, Vice Pioi-Kit. Prof. J. Lovering
Permanent Secretary, Prof. A. P. Rockwell, General Secretary,
Dr. A. L. Elwyn, Treasurer.
The following is a list of the papers read.

In Section A.—

M

1. On the optical method of studying Sound; Prof. J. Lov.rm._r.
2. New determination of the distance of the Sun; P

Newconib.
3. Apparatus for illustr.itini? Wave Motion; Prof. C. S. Lyman.
4. On the Theories of Boussingault and Thenard of the differ-

ence between Stale and Freshened Bread ; Prof. E. N. Horsford.
5. On the relative values of Gold and Silver for a series of

years ; E. B. Elliott.

6. Remarks on Meteorological results deduced from the new
method of registration ; Prof G. W. Hough.

7. Remarks on the laws of winds, with some account of pro-

gress in the in ie; Prof J. H. Coffin.

8. On the Periodicity of the Aurora ; Prof. J. Lovering.

9. Occupations of the population classified; E. B. Elliott,

10. On the determination of latitude from observations in the
prime vertical ; Prof. W. A. Rogers.
11. On new diagrams and derivative symbols, illustrating the

prominent characteristics of the chemical elements ; Prof. S. D.
Tillman.

12. On the Velocity of transmission of signals by the Electro-

magnetic Telegraph ; Dr. B. A. Gould.

13. On the Structure of Ice in its relations to the sudden disap-

pearance of Ice on Lake Champlain; Prof. E. KJjJorsford.

14. The Geodetic Triangulation of the Coast of New England,

Prof. Bache, late Superintendent of the U.*S. Coast Survey; Prof.

J. E. Hilgard.
15. Preliminary notice of Experiments on Snow at temperatures

below 32° Farenheit; Prof E. Hungerford.
.

16. Remarks on Personal Equation in Transit Observations ; Prof
G. W. Hough.
17. Tellurium a Metal; Dr. L. Bradley.

18. On a new method of Measuring Musical intervals upon a

spiral projection ; S. D. Tillman.
.

19. Suggestions on the Scientific and Practical Relations of

Wood Spirit; Prof J. Hyatt. __, __„.

20. On certain Laws of Production and Trade; E. B. Elliott.

On the Conversion of Iron into Steel by means of earburet-

Knowled^e* of the Satellites of Jupiter before the

time of Galileo; Prof. Jas. Hyatt. ,„_.,„„_.„ *____i
23. On the Effects of Sunshine on Fires; Prof E. N. Horsford.

24. On the Communications of Vibrations; Prof. B. Peirce, read

by Prof Lovering.
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25. Indian Architecture ; L. H. Morgan.
26. Notes on the Duke of Argyle's theory of the flight of Birds,

with illustrations derived from the Trochilidae ; L. E. Chittenden.
27. On the use of Months for Dates; J. F. Holton.
28. On Elliptic Integrals by Series: David Trowbridge, presen-

ted by Dr. B. A. Gould.
29. On Euler's Universal Formulse for the Summation of Series;

David Trowbridge, presented by Dr. B. A. Gould.

Col. Charles Whittlesey.
2. The Geological Relations of the Mastodon and Fossil Ele-

phant of North America; Prof. James Hall
3. Considerations drawn from the Study of the Orthoptera of

North America; Samuel H. Scudder.
4. Traces of Ancient Glaciers in the White Mts.; G. L. Vose.

5. The Origin of the so-called Lignilites or Epsomites ; Prof.

O. C. Marsh.
&

6. The Geographical Distribution of the Sediments and the Fos-

sils of the Hamilton, Portage, and Chemung groups of New York;
Prof James Hall.

& * *

7. The distribution of Limnaea megasoma and cognate genera;

L. E. Chittenden.
8. Upon some remarkable Fossil Fishes obtained by Rev. H

Herzer, from the Devonian Rocks at Delaware, Ohio; Prof. J. S.

Newberry.
9. The Fossil Insects of North America ; S. H. Scudder.

10. The Winooski Marbles of Colchester, Vt. ; Prof. C. H. Hitch-

cock. *
11. The Zoological affinities of the Tabulate Corals; Prof. A E.

VerrilL

12. The Coal Measures of Illinois ; Prof. A H. Worthen.
13. New Points in the Geology of Nova Scotia and New Bruns-

wick; Prof J. W. Dawson. .

14 On some New Fossil Sponges from the Lower Silurian :
Prot

O. C. Marsh.
15. On the occurrance of Fossil Sponges in the successive groups

°L<hSJ*al?01S0ic Se"es; Prof James Hall.

J2' Be African Beaver; Lewis H. Morgan.
7" 7f 218tortion and Metamorphosis of Pebbles in Conglome-

rate. H. Hitchcock
F

18 On some Fossil Reptiles and Fishes from the Carboniferous
btrata of Ohio, Kentucky and Illinois; Prof. J. S. Newberry.
19. Cotta s Law of the Earth's Development; R. W. Raymond.

cl°ari?s

n
wSLtyMa88e8 ^^^^ ^ VvM^

B
21
g
^n th

a

e Lo^er Silurian Brown Hematite Beds of America;
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22. Explanations of the Geological Map of Maine; Prof. C H
Hitchcock.
23. On the Geographical Distribution of Radiates on the West

Coast of America; Prof. A. E. Verrill.

24. Considerations relating to the Climate of the Glacial Epoch
in North America; Prof. Edward Hungerford.
25. Depression of the Sea during the Glacial Period ; CoL Chas.

Whittlesey.
26. Ripton Sea Beaches; Prof. Edward Hungerford.

v Jl
s Cretaceous and Tertiary Flora of North America;

Prof. O. C. Marsh.
29. Geology of Vermont; Prof C. H. Hitchcock.
30. The Insect Fauna of the summit of Mt. Washington as com-

pared with that of Labrador; Dr. A S. Packard, jr.

31. Remarks on theklchthyological Fauna of Lake Champlain;
F. W. Putnam.

e Em

Dr. A S. Packard, Jr.

33. On the Flowering of Plants; James Hyatt.

National Academy of Sciences.—At the r

_ of the National Academy of ^ '

llowing papers were presented.

1. The structural character of 1

2. Protest against modern nomenclature i:

3. On homocercy and heterocercy ; L. Agassiz.

4. On the significance of classes in the Animal kingdom ; L.

Agassiz.

5. On sterility among Skates ; L. Agassiz.

6. The fifth pair of nerves and the organ of hearing in Skates

;

7. On periodical orvulation in Sharks and Skates; L. Agassiz.

8. The circulation of blood in Selachians ; L. Agassiz.

9. Parasitic Crustaeea in the giUs of Sharks; L. Agassiz.

10. On the duration of the electric discharge; O. N. Rood.

11. On new processes in analytical chemistry; W. Gibbs.

12. On certain points in the theory of atomicities ; W. Gibbs.

13. Spectroscopic notices; W. Gibbs.

14. On determination of wave lengths by the method of com-

parison
; W. Gibbs. , x

' 15. Embryology and affinities of Cyclopterus ; L. Agassiz.

16. Algebras ; Benjamin Peirce.

17. The limitations and conditions of associated linear algebra

;

Benjamin Peirce. . . .« ^
18. Single, double and triple linear associative algebras; .Ben-

jamin Peirce. . „ .

19. Quadruple linear associative algebra; Benjamm Peirce

20. The precision of thee-'-"
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the theory of the gyroscope, with remarks explanatory of the de-
viation of rifled projectiles ; G. Barnard.

21. Notes on a problem in curvature; T. Hill.
22. Observations in 1866 and 1867 of right ascensions of stars

observed by d'Agelet in 1783-5; B. A. Gould.
23. Determinations of the proper motions of stars first observed

by d'Agelet; B. A. Gould.
24. Remarks on the geological relations of the Mastodon and

Jossil Elephant, suggested by the discovery of the Cohoes Masto-
don; Jas. HalL

25. On the value of certain groups in the geological series when
studied in their geographical extension; Jas. Hall.

26. On a process of integration used in the case of a planet's or-

bit disturbed by small forces ; Theodore Strong.

4. MLurahxjhutl Xo;nfi,>-l,turi ;.—\u mv .:

Nomenclature, page 146 of this volume, I observe that names
after persons were not used by the ancient^ I failed to allude to

a case cited from Pliny (xxxvi, 67) by von Sf! i

Geschichte der Miner* (!<>•,>;. (Miiiiu-h,* I si;4)—that of Olm<li,i,i, or

more correctly Obsian, named after Obsius, who Pliny says dis-

covered the substance in Ethiopia,—an example referred to in 1790
by Werner in a defense of his own use of such names (Bergrn. J.,

i, 103, 1790). But this is not strictly an example of a personal
name of the kind intended. For Pliny uses Obsian not as a sub-

stantive but as an adjective ; the mineral was not Obsian but Ob-
sian glass or Obsian sto nanus, and

wring in the course of the paragraph. The
4 the termination tie to Obsian wool

eralogical method, make a name equii at to Pliny's I

nus. Names of persons ending in an (as I

were common among the Romans; and this is so far reason for

avoiding the t

borne critics question the existence of the reputed < >

reject Pliny's explanation. j. d. daxa.
5 British Association.—The British Association was in session

at Dundee in September last, commencing its session on Wednes-
day the 4th. The names of over 2000 attendants on the meeting
were enrolled, of whom more than 700 were ladies. The President
" the year, the Duke of Buccleuch, opened the meet!

The subjects for the a
For 1868, Adduce ant

TL^f—^ a™als ™th the view of determining the 1

nUnX i„

n&A
F
°F 1869

> ^ the range of Arctic °and Alpine

fhTll °?iAmePc^ with an enumeration of the species. On
*ne nature ol the prizes, see vol. xl, p. 137, of this Journal
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V. MISCELLANEOUS BIBLIOGRAPHY.

1. The Mechanical Theory of Meat with its application to the

to the physical properties of bodies ; by R.

Cl.u-sius, Prof, of Physics in the t
r
r,i\ .. r>;ty <•» Zurich, edited by

Prof. T. Archer Hirst, F.R.S., with an introduction by Professor

Tyndall. London, John Van Voorst, 1867. 8vo, pp. 376.—This

volume consists of nine memoirs by Prof. Clausius which were

published in Poggendorff's Annalen and elsewhere. In

1864 the author prepared for the press a collected edition of them,

adding notes and appendices. The present

edition containing, however, an additional memoir (the tth) which

has appeared since 1864. The 5th memoir was reprinted in this

Journal (II xxii and xxiii) from the Philosophical Magazine.

The following are the titles to the memoirs. Introduction; On
the treatment of diffei teoaJ lnte~

grable. 1st memoir, On the moving force of heat, and the laws

of heat which may be deduced therefrom. 2d, On the deportment

of vapor during its expansion under different circumstances 3d,

On the theoretic connexion of two empirical laws relating to the

tension and the latent heat of different vapors. 4th, On a modified

form of the second fundamental theorem in the mechanical theory

the equivalence of transformations to interior work

axiom in the mechanical, theory of heat. 8th, On th

tion of rays of heat and light, and on the limits of its -
t ravs oi neat anu ugut,^ w ^~ ,—~ ~ ,

vera! convenient forms of the fundamental equations ot the

mechanical theory of heat.

2. Condition and doings of the Boston Soc

tory. Boston, 1867.-In this report are included the reports of

the.Custody ™r
i
tors

-1SSZS^
departments, and the Treasurer, together with

>

obituary notices ot

two prominent and active members of the so,

and *Dr. Henry Bryant. The reports show continue, 1

and activity in* all departments of the society, and a 1

couraging financial condition. D™***6
£.
ear

*pVX™ F.o
quests have been received, one of 120,090 from P P

and $10 000 with a valuable collection of shells from

Pratt* Tportant improvements have been^mth^Wljj
for the better accommodation^^f^^^^^^X
collections. The publi ^^0^0^
have gone forward with unusual rapidity and 1

volume of the

Correspondence and Entomological notes of Dr./T W
announced as authorized to be published, D«rmg ft

7!",mfjj-
four papers have been presented to the Society from thirty-one in

^tit Culture demanded by^ *fc£*J2^2
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familiar to all and to whom
correlation of forces as well as original scientific works of gr<
merit. Prof. Youmans has done good service to the cause of t„
entific education in our country by the preparation of this work.
He has brought together a mass of argument from scattered and,
to most readers, inaccessible sources. These papers treat the sub-
ject from about every point of view. They vary, as might be ex-
pected, in ability, but they are without exception readable and in-

teresting. Mr. Youmans's own lecture on the scientific study of
human nature is very valuable and suggestive and his introduction
to the reader is well written and appropriate. The gem of the
work is, in our opinion the noble and characteristic discourse of

cation of the
'

permanent f

is for his woi

4. On the distribution of temperature in the lower region of the

earth's atmosphere; by Professor Henry Hennessy, F.RS. (Ext.

Roy. Irish Acad.) 4to, 58 pp.—Professor Hennessy discusses in

this memoir the daily change of temperature with reference to the

geographical position of the stations. By drawing a line through
the places that enjoy the same temperature at the same instant of

absolute time, he constructs what he denominates a sy
line. A map containing such lines for 4h a. m. and 2h P. m. Green-

5. Die Chemie der austrocknenden Oele, ihre Bereitmr/ nn<l

/ Gewerben; von Gr. J.

Mulder. Nach der hollandischen Original-Ausgabe bearbeitet von
J. Miiller, Berlin, 1867.—Mulder being asked what paint would
best serve to protect iron from rusting, was unable to give an
answer satisfactory to himself without first experimentally investi-

gating the nature of paint and finding out wherein the drying of
oils consists. He has brought to bear on this practical subject, his

well known accuracy, tact, and thoroughness, and has obtained com-
mensurate results. He has resolutely and perseveringly grappled
the previously evasive Proteus of the drying oils, through its several
shapes, and has at last elicited facts and principles which are all

the more important for their bearing on matters of everyday life,—lor their relation to the arts and to art. Most of his experi-
ments were made on linseed oil, but he also devoted some atten-
tion to poppyseed oil and nut oil. The chief and distinctive con-
stituent;of all is "linolein" which consists of glycerin and "lino-
leic acid. The author tried in vain to obtain pure linoleic acid,
lor the more he worked with it the more it became contaminated
with products of oxydation; and, as it is one of the very weak
acids, he found it exceedingly difficult to produce salts which he

7™ifl Tf were quite P™* and norraaL But there can be h?
«™l?* X crposition is HO,C 32H27 3 . Linoleic acid being
exposed m thin layers to the air, in a few days becomes oxydwed
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to " linoxic acid,"—a sticky substance, like turpentine. By seve-

ral months farther exposure, the linoxic acid dries and becomes
:

" C 32H 2 ,(),„—an amorphous, tough, leathery matter

insoluble in water, alcohol, ether, or dilute acids, but dissolving in

Unoxates. Its best proper solvent is a mix-

ture of alcohol and chloroform. Linoleate ol lead readily oxydizes

in the air to a white linoxate, which is not glutinous, but dry, ii.-ml,

and brittle. And linseed oil boiled with a very little oxyd of lead

so as to contain a small quantity of linoleate of lead, dries as well

in a few days as isolated linoleic acid does in so many months.

There are two linoxyns, the white and the red, and there arc OOP-

responding white and red linoxic acids. The white modifications

become red by being heated to 80° C, and the red turn white

again by continued exposure to sunlight. The browning of white

paint in dark places, is owing to the gradual change of white lm-

oxyn into red. Four linoxic acids are mentioned, having the same

properties, but differing in respect to color and to the amount_ of

HO in combination. White linoxic acid formed by the oxydation

of linoleate of lead, is HO,C 32H25 9 ;
that produced by the o*-

C^
ion of free linoleic acid in the air, is HO,C 32H25 9

+2HO.
linoxic acid when separated from red linoxate of lead by

chlorhydric acid and dried at 100° C, is C S2H25 9 . The second

of the above white linoxic acids on bemg heated for some time in

a water bath, loses 6'7 per cent and leaves a blood red hnoxic acid

of the composition HO,C 32H25 9 . It will be noticed that lin-

oxyn, which is an indifferent substance, has a composition interme-

diate between this latter red hnoxic acid and the white from

which it is formed; but of™™™]™^^™%^*^
ment is different. Linoleic anhydrid,-C 32H2T -completes

the list of peculiar substances which exist or may be formed m
drying oiU? More or less of it is always formed during the bod-

ing of such oils, and it adds much to the goodness of boiled oil.

It is an unalterable, elastic matter, like caoutchouc that has been

11 seed oil and nut oil differ from linseed oil in containing

lauriStead of palmitin, and their bnolein g*ves only the .hate

varietv linoxvn Hence not being liable to turn brown i

SeTSeStofor^SSto' use. Linseed oil consists of about 80 p. c.
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lc But oxydation still goes on, though very slowly, and
the fatty acids disappear. Finally the linoxyn itself undergoes de-

viceable in binding colors or in protecting

No metall

the painted i

The albuminous or mucilaginous matter which has so long fig-

ured in the books to account for slowness in the drying of unboiled

oil, Mulder has searched for carefully but in vain ; and he finds

that fresh oil treated by any method which should simply remove
albumen or mucilage, still dries no better than before. And, after

all, this inappreciable substance, if it were present, would fail to

explain what it was invented to account for : since there is no
known reason why a matter that helps some oils oxydize to become
rancid, should hinder others from oxydizing to become dry. It is

therefore high time for science to consign this nonentity to the limbo

of obsolete follies.

The oxyds and acetates of lead a

Ibuminous matters, but by formino
oxydizes readily and communicates its activity to the oil itself.

The addition of some manganese salts, such as the borate, accel-

erates the drying, because the loosely held oxyd of manganese ox-

3 in the air and awakens the activity of the surrounding oil.

> metallic oxyds or salts can act as driers unless they are brought

into a state to combine chemically with the oil. Thus red oxyd of

iron and zinc white and oxyd of tin are entirely inert. Sulphate

of zinc or sulphate of manganese may act when oxyd of lead is

added to combine with the sulphuric acid and set the other oxyd
free ; but without such addition, they are useless ; and the oxyd of

lead required for the decomposition would do more good if used

alone. But oil treated with any driers by mere digestion, though

it may dry quickly, can never be so good as oil boiled with suitable

additions ; because in boiling some linoleic anhydrid is formed,

which being more adhesive and elastic than linoxyn, adds much to

the value of oil for paint. The author, discarding numerous non-

sensical receipts which are extant, recommends for preparing a col-

orless drying oil, which leaves nothing to be desired, to boil com-

mon linseed oil two hours with three per cent of red lead, filter it,

and expose it to sunlight in large shallow vessels, the air over it

being frequently renewed.
Mulder returning at length to the problem which gave rise to

the investigation, rejects oil paints as unsuitable to prevent the

rusting of iron, and concludes that coal tar contains the best ma-

terials for a protecting coat.
The book contains a great deal that is new, and the author has

been to use his own expression, " Getren dem Grundsatze, welcner

uns NiederliLndean t
'

Weiteres dahin zu SL„iv^
standen die GesehichtenTcht zu vergesse^"~"of course he doesn
entirely exhaust his subject, but science is greatly enriched by this

work, and it constitutes a masterly contribution to the chemistry ot

the arts.
J

j. n. o.
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